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The Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS)The Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) came into being on June 18th 1981, when seven Eastern Caribbean came into being on June 18th 1981, when seven Eastern Caribbean

countries signed a treaty agreeing to cooperate with each other and promote unity and countries signed a treaty agreeing to cooperate with each other and promote unity and solidarity among the Members. The Tsolidarity among the Members. The Treatyreaty

became known as the Treaty of Basseterre, so named in honour of the capital city of St. Kitts and Nevis where it was signed. It isbecame known as the Treaty of Basseterre, so named in honour of the capital city of St. Kitts and Nevis where it was signed. It is

the mission of OECS to be the mission of OECS to be a major regional institution contributa major regional institution contributing to the sustainable development of the OECS Member Statesing to the sustainable development of the OECS Member States

by assisting them to by assisting them to maximise the benets from their collective space, by maximise the benets from their collective space, by facilitating their intelligent integration with the globalfacilitating their intelligent integration with the global

economy; by contributing to policy and program formulation and execution in respect of economy; by contributing to policy and program formulation and execution in respect of regional and international issues, and byregional and international issues, and by

facilitation of bilateral and multilateral co-operation. For more facilitation of bilateral and multilateral co-operation. For more information visitinformation visit oecs.org. oecs.org.

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID)The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) is an  is an independent agency that provides economic, development andindependent agency that provides economic, development and

humanitarian assistance around the world in support of humanitarian assistance around the world in support of the foreign policy goals of the foreign policy goals of the United States. The United States has the United States. The United States has a longa long

history of extending a helping hand history of extending a helping hand to those people overseas struggling to make a to those people overseas struggling to make a better life, recover from a disaster or live in better life, recover from a disaster or live in aa

free and democratic country. U.S. foreign assistance has always had free and democratic country. U.S. foreign assistance has always had the twofold purpose of the twofold purpose of furthering Amefurthering America’rica’s foreign policys foreign policy

interests in expanding democracy and free markets while improving the lives of interests in expanding democracy and free markets while improving the lives of the citizens of the developing world. Spendingthe citizens of the developing world. Spending

less than one-half of 1 percent of the federal budget, USAID works around the world to achieve these goals.less than one-half of 1 percent of the federal budget, USAID works around the world to achieve these goals.

For more information visitFor more information visit usaid.gov.usaid.gov.
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 EKOS Communications EKOS Communications provides innovative environmental education and communication services intended to provides innovative environmental education and communication services intended to engage,engage,

inspire, motivate and support individuals and inspire, motivate and support individuals and organizations in the pursuit of organizations in the pursuit of sustainabilitysustainability. Our . Our clients in the clients in the public, privatepublic, private

and not-for-prot sectors come to us not only because we are a “full service shop” with expertise in such aspects as web-deand not-for-prot sectors come to us not only because we are a “full service shop” with expertise in such aspects as web-de--

sign and development, audio-visual production, graphic design and production, and research and sign and development, audio-visual production, graphic design and production, and research and writing but also for our writing but also for our skillsskills

and talents in developing and supporting engagement, dialogue and and talents in developing and supporting engagement, dialogue and exchange. Our projects span all aspects of exchange. Our projects span all aspects of sustainabilitysustainability,,

including biodiversity conincluding biodiversity conservation, renewable energy, greservation, renewable energy, green buildings and neien buildings and neighbourhoods, ghbourhoods, and climate changand climate change.e.
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tip sheets cover planning logistics and help teachers develop tip sheets cover planning logistics and help teachers develop a conservation ethic with their students. Several hands-on, sensory aware-a conservation ethic with their students. Several hands-on, sensory aware-ness activities help increase the ability to observe and ness activities help increase the ability to observe and be present in nature, emphasize getting to be present in nature, emphasize getting to know local species and their habitats,know local species and their habitats,

and inspire local action and stewardship.and inspire local action and stewardship.
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This resource has been developed for This resource has been developed for teachers and students to support and teachers and students to support and inspire them in teaching and learning about biodiversity atinspire them in teaching and learning about biodiversity at

the CXC level. The content has the CXC level. The content has been written to be been written to be accessible to secondary or high school students.accessible to secondary or high school students.

Many experienced educators have Many experienced educators have contributed to creating this guide, contributed to creating this guide, endorsing “tried-and-true” activities with practical, realisticendorsing “tried-and-true” activities with practical, realistic

teaching strategies. The background information has been written for students and teachers to teaching strategies. The background information has been written for students and teachers to review and use, and most review and use, and most of the activi-of the activi-

ties are student-directed, with worksheets and learning strategies that support their learning. A sectities are student-directed, with worksheets and learning strategies that support their learning. A section has been developed on has been developed to supportto support

and inspire student action and inspire student action for biodiversityfor biodiversity. The Appendices include teacher tip . The Appendices include teacher tip sheets to support teachers sheets to support teachers taking students on taking students on outdooroutdoor

excursions and eld trips, as well excursions and eld trips, as well as simple sensory awareness activities to heighten students’ observatas simple sensory awareness activities to heighten students’ observation skills while working oution skills while working out--

doors. Relevant learning outcome links to the CXC doors. Relevant learning outcome links to the CXC syllabi are included, as well as syllabi are included, as well as assessment suggestions and a resource list.assessment suggestions and a resource list.

The resource was developed as The resource was developed as a component of the “Protecting the a component of the “Protecting the Eastern Caribbean Region’s BiodiversEastern Caribbean Region’s Biodiversity Project” of the Organizaity Project” of the Organiza--

tion of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) tion of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) and was funded by and was funded by USAID. While the resource is intended primarily for use USAID. While the resource is intended primarily for use in secondary orin secondary or

high schools throughout the OECS, the content has been developed to have relevance to the Caribbean as a whole.high schools throughout the OECS, the content has been developed to have relevance to the Caribbean as a whole.

The resource consists of two parts. The The resource consists of two parts. The rst introduces learners to the basic principles and concepts rst introduces learners to the basic principles and concepts related to biodiversity and itsrelated to biodiversity and its

conservation and protection. The second provides background, case studies and activities related to some of conservation and protection. The second provides background, case studies and activities related to some of the Caribbean’s ecosys-the Caribbean’s ecosys-

tems: open-ocean, coastal zone, coral tems: open-ocean, coastal zone, coral reefs, mangroves, and tropical forests. Two other parts have reefs, mangroves, and tropical forests. Two other parts have been recommended for developmentbeen recommended for development

should the necessary nancial resources become available. These two additional resources would cover the should the necessary nancial resources become available. These two additional resources would cover the linkages between biodiverlinkages between biodiver--

sity and culture and a focus on endangered species and spaces.sity and culture and a focus on endangered species and spaces.

The two parts and The two parts and their individual sections have been designed as “stand-alone” resources. Also, it is not necessary for the their individual sections have been designed as “stand-alone” resources. Also, it is not necessary for the learner tolearner to

work their way through the work their way through the two sections sequentiallytwo sections sequentially, except to say , except to say that the material in Part 2 that the material in Part 2 would be more readily understood andwould be more readily understood and
integrated after having studied Part 1 rst.integrated after having studied Part 1 rst.

It should be emphasized that the It should be emphasized that the activities included with each section are meant as activities included with each section are meant as a guide only, rather than as directives to be fol-a guide only, rather than as directives to be fol-

lowed. Teaclowed. Teachers and students hers and students are encouraged to are encouraged to develop examples, case studies and develop examples, case studies and activities localized to their particular country.activities localized to their particular country.

However you choose to However you choose to use this guide, we use this guide, we wish you enjoyment and inspiration in your wish you enjoyment and inspiration in your exploration of the amazing biodiversity of thisexploration of the amazing biodiversity of this

region.region.

I/ Welcome and Introduction to theI/ Welcome and Introduction to the

Biodiversity Learning ResourceBiodiversity Learning Resource

What the teaching professionals have to say aboutWhat the teaching professionals have to say about Biodiversity of the Caribbean Biodiversity of the Caribbean as a  as a learning resource...learning resource...

“This Learning Resource is a great concept and in many ways “This Learning Resource is a great concept and in many ways the resourthe resource is guaranteed to enhancece is guaranteed to enhance

learning at both the teacher and student level.”learning at both the teacher and student level.”

“The emphasis on peer learning, self-teaching and life skills is the way forward by most new day“The emphasis on peer learning, self-teaching and life skills is the way forward by most new day

educators and thus are most educators and thus are most appropriate.”appropriate.”

[Part 1] is well written and will a “life changing course” when applied. The outdoor activities are great and the synthesis is[Part 1] is well written and will a “life changing course” when applied. The outdoor activities are great and the synthesis is

engaging and rewarding making science of biodiversity real and alive in the engaging and rewarding making science of biodiversity real and alive in the hands of the student. It hands of the student. It will open the will open the windows towindows to

the world around the students and areas such as wealth from trees and all species have values the world around the students and areas such as wealth from trees and all species have values engage the practical aspectsengage the practical aspects

which cement the which cement the thought processes requirthought processes required for conservation ed for conservation of biodiversity.”of biodiversity.”

“...the Actions for Biodiversity [section] is a challenging one for both teacher and student since it now challenges [them to]“...the Actions for Biodiversity [section] is a challenging one for both teacher and student since it now challenges [them to]

know more about their situation and commit to making a difference. The Interview in the community has so many winningknow more about their situation and commit to making a difference. The Interview in the community has so many winning

 points, it should be a core activity in this and other sections.” points, it should be a core activity in this and other sections.”

“Biodiversity in the Caribbean contains a wealth of information and offers a more holistic and real-world “Biodiversity in the Caribbean contains a wealth of information and offers a more holistic and real-world 

 approach to Ecology than most of the textbook based material that teachers and students normally use.” approach to Ecology than most of the textbook based material that teachers and students normally use.”

“Both units will “Both units will provide a very useful resourprovide a very useful resource for teachers of the Cce for teachers of the CSEC (and CAPE) CXC syllabus.”SEC (and CAPE) CXC syllabus.”

“One of the most “One of the most useful features [of the activities in useful features [of the activities in Part 1 are] the attempts to have Part 1 are] the attempts to have students engaged in research and action,students engaged in research and action,

 providing instructions for a range of activities such as debating, environmental management and so on. The questions and providing instructions for a range of activities such as debating, environmental management and so on. The questions and

extensions should provoke thought and, if handled well by teachers, have a lasting effect beyond the passing of examinations.”extensions should provoke thought and, if handled well by teachers, have a lasting effect beyond the passing of examinations.”



    

This learning sequence outline frames the development of the This learning sequence outline frames the development of the biodiversity sections. It combines learning styles and the main peda-biodiversity sections. It combines learning styles and the main peda-

gogical learning theory of awareness leading to appreciatiogogical learning theory of awareness leading to appreciation, understanding and action. The scope begins with the personal n, understanding and action. The scope begins with the personal - what- what

is relevant and understood by the is relevant and understood by the individual – and expands outwards to individual – and expands outwards to one’s natural communione’s natural community, then to the biodiversity of culturalty, then to the biodiversity of cultural

and social communities. The scope next examines regional and global issues and and social communities. The scope next examines regional and global issues and nallynally, action learning: applying learning to effect, action learning: applying learning to effect

change.change.

1) Environmental Awareness through Direct Experience1) Environmental Awareness through Direct Experience

Start from where your participants are – Start from where your participants are – focus on student experience. Begin with the focus on student experience. Begin with the personal: direct, sensory experiences with thepersonal: direct, sensory experiences with thenatural world occurring in local surroundings. By starting with natural world occurring in local surroundings. By starting with personal direct experiences, this allows participants to make meaningpersonal direct experiences, this allows participants to make meaning

for themselves, and develop a felt context for for themselves, and develop a felt context for understanding concepts, facts and information to followunderstanding concepts, facts and information to follow..

2) Ecological and Natural History 2) Ecological and Natural History ConnectionsConnections
Next, study the natural environment. After participants have made some personal connections to the natural world, they are Next, study the natural environment. After participants have made some personal connections to the natural world, they are far morefar more

likely to assimilate ecological concepts, facts likely to assimilate ecological concepts, facts and information. Ecological concepts, including cycles and and information. Ecological concepts, including cycles and processes, relationships ofprocesses, relationships of

organisms, and the diversity and importance of species and ecosystems are covered organisms, and the diversity and importance of species and ecosystems are covered next.next.

3) Culture, Nature and Environments3) Culture, Nature and Environments
Move outwards to discover local environments, communities and cultural connections. The environment is not just a Move outwards to discover local environments, communities and cultural connections. The environment is not just a natural biologicalnatural biological

entityentity, but includes social, cultural and spiritual meanings as well. , but includes social, cultural and spiritual meanings as well. By exploring their own cultures and By exploring their own cultures and traditions and those of others,traditions and those of others,

students gain a deeper perspective on their students gain a deeper perspective on their relationships to the environment, and on environmental problems and solutions. Bioregion-relationships to the environment, and on environmental problems and solutions. Bioregion-

alism and place-based learning are alism and place-based learning are important components.important components.

4) Environmental Actions for Social Change4) Environmental Actions for Social Change
Expand the scope to Expand the scope to include the political context of the environment and biodiversity, including global environmental issues and linksinclude the political context of the environment and biodiversity, including global environmental issues and links

between local, regional, international and global environments. Local and global issues around biodiversity can be between local, regional, international and global environments. Local and global issues around biodiversity can be examined. Empha-examined. Empha-

size the development of size the development of personal action skills that personal action skills that empower individuals to act empower individuals to act responsiblyresponsibly. Action learning activities (skills-building,. Action learning activities (skills-building,

inventories, surveys, cleanups, etc.), simulations, debates, and projects are inventories, surveys, cleanups, etc.), simulations, debates, and projects are noted strategies.noted strategies.

II/ Suggested Learning Scope and SequenceII/ Suggested Learning Scope and Sequence

Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)
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“The diversity of life forms, so numerous that we have yet to“The diversity of life forms, so numerous that we have yet to

identify most of them, is identify most of them, is the greatest wonder of this planet.”the greatest wonder of this planet.”  

~ Harvard biologist E.O. ~ Harvard biologist E.O. WilsonWilson

IntroductionIntroduction
This section contains three units that emphasize biodiversity ba-This section contains three units that emphasize biodiversity ba-

sics, ecological concepts and sics, ecological concepts and ecosystem exploration. Each unit’secosystem exploration. Each unit’s

background information and corresponding activities supportbackground information and corresponding activities support

the learning outcomes of the CXC the learning outcomes of the CXC syllabi of biology, integratsyllabi of biology, integrateded

science and geography. The three units are science and geography. The three units are described furtherdescribed further

belowbelow. They are “stand-alone” resources – i.e. you . They are “stand-alone” resources – i.e. you don’t need todon’t need to

have taught one to have taught one to use another, but are presented in a sequenceduse another, but are presented in a sequenced

order that highlights the key concepts and order that highlights the key concepts and specic information onspecic information on

biodiversity and the Caribbean biodiversity and the Caribbean ecosystems.ecosystems.

Section ASection A: : The Basics The Basics of Biodiof Biodiversityversity
This unit answers This unit answers some basic questions about some basic questions about biodiversitybiodiversity, why, why

it’it’s important, and its relevance to the s important, and its relevance to the Caribbean region. Stu-Caribbean region. Stu-
dents explore local biodiversity to discover key concepts throughdents explore local biodiversity to discover key concepts through

hands-on activities around habitat, the hands-on activities around habitat, the uses of biodiversity, anduses of biodiversity, and

endangered species of the Caribbean.endangered species of the Caribbean.

Key ConceptsKey Concepts
• Biological diversity or biodiversity refers to the variety of • Biological diversity or biodiversity refers to the variety of lifelife

on the planet, reected in the on the planet, reected in the diversity of ecosystems and spediversity of ecosystems and spe--

cies, and the genetic variation within and cies, and the genetic variation within and among species and theamong species and the

ecosystems.ecosystems.

• Ecosystem diversity is the variety of • Ecosystem diversity is the variety of species and ecologicalspecies and ecological

processes that occur in processes that occur in different physical settings.different physical settings.

• Species diversity is • Species diversity is the number, different kinds, and relativethe number, different kinds, and relative

abundance of species, which vary from habitat to abundance of species, which vary from habitat to habitat.habitat.

• Genetic diversity is the variation among and • Genetic diversity is the variation among and within specieswithin species

linked to differences in their genes.linked to differences in their genes.

• Richness and abundance of biodiversity depends on type of• Richness and abundance of biodiversity depends on type of

habitat – the area that habitat – the area that provides plants or animals with adequateprovides plants or animals with adequate

food, water, shelter and living space.food, water, shelter and living space.

• Habitat varies with climate, soils,• Habitat varies with climate, soils, vegetationvegetation, geography and, geography and

other factors.other factors.

• Biodiversity changes naturally over time.• Biodiversity changes naturally over time.

• Biodiversity is threatened everywhere on the planet • Biodiversity is threatened everywhere on the planet due to hudue to hu--

man activity.man activity.

• Habitat destruction and the extinction of • Habitat destruction and the extinction of species is much greaterspecies is much greater

from human activity than it is from from human activity than it is from other causes.other causes.

• Competition between plants and animals native to • Competition between plants and animals native to a particulara particular

habitat with species that have been habitat with species that have been introduced disrupts biodiver-introduced disrupts biodiver-

sity.sity.

• Our • Our survival depends on survival depends on preserving biological diversitypreserving biological diversity..

Section B:Section B:
Ecology Processes, Cycles and SystemsEcology Processes, Cycles and Systems
This unit focuses on some This unit focuses on some ecology basics including food webs,ecology basics including food webs,

ecological nichesecological niches, cycles and interdependence. The water cycle,, cycles and interdependence. The water cycle,

and chemical and physical properties of water are and chemical and physical properties of water are emphasized.emphasized.

The activities in this section engage students in The activities in this section engage students in exploring placesexploring places

that are meaningful to them and that are meaningful to them and examines connections to placeexamines connections to place

and communityand community, as well as , as well as the key components of ecosystems andthe key components of ecosystems and

ecological cycles.ecological cycles.

  

Key ConceptsKey Concepts
• Plants and animals in ecological systems live in a web of inter• Plants and animals in ecological systems live in a web of inter--

dependence in which each species contributes to dependence in which each species contributes to the functioningthe functioning

of the overall system.of the overall system.

• Food webs • Food webs and energy chains illustrate the interrelationships ofand energy chains illustrate the interrelationships of

all living things.all living things.

III/ Part III/ Part 1: Biodiversity Basics: The Spice of Life1: Biodiversity Basics: The Spice of Life

EpiphytesEpiphytes
Photo supplied by:Photo supplied by:  Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)(St. Lucia)



    

• Each species occupies a • Each species occupies a niche within the range of niche within the range of environmentsenvironments

in which it is found.in which it is found.

• All life forms show• All life forms show adaptationsadaptations to the to the environmentsenvironments in which in which

they live.they live.

• Diverse• Diverse plant communitiesplant communities tend to support diverse tend to support diverse wildlifewildlife  

communities.communities.

• Ecological laws are ultimately as binding on • Ecological laws are ultimately as binding on human populationshuman populations

as on other species.as on other species.

• All forms of life are affected by changes in • All forms of life are affected by changes in their environments.their environments.

• Species differ in their ability to adapt • Species differ in their ability to adapt to changes in their habitat.to changes in their habitat.

Section C:Section C:

Ecosystems and Action Ecosystems and Action for Biodiversityfor Biodiversity
These activities explore concepts of biodiversity with an empha-These activities explore concepts of biodiversity with an empha-

sis on the effects of human sis on the effects of human activities on the environment. It alsoactivities on the environment. It also

focuses on efforts to focuses on efforts to conserve biodiversity through monitoring,conserve biodiversity through monitoring,

research, personal action research, personal action and eco-tourism. Activities involveand eco-tourism. Activities involve

students in carrying out ecological studies, exploring natural andstudents in carrying out ecological studies, exploring natural and
human systems, and researching sustainable tourism.human systems, and researching sustainable tourism.

Key ConceptsKey Concepts
• Biodiversity is the basis for the region’ history, cultures, foods,• Biodiversity is the basis for the region’ history, cultures, foods,

traditions, stories, legends, and art.traditions, stories, legends, and art.

• Biodiversity of the Caribbean is a major tourism draw and a• Biodiversity of the Caribbean is a major tourism draw and a

critical element of the region’s economy.critical element of the region’s economy.

• The biodiversity of the region is • The biodiversity of the region is impacted by the human activiimpacted by the human activi--

ties that result in: ties that result in: pollution, deforestation, over shing, chemicalpollution, deforestation, over shing, chemical

use, development, and habitat fragmentation.use, development, and habitat fragmentation.

• Protection of biodiversity by government is not • Protection of biodiversity by government is not enough – this isenough – this is
a responsibility of everyone.a responsibility of everyone.

• Caring • Caring for biodiversity, sometimes calledfor biodiversity, sometimes called stewardshipstewardship, by in-, by in-

dividuals and communities is an important tool in protecting anddividuals and communities is an important tool in protecting and

restoring the biodiversity of the Caribbean.restoring the biodiversity of the Caribbean.

Small coffee plantation on the slope Small coffee plantation on the slope of Blue Mountains in Jamaicaof Blue Mountains in Jamaica
Photo supplied by:Photo supplied by:  Rick Searle (EKOS Communications, Inc.)Rick Searle (EKOS Communications, Inc.)
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CXC Learning Outcomes MatchesCXC Learning Outcomes Matches
This section meets the learning outcomes of the This section meets the learning outcomes of the CXC syllabi, as follows:CXC syllabi, as follows:

INTEGRATED SCIENCEINTEGRATED SCIENCE
Section A – The OrganismSection A – The Organism
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

1. The interdependence of life processes1. The interdependence of life processes
2. The relationship between an organism and its 2. The relationship between an organism and its environmentenvironment

3. The relationship between structure and function of 3. The relationship between structure and function of an organisman organism

GEOGRAPHYGEOGRAPHY
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

1. Interest in the nature 1. Interest in the nature of Natural and Human Systems and of Natural and Human Systems and their interactiontheir interaction

2. An understanding of the processes at work 2. An understanding of the processes at work in Natural & Human in Natural & Human SystemsSystems

3. An understanding of the inter-relationships between the natural and human environment3. An understanding of the inter-relationships between the natural and human environment

4. An awareness of the need 4. An awareness of the need for the sustainable use of our for the sustainable use of our resourcesresources

5. Knowledge and understanding of geography at the local, regional and global scales5. Knowledge and understanding of geography at the local, regional and global scales

6. An awareness and understanding of factors inuencing patterns and changes 6. An awareness and understanding of factors inuencing patterns and changes in economic activityin economic activity

7. Appreciation the relationship between the natural and human systems7. Appreciation the relationship between the natural and human systems

BIOLOGYBIOLOGY
Section A – Living Organisms in the Section A – Living Organisms in the EnvironmentEnvironment
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

1. An understanding that there is both diversity and 1. An understanding that there is both diversity and similarity of form in living organismssimilarity of form in living organisms

2. An understanding that there is interdependence between living organism and their environment2. An understanding that there is interdependence between living organism and their environment

3. An understanding that there is a ow 3. An understanding that there is a ow of energy through living organisms within an eco-systemof energy through living organisms within an eco-system

4. An understanding that materials are recycled in nature4. An understanding that materials are recycled in nature

Specifc ObjectivesSpecifc Objectives

Students should be able to:Students should be able to:

1.1. Group 1.1. Group living organisms according to observed living organisms according to observed similarities and differencessimilarities and differences

2.1. Identify the relative positions of producers and 2.1. Identify the relative positions of producers and consumers in a food chain consumers in a food chain and relate the positions to the and relate the positions to the modes of feelingmodes of feeling

2.2. Identify from a selected habitat, 2.2. Identify from a selected habitat, a food chain containing at least a food chain containing at least four organismsfour organisms

2.3. Identify, from selected habitats, a herbivore, carnivore and omnivore2.3. Identify, from selected habitats, a herbivore, carnivore and omnivore
2.4. Identify from selected habitats, predator prey relationships2.4. Identify from selected habitats, predator prey relationships

2.5. Construct a food 2.5. Construct a food web to include different trophic levelsweb to include different trophic levels

2.6. Explain the role of decomposers2.6. Explain the role of decomposers

2.7. Discuss the advantages and 2.7. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of special relationships to the organisms involveddisadvantages of special relationships to the organisms involved

2.8. Discuss the interdependence of organisms within a 2.8. Discuss the interdependence of organisms within a food webfood web

3.1. Explain energy ow within a food chain or web3.1. Explain energy ow within a food chain or web

4.1. Explain, with examples, the 4.1. Explain, with examples, the continual re-use of materials in naturecontinual re-use of materials in nature

Section C – Continuity and VariationSection C – Continuity and Variation
General objectivesGeneral objectives

Students should be able to:Students should be able to:

2.6. Distinguish between continuous and discontinuous variation2.6. Distinguish between continuous and discontinuous variation

4.1. Investigate the 4.1. Investigate the impact of environmental factors on impact of environmental factors on genetically identical organismsgenetically identical organisms
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Section E –Environment and Human ActivitiesSection E –Environment and Human Activities
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

1. An understanding of the importance of the physical environment to 1. An understanding of the importance of the physical environment to living organismsliving organisms

2. Ability to undertake a simple ecological study2. Ability to undertake a simple ecological study

3. Understanding of the factors that 3. Understanding of the factors that affect the growth of populationsaffect the growth of populations

4. Appreciation of the nite nature of the 4. Appreciation of the nite nature of the world’world’s resourcess resources

5. Understanding of the effects of human 5. Understanding of the effects of human activities on the environmentactivities on the environment

Specifc ObjectivesSpecifc Objectives

Students should be able to:Students should be able to:

1.1. Distinguish between environment and habitat1.1. Distinguish between environment and habitat

1.2. Discuss the importance of 1.2. Discuss the importance of the physical environment to living organismsthe physical environment to living organisms

2.1. Carry out a simple ecological study2.1. Carry out a simple ecological study

3. 1. Identify factors that 3. 1. Identify factors that affect the growth of natural populationaffect the growth of natural population

3.2. Illustrate using examples that human populations are subject to 3.2. Illustrate using examples that human populations are subject to the same constraints as other natural populationsthe same constraints as other natural populations

4.1. Describe various resources and their limits4.1. Describe various resources and their limits

4.2. Discuss the importance of, 4.2. Discuss the importance of, and difculties encountered in recycling manufactured materialsand difculties encountered in recycling manufactured materials

5.1. Discuss the negative impact of 5.1. Discuss the negative impact of human activity on the environmenthuman activity on the environment

5.2. Discuss the implications of pollution on 5.2. Discuss the implications of pollution on marine and wetland environmentsmarine and wetland environments

5.3. Discuss means by 5.3. Discuss means by which environment could be conserved and which environment could be conserved and restoredrestored



    

A.1. What is Biodiversity?A.1. What is Biodiversity?
Biological diversity – orBiological diversity – or biodiversitybiodiversity – is a term used to describe – is a term used to describe

the variety of life on the planet – the plants, animals, fungi andthe variety of life on the planet – the plants, animals, fungi and

micro-organismsmicro-organisms. Planet Earth is crawling, swimming, y. Planet Earth is crawling, swimming, y--

ing and teeming with life! From ing and teeming with life! From enormous whales cruising theenormous whales cruising the

oceans, to brilliantly coloured parrots, eagles, doves and oceans, to brilliantly coloured parrots, eagles, doves and otherother

birds that ll the skies, to the millions of sh living in the seasbirds that ll the skies, to the millions of sh living in the seas

and lakes, and the and lakes, and the incredibly varied insects found almost every-incredibly varied insects found almost every-

where, we share the land and sea with an where, we share the land and sea with an amazing array of livingamazing array of livingthings.things.

Our lives connect in thousands of ways with the plants and ani-Our lives connect in thousands of ways with the plants and ani-

mals we share the Earth with. Everything we eat, our homes, ourmals we share the Earth with. Everything we eat, our homes, our

running water and our possessions are running water and our possessions are all formerly living things,all formerly living things,

or involve processes that connect with the or involve processes that connect with the lives and habitats oflives and habitats of

other species. Our health, cultural vitality and very other species. Our health, cultural vitality and very survival aresurvival are

dependent on conserving the variety of life dependent on conserving the variety of life on Earth. All forms ofon Earth. All forms of

life have value and play a role in the cycles of life on the planet.life have value and play a role in the cycles of life on the planet.

To care about them, we need to To care about them, we need to understand them. Biodiversity isunderstand them. Biodiversity is

the spice of life!the spice of life!

A.2. How Many Species are There?A.2. How Many Species are There?
We know approximately how many stars are in the Milky Way.We know approximately how many stars are in the Milky Way.
WWe also know e also know the number of atoms that make the number of atoms that make up the complexup the complex

proteins in our bodies. But we do not know exactly how proteins in our bodies. But we do not know exactly how manymany

species of organisms live on this planet. Estimates range any-species of organisms live on this planet. Estimates range any-

where from 2 million to 50 where from 2 million to 50 million!million!

In the face of such high uncertainty as to the numbers of spe-In the face of such high uncertainty as to the numbers of spe-

cies, biologists advocate applying thecies, biologists advocate applying the precautionary principleprecautionary principle  

to decisions or actions that affect theto decisions or actions that affect the conservationconservation of biodiver- of biodiver-

sitysity. This principle . This principle entails acting to avoid entails acting to avoid serious or irreversibleserious or irreversible

ecological harm, despite the lack of scientic certainty as ecological harm, despite the lack of scientic certainty as to theto the

likelihood, magnitude or cause of harm.likelihood, magnitude or cause of harm.

WWe have a e have a good idea of the good idea of the number of larger species, like mam-number of larger species, like mam-

mals and birds, but we are just beginning to discover how manymals and birds, but we are just beginning to discover how manyinvertebrates (animals without backbones) there are.invertebrates (animals without backbones) there are.

Scientists have described and named about 1.7 Scientists have described and named about 1.7 million species, ormillion species, or

approximately 10 percent of approximately 10 percent of the Earth’s species, including:the Earth’s species, including:

  

• 950,000 species of insects• 950,000 species of insects

• 270,000 species of plants• 270,000 species of plants

• 19,000 species of sh• 19,000 species of sh

• 10,500 species of reptiles and• 10,500 species of reptiles and amphibiansamphibians

• 9,000 species of birds• 9,000 species of birds

• 4,000 species of • 4,000 species of mammalsmammals

Perhaps 90 percent – mostly plants Perhaps 90 percent – mostly plants and invertebrates – are still toand invertebrates – are still to

be discovered! Though new species are being be discovered! Though new species are being found worldwide,found worldwide,

most are being discovered in the most are being discovered in the tropics – and their numbers aretropics – and their numbers are

amazing. For example, as many as 160 species of beetles mayamazing. For example, as many as 160 species of beetles may
depend on a single depend on a single species of tropical tree.species of tropical tree.

A.3. The Basics of Biodiversity:A.3. The Basics of Biodiversity:
Three Main ConceptsThree Main Concepts
While we generally think only of While we generally think only of the variety of species, biodi-the variety of species, biodi-

versity includes the billions of genes that species contain andversity includes the billions of genes that species contain and

the complex ecosystems that are their home, their habitat. Thesethe complex ecosystems that are their home, their habitat. These

three levels of three levels of biodiversity are: species diversitybiodiversity are: species diversity, genetic diver-, genetic diver-

sity, and ecosystem diversity.sity, and ecosystem diversity.

   A.3.a. A.3.a. Species Species DiversityDiversity
One way of describing the biodiversity of a region is to count theOne way of describing the biodiversity of a region is to count the

number of species living there. This is number of species living there. This is called the region’s speciescalled the region’s species

diversitydiversity. Climate, . Climate, geographygeography, history , history and other and other factors inuencefactors inuence

species diversityspecies diversity, e.g., , e.g., a tropical rainforest has much higher spe-a tropical rainforest has much higher spe-

cies diversity that a desert region.cies diversity that a desert region.

AA species species is a group of plants or animals that are more or lessis a group of plants or animals that are more or less

alike, and that are able alike, and that are able to breed and produce to breed and produce fertile offspringfertile offspring

under natural conditions. Each species is distinct from everyunder natural conditions. Each species is distinct from every

other species. Horses are separate and different than donkeys,other species. Horses are separate and different than donkeys,

and chickens are distinct from parrots. From the and chickens are distinct from parrots. From the 1700’s when the1700’s when the

famous scientist and taxonomist Linnaeus worked to classify allfamous scientist and taxonomist Linnaeus worked to classify all

living things, scientists created a system that assigns all livingliving things, scientists created a system that assigns all living

things a species name. This is things a species name. This is the most commonly referred tothe most commonly referred to

level of biodiversity.level of biodiversity.

   A.3.b. A.3.b. Genetic Genetic DiversityDiversity
All forms of life on All forms of life on earth, whether microbes, plants, animals,earth, whether microbes, plants, animals,

or human beings, contain genes. Genes are the basic units ofor human beings, contain genes. Genes are the basic units of

heredityheredity, and carry , and carry the genetic code we inherit from the genetic code we inherit from our parents.our parents.

Genes affect how different organisms look and behave. GeneticGenes affect how different organisms look and behave. Genetic

diversity refers to how each individual is diversity refers to how each individual is different in some waydifferent in some way

from every other indivifrom every other individual of its species. dual of its species. For example, you mayFor example, you may

have different colour hair or eyes from your have different colour hair or eyes from your friends, be shorter orfriends, be shorter or

taller or have smaller or larger feet. All breeds of domestic dogstaller or have smaller or larger feet. All breeds of domestic dogs

belong to the same species, but there are many size, colour andbelong to the same species, but there are many size, colour and

shape variations.shape variations.

Genetic diversity is the sum of Genetic diversity is the sum of genetic information contained ingenetic information contained in
the genes of individual plants, animals, and the genes of individual plants, animals, and micro-organismicro-organisms.ms.

Each species is the storehouse of Each species is the storehouse of an immense amount of genetican immense amount of genetic

information in the form of traits, characteristics, etc. The numberinformation in the form of traits, characteristics, etc. The number

of genes ranges from about 1000 in bacteria to more than 400,000of genes ranges from about 1000 in bacteria to more than 400,000

in many owering plants and a few animalsin many owering plants and a few animals1.1.A house mouse hasA house mouse has

around 100,000 genes organized into four strings of DNA. Ifaround 100,000 genes organized into four strings of DNA. If

stretched out fullystretched out fully, each strand would , each strand would measure about one metre,measure about one metre,

but would too thin to see if the naked eye! If the string were wbut would too thin to see if the naked eye! If the string were wid-id-

ened to that of a piece of wrapping string, the DNA strand wouldened to that of a piece of wrapping string, the DNA strand would

now be nearly a now be nearly a thousand kilometres long!thousand kilometres long!

Genetic diversity is very important to the ongoing Genetic diversity is very important to the ongoing health of a spe-health of a spe-

cies, for the more genetic diversity there is, cies, for the more genetic diversity there is, the better a speciesthe better a species

can adapt to changing conditions in can adapt to changing conditions in their environment. Genetictheir environment. Genetic

diversity also produces the raw material from which new diversity also produces the raw material from which new speciesspecies

can evolve. Genetic information is used by can evolve. Genetic information is used by humans to improvehumans to improve

food crop production, food crop production, develop stronger construction materials,develop stronger construction materials,

and develop new varieties of ornamental and food plants. It is of-and develop new varieties of ornamental and food plants. It is of-
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ten mentioned with reference to agriculture and maintaining foodten mentioned with reference to agriculture and maintaining food

security. Unfortunately,security. Unfortunately, genetic erosiongenetic erosion of thousands of crops of thousands of crops

has already occurred, leading to the has already occurred, leading to the world’world’s dependence for foods dependence for food

on just a few on just a few species. Currentlyspecies. Currently, a mere , a mere 12 species account for12 species account for

75% of human nutrition, and just three crops – rice, maize, and75% of human nutrition, and just three crops – rice, maize, and

wheat – account for 69% of the calories and 56% of the proteinswheat – account for 69% of the calories and 56% of the proteins

that people derive from plants. The less genetic that people derive from plants. The less genetic diversity withindiversity within

a species, the more vulnerable it a species, the more vulnerable it becomes to further erosion andbecomes to further erosion and

loss. This reduction of genetic diversity on food loss. This reduction of genetic diversity on food crops has a hugecrops has a hugeimpact on food security for much impact on food security for much of humanityof humanity..

   A.3.c. A.3.c. Ecosystem Ecosystem DiversityDiversity
Ecosystem diversity is the variety ofEcosystem diversity is the variety of habitatshabitats or places where or places where

organisms live. When we look at the earth from space, we see aorganisms live. When we look at the earth from space, we see a

mostly blue sphere with irregular red, green, mostly blue sphere with irregular red, green, brown and whitebrown and white

patches on its surface. As we zoom patches on its surface. As we zoom in closer, these patchesin closer, these patches

become deserts, icepacks, mountains, forests, farmlands and cit-become deserts, icepacks, mountains, forests, farmlands and cit-

ies. Each section is different, having it’s own set of ies. Each section is different, having it’s own set of organisms,organisms,

climate and physical environments. Anclimate and physical environments. An ecosystemecosystem consists of all consists of all

the living and non-living things in a the living and non-living things in a given area that can interactgiven area that can interact

with one another. An ecosystem can be as small as a with one another. An ecosystem can be as small as a puddle ofpuddle of

water or a square meter of soil, or as large as a forest, a desertwater or a square meter of soil, or as large as a forest, a desert

or an ocean. Different combinations of animals, plants, micro-or an ocean. Different combinations of animals, plants, micro-

organisms, as well as the water, soil, rocks organisms, as well as the water, soil, rocks and air combine toand air combine to
make many types of ecosystems around the make many types of ecosystems around the world. Two levels ofworld. Two levels of

ecosystem diversity are described: the diversity of species withinecosystem diversity are described: the diversity of species within

an ecosystem, such as a coral reef, and the diversity of ecosys-an ecosystem, such as a coral reef, and the diversity of ecosys-

tems on the planet.tems on the planet.
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The Caribbean can be broken The Caribbean can be broken down into geographically significant regions.down into geographically significant regions.
Each sub-region contains a diverse range of species and ecosystems.Each sub-region contains a diverse range of species and ecosystems.

New York Botanical garden. (). Ethnobotany and floristics of Belize.New York Botanical garden. (). Ethnobotany and floristics of Belize.
Retrieved from: Retrieved from: www.nybg.orwww.nybg.org/bsci/belize/belize.htmlg/bsci/belize/belize.html

Meerman and Sabido (2001). Belize ecosystem map.Meerman and Sabido (2001). Belize ecosystem map.

Retrieved from: Retrieved from: biological-diversitybiological-diversity.info/Ecosystems.htm.info/Ecosystems.htm

Biodiversity in BelizeBiodiversity in Belize

“Belize has some of the most extensive tracts of primeval rain-“Belize has some of the most extensive tracts of primeval rain-

forest in Central America. These forests are forest in Central America. These forests are inhabited by healthyinhabited by healthy

populations of some of Tropical America’s rarest and mostpopulations of some of Tropical America’s rarest and most

beautiful creatures including the puma, jaguar, ocelot, gray fox,beautiful creatures including the puma, jaguar, ocelot, gray fox,

Yucatn black howler monkey, Central American spider monkey,Yucatn black howler monkey, Central American spider monkey,

tapir, peccary, red brocket and white-tailed deer, agouti, paca,tapir, peccary, red brocket and white-tailed deer, agouti, paca,

Mexican porcupine, scarlet macaw, jabiru stork, toucan, ocel-Mexican porcupine, scarlet macaw, jabiru stork, toucan, ocel-

lated turkeylated turkey, harpey eagle and , harpey eagle and many others.many others.

Just off shore in the clear waters of the Caribbean is Just off shore in the clear waters of the Caribbean is the world’sthe world’s

second-longest barrier reef, supporting a rich assemblage of seasecond-longest barrier reef, supporting a rich assemblage of sea

creatures including corals, manatees, sharks, rays, and others.creatures including corals, manatees, sharks, rays, and others.

Numerous habitats including rainforest, pine forest, savanna,Numerous habitats including rainforest, pine forest, savanna,

marsh, and mangrove support 3,408 species of vascular plantsmarsh, and mangrove support 3,408 species of vascular plantsin 209 families, with new species being discovered nearly everyin 209 families, with new species being discovered nearly every

year.”year.” (excerpt from New York Botanical garden. Ethnobotany(excerpt from New York Botanical garden. Ethnobotany

and oristics of Belize. and oristics of Belize. Retrieved from:Retrieved from:

nybg.org/bsci/belize/belize.htmlnybg.org/bsci/belize/belize.html ) )

For more information on biodiversity in Belize visit:For more information on biodiversity in Belize visit:

Reef BriefsReef Briefs (ambergriscaye.com/reefbriefs/index.html)(ambergriscaye.com/reefbriefs/index.html)

Biodiversity & Environmental Resource Data System of BelizeBiodiversity & Environmental Resource Data System of Belize

(biodiversity.bz/belize)(biodiversity.bz/belize)

Belize National Biodiversity Strategy (1998)Belize National Biodiversity Strategy (1998)

(cbd.int/doc/world/bz/bz-nbsap-01-p1-en.pdf)(cbd.int/doc/world/bz/bz-nbsap-01-p1-en.pdf)

Belize Biodiversity Information SystemBelize Biodiversity Information System
(fwie.fw.vt.edu/WCS/index.htm)(fwie.fw.vt.edu/WCS/index.htm)

Threats and Challenges to Conservation in BelizeThreats and Challenges to Conservation in Belize
(tropicalconservationscience.mon(tropicalconservationscience.mongabay.cogabay.com/content/v1/08-03-03-Ym/content/v1/08-03-03-Young.htm)oung.htm)

http://ambergriscaye.com/reefbriefs/index.html
http://ambergriscaye.com/reefbriefs/index.html
http://biodiversity.bz/belize/
http://biodiversity.bz/belize/
http://www.cbd.int/doc/world/bz/bz-nbsap-01-p1-en.pdf
http://www.cbd.int/doc/world/bz/bz-nbsap-01-p1-en.pdf
http://fwie.fw.vt.edu/WCS/index.htm
http://fwie.fw.vt.edu/WCS/index.htm
http://tropicalconservationscience.mongabay.com/content/v1/08-03-03-Young.htm
http://tropicalconservationscience.mongabay.com/content/v1/08-03-03-Young.htm
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Objective:Objective:
Students participate in a hands-on exploration of a Students participate in a hands-on exploration of a local naturallocal natural

area to gain an area to gain an awareness of its species richness and variety, andawareness of its species richness and variety, and

understand what makes understand what makes up an up an organisms’ organisms’ habitat.habitat.

Materials:Materials:Clipboards (make your own from cardboard or Clipboards (make your own from cardboard or old binder coversold binder covers

and big buttery clips), pencils, Habitat and big buttery clips), pencils, Habitat Data Sheets for studentData Sheets for student

teams, tools for exploring: trowels, buckets, plastic containers,teams, tools for exploring: trowels, buckets, plastic containers,

hand lenses, small collecting nets, bug hand lenses, small collecting nets, bug jars, binoculars, variousjars, binoculars, various

eld guides, art supplies.eld guides, art supplies.

Time:Time:
1 or 2 1 or 2 periods outdoors, plus in-class time to create posters and/orperiods outdoors, plus in-class time to create posters and/or

a habitat mural.a habitat mural.

Background:Background:
HabitatHabitat
Whether you live in a large or small house, or townhouse, youWhether you live in a large or small house, or townhouse, you

need air to breathe, need air to breathe, a source of water nearby, food, safea source of water nearby, food, safe shelter, shelter,   and enough space in and enough space in which to live and which to live and growgrow. The other living. The other living

things in our neighbourhoods share these same things in our neighbourhoods share these same basic needs.basic needs.

A plant or animal’s home is itsA plant or animal’s home is its habitathabitat   - this - this is where it is where it ndsnds

its food, water, shelter and enough space to live and move, inits food, water, shelter and enough space to live and move, in

a suitable arrangement. For example, there might be a suitable arrangement. For example, there might be adequateadequate

food and shelter in an food and shelter in an area, but no area, but no water close by. Wwater close by. Within anyithin any

area there may be area there may be many habitats – all slightly different from onemany habitats – all slightly different from one

anotheranother. The size of . The size of a habitat varies widely, from an entire foresta habitat varies widely, from an entire forest

to a pond, a rock or to a pond, a rock or a patch of grass. Habitats, like our homes, area patch of grass. Habitats, like our homes, are

always changing. For example, a stream is affected by what hap-always changing. For example, a stream is affected by what hap-

pens within its watershed. For example, if a water source driespens within its watershed. For example, if a water source dries

up, a tree is cut down, up, a tree is cut down, or a eld is sprayed with pesticide, theseor a eld is sprayed with pesticide, these

changes will have serious impacts on changes will have serious impacts on the animals living there.the animals living there.

Humans have choices in how Humans have choices in how we impact or inuence the we impact or inuence the planet’planet’ss

habitats.habitats.

Protecting species of plants and animals is one Protecting species of plants and animals is one of the reasons forof the reasons for

creating parks: knowing where different plants and animals live,creating parks: knowing where different plants and animals live,

and the special habitats they need and the special habitats they need informs the decision-makinginforms the decision-making

process. In this activity, students explore a natural area to dis-process. In this activity, students explore a natural area to dis-

cover and document its biodiversity and range cover and document its biodiversity and range of habitats.of habitats.

Procedure:Procedure:
Part One: Biodiversity ExplorersPart One: Biodiversity Explorers
1. Pair students up into teams, and give each team a clipboard,1. Pair students up into teams, and give each team a clipboard,

pencil and a Habitat Data Sheet. Dene and discuss the termspencil and a Habitat Data Sheet. Dene and discuss the terms

Biodiversity and Habitat with the class. DBiodiversity and Habitat with the class. Discuss the things youiscuss the things you

expect students to look for, and explain that expect students to look for, and explain that they will be collect-they will be collect-

ing as much information as possible to develop a mural on theing as much information as possible to develop a mural on thebiodiversity they discoverbiodiversity they discover. Explain that they . Explain that they will be working towill be working to

hone their observation skills through looking for biodiversity andhone their observation skills through looking for biodiversity and

habitat examples.habitat examples.

A.4. Activity 1: Who Lives Here? Habitat A.4. Activity 1: Who Lives Here? Habitat BiodiversityBiodiversity

Banana tree growing on slope of the Blue Mountains in JamaicaBanana tree growing on slope of the Blue Mountains in Jamaica
Photo supplied by:Photo supplied by:  Rick Searle (EKOS Communications, Inc.)Rick Searle (EKOS Communications, Inc.)



    

2. Head outside to a local green space that has a few 2. Head outside to a local green space that has a few trees andtrees and

plants – your school grounds or a local park (you don’t need aplants – your school grounds or a local park (you don’t need a

large natural area). Do one or large natural area). Do one or two sensory wakeup activities suchtwo sensory wakeup activities such

as Sensory Wakas Sensory Wakeup Circle and Rainbow eup Circle and Rainbow Chips, to tune in Chips, to tune in andand

focus everyone to their surroundings.focus everyone to their surroundings.

3. Have teams work to nd examples of all the biodiversity clues3. Have teams work to nd examples of all the biodiversity clues

on the student data sheet, on the student data sheet, taking turns locating and drawing theirtaking turns locating and drawing their

discoveries. Give them about 20 – 30 minutes.discoveries. Give them about 20 – 30 minutes.

4. Have some eld guides available to look up any insects, birds4. Have some eld guides available to look up any insects, birds

or plants that students might nd.or plants that students might nd.

Part Two: Habitat HuntingPart Two: Habitat Hunting
5. Next, have the teams choose a specic habitat: tell them to fo5. Next, have the teams choose a specic habitat: tell them to fo--

cus on a specic animal or plant and describe where it lives, somecus on a specic animal or plant and describe where it lives, some

of its neighbours, and where of its neighbours, and where gets its food and gets its food and waterwater. They should. They should

choose a name for their habitat, make a sketch of the componentschoose a name for their habitat, make a sketch of the components

and record their ndings on and record their ndings on the data sheet. Tell students thatthe data sheet. Tell students that

they’ll be making a poster or they’ll be making a poster or habitat mural with the informationhabitat mural with the information

and drawings that they make and drawings that they make outside, so it is important to outside, so it is important to capturecapture

as many details about colours, shapes and sizes as they can.as many details about colours, shapes and sizes as they can.

Back in Class: Habitat Diversity MuralBack in Class: Habitat Diversity Mural
6. Give students art supplies and 6. Give students art supplies and paper, and have the teams createpaper, and have the teams create

a colour representation of the species and a colour representation of the species and habitat they studied,habitat they studied,

with its name and specic with its name and specic components illustrated.. Have teamscomponents illustrated.. Have teams

present their habitats to the class, and present their habitats to the class, and then create a Habitat Biodi-then create a Habitat Biodi-

versity Mural in a hallway with versity Mural in a hallway with the completed posters.the completed posters.

  

Discussion might include:Discussion might include:

• How many • How many different types and numbers of habitats were found?different types and numbers of habitats were found?

• What are some of • What are some of the signicant differences?the signicant differences?

• Why is the diversity of • Why is the diversity of habitats important?habitats important?

• What are some ways they can be damaged by careless people?• What are some ways they can be damaged by careless people?

• Are any of these habitats in • Are any of these habitats in danger of disappearing? Why?danger of disappearing? Why?

• How could they be protected or enhanced?• How could they be protected or enhanced?

• If you had to choose one of • If you had to choose one of these to protect, which one wouldthese to protect, which one would

you chose and why?you chose and why?

Assessment Suggestions:Assessment Suggestions:
Data sheets are completed with sketches and Data sheets are completed with sketches and adequate descriptiveadequate descriptive

detail.detail.

Habitat posters include references to Habitat posters include references to an organism’an organism’s food sources food source

(photosynthesis for a plant!), water (rain, a (photosynthesis for a plant!), water (rain, a puddle, a nearbypuddle, a nearby

creek), shelter or home (e.g. an ant hill, hole in a tree, patch ofcreek), shelter or home (e.g. an ant hill, hole in a tree, patch of

earth to grow in), and space to live and move (e.g. is there enoughearth to grow in), and space to live and move (e.g. is there enough

space for a tree to grow? Enough area close by for caterpillars orspace for a tree to grow? Enough area close by for caterpillars or

pill bugs to collect food?)pill bugs to collect food?)

Discussion Questions:Discussion Questions:
1) Most humans use resources far 1) Most humans use resources far beyond the boundaries ofbeyond the boundaries of

their “habitats”. Where does your food and their “habitats”. Where does your food and water come from?water come from?

Research what you had Research what you had for lunch today, and refer to an atlas for lunch today, and refer to an atlas toto

explore what habitats some of the explore what habitats some of the things come from that you andthings come from that you and

your family buy.your family buy.

2) Protecting habitat for wildlife is one reason 2) Protecting habitat for wildlife is one reason why parks are cre-why parks are cre-

ated. What are some other reasons?ated. What are some other reasons?

[Part 1/Section A][Part 1/Section A] The Basics of BiodiversityThe Basics of Biodiversity

A.4. Activity 1: Who Lives A.4. Activity 1: Who Lives Here? Habitat BiodiversityHere? Habitat Biodiversity

Photo supplied by:Photo supplied by:  Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)



    

HABITAT DATA SHEETHABITAT DATA SHEET

Date: ____________________________________________________________________________________ Date: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Name(s): ________________________________________________________________________________ Name(s): ________________________________________________________________________________ 

[Part 1/Section A][Part 1/Section A] The Basics of BiodiversityThe Basics of Biodiversity STUDENT WORKSHEET (page 1)STUDENT WORKSHEET (page 1)

A.4. Activity 1: Who Lives A.4. Activity 1: Who Lives Here? Habitat BiodiversityHere? Habitat Biodiversity

 Biodiversi Biodiversity:ty: or biological diversity, the term used to describe the variety of life on Earth – plants, animals, or biological diversity, the term used to describe the variety of life on Earth – plants, animals,

fungi and micro-organisms.fungi and micro-organisms.

 Habitat: Habitat: the place where a the place where an organism lives and can nd food, n organism lives and can nd food, water, shelter and living space in a suitablewater, shelter and living space in a suitable

arrangement, varying in size from an ocean to a rotten log.arrangement, varying in size from an ocean to a rotten log.

  

Find three different sized leaves from the same plant.Find three different sized leaves from the same plant.

Find at least three different kinds of leaves.Find at least three different kinds of leaves.

Find at least three different kinds of plant Find at least three different kinds of plant “skins” or surfaces.“skins” or surfaces.

Find a plant which Find a plant which has three different colours.has three different colours.

Find at least three different kinds of seeds.Find at least three different kinds of seeds.

Find at least three leaves with Find at least three leaves with different textures.different textures.

Find at least 5 Find at least 5 different kinds of plants.different kinds of plants.

Find at least three different kinds of plants growing Find at least three different kinds of plants growing under a tree.under a tree.

I. Biodiversity EvidenceI. Biodiversity Evidence
Find all these clues, then draw one of each.Find all these clues, then draw one of each.



    

[Part 1/Section A][Part 1/Section A] The Basics of BiodiversityThe Basics of Biodiversity STUDENT WORKSHEET (page 2)STUDENT WORKSHEET (page 2)

A.4. Activity 1: Who Lives A.4. Activity 1: Who Lives Here? Habitat BiodiversityHere? Habitat Biodiversity

Find at least three different holes made by Find at least three different holes made by animals.animals.

Find three different signs of an animal having Find three different signs of an animal having eaten something.eaten something.

Find three different consumers (animals) or evidence of them.Find three different consumers (animals) or evidence of them.

Find three different kinds of decomposers.Find three different kinds of decomposers.

Find at least three plants with Find at least three plants with different odours.different odours.

Find at least three different kinds of leaf Find at least three different kinds of leaf stalks.stalks.

Find at least three different insects.Find at least three different insects.

  



    

[Part 1/Section A][Part 1/Section A] The Basics of BiodiversityThe Basics of Biodiversity STUDENT WORKSHEET (page 3)STUDENT WORKSHEET (page 3)

II. Habitat Hunting!II. Habitat Hunting!
Now that you have Now that you have explored the area’s biodiversitexplored the area’s biodiversity, choose one habitat and describe it below, in words and y, choose one habitat and describe it below, in words and drawings.drawings.

1. Habitat name (make up 1. Habitat name (make up your own!) and description:your own!) and description:

2. Plants you nd here:2. Plants you nd here:

3. Birds or mammals, or their signs, that you see here:3. Birds or mammals, or their signs, that you see here:

4. Insects you see:4. Insects you see:

5. What else might live in 5. What else might live in this habitat?this habitat?

6. Why would an animal or plant live here?6. Why would an animal or plant live here?

7. What are the signs of human inuence?7. What are the signs of human inuence?

8. Woul8. Would you choose to d you choose to protect this habitat and why or protect this habitat and why or why not?why not?

9. Make a 9. Make a rough sketch of the habitat you rough sketch of the habitat you are visiting: include the food sources, water, shelter and living space are visiting: include the food sources, water, shelter and living space for a chosen animal orfor a chosen animal or
plant.plant.

A.4. Activity 1: Who Lives A.4. Activity 1: Who Lives Here? Habitat BiodiversityHere? Habitat Biodiversity



    

Background:Background:
All humans belong to the same species, but no two people areAll humans belong to the same species, but no two people are

genetically the same, except for identical twins. DNA is an genetically the same, except for identical twins. DNA is an ab-ab-

breviation for deoxyribonucleic acid. DNA is the building blockbreviation for deoxyribonucleic acid. DNA is the building block

of genes, and carries codes for what our body needs to make toof genes, and carries codes for what our body needs to make to

survive, such as proteins, enzymes and survive, such as proteins, enzymes and hormones. Our DNA ishormones. Our DNA is

organized into chromosomes. Worganized into chromosomes. We have e have 46 chromosomes in total46 chromosomes in total
 – 23 from each parent. Nearly 2 metre – 23 from each parent. Nearly 2 metres of DNA is located is of DNA is located in then the

nucleus of every cell in nucleus of every cell in our body! The millions of different com-our body! The millions of different com-

binations of DNA code give us the binations of DNA code give us the wonderful variety of differ-wonderful variety of differ-

ences among us. This activity explores seven of ences among us. This activity explores seven of our genetic traitsour genetic traits

to see some to see some similarities and differences in our genetic similarities and differences in our genetic diversitydiversity..

ProcedureProcedure::

1. Starting from the inside of 1. Starting from the inside of the wheel, colour in each the wheel, colour in each character-character-

istic as it applies to you. Move circle by circle to the outside ofistic as it applies to you. Move circle by circle to the outside of

the wheel.the wheel.

2. Record the number you get when you reach the 2. Record the number you get when you reach the edge of theedge of the

circle.circle.

3. Compare your number to others in the class. How many of you3. Compare your number to others in the class. How many of you

had the same number? Find out where your numbers branchedhad the same number? Find out where your numbers branched

off.off.

4. Use this activity with 4. Use this activity with other family members to explore geneticother family members to explore genetic

similarities and differences.similarities and differences.

[Part 1/Section A][Part 1/Section A] The Basics of BiodiversityThe Basics of Biodiversity

A.5. Activity 2: Genetic Diversity A.5. Activity 2: Genetic Diversity and DNAand DNA22

Binder, D., Guy, S. and Penn, B. (1995).Binder, D., Guy, S. and Penn, B. (1995).
Backyard biodiversity & beyond: a handbook for Backyard biodiversity & beyond: a handbook for students and teachers.students and teachers.

Victoria, B.C.: Ministry of Environment.Victoria, B.C.: Ministry of Environment.

The The Genetic Genetic WheelWheel



    

[Part 1/Section A][Part 1/Section A] The Basics of BiodiversityThe Basics of Biodiversity

Objective:Objective:
Students will develop simple identication keys to organizeStudents will develop simple identication keys to organize

information about biodiversity and develop classication skillsinformation about biodiversity and develop classication skills

and processes.and processes.

Materials:Materials:Tree, shrub and plant leaves of different kinds and Tree, shrub and plant leaves of different kinds and sizes: aboutsizes: about

10 - 20 leaves per groups of four students. Please collect mostly10 - 20 leaves per groups of four students. Please collect mostly

dead leaves or needles for thidead leaves or needles for this activitys activity. . Some tree identicatiSome tree identicationon

guides (optional).guides (optional).

Background:Background:
Keys are useful tools for Keys are useful tools for identifying species of any type. A di-identifying species of any type. A di-

chotomous key is an identication tool which is based on a serieschotomous key is an identication tool which is based on a series

of two (hence dichotomous) choices. A dichotomous key may beof two (hence dichotomous) choices. A dichotomous key may be

compared to a series of forks in the road that allows the user tocompared to a series of forks in the road that allows the user to

make a choice, and make a choice, and therefore categorize organismtherefore categorize organisms or things ac-s or things ac-

cording to specic cording to specic characteristicscharacteristics..

The importance of using dichotomous keys or The importance of using dichotomous keys or other tools forother tools for

classication is not just to learn the classication is not just to learn the names of species or othernames of species or other
objects. It is to sharpen your observation skills so you can dif-objects. It is to sharpen your observation skills so you can dif-

ferentiate between two similar objects ferentiate between two similar objects or organisms. This skillor organisms. This skill

or knowledge is then applied or knowledge is then applied to problem-solving. For example,to problem-solving. For example,

geologists classify rocks and landforms in order to determine thegeologists classify rocks and landforms in order to determine the

most likely place to nd precious metals and oil and gas.most likely place to nd precious metals and oil and gas.

Procedure:Procedure:
1) As a class, list a 1) As a class, list a series of opposite characteristics that may beseries of opposite characteristics that may be

used to identify the students in used to identify the students in the class. Write the series of op-the class. Write the series of op-

posite characteristics up on the board. For posite characteristics up on the board. For example:example:

2) Now have 2) Now have students work to categorize their classmates intostudents work to categorize their classmates into

specic groups, i.e., students take turns to “sort” the class acspecic groups, i.e., students take turns to “sort” the class ac--

cording to a specic characteristic. For example, the cording to a specic characteristic. For example, the rst divisionrst division

might be males and females. The class is now divided into twomight be males and females. The class is now divided into two
groups. The second choice might be height within each of the twogroups. The second choice might be height within each of the two

groups – dividing each into groups – dividing each into two smaller groups. The third studenttwo smaller groups. The third student

may choose to split the four groups around hair colour or hairmay choose to split the four groups around hair colour or hair

texture, and so on.texture, and so on.

3)3) The Object KeyThe Object Key

Once the class has had a chance to explore the concept of build-Once the class has had a chance to explore the concept of build-

ing dichotomous keys, develop a list ing dichotomous keys, develop a list of opposites that may beof opposites that may be

used to identify some object familiar to the used to identify some object familiar to the students, for example,students, for example,

cell phones.cell phones.

4) On the board, 4) On the board, construct a dichotomous key to identify differ-construct a dichotomous key to identify differ-
ences in the object.ences in the object.

5) Have students place their cell phones in a pile so everyone can5) Have students place their cell phones in a pile so everyone can

see them. Test the key by choosing cell phones at see them. Test the key by choosing cell phones at random andrandom and

having students key them. Do all students cell phones t into onehaving students key them. Do all students cell phones t into one

of the categories? If not, the trouble is usually caused by not usof the categories? If not, the trouble is usually caused by not us--

ing opposite traits.ing opposite traits.

6)6) Leaf KeysLeaf Keys

Divide students into small groups and give each group a pile ofDivide students into small groups and give each group a pile of

leaves – at least 10 leaves per group and more if possible. Haveleaves – at least 10 leaves per group and more if possible. Have

each group develop a dichotomous key each group develop a dichotomous key to sort and categorize theto sort and categorize the

leaves, using characteristics of their choice.leaves, using characteristics of their choice.

Once a group has Once a group has developed their leaf key, have two groupsdeveloped their leaf key, have two groups

trade keys to test if trade keys to test if the other groups’ key works with their pile ofthe other groups’ key works with their pile of

leaves. Use the tree and plant eld guides to identify species.leaves. Use the tree and plant eld guides to identify species.

In summaryIn summary, have students create a , have students create a master list on the board of master list on the board of allall

the characteristics they used to the characteristics they used to develop their key.develop their key.

Discussion / Journal Questions:Discussion / Journal Questions:
1) Why are identication keys an important tool in 1) Why are identication keys an important tool in the study andthe study and

conservation of biodiversity?conservation of biodiversity?

2) How do 2) How do dichotomous keys measure the amount of biodiversitydichotomous keys measure the amount of biodiversity

in a population?in a population?

A.6. Activity 3: Keys to BiodiversityA.6. Activity 3: Keys to Biodiversity

MaleMale

Taller than 5 feetTaller than 5 feet

Large feetLarge feet
(bigger than size _)(bigger than size _)

Curly hairCurly hair

FemaleFemale

Shorter than 5 feetShorter than 5 feet

Small feetSmall feet
(smaller than size _)(smaller than size _)

Straight hairStraight hair



    

A.7. Why is Biodiversity Important?A.7. Why is Biodiversity Important?
Should it matter to humans that Should it matter to humans that other life forms are disappearing?other life forms are disappearing?

Humans depend directly on Humans depend directly on the planet’s biodiversity for survival,the planet’s biodiversity for survival,

yet we often don’t understand how our lives connect with theyet we often don’t understand how our lives connect with the

lives of plants and animals. Look around your home or school:lives of plants and animals. Look around your home or school:

everything is connected to the biodiversity of the everything is connected to the biodiversity of the planet.planet.

Everything we eat is the Everything we eat is the combination of earth’s processes that incombination of earth’s processes that in--

volve millions of living things – large and volve millions of living things – large and small. The paint on thesmall. The paint on the
walls comes from oil, a walls comes from oil, a fossil fuel. The cotton clothing we wearfossil fuel. The cotton clothing we wear

is grown in tropicalis grown in tropical wetlandswetlands. Hardwood tables and desks come. Hardwood tables and desks come

from tropical rainforest trees. The chalk we use on from tropical rainforest trees. The chalk we use on the blackboardthe blackboard

at school is mined from underground deposits. Our at school is mined from underground deposits. Our health, sur-health, sur-

vival and values are dependent on vival and values are dependent on conserving the variety of lifeconserving the variety of life

on Earth. Without worms and insects, most soil would on Earth. Without worms and insects, most soil would grow noth-grow noth-

ing. Without bacteria, waste would never decay and break ing. Without bacteria, waste would never decay and break downdown

to provide food to provide food for plants. Withoutfor plants. Without predatorspredators such as crocodiles such as crocodiles

or sharks, sick animals would survive or sharks, sick animals would survive to infect the healthy ones.to infect the healthy ones.

Perhaps even more important, intact ecosystems perform manyPerhaps even more important, intact ecosystems perform many

vital functions, such as purifying the air, ltering harmfulvital functions, such as purifying the air, ltering harmful

substances out of water, turning decayed matter into nutrients,substances out of water, turning decayed matter into nutrients,

preventing erosion and ooding, and moderating climate. Thesepreventing erosion and ooding, and moderating climate. These

functions are also calledfunctions are also called ecological servicesecological services. Let’s look at some. Let’s look at some
specic values of specic values of biodiversitybiodiversity..

   Plant Plant Power!Power!
When plant communities are damaged or destroyed, so When plant communities are damaged or destroyed, so too aretoo are

important important ecological services thaecological services that people and other living thingst people and other living things

depend on. Plants perform each of depend on. Plants perform each of the following services, just tothe following services, just to

name a few:name a few:

• Maintain a breathable atmosphere by giving off oxygen• Maintain a breathable atmosphere by giving off oxygen

• Keep us • Keep us cooler by providing shade and cooler by providing shade and releasing moisturereleasing moisture

through their leavesthrough their leaves

• Prevent mud slides and ooding• Prevent mud slides and ooding

• Remove the main “greenhouse gas,” • Remove the main “greenhouse gas,” carbon dioxide, from thecarbon dioxide, from the

atmosphere. Plants, particularly trees, are a major “carbon sink”atmosphere. Plants, particularly trees, are a major “carbon sink”

 – they absorb carbon dioxide from  – they absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and store itthe atmosphere and store it

in their tissues, making them important in combating climatein their tissues, making them important in combating climate

change.change.

• Provide the major food • Provide the major food source for human populations aroundsource for human populations around

the world.the world.

   Tropical Tropical FeastFeast
Many of our most useful Many of our most useful species have come from tropical rain-species have come from tropical rain-

forests. Coffee, tea, cashews, rice, cassava, forests. Coffee, tea, cashews, rice, cassava, cacao, bananas, citruscacao, bananas, citrus

fruits, pineapples, avocados, vanilla, mangoes, cardamom, cloves,fruits, pineapples, avocados, vanilla, mangoes, cardamom, cloves,

peanuts, pepper, ginger, cinnamon and rubber peanuts, pepper, ginger, cinnamon and rubber originated in tropi-originated in tropi-
cal rainforests. Representing only 7% of the cal rainforests. Representing only 7% of the planet’planet’s land surface,s land surface,

tropical forests are home to more than tropical forests are home to more than half the species on Earth.half the species on Earth.

WWe have only e have only begun to explore the variety of begun to explore the variety of species in tropicalspecies in tropical

forests, yet we have already forests, yet we have already destroyed many of them.destroyed many of them.

   A A Diversity Diversity of of PrescriptionsPrescriptions
Open your medicine cabinet and you’ll probably Open your medicine cabinet and you’ll probably see a number ofsee a number of

products derived fromproducts derived from wildwild plants and animals. In fact, more than plants and animals. In fact, more than

25% of the medicines we 25% of the medicines we rely on contain compounds derivedrely on contain compounds derived

from or modeled on substances extracted from the from or modeled on substances extracted from the natural world.natural world.

Aspirin, or salicylic acid, the best Aspirin, or salicylic acid, the best known pharmaceutical in theknown pharmaceutical in the

world, is derived from the bark and leaves of willow trees, and itsworld, is derived from the bark and leaves of willow trees, and its

name comes from “Salix”, the Latin wname comes from “Salix”, the Latin word for willow. The drugord for willow. The drug

quinine, used to ght the quinine, used to ght the deadly disease malaria, comes from thedeadly disease malaria, comes from the
forests of Peru. Calcitonin, a hormone forests of Peru. Calcitonin, a hormone used for the treatment ofused for the treatment of

osteoporosis, and protamine sulphate, an osteoporosis, and protamine sulphate, an important medicine usedimportant medicine used

in open-heart surgery, both come from salmon. in open-heart surgery, both come from salmon. Micro-organiMicro-organismssms

may well be the may well be the best-represented species in medicine cabinets:best-represented species in medicine cabinets:

more than 3,000 antibiotics, including penicillin and tetracycline,more than 3,000 antibiotics, including penicillin and tetracycline,

were originally derived from these tiny life forms.were originally derived from these tiny life forms.

Biodiversity and the Bottom LineBiodiversity and the Bottom Line
A huge number of products derived from wild species support A huge number of products derived from wild species support allall

levels of the global economy, and many businesses are based onlevels of the global economy, and many businesses are based on

biodiversity. For example:biodiversity. For example:

• Bees, butteries, birds, bats, • Bees, butteries, birds, bats, and other animals pollinate 75% ofand other animals pollinate 75% of

the world’s staple crops and 90% of all owering the world’s staple crops and 90% of all owering plants.plants.

• Sales of prescription drugs that contain • Sales of prescription drugs that contain ingredients extracted oringredients extracted or

derived from wild plants are worth derived from wild plants are worth tens of billions of dollars intens of billions of dollars in

the United States alone.the United States alone.

• Each year, more tha• Each year, more than 10 n 10 million people visit tmillion people visit the Caribbeanhe Caribbean

islands to enjoy the beauty of islands to enjoy the beauty of our island ecosystems, beaches,our island ecosystems, beaches,

weather and wildlifeweather and wildlife3.3. These visitors generates more than two and These visitors generates more than two and

a half million jobs (or 1 for every 56)a half million jobs (or 1 for every 56)44   and more and more than $20mithan $20mil-l-

lion US of economic activitylion US of economic activity55. Of this, the nine Organization of. Of this, the nine Organization of

Eastern Caribbean States benet from about $1.5 Eastern Caribbean States benet from about $1.5 million US inmillion US in

revenuesrevenues66..

• Certain types of bacteria make • Certain types of bacteria make nitrogen available for use bynitrogen available for use by

crops, pastures, forests, and other vegetation. Economists esti-crops, pastures, forests, and other vegetation. Economists esti-
mate that the value of mate that the value of this activity is $33 billion annually.this activity is $33 billion annually.

• The dollar value of • The dollar value of services provided by ecosystems throughoutservices provided by ecosystems throughout

the world is estimated to be the world is estimated to be US$33 trillion per year. (The value ofUS$33 trillion per year. (The value of

all human-produced goods and services per year is all human-produced goods and services per year is about US$18about US$18

trillion.)trillion.)

“At least 40 per cent “At least 40 per cent of the world’of the world’s economy and 80 per cent s economy and 80 per cent ofof

the needs of the needs of the poor are derived from biological the poor are derived from biological resourresources. Inces. In

addition, the richer the diversity of life, the greater the opportu-addition, the richer the diversity of life, the greater the opportu-

nity for medical discoveries, economic development, and adaptivenity for medical discoveries, economic development, and adaptive

responses to such new challenges as climate change.”responses to such new challenges as climate change.”

   ~ ~ The The Convention Convention about about Life Life on on Earth, Earth, (cbd.int)(cbd.int)
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   All All Species Species Have Have ValueValue
Many people believe that biodiversity should be preserved simplyMany people believe that biodiversity should be preserved simply

because it exists. Each species has because it exists. Each species has value in itself, independent ofvalue in itself, independent of

human use. We as humans have no right to human use. We as humans have no right to deprive future genera-deprive future genera-

tions of the biodiversity we enjoy. Humans have a tions of the biodiversity we enjoy. Humans have a moral obliga-moral obliga-

tion to be careful stewards of tion to be careful stewards of the Earth. Future generations alsothe Earth. Future generations also

deserve a natural world that is rich and varied. Our children willdeserve a natural world that is rich and varied. Our children will

inherit the planet with whatever biodiversity we pass inherit the planet with whatever biodiversity we pass on to them.on to them.

The decisions we make as individuals and as a society today willThe decisions we make as individuals and as a society today will
determine the diversity of genes, species, and determine the diversity of genes, species, and ecosystems thatecosystems that

remain in the future.remain in the future.

[Part 1/Section A][Part 1/Section A] The Basics of BiodiversityThe Basics of Biodiversity

Making Biodiversity Profitable: Biodiversity Prospecting for ConservationMaking Biodiversity Profitable: Biodiversity Prospecting for Conservation
In 1991, INBio, the National Biodiversity Institute of Costa Rica, and the U.S.-based pharmaceutical company Merck and Co.In 1991, INBio, the National Biodiversity Institute of Costa Rica, and the U.S.-based pharmaceutical company Merck and Co.

announced an agreeannounced an agreement with the ment with the country of Costa country of Costa Rica. Rica. INBioINBio  (inbio.ac.cr/en/)(inbio.ac.cr/en/)  is a non-governmental, non-prot, public inis a non-governmental, non-prot, public in--

terest organization whose mandate is to conserve and promote biodiversity. Under this agreement, INBio would provide Merckterest organization whose mandate is to conserve and promote biodiversity. Under this agreement, INBio would provide Merck

with chemical extracts from wild plants, with chemical extracts from wild plants, insects and micro-organisms from Costa Rica’s national parks. These chemicals wouldinsects and micro-organisms from Costa Rica’s national parks. These chemicals would

be used in Mercks’ drug development programs. In return, INBio was given a two-year research budget of $1.5 million dollars,be used in Mercks’ drug development programs. In return, INBio was given a two-year research budget of $1.5 million dollars,

technical support and training, as well as royalties on any resulting commercial products. As part of its agreement with Merck,technical support and training, as well as royalties on any resulting commercial products. As part of its agreement with Merck,

INBio contributes 10 percent of its budget and 50% of all royalties to Costa Rica’INBio contributes 10 percent of its budget and 50% of all royalties to Costa Rica’s National Parks fund. s National Parks fund. This contract, renewedThis contract, renewed

several times, was the rst of is several times, was the rst of is kind. It is serving as a kind. It is serving as a model for biodiversity prospecting between conservation organizatmodel for biodiversity prospecting between conservation organizations andions andcompanies around the world. Biodiversity is becoming an companies around the world. Biodiversity is becoming an important national asset, and Costa Rica is important national asset, and Costa Rica is the rst developing nationthe rst developing nation

to use this asset towards funds, to use this asset towards funds, conservation and technologyconservation and technology..

Photo supplied by:Photo supplied by:  Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)

Another Useful Online ResourceAnother Useful Online Resource

The Convention on Biological DiversityThe Convention on Biological Diversity

is a treaty to sustain the rich biodiversityis a treaty to sustain the rich biodiversity

on earth. Visiton earth. Visit cbd.int/countriescbd.int/countries  for more  for more

information on the National Biodiversityinformation on the National Biodiversity

Strategy and Action Plans of countries inStrategy and Action Plans of countries in

the Caribbean.the Caribbean.  

http://www.inbio.ac.cr/en/
http://www.inbio.ac.cr/en/


    

Background:Background:
Explore the connections between products we use Explore the connections between products we use from trees,from trees,

and biodiversity in the rest of the world. Do you enjoy eatingand biodiversity in the rest of the world. Do you enjoy eating

bananas, mangos, and oranges, sipping hot bananas, mangos, and oranges, sipping hot chocolate, riding yourchocolate, riding your

bike, travelling in cars, reading the bike, travelling in cars, reading the newspaper, playing cricket?newspaper, playing cricket?

All these items involve products gathered from trees. We use theAll these items involve products gathered from trees. We use the

fruits, bark, wood, leaves and sap of trees for many purposes andfruits, bark, wood, leaves and sap of trees for many purposes and

products. Lets look at some of the trees growing here in the Ca-products. Lets look at some of the trees growing here in the Ca-

ribbean and in different parts of the world, and how they are used.ribbean and in different parts of the world, and how they are used.

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Brainstorm with the class a list of as many uses for trees as1) Brainstorm with the class a list of as many uses for trees as

you can.you can.

2) Working with a partner, you will need:2) Working with a partner, you will need:

   • • A A copy copy of of the the Tree Tree Products Products ChartChart

• A copy of Trees and Their • A copy of Trees and Their UsesUses

   • • A A list list of of common common Caribbean Caribbean TreesTrees

3) Fill out the Tree Products chart by 3) Fill out the Tree Products chart by using information from theusing information from the

Trees and their Uses.Trees and their Uses.

4) Next, choose a 4) Next, choose a Caribbean tree from the list which interestsCaribbean tree from the list which interests

you.you.

Find out more about this tree and develop a short report or pre-Find out more about this tree and develop a short report or pre-

sentation to make to the class.sentation to make to the class.

Your report should include:Your report should include:

   • • Name Name and and Scientic Scientic name name of of the the treetree

   • • Place Place of of OriginOrigin

   • • Where Where it it is is found found (Habitat (Habitat requirements: requirements: rainforest/ rainforest/ drydry

rocky sites, etc)rocky sites, etc)

   • Shor• Short Descrt Description iption of of the tthe tree: ree: Height, cHeight, colour olour of barof bark, descrk, descripip--

tion of leaves, owers, fruit.tion of leaves, owers, fruit.

   • • Picture Picture or or drawing drawing of of the the tree, tree, its its leaves leaves and and fruitfruit

   • • Local Local and and Export Export UsesUses

   • • Any intAny interesting eresting facts facts or or local local stories stories about about the the treetree

5) With the class, make a Tree Collage or Chart using 5) With the class, make a Tree Collage or Chart using your treeyour tree

report, to display in the school, with pictures and facts about eachreport, to display in the school, with pictures and facts about each

tree. If possible, bring in tree. If possible, bring in items made from wood or items made from wood or tree productstree products

to display as well.to display as well.
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A.8. A.8. Activity Activity 4: 4: A A Wealth Wealth from from TreesTrees

Some “Not-So-FamousSome “Not-So-Famous” wood products ” wood products include:include:

Paper:Paper: Paper insulation for electric cables, paper fab-Paper insulation for electric cables, paper fab-

rics used in hospital masks and rics used in hospital masks and gowns, and the outergowns, and the outer

layer of gypsum layer of gypsum wallboardwallboard

Cellulose products:Cellulose products:   Are you weaAre you wearing any rayon? ring any rayon? ThisThis

fabric is made from wood pulp or cellulose, and isfabric is made from wood pulp or cellulose, and is

used to make shirused to make shirts and women’ts and women’s clothing.s clothing.

Melamine is also made from cellulose, and is a type ofMelamine is also made from cellulose, and is a type of

plastic used to make everything from eye glass framesplastic used to make everything from eye glass frames

to dishes.to dishes.

Chemical products:Chemical products: Paint thinner, tar, alcohol, paintPaint thinner, tar, alcohol, paint

productsproducts

Tree fern in the cloud forest Tree fern in the cloud forest of the Blue Mountains in Jamaicaof the Blue Mountains in Jamaica
Photo supplied by:Photo supplied by:  Rick Searle (EKOS Communications, Inc.)Rick Searle (EKOS Communications, Inc.)



    

Trees and Their UsesTrees and Their Uses
Here is a list of some important trees and the services and products we derive from them.Here is a list of some important trees and the services and products we derive from them.

CinnamonCinnamon  (Cinnamomum verum)(Cinnamomum verum)

A small evergreen tree 10–15 metres (32.8–49.2 feet) tall, belonging to the A small evergreen tree 10–15 metres (32.8–49.2 feet) tall, belonging to the family Lauraceae, and is native to family Lauraceae, and is native to India, Sri Lanka, BanIndia, Sri Lanka, Ban--

gladesh, and Nepal. The bark is widely used as a spice due to gladesh, and Nepal. The bark is widely used as a spice due to its distinct odour and taste.its distinct odour and taste.

CoconutCoconut  (Cocos nucifera)(Cocos nucifera)

This well known palm tree grows to a height of 100 feet (30 This well known palm tree grows to a height of 100 feet (30 m) and is best known for its fruit, which provides coconut milk, cream,m) and is best known for its fruit, which provides coconut milk, cream,

coconut meat and jelly. The wood is used for coconut meat and jelly. The wood is used for furniture and walking sticks and the furniture and walking sticks and the leaves for thatching roofs.leaves for thatching roofs.

Cork OakCork Oak  (Quercus suber)(Quercus suber)

An evergreen tree native to the An evergreen tree native to the Mediterranean and AtlMediterranean and Atlantic coast of Africa. The thick, deeply textured bark is antic coast of Africa. The thick, deeply textured bark is stripped every 9 – stripped every 9 – 1010

years to produce the traditional cork, widely years to produce the traditional cork, widely used for bottle stoppers, insulation, table mats, etc.used for bottle stoppers, insulation, table mats, etc.

NutmegNutmeg  (Myristica fragrans)(Myristica fragrans)

An evergreen tree originally from southeast Asia, also grown in the West Indies. The fruit of this tree is An evergreen tree originally from southeast Asia, also grown in the West Indies. The fruit of this tree is the source of two the source of two differentdifferent

spices, mace and nutmeg. The outer spices, mace and nutmeg. The outer eshy fruit is also used eshy fruit is also used to make jam and to make jam and candycandy..

OliveOlive  (Olea europaea)(Olea europaea)

An evergreen tree from the Mediterranean region. The eshy fruits of An evergreen tree from the Mediterranean region. The eshy fruits of this tree are eaten and this tree are eaten and also pressed to produce olive oil also pressed to produce olive oil for cookfor cook--

ing.ing.

Rubber TreeRubber Tree  (Hevea Brasiliensis)(Hevea Brasiliensis)

The rubber tree is native The rubber tree is native to the Amazon Basin in Brazil and adjoining countries. It to the Amazon Basin in Brazil and adjoining countries. It grows best at temperatures 10 - grows best at temperatures 10 - 28°C with a well-28°C with a well-

distributed annual rainfall of 1,800 – 2,000 mm. It grows satisfactorily up to 600 metres above sea level (but is capable of growingdistributed annual rainfall of 1,800 – 2,000 mm. It grows satisfactorily up to 600 metres above sea level (but is capable of growing

much higher – to much higher – to at least 1000 metres near the at least 1000 metres near the Equator), and will perform on Equator), and will perform on most soils provided drainage is adequate. They aremost soils provided drainage is adequate. They are

tapped for their latex which is tapped for their latex which is processed to form Para Rubber. Seeds are also processed to form Para Rubber. Seeds are also processed to make soap, paints and processed to make soap, paints and varnishes.varnishes.

TeakTeak ( (Tectona grandis)Tectona grandis)

An evergreen tree native to India and An evergreen tree native to India and Indonesia. The wood of this Indonesia. The wood of this tree is known for its tree is known for its durabilitydurability, density and hardness. , density and hardness. It is widelyIt is widely

used in making furniture and veneers.used in making furniture and veneers.

West Indian or Jamaican MahoganyWest Indian or Jamaican Mahogany  (Swietenia mahagoni)(Swietenia mahagoni)

Found throughout the Caribbean, this deciduous tree Found throughout the Caribbean, this deciduous tree has long been prized for has long been prized for its beautiful deep-red wood. It is its beautiful deep-red wood. It is very hard, resistant tovery hard, resistant to

termites and is considered one of the termites and is considered one of the world’world’s premier furniture woods. Its bitter bark s premier furniture woods. Its bitter bark is also used to is also used to treat fevers and malaria.treat fevers and malaria.

Willow, She-OakWillow, She-Oak (Casuarina equisetifolia)(Casuarina equisetifolia)

A fast-growing evergrA fast-growing evergreen tree, native to een tree, native to south-east Assouth-east Asia and Australia. It has been extensively planted in ia and Australia. It has been extensively planted in many countries for fuelwoodmany countries for fuelwood

and charcoal production, and also as erosion control, as it is salt tolerant and can grow in sand.and charcoal production, and also as erosion control, as it is salt tolerant and can grow in sand.

White SpruceWhite Spruce (Picea glauca) (Picea glauca)

An evergreen tree native to North America. This fast-growing tree is harvested to supply An evergreen tree native to North America. This fast-growing tree is harvested to supply pulp wood for the pulp wood for the paper industrypaper industry..

YewYew (Taxis brevifolia)(Taxis brevifolia)

A small evergreen tree native to northwest AmeriA small evergreen tree native to northwest America. The bark of ca. The bark of this species is the source of this species is the source of the drug taxol, used the drug taxol, used to treat ovarian andto treat ovarian and

breast cancers.breast cancers.
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O O t t h h e e r r   U U s s e e s s 

W W o o o o d d   U U s s e e d d 

L L e e a a v v e e s s   U U s s e e d d 

B B a a r r k k   U U s s e e d d 

N N a a m m e e   o o f  f    T T r r e e e e 

  S S e e e e d d s s   U U s s e e d d 

F F r r u u i i t t   U U s s e e d d 

G G u u m m s s   & &   R R e e s s i i n n s s 

  F F u u r r n n i i t t u u r r e e 

P P a a  p  p e e r r 

C C o o n n s s t t r r u u c c t t i i o o n n 

  

M M e e d d i i c c i i n n a a l l   U U s s e e 

E E x x  p  p o o r r t t 

L L o o c c a a l l   U U s s e e 

P P l l a a c c e e   o o f  f    O O 
r r i i  g  g i i n n 

Tree Products Chart (to make)Tree Products Chart (to make)
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A List of Some Caribbean TreesA List of Some Caribbean Trees

Black Black Mangrove Mangrove (( Avicennia germinans Avicennia germinans))

Broadleaf (Broadleaf (Cordia sebestena)Cordia sebestena)

Bull Hoof (Bull Hoof ( Bauhinia divaricata Bauhinia divaricata))

Bull Bull Thatch Thatch ((Thrinax radiatusThrinax radiatus))

Buttonwood (Buttonwood (Caocarpus erectusCaocarpus erectus))

Candlewood (Candlewood ( Amyris elemifera) Amyris elemifera)

Casuarina (Casuarina (Casuarina equisetifolia)Casuarina equisetifolia)

Cedar (Cedar (Cedrela odorataCedrela odorata))

Coconut Palm (Coconut Palm (Cocos nuciferaCocos nucifera))

Cotton Tree (Cotton Tree (Ceiba pentandra)Ceiba pentandra)

Fustic (Fustic ( Maclura tinctoria Maclura tinctoria))

Ginep (Ginep ( Meliococcus bijugatus) Meliococcus bijugatus)

Headache Bush (Headache Bush (Capparis cynophallophoraCapparis cynophallophora))

Lignum vitae (Lignum vitae (Guaiacum ofcinaleGuaiacum ofcinale))

Logwood (Logwood ( Haematoxylum campechianum Haematoxylum campechianum))

Mahogany (Mahogany (Swietenia mahonganiSwietenia mahongani))

Manchineel (Manchineel ( Hippomane mancinella Hippomane mancinella))

Mango (Mango ( Mangifera indica Mangifera indica))

Pepper Cinnamon (Pepper Cinnamon (Canella winteranaCanella winterana))

Pompero (Pompero ( Hypelate trifoliata Hypelate trifoliata))

Sea Grape (Sea Grape (Coccoloba uviferaCoccoloba uvifera))

Tamarind (Tamarind (TTamarindus amarindus indica)indica)

Wild Fig (Wild Fig (Ficus aureaFicus aurea))

Wild Sapodilla (Wild Sapodilla (Sideroxylon salicifoliumSideroxylon salicifolium))

Yellow Ironwood (Yellow Ironwood ( Exosterna caribaeum Exosterna caribaeum))

Yellow Mastic (Yellow Mastic (Sideroxylon foetidissimumSideroxylon foetidissimum))
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A.9. Biodiversity and Climate ChangeA.9. Biodiversity and Climate Change
Climate change is causing major shifts in Climate change is causing major shifts in the “average weather”the “average weather”

that a given region experiences. This is that a given region experiences. This is measured by changes inmeasured by changes in

all the features we associate with all the features we associate with weather, such as temperature,weather, such as temperature,

wind patterns, precipitation, and storms. The rich variety of wind patterns, precipitation, and storms. The rich variety of lifelife

on Earth has always on Earth has always had to deal with had to deal with a changing climate. Adapt-a changing climate. Adapt-

ing to new ing to new patterns of temperature and rainfall has been a patterns of temperature and rainfall has been a majormajor

inuence on the evolutionary changes that produced inuence on the evolutionary changes that produced the plant andthe plant and

animal species we animal species we see today. Ysee today. Yet, according to et, according to the 2007 Uthe 2007 Unitednited
Nations’ Millennium Ecosystem AssessmentNations’ Millennium Ecosystem Assessment77, climate change, climate change

now poses one now poses one of the principal threats to the of the principal threats to the biological diversitybiological diversity

of the planet, and of the planet, and is projected to become increasingly important.is projected to become increasingly important.

There are several reasons why plants and animals are less able toThere are several reasons why plants and animals are less able to

adapt to the current global warming. One is the very rapid paceadapt to the current global warming. One is the very rapid pace

of change: it is of change: it is anticipated that over the next century, the rise inanticipated that over the next century, the rise in

average global temperatures will be faster than anything experi-average global temperatures will be faster than anything experi-enced by the planet for at least 10,000 years. Many species won’tenced by the planet for at least 10,000 years. Many species won’t

be able to adapt quickly enough to the new conditions, or movebe able to adapt quickly enough to the new conditions, or move

to regions more suited to to regions more suited to their survival.their survival.

As well, the massive changes humans have made globally toAs well, the massive changes humans have made globally to

landscapes, watersheds and the ocean have landscapes, watersheds and the ocean have reduced the resiliencereduced the resilience

of these ecosystems, and the of these ecosystems, and the likelihood that they will adapt to cli-likelihood that they will adapt to cli-

mate change. Other human-induced factors include pollution, themate change. Other human-induced factors include pollution, the

introduction of invasive species and the over-harvesting of wildintroduction of invasive species and the over-harvesting of wild

animals through hunting or shing. This loss animals through hunting or shing. This loss of biodiversity hasof biodiversity has

major implications not just for the variety of major implications not just for the variety of life on our planet,life on our planet,

but also for the livelihoods of people around the world.but also for the livelihoods of people around the world.

Some Impacts of Climate ChangeSome Impacts of Climate Change

on the Caribbeanon the Caribbean
Computer models predict an average global temperature increaseComputer models predict an average global temperature increase

of 1.4 to 5.8 degrees C of 1.4 to 5.8 degrees C by the year 2100. Island ecosystems areby the year 2100. Island ecosystems are

especially vulnerable to climate change because island speciesespecially vulnerable to climate change because island species

populationspopulations tend to  tend to be small, localized, and highly specialized,be small, localized, and highly specialized,

and thus can easily and thus can easily be driven to extinction. Predicted impacts as-be driven to extinction. Predicted impacts as-

sociated with such a temperature increase include:sociated with such a temperature increase include:

• a further rise in global mean sea level of 9 to 88 • a further rise in global mean sea level of 9 to 88 cmcm

• more frequent and powerful • more frequent and powerful extreme climatic events, such asextreme climatic events, such as

heat waves, storms, and heat waves, storms, and hurricaneshurricanes

• an expanded range • an expanded range of some dangerous “vector-borne diseases,”of some dangerous “vector-borne diseases,”such as malariasuch as malaria

• further warming of the Arctic and Antarctic, leading to more• further warming of the Arctic and Antarctic, leading to more

sea-ice disappearance, and a further rise in sea-ice disappearance, and a further rise in sea levelssea levels

• increased coastal erosion• increased coastal erosion

• more extensive coastal ooding• more extensive coastal ooding

• higher storm surge ooding• higher storm surge ooding

• landward intrusion of seawater in • landward intrusion of seawater in estuaries and aquifersestuaries and aquifers

• higher sea-surface temperatures• higher sea-surface temperatures

• the destruction of coral reefs, which are highly sensitive to tem• the destruction of coral reefs, which are highly sensitive to tem--

perature and chemical changes in seawaterperature and chemical changes in seawater

Many of these changes are already taking place in the Caribbean.Many of these changes are already taking place in the Caribbean.

In Part 2 of this Learning Resource you will nd more details onIn Part 2 of this Learning Resource you will nd more details on

how climate change is affecting some Caribbean ecosystems.how climate change is affecting some Caribbean ecosystems.

A.10. Extinction:A.10. Extinction:
What Causes the Loss of Species?What Causes the Loss of Species?
ExtinctionExtinction is a  is a natural biological process. Over the lifetime ofnatural biological process. Over the lifetime of

the Earth, millions of species have the Earth, millions of species have lived and then disappeared.lived and then disappeared.

Throughout geological historyThroughout geological history, the loss of , the loss of species has been rela-species has been rela-

tively slow – perhaps a tively slow – perhaps a few species per million years. Sometimesfew species per million years. Sometimes
this rate has this rate has increased dramaticallyincreased dramatically. Around 65 million . Around 65 million years ago,years ago,

75 percent of the 75 percent of the species known from fossil records, includ-species known from fossil records, includ-

ing dinosaurs, disappeared. The cause of ing dinosaurs, disappeared. The cause of this mass extinction isthis mass extinction is

uncertain, although it may have been uncertain, although it may have been the result of a collision withthe result of a collision with

an asteroid or comet.an asteroid or comet.

Since 1600, about 40 species of mammals and 90 species of birdsSince 1600, about 40 species of mammals and 90 species of birds

have been conrmed as extinct. Now the extinction rate is ashave been conrmed as extinct. Now the extinction rate is as

high as several species per high as several species per dayday. The loss of. The loss of habitatshabitats—the places—the places

where organisms live and get the where organisms live and get the nutrients, water, and livingnutrients, water, and living

space they need to space they need to survive—is the primary reason biodiversity issurvive—is the primary reason biodiversity is

in decline.in decline.

  

When people cut down a forest, ll in a wWhen people cut down a forest, ll in a wetland, trawl a seabed,etland, trawl a seabed,

or plough up grassland, they change the natural habitat of theor plough up grassland, they change the natural habitat of the
species that live there. Tropical and temperate forests are beingspecies that live there. Tropical and temperate forests are being

cut down to make way for agriculture and grassland. Cities arecut down to make way for agriculture and grassland. Cities are

growing rapidly around the globe, and natural areas are beinggrowing rapidly around the globe, and natural areas are being

broken up. Not only can such changes kill or force out manybroken up. Not only can such changes kill or force out many
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Climate changeClimate change

(also sometimes called global warming)(also sometimes called global warming)

...... results from the build up of greenhouseresults from the build up of greenhouse

gases such as carbon dioxide and methanegases such as carbon dioxide and methane

in the atmosphere.in the atmosphere.

They are called greenhouse gases becauseThey are called greenhouse gases because

they trap heat from the sun and hold it inthey trap heat from the sun and hold it in
Earth’s atmosphere. Some heat also esEarth’s atmosphere. Some heat also es--

capes, thus capes, thus maintaining the Earth’s averagemaintaining the Earth’s average

temperature conducive to support life.temperature conducive to support life.

However, as greenhouse gases increase inHowever, as greenhouse gases increase in

concentration, less heat escapes, and globalconcentration, less heat escapes, and global

warming occurs.warming occurs.
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animals, micro-organismanimals, micro-organisms, and plants; they s, and plants; they also can disruptalso can disrupt
complex interactions among species. Countries set aside parkscomplex interactions among species. Countries set aside parks

and protected areas, but most of and protected areas, but most of them are relatively small in size.them are relatively small in size.

Small protected areas cannot support the diversity of species Small protected areas cannot support the diversity of species thatthat

large areas can, and small areas are large areas can, and small areas are very vulnerable, as there isvery vulnerable, as there is

less habitat available.less habitat available.

Campaigns to save endangered animals used to Campaigns to save endangered animals used to focus just onfocus just on

saving the species, but scientists now saving the species, but scientists now realize that in order to saverealize that in order to save

a species, its habitat must also be protected and be of sufcienta species, its habitat must also be protected and be of sufcient

size.size.

Species that are most threatened by Species that are most threatened by human activity include:human activity include:

• Large animals that need lots • Large animals that need lots of space as part of of space as part of their habitat.their habitat.

• Slow reproducers, like whales, that take a long time to repro• Slow reproducers, like whales, that take a long time to repro--

duce.duce.

• Island species that can • Island species that can lose their genetic diversity or are vullose their genetic diversity or are vul--

nerable to introduced species; For example, the nerable to introduced species; For example, the mongoose wasmongoose was

imported from India and Burma during the imported from India and Burma during the late 1800’s, to manylate 1800’s, to many

of the Caribbean islands to of the Caribbean islands to control the rat infestation of sugarcontrol the rat infestation of sugar

cane elds. Unfortunately the mongoose also eats cane elds. Unfortunately the mongoose also eats eggs, reptiles,eggs, reptiles,amphibians and farmyard chickens, and has no amphibians and farmyard chickens, and has no natural predators.natural predators.

They have become a predator of many local bird and lizard spe-They have become a predator of many local bird and lizard spe-

cies.cies.

• Species that live in the same lowland, coastal or river valley• Species that live in the same lowland, coastal or river valley

habitats that are popular places for humans habitats that are popular places for humans to live.to live.

   How How Many Many are are Enough?Enough?
“ For reasons of disease, genetics and simple “ For reasons of disease, genetics and simple accident, no popuaccident, no popu--

lation of willation of wild animals can be considered secure unless it containsd animals can be considered secure unless it contains

at least 500 individuals.”at least 500 individuals.”  

~ Colin Tudge, Last Animals at the Zoo~ Colin Tudge, Last Animals at the Zoo

Some species are more at risk than others as a result of humanSome species are more at risk than others as a result of human

activityactivity. Large animals usually . Large animals usually need more space need more space than smallerthan smaller

animals. When a habitat is reduced, the animals. When a habitat is reduced, the larger animals usuallylarger animals usually

feel the impact rst. Once a species is gone, it is lost forever – itfeel the impact rst. Once a species is gone, it is lost forever – it

cannot be brought back. Each lost species means a piece of ourcannot be brought back. Each lost species means a piece of our

heritage is gone. The loss of a species from an ecosystem mayheritage is gone. The loss of a species from an ecosystem may

also indicate larger problems within that system.also indicate larger problems within that system.

EndangeredEndangered species refers to those species with populationsspecies refers to those species with populations

so low that they so low that they could become extirpated or extinct. Extirpatedcould become extirpated or extinct. Extirpated

refers to a species that no longer exists in a country or region butrefers to a species that no longer exists in a country or region but

does exist elsewhere. An extinct species no longer exists any-does exist elsewhere. An extinct species no longer exists any-

where – it is where – it is lost forever.lost forever.

Discussion Questions:Discussion Questions:

1) List as many reasons for the extinction of species as you can.1) List as many reasons for the extinction of species as you can.
2) Why should we 2) Why should we value maintaining biodiversity?value maintaining biodiversity?

3) Do you see the effects of climate change around you?3) Do you see the effects of climate change around you?

If so, what are the ways?If so, what are the ways?

Gone Forever: Caribbean Monk SealsGone Forever: Caribbean Monk Seals
In the Caribbean, monk seals (Monachus tropi-In the Caribbean, monk seals (Monachus tropi-

calis) were widely found throughout the islands.calis) were widely found throughout the islands.
They had beautiful brownish-grey fur and mea-They had beautiful brownish-grey fur and mea-

sured nearly 3 m in length. The Monk Seal gotsured nearly 3 m in length. The Monk Seal got

its name from the numerous folds of fur that fellits name from the numerous folds of fur that fell

around its neck when resting, resembling the foldsaround its neck when resting, resembling the folds

of a monk’s hood. During the 1700’s, they wereof a monk’s hood. During the 1700’s, they were

heavily hunted for their hides and oil by Europeanheavily hunted for their hides and oil by European

shermen. Their reproductive rate shermen. Their reproductive rate was slow, as thewas slow, as the

females bore pups only once every two or threefemales bore pups only once every two or three

years. The last of these seals was seen in 1952 onyears. The last of these seals was seen in 1952 on

the Serranilla Bank, west of Jamaica.the Serranilla Bank, west of Jamaica.

Scientific Sketch of a Caribbean Monk Seal from tScientific Sketch of a Caribbean Monk Seal from the U.S. National Museumhe U.S. National Museum
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). (2008). NOAA confirms Caribbean monk seal extinct.National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). (2008). NOAA confirms Caribbean monk seal extinct.

Retrieved from: Retrieved from: noaanews.noaa.gov/stories2008/noaanews.noaa.gov/stories2008/20080606_monkseal.html.20080606_monkseal.html.



    

A.11. How Do We Know What is Endangered?A.11. How Do We Know What is Endangered?
IUCN Red List of Threatened SpeciesIUCN Red List of Threatened Species

The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)

has been working to has been working to assess the conservation status of speciesassess the conservation status of species

around the world for more around the world for more than forty years. Scientists work tothan forty years. Scientists work to

identify species of plants and animals threatened with extinc-identify species of plants and animals threatened with extinc-

tion to highlight and promote their conservation. The IUCN tion to highlight and promote their conservation. The IUCN RedRed

List of Threatened Species is the most List of Threatened Species is the most comprehensive listing ofcomprehensive listing of

the global conservation status of the world’s known plant andthe global conservation status of the world’s known plant and

animal species. It provides information on plants and animals thatanimal species. It provides information on plants and animals that

have been globally evaluated using the Red have been globally evaluated using the Red List Categories andList Categories and

Criteria.Criteria.

The Plight Of Endangered SpeciesThe Plight Of Endangered Species
As of 2008, there were 44,838 species on the International UnionAs of 2008, there were 44,838 species on the International Union

for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List and 16,928 of themfor Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List and 16,928 of them

were threatened with extinction, up from 16,308 were threatened with extinction, up from 16,308 last year. Thislast year. This

includes both endangered animals and endangered plants.includes both endangered animals and endangered plants.

One in ve mammals, one in nine birds, nearly one third of allOne in ve mammals, one in nine birds, nearly one third of all

amphibians and 70% of the amphibians and 70% of the world’world’s assessed plants on the s assessed plants on the 20082008

IUCN Red List wIUCN Red List were in jeopardy.ere in jeopardy.

The total number of extinct species has The total number of extinct species has reached 869; however,reached 869; however,

the number of extinctions could exceed 1,100 the number of extinctions could exceed 1,100 if the 257 Criticallyif the 257 Critically

Endangered species tagged as “Possibly Extinct” were added Endangered species tagged as “Possibly Extinct” were added in.in.

International Action:International Action:
The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) is The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) is an interna-an interna-

tional agreement established by the United Nations (UN). tional agreement established by the United Nations (UN). ItsIts

aim is to preserve biological diversity around the world. aim is to preserve biological diversity around the world. It wasIt was

presented at the June 1992 UN Conference on Environment andpresented at the June 1992 UN Conference on Environment and

Development Development - the Ear- the Earth Summit th Summit - in Rio - in Rio de Janeiro. Ide Janeiro. It con-t con-

tains plans for economic, environmental and social changes thattains plans for economic, environmental and social changes that

support biodiversity across the globe. As of October 1998, moresupport biodiversity across the globe. As of October 1998, more
than 170 countries had signed the than 170 countries had signed the convention, including all theconvention, including all the

Caribbean nations.Caribbean nations.

The CBD has The CBD has three main objectives:three main objectives:

• to • to conserve biodiversityconserve biodiversity,,

• to enhance its sustainable use and• to enhance its sustainable use and

• to ensure an equitable sharing of benets linked to the ex• to ensure an equitable sharing of benets linked to the ex--

ploitation of genetic resources.ploitation of genetic resources.

The CBD Secretariat is located in The CBD Secretariat is located in Montréal, Canada.Montréal, Canada.

Check out the website for Check out the website for annual reports, individual country bio-annual reports, individual country bio-

diversity strategies and actions and diversity strategies and actions and information on programmesinformation on programmes

atat cbd.int.cbd.int.
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For the Caribbean Islands alone (excluding Mesoamerica countries such as For the Caribbean Islands alone (excluding Mesoamerica countries such as Belize), there are 21Belize), there are 2114 species of animals and14 species of animals and

plants on the IUCN’s Red List. A few examples are given below.plants on the IUCN’s Red List. A few examples are given below.

CARIBBEAN ANIMALSCARIBBEAN ANIMALS

Gundlach’Gundlach’s Hawk s Hawk (Accipter gundlachi)(Accipter gundlachi)

Sharp-Shinned Hawk (Accipter straitus)Sharp-Shinned Hawk (Accipter straitus)

Rainbow Parrotsh (Scarus guacamaia)Rainbow Parrotsh (Scarus guacamaia)

West Indian Manatee (Trichechus manatus)West Indian Manatee (Trichechus manatus)

Jamaican Ground Iguana (Cyclura cornuta)Jamaican Ground Iguana (Cyclura cornuta)

Staghorn Coral (Acropora cervicornis)Staghorn Coral (Acropora cervicornis)

Hawksbill Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata)Hawksbill Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata)

Grenada Dove (Leptotila wellsi)Grenada Dove (Leptotila wellsi)

Saint Lucia Parrot (Amazona Saint Lucia Parrot (Amazona versicolor)versicolor)

Spotted Eagle Ray (Aetobatus narinari)Spotted Eagle Ray (Aetobatus narinari)Spotted Sandpiper (Actitis macularius)Spotted Sandpiper (Actitis macularius)

Redmouth Grouper (Aethaloperca rosa)Redmouth Grouper (Aethaloperca rosa)

Elkhorn Coral (Acropora palmate)Elkhorn Coral (Acropora palmate)

Loggerhead Turtle (Caretta caretta)Loggerhead Turtle (Caretta caretta)

Leatherback Turtle (Dermochelys coriacea)Leatherback Turtle (Dermochelys coriacea)

CARIBBEAN PLANTSCARIBBEAN PLANTS

Pokemeboy (Acacia anegadensis)Pokemeboy (Acacia anegadensis)

Vahl’s Boxwood (Buxus vahlii)Vahl’s Boxwood (Buxus vahlii)

Holywood Lignum Vitae (Guaiacum sanctum)Holywood Lignum Vitae (Guaiacum sanctum)

Commoner Lignum Vitae (Guaiacum ofcinale)Commoner Lignum Vitae (Guaiacum ofcinale)

Corossie (Attalea crassispatha)Corossie (Attalea crassispatha)

West Indian Almond (Terminalia intermedia)West Indian Almond (Terminalia intermedia)

Small-leaved Mahognay (Swietena mahagoni)Small-leaved Mahognay (Swietena mahagoni)

Southern Red Cedar (Juniperus bermudiana)Southern Red Cedar (Juniperus bermudiana)

West Indian Walnut (Juglans jamaicensis)West Indian Walnut (Juglans jamaicensis)

There are 9 categories in theThere are 9 categories in the

IUCN Red List system:IUCN Red List system:

ExtinctExtinct

Extinct in the WildExtinct in the Wild

Critically EndangeredCritically Endangered

EndangeredEndangered

VulnerableVulnerable
Near ThreatenedNear Threatened

Least ConcernLeast Concern

Data DecientData Decient

Not EvaluatedNot Evaluated

For more information on taxonomic, conservationFor more information on taxonomic, conservation

status and distribution information on plants andstatus and distribution information on plants and

animals that have been globally evaluated, go toanimals that have been globally evaluated, go to

the IUCN websitethe IUCN website iucn.org.iucn.org.

http://iucn.org/


    

Background:Background:
The Caribbean is located on a part of the Earth where there is anThe Caribbean is located on a part of the Earth where there is an

amazing variety of geology, climate and therefore amazing variety of geology, climate and therefore – biological– biological

diversitydiversity. The beaches, . The beaches, forests, mountains and coral forests, mountains and coral reefs supportreefs support

a huge number of plant and animal species well adapted to theira huge number of plant and animal species well adapted to their

environment. However, the Caribbean is also a popular place environment. However, the Caribbean is also a popular place forfor

humans to live and visit as humans to live and visit as tourists. Pressure on the small landtourists. Pressure on the small land

base of the islands has base of the islands has caused some species to become extinct,caused some species to become extinct,

and others to be and others to be threatened with habitat loss.threatened with habitat loss.

Objective:Objective:
In this activity students will research some of In this activity students will research some of the interestingthe interesting

animals found in the region, and animals found in the region, and describe their habitat and thedescribe their habitat and the

factors which threaten their factors which threaten their survival.survival.

Procedure:Procedure:
Choose an endangered or threatened species of Choose an endangered or threatened species of animal that isanimal that is

found in the Caribbean that you would like to know more about.found in the Caribbean that you would like to know more about.

Check the list of Caribbean Check the list of Caribbean plants and animals for some sugges-plants and animals for some sugges-

tions.tions.

Write a report on your chosen species, including the Write a report on your chosen species, including the followingfollowing

information:information:

• Common name and • Common name and scientic namescientic name

• Current IUCN status (Endangered, • Current IUCN status (Endangered, threatened, vulnerable, etc)threatened, vulnerable, etc)

• Countries where it is • Countries where it is found: (countries)found: (countries)

• Type of environment in which it lives.• Type of environment in which it lives.

• What does it eat / how does it get its food?• What does it eat / how does it get its food?

• What are its predators?• What are its predators?

• Make a food web showing the ways • Make a food web showing the ways the species connects withthe species connects with

other living things in its habitat.other living things in its habitat.

• Why is it threatened?• Why is it threatened?

• Suggest some strategies or ideas for • Suggest some strategies or ideas for its protection.its protection.

• Include some unique characteristics and interesting facts about• Include some unique characteristics and interesting facts about

your animal.your animal.

• Are there any stories or poems that • Are there any stories or poems that have been written abouthave been written about

your animal?your animal?

• Include some photos or drawings of your animal.• Include some photos or drawings of your animal.

Use the class reports to Use the class reports to build a Biodiversity Exhibit at yourbuild a Biodiversity Exhibit at your

school, community centre or local mall, and school, community centre or local mall, and highlight the specialhighlight the special

and threatened species of the region, and threatened species of the region, along with suggestions foralong with suggestions for

their conservation. Have an open house their conservation. Have an open house to display the exhibits.to display the exhibits.

Check out the conservation laws in your country that apply toCheck out the conservation laws in your country that apply to

protecting endangered species (review the protecting endangered species (review the St. Georges’ DeclaraSt. Georges’ Declara--

tion Of Principles for tion Of Principles for Environmental SustainabilityEnvironmental Sustainability))

Call the ministry with responsibility for the environment forCall the ministry with responsibility for the environment for

information on any biodiversity-related projects being conductedinformation on any biodiversity-related projects being conducted

in your in your countrycountry..
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A.12. A.12. Activity Activity 5: 5: Species aSpecies and nd Spaces Spaces ExplorationExploration

Saint Lucian Whiptail LizardSaint Lucian Whiptail Lizard
Photo supplied by:Photo supplied by:  Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)
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IntroductionIntroduction
This unit focuses on some ecology basics, including food webs,This unit focuses on some ecology basics, including food webs,

ecological niches, nutrient ecological niches, nutrient cycles and cycles and interdependence. The Waterinterdependence. The Water

cycle, the Carbon and cycle, the Carbon and Nitrogen cycle and ecosystem componentsNitrogen cycle and ecosystem components

are highlighted. Activities engage students in exploring placesare highlighted. Activities engage students in exploring places

that are meaningful to them, and that are meaningful to them, and examines connections to placeexamines connections to place

and communityand community, as well as , as well as the key components of ecosystems andthe key components of ecosystems andecological cycles.ecological cycles.

 “Try to imagine the Earth wit “Try to imagine the Earth without ecosystems… Each ecosystemhout ecosystems… Each ecosystem

reprrepresents a solution to esents a solution to a particular challenge to la particular challenge to l ife, worked outife, worked out

over millennia… stripped of iover millennia… stripped of i ts ecosystems, Earth would resem-ts ecosystems, Earth would resem-

ble the stark, lifelble the stark, lifeless images beamed back from Mars…”ess images beamed back from Mars…”

~World Resources 2000 – 2001~World Resources 2000 – 2001
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CXC Learning Outcomes MatchesCXC Learning Outcomes Matches
This section will meet the learning outcomes of This section will meet the learning outcomes of the CXC syllabi, as the CXC syllabi, as follows:follows:

INTEGRATED SCIENCEINTEGRATED SCIENCE
Section A – The OrganismSection A – The Organism
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

1. The interdependence of life processes1. The interdependence of life processes
2. The relationship between an organism and its 2. The relationship between an organism and its environmentenvironment

3. The relationship between structure and function of 3. The relationship between structure and function of an organisman organism

Unit XI – The Unit XI – The TTerrestrial Environmenterrestrial Environment
Specic ObjectivesSpecic Objectives

Students should be able to:Students should be able to:

7. Discuss food chains and food webs found in an 7. Discuss food chains and food webs found in an environmentenvironment

8. Describe the oxygen, carbon, nitrogen and water cycles8. Describe the oxygen, carbon, nitrogen and water cycles

Section B – The Home/WorkplaceSection B – The Home/Workplace
UNIT II – Water and the Aquatic EnvironmentUNIT II – Water and the Aquatic Environment
Specic ObjectivesSpecic Objectives

Students should be able to:Students should be able to:

3. Explain how the water cycle provides man with a continuous fresh supply of water3. Explain how the water cycle provides man with a continuous fresh supply of water
4. Discuss the chemical and 4. Discuss the chemical and physical properties of waterphysical properties of water

6. Describe the relationship between living organisms in the aquatic environment6. Describe the relationship between living organisms in the aquatic environment

7. Discuss the effects of water 7. Discuss the effects of water pollution on aquatic lifepollution on aquatic life

BIOLOGYBIOLOGY
SECTION A – Living Organisms in the SECTION A – Living Organisms in the EnvironmentEnvironment
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

1. An understanding that there is both diversity and 1. An understanding that there is both diversity and similarity of form in living organismssimilarity of form in living organisms

2. An understanding that there is interdependence between living organism and their environment2. An understanding that there is interdependence between living organism and their environment

3. An understanding that there is a ow 3. An understanding that there is a ow of energy through living organisms within an eco-systemof energy through living organisms within an eco-system

4. An understanding that materials are recycled in nature4. An understanding that materials are recycled in nature

Specic ObjectivesSpecic Objectives
Students should be able to:Students should be able to:

1.1. Group 1.1. Group living organisms according to observed living organisms according to observed similarities and differencessimilarities and differences

2.1. Identify the relative positions of producers and 2.1. Identify the relative positions of producers and consumers in a food chain consumers in a food chain and relate the positions to the and relate the positions to the modes of feelingmodes of feeling

2.2. Identify from a selected habitat, 2.2. Identify from a selected habitat, a food chain containing at least a food chain containing at least four organismsfour organisms

2.3. Identify, from selected habitats, a herbivore, carnivore and omnivore2.3. Identify, from selected habitats, a herbivore, carnivore and omnivore

2.4. Identify from selected habitats, predator prey relationships2.4. Identify from selected habitats, predator prey relationships

2.5. Construct a food 2.5. Construct a food web to include different trophic levelsweb to include different trophic levels

2.6. Explain the role of decomposers2.6. Explain the role of decomposers

2.7. Discuss the advantages and 2.7. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of special relationships to the organisms involveddisadvantages of special relationships to the organisms involved

2.8. Discuss the interdependence of organisms within a 2.8. Discuss the interdependence of organisms within a food webfood web

3.1. Explain energy ow within a food chain or web3.1. Explain energy ow within a food chain or web

4.1. Explain, with examples, the 4.1. Explain, with examples, the continual re-use of materials in naturecontinual re-use of materials in nature
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BIOLOGYBIOLOGY
Section E –Environment and Human ActivitiesSection E –Environment and Human Activities
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

1. An understanding of the importance of the physical environment to 1. An understanding of the importance of the physical environment to living organismsliving organisms

2. An ability to undertake a simple ecological study2. An ability to undertake a simple ecological study

3. An understanding of the factors that affect the growth of 3. An understanding of the factors that affect the growth of populationspopulations

4. An appreciation of the nite nature of 4. An appreciation of the nite nature of the world’s resourcesthe world’s resources
5. An understanding of the effects of human activities on the 5. An understanding of the effects of human activities on the environmentenvironment

Specic ObjectivesSpecic Objectives

Student should be able to:Student should be able to:

1.1. Distinguish between environment and habitat1.1. Distinguish between environment and habitat

1.2. Discuss the importance of 1.2. Discuss the importance of the physical environment to living organismsthe physical environment to living organisms

2.1. Carry out a simple ecological study2.1. Carry out a simple ecological study

3.1. Discuss the factors that 3.1. Discuss the factors that affect the growth of natural populationaffect the growth of natural population

3.2. Illustrate using examples that human populations are subject to 3.2. Illustrate using examples that human populations are subject to the same constraints as other natural populationsthe same constraints as other natural populations

4.1. Describe various resources and their limits4.1. Describe various resources and their limits

4.2. Discuss the importance of, 4.2. Discuss the importance of, and difculties encountered in recycling manufactured materialsand difculties encountered in recycling manufactured materials

5.1. Discuss the negative impact of 5.1. Discuss the negative impact of human activity on the environmenthuman activity on the environment

5.2. Discuss the implications of pollution on 5.2. Discuss the implications of pollution on marine and wetland environmentsmarine and wetland environments

5.3. Discuss means by 5.3. Discuss means by which environment could be conserved and which environment could be conserved and restoredrestored

GEOGRAPHYGEOGRAPHY
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

1. Interest in the nature 1. Interest in the nature of Natural and Human Systems and of Natural and Human Systems and their interactiontheir interaction

2. An understanding of the processes at work 2. An understanding of the processes at work in Natural & Human in Natural & Human SystemsSystems

3. An understanding of the inter-relationships between the natural and human environment3. An understanding of the inter-relationships between the natural and human environment

4. An awareness of the need 4. An awareness of the need for the sustainable use of our for the sustainable use of our resourcesresources

5. Knowledge and understanding of geography at the local, regional and global scales5. Knowledge and understanding of geography at the local, regional and global scales

6. An awareness and understanding of factors inuencing patterns and changes 6. An awareness and understanding of factors inuencing patterns and changes in economic activityin economic activity

7. An appreciation for the relationship between the natural and human 7. An appreciation for the relationship between the natural and human systemssystems

Section II – Natural SystemsSection II – Natural Systems
Specic ObjectivesSpecic Objectives

Students should be able to:Students should be able to:
9. Describe the water cycle9. Describe the water cycle



    

B.1. Ecology:B.1. Ecology:
The Study of Living Things in their HomesThe Study of Living Things in their Homes
WWe often use the e often use the word “ecology,” but what does the word actuword “ecology,” but what does the word actu--

ally mean?ally mean?

The word ecology comThe word ecology comes from the two es from the two Greek words: Greek words: “oikos,”“oikos,”

meaning “house or place to meaning “house or place to live,” and “logos,” meaning “studylive,” and “logos,” meaning “study

of.”of.” EcologyEcology therefore, is the study of therefore, is the study of organismsorganisms in their home, in their home,

a study of the a study of the relationships and interactions among living thingsrelationships and interactions among living things

and their surroundings. These include both theand their surroundings. These include both the abioticabiotic (non- (non-

living things, like rocks and water) living things, like rocks and water) andand bioticbiotic (living things, (living things,

such as plants, fungi, animals, such as plants, fungi, animals, etc.) The interactions betweenetc.) The interactions between

and among living and non-living things, such as the water cycle,and among living and non-living things, such as the water cycle,

photosynthesis and prey-predator relationships, are also importantphotosynthesis and prey-predator relationships, are also important

elements of elements of ecologyecology..

B.2. Levels of organizationB.2. Levels of organization
Looking at Earth from space, we see a mostly blue sphere withLooking at Earth from space, we see a mostly blue sphere with

green, brown and white green, brown and white patches on its surface. As we zoompatches on its surface. As we zoom

closer, these patches become deserts, oceans, closer, these patches become deserts, oceans, mountains, forestsmountains, forests

and cities. If we zoom in even closer, we can pick out a wideand cities. If we zoom in even closer, we can pick out a wide

variety of living organisms. If we could variety of living organisms. If we could magnify these plants andmagnify these plants and
animals we could see that they are made up of cells which are inanimals we could see that they are made up of cells which are in

turn made up of turn made up of molecules atoms and subatomic particles. Allmolecules atoms and subatomic particles. All

matter can be viewed as matter can be viewed as different levels of organizations – fromdifferent levels of organizations – from

sub-atomic particles to the universe.sub-atomic particles to the universe. EcologistsEcologists focus on ve focus on ve

levels of levels of organization: organismsorganization: organisms, populations, , populations, communities,communities,

ecosystems, and the biosphere.ecosystems, and the biosphere.
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Reef fish swims through a vibrant coral reefReef fish swims through a vibrant coral reef
Climate Change Matters Trust. (n.d.). Understanding climate change.Climate Change Matters Trust. (n.d.). Understanding climate change.

Retrieved from: Retrieved from: climatechangematters.net.au/undclimatechangematters.net.au/understand.htmerstand.htm

ECOLOGICAL EXPLORATIONECOLOGICAL EXPLORATION

Expand your studies with theseExpand your studies with these

helpful online resources!helpful online resources!

National Geographic National Geographic Wild WorldWild World
nationalgeographic.com/wildworld/terrestrial.html nationalgeographic.com/wildworld/terrestrial.html 

Scientists have mapped 867 land-based ecoregionsScientists have mapped 867 land-based ecoregions

(T(Terrestrial Ecoregions) across the errestrial Ecoregions) across the globe.globe.

 Instead of being  Instead of being dened by political boundaries, eachdened by political boundaries, each

is distinguished by its shared ecological features,is distinguished by its shared ecological features,

climate and plant and animal communities.climate and plant and animal communities.

World WildlifWorld Wildlife e FundFund

Ecoregions of the Ecoregions of the WWorldorld
worldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/terrestrial_nt.html worldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/terrestrial_nt.html 

WWF provides a detailed synopsis of WWF provides a detailed synopsis of terrestrialterrestrial
NeoTropical ecoregions of the world.NeoTropical ecoregions of the world.

For some Caribbean Specic examples visit:For some Caribbean Specic examples visit:

Belizean pine forests (NT0302)Belizean pine forests (NT0302)

worldwildlife.orgworldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/t/wildworld/proles/terrestrial/nt/errestrial/nt/

nt0302_full.htmlnt0302_full.html

Greater Antilles mangroves (NT1410)Greater Antilles mangroves (NT1410)

worldwildlife.orgworldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/t/wildworld/proles/terrestrial/nt/errestrial/nt/

nt1410_full.htmlnt1410_full.html

Jamaican dry forests (NT0218)Jamaican dry forests (NT0218)

worldwildlife.orgworldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/t/wildworld/proles/terrestrial/nt/errestrial/nt/

nt0218_full.htmlnt0218_full.html

Jamaican moist forests Jamaican moist forests (NT0131)(NT0131)

worldwildlife.orgworldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/t/wildworld/proles/terrestrial/nt/errestrial/nt/

nt0131_full.htmlnt0131_full.html

Northern Honduras mangroves (NT1426)Northern Honduras mangroves (NT1426)

worldwildlife.orgworldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/t/wildworld/proles/terrestrial/nt/errestrial/nt/

nt1426_full.htmlnt1426_full.html

Trinidad and Tobago dry forests (NT0231)Trinidad and Tobago dry forests (NT0231)

worldwildlife.org/worldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/twildworld/proles/terrestrial/nt/errestrial/nt/

nt0231_full.htmlnt0231_full.html

Trinidad and Tobago moist forests (NT0171)Trinidad and Tobago moist forests (NT0171)

worldwildlife.org/worldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/twildworld/proles/terrestrial/nt/errestrial/nt/
nt0171_full.htmlnt0171_full.html

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/wildworld/terrestrial.html
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/wildworld/terrestrial.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial_nt.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial_nt.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial_nt.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0302_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0302_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0302_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt1410_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt1410_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt1410_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0218_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0218_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0218_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0131_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0131_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0131_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt1426_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt1426_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt1426_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0231_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0231_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0231_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0171_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0171_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0171_full.html


    

   B.2.a. The BiosphereB.2.a. The Biosphere
TheThe biospherebiosphere is a word used to describe the area where life is a word used to describe the area where life

exists on the planet - the zone or sphere on earth in which allexists on the planet - the zone or sphere on earth in which all

living things exist and intliving things exist and interact. eract. The biosphere contains all ofThe biosphere contains all of

the oxygen, water, carbon, minerals and other building blocksthe oxygen, water, carbon, minerals and other building blocks

necessary for life. The biosphere consists of three life necessary for life. The biosphere consists of three life zones: thezones: the

atmosphere, the hydrosphere and the lithosphere.atmosphere, the hydrosphere and the lithosphere.

1.1. AtmosphereAtmosphere: : Air - above us, a thin layer of useable atmAir - above us, a thin layer of useable atmo-o-

sphere no more than 11 km sphere no more than 11 km high;high;

2.2. HydrosphereHydrosphere: : WWater - around us, a limited supplater - around us, a limited supply of water iny of water in

rivers, lakes, oceans, and underground deposits as wrivers, lakes, oceans, and underground deposits as well as in theell as in the

atmosphere;atmosphere;

3.3. Lithosphere:Lithosphere:   Earth - below us, a Earth - below us, a thin crust of sothin crust of soil, minerals,il, minerals,

and rocks extending only a and rocks extending only a few thousand meters into the earth’sfew thousand meters into the earth’s

interior.interior.

The intersection of these three zones is The intersection of these three zones is the biosphere – the areathe biosphere – the area

on Earth that supports life as on Earth that supports life as we know it. To put the biosphere inwe know it. To put the biosphere in

perspective, if the earth were an mango, the biosphere would beperspective, if the earth were an mango, the biosphere would be

no thicker than its skin. no thicker than its skin. Everything in this “skin of lifEverything in this “skin of life” is intere” is inter--
dependent and limited, because dependent and limited, because essentiallyessentially, no , no new matter entersnew matter enters

or leaves the earth. All of the or leaves the earth. All of the earth’earth’s supplies of oxygen, s supplies of oxygen, water,water,

carbon, and other essential elements must be recycled again carbon, and other essential elements must be recycled again andand

again for life to continue.again for life to continue.

Air helps purify the water Air helps purify the water and keeps plants and animals alive,and keeps plants and animals alive,

plants help renew the air and soil and keep animals alive, andplants help renew the air and soil and keep animals alive, and

the soil keeps plants and the soil keeps plants and many animals alive, and helps purifymany animals alive, and helps purify

the water. This is an amazingly effective, complex and enduringthe water. This is an amazingly effective, complex and enduring

system. The main law of ecology is “ Everything is connected tosystem. The main law of ecology is “ Everything is connected to

everything else”. We are beginning to understand that everything else”. We are beginning to understand that disruptingdisrupting

or stressing the biosphere in one or stressing the biosphere in one place often causes unpredictableplace often causes unpredictable

and sometimes undesirable effects elsewhere.and sometimes undesirable effects elsewhere.

B.2.b. BiomesB.2.b. Biomes
Scientists study the biosphere by breaking it down Scientists study the biosphere by breaking it down into smallerinto smaller

divisions. The largest of these divisions. The largest of these divisions is called a divisions is called a biome. Abiome. A

biome includes large regions that have similar biotic components,biome includes large regions that have similar biotic components,

such as similar plants and animals, and such as similar plants and animals, and similar abiotic composimilar abiotic compo--

nents, such as similar temperature and amount of nents, such as similar temperature and amount of rainfall.rainfall.

There are eightThere are eight terrestrialterrestrial or land-based biomes on the planet. or land-based biomes on the planet.

TeTemperature and precipitation are the mperature and precipitation are the two main factors two main factors that inu-that inu-

ence the characteristics of a biome.ence the characteristics of a biome.

The eight main biomes are:The eight main biomes are:

Permanent ice, Tundra, Grassland, Desert, Permanent ice, Tundra, Grassland, Desert, Boreal Forest, TemperBoreal Forest, Temper--

ate Deciduous ate Deciduous Forest, TemperForest, Temperate Rainforest, Tropical Rainforest.ate Rainforest, Tropical Rainforest.  

ActivityActivity
WWork with a ork with a partner and study the map partner and study the map using the key to using the key to familfamil--
iarize yourself with the location of each iarize yourself with the location of each biome. Describe twobiome. Describe two

patterns you see in the patterns you see in the distribution of the biomes. Provide andistribution of the biomes. Provide an

explanation for these patterns based on your explanation for these patterns based on your general knowledge.general knowledge.
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United States Department of Agriculture. (2003). Natural resources conservation services: major biomes map.United States Department of Agriculture. (2003). Natural resources conservation services: major biomes map.
Retrieved from: Retrieved from: soils.usda.gov/use/worldsoils/mapindex/soils.usda.gov/use/worldsoils/mapindex/biomes.html.biomes.html.

Major Biomes of the WorldMajor Biomes of the World



    

   B.2.c. B.2.c. EcosystemsEcosystems
What is an Ecosystem?What is an Ecosystem?

WWalk into the forest on alk into the forest on a warm day and a warm day and look, feel, smell andlook, feel, smell and

listen. A gentlisten. A gentle breeze ows over le breeze ows over your skin and the your skin and the air feelsair feels

cool and damp. The sounds of the town are left behind as bigcool and damp. The sounds of the town are left behind as big

trees, vines and ferns surround you. trees, vines and ferns surround you. Sunlight cascades throughSunlight cascades through

the canopy of leaves to shine on a variety of shrubs and herbs atthe canopy of leaves to shine on a variety of shrubs and herbs at

your feet. A parrot squawks noisily overhead, and looking down,your feet. A parrot squawks noisily overhead, and looking down,
you see a you see a large snail slide across a rotten log. Turning over thelarge snail slide across a rotten log. Turning over the

log you uncover a frenzy of activity as ants, beetles, worms andlog you uncover a frenzy of activity as ants, beetles, worms and

termites move in all directions to escape. You pick up a handfultermites move in all directions to escape. You pick up a handful

of soil to look for other signs of life, but you can only of soil to look for other signs of life, but you can only imagineimagine

that it teems with millions of bacteria and otherthat it teems with millions of bacteria and other microorganismsmicroorganisms..

Scientists call this forest – and other Scientists call this forest – and other natural systems of organnatural systems of organ--

isms interacting with their environment – an ecosystem.isms interacting with their environment – an ecosystem.

There are two major parts of an ecosyThere are two major parts of an ecosystem: stem: “non-living” or“non-living” or

abiotic, and “living”, or biotic.abiotic, and “living”, or biotic.

1) The1) The non-livingnon-living components include the sun, the source of components include the sun, the source of

energy for almost all life on earth. They energy for almost all life on earth. They also include air, water,also include air, water,

soil, physical factors such as wind, rain, heat, and all the chemisoil, physical factors such as wind, rain, heat, and all the chemi--

cals essential for life. There are essentially six basic measurablecals essential for life. There are essentially six basic measurable

elements that make up all lelements that make up all living things on this planet: iving things on this planet: carbon,carbon,

oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, phosphorus and sulphur. Wphosphorus and sulphur. We sharee share

these elements with all other life forms on these elements with all other life forms on Earth – from insectsEarth – from insects

to elephants. These crucial life elements are limited - we to elephants. These crucial life elements are limited - we can’tcan’t

“make more” water, more oxygen, or more carbon if we run out,“make more” water, more oxygen, or more carbon if we run out,

nor can we “get rid of” our garbage and wastes. The recycling ofnor can we “get rid of” our garbage and wastes. The recycling of

these elements through the ecological processes such as the these elements through the ecological processes such as the carcar--

bon and water cycles is what enables life to continue - your glassbon and water cycles is what enables life to continue - your glass

of water this morning might have been a drink for a dinosaurof water this morning might have been a drink for a dinosaur

thousands of years ago!!thousands of years ago!!

2) The2) The livingliving  partsparts of an ecosystem can be divided into proof an ecosystem can be divided into pro--

ducers (plants), consumers (animals), and ducers (plants), consumers (animals), and decomposers (fungi,decomposers (fungi,

bacteria, etc.).bacteria, etc.).

a)a) ProducersProducers are plants, and they range in size from tiny oating are plants, and they range in size from tiny oating

algaealgae to huge trees.  to huge trees. Plants are miraculous, as thePlants are miraculous, as they are the onlyy are the only

living thing able to manufacture their own living thing able to manufacture their own food from the sun’sfood from the sun’s

energyenergy. All organisms need food . All organisms need food energy to move, energy to move, grow, and regrow, and re--

produce, etc. This energy comes from the sun. Plants are able toproduce, etc. This energy comes from the sun. Plants are able to

modify solar energymodify solar energy, carbon dioxide and , carbon dioxide and water through a processwater through a process

calledcalled photosynthesisphotosynthesis into simple sugars. Plants  into simple sugars. Plants are the earth’sare the earth’s

basic, primary food source.basic, primary food source.

b)b) ConsumersConsumers
The rest of us living things on earth can’t make our own food,The rest of us living things on earth can’t make our own food,

and so must eat plants or other aniand so must eat plants or other animals. mals. There are three basicThere are three basic

types of consumers:types of consumers:

Primary consumers:Primary consumers: These are These are herbivoresherbivores or plant eaters, such or plant eaters, such

as grasshoppers, mice, cows, andas grasshoppers, mice, cows, and zooplanktonzooplankton. . They mayThey may, , likelike

caterpillars, feed on only one species of plant, or like goats, feedcaterpillars, feed on only one species of plant, or like goats, feed

on a variety of plants.on a variety of plants.

Secondary consumers:Secondary consumers: These are the carnivores or meat These are the carnivores or meat eaters,eaters,

such as frogs, hawks, mosquitoes, snakes, and barracudas thatsuch as frogs, hawks, mosquitoes, snakes, and barracudas that

feed on herbivores and other feed on herbivores and other carnivores.carnivores.
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Ecosystem:Ecosystem: a community of living things interacting a community of living things interacting

with one another, and with their physical environwith one another, and with their physical environ--

ment. ment. An ecosystem can be An ecosystem can be a planet, a forest, a a planet, a forest, a pond,pond,

a tide pool, or a fallen log. An ecosystem includesa tide pool, or a fallen log. An ecosystem includes

the living organisms in a community, the non-livingthe living organisms in a community, the non-living
components, and their interactions. The biosphere iscomponents, and their interactions. The biosphere is

the sum total of all the ecosystems on the planet.the sum total of all the ecosystems on the planet.

Utah State Office of Education. (2000). Food chains.Utah State Office of Education. (2000). Food chains.
Retrieved Retrieved from: from: jenningsk12.net/WE/jenningsk12.net/WE/peimann/Science/FoodCpeimann/Science/FoodChains/Foodchains.htmlhains/Foodchains.html



    

Omnivores:Omnivores: These are generalist species such as  These are generalist species such as opossums, racopossums, rac--

coons, crabs, pigs, rats and humans that eat both plants and othercoons, crabs, pigs, rats and humans that eat both plants and other

animals.animals.

c)c) Decomposers or Decomposers or Micro-consumersMicro-consumers::   The third The third componentcomponent

of all ecosystems are the decomposers, often overlooked, of all ecosystems are the decomposers, often overlooked, yetyet

critical to the functioning of an ecosystem. Decomposers includecritical to the functioning of an ecosystem. Decomposers include

micro-organimicro-organisms such as bacteria, fungi sms such as bacteria, fungi and molds that breakand molds that break

down dead animals and plants down dead animals and plants and waste products into simplerand waste products into simpler
substances. Decomposers break down dead materials and releasesubstances. Decomposers break down dead materials and release

nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorus and in nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorus and in a form useable toa form useable to

plants and algae. Decomposers complete the cycling of plants and algae. Decomposers complete the cycling of essentialessential

chemicals through the biosphere. Imagine what our world chemicals through the biosphere. Imagine what our world wouldwould

look like if there were look like if there were no decomposers… dead animals andno decomposers… dead animals and

plants, animal waste and garbage would plants, animal waste and garbage would be everywhere!be everywhere!

Simplifying Ecosystems Reduces BiodiversitySimplifying Ecosystems Reduces Biodiversity
When humans modify ecosystems for our own When humans modify ecosystems for our own use, we simplifyuse, we simplify

them, that is, we them, that is, we reduce their biodiversityreduce their biodiversity. Every farm eld, . Every farm eld, high-high-

way, pipeline, and use of way, pipeline, and use of insecticides make ecosystems simplerinsecticides make ecosystems simpler..

WWe bulldoze e bulldoze forests containing thousands of forests containing thousands of inter-relatinter-related plantsed plants

and animal species, and cover the land with buildings, roads orand animal species, and cover the land with buildings, roads or

elds that contain single crops such as corn, rice or wheat.elds that contain single crops such as corn, rice or wheat.

Large-scale farming focuses on maintaining very Large-scale farming focuses on maintaining very simple ecosys-simple ecosys-

tems based on fast-growing, single-crop plant species. However,tems based on fast-growing, single-crop plant species. However,

due to their due to their simplicitysimplicity, these systems , these systems are very vulnerable. A singleare very vulnerable. A single

disease or pest can wipe out an entire crop unless we protect thedisease or pest can wipe out an entire crop unless we protect the

crop with chemicals such ascrop with chemicals such as pesticidespesticides (pest-killing chemicals) (pest-killing chemicals)

oror herbicidesherbicides (weed-killing chemicals) and support  (weed-killing chemicals) and support the crops’the crops’

growth with chemicals such as water growth with chemicals such as water and fertilizers.and fertilizers.

It is not known how many species can be eliminated from an ecoIt is not known how many species can be eliminated from an eco--

system without damaging its ability to function. It is system without damaging its ability to function. It is likely thatlikely that

an ecosystem with more species is more an ecosystem with more species is more stable than one that hasstable than one that has

lost some species. For example, research has lost some species. For example, research has shown that grassshown that grass--

land plots with a greater number land plots with a greater number of plant species are better able of plant species are better able toto
withstand drought than those withstand drought than those with less species diversity. Thiswith less species diversity. This re- re-

siliencesilience or ability to return to or ability to return to initial state after a disturbance mayinitial state after a disturbance may

well be important in the future, well be important in the future, as changes in temperature andas changes in temperature and

precipitation brought on by precipitation brought on by climate change impacts ecosystems.climate change impacts ecosystems.
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Investigating Species DiversityInvestigating Species Diversity

Explore the following online resources forExplore the following online resources for

specic information pertaining to speciesspecic information pertaining to species

diversity in Belize, Honduras anddiversity in Belize, Honduras and
Trinidad & Tobago.Trinidad & Tobago.

Biological Diversity in BelizeBiological Diversity in Belize

(biological-diversity.info/species-list.htm)(biological-diversity.info/species-list.htm)

Biodiversity of HondurasBiodiversity of Honduras

(google.com search?client=safari&rls=en-u(google.com search?client=safari&rls=en-u

s&q=Biodiversity+of+Honduras&ie=UTF-s&q=Biodiversity+of+Honduras&ie=UTF-

8&oe=UTF-8)8&oe=UTF-8)

Birds of Birds of TTrinidad and rinidad and TTobagoobago

(pages.interlog.com/~barrow)(pages.interlog.com/~barrow)

http://biological-diversity.info/species-list.htm
http://biological-diversity.info/species-list.htm
http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en-us&q=Biodiversity+of+Honduras&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en-us&q=Biodiversity+of+Honduras&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en-us&q=Biodiversity+of+Honduras&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&rls=en-us&q=Biodiversity+of+Honduras&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8
http://pages.interlog.com/~barrow/
http://pages.interlog.com/~barrow/


    

Objective:Objective:
Students choose and explore a Students choose and explore a natural special place in thenatural special place in the

schoolyard, park or other natural area, schoolyard, park or other natural area, and describe the environand describe the environ--

ment around them with sensory descriptors, reect on ment around them with sensory descriptors, reect on its impor-its impor-

tance and ecosystem components they experience, and discovertance and ecosystem components they experience, and discover

their own connections.their own connections.

Materials:Materials:
• Class set of • Class set of “sit-upons” (large squares of cardboard“sit-upons” (large squares of cardboard

wrapped wrapped in in plastic plastic bags)bags)

   • • Student Student journals, journals, pens, pens, coloured coloured pencilspencils

   • • A A natural natural area area such such as as a a parkpark

Time required:Time required:
1 period outdoors1 period outdoors

Background:Background:
Local natural areas are Local natural areas are critical for protecting biodiversitycritical for protecting biodiversity. By. By

visiting a local natural area, students can visiting a local natural area, students can spend some quiet timespend some quiet time

reecting, observing and describing their surroundings, ecosys-reecting, observing and describing their surroundings, ecosys-

tem components, and exploring any connections they might tem components, and exploring any connections they might feelfeel

to the place itself. Direct, personal experience and to the place itself. Direct, personal experience and involvementinvolvement

with natural areas in our with natural areas in our communities helps develop one’communities helps develop one’s senses sense

of place, and helps of place, and helps to re-integrate the links between people andto re-integrate the links between people and

their communities. Through these personal links, their communities. Through these personal links, the elementsthe elements

that make up an that make up an ecosystem and the importance of biodiversityecosystem and the importance of biodiversity

can be better understood.can be better understood.

Procedure:Procedure:
1)1) Before departing:Before departing: Explain the purpose of the eld trip and Explain the purpose of the eld trip and

have students write the following words in have students write the following words in their journals, astheir journals, as

clues for what to look clues for what to look for in their special places:for in their special places:

Colours, shapes, smells, textures, sounds, temperatures, commuColours, shapes, smells, textures, sounds, temperatures, commu--

nities, “Belly-Back.”nities, “Belly-Back.”

(Students can try checking out “Belly – Back” views of their(Students can try checking out “Belly – Back” views of their

chosen place: rst have them lie chosen place: rst have them lie face down on the ground andface down on the ground and

check out what they can see at this close-up level. After a fewcheck out what they can see at this close-up level. After a few

minutes, have them turn over on their backs, look up, and ex-minutes, have them turn over on their backs, look up, and ex-

 plore this expansive view of their special place.) plore this expansive view of their special place.)

On another page, have On another page, have them record these questions:them record these questions:

• What is special to you about this spot –what attracted you to it?• What is special to you about this spot –what attracted you to it?

• Does this spot remind you of past moments, places you have• Does this spot remind you of past moments, places you have

been, or things you have read?been, or things you have read?

• What does it tell you • What does it tell you about yourself?about yourself?

• Y• You are ou are surrounded by an surrounded by an ecosystem: look for the ecosystem: look for the differentdifferent

components, and describe organisms or evidence you see of:components, and describe organisms or evidence you see of:

Producers, Consumers, Decomposers / Producers, Consumers, Decomposers / DecompositionDecomposition

2)2) Outside:Outside: Take the class to a natural area: a  Take the class to a natural area: a park is ideal,park is ideal,

although a non-paved portion of the schoolyard can also work.although a non-paved portion of the schoolyard can also work.

Have some high-energy activities planned beforehand to use upHave some high-energy activities planned beforehand to use up

some of the students’ excess energy. Then, calm things down bysome of the students’ excess energy. Then, calm things down by

leading them in a Sensory Wake-up activity.leading them in a Sensory Wake-up activity.

3) Tel3) Tell students you will be l students you will be asking them to look for asking them to look for a spot ora spot or

an object that is particularly beautiful, meaningful or enticingan object that is particularly beautiful, meaningful or enticing

to them. For example, they may feel drawn to an old tree, ato them. For example, they may feel drawn to an old tree, a

brightly coloured ower, or a shady bench. brightly coloured ower, or a shady bench. Before seeking theirBefore seeking their

spots, work together to establish some easy-to-see boundariesspots, work together to establish some easy-to-see boundaries

for the group. Insist that students give for the group. Insist that students give one another space (at leastone another space (at least

a few metres between students is a few metres between students is preferable) and remain silentpreferable) and remain silent

during the activity.during the activity.

4) Have students bring their journals and 4) Have students bring their journals and pens, coloured pencilspens, coloured pencils

or paints with them as they nd and move to their spots. Giveor paints with them as they nd and move to their spots. Give

students at least 10 - 15 minutes to think about and respond tostudents at least 10 - 15 minutes to think about and respond to

the questions and clues they have the questions and clues they have written in their journals.written in their journals.

5)5) Back in Class:Back in Class: Have students write about  Have students write about their special placestheir special places
in their journals, using the details they in their journals, using the details they captured while in theircaptured while in their

spots.spots.

Assessment Suggestions:Assessment Suggestions:
Develop some criteria with the students around what Develop some criteria with the students around what makes amakes a

good story. Stories should contain descriptive references to good story. Stories should contain descriptive references to allall

the senses, and to the senses, and to personal connections students felt to theirpersonal connections students felt to their

place. Some ecosystem elements should be included. Bonusplace. Some ecosystem elements should be included. Bonus

marks for reections on other experiences and places, marks for reections on other experiences and places, and onand on

personal preferences.personal preferences.
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Objective:Objective:
Students design and draw their own special place - a local eco-Students design and draw their own special place - a local eco-

system - and share its system - and share its characteristics and ecosystem functions.characteristics and ecosystem functions.

Students reect on and describe the Students reect on and describe the special characteristics of aspecial characteristics of a

local ecosystem of their choice, and describe specic local ecosystem of their choice, and describe specic membersmembers

of the community and of the community and their inter-relationstheir inter-relationships, including thehips, including themain producers, consumers and main producers, consumers and decomposers.decomposers.

Background:Background:
Developing connections to special places such as local Developing connections to special places such as local ecosysecosys--

tems requires direct experiences and explorations as well astems requires direct experiences and explorations as well as

creative activities that foster personal connections and creative activities that foster personal connections and meaning.meaning.

This activity allows students to use both This activity allows students to use both their creativity as welltheir creativity as well

as their knowledge about the as their knowledge about the ecological components of a localecological components of a local

forest, ocean or mangrove ecosystem to reect on forest, ocean or mangrove ecosystem to reect on the membersthe members

of these unique community, and discover their own connections.of these unique community, and discover their own connections.

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Give each student an imaginary deed to a Caribbean ecosys1) Give each student an imaginary deed to a Caribbean ecosys--

tem of their choice. tem of their choice. On this plot, they are free to creatOn this plot, they are free to create theire their

own special ecosystem, complete with as many own special ecosystem, complete with as many trees, rivers,trees, rivers,

oceans, animals, birds, insects, hills - woceans, animals, birds, insects, hills - whatever they desire. Hu-hatever they desire. Hu-

mans don’t necessarily have to make a mans don’t necessarily have to make a living from this specialliving from this special

place, although students can include this aspect if place, although students can include this aspect if they like.they like.

Encourage creativity and imagination.Encourage creativity and imagination.

2) Review the key components of what denes a ecosystem2) Review the key components of what denes a ecosystem

with the class, and with the class, and ensure that students include these elementsensure that students include these elements

in their “recipe”. E.g. the source of energy (the sun), the abioticin their “recipe”. E.g. the source of energy (the sun), the abiotic

elements, elements of the water cycle (rain falling from clouds,elements, elements of the water cycle (rain falling from clouds,

water underground/ in lakes, the ocean,) the water underground/ in lakes, the ocean,) the biotic elements suchbiotic elements such

as the producers, primary consumers, secondary consumers andas the producers, primary consumers, secondary consumers and

decomposers (dead materials decomposing).decomposers (dead materials decomposing).

Suggestions might include:Suggestions might include:
• Imagine yourself sitting in your ecosystem, and • Imagine yourself sitting in your ecosystem, and try to sense alltry to sense all

of what is around you: what do you feel, of what is around you: what do you feel, smell, hear, see, taste?smell, hear, see, taste?

• What organisms live there? • What organisms live there? Plants? Animals? Insects? People?Plants? Animals? Insects? People?

• What are the characteristics of your ecosystem? How • What are the characteristics of your ecosystem? How are theseare these

represented in your special place?represented in your special place?

• Imagine the unique parts: what • Imagine the unique parts: what makes it especially enjoyablemakes it especially enjoyable

and meaningful to you?and meaningful to you?

• Describe your chosen ecosystem, and draw a picture of it.• Describe your chosen ecosystem, and draw a picture of it.

3) Ask students to emphasize the concepts of connections and3) Ask students to emphasize the concepts of connections and

communitycommunity. As a . As a follow-up, have students discuss follow-up, have students discuss the compo-the compo-
nents they have included in nents they have included in pairs: What are some similaritiespairs: What are some similarities

and differences in each and differences in each individual’individual’s created environment? Dids created environment? Did

everyone include all or most ecosystem components, such aseveryone include all or most ecosystem components, such as

the sun, air, water, soil, climate, plants, plant eaters, carnivores,the sun, air, water, soil, climate, plants, plant eaters, carnivores,

decomposers? What aesthetic components did they include anddecomposers? What aesthetic components did they include and

why they are important to why they are important to each individual?each individual?

Assessment Suggestions:Assessment Suggestions:
Look for inclusion of all Look for inclusion of all the main ecological elements in eachthe main ecological elements in each

student’student’s project: are the main s project: are the main components included? I.e. Pro-components included? I.e. Pro-

ducers (trees, plants), Consumducers (trees, plants), Consumers ers - Herbivores or plant eaters- Herbivores or plant eaters

such as caterpillars, mice, birds, sh, and Carnivores such assuch as caterpillars, mice, birds, sh, and Carnivores such as

hawks, bats, sharks; Decomposers such as hawks, bats, sharks; Decomposers such as bacteria..bacteria..

This activity can be used This activity can be used as an assessment tool after studentsas an assessment tool after students

study the components of an ecosystem and/or go on a eld trip.study the components of an ecosystem and/or go on a eld trip.

Extensions:Extensions:
An interesting extension is to ask An interesting extension is to ask students to design a humanstudents to design a human

community - what is the ideal place they would like to live in,community - what is the ideal place they would like to live in,

what would be part what would be part of their neighbourhood: markets, gardens,of their neighbourhood: markets, gardens,

farms, parks, schools, etc.? How can a human community and afarms, parks, schools, etc.? How can a human community and a

natural ecosystem co-exist in harmony? Who would live there:natural ecosystem co-exist in harmony? Who would live there:

people, plants, domestic and wild animals? How people, plants, domestic and wild animals? How would peoplewould people
make a living there? Where would the make a living there? Where would the food, energyfood, energy, raw materi, raw materi--

als and water come from? What would the roads be like (wouldals and water come from? What would the roads be like (would

there be any?)there be any?)

Discussion questions:Discussion questions:
1) It is sometimes said that 1) It is sometimes said that humans don’t adapt to their environ-humans don’t adapt to their environ-

ment; instead they make their environment adapt to them. ment; instead they make their environment adapt to them. CanCan

you give some examples of you give some examples of this?this?

2) Cities are human-made ecosystems, but some animals have2) Cities are human-made ecosystems, but some animals have

found a niche in urban areas. Can you describe some animalsfound a niche in urban areas. Can you describe some animals

that have adapted to life in towns and cities?that have adapted to life in towns and cities?

3) Why are plants the basis for all life on Earth?3) Why are plants the basis for all life on Earth?

B.4. Activity 7: Recipe for an EcosystemB.4. Activity 7: Recipe for an Ecosystem



    

B.5. Ecosystem Functions:B.5. Ecosystem Functions:
How Do Ecosystems Work?How Do Ecosystems Work?

   B.5.a. Energy Flows and Chemical CyclesB.5.a. Energy Flows and Chemical Cycles
What keeps you, a palm tree, a pigeon, a mosquito and otherWhat keeps you, a palm tree, a pigeon, a mosquito and other

living organisms alive on this planet? To survive, you and everyliving organisms alive on this planet? To survive, you and every

other living thing must have an input of bothother living thing must have an input of both energyenergy and and mattermatter..

A tree gets its energy directly from the sun, while A tree gets its energy directly from the sun, while you and otheryou and other

animals get energy from certain nutrients in the food supply. Youanimals get energy from certain nutrients in the food supply. You

also have to get rid of waste matter and heat – a balance needsalso have to get rid of waste matter and heat – a balance needs

to be maintained. Life on to be maintained. Life on earth depends on the cycling earth depends on the cycling of criticalof critical

chemicals and the ow of chemicals and the ow of energy through the biosphere.energy through the biosphere.

Students should have a basic grasp of these cycles, and the matterStudents should have a basic grasp of these cycles, and the matter

and energy laws to understand the and energy laws to understand the way ecosystems work.way ecosystems work.

B.5.b. Know Your Matter andB.5.b. Know Your Matter and
Energy Laws!Energy Laws!

Law of Conservation of MatterLaw of Conservation of Matter
WWe often talk about e often talk about consuming or using up matter orconsuming or using up matter or resourcesresources,,

but actually we don’t consume any matter. We only borrow somebut actually we don’t consume any matter. We only borrow some

of the earth’s resources for awhile – through eating it, of the earth’s resources for awhile – through eating it, processingprocessing

it, using it and it, using it and then discarding or recycling it. We may changethen discarding or recycling it. We may change

matter into another form, such as matter into another form, such as burning complex gasoline molburning complex gasoline mol--

ecules and breaking them down ecules and breaking them down into simpler molecules of waterinto simpler molecules of water

and carbon dioxide. But we never create or destroy any matter –and carbon dioxide. But we never create or destroy any matter –

hence the:hence the:

Law of Conservation of Matter:Law of Conservation of Matter:   In an ordinary physical or In an ordinary physical or

chemical change, matter is neitchemical change, matter is neither created or destroyed, buther created or destroyed, but

merely changed from one merely changed from one form to form to anotheranother..

This means we can’t throw anything away This means we can’t throw anything away either – everythingeither – everything

must go somewhere – and all we can do is must go somewhere – and all we can do is to reuse or recycleto reuse or recycle

some of the matter we some of the matter we think we have thrown think we have thrown away.away.

TheThe First Law of Energy: The Law of First Law of Energy: The Law of Conservation of En-Conservation of En-

ergyergy, or the, or the First Law of ThermodynamicsFirst Law of Thermodynamics:: in any ordinaryin any ordinary

 physical or chemical change, energy can neither be cr physical or chemical change, energy can neither be created oreated or

destroyed, but merely changed from one form destroyed, but merely changed from one form into anotherinto another..

This energy law holds for all This energy law holds for all systems – both living and systems – both living and non-liv-non-liv-

ing. Green plants need the ing. Green plants need the sun’s enersun’s energy to produce food gy to produce food energyenergy,,

and animals must get their energy from eating plants or and animals must get their energy from eating plants or otherother

animals; however, energy can never be recycled.animals; however, energy can never be recycled.

According to theAccording to the Second Law of EnergySecond Law of Energy, or the, or the Second LawSecond Law

of Thermodynamicsof Thermodynamics,, when energy is converted into work ( i.e.when energy is converted into work ( i.e.

when we burn coal or eat when we burn coal or eat food), some of the food), some of the energy is alwaysenergy is always

degraded to a more dispersed and less useful form degraded to a more dispersed and less useful form – usually heat– usually heat

energy given off to the environment.energy given off to the environment.

So – what does this look like at the ecosystem level?So – what does this look like at the ecosystem level?

Organisms don’t live in isolation. To get the Organisms don’t live in isolation. To get the matter and energymatter and energy

they need, living things must interact with they need, living things must interact with their physical envitheir physical envi--

ronment and with other organisms – through breathing, eating,ronment and with other organisms – through breathing, eating,

drinking and reproducing. Life at the drinking and reproducing. Life at the ecosystem level depends onecosystem level depends on

matter cycling and energy ow. Chemicals must cycle in the eco-matter cycling and energy ow. Chemicals must cycle in the eco-

sphere because no signicant amount of matter enters or sphere because no signicant amount of matter enters or leavesleaves
the earth, and because, according to the law of conservation ofthe earth, and because, according to the law of conservation of

matter we cannot create any new matter or destroy what we have.matter we cannot create any new matter or destroy what we have.

As energy ows through an As energy ows through an ecosystem or an organism, it isecosystem or an organism, it is

always degraded to less useful heat always degraded to less useful heat energyenergy. So – . So – life at thelife at the

ecosystem level depends on matter cycling – the ecosystem level depends on matter cycling – the one-way owone-way ow

of energy through the ecosystem is used of energy through the ecosystem is used to cycle the essentialto cycle the essential

chemicals – such as carbon, oxygen and nitrogen – back to a formchemicals – such as carbon, oxygen and nitrogen – back to a form

that is useable by plants. This one-way ow of energy is the studythat is useable by plants. This one-way ow of energy is the study

of who eats or of who eats or decomposes whom! These essential chemicalsdecomposes whom! These essential chemicals

must be completely cyclmust be completely cycled ed - there is no such thing as waste mat- there is no such thing as waste mat--

ter. One organism’s waste or death is another organism’s food.ter. One organism’s waste or death is another organism’s food.
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   B.5.c. Food ChainsB.5.c. Food Chains
All organisms, alive or dead, are All organisms, alive or dead, are potential sources of food forpotential sources of food for

other organisms. A other organisms. A caterpillar eats a leaf, a bird caterpillar eats a leaf, a bird eats the caterpileats the caterpil--

lar, a hawk east the bird. When all of these animals die, the malar, a hawk east the bird. When all of these animals die, the ma--

terials from which they are made are terials from which they are made are broken down into simplerbroken down into simpler

substances by decomposers. This energy ow sequence is called substances by decomposers. This energy ow sequence is called aa

food chain. Afood chain. A food chainfood chain involves the transfer of energy from one involves the transfer of energy from one

organism to another – and the ow always moves in one direc-organism to another – and the ow always moves in one direc-

tion – from producers to tion – from producers to consumers. The different feeding levelsconsumers. The different feeding levels

of producers and consumers in a food chain are calledof producers and consumers in a food chain are called trophictrophic

levelslevels – from the Greek word “trophikos,” for “f – from the Greek word “trophikos,” for “food.”ood.”

B.5.d. Food WebsB.5.d. Food Webs
The food chain concept is a useful way to trace who eats whom inThe food chain concept is a useful way to trace who eats whom in

an ecosystem. In reality however, such simple food chains don’tan ecosystem. In reality however, such simple food chains don’t

exist by themselves. Many animals feed on exist by themselves. Many animals feed on several different typesseveral different types

of food at the of food at the same trophic level. Also, omnivores, such as husame trophic level. Also, omnivores, such as hu--

mans and pigs, eat mans and pigs, eat different kinds of plants and animals at differdifferent kinds of plants and animals at differ--

ent trophic levels. For example, birds that ent trophic levels. For example, birds that normally eat seeds maynormally eat seeds may

switch to insects in the switch to insects in the rainyrainy seasonseason. A rat might eat earthworms. A rat might eat earthworms

at certain times of the year, but go at certain times of the year, but go after fallen fruit when they areafter fallen fruit when they are
plentiful, and switch to grasshoppers during the fall plentiful, and switch to grasshoppers during the fall season.season.

Natural ecosystems consist of many complex networks of foodNatural ecosystems consist of many complex networks of food

chains. When we draw all chains. When we draw all the connections and relationships wethe connections and relationships we

get aget a food web food web instead of a series of linear food chains. Food instead of a series of linear food chains. Food

webs in ecosystems add a webs in ecosystems add a degree of stability for species. Whendegree of stability for species. When

one type of food becomes unavailable, animals may be able surone type of food becomes unavailable, animals may be able sur--

vive by switching to another type of food if it is available . Foodvive by switching to another type of food if it is available . Food

webs also help us webs also help us to understand the complexity in an to understand the complexity in an ecosystem,ecosystem,
and the interdependence of all species to and the interdependence of all species to one another.one another.

  

NC State University. (2008)NC State University. (2008). General etymology: trophic levels: . General etymology: trophic levels: food webs.food webs.
Retrieved from: cals.ncsu.edu/course/ent425/library/tutorials/ecology/trophic_levels.html.Retrieved from: cals.ncsu.edu/course/ent425/library/tutorials/ecology/trophic_levels.html.



    

Objective:Objective:
Students will understand the concept of an Students will understand the concept of an ecosystem, and rececosystem, and rec--

ognize some of the ecological components and ognize some of the ecological components and relationships thatrelationships that

form food chains and webs. Students will be able to recognizeform food chains and webs. Students will be able to recognize

the interconnectedness of living things within a natural system,the interconnectedness of living things within a natural system,

describe organisms in terms of their roles as part describe organisms in terms of their roles as part of interconnectof interconnect--ed food webs, and understand the scale of impacts on Caribbeaned food webs, and understand the scale of impacts on Caribbean

ecosystems and the challenges facing conservation and restoraecosystems and the challenges facing conservation and restora--

tion efforts.tion efforts.

Background:Background:
An ecosystem is a community of An ecosystem is a community of living things that interacts withliving things that interacts with

each other and with their each other and with their non-living environment (soil, rocks,non-living environment (soil, rocks,

etc). Caribbean ecosystems are amazingly diverse, beautiful andetc). Caribbean ecosystems are amazingly diverse, beautiful and

exciting places. They are home to hundreds exciting places. They are home to hundreds of plant species, asof plant species, as

well as amphibians, reptiles, birds, mammals and sh well as amphibians, reptiles, birds, mammals and sh – indeed,– indeed,

they are one of they are one of the most biologically diverse ecosystems in thethe most biologically diverse ecosystems in the

world! world! Over the past few hundred years, many of the ecOver the past few hundred years, many of the ecosystemsosystems

have been cleared and converted for have been cleared and converted for agriculture, housing, touragriculture, housing, tour--

ism and industrial development. There has also been invasion byism and industrial development. There has also been invasion by

exotic species that out-compete native species for space, food andexotic species that out-compete native species for space, food and
waterwater. Some of . Some of the most serious invasive species are the the most serious invasive species are the monmon--

goose, goats, rats, cats, and cane toads, also called bullfrogs.goose, goats, rats, cats, and cane toads, also called bullfrogs.

By learning about some of the plant and animal species and howBy learning about some of the plant and animal species and how

they interact, students will be able to they interact, students will be able to understand the connectionsunderstand the connections

and dependencies within an ecosystem, and further appreciateand dependencies within an ecosystem, and further appreciate

Caribbean ecosystems and the challenges they face. This activityCaribbean ecosystems and the challenges they face. This activity

has students identifying different components in a chosen localhas students identifying different components in a chosen local

ecosystem, creating paper chains that represent ecosystem relaecosystem, creating paper chains that represent ecosystem rela--

tionships, and then participating in a food tionships, and then participating in a food web game as differentweb game as different

members of an ecosystem.members of an ecosystem.

Procedure:Procedure:

Paper Paper Chains: Chains: Ecosystem Ecosystem Food Food ChainsChains
1) With the class, discuss that all living things need 1) With the class, discuss that all living things need energy andenergy and

minerals to live and grow. Brainstorm the meaning of the folminerals to live and grow. Brainstorm the meaning of the fol--

lowing terms relating to how living things lowing terms relating to how living things get their food energy:get their food energy:

Producers, Primary Consumers and Secondary Consumers.Producers, Primary Consumers and Secondary Consumers.

Producers produce their own food from Producers produce their own food from inorganic compoundsinorganic compounds

and a source of and a source of energyenergy. They are mainly green . They are mainly green plants, who useplants, who use

the sun’s energy and compounds from the soil to make the sun’s energy and compounds from the soil to make their owntheir own

carbohydrates through photosynthesis.carbohydrates through photosynthesis.

Consumers can be further divided into:Consumers can be further divided into:

• Herbivores (plant eaters, such as • Herbivores (plant eaters, such as rabbits, cows, caterpillars),rabbits, cows, caterpillars),

• Carnivores (animal eaters, such as cats, • Carnivores (animal eaters, such as cats, owls, mosquitoes),owls, mosquitoes),

• Omnivores (consume both plants and • Omnivores (consume both plants and animals, such as humans,animals, such as humans,

dogs, pigs) and;dogs, pigs) and;

• Decomposers (feed on dead • Decomposers (feed on dead plant and animal material: such asplant and animal material: such as

bacteria, fungi, slugs, bacteria, fungi, slugs, worms, Turkey Vulturesworms, Turkey Vultures).).

2) Ask students to name some examples of each, 2) Ask students to name some examples of each, and discussand discuss

which category humans belong to.which category humans belong to.

3) Have copies of 3) Have copies of the Caribbean Ecosystem case studies availablethe Caribbean Ecosystem case studies available

(see Part 2). In small groups, have students work to identify and(see Part 2). In small groups, have students work to identify and

list the ecological components that are producers (mainly plants),list the ecological components that are producers (mainly plants),

and the different consumers, including and the different consumers, including herbivores, carnivores,herbivores, carnivores,

omnivores and decomposers. Groups should also list as omnivores and decomposers. Groups should also list as manymany

non-living components of the ecosystem as possible (sun, water,non-living components of the ecosystem as possible (sun, water,

rocks, soil, air, wind, etc.). Have groups pair up and share theirrocks, soil, air, wind, etc.). Have groups pair up and share their

lists.lists.

4) Now pass out sheets of paper, tape and scissors to each group4) Now pass out sheets of paper, tape and scissors to each group

and have each student construct labelled food and have each student construct labelled food chains according tochains according to

the following colours and codes (or the following colours and codes (or whatever colours you have):whatever colours you have):

Green paper chains: producersGreen paper chains: producers

Yellow paper chains: herbivoresYellow paper chains: herbivores
Pink paper chains: carnivoresPink paper chains: carnivores

Blue paper chains: omnivoresBlue paper chains: omnivores

Brown paper chains: decomposersBrown paper chains: decomposers

5) Have students make up as many food chains as they can5) Have students make up as many food chains as they can

from their created lists. So, for from their created lists. So, for example, a green circle of paperexample, a green circle of paper

labelled Mango tree linked to a labelled Mango tree linked to a yellow circle of paper labelledyellow circle of paper labelled

parrot linked to a pink circle of paper labelleparrot linked to a pink circle of paper labelled Yd Yellow Snake. ellow Snake. AA

(green) plant linked to a (yellow) insect (green) plant linked to a (yellow) insect linked to a (pink) Crablinked to a (pink) Crab

Spider linked to a (pink) Green Lizard.Spider linked to a (pink) Green Lizard.

A (green) Mahogany tree to a (yellow) wood-boring beetle to A (green) Mahogany tree to a (yellow) wood-boring beetle to aa

(pink) woodpecker (dead) to a (b(pink) woodpecker (dead) to a (brown) bacteria. rown) bacteria. Display the foodDisplay the food

chains across the classroom.chains across the classroom.

Ecosystem WebsEcosystem Webs
This adaptation of the Ecosystem Web game portrays the comThis adaptation of the Ecosystem Web game portrays the com--

plexityplexity, connections and , connections and interdependence of ecosystems in a interdependence of ecosystems in a fun,fun,

participatory activity.participatory activity.

1) Have students choose a 1) Have students choose a Caribbean ecosystem to explore.Caribbean ecosystem to explore.

2) Now have students come up with lists of plants, consumers2) Now have students come up with lists of plants, consumers

and decomposers in a chosen and decomposers in a chosen ecosystem.ecosystem.

3) Have students choose one organism, and make their own ID3) Have students choose one organism, and make their own ID

card that represents this organism, to wear on card that represents this organism, to wear on their chest (withtheir chest (with

string or a pin). string or a pin). Make sure the class has Make sure the class has representation fromrepresentation from

Producers, Consumers - both plant eaters (herbivores) and animalProducers, Consumers - both plant eaters (herbivores) and animal

eaters (carnivores), and Decomposers. Have some eld guideseaters (carnivores), and Decomposers. Have some eld guides
and photos of plants and and photos of plants and animals available for students to review,animals available for students to review,

so they can draw their species as well as providing its name.so they can draw their species as well as providing its name.

B.6. Activity 8: Chains and WebsB.6. Activity 8: Chains and Webs
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4) Have students share their “new 4) Have students share their “new identity” briey with the class.identity” briey with the class.

5) W5) Wearing their ID cards, students form a earing their ID cards, students form a circle facing each othcircle facing each oth--

er. Begin by giving one student the ball of rope or string and asker. Begin by giving one student the ball of rope or string and ask

them to hold one end of it and identify another student who repthem to hold one end of it and identify another student who rep--

resents a species that they are resents a species that they are somehow connected to (the mousesomehow connected to (the mouse

could be eaten by a hawk or eat seeds of could be eaten by a hawk or eat seeds of a palm, the butterya palm, the buttery
could fertilize the ower, parrots could spread seeds of plants, could fertilize the ower, parrots could spread seeds of plants, thethe

moss or ferns could live on the mahogany tree, the lizard couldmoss or ferns could live on the mahogany tree, the lizard could

eat the ant, the beetle could eat the dead plant or animal, etc). Theeat the ant, the beetle could eat the dead plant or animal, etc). The

ball of wool is then tossed or rolled to that student, and she/he isball of wool is then tossed or rolled to that student, and she/he is

asked to identify another organism that she/he is connected to.asked to identify another organism that she/he is connected to.

6) Discuss the relationships that are found 6) Discuss the relationships that are found between each connecbetween each connec--

tion to be sure tion to be sure all are clearly understood. Continue this until allall are clearly understood. Continue this until all

students are connected to the web students are connected to the web that is created.that is created.

7) Have one person in your food web back 7) Have one person in your food web back away from the circle,away from the circle,

letting go of the yarn (i.e. the trees could be “cut down”, theletting go of the yarn (i.e. the trees could be “cut down”, the

black snapper “shed out”, etc.) Discuss what happens when oneblack snapper “shed out”, etc.) Discuss what happens when one

thing was removed from the web. thing was removed from the web. All participants will be ablAll participants will be able toe to

feel their connecting yarn being pulled and feel their connecting yarn being pulled and the web unravelling.the web unravelling.

Discuss the following questions:Discuss the following questions:
• What is the source of energy for the entire food web? (the sun)• What is the source of energy for the entire food web? (the sun)

• What other elements are necessary for life in • What other elements are necessary for life in this web? (air,this web? (air,

water, soil)water, soil)

• What are some of • What are some of the threats to this ecosystem? (urban develop-the threats to this ecosystem? (urban develop-

ment, invasive species)ment, invasive species)

• Discuss the representation made by this web, that all things in• Discuss the representation made by this web, that all things in

natural systems are interconnected and natural systems are interconnected and interdependent.interdependent.

• Discuss what would happen if one species were removed from• Discuss what would happen if one species were removed from

the web (it would unravel). the web (it would unravel). Following this, identify if aFollowing this, identify if any of theny of the

species in the circle are aspecies in the circle are at-risk or endangered t-risk or endangered - meaning they are- meaning they are

threatened due to the continuing loss of threatened due to the continuing loss of their habitat, or home.their habitat, or home.

• How does • How does an increase in biodiversity affect an ecosystem web?an increase in biodiversity affect an ecosystem web?

(more members, more complexity, stronger web)(more members, more complexity, stronger web)

Assessment:Assessment:
Students create a food chain of at least four living things found inStudents create a food chain of at least four living things found in

a chosen ecosystems.a chosen ecosystems.

Students list four non-living components of an ecosystem.Students list four non-living components of an ecosystem.

Concept Review:Concept Review:
• List the major components of • List the major components of all ecosystems.all ecosystems.

• Distinguish between biosphere, ecosystem, population and com-• Distinguish between biosphere, ecosystem, population and com-

munitymunity, and give , and give an example of each. Ran example of each. Rank them by increasingank them by increasing

complexity, or level of organization of matter.complexity, or level of organization of matter.

B.6. Activity 8: Chains and WebsB.6. Activity 8: Chains and Webs
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NC State University. (2008). General etymology: trophic NC State University. (2008). General etymology: trophic levels.levels.
Retrieved from: cals.ncsu.edu/course/ent425/library/tutorials/ecology/trophic levels.html.Retrieved from: cals.ncsu.edu/course/ent425/library/tutorials/ecology/trophic levels.html.
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Objective:Objective:
Students select a specic local animal or Students select a specic local animal or plant, research itsplant, research its

ecosystem and habitat, and design and ecosystem and habitat, and design and present postcards that ilpresent postcards that il--

lustrate their species and its surroundings. The goal is lustrate their species and its surroundings. The goal is to create ato create a

postcard which focuses on the selected animal/plant, and gives postcard which focuses on the selected animal/plant, and gives aa

good picture of the habitat and ecosystem where it is found.good picture of the habitat and ecosystem where it is found.

Materials:Materials:
• A list of local plants & animals, cut into strips• A list of local plants & animals, cut into strips

• Resource books on • Resource books on Caribbean plants and animalsCaribbean plants and animals

• Class copies • Class copies of Student Worksheetof Student Worksheet

• Materials for making postcards (big index cards • Materials for making postcards (big index cards or pieces ofor pieces of

cardboard)cardboard)

Time required:Time required:
2 periods plus research time2 periods plus research time

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Review the plants and animals list to develop and pick one1) Review the plants and animals list to develop and pick one

species per student, ensuring you have species per student, ensuring you have good representation fromgood representation from

the main ecosystems of the Caribbean:the main ecosystems of the Caribbean:

• Open-Ocean Ecosystem• Open-Ocean Ecosystem

• Coastal Ecosystem• Coastal Ecosystem

• Coral Reef Ecosystem• Coral Reef Ecosystem

• Mangrove Swamp Ecosystem• Mangrove Swamp Ecosystem

• Tropical Forest Ecosystem• Tropical Forest Ecosystem

Cut up the list and toss them into a hat for students to choose oneCut up the list and toss them into a hat for students to choose one

each, OR have students choose their own species off the list, useach, OR have students choose their own species off the list, us--

ing it as a signup sheet.ing it as a signup sheet.

2) Review a map of the Caribbean and discuss the different eco2) Review a map of the Caribbean and discuss the different eco--

systems. Explain that the region has systems. Explain that the region has been divided into ecosystemsbeen divided into ecosystems

based on their characteristic climate, plant life, and soil type.based on their characteristic climate, plant life, and soil type.

3) Hand out the student worksheets and resource books, and ask3) Hand out the student worksheets and resource books, and ask

students to nd out as students to nd out as many details about their animal/plant andmany details about their animal/plant and

its habitat as they can. The goal is to create a postcard, whichits habitat as they can. The goal is to create a postcard, which

focuses on the selected animal/plant, and gives a focuses on the selected animal/plant, and gives a good picture ofgood picture of

the habitat and ecosystem where it is the habitat and ecosystem where it is found.found.

4) Have students review the 4) Have students review the completed postcards in pairs andcompleted postcards in pairs and

guess the ecosystem it comes from. Has guess the ecosystem it comes from. Has enough informationenough information

been included to identify the specic ecosystem? What could bebeen included to identify the specic ecosystem? What could be

included/ taken out?included/ taken out?

Critical question:Critical question:
Why might nding a unique plant or animal in an ecosystem beWhy might nding a unique plant or animal in an ecosystem be

important in decision-making about protection of important in decision-making about protection of natural areas?natural areas?

Explain your reasons.Explain your reasons.

Extensions:Extensions:
Get Outside!Get Outside!
Plan a eld trip to a park or site that has some representativePlan a eld trip to a park or site that has some representative

characteristics of a local ecosystem, and have the characteristics of a local ecosystem, and have the students destudents de--

velop a tour guide itinerary of velop a tour guide itinerary of all the highlights.all the highlights.

What Ecosystem am I?What Ecosystem am I?
Collect the completed postcards and clip one (not Collect the completed postcards and clip one (not their own!) totheir own!) to

each students’ each students’ back. back. Students mingle and gure out by asStudents mingle and gure out by askingking

yes/no questions what ecosystem they’re from (display a list ofyes/no questions what ecosystem they’re from (display a list of

the ecosystems to refer to).the ecosystems to refer to).

Biodiversity Mail!Biodiversity Mail!
Students could prepare postcards from their own community andStudents could prepare postcards from their own community and

exchange with a class in exchange with a class in a different region or island.a different region or island.

Assessment:Assessment:
Set the Set the Criteria TCriteria Togetherogether
An effective way to review assignment expectations with yourAn effective way to review assignment expectations with your

students is to build the evaluation criteria together through a students is to build the evaluation criteria together through a classclass
brainstorm activitybrainstorm activity. This helps . This helps students understand exactly whatstudents understand exactly what

is required of them and is required of them and increases their buy-in. Post the agreed-increases their buy-in. Post the agreed-

upon list of criteria in class for upon list of criteria in class for thethe

Use the list on the student worksheet (“Things to include on yourUse the list on the student worksheet (“Things to include on your

postcard”) to check for the required categories: postcards that inpostcard”) to check for the required categories: postcards that in--

clude the rst ve elements meet assignment expectations, whileclude the rst ve elements meet assignment expectations, while

clues about shelter, movement and behaviour earn extra marks.clues about shelter, movement and behaviour earn extra marks.

[Part 1/Section B][Part 1/Section B] Ecological Processes, Cycles & SystemsEcological Processes, Cycles & Systems

B.7. Activity 9: Ecosystem Postcards!B.7. Activity 9: Ecosystem Postcards!
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For this activity, you’ll be choosing a regional plantFor this activity, you’ll be choosing a regional plant

or animal and designing a postcard showing it in itsor animal and designing a postcard showing it in its

ecosystem.ecosystem.

Background on the Ecosystems:Background on the Ecosystems:

From sand beaches and rocky shores to the wet rainFrom sand beaches and rocky shores to the wet rain--
forest ecosystem, coral reefs and rich mangroveforest ecosystem, coral reefs and rich mangrove

swamp ecosystem, the Caribbean is rich in biodiverswamp ecosystem, the Caribbean is rich in biodiver--

sity. To help ensure that we protect these habitats andsity. To help ensure that we protect these habitats and

the species that live there, scientists classify areasthe species that live there, scientists classify areas

according to their natural features and ecological proaccording to their natural features and ecological pro--

cesses.cesses.

Postcards from the ?? Ecosystem:Postcards from the ?? Ecosystem:
Making the CardsMaking the Cards
Select plant or animal to research, and design a postSelect plant or animal to research, and design a post--

card as if your species had sent it to you. Do somecard as if your species had sent it to you. Do some

research and get creative – draw, paint or make aresearch and get creative – draw, paint or make a
collage of your species hanging out in its ecosystemcollage of your species hanging out in its ecosystem

home. On the back, write a note as if your species washome. On the back, write a note as if your species was

describing its home to you – where it lives, activities,describing its home to you – where it lives, activities,

favourite foods, neighbours, whatever!favourite foods, neighbours, whatever! Don’t writeDon’t write

the ecosystem’s name on the card though:the ecosystem’s name on the card though: the object the object

is for someone to try and guess the ecosystem fromis for someone to try and guess the ecosystem from

your information!your information!

Things to include on your postcardThings to include on your postcard

(on the front or back)(on the front or back)::

• Scientic & common names of your plant or animal• Scientic & common names of your plant or animal

• Size of the animal or plant and what it looks like• Size of the animal or plant and what it looks like

• What it eats, what eats it, and how it gets its food• What it eats, what eats it, and how it gets its food

• Who are some of its neighbours?• Who are some of its neighbours?
• Where does it nd shelter?• Where does it nd shelter?

• What does it do to protect itself?• What does it do to protect itself?

• If it is an animal, how does it get around?• If it is an animal, how does it get around?

• How big is its home range or territory?• How big is its home range or territory?

• How does it nd a mate?• How does it nd a mate?

• What are some interesting or unique things about it?• What are some interesting or unique things about it?

Remember!!Remember!! NO ecosystem name (!)NO ecosystem name (!) but include at but include at

leastleast threethree good clues, such as its temperature, land good clues, such as its temperature, land--

scape, vegetation, and other animal life. Your text andscape, vegetation, and other animal life. Your text and

drawing should let someone guess the ecosystem thatdrawing should let someone guess the ecosystem that

the species lives in.the species lives in.

Caribbean Ecosystems:Caribbean Ecosystems:
Some Plants & AnimalsSome Plants & Animals
The plants and animals selected for this The plants and animals selected for this activity have been chosenactivity have been chosen

to represent the main ecosystems in the to represent the main ecosystems in the Caribbean, and to provideCaribbean, and to provide

an interesting mix.an interesting mix. (see following page)(see following page)

Jamaican Green LizardJamaican Green Lizard
Photo supplied by: Rick SearlePhoto supplied by: Rick Searle EKOS Communications IncEKOS Communications Inc



Photo supplied by: Rick Searle, Photo supplied by: Rick Searle, EKOS Communications, Inc.EKOS Communications, Inc.

    

OPEN OCEANOPEN OCEAN

ECOSYSTEMECOSYSTEM

whale sharkwhale shark

(Rhincodon typus)(Rhincodon typus)

stingraysstingrays

(Dasyatidae ssp.)(Dasyatidae ssp.)eagle rayseagle rays

(Myliobatidae ssp.)(Myliobatidae ssp.)

manta raysmanta rays

(Mobulidae ssp.)(Mobulidae ssp.)

barracudabarracuda

(Sphyraena ssp.)(Sphyraena ssp.)

West Indian manateeWest Indian manatee

(Trichech(Trichechus us manatus)manatus)

black jackblack jack

(Caranx lugubris)(Caranx lugubris)

nurse sharknurse shark
(Ginglymosto(Ginglymostoma ma cirratum)cirratum)

humpback whalehumpback whale

(Megaptera novaeangliae)(Megaptera novaeangliae)

sperm whalessperm whales
(Physeter macrocephalus(Physeter macrocephalus

or Physeter catodon)or Physeter catodon)

spinner dolphinsspinner dolphins

(Stenella longirostris)(Stenella longirostris)

hawksbill turtlehawksbill turtle

(Eretmochelys imbricate(Eretmochelys imbricate))

Kemp’s Ridley turtleKemp’s Ridley turtle

(Lepidochelys kempii)(Lepidochelys kempii)

Atlantic deep-seaAtlantic deep-sea

lobsterlobster

(Acanthacaris caeca)(Acanthacaris caeca)

Blue MarlinBlue Marlin

(Makaira nigricans)(Makaira nigricans)

Yellown TunaYellown Tuna

(Thunnus albacares)(Thunnus albacares)

COASTALCOASTAL

ECOSYSTEMECOSYSTEM

manatee grassmanatee grass

(Syringodium liforme)(Syringodium liforme)

turtlegrassturtlegrass

(Thalassia testudinum)(Thalassia testudinum)shoal grassshoal grass

(Halodule wrightii)(Halodule wrightii)

brittle starsbrittle stars

(Ophiomastix variabilis)(Ophiomastix variabilis)

green turtlesgreen turtles

(Chelonia mydas)(Chelonia mydas)

longsnout seahorselongsnout seahorse

(Hippocampus reidi)(Hippocampus reidi)

northern seahorsenorthern seahorse

(Hippocampus erectus)(Hippocampus erectus)

bluestriped gruntbluestriped grunt

(Haemulo sciurus)(Haemulo sciurus)

redtail parrotshredtail parrotsh

(Sparisoma chrysopterum)(Sparisoma chrysopterum)

great barracudagreat barracuda
(Sphyraena barracuda)(Sphyraena barracuda)

blue land crabblue land crab

(Cardisoma guanhumi)(Cardisoma guanhumi)
Caribbean hermit crabCaribbean hermit crab

(Coenobita clypeatus)(Coenobita clypeatus)

spiny lobsterspiny lobster

(Panulirus argus)(Panulirus argus)

calf cowriecalf cowrie

(Cypraea vitellus)(Cypraea vitellus)

common limpetcommon limpet  

(Scutus unguis)(Scutus unguis)

Orangespot sardinesOrangespot sardines

(Sardinella brasiliensis)(Sardinella brasiliensis)

needleshneedlesh

(Belonidae ssp.)(Belonidae ssp.)

CORAL REEFCORAL REEF

ECOSYSTEMECOSYSTEM

staghorn coralstaghorn coral

(Acropora cervicornis)(Acropora cervicornis)

lettuce corallettuce coral

(Agaricia lamarki)(Agaricia lamarki)elkhorn coralelkhorn coral

(Acropora palmata)(Acropora palmata)

star coralstar coral

(Montastrea faveolata)(Montastrea faveolata)

brain coralbrain coral

(Colpophyllia natans)(Colpophyllia natans)

scleractinian coralscleractinian coral

(Montastrea annularis)(Montastrea annularis)

greater star coralgreater star coral

(Montastrea cavernosa)(Montastrea cavernosa)

shet coralshet coral

(Agaricia lamarcki)(Agaricia lamarcki)

zoxanthellae algaezoxanthellae algae

(Symbiodinium(Symbiodinium

microadriaticum)microadriaticum)
rainbow parrotshrainbow parrotsh

(Scarus guacamaia)(Scarus guacamaia)

queen angelshqueen angelsh

(Holacanthus ciliaris)(Holacanthus ciliaris)

yellowtail damselshyellowtail damselsh

(Chrysiptera parasema)(Chrysiptera parasema)

clown shclown sh

(Amphiprion clarkia)(Amphiprion clarkia)

french Angel Fishfrench Angel Fish

(Pomacanthus paru)(Pomacanthus paru)

angel shangel sh

(Pomacanthidae ssp.)(Pomacanthidae ssp.)

Caribbean reef sharkCaribbean reef shark

(Carchar(Carcharhinus hinus perezii)perezii)

triggershtriggersh

(Balistidae ssp.)(Balistidae ssp.)

trumpetshtrumpetsh

(Aulostomus maculatus)(Aulostomus maculatus)

buttery shbuttery sh

(Chaetodontidae ssp.)(Chaetodontidae ssp.)

blue tangblue tang

(Acanthurus coeruleus)(Acanthurus coeruleus)

puffer shpuffer sh

(T(Tetraodontidae etraodontidae ssp.)ssp.)

Moray eelMoray eel

(Muraenidae ssp.)(Muraenidae ssp.)

porcupine shporcupine sh

(Diodon hystrix)(Diodon hystrix)

balloon shballoon sh
(Diodon holocanthus)(Diodon holocanthus)

MANGROVE SWAMPMANGROVE SWAMP  

ECOSYSTEMECOSYSTEM

Red mangroveRed mangrove

 (Rhizophora mangle) (Rhizophora mangle)

black mangroveblack mangrove

(Avicennia germinans)(Avicennia germinans)white mangrovewhite mangrove

 (Laguncularia racemosa) (Laguncularia racemosa)

buttonwoodbuttonwood

(Conocarpus erecta)(Conocarpus erecta)

yellow warbleryellow warbler

(Dendroica petechia)(Dendroica petechia)

bicolored conebillbicolored conebill

(Conirostrum bicolor)(Conirostrum bicolor)

clapper railclapper rail

(Rallus longirostris)(Rallus longirostris)

great-tailed gracklegreat-tailed grackle

(Cassidix mexicanus)(Cassidix mexicanus)

spotted tody-ycatcherspotted tody-ycatcher

(Todirostrum maculatum)(Todirostrum maculatum)

rufous crab-hawkrufous crab-hawk
(Buteogallus aequinoctialis)(Buteogallus aequinoctialis)

crab-eating raccooncrab-eating raccoon

(Procyon cancrivorus)(Procyon cancrivorus)

American crocodileAmerican crocodile

(Crocodylus acutus)(Crocodylus acutus)

arboreal snakearboreal snake

(Corallus hortulanus)(Corallus hortulanus)

common egretcommon egret

(Casmerodius albus)(Casmerodius albus)

black vultureblack vulture

(Coragyps atratus)(Coragyps atratus)

brown pelicanbrown pelican

(Pelecanus occidentalis)(Pelecanus occidentalis)

scarlet ibisscarlet ibis

(Eudocimus ruber)(Eudocimus ruber)

Caribbean amingoCaribbean amingo

(Phoenicopterus ruber)(Phoenicopterus ruber)

Cayman crocodileCayman crocodile

(Caiman crocodilus yacare)(Caiman crocodilus yacare)

TROPICAL FORESTTROPICAL FOREST

ECOSYSTEMECOSYSTEM

OrchidOrchid

(Stelis micrantha)(Stelis micrantha)

GuzmaniaGuzmania

(bromeliad)(bromeliad)John Crow bushJohn Crow bush

(Bocconia frutescens)(Bocconia frutescens)

Tree fernTree fern

(Cyathea)(Cyathea)

SoapwoodSoapwood

(Clethra occidentalis)(Clethra occidentalis)

Bitter PlumBitter Plum

(Picrodendron baccatum)(Picrodendron baccatum)

CedarCedar

(Cedrella odorata)(Cedrella odorata)

MahoganyMahogany

 (Swietenai mahagoni) (Swietenai mahagoni)

Whistling WarblerWhistling Warbler

(Catharopeza bishopi)(Catharopeza bishopi)

St. Lucia OrioleSt. Lucia Oriole
 (Icterus laudabilis) (Icterus laudabilis)

Martinique OrioleMartinique Oriole

(Icterus bonana)(Icterus bonana)

St. Lucia Black FinchSt. Lucia Black Finch

(Melanospiza richardsoni)(Melanospiza richardsoni)

St. Vincent Bush AnoleSt. Vincent Bush Anole

(Anolis trinitatis)(Anolis trinitatis)

Dominica AnoleDominica Anole

(Anolis oculatus)(Anolis oculatus)

St. Vincent SolitaireSt. Vincent Solitaire

(Myadestes genibaris)(Myadestes genibaris)

West Indian mahoganyWest Indian mahogany

(Swietenia mahagoni)(Swietenia mahagoni)

Candle TreeCandle Tree

(Dacryodes excelsa)(Dacryodes excelsa)

West Indian EvergreenWest Indian Evergreen  

(Podocarpus coriaceus)(Podocarpus coriaceus)

C.A. Wooly OpossumC.A. Wooly Opossum

(Caluromys derbianus)(Caluromys derbianus)

green tree lizardgreen tree lizard

(Anolis bimaculatus)(Anolis bimaculatus)

tree frogtree frog

(Eleuthrodactylus martinicensis)(Eleuthrodactylus martinicensis)

Grenada BlindsnakeGrenada Blindsnake

(T(Typhlops yphlops tasymicris)tasymicris)

Fer De LanceFer De Lance

(Bothrops caribbaeus)(Bothrops caribbaeus)

St. Lucia Pygmy GeckoSt. Lucia Pygmy Gecko

(Sphaerod(Sphaerodactylus actylus microlepis)microlepis)
Blue-headed hummingbirdBlue-headed hummingbird

(Cyanophaia bicolor)(Cyanophaia bicolor)

Mountain ChickenMountain Chicken

(Leptodactylus fallax)(Leptodactylus fallax)
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Background:Background:
All living things have a All living things have a habitat that provides them with their eshabitat that provides them with their es--

sential needs. Animals are adapted to the habitats in which sential needs. Animals are adapted to the habitats in which theythey

live. In this activity you wlive. In this activity you will create an imaginary animal thatill create an imaginary animal that

would be able to have a healthy life in a local ecosystem of yourwould be able to have a healthy life in a local ecosystem of your

choice. Keep in mind choice. Keep in mind all the characteristics of your ecosystemall the characteristics of your ecosystemwhen you are designing your animal, and get creative!when you are designing your animal, and get creative!

Materials:Materials:
Students journals, class copies Students journals, class copies of activity, art supplies.of activity, art supplies.

Procedure:Procedure:
1) First, choose a local Caribbean ecosystem to use as your ani1) First, choose a local Caribbean ecosystem to use as your ani--

mals’ homemals’ home. Review . Review the specic characteristics of the the specic characteristics of the ecosystemecosystem

you have chosen. Animals living in ecosystems have adapted toyou have chosen. Animals living in ecosystems have adapted to

their environments in many ways. They have their environments in many ways. They have learned to eat thelearned to eat the

food available to them, to protect food available to them, to protect themselves from predators, andthemselves from predators, and

shelter themselves from the weather. Describe your shelter themselves from the weather. Describe your imaginaryimaginary

animals’ habitat: its’ food, water, shelter and space requirements.animals’ habitat: its’ food, water, shelter and space requirements.

Ecosystems where your animal could live include:Ecosystems where your animal could live include:

• Open-Ocean Ecosystem• Open-Ocean Ecosystem

• Coastal Ecosystem• Coastal Ecosystem

• Coral Reef Ecosystem• Coral Reef Ecosystem

• Mangrove Swamp Ecosystem• Mangrove Swamp Ecosystem

• Tropical Forest Ecosystem• Tropical Forest Ecosystem

  

2) Next, think about what your animal should look like in order2) Next, think about what your animal should look like in order

to survive and thrive in to survive and thrive in this habitat. Think about the specic char-this habitat. Think about the specic char-

acteristics of your chosen ecosystem, and what acteristics of your chosen ecosystem, and what adaptations youradaptations your

imaginary animal will need to possess. Yimaginary animal will need to possess. Your animal has to our animal has to be ablebe able

to gather food and wto gather food and water, hide from any predators, nd shelterater, hide from any predators, nd shelter

and move about its habitat.and move about its habitat.

3) Create a coloured picture of this animal, and give it a name.3) Create a coloured picture of this animal, and give it a name.
Underneath, write the Underneath, write the following information:following information:

a) how its needs are met? a) how its needs are met? how it nds and consumes food/waterhow it nds and consumes food/water??

b) how it nds shelter?b) how it nds shelter?

c) how it moves about its habitat?c) how it moves about its habitat?

d) what its predators are and d) what its predators are and how it protects itself from them?how it protects itself from them?

e) how it nds others of its species to reproduce?e) how it nds others of its species to reproduce?

f) how it goes f) how it goes about raising its young successfully?about raising its young successfully?

g) what three specic adaptations to its g) what three specic adaptations to its ecosystem does it have?ecosystem does it have?

4) Create a class display 4) Create a class display of all your imaginary creatures and theirof all your imaginary creatures and their

ecosystems.ecosystems.  

B.8. Activity 10: Create your B.8. Activity 10: Create your Own Ecosystem Creature!Own Ecosystem Creature!



    

B.9. Nutrient CyclesB.9. Nutrient Cycles
In chemical terms, life can almost be summed up in 6 words:In chemical terms, life can almost be summed up in 6 words:

carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphoruscarbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus andand sulphur. sulphur.  

These six chemicals make up over 95% of the mass of all livingThese six chemicals make up over 95% of the mass of all living

organisms. Because we have a xed organisms. Because we have a xed supply of these nutrients,supply of these nutrients,

they must continuously cycle from the air, water and they must continuously cycle from the air, water and soil throughsoil through

the food webs of the biosphere and back again. Carbon, hydrothe food webs of the biosphere and back again. Carbon, hydro--
gen, oxygen and nitrogen atoms gen, oxygen and nitrogen atoms are cycled between living organare cycled between living organ--

isms and the atmosphere. Phosphorus atoms enter the isms and the atmosphere. Phosphorus atoms enter the environenviron--

ment from sedimentary rock. The health of an ment from sedimentary rock. The health of an ecosystem dependsecosystem depends

on the balance of these nutrients. In this section we will focus onon the balance of these nutrients. In this section we will focus on

two of these cycles, the carbon cycle atwo of these cycles, the carbon cycle and the nitrogen cycle. nd the nitrogen cycle. TheThe

water cycle is also reviewed as both a key ecological process andwater cycle is also reviewed as both a key ecological process and

a nutrient cycle.a nutrient cycle.

B.9.a. The Carbon CycleB.9.a. The Carbon Cycle
Carbon is the basic building block Carbon is the basic building block of the organic moleculesof the organic molecules

necessary for life. All living things contain billions of carbonnecessary for life. All living things contain billions of carbon

atoms in their cells. Carbon is stored in plants, animals, and inatoms in their cells. Carbon is stored in plants, animals, and in

decaying organic matter in the soil. Carbon is decaying organic matter in the soil. Carbon is also found in thealso found in the

atmosphere as carbon dioxide gas, and atmosphere as carbon dioxide gas, and is stored in its dissolvedis stored in its dissolvedform in the top layers of the ocean. Longer term storage of carbonform in the top layers of the ocean. Longer term storage of carbon

is found in deep ocean waters, in coal deposits, and in oil and is found in deep ocean waters, in coal deposits, and in oil and gasgas

deposits, which formed millions of years ago deposits, which formed millions of years ago from dead plantsfrom dead plants

and animals.and animals.

Carbon is an essential component in Carbon is an essential component in the chemical reactions thatthe chemical reactions that

sustain life, and a variety of sustain life, and a variety of processes move carbon throughprocesses move carbon through

ecosystems. These include photosynthesis, respiration, decompoecosystems. These include photosynthesis, respiration, decompo--

sition, ocean processes and events such sition, ocean processes and events such as volcanic eruptions andas volcanic eruptions and

large scale forest res.large scale forest res.

PhotosynthesisPhotosynthesis
Photosynthesis is a key life process, where carbon and oxygenPhotosynthesis is a key life process, where carbon and oxygen

are cycled through ecosystems. Photosynthesis is a chemicalare cycled through ecosystems. Photosynthesis is a chemical

reaction that converts solar energy reaction that converts solar energy into chemical energy. Carboninto chemical energy. Carbon

dioxide enters through the leaves of plants dioxide enters through the leaves of plants and reacts with waterand reacts with water

in the presence of sunlight to in the presence of sunlight to produce energy rich sugars (carboproduce energy rich sugars (carbo--

hydrates) and oxygen.hydrates) and oxygen.

Energy (sunlight) + carbon dioxide (6COEnergy (sunlight) + carbon dioxide (6CO
22
) + water (6 H) + water (6 H

22
O) =O) =

sugars (Csugars (C
66
HH

1212
OO

66
) + oxygen 6O) + oxygen 6O

22

Photosynthesis makes useable energy for producers in the formPhotosynthesis makes useable energy for producers in the form

of carbohydrates. By eating plants, consumers obtain energyof carbohydrates. By eating plants, consumers obtain energy

and take carbon into their cells. Carbon is released back into theand take carbon into their cells. Carbon is released back into the

atmosphere as carbon dioxide through respiration and the decomatmosphere as carbon dioxide through respiration and the decom--
position of dead plants and animals.position of dead plants and animals.
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Cellular RespirationCellular Respiration
Cellular respiration provides the energy plants and animals needCellular respiration provides the energy plants and animals need

to live. It is the process by which plants and animals releaseto live. It is the process by which plants and animals release

carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere by carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere by converting carboconverting carbo--

hydrates and oxygen into carbon dioxide and hydrates and oxygen into carbon dioxide and water. Energy iswater. Energy is

released within the cells of organisms and is available for released within the cells of organisms and is available for growth,growth,

repair and reproduction. Carbon dioxide gas is repair and reproduction. Carbon dioxide gas is released as areleased as a

waste product.waste product.

CC66HH1212OO66 ( carbohydr ( carbohydrates) ates) + oxygen (6O+ oxygen (6O22) =) =
carbon dioxide (6COcarbon dioxide (6CO

22
) + water (6 H) + water (6 H

22
O) + energyO) + energy

DecompositionDecomposition
Decomposition refers to the breaking down of Decomposition refers to the breaking down of dead organic matdead organic mat--

terter. Decomposers such as . Decomposers such as bacteria and fungi convert organic molbacteria and fungi convert organic mol--

ecules such as cellulose (a type ecules such as cellulose (a type of carbohydrate found in plants)of carbohydrate found in plants)

back into carbon dioxide, which back into carbon dioxide, which is released into the atmosphere.is released into the atmosphere.

Discussion questionsDiscussion questions
1) Where is carbon stored in 1) Where is carbon stored in Earth?Earth?

2) Describe the chemical reactions of photosynthesis and2) Describe the chemical reactions of photosynthesis and
respiration.respiration.

3) Why is decomposition important to the carbon cycle?3) Why is decomposition important to the carbon cycle?
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B.9.b. The Nitrogen CycleB.9.b. The Nitrogen Cycle
Nitrogen is necessary for many of Nitrogen is necessary for many of our bodies’ essentiour bodies’ essential mol-al mol-

ecules, such as proteins, nucleic acids, ecules, such as proteins, nucleic acids, vitamins, enzymes andvitamins, enzymes and

hormones. The largest store of nitrogen is in the hormones. The largest store of nitrogen is in the atmosphere,atmosphere,

where it exists as nitrogen gas (Nwhere it exists as nitrogen gas (N
22
) and makes up 78% of Earth’s) and makes up 78% of Earth’s

atmosphere. Other major stores of nitrogen include oceans andatmosphere. Other major stores of nitrogen include oceans and

organic matter in soil. Although there is a lot of organic matter in soil. Although there is a lot of nitrogen gas innitrogen gas in

our atmosphere, most organisms can’t use nitrogen in that form.our atmosphere, most organisms can’t use nitrogen in that form.

Therefore, much of the nitrogen cycle Therefore, much of the nitrogen cycle involves processes thatinvolves processes that
make nitrogen available to make nitrogen available to plants, and eventually, to animals.plants, and eventually, to animals.

These processes are nitrogen xation and nitrication.These processes are nitrogen xation and nitrication.

Nitrogen FixationNitrogen Fixation
Nitrogen xation is the process in which nitrogen gas (NNitrogen xation is the process in which nitrogen gas (N

22
) is con) is con--

verted into compounds that contain nitrate (NOverted into compounds that contain nitrate (NO
33
) or ammonium) or ammonium

(NH(NH
44
). Both of these compounds are useable by plants.). Both of these compounds are useable by plants.

Nitrogen xation occurs in the soil when nitrogen gas is con-Nitrogen xation occurs in the soil when nitrogen gas is con-

verted into ammonium (NHverted into ammonium (NH
44
) by bacteria during the ) by bacteria during the decomposidecomposi--

tion process. Certain species of bacteria, called “nitrogen-xingtion process. Certain species of bacteria, called “nitrogen-xing

bacteria” play an important role in this process. bacteria” play an important role in this process. For example,For example,

Rhizobium is a species of Rhizobium is a species of nitrogen-xing bacteria that lives in thenitrogen-xing bacteria that lives in the

root nodules of plants such as peas, beans, clover and alfalfa. Theroot nodules of plants such as peas, beans, clover and alfalfa. The

plants supply the bacteria with sugars and plants supply the bacteria with sugars and the bacteria supply thethe bacteria supply the
plants with nitrogen in the form plants with nitrogen in the form of ammonium (NHof ammonium (NH

44
).).
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Nitrogen CycleNitrogen Cycle
Todd, A. (n.d.). Nitrogen Todd, A. (n.d.). Nitrogen cycle. Retrieved cycle. Retrieved from: fossweb.com/resources/pictures/163278from: fossweb.com/resources/pictures/16327852.52.

NitrificationNitrification
Other plants obtain their nitrogen through nitrication. In thisOther plants obtain their nitrogen through nitrication. In this

process, ammonium (NHprocess, ammonium (NH
44
) is converted into nitrate (NO) is converted into nitrate (NO

33
) by) by

nitrifying bacteria. Once nitrates are made available by nitrifyingnitrifying bacteria. Once nitrates are made available by nitrifying

bacteria, they can enter plant roots and bacteria, they can enter plant roots and eventually be incorporatedeventually be incorporated

into plant proteins. When herbivores and omnivores eat plants,into plant proteins. When herbivores and omnivores eat plants,

they incorporate nitrogen into the proteins in their tissue.they incorporate nitrogen into the proteins in their tissue.

Still other types of bacteria and Still other types of bacteria and fungi are able to take fungi are able to take the nitrogenthe nitrogen

trapped in the proteins of trapped in the proteins of dead organisms and convert it back todead organisms and convert it back to

ammonium (NHammonium (NH
44
), therefore making it available once again ), therefore making it available once again forfor

plants to use.plants to use.

University of Illinois. (n.d.). 50 ways farmers University of Illinois. (n.d.). 50 ways farmers can protect their groundwater. Retrieved from: thisland.uiuc.edu/50ways/50ways_5.html.can protect their groundwater. Retrieved from: thisland.uiuc.edu/50ways/50ways_5.html.
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B.9.c. How Changes in Nutrient CyclesB.9.c. How Changes in Nutrient Cycles
Affect BiodiversityAffect Biodiversity

In this section, you have seen how ecosystems function, and theIn this section, you have seen how ecosystems function, and the

role of plants in the carbon and oxygen cycles. Bacteria x nitro-role of plants in the carbon and oxygen cycles. Bacteria x nitro-

gen from the atmosphere, and other gen from the atmosphere, and other bacteria play important rolesbacteria play important roles

in cycling nutrients through decomposition. Changes in nutrientin cycling nutrients through decomposition. Changes in nutrient

cycles can affect the health and variety of cycles can affect the health and variety of organisms that live inorganisms that live in

an ecosystem. For example, changes in the carbon cycle are conan ecosystem. For example, changes in the carbon cycle are con--

tributing to climate change. Changes in temperature, rainfall andtributing to climate change. Changes in temperature, rainfall and

wind patterns may have serious effects on biodiversity if somewind patterns may have serious effects on biodiversity if some

plants and animals can no plants and animals can no longer survive in their altered habitats.longer survive in their altered habitats.

Increased levels of nitrogen Increased levels of nitrogen can seriously affect plant biodiversitycan seriously affect plant biodiversity

in both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Plant species that arein both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. Plant species that are

adapted to higher nitrogen levels can out-compete species thatadapted to higher nitrogen levels can out-compete species that

can’t tolerate high levels. For example, grasses thrive in can’t tolerate high levels. For example, grasses thrive in highhigh

nitrogen environments, and out- compete tree seedlings.nitrogen environments, and out- compete tree seedlings.

Chemical fertilizers that are rich in nitrogen can enter lakes Chemical fertilizers that are rich in nitrogen can enter lakes andand

streams, increasing the amount of dissolved nitrogen in thesestreams, increasing the amount of dissolved nitrogen in these

ecosystems. This causesecosystems. This causes eutrophicationeutrophication – a process where – a process where

increased nutrients cause increased plant increased nutrients cause increased plant production and decay.production and decay.

In a nitrogen-rich, orIn a nitrogen-rich, or eutrophiceutrophic environment, algae grow very environment, algae grow very
quicklyquickly, often forming huge , often forming huge masses, or algae blooms. Excesmasses, or algae blooms. Exces--

sive algae growth deprives other aquatic plants of sive algae growth deprives other aquatic plants of sunlight andsunlight and

oxygen. When the algae die, oxygen. When the algae die, the oxygen used in the oxygen used in decompositiondecomposition

can deprive the lake water of oxygen, and can lead to the can deprive the lake water of oxygen, and can lead to the death ofdeath of

all the sh in a lake.all the sh in a lake.

Discussion Questions:Discussion Questions:
What effects do each of the What effects do each of the following activities have on nutrientfollowing activities have on nutrient

cycles?cycles?

   o o Driving Driving a a carcar

   o o Piling Piling cattle cattle manure manure near near a a streamstream

   o o Forest Forest rere

   o o CompostingComposting

B.10. Water WorldsB.10. Water Worlds
   B.10.a. B.10.a. The The Water Water CycleCycle
Our planet is truly a watery world-- the dominant colour of theOur planet is truly a watery world-- the dominant colour of the

earth as seen from space is blueearth as seen from space is blue. . Perhaps we should have calledPerhaps we should have called

the planet “Ocean” instead of “Earth”, as more than 75% of itthe planet “Ocean” instead of “Earth”, as more than 75% of it

is covered with water. is covered with water. Water Water is a major is a major connectoconnector between allr between all

living things, as all things neeliving things, as all things need water to survive. d water to survive. As with all theAs with all the

world’world’s resources, there is a s resources, there is a limited supply of water on the limited supply of water on the planet.planet.

Over 97% of the planet’s water is salty. Over 97% of the planet’s water is salty. Two percent of all theTwo percent of all the

planet’planet’s water is frozen in the polar ics water is frozen in the polar icecaps. ecaps. Therefore, thereTherefore, there

is less than one is less than one percent of the planet’s water available to livingpercent of the planet’s water available to living

things to drink. things to drink. WWater is continually cycled ater is continually cycled through the atmothrough the atmo--

sphere, the oceans, the land and all living things on the planet,sphere, the oceans, the land and all living things on the planet,

through the water cycle.through the water cycle.

TheThe water cyclewater cycle is driven by the sun. Through is driven by the sun. Through evaporationevaporation,,

water is lifted into the atmwater is lifted into the atmosphere as water vapourosphere as water vapour. . As it conAs it con--

denses, it forms clouds and coaledenses, it forms clouds and coalesces into rain drops. sces into rain drops. Only whenOnly when

a droplet grows to a raindrop size, at least 0.5 mm in diameter, isa droplet grows to a raindrop size, at least 0.5 mm in diameter, is

it big enough to it big enough to fall out of the fall out of the cloud. Wcloud. Water leaves the atmosphereater leaves the atmosphere

mainly as rain or snowmainly as rain or snow. . It may fall directlIt may fall directly into the oceans, ory into the oceans, or

it may fall onto the land, where it begins a downhill journeyit may fall onto the land, where it begins a downhill journey

through streams, lakes, underground channels, and rivers, eventuthrough streams, lakes, underground channels, and rivers, eventu--

ally reaching the ocean. All along its journey, some water mayally reaching the ocean. All along its journey, some water may

return to the atmosphere treturn to the atmosphere through evaporation. hrough evaporation. Therefore, there isTherefore, there is

a cycle of water movement from the air to the land and seas, anda cycle of water movement from the air to the land and seas, and

then back up into then back up into the atmosphere.the atmosphere.

Plants and animals get their water at Plants and animals get their water at various points in this cycle.various points in this cycle.

Animals get most of their water by drinking and eating, andAnimals get most of their water by drinking and eating, and

plants by absorbing it from the soil. plants by absorbing it from the soil. WWater forms a major part ofater forms a major part of

all living things; humans are about 75% all living things; humans are about 75% water, most plants arewater, most plants are

about 85% water. As well, most of the chemical processes thatabout 85% water. As well, most of the chemical processes that

occur in living things, such occur in living things, such as photosynthesis, and digestion,as photosynthesis, and digestion,

require water.require water.

On land, living things lose On land, living things lose water directly to the atmosphere.water directly to the atmosphere.

Plants lose water mostly through their leaves. Animals lose waterPlants lose water mostly through their leaves. Animals lose water

through breathing, perspiration, evaporation, and in their wastethrough breathing, perspiration, evaporation, and in their waste

products. Eventuallyproducts. Eventually, all water taken , all water taken in by living things is in by living things is rere--

turned to the water cycle, turned to the water cycle, through the processes mentioned above,through the processes mentioned above,

or nally, through death and or nally, through death and decomposition.decomposition.

   B.10.b. B.10.b. Physical Physical Properties Properties of of WaterWater
WWater is an incredible substance – one ater is an incredible substance – one that we rarely think about.that we rarely think about.

What other substance has a tough skin, can make a mountainWhat other substance has a tough skin, can make a mountain

of sugar disappear, can keep an elephant cool of sugar disappear, can keep an elephant cool and crack giantand crack giant

boulders?boulders?

WWater is one of ater is one of the few substances on Earth the few substances on Earth that can be naturallythat can be naturally

found in all three states: solid, liquid and gas. More things disfound in all three states: solid, liquid and gas. More things dis--

solve in water than in any other substance. It is also polar – watersolve in water than in any other substance. It is also polar – water

molecules attract each other and tend to molecules attract each other and tend to stick together in drops.stick together in drops.

The negative and positive charges of a The negative and positive charges of a water molecule allow itwater molecule allow it

to move into small spaces in soil and be absorbed easily by theto move into small spaces in soil and be absorbed easily by the

roots of plants. The surface of water acts like a “skin” – a layer ofroots of plants. The surface of water acts like a “skin” – a layer of
water molecules held tightly together by hydrogen bonds. This water molecules held tightly together by hydrogen bonds. This isis

why water forms drops, and why some insects can “skate” on thewhy water forms drops, and why some insects can “skate” on the

surface of water. These properties of water are critical to life assurface of water. These properties of water are critical to life as

we know it, and are the basis for the we know it, and are the basis for the water cycle processes. Muchwater cycle processes. Much

of water’s usefulness and “magic” stem from its remarkableof water’s usefulness and “magic” stem from its remarkable

physical properties .physical properties .

1) Water has a high boiling point1) Water has a high boiling point

Without this propertyWithout this property, water would be , water would be a gas rather than a gas rather than a liquid ata liquid at

normal temperaturnormal temperatures. es. There would be no oceans, lakes, or rivers,There would be no oceans, lakes, or rivers,

or plants or animals on or plants or animals on earth.earth.

2) Water has the highest heat of vaporization of all 2) Water has the highest heat of vaporization of all liquidsliquids

This means that it takes a lot of energy to evaporate a givenThis means that it takes a lot of energy to evaporate a given

amount of liquid wateramount of liquid water. . This is a signicant factor in diThis is a signicant factor in distribut-stribut-

ing the sun’ing the sun’s heat over the world. s heat over the world. Huge amounts of solar enerHuge amounts of solar energygy

stored as heat in evaporated water stored as heat in evaporated water are released over the earthare released over the earth

when water vapour condenses and falls awhen water vapour condenses and falls as rain and snows rain and snow. . ThisThis

property also helps us to property also helps us to regulate our own body temperature,regulate our own body temperature,



    

as our bodies can as our bodies can eliminate heat by evaporating water througheliminate heat by evaporating water through

perspiration.perspiration.

3) Water can store heat better than almost anything else3) Water can store heat better than almost anything else

This means that a given This means that a given amount of water only increases slightlyamount of water only increases slightly

in temperature when heat is added to it, so water heats and coolsin temperature when heat is added to it, so water heats and cools

more slowly than most other substances. This property of more slowly than most other substances. This property of waterwater

prevents extreme globaprevents extreme global climatic temperatl climatic temperature changes. ure changes. It alsoIt also

makes water an excellent coolant for everything from electricalmakes water an excellent coolant for everything from electrical
power plants to cooking!power plants to cooking!

4) Water is less dense as a solid than 4) Water is less dense as a solid than as a liquidas a liquid

This is perhaps water’This is perhaps water’s most amazing propertys most amazing property. . When mostWhen most

substances freeze, their volume decreases, so their density as substances freeze, their volume decreases, so their density as aa

solid is higher than when they are isolid is higher than when they are in a liquid form. n a liquid form. However,However,

when water is cooled below 4 degrees Celsius, it expands and itswhen water is cooled below 4 degrees Celsius, it expands and its

density decreasesdensity decreases. . This is why ice oatThis is why ice oats! s! Without Without this propertythis property,,

lakes and ponds would freeze solidly from the bottom up, andlakes and ponds would freeze solidly from the bottom up, and

most aquatic life could not exist. Arctic land and marine animalsmost aquatic life could not exist. Arctic land and marine animals

also rely on oating ice also rely on oating ice oes as a oes as a critical component of theircritical component of their

habitat.habitat.

5) Water is an amazing solvent5) Water is an amazing solvent

WWater dissolves an incredible variety of substances. ater dissolves an incredible variety of substances. This enablesThis enables

it to carry nutrients through the bodies it to carry nutrients through the bodies of plants and animals,of plants and animals,

to be one of the best cleansers, and to remove and dilute waterto be one of the best cleansers, and to remove and dilute water

soluble wastes. soluble wastes. However, becausHowever, because water dissolves e water dissolves so manyso many

things, it is also easily polluted.things, it is also easily polluted.

Water DensityWater Density
The difference between each of the three The difference between each of the three states of water is denstates of water is den--

sity: how close water molecules are to sity: how close water molecules are to each other. The amounteach other. The amount

of particles (mass) within a certain space (volume) determinesof particles (mass) within a certain space (volume) determines

the density of the substance. Water vapour is the least dense ofthe density of the substance. Water vapour is the least dense of

water states because the molecules are furthest apart from eachwater states because the molecules are furthest apart from each

otherother. The molecules of warm . The molecules of warm water are less dense (less compact)water are less dense (less compact)

than cold water. However, ice is less dense than liquid than cold water. However, ice is less dense than liquid waterwater..

Therefore, cold water will sink and warm water will rise. SinceTherefore, cold water will sink and warm water will rise. Since
the molecules of cold water are the molecules of cold water are closer together, they can supportcloser together, they can support

the less dense layer of the less dense layer of warm water above it. This warm water above it. This layering effectlayering effect

of water in rivers, lakes and oceans plays an important role inof water in rivers, lakes and oceans plays an important role in

ecosystem structures.ecosystem structures.

WWater molecules in ice are farther apart ater molecules in ice are farther apart from each other in icefrom each other in ice

than in liquid form. When water freezes, than in liquid form. When water freezes, the molecules spreadthe molecules spread

out and are arranged in out and are arranged in a lattice –like pattern, which increase thea lattice –like pattern, which increase the

distance between the molecules.distance between the molecules.

When you add certain materials, such as When you add certain materials, such as salt to water, it increasessalt to water, it increases

its densityits density. Pressure also increases the density of . Pressure also increases the density of water. Deep wawater. Deep wa--

ter has greater ter has greater density than surface water. The water density than surface water. The water temperaturetemperature

also decreases with depth, and also decreases with depth, and cooler water has greater densitycooler water has greater density

than warmer water. A large body of water contains many denthan warmer water. A large body of water contains many den--

sity levels, each providing a certain habitat in sity levels, each providing a certain habitat in which plants andwhich plants and

animals may live.animals may live.

B.10.c. Water and WeatherB.10.c. Water and Weather
On our planet, the poles and the equator show the greatest temOn our planet, the poles and the equator show the greatest tem--

perature differences. Wperature differences. Warm air and arm air and water vapour rises from water vapour rises from thethe

equator and ows towards the cooler poles, while cold air at theequator and ows towards the cooler poles, while cold air at the

poles sinks and poles sinks and ows towards the ows towards the equatorequator. The earth’s rotation. The earth’s rotation

modies this constant atmospheric ow into eddies and modies this constant atmospheric ow into eddies and windwind

currents, causing varying weather patterns. The large amounts ofcurrents, causing varying weather patterns. The large amounts of

water that evaporate into the atmosphere eventually return to thewater that evaporate into the atmosphere eventually return to the

earth as precipitation, usually rain earth as precipitation, usually rain or snow. Sometimes, rain neveror snow. Sometimes, rain never

reaches the ground; often a torrent may reaches the ground; often a torrent may spill out of the spill out of the cloudsclouds

high above a desert, only to evaporate entirely on the way down.high above a desert, only to evaporate entirely on the way down.

Drizzle, or rain made up Drizzle, or rain made up of little drops, falls from relatively lowof little drops, falls from relatively low

clouds. Bigger raindclouds. Bigger raindrops come from rops come from big, dense clouds. big, dense clouds. In orderIn order

for snow to form, a cloud must be chilled to a few for snow to form, a cloud must be chilled to a few degrees belowdegrees below

0° Celsius. 0° Celsius. The cloud droplets freeze togetThe cloud droplets freeze together into crystals thather into crystals that

mat together into snowakes when they mat together into snowakes when they collide. Rain that startscollide. Rain that starts

in warm air and falls through a cold layer does not turn into snowin warm air and falls through a cold layer does not turn into snow

but becomes sleet . but becomes sleet . Frozen raindrops from high cloFrozen raindrops from high clouds that getuds that get

hurled about in violent updrafts pick up hurled about in violent updrafts pick up concentric layers of snowconcentric layers of snow

and ice, and nally and ice, and nally fall as hailstones.fall as hailstones.
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 Water Molecule Water Molecule
Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics. (2008).Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics. (2008).
 Workshop on water at biological interfaces. Workshop on water at biological interfaces.

Retrieved from: Retrieved from: sciencelearn.org.nz/contexts/sciencelearn.org.nz/contexts/icy_ecosystems/icy_ecosystems/
sci_media/images/water_molecule.sci_media/images/water_molecule.



    

Procedure:Procedure:
WWork in small groups to ork in small groups to carry out these experiments that explorecarry out these experiments that explore

the properties of water the properties of water – they can be set up as stations around t– they can be set up as stations around thehe

classroom.classroom.

i) Temperature and Densityi) Temperature and DensityClear glasses or beakersClear glasses or beakers••
Hot and cold waterHot and cold water••
Red and blue food colouringRed and blue food colouring••
Towels for wiping up spillsTowels for wiping up spills••

Get a glass of cold water and a glass of hot Get a glass of cold water and a glass of hot water (be careful towater (be careful to

not burn your hands). Put a drop of red food not burn your hands). Put a drop of red food colouring in the hotcolouring in the hot

water glass and a water glass and a drop of blue food drop of blue food colouring in the cold water.colouring in the cold water.

Gently tilt both glasses so that Gently tilt both glasses so that the liquids almost touch. Allow thethe liquids almost touch. Allow the

hot water to ow hot water to ow over the cold water. Look at the over the cold water. Look at the containers fromcontainers from

the side. Draw a picture of what you see.the side. Draw a picture of what you see.

Which is more dense, cool water or warm water?Which is more dense, cool water or warm water?

ii) Missing Waterii) Missing Water
Kettle or panKettle or pan••
StoveStove••
Measuring cupMeasuring cup••

Place a measured amount of water in a pan and bring it to a Place a measured amount of water in a pan and bring it to a boil.boil.

Let it boil for several minutes, Let it boil for several minutes, but don’t let the pan boil but don’t let the pan boil dry. Letdry. Let

the pan cool and the pan cool and measure the remaining water. Find out howmeasure the remaining water. Find out how

much water is left. Remember the Law of Conservation of Matmuch water is left. Remember the Law of Conservation of Mat--

ter: matter cannot be created or destroyed! Explain what ter: matter cannot be created or destroyed! Explain what haphap--

pened to the rest of pened to the rest of the water.the water.

iii) Salinityiii) Salinity
2 glasses2 glasses••
A hard boiled eggA hard boiled egg••

Box of saltBox of salt••
SpoonSpoon••

Fill two glasses with water. While stirring, add salt to one Fill two glasses with water. While stirring, add salt to one of theof the

glasses until no more salt dissolves. Place a hard boiled egg inglasses until no more salt dissolves. Place a hard boiled egg in

each glass. How does each glass. How does salt affect the density of water?salt affect the density of water?

iv) Cohesioniv) Cohesion
A coinA coin••
Eye dropperEye dropper••
A cup of waterA cup of water••
TowelTowel••
ForkFork••
Paper clipPaper clip••

Using an eye dropper, place as many drops of water on a pennyUsing an eye dropper, place as many drops of water on a penny

as possible without spilling any over the edge. Count the numberas possible without spilling any over the edge. Count the number

of drops and record your of drops and record your score. Repeat several times, keepingscore. Repeat several times, keeping

rack of the number of drops each time. Describe or draw how therack of the number of drops each time. Describe or draw how the

water appeared on the penny before the drop collapsed.water appeared on the penny before the drop collapsed.

Place a paper clip or sewing needle on the end of a Place a paper clip or sewing needle on the end of a fork. Nowfork. Now
gently lower the clip onto the gently lower the clip onto the surface of a glass of surface of a glass of waterwater. What. What

happens to the paper clip?happens to the paper clip?

Discussion: Biodiversity and WaterDiscussion: Biodiversity and Water
1) Answer the questions at each of the 1) Answer the questions at each of the water stations.water stations.

2) Thinking about the three states of 2) Thinking about the three states of water and their importancewater and their importance

in ecosystems, describe a plant or in ecosystems, describe a plant or animal habitat that depends onanimal habitat that depends on

a specic state a specic state of water (E.g. of water (E.g. liquid: aquatic; ice: Arctic/ Antarcliquid: aquatic; ice: Arctic/ Antarc--

tic, gas: cloud forests).tic, gas: cloud forests).

3) Describe the role that w3) Describe the role that water plays in creating and maintainingater plays in creating and maintaining

biodiversity in different ecosystems.biodiversity in different ecosystems.
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Objective:Objective:
Through a guided imagery activity, students will illustrate the waThrough a guided imagery activity, students will illustrate the wa--

ter cycle, explore the importance of water ter cycle, explore the importance of water to all life, and to all life, and describedescribe

the interrelatedness of the wthe interrelatedness of the world’orld’s waters through s waters through artwork andartwork and

poetry.poetry.

Materials:Materials:
TaTaped recorded calming music ped recorded calming music or water sounds; or water sounds; art materialsart materials

(water-based paints, brushes, paper, containers for water); (water-based paints, brushes, paper, containers for water); writingwriting

materials or student journals.materials or student journals.

Background:Background:
There is, in a sense, one body of water on planet EartThere is, in a sense, one body of water on planet Earth. h. Its’ Its’ riversrivers

reach out from the hearts of reach out from the hearts of every continent to merge in the seasevery continent to merge in the seas

and oceans. All waterand oceans. All water, everywhere, is somehow connected. , everywhere, is somehow connected. WWee

can see this universal body of water by turning on a water faucetcan see this universal body of water by turning on a water faucet

or by looking at clouds moving high ior by looking at clouds moving high in the sky. n the sky. Lakes, ponds andLakes, ponds and

inland seas are webbed together by inland seas are webbed together by waters owing across the sur-waters owing across the sur-

face of the land or in the seeping ow offace of the land or in the seeping ow of groundwatergroundwater. People. People

seldom think of the waters of the world as being connected intoseldom think of the waters of the world as being connected into
one body. Maps emphasize the continents and political boundone body. Maps emphasize the continents and political bound--

aries on land. aries on land. Geographers have namGeographers have named dozens of seas ed dozens of seas whichwhich

really can’t be separated from each other - really can’t be separated from each other - similar to the way thatsimilar to the way that

boundaries on land tend to boundaries on land tend to be more political than geographical.be more political than geographical.

Through evaporation,Through evaporation, condensationcondensation and precipitation, the and precipitation, the

atmosphere transports water from place to place. Plants also atmosphere transports water from place to place. Plants also areare

an active part of the water cycle in many ways - including byan active part of the water cycle in many ways - including by

transpiration.transpiration. TranspirationTranspiration is a process where plants evaporate is a process where plants evaporate

moisture through the surfaces of their leaves. The continuous dymoisture through the surfaces of their leaves. The continuous dy--

namic movement of water inamic movement of water is called the water cycle. s called the water cycle. The conceptThe concept

of the water cycle is a way to view the of the water cycle is a way to view the moving connectedness ofmoving connectedness of

water in its many forms.water in its many forms.

Human beings are linked to the plaHuman beings are linked to the planet’s watnet’s watery world. ery world. Our bod-Our bod-

ies are approximately 75% water. In the past, molecules of ouries are approximately 75% water. In the past, molecules of our

bodies’ watbodies’ water may have owed er may have owed in streams, been trapped in cloudsin streams, been trapped in clouds

or frozen in glacial ice. or frozen in glacial ice. Other animals and plants are aOther animals and plants are also tied tolso tied to

the planet’s waters, as all life depends upon water in the planet’s waters, as all life depends upon water in some way.some way.

This activity includes a guided imagery story of This activity includes a guided imagery story of the water cycle,the water cycle,

which can set the stage for a study unit on water and ecosystems,which can set the stage for a study unit on water and ecosystems,

and to prepare for or conclude a eld trip.and to prepare for or conclude a eld trip.

Procedure:Procedure:
1) If at all possible, the students should visit a real stream, pond1) If at all possible, the students should visit a real stream, pond

or beach. or beach. Try to choosTry to choose one that is quie one that is quiet and not too buet and not too busy. sy. IfIf

possible and not dangerous, allow the students to touch the waterpossible and not dangerous, allow the students to touch the water

during the guided during the guided imagery story.imagery story.

2) If a eld trip is not possible, look for recordings of natural2) If a eld trip is not possible, look for recordings of natural

ecosystem; the sounds of oceans, waves, ecosystem; the sounds of oceans, waves, rivers, and streams, arerivers, and streams, are

often available on tape. often available on tape. Classical music can be substClassical music can be substituted.ituted.

3) Do a 3) Do a few stretches and relaxation exercises together, andfew stretches and relaxation exercises together, and

darken the classroom if possible. Have students relax, darken the classroom if possible. Have students relax, and giveand give
them time to get comfortable with their eyes them time to get comfortable with their eyes closed and theirclosed and their

heads on their desks. Now heads on their desks. Now read the Watread the Water Wings story in a calm,er Wings story in a calm,

relaxed voice, pausing often.relaxed voice, pausing often.

Water Wings StoryWater Wings Story   (to be (to be read alread aloud)oud)

“Y“You are to try to imagine ou are to try to imagine the things you will the things you will hear me describing.hear me describing.

Sit comfortably and close your eyes. . Sit comfortably and close your eyes. . . . Relax, and do your bestRelax, and do your best

to imagine what I am describing. . .to imagine what I am describing. . .

 Imagine in your mind’ Imagine in your mind’s eye that you are in your favorite places eye that you are in your favorite place

- your favorite natural spot - your favorite natural spot that includes a body of that includes a body of waterwater.... this.... this

could be by a lake, next to the ocean on your favourite beach,could be by a lake, next to the ocean on your favourite beach,

beside a favorite stream or riverbeside a favorite stream or river.... wherever you like to go t.... wherever you like to go to beo be
near water....near water....

  

 Now imagine that it is nice and warm, hot  Now imagine that it is nice and warm, hot out in fact. Get com-out in fact. Get com-

 fortable beside your favorite watery spot ... you have your shoes fortable beside your favorite watery spot ... you have your shoes

off and your bare feet are immersed in the clean, off and your bare feet are immersed in the clean, clear waterclear water. . .. . .

The water feels The water feels good, cool, smooth against good, cool, smooth against your skin your skin . . .. . .

YYou feel a current washing over your feet, ou feel a current washing over your feet, pulling at them. pulling at them. . .. .

Think about the water owing past your feet and its connectionsThink about the water owing past your feet and its connections

to other bodies of water - strto other bodies of water - streams, rivers, the ocean. . . . eams, rivers, the ocean. . . . TheThe

water here connects you to the large owing bodies of watwater here connects you to the large owing bodies of water oner on

the planet. . . the planet. . . Feel the current now Feel the current now - feel its more power- feel its more powerful owful ow

against your feet. . .against your feet. . .

 Look around you and See the gr Look around you and See the green ribbon of trees and plant lifeeen ribbon of trees and plant life

all along the edge of the water . . the animals, insect life, birdsall along the edge of the water . . the animals, insect life, birds

that live nearby.... Now listen... what sounds do you hear??that live nearby.... Now listen... what sounds do you hear??

“Now stretch your mind and realize that you interconnect with“Now stretch your mind and realize that you interconnect with

all the world’all the world’s oceans. . . s oceans. . . YYou are now touching one single bodyou are now touching one single body

of water that stretches all around the world. . . of water that stretches all around the world. . . YYour own bodyour own body

contains water that is part of this system. . . contains water that is part of this system. . . the air you brethe air you breatheathe

has water in it... has water in it... molecules of water are all around youmolecules of water are all around you

YYour watery touch laps against our watery touch laps against the shores of the Caribbean Sea,the shores of the Caribbean Sea,

it ows into the Atlantic, , up the coast past the port cities of Miit ows into the Atlantic, , up the coast past the port cities of Mi--

ami, New York, aroami, New York, around North America, and it und North America, and it leaps and plungesleaps and plunges

around oil drilling platforms in the North Atlantic. . .around oil drilling platforms in the North Atlantic. . .

it travels further north, it travels further north, to the ice-covered islands in the Arctic,to the ice-covered islands in the Arctic,

 Bafn Island and into Hudson Bay. Bafn Island and into Hudson Bay.
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 It pours from the sky as a storm rages dark and gr It pours from the sky as a storm rages dark and grey on the coastey on the coast

of Greenland. . . .of Greenland. . . .

WWet snow drenches an Inuit et snow drenches an Inuit who shivers on who shivers on the Arctic shoresthe Arctic shores

before her parka begins to before her parka begins to warm herwarm her. . .. . .

“W“Water connects your feet with ater connects your feet with every stream owing into theevery stream owing into theoceans around the world. . You can reoceans around the world. . You can reach up the rivers to ach up the rivers to thethe

hearts of all the hearts of all the world’world’s continents. . .s continents. . .

YYour feet feel the our feet feel the ow of the current of the kilow of the current of the kilometres-wide Amaometres-wide Ama--

 zon River in South America,  zon River in South America, the ancient Nile River pushing norththe ancient Nile River pushing north

through Africa, the Colorado River swirling with a boatful ofthrough Africa, the Colorado River swirling with a boatful of

river rafters through the Grand Canyon, the St. river rafters through the Grand Canyon, the St. Lawrence RiverLawrence River

 penetrating into the heart of Canada, and the ve Great Lakes, penetrating into the heart of Canada, and the ve Great Lakes,

largest freshwater bodies in the world, the majestic largest freshwater bodies in the world, the majestic Niagara FallNiagara Fall

thundering over high cliffs. . .thundering over high cliffs. . .

YYou swirl around a manatee, gracefully swimmiou swirl around a manatee, gracefully swimming in the shim-ng in the shim-

mering turquoise waters off Jamaica . .mering turquoise waters off Jamaica . .

YYou can feel the tou can feel the tremor of the hippopotamus that just remor of the hippopotamus that just dove into andove into an
 African river African river. . .. . .

YYou are part of the water gliou are part of the water glistening on the back of stening on the back of a Greek boya Greek boy

who tugs ercely on shing nets in the who tugs ercely on shing nets in the warm Mediterranean Sea.warm Mediterranean Sea.

YYou are inside the white, heaving centre of a ou are inside the white, heaving centre of a huge curling wave,huge curling wave,

crashing atop a coral reef…crashing atop a coral reef…

YYou spray from a fou spray from a fountain into ountain into a luxury resort’a luxury resort’s swimming pools swimming pool

on a Caribbean island…on a Caribbean island…

YYou can see wou can see waterater, thousands of , thousands of tonnes of ittonnes of it , in great drifti, in great driftingng

 eets of heavy white clouds over the Himalayas. . . eets of heavy white clouds over the Himalayas. . .

YYou are part of a gentle ocean swellou are part of a gentle ocean swell , rising up under the , rising up under the belly ofbelly of

a Green sea turtle as she heads towards a nearby beach to la Green sea turtle as she heads towards a nearby beach to layay

her eggs….her eggs….

YYou are boiling in a kettle ou are boiling in a kettle in a high rise in a high rise apartment in a big apartment in a big city,city,

ready to make morning coffee…ready to make morning coffee…

YYou feel the ou feel the waterwater, pouring out , pouring out of the of the sky on a grey windsweptsky on a grey windswept

winter day, drenching the rainforeswinter day, drenching the rainforests, the beaches, the cits, the beaches, the cities andties and

towns....towns....

YYour watery embrace wraps all around the Earth. our watery embrace wraps all around the Earth. . .. .

 And, of course the water owing over your feet connects you And, of course the water owing over your feet connects you

with everyone else who is now sitting, with their feet dangling inwith everyone else who is now sitting, with their feet dangling in
the waterthe water, wondering where the , wondering where the water goes. . water goes. . ..

 “It is time to come back. . .  “It is time to come back. . . Bring the limits of your senses backBring the limits of your senses back

 from the world’ from the world’s rivers and oceans. . . s rivers and oceans. . . Back to the surfaces ofBack to the surfaces of

 your feet. . .  your feet. . . Back to where you arBack to where you are. . .e. . .

When you feel ready, you may open your eyes.”When you feel ready, you may open your eyes.”

When you feel ready, you may open your eyes.”When you feel ready, you may open your eyes.”

4) Once the imagery is complete, ask the students to open their4) Once the imagery is complete, ask the students to open their

eyes. eyes. TTell them that they each had theiell them that they each had their own private journey evenr own private journey even

though they all heard the same worthough they all heard the same words. ds. TeTell them that in a moll them that in a mo--

ment you will ask them to close their eyes again to nd one placement you will ask them to close their eyes again to nd one place

on the journey through the on the journey through the world’world’s water that was s water that was their favouritetheir favourite

-and you will ask them to try to remember what that image was-and you will ask them to try to remember what that image was

like.like.

5) Ask them to relax again and 5) Ask them to relax again and have them try to re-create thehave them try to re-create the

picture in their mindspicture in their minds. . TelTell them to look at the detail, the coll them to look at the detail, the colours,ours,

the plants and animals, and to try to capture it all in one scene.the plants and animals, and to try to capture it all in one scene.

Have them pay particular attention to the Have them pay particular attention to the role of water in the role of water in the liveslives

of people, plant and animals.of people, plant and animals.

6) When you feel they have had enough time, ask them to open6) When you feel they have had enough time, ask them to open

their eyes. their eyes. Provide the art materialProvide the art materials and ask them to each gets and ask them to each get

paint sets and paper to paint sets and paper to quietly paint the image of their favouritequietly paint the image of their favourite

place.place.

After the story ends, brainstorm some of After the story ends, brainstorm some of the characteristics of thethe characteristics of the

water cycle that students visualized, and list the water cycle that students visualized, and list the components andcomponents and

processes (precipitation, transpiration, photosynthesis, condensaprocesses (precipitation, transpiration, photosynthesis, condensa--

tion, evaporation). Then have students draw the tion, evaporation). Then have students draw the water cycle inwater cycle in

their journals.their journals.

Extensions:Extensions:
1. Water Poetry1. Water Poetry

Story-telling and eld trips provide an opportunity for creativeStory-telling and eld trips provide an opportunity for creative

writing such as poetry. Have students write a haiku writing such as poetry. Have students write a haiku or cinquainor cinquain

poem about their poem about their experiences through the guided experiences through the guided imagery storyimagery story..

A Haiku is a Japanese poem of A Haiku is a Japanese poem of three lines, the rst and three lines, the rst and third linesthird lines

have ve syllables, the second has seven.have ve syllables, the second has seven.

Example:Example:

Gentle and playfulGentle and playful

Soft waves dancing with beach sand Soft waves dancing with beach sand 

Friendly wind blowing.Friendly wind blowing.

A Cinquain consists of 5 lines, each of which has a purpose:A Cinquain consists of 5 lines, each of which has a purpose:

First line states the title in 2 First line states the title in 2 syllables.syllables.

Second line describes the title in 4 Second line describes the title in 4 syllables.syllables.

Third line describes action in 6 Third line describes action in 6 syllables.syllables.
Fourth line expresses a feeling in 8 Fourth line expresses a feeling in 8 syllables.syllables.

Fifth line restates the title in 2 Fifth line restates the title in 2 syllables.syllables.
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Example:Example:

 Rain Cloud  Rain Cloud 

 Large and spr Large and spreadingeading

 Reaches for the hilltop Reaches for the hilltop

Spreading over trees and valleysSpreading over trees and valleys

Water fallsWater falls

2.Find out the annual rainfall and climate in the area you chose to2.Find out the annual rainfall and climate in the area you chose to

paint.paint.

3. Trace the migratory path of a 3. Trace the migratory path of a sea turtle, tuna or whale sea turtle, tuna or whale andand

describe the qualities of the different water environments that thedescribe the qualities of the different water environments that the

animal experiences.animal experiences.

4. List at least 4. List at least ten ways that you ten ways that you use water every day.use water every day.
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Objective:Objective:
Students calculate water volumes using percentages, to determineStudents calculate water volumes using percentages, to determine

the amount and distribution of water on the earth in oceans, rivthe amount and distribution of water on the earth in oceans, riv--

ers, lakes, groundwater, icecaps and the atmosphere.ers, lakes, groundwater, icecaps and the atmosphere.

Materials:Materials:
A large map of the world; a 30 A large map of the world; a 30 centimetre diameter globe (onecentimetre diameter globe (one

showing the ocean bottom is best); an apple or orange, knife,showing the ocean bottom is best); an apple or orange, knife,

writing materials; one litre (1000ml) container, measuring cupwriting materials; one litre (1000ml) container, measuring cup

and 10 ml dropper and 10 ml dropper for every three students.for every three students.

Background:Background:
Planet Earth should reallPlanet Earth should really be called the water planet! y be called the water planet! BetweenBetween

two-thirds and three-fourths of its surface is watertwo-thirds and three-fourths of its surface is water. . The earth’sThe earth’s

water can be seen in rivers, ponds, lakes, oceans, locked in thewater can be seen in rivers, ponds, lakes, oceans, locked in the

northern and southern icecaps, and drifting through the northern and southern icecaps, and drifting through the air asair as

clouds. Wclouds. Water that has ater that has seeped into the seeped into the earth’earth’s crust (groundwater)s crust (groundwater)

is more difcult to see, yet all these forms of water are part ofis more difcult to see, yet all these forms of water are part of

a dynamic interrelated ow that we call the water cycle. Eacha dynamic interrelated ow that we call the water cycle. Each

of the segments of the water cycle shares a portion of the totalof the segments of the water cycle shares a portion of the total

amount of water on the amount of water on the planet. Wplanet. We tend to think e tend to think of the water onof the water on
the planet as being limitless – we the planet as being limitless – we can easily forget that there iscan easily forget that there is

only a very small proportion of only a very small proportion of this limited resource which isthis limited resource which is

accessible to us. Wateaccessible to us. Water is nite – r is nite – the earth is essentially a closedthe earth is essentially a closed

system in which the water system in which the water cycle operates. Whatever amount iscycle operates. Whatever amount is

available to humans and wildlife depends largely on how available to humans and wildlife depends largely on how itsits

quality is maintainquality is maintained. ed. Human beings have a responsibiliHuman beings have a responsibility toty to

conserve water, use it conserve water, use it wisely and protect its wisely and protect its qualityquality..

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Using a map of the earth, begin a discussion of how 1) Using a map of the earth, begin a discussion of how muchmuch

water is present. water is present. Ask the students to comment oAsk the students to comment on why the earthn why the earth

is called “the water planetis called “the water planet”. ”. Call the students; attentCall the students; attention to theion to the

statistic that between two-thirds and three-fourths of the surfacestatistic that between two-thirds and three-fourths of the surface

is covered with wateris covered with water. . After general discussion, provAfter general discussion, provide the stuide the stu--

dents with the following statistics:dents with the following statistics:

   Water Water on on EarthEarth

   Oceans Oceans 97.1%97.1%

   Icecaps/glaciers Icecaps/glaciers 2.15%2.15%

   Groundwater Groundwater .61%.61%

   Freshwater Freshwater lakes lakes .009%.009%

   Inland Inland seas/saline seas/saline lakes lakes .008%.008%

   Soil Soil moisture moisture .005%.005%

   Atmosphere Atmosphere .001%.001%

   Rivers Rivers .0001%.0001%

   Total 99.8831%Total 99.8831%

2) Demonstration: Cut an apple or 2) Demonstration: Cut an apple or orange to demonstrate theorange to demonstrate the

amount of fresh, drinkable water on earth. Cut an apple into fouramount of fresh, drinkable water on earth. Cut an apple into four

equal pieces. Take one piece and cut it into ve equal pieces. Take one piece and cut it into ve equal parts (leaveequal parts (leave

the peel on). Take one of the 5 the peel on). Take one of the 5 small sections – this representssmall sections – this represents

the amount ofthe amount of fresh waterfresh water on earth, in all forms. The rest of the on earth, in all forms. The rest of the

apple pieces represent the amount of salt wapple pieces represent the amount of salt water on earth.ater on earth.

Take the small piece which represents the world’s fresh water,Take the small piece which represents the world’s fresh water,

and cut it into and cut it into three equal sections. One section represents thethree equal sections. One section represents the

total amount of fresh water that is total amount of fresh water that is frozen. The two remaining secfrozen. The two remaining sec--

tions represent all of tions represent all of the world’s underground waterthe world’s underground water..

FinallyFinally, take one , take one of the three tiny sections and of the three tiny sections and carefully peel it.carefully peel it.

Cut the peel into three pieces. One of these pieces of peel repreCut the peel into three pieces. One of these pieces of peel repre--

sents all the surface, non-frozen, available fresh water on sents all the surface, non-frozen, available fresh water on earth.earth.

3) Discuss the relative percentages from the above 3) Discuss the relative percentages from the above data. Ask thedata. Ask the

students to calculate the estimated amount of fresh water potenstudents to calculate the estimated amount of fresh water poten--

tially available for human use:tially available for human use:

   Groundwater Groundwater .61%.61%

   Freshwater Freshwater lakes lakes .009%.009%

   Rivers Rivers .0001%.0001%

   Total: Total: .6191%.6191%

   including including icecaps/glaciers icecaps/glaciers 2.15%2.15%

Total 2.7691%Total 2.7691%

4) In discussing these gures, emphasize that 4) In discussing these gures, emphasize that the usable percent-the usable percent-

age of existing fresh water is age of existing fresh water is reduced by pollution and contamireduced by pollution and contami--

nation. nation. Also, all the groundwater is not availAlso, all the groundwater is not available and icecapsable and icecaps

certainly are not readicertainly are not readily available. ly available. Discuss the needs of humansDiscuss the needs of humans

for usable fresh waterfor usable fresh water. . Ask the students to consider what otheAsk the students to consider what otherr

life forms need both fresh and life forms need both fresh and saline (salt) water. Remind stusaline (salt) water. Remind stu--

dents that we can’t “make” more water – what is contained on thedents that we can’t “make” more water – what is contained on the

planet is all there is.planet is all there is.

5) Another powerful way to demonstrate the amount of surface5) Another powerful way to demonstrate the amount of surface

fresh water available on earth is to have students do the measurfresh water available on earth is to have students do the measur--

ing. In groups of ing. In groups of three, have students follow the instructionsthree, have students follow the instructions

below:below:

Start with 1000 ml of Start with 1000 ml of water in a beaker.water in a beaker.••
Pour out 28 ml to represent the fresh water on earthPour out 28 ml to represent the fresh water on earth••
From the 28 ml pour out 23 ml to From the 28 ml pour out 23 ml to represent the frozen waterrepresent the frozen water••
tied up in glaciers and ice caps.tied up in glaciers and ice caps.

That leaves 5 mlThat leaves 5 ml••
From the 5 ml pour out 4 ml to From the 5 ml pour out 4 ml to represent the ground water inrepresent the ground water in••
aquifers and underground streamsaquifers and underground streams

From the 1 ml remaining, pour out 0.8 ml to represent waterFrom the 1 ml remaining, pour out 0.8 ml to represent water••
in the air and in the soil.in the air and in the soil.

YYou will have ou will have approximately 2 drops left, approximately 2 drops left, which representswhich represents••
all the surface water in all the surface water in lakes, rivers, streams and wetlands!lakes, rivers, streams and wetlands!
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6) Consider the fragile nature of 6) Consider the fragile nature of the fresh waters, wetlands andthe fresh waters, wetlands and

oceans of our planet. oceans of our planet. Discuss how all species depend upon tDiscuss how all species depend upon thishis

minute percentage of water for their survival. Discuss the minute percentage of water for their survival. Discuss the probprob--

lems that water pollution and erosion cause to lems that water pollution and erosion cause to water systems.water systems.

7) Summarize the activity by using an 7) Summarize the activity by using an earth globe to illustrateearth globe to illustrate

that if the earth were that if the earth were this size (30 centimetres in diameter), lessthis size (30 centimetres in diameter), less
than 125 millilitres, or one-half cup, of water would ll all thethan 125 millilitres, or one-half cup, of water would ll all the

oceans, rivers, lakes oceans, rivers, lakes and icecaps. and icecaps. Close by emphasizClose by emphasizing theing the

importance of keeping the earth’s waters clean and healthy and,importance of keeping the earth’s waters clean and healthy and,

when we do when we do use water, using it wisely and use water, using it wisely and responsiblyresponsibly..

Extensions:Extensions:
1) Have students keep a personal log of how much water is used1) Have students keep a personal log of how much water is used

at school and/or in their homes every day for a period of oneat school and/or in their homes every day for a period of one

week. As a class, make a list on the board of all the uses of waterweek. As a class, make a list on the board of all the uses of water

that you can think of. Have students create a data chart to list andthat you can think of. Have students create a data chart to list and

calculate water use every day for 7 days.calculate water use every day for 7 days.

eg.eg.

Use Use Amount Amount of of WaterWater
Cooking Cooking food food ___ ___ litreslitres

Flushing Flushing toilets toilets ___ ___ litreslitres

Drinking Drinking ___ ___ litreslitres

WWashing ashing clothes clothes ___ ___ litreslitres

Have students present their ndings to the class, and develop aHave students present their ndings to the class, and develop a

personal plan for conserving water at home personal plan for conserving water at home and at school.and at school.

2) W2) Watershed Discovery - Have students sketch their water atershed Discovery - Have students sketch their water sup-sup-

ply: draw a ow diagram from its source to your home. Whereply: draw a ow diagram from its source to your home. Where

does the water come from? What gets done to it before it gets todoes the water come from? What gets done to it before it gets to

your home / to school? Is the water source protected? How?your home / to school? Is the water source protected? How?



    

Objective:Objective:
The major purpose of this The major purpose of this activity is for students to increase theiractivity is for students to increase their

perceptions of cause-and-effect relationships affecting wildlifeperceptions of cause-and-effect relationships affecting wildlife

in their communities, and to recommend some personal andin their communities, and to recommend some personal and

community actions that could benet habitat and wildlife. Stu-community actions that could benet habitat and wildlife. Stu-

dents will investigate their neighbourhoods for dents will investigate their neighbourhoods for cause-and-effcause-and-effectect

relationships that help and hinder wildlife in their community andrelationships that help and hinder wildlife in their community and

identify changes in their community that could benet biodiver-identify changes in their community that could benet biodiver-

sity.sity.

Materials:Materials:
Community Habitat ScorecardsCommunity Habitat Scorecards••
Resource materials on aquatic environments and wildlifeResource materials on aquatic environments and wildlife••

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Over a one or two week 1) Over a one or two week period, look for “cause and effect” reperiod, look for “cause and effect” re--

lationships in your local neighbourhood or community that seemlationships in your local neighbourhood or community that seem

to help or hurt to help or hurt wildlife - especially aquatic wildlife, but includingwildlife - especially aquatic wildlife, but including

terrestrial organiterrestrial organisms also. These could include road sms also. These could include road building orbuilding or

repair, dredging of wetlands or repair, dredging of wetlands or mangroves, industrial activities,mangroves, industrial activities,

recreational activities on or near recreational activities on or near bodies of water, communitybodies of water, community
water uses, farming, etc.water uses, farming, etc.

2) Use the Community Habitat Scorecard to keep a score of each2) Use the Community Habitat Scorecard to keep a score of each

item noticed for a period of item noticed for a period of two weeks, or longer. At the end oftwo weeks, or longer. At the end of

the record-keeping period, tally and score the the record-keeping period, tally and score the personal sightings.personal sightings.

For example:For example:

3) Write a brief summary, considering the following:3) Write a brief summary, considering the following:

What were some of What were some of the most surprising observations youthe most surprising observations you••
made? What kinds of actions are people made? What kinds of actions are people taking that directlytaking that directly

affect aquatic environments and wildlife? Which, if affect aquatic environments and wildlife? Which, if anyany, of, of

these actions seem harmful to wildlife?these actions seem harmful to wildlife?

Which, if any, of these actions seem helpful to Which, if any, of these actions seem helpful to wildlife?wildlife?••
Which, if any, seem to have no Which, if any, seem to have no effect?effect?••
How do these How do these actions affect humans, directly and indirectly?actions affect humans, directly and indirectly?••
What problems affecting aquatic systems were What problems affecting aquatic systems were identied?identied?••
How do you know there are How do you know there are problems?problems?••

If there are problems, are they apt to get better or worse inIf there are problems, are they apt to get better or worse in••
the future?the future?

Are there any actions that can be taken by individuals and byAre there any actions that can be taken by individuals and by••
the community--to reduce or get rid of the community--to reduce or get rid of these problems?these problems?

4) Form small groups to share what you identied as cause and4) Form small groups to share what you identied as cause and

effect relationships and whether the effect hurts or helps aquaticeffect relationships and whether the effect hurts or helps aquatic

systems and wildlife in systems and wildlife in the communitythe community..

Brainstorm actions that could be taken as Brainstorm actions that could be taken as individuals and as aindividuals and as a

community to improve the “Community Score.” What actions, ifcommunity to improve the “Community Score.” What actions, if

anyany, need to , need to be taken to maintain the be taken to maintain the quality of the local aquaticquality of the local aquatic
environment? How could the group implement such actions?environment? How could the group implement such actions?

5) Pool the ideas, 5) Pool the ideas, eliminating duplicates and make one list repreeliminating duplicates and make one list repre--

senting the group’s ideas.senting the group’s ideas.

Present your ndings to the Present your ndings to the local council or municipal govern-local council or municipal govern-

ment.ment.

Evaluation:Evaluation:
Describe three actions taken by members of Describe three actions taken by members of your community thatyour community that

are helpful to aquatic habiare helpful to aquatic habitats. tats. Describe three actions thDescribe three actions that mightat might

be taken in your be taken in your community that could benet these habitats, ex-community that could benet these habitats, ex-

plaining what would happen and why it would be helpful. Deviseplaining what would happen and why it would be helpful. Devise

an implementation plan.an implementation plan.

Identify what seems to be the Identify what seems to be the greatest short-term problem forgreatest short-term problem for

aquatic ecosystems in your community and the greatest long-termaquatic ecosystems in your community and the greatest long-term

problem. problem. Identify what might be done, if anyIdentify what might be done, if anything to reduce orthing to reduce or

eliminate these problems, and how students could help eliminate these problems, and how students could help to initiateto initiate

the proposals (ex. the proposals (ex. representation to proper authorities).representation to proper authorities).
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B.14. B.14. Activity Activity 14: 14: Wildlife Wildlife and and WaterWater

CauseCause

Farm field irrigation runsFarm field irrigation runs

into streaminto stream

Person planting treesPerson planting trees
beside streambeside stream

EffectEffect

Polluting stream withPolluting stream with

fertilizers, causing algaefertilizers, causing algae

to growto grow

Helping prevent erosion,Helping prevent erosion,
forming habitat for wild-forming habitat for wild-

life, shading streamlife, shading stream
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1.1. Adapted from Adapted from: Canadian Wildlife Federation (1998).: Canadian Wildlife Federation (1998). Project WILD: activity guide.Project WILD: activity guide. WWestern Regional estern Regional Environmental EducationEnvironmental Education

Council, Ontario Canada.Council, Ontario Canada.

2.2. Adapted from Adapted from: Canadian Wildlife Federation (1998).: Canadian Wildlife Federation (1998). Project WILD/Project WET: activity guide.Project WILD/Project WET: activity guide. WWestern Regional estern Regional EnvironmentalEnvironmental

Education Council, Ontario Canada.Education Council, Ontario Canada.
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These activities explore concepts of biodiversity with an empha-These activities explore concepts of biodiversity with an empha-

sis on the effects of humsis on the effects of human activities on the enviran activities on the environment. onment. TheThe

unit also focuses on efforts to conserve biodiversity throughunit also focuses on efforts to conserve biodiversity through

monitoring, research, personal monitoring, research, personal action and action and eco-tourism. Activiteco-tourism. Activitiesies

involve students in community research involve students in community research around biodiversity pastaround biodiversity past

and present, land use decision-making through a and present, land use decision-making through a case study, andcase study, andresearching sustainable tourism. A sectiresearching sustainable tourism. A section on Action for on on Action for Biodi-Biodi-

versity has students exploring personal and community actionsversity has students exploring personal and community actions

they can take to they can take to conserve biodiversity and help spread the wordconserve biodiversity and help spread the word

about its importance.about its importance.

IntroductionIntroduction
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CXC Learning Outcomes MatchesCXC Learning Outcomes Matches
This section meets the learning outcomes of the This section meets the learning outcomes of the CXC syllabi, as follows:CXC syllabi, as follows:

BIOLOGYBIOLOGY

Section E –Environment and Human ActivitiesSection E –Environment and Human Activities
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

4. Appreciation of the nite nature of the 4. Appreciation of the nite nature of the world’world’s resourcess resources

5. Understanding of the effects of human 5. Understanding of the effects of human activities on the environmentactivities on the environment

Specic ObjectivesSpecic Objectives

Students should be able to:Students should be able to:

3.2. Illustrate using examples that human populations are subject to 3.2. Illustrate using examples that human populations are subject to the same constraints as other natural populationsthe same constraints as other natural populations

4.1. Describe various resources and their limits4.1. Describe various resources and their limits

4.2. Discuss the importance of, 4.2. Discuss the importance of, and difculties encountered in recycling manufactured materialsand difculties encountered in recycling manufactured materials

5.1. Discuss the negative impact of 5.1. Discuss the negative impact of human activity on the environmenthuman activity on the environment

5.2. Discuss the implications of pollution on 5.2. Discuss the implications of pollution on marine and wetland environmentsmarine and wetland environments

5.3. Discuss means by 5.3. Discuss means by which environment could be conserved and which environment could be conserved and restoredrestored

GEOGRAPHYGEOGRAPHY
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:
1. Interest in the nature 1. Interest in the nature of Natural and Human Systems and of Natural and Human Systems and their interactiontheir interaction

2. Understanding of the processes at work in Natural & Human Systems2. Understanding of the processes at work in Natural & Human Systems

3. Understanding of the inter-relationships between the natural and human environment3. Understanding of the inter-relationships between the natural and human environment

4. A4. Awareness of the need for wareness of the need for the sustainable use of our resourcesthe sustainable use of our resources

5. Knowledge and understanding of geography at the local, regional and global scales5. Knowledge and understanding of geography at the local, regional and global scales

6. A6. Awareness and understanding of wareness and understanding of factors inuencing patterns and factors inuencing patterns and changes in economic activitychanges in economic activity

7. Appreciation for the relationship between the natural and human systems7. Appreciation for the relationship between the natural and human systems

[Part 1/Section C][Part 1/Section C] Ecosystems & Action for Ecosystems & Action for BiodiversityBiodiversity



    

Objective:Objective:
In this activity, students identify and discuss the changes whichIn this activity, students identify and discuss the changes which

have occurred in their community over time and have occurred in their community over time and which may havewhich may have

affected its biodiversityaffected its biodiversity. Students . Students develop interview questions todevelop interview questions to

ask older family or community members who have ask older family or community members who have lived mostlived most

of their lives in the community. Students’ interview skills areof their lives in the community. Students’ interview skills are
developed and practiced, and class presentations and/or postersdeveloped and practiced, and class presentations and/or posters

are made to share ndings.are made to share ndings.

Materials:Materials:
Paper and pensPaper and pens••
Class copies of Class copies of Do an Do an Interview! Student WInterview! Student Worksheetorksheet••

Time required:Time required:
1 period to complete student worksheet, out of class time to1 period to complete student worksheet, out of class time to••
conduct interviews,conduct interviews,

1 period for 1 period for activity-sharinactivity-sharing and g and summarysummary..••

Background:Background:

Most Caribbean communities have experienced many changesMost Caribbean communities have experienced many changes
over the years, due over the years, due to development, the increasing numbers ofto development, the increasing numbers of

people and the effects of human activity such people and the effects of human activity such as tourism, indus-as tourism, indus-

trytry, cars and , cars and house building. Often these changes were house building. Often these changes were mademade

without any consideration of the natural environment and localwithout any consideration of the natural environment and local

ecosystems. The old time residents in your community can ecosystems. The old time residents in your community can telltell

you about these changes. Through interview research and you about these changes. Through interview research and classclass

presentations, students will explore the presentations, students will explore the changes to their changes to their regions’regions’

biodiversity and natural heritage.biodiversity and natural heritage.

Procedure:Procedure:
11) First Period:) First Period: Tell students that they will be interviewing one Tell students that they will be interviewing one

or two older people in or two older people in the community about what they rememberthe community about what they remember

about the changes that have about the changes that have occurred over the years. Brainstormoccurred over the years. Brainstorm

some ideas with the class about some ideas with the class about people they could interview: i.e.people they could interview: i.e.grandparents, friends, community members, or this could be partgrandparents, friends, community members, or this could be part

of a trip to of a trip to a local senior’s centre, where students could interviewa local senior’s centre, where students could interview

the residents.the residents.

2) With the class, brainstorm a list of questions students could2) With the class, brainstorm a list of questions students could

ask about their community. For example, they might ask whatask about their community. For example, they might ask what

the land and beaches were like in the community when they werethe land and beaches were like in the community when they were

young. What kind of trees and young. What kind of trees and other plants grew there? Whatother plants grew there? What

types of wildlife did they see in their neighbourhoods or in thetypes of wildlife did they see in their neighbourhoods or in the

forests? Did they go shing forests? Did they go shing or hunting? What did they catch?or hunting? What did they catch?

How are the beaches and shorelines different now? How did theHow are the beaches and shorelines different now? How did the

natural life change from season to season? natural life change from season to season? List the questions onList the questions on

the board, and have students record them on paper or in theirthe board, and have students record them on paper or in their

 journals. journals.

3) Have students work in pairs and give each student a Do an3) Have students work in pairs and give each student a Do an

Interview! student worksheet. Ask students to develop their list ofInterview! student worksheet. Ask students to develop their list of

questions further and try them out on questions further and try them out on their partner to make suretheir partner to make sure

they are clear and well they are clear and well understood. Students can then nalizeunderstood. Students can then nalize

their list of interview questions. Allow several days for studentstheir list of interview questions. Allow several days for students

to complete their interviews with the community members.to complete their interviews with the community members.

4)4) Second Period:Second Period: Once the interviews are completed, askOnce the interviews are completed, ask

students to share their stories in small groups students to share their stories in small groups or with the class.or with the class.
Have them describe the main changes in Have them describe the main changes in the community thatthe community that

their research discovered, and anything else they have their research discovered, and anything else they have learned.learned.

Encourage students to think about ways Encourage students to think about ways that biodiversity could bethat biodiversity could be

protected in their protected in their communitycommunity..

Assessment:Assessment:
Student presentations should be clear and thoughtful, with preciseStudent presentations should be clear and thoughtful, with precise

vocabulary and varied sentences. Look for vocabulary and varied sentences. Look for logical organizationlogical organization

and relevant use of details that and relevant use of details that convey the personality and experi-convey the personality and experi-

ences of the person interviewed.ences of the person interviewed.

C.1. Activity 15: Biodiversity Stories C.1. Activity 15: Biodiversity Stories from Your Communityfrom Your Community
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[Part 1/Section C][Part 1/Section C] Ecosystems & Action for BiodiversityEcosystems & Action for Biodiversity STUDENT WORKSHEETSTUDENT WORKSHEET

C.1. Activity 15: Biodiversity Stories from Your CommunityC.1. Activity 15: Biodiversity Stories from Your Community

Do an Interview!Do an Interview!
Interviews are a great way Interviews are a great way to nd out information about issues,to nd out information about issues,

opinions, historyopinions, history, and change. To help you , and change. To help you get the right informa-get the right informa-

tion in an organized way, follow these steps for a great interview.tion in an organized way, follow these steps for a great interview.

Step 1: Figure Out Your AudienceStep 1: Figure Out Your Audience
Think about the people you’ll want to talk to. Who would be bestThink about the people you’ll want to talk to. Who would be best

to ask about changes in to ask about changes in your community– grandparents? Parents?your community– grandparents? Parents?

Other relatives? Maybe it’s a friend or community member? YouOther relatives? Maybe it’s a friend or community member? You

may want to do more than one interview to get more information.may want to do more than one interview to get more information.

List all the people who may be able to help you. List all the people who may be able to help you. Can you inter-Can you inter-

view them in person, or will you be phoning or emailing them? Ifview them in person, or will you be phoning or emailing them? If

the phone call will be long distance, be sure to get permission.the phone call will be long distance, be sure to get permission.

Step 2: Figure Out Your QuestionsStep 2: Figure Out Your Questions
Write down all the things you want to Write down all the things you want to know. Now make them intoknow. Now make them into

questions that are short and sweet. A good rule is to questions that are short and sweet. A good rule is to ask aboutask about

only one main idea in each question. (E.g. What kinds of thingsonly one main idea in each question. (E.g. What kinds of things

did you do as a young child outdoors? What did the swimmingdid you do as a young child outdoors? What did the swimming

beach look like when you were young? What sort of wild animalsbeach look like when you were young? What sort of wild animals

did you see?)did you see?)

Step 3: Practice with a Partner!Step 3: Practice with a Partner!
Try out your list of questions on a partner to make sure they areTry out your list of questions on a partner to make sure they are

clearly worded and easily understood. Check each clearly worded and easily understood. Check each other’s quesother’s ques--

tions to see that you’ve tions to see that you’ve asked about all the information you’llasked about all the information you’ll

want to get. Talk about any problems you might have want to get. Talk about any problems you might have had under-had under-

standing questions, and work to standing questions, and work to make your interview questionsmake your interview questions

better.better.

Step 4: Get Interviewing!Step 4: Get Interviewing!
Set a date and time for your interview or phone call. When meet-Set a date and time for your interview or phone call. When meet-

ing in person or on the phone, make sure you ing in person or on the phone, make sure you have a quiet spot inhave a quiet spot in

which to talk. Have plenty of paper to take notes on. Write downwhich to talk. Have plenty of paper to take notes on. Write down

as much as you can in note form and don’t worry about neatas much as you can in note form and don’t worry about neat--
ness – as long as you can read it! If ness – as long as you can read it! If you have a tape recorder, youyou have a tape recorder, you

could record the interview to make sure you get all the details –could record the interview to make sure you get all the details –

be sure to ask be sure to ask permission rst.permission rst.

Step 5: Organize Your DataStep 5: Organize Your Data
When you’re nished the interview, organize your notes andWhen you’re nished the interview, organize your notes and

answers as soon as possible, so you don’t forget anything. If youanswers as soon as possible, so you don’t forget anything. If you

taped the interview, listen to the tape again, and ll taped the interview, listen to the tape again, and ll in any detailsin any details

and descriptions you remember. Add any the and descriptions you remember. Add any the other informationother information

you may have collected through emails or you may have collected through emails or other interviews. Isother interviews. Is

there a photo you could include, or a drawing you could make?there a photo you could include, or a drawing you could make?

Now organize your information into a presentation:Now organize your information into a presentation:

Use your questions as headings to tell the story of theUse your questions as headings to tell the story of the••
changes in your changes in your communitycommunity..

List the person’s name and their connection to you.List the person’s name and their connection to you.••

Describe the experiences of the person Describe the experiences of the person you interviewed.you interviewed.••

TalTalk about k about the most interesting piece the most interesting piece of information youof information you••
found out.found out.

What is the biggest change What is the biggest change noticed by the person you noticed by the person you inter-inter-••
viewed, and why did it occur?viewed, and why did it occur?



    

Objective:Objective:
In this activity you will review In this activity you will review the St. George’s Declaration (seethe St. George’s Declaration (see

student information sheet) and work to apply student information sheet) and work to apply its principles toits principles to

your school.your school.

Procedure:Procedure:
Read through all the principles, and think about how they mightRead through all the principles, and think about how they might

apply to your school. Napply to your school. Now, in small groups, rewrite the principlesow, in small groups, rewrite the principles

so they apply to so they apply to your school’s rules, school grounds and schoolyour school’s rules, school grounds and school

policies. For example:policies. For example:

# 1 Better Quality Of Life For All Students# 1 Better Quality Of Life For All Students
The school will strive to The school will strive to have a healthy environment, servehave a healthy environment, serve

healthy food that is organic / locally produced, healthy food that is organic / locally produced, and enable stu-and enable stu-

dents to get exercise daily.dents to get exercise daily.

# 2 Integrated School Planning# 2 Integrated School Planning
All school plans will include environmental, social, cultural andAll school plans will include environmental, social, cultural and

economic factors such as raising money through a economic factors such as raising money through a recyclingrecycling

program, building a community garden, working with program, building a community garden, working with seniors inseniors in
the community, etc.the community, etc.

# 3 More Effective School Laws# 3 More Effective School Laws
The school rules will be The school rules will be changed to reect environmental protecchanged to reect environmental protec--

tion: i.e. no spraying of tion: i.e. no spraying of pesticides on school property, no littering,pesticides on school property, no littering,

no idling of vehicles on no idling of vehicles on school propertyschool property, etc., etc.

# 4 Student Par# 4 Student Participation In Decision-makingticipation In Decision-making
Students will be able to Students will be able to participate in school planning and policyparticipate in school planning and policy

decisions as part of committees and student councils.decisions as part of committees and student councils.

Etc., etc.Etc., etc.

Once your group has completed your new School Principles,Once your group has completed your new School Principles,

get together with another group and get together with another group and share your lists. As a class,share your lists. As a class,
create a combined list of St create a combined list of St George’George’s Principles for Schools – s Principles for Schools – andand

present it to the school present it to the school administratioadministration.n.

Discussion:Discussion:
1) What Principles are most directly related to conserving biodi-1) What Principles are most directly related to conserving biodi-

versity in the region and why?versity in the region and why?

2) What principles have been adopted by 2) What principles have been adopted by your country? Do someyour country? Do some

research online to nd out research online to nd out about any current biodiversity proabout any current biodiversity pro--

grams and grams and strategies, visit www.oecs.org/index.htmlstrategies, visit www.oecs.org/index.html..

C.2. Activity 16: St George’s Goes to School!C.2. Activity 16: St George’s Goes to School!
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[Part 1/Section C][Part 1/Section C] Ecosystems & Action for BiodiversityEcosystems & Action for Biodiversity STUDENT INFORMATION SHEETSTUDENT INFORMATION SHEET

What Do the Laws Say?What Do the Laws Say?
The St. Georges’ Declaration Of Principles for Environmen-The St. Georges’ Declaration Of Principles for Environmen-

tal Sustainability in the Organization of Eastern Caribbeantal Sustainability in the Organization of Eastern Caribbean

StatesStates (OECS) (OECS)

This Declaration sets out the broad This Declaration sets out the broad framework to be pursued forframework to be pursued for

environmental management in the eastern Caribbean region. Theenvironmental management in the eastern Caribbean region. The

peoples and governments of the Eastern Caribbean states camepeoples and governments of the Eastern Caribbean states came

together to develop these principles, and all together to develop these principles, and all citizens are encourcitizens are encour--

aged to take action to aged to take action to help implement them.help implement them.

It was signed by the OECS Ministers of the Environment inIt was signed by the OECS Ministers of the Environment in

April 2001. The St. April 2001. The St. George’George’s Declaration contains 21 Principles.s Declaration contains 21 Principles.

OECS Member States have developed National EnvironmentalOECS Member States have developed National Environmental

Management Strategies (NEMS) to Management Strategies (NEMS) to implement the declaration’simplement the declaration’s

principles at the national level. (OECS 2007)principles at the national level. (OECS 2007)

YYou can see the ou can see the entire document on the OECS entire document on the OECS web site:web site:

oecs.org/esdu/SGD.htm;oecs.org/esdu/SGD.htm;

ccanet.net/ccanet.net/

The PrinciplesThe Principles

# 1 Better Quality Of Life For All# 1 Better Quality Of Life For All
The people and the The people and the governments of the region will together strivegovernments of the region will together strive

to reduce poverty, create jobs, improve on health and welfare. to reduce poverty, create jobs, improve on health and welfare. InIn

so doing, care will be taken not to destroy the environment andso doing, care will be taken not to destroy the environment and

introduce changes at a rate to which people cannot adapt.introduce changes at a rate to which people cannot adapt.

# 2 Integrated Development Planning# 2 Integrated Development Planning
All local, national and regional development policies and plansAll local, national and regional development policies and plans

will be fully integrated to include environmental, social, culturalwill be fully integrated to include environmental, social, cultural

and economic factors, which affect the small island systems ofand economic factors, which affect the small island systems of

the region.the region.

# 3 More Effective Laws # 3 More Effective Laws And InstitutionsAnd Institutions
The national and regional institutions which are responsible forThe national and regional institutions which are responsible for

the management of the natural resources in each the management of the natural resources in each countrycountry, will be, will be

strengthened to implement programmes, decisions and to enforcestrengthened to implement programmes, decisions and to enforce

appropriate laws relating to the environment.appropriate laws relating to the environment.

# 4 Civil # 4 Civil Society Participation In Decision-makingSociety Participation In Decision-making
All public and private sector organizations responsible for theAll public and private sector organizations responsible for the

environment will ensure that all people, whether as environment will ensure that all people, whether as groups orgroups or

individuals, participate in decision-making on natural resourcesindividuals, participate in decision-making on natural resources

management and in the implementation of these decisions. Theymanagement and in the implementation of these decisions. They

will be given every opportunity to will be given every opportunity to share traditional knowledge onshare traditional knowledge on

i t l ti t l t

# 5 Meaningful Participation By The Private Sector# 5 Meaningful Participation By The Private Sector
Governments and the private sector will work Governments and the private sector will work together to ensuretogether to ensure

that business and commercial activity do not negatively affectthat business and commercial activity do not negatively affect

human health and the environment. The private sector will human health and the environment. The private sector will bebe

allowed input into the design of allowed input into the design of sustainable development activi-sustainable development activi-

ties and also be held ties and also be held accountable for negative impacts of theiraccountable for negative impacts of their

activities on the environment. Good activities on the environment. Good environmental managementenvironmental management

practices make good business sense.practices make good business sense.

# 6 Economic Benefits From Environmental Management# 6 Economic Benefits From Environmental Management

New ways and means will be adopted to ensure that environmen-New ways and means will be adopted to ensure that environmen-

tal priorities are reected in tal priorities are reected in economic development programmeseconomic development programmes

and also ensure economic returns from the and also ensure economic returns from the use of the naturaluse of the natural

resources. In all cases where individuals and resources. In all cases where individuals and institutions damageinstitutions damage

natural resources, they will pay for rehabilitation. Incentives willnatural resources, they will pay for rehabilitation. Incentives will

be provided for be provided for proper environmental management.proper environmental management.

# 7 Broad-based Environmental Education And Awareness# 7 Broad-based Environmental Education And Awareness

The public of the The public of the region have the right to region have the right to information, traininginformation, training

and education on environmental management in forms whichand education on environmental management in forms which

they can easily understand and obtain at they can easily understand and obtain at minimal costs. In par-minimal costs. In par-

ticularticular, information on the practices and , information on the practices and products which have aproducts which have a

negative impact on the natural and cultural environment and negative impact on the natural and cultural environment and onon
public health, will be shared.public health, will be shared.

C.2. Activity 16: C.2. Activity 16: St George’St George’s Goes to s Goes to School!School!

Litter on the BeachLitter on the Beach
Photo supplied by:Photo supplied by:  Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)(St. Lucia)

http://oecs.org/esdu/SGD.htm
http://ccanet.net/


environmental management.environmental management.
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# 8 Preparation For Climate Change# 8 Preparation For Climate Change
Governments will enact laws, create organizations and instituGovernments will enact laws, create organizations and institu--

tions and provide money to tions and provide money to assist people and communities toassist people and communities to

adapt to the impact of adapt to the impact of climate change.climate change.

# 9 Integrated Disaster Management# 9 Integrated Disaster Management
Governments will integrate disaster management initiatives withGovernments will integrate disaster management initiatives with

environmental prioritieenvironmental priorities to help s to help the peoples of the region the peoples of the region in theirin their
preparation for and management of the impacts of preparation for and management of the impacts of natural andnatural and

man-made disasters.man-made disasters.

# 10 Preventing Air, Water And Land Pollution# 10 Preventing Air, Water And Land Pollution
Measures will be taken to prevent, Measures will be taken to prevent, reduce and control wastereduce and control waste

generation and disposal, as well as generation and disposal, as well as pollution of land, rivers, seapollution of land, rivers, sea

and the air. The people of the region and the air. The people of the region will always strive to har-will always strive to har-

monise their approaches to waste management and recycle wastemonise their approaches to waste management and recycle waste

products.products.

# 11 Using Available Resources Wisely# 11 Using Available Resources Wisely
The resources of the region must be used for the economic andThe resources of the region must be used for the economic and

social benet for all, in a manner which will ensure that otherssocial benet for all, in a manner which will ensure that others

who come after can also benet from their use of these resources.who come after can also benet from their use of these resources.
There will be precaution against over exploitation. OECS There will be precaution against over exploitation. OECS gov-gov-

ernments will work together to guard those ernments will work together to guard those resources which areresources which are

under the control of all under the control of all the islands.the islands.

# 12 Protecting Natural And Cultural # 12 Protecting Natural And Cultural HeritageHeritage
Governments, organizations and individuals will conserve and reGovernments, organizations and individuals will conserve and re--

habilitate cultural monuments, which are important to the peopleshabilitate cultural monuments, which are important to the peoples

for cultural, scientic, aesthetic and for cultural, scientic, aesthetic and spiritual reasons.spiritual reasons.

# 13 Protecting Plant And # 13 Protecting Plant And Animal SpeciesAnimal Species
The ora and fauna and the ecosystems of the region will be conThe ora and fauna and the ecosystems of the region will be con--

served and protected. At the same time, the people served and protected. At the same time, the people and authori-and authori-

ties must prevent the introduction of alien and ties must prevent the introduction of alien and modied speciesmodied species

which may have a which may have a negative impact on the environment and theirnegative impact on the environment and theirhealth. Endangered species and their habitats will be health. Endangered species and their habitats will be secured andsecured and

protected.protected.

# 14 Sensible And Sustainable Trade# 14 Sensible And Sustainable Trade
The people and governments of the region will only engage inThe people and governments of the region will only engage in

trade which does not lead to waste of natural resources or nega-trade which does not lead to waste of natural resources or nega-

tively affect conservation practices. The prices of all raw materi-tively affect conservation practices. The prices of all raw materi-

als produced in the region als produced in the region must include their environmental costs.must include their environmental costs.

# 15 Cooperation In Science And Technology# 15 Cooperation In Science And Technology
Our understanding and application of science and technologyOur understanding and application of science and technology

must take into consideration the natural and cultural environ-must take into consideration the natural and cultural environ-

ment. Research techniques will be harmonised and scientic andment. Research techniques will be harmonised and scientic and

technical information will be shared on a regular basis, technical information will be shared on a regular basis, among theamong the

various interest groups in the region.various interest groups in the region.

# 16 Using Energy Efficiently# 16 Using Energy Efficiently
The promotion of energy conservation through the use of The promotion of energy conservation through the use of energyenergy

efcient technologies and systems will be high priority for efcient technologies and systems will be high priority for everyevery--

one in the region. However, the people of the region will expandone in the region. However, the people of the region will expand

their use of renewable energy sources such as their use of renewable energy sources such as solar and windsolar and wind

power.power.

# 17 Joint Decision-making On# 17 Joint Decision-making On
International Environmental AgreementsInternational Environmental Agreements
The governments and peoples of the The governments and peoples of the region will become in-region will become in-

creasingly active participants in international agreements on creasingly active participants in international agreements on thethe

environment. Joint regional positions will be reected in theseenvironment. Joint regional positions will be reected in these

agreements.agreements.

# 18 Coordinated Work With The International Community# 18 Coordinated Work With The International Community

Environmental management programmes in the region, Environmental management programmes in the region, includingincluding

those managed by international agencies, will be coordinated tothose managed by international agencies, will be coordinated to

avoid duplication of effort and ensure the efcient use avoid duplication of effort and ensure the efcient use of scarceof scarce

funds. At the same time, the region will funds. At the same time, the region will clearly and collectivelyclearly and collectively

present its needs to the international agencies.present its needs to the international agencies.

# 19 Putting The Principles To Work# 19 Putting The Principles To WorkThe OECS governments will develop and The OECS governments will develop and adopt environmentaladopt environmental

management strategies to guide the management strategies to guide the implementation of theseimplementation of these

principles. There will also be cooperation and collaboration inprinciples. There will also be cooperation and collaboration in

areas where environmental issues and problems affect more thanareas where environmental issues and problems affect more than

one country.one country.

# 20 Obligations Of Member States# 20 Obligations Of Member States
The Member States of the The Member States of the OECS will recognise their commit-OECS will recognise their commit-

ment to the principles and put ment to the principles and put measures in place to ensure theirmeasures in place to ensure their

implementationimplementation. Governments will report on . Governments will report on progress of imple-progress of imple-

mentation at the annual meeting of the mentation at the annual meeting of the OECS Ministers of theOECS Ministers of the

Environment Policy Committee (EPC).Environment Policy Committee (EPC).

# 21 Review And # 21 Review And Updating Of The PrinciplesUpdating Of The Principles
The principles will be reviewed after three The principles will be reviewed after three years of implementa-years of implementa-

tion. Governments and the people of the OECS will then deter-tion. Governments and the people of the OECS will then deter-

mine whether they will become binding on mine whether they will become binding on all Member States.all Member States.



    

Background:Background:
TouTourism is a major industry of rism is a major industry of the Caribbean, and a the Caribbean, and a key elementkey element

of the regions’ economyof the regions’ economy. The ecosystems, . The ecosystems, plants and animals ofplants and animals of

the region are a the region are a main attraction for people visiting from aroundmain attraction for people visiting from around

the world.the world.

Objective:Objective:
In this activity you will be In this activity you will be surveying an actual tourist industrysurveying an actual tourist industry

facility - a local hotel, resort, facility - a local hotel, resort, tourist attraction or event – andtourist attraction or event – and

researching ways in which it could researching ways in which it could become more sustainable.become more sustainable.

Materials:Materials:
A contact list of local tourist resorts, hotels and attractionsA contact list of local tourist resorts, hotels and attractions••
Class copies of the Class copies of the Eco-TEco-Tourism Background Sheet andourism Background Sheet and••
Student Interview WorksheetStudent Interview Worksheet

Procedure:Procedure:

First Class Period:First Class Period:  
Get into pairs or small groups Get into pairs or small groups – this will be – this will be your Eco Tourismyour Eco Tourism

research group. With your group, review the list of research group. With your group, review the list of local touristlocal tourist
resorts, and select one to resorts, and select one to studystudy. Student groups should sign . Student groups should sign upup

for one resort or attraction each, so as to have only one group offor one resort or attraction each, so as to have only one group of

students researching each students researching each facilityfacility..

As a class, review As a class, review the Eco Tourism Background Sheet. Reviewthe Eco Tourism Background Sheet. Review

the list of Ecotourism criteria, and make sure the list of Ecotourism criteria, and make sure that all elementsthat all elements

are clearly understood. Then follow the directions on the are clearly understood. Then follow the directions on the StudentStudent

WWorksheet and orksheet and practice the practice the interview questions.interview questions.

Out of Class:Out of Class:
Use some out of class time to set up and conduct theUse some out of class time to set up and conduct the

interview(s) with staff at the tourist facility that you chose. Cinterview(s) with staff at the tourist facility that you chose. Callall

the resort rst to explain your project and inquire who the bestthe resort rst to explain your project and inquire who the best

person would be to talk to. If possible, visit the facility with yourperson would be to talk to. If possible, visit the facility with your
Eco Tourism research group to conduct the Eco Tourism research group to conduct the interviewinterview, get , get a toura tour

of the facility and pick up of the facility and pick up any brochures or other informationany brochures or other information

that might be useful.that might be useful.

Compile your interview data and any Compile your interview data and any other information you mayother information you may

have discovered about the tourist facility – e.g. have discovered about the tourist facility – e.g. brochures, web-brochures, web-

site information, marketing information, etc. Develop a displaysite information, marketing information, etc. Develop a display

on the tourist facility using poster board, on the tourist facility using poster board, and summarizing yourand summarizing your

ndings from the interview. The display should include a photondings from the interview. The display should include a photo

of the facility, answers to the survey questions, a “green” of the facility, answers to the survey questions, a “green” ratingrating

of the facility out of 10, reasons for your rating, and 5 mainof the facility out of 10, reasons for your rating, and 5 main

ways that the facility could improve its ways that the facility could improve its eco tourism rating.eco tourism rating.

Second Class Period:Second Class Period:
Present your display to the class Present your display to the class along with your eco along with your eco tourismtourism

rating and your suggestions for improvement. If possible, inviterating and your suggestions for improvement. If possible, invite

members of the tourist facilities being presented, other tourismmembers of the tourist facilities being presented, other tourism

association members and community groups to the presentation.association members and community groups to the presentation.

Resources:Resources:
ecotourism.orgecotourism.org

International Ecotourism International Ecotourism SocietySociety..

ec3global.com/products-programs/green-globeec3global.com/products-programs/green-globe

Green Globe is a Green Globe is a worldwide certication program for sustainworldwide certication program for sustain--
able tourism.able tourism.

greenhotels.comgreenhotels.com

Supports hotels trying to be more Supports hotels trying to be more sustainable.sustainable.

blueag.orgblueag.org

Blue Flag is a voluntary eco-label awarded to over 3200 beachesBlue Flag is a voluntary eco-label awarded to over 3200 beaches

and marinas in 37 and marinas in 37 countries across Europe, South Africa, Newcountries across Europe, South Africa, New

Zealand, Canada and the Zealand, Canada and the Caribbean. The Blue Flag ProgrammeCaribbean. The Blue Flag Programme

is run by the is run by the non-prot organisation Foundation for Environnon-prot organisation Foundation for Environ--

mental Education (FEE).mental Education (FEE).

turismo-sostenible.co.cr/EN/home.shtmlturismo-sostenible.co.cr/EN/home.shtml

Costa Rica has Costa Rica has developed a Certicate for developed a Certicate for Sustainable TSustainable Tourismourism

that evaluates aspects of any tourist operation against a that evaluates aspects of any tourist operation against a set ofset of

best practices in sustainability for best practices in sustainability for the tourism industry.the tourism industry.
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If possible, provide the facility with your If possible, provide the facility with your display once you havedisplay once you have

completed it.completed it.
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C.3. Activity 17: Green Tourists? An Industry Study ~C.3. Activity 17: Green Tourists? An Industry Study ~ Eco-ToursimEco-Toursim

What is Eco Tourism?What is Eco Tourism?

"Environmentally responsible travel to natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate nature (and accompany-"Environmentally responsible travel to natural areas, in order to enjoy and appreciate nature (and accompany-

ing cultural features, both past and present) that promote conservation, have a low visitor impact and provideing cultural features, both past and present) that promote conservation, have a low visitor impact and provide

 for bene for benecially activcially active socio-ece socio-economic inonomic involvemenvolvement of local pet of local peoples."oples."

~ Nature Conservancy and ~ Nature Conservancy and the Wthe World Conservation Union (IUCN)orld Conservation Union (IUCN)

There are three primary There are three primary goals of ecotourism:goals of ecotourism:

1. Threats to conservation targets are reduced.1. Threats to conservation targets are reduced.

2. Income is generated for conservation.2. Income is generated for conservation.

3. Local communities are beneted.3. Local communities are beneted.

What Makes it Different from other forms of Tourism?What Makes it Different from other forms of Tourism?

Most tourism in natural areas today is not ecotourism and is not therefore sustainable. Ecotourism emphasizesMost tourism in natural areas today is not ecotourism and is not therefore sustainable. Ecotourism emphasizes

conservation, education, traveler responsibility and active community participation. Specically, ecotourism hasconservation, education, traveler responsibility and active community participation. Specically, ecotourism has
the following characteristics:the following characteristics:

Conscientious, low-impact visitor activitiesConscientious, low-impact visitor activities••

Promotes awareness and appreciation of local cultures and biodiversityPromotes awareness and appreciation of local cultures and biodiversity••

Sustainable economic and environmental benets to local communitiesSustainable economic and environmental benets to local communities••

Educational components for the traveler, tourism workers and local communitiesEducational components for the traveler, tourism workers and local communities••

Provides direct nancial benets for conservationProvides direct nancial benets for conservation••

Reduced threats to protected areas, wildlife and natural communitiesReduced threats to protected areas, wildlife and natural communities••

Some Negative Impacts of TourismSome Negative Impacts of Tourism22  

Cruise ships in the Caribbean are estimated to produce more than 70,000 tons of waste each year.Cruise ships in the Caribbean are estimated to produce more than 70,000 tons of waste each year.••
An average 18-hole golf course soaks up at least 525,000 gallons of water a day - enough to supply the ir-An average 18-hole golf course soaks up at least 525,000 gallons of water a day - enough to supply the ir-••

rigation needs of 100 small farmers.rigation needs of 100 small farmers.

There are 109 countries on Earth with coral reefs. All are being damaged by cruise ship anchors and sewage,There are 109 countries on Earth with coral reefs. All are being damaged by cruise ship anchors and sewage,••

by tourists breaking off chunks of coral, and by commercial harvesting for sale to tourists.by tourists breaking off chunks of coral, and by commercial harvesting for sale to tourists.

Why Eco Tourism?Why Eco Tourism?

In Dominica, in the Caribbean, “stay over” tourists using small, nature-In Dominica, in the Caribbean, “stay over” tourists using small, nature-••

based lodges spent 18 times more than cruise passengers spend whilebased lodges spent 18 times more than cruise passengers spend while

visiting the island.visiting the island.

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and Conservation In-United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and Conservation In-••

ternational have indicated that most of tourism’s expansion is occurringternational have indicated that most of tourism’s expansion is occurring

in and around the world’s remaining natural areas.in and around the world’s remaining natural areas.80% of money for all-inclusive package tours goes to airlines, hotels,80% of money for all-inclusive package tours goes to airlines, hotels,••

and other international companies. Eco-tourism lodges hire and purchaseand other international companies. Eco-tourism lodges hire and purchase

locally, and sometimes put as much as 95% of money back into the locallocally, and sometimes put as much as 95% of money back into the local

Ecotourism:Ecotourism: Responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the environment andResponsible travel to natural areas that conserves the environment and

improves the welfare of local peopleimproves the welfare of local people11

Ecotourism isEcotourism is

growing at a rate of growing at a rate of 

 20 - 34% annually, 20 - 34% annually,

as estimated by theas estimated by the

World Travel andWorld Travel and
Tourism CouncilTourism Council

(2007)(2007)33



economy.economy.
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C.3. Activity 17: C.3. Activity 17: Green TGreen Tourists? An Industry ourists? An Industry StudyStudy ~~  Eco Tourism & Your CommunityEco Tourism & Your Community

Do an Interview!Do an Interview!
Interviews are a great way Interviews are a great way to nd out information. To help youto nd out information. To help you

get the right information in an get the right information in an organized wayorganized way, follow these steps, follow these steps

for a great interview.for a great interview.

Step 1: Figure Out Your AudienceStep 1: Figure Out Your AudienceThink about the people you’ll want to talk to at the hotel or tourThink about the people you’ll want to talk to at the hotel or tour--

ist facilityist facility. A manager or information ofcer would . A manager or information ofcer would probably beprobably be

the best people to talk the best people to talk with. Ywith. You may want to ou may want to do more than onedo more than one

interview to get more information. Can you interview to get more information. Can you interview them ininterview them in

person, or will you be phoning or emailing them? If the phoneperson, or will you be phoning or emailing them? If the phone

call will be long distance, be call will be long distance, be sure to get permission.sure to get permission.

Step 2: Figure Out Your QuestionsStep 2: Figure Out Your Questions
Review the list of survey questions at the end of this sheet andReview the list of survey questions at the end of this sheet and

make sure they are clear and make sure they are clear and well understood. Add any questionswell understood. Add any questions

for things you would like to know more about.for things you would like to know more about.

Step 3: Practice with a Partner!Step 3: Practice with a Partner!
Try out the list of questions on a partner to make sure they areTry out the list of questions on a partner to make sure they are

clearly worded and easily understood. Check each clearly worded and easily understood. Check each other’s quesother’s ques--

tions to see that you’ve tions to see that you’ve asked about all the information you’llasked about all the information you’ll

want to get. Talk about any problems you might have want to get. Talk about any problems you might have had under-had under-

standing questions, and work to standing questions, and work to make your interview questionsmake your interview questions

better.better.

Step 4: Get Interviewing!Step 4: Get Interviewing!
Set a date and time for your interview or phone call. When meet-Set a date and time for your interview or phone call. When meet-

ing in person or on the phone, make sure you ing in person or on the phone, make sure you have a quiet spot inhave a quiet spot in

which to talk. Have plenty of paper to take notes on. Write downwhich to talk. Have plenty of paper to take notes on. Write down

as much as you can in note form and don’t worry about neatas much as you can in note form and don’t worry about neat--

ness – as long as you can read it! If ness – as long as you can read it! If you have a tape recorder, youyou have a tape recorder, you

could record the interview to make sure you get all the details –could record the interview to make sure you get all the details –

be sure to ask be sure to ask permission rst.permission rst.

Step 5: Organize Your DataStep 5: Organize Your Data
When you’re nished the interview, organize your notes andWhen you’re nished the interview, organize your notes and

answers as soon as possible, so you don’t forget anything. If youanswers as soon as possible, so you don’t forget anything. If you

taped the interview, listen to the tape again, and ll taped the interview, listen to the tape again, and ll in any detailsin any details

and descriptions you remember. Add any the and descriptions you remember. Add any the other informationother information

you may have collected through emails or you may have collected through emails or other interviews. Isother interviews. Is

there a brochure you could there a brochure you could include?include?

Now organize your information into a presentation:Now organize your information into a presentation:

Use your questions as Use your questions as headings to summarize the facility’headings to summarize the facility’ss••
eco-tourism efforts.eco-tourism efforts.

List the person’s name and List the person’s name and their position at the their position at the facilityfacility..••

TalTalk about k about the most interesting piece the most interesting piece of information youof information you••
found out.found out.

Rate the facility’s efforRate the facility’s efforts to be ts to be more sustainable: give it amore sustainable: give it a••
mark out of 10.mark out of 10.
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C.3. Activity 17: Green Tourists? An Industry Study ~C.3. Activity 17: Green Tourists? An Industry Study ~ Eco-TEco-Toursim Suroursim Surveyvey

QuestionsQuestions

Hello. My name Hello. My name is is _____________. _____________. I am I am a student at a student at ______________ School and ______________ School and we are we are studying biodiver-studying biodiver-

sity and the role of eco-tourism. I would like to ask you a few questions about your tourist facility for a schoolsity and the role of eco-tourism. I would like to ask you a few questions about your tourist facility for a school

project on eco-tourism. Who at your facility would be the best person to speak with?project on eco-tourism. Who at your facility would be the best person to speak with?

The survey should only take 10 or 15 minutes. I appreciate your help very much.The survey should only take 10 or 15 minutes. I appreciate your help very much.

Date:Date:

Name of Tourist Facility / Hotel:Name of Tourist Facility / Hotel:  

What is your name?What is your name?  

What is your position with the facility? (your title?):What is your position with the facility? (your title?):

How long have your worked at the facility?How long have your worked at the facility?

Section 1: Green Facility Programs that Reduce Threats to ConserSection 1: Green Facility Programs that Reduce Threats to Conservationvation

1. These rst questions are about any programs or things that the facility does to support conservation.1. These rst questions are about any programs or things that the facility does to support conservation.

For example:For example:

Does your facility have:Does your facility have:

( ( ) ) a a recycling programrecycling program
( ( ) a ) a water conservation water conservation programprogram

( ( ) an ) an energy energy conservation programconservation program

( ( ) ) a a composting programcomposting program

( ( ) a “green ) a “green garden” – a garden” – a no pesticides / herbicides programno pesticides / herbicides program

22.. What about the cleaning products you use: What about the cleaning products you use:

• Are they non-toxic, phosphate-free, biodegradable?• Are they non-toxic, phosphate-free, biodegradable?

• What about paper towels and paper products in the bathroom – do you use unbleached paper products?• What about paper towels and paper products in the bathroom – do you use unbleached paper products?

Recycled paper products?Recycled paper products?

3. What about the paper products you us3. What about the paper products you use in the ofce and e in the ofce and around the facility:around the facility:  

Do you use recycled paper in the ofce? For any of your publications and brochures?Do you use recycled paper in the ofce? For any of your publications and brochures?

4. Do you have live potted plants in the buildings to keep the air healthier?4. Do you have live potted plants in the buildings to keep the air healthier?
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C.3. Activity 17: Green Tourists? An Industry Study ~C.3. Activity 17: Green Tourists? An Industry Study ~ Eco-TEco-Toursim Suroursim Surveyvey

5. What about new furniture – do you have any policy about what type of wood furniture you buy?5. What about new furniture – do you have any policy about what type of wood furniture you buy?

E.g. All newly purchased furnishings are of non-hardwoodsE.g. All newly purchased furnishings are of non-hardwoods

If the facility is a hotel: ask about these “green guestroom” items:If the facility is a hotel: ask about these “green guestroom” items:

(skip to question 7 if it is not a hotel)(skip to question 7 if it is not a hotel)

6. A 6. A checklist for “Green” Hotel checklist for “Green” Hotel Rooms:Rooms:

Do you have any “No smoking” rooms in the hotel?Do you have any “No smoking” rooms in the hotel?

Do the bathrooms have:Do the bathrooms have:

( ( ) ) Low-ow Low-ow sink sink aeratorsaerators

( ( ) Low-ow ) Low-ow showerhead (2.5 to showerhead (2.5 to 3.0 gpm)3.0 gpm)

( ( ) Low-ush toilet ) Low-ush toilet or toilet adaptations to or toilet adaptations to save watersave water

( ( ) Bulk ) Bulk dispensers for amenities (no dispensers for amenities (no small plastic bottles)small plastic bottles)

( ( ) ) Amenities: 100% natural, biodegradable, vegetable-oil base, , Amenities: 100% natural, biodegradable, vegetable-oil base, , natural scents or natural scents or scent-freescent-free

• Laundry detergents: do you use non-toxic, phosphate-free, biodegradable, chlorine-free products?• Laundry detergents: do you use non-toxic, phosphate-free, biodegradable, chlorine-free products?

• Glass water glasses, no paper covers• Glass water glasses, no paper covers

• Ceiling fans as an option to air conditioning• Ceiling fans as an option to air conditioning

• Cloth laundry bags, Baskets to return clean laundry• Cloth laundry bags, Baskets to return clean laundry

7. Do you market your facility as “green” or “eco-tourist” friendly?7. Do you market your facility as “green” or “eco-tourist” friendly?

Do you have any brochures or other information that you could provide me with?Do you have any brochures or other information that you could provide me with?

8. Has your facility has done any ecotourism planning, or any environmental assessment of its site, re-8. Has your facility has done any ecotourism planning, or any environmental assessment of its site, re-

source use, and impacts on the local ecosystems?source use, and impacts on the local ecosystems?

9. What are the primary natural resources of this area?9. What are the primary natural resources of this area?
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10. Does the facility have an eco-tourism management plan?10. Does the facility have an eco-tourism management plan?

 If so, ask if it  If so, ask if it is possible is possible to get a copto get a copy?y?

Section 2: Income Generated for ConserSection 2: Income Generated for Conservationvation
These questions are around donating money from the facility to support conservation projects.These questions are around donating money from the facility to support conservation projects.

11. Do you give any portion of your income 11. Do you give any portion of your income to local conservation programs?to local conservation programs?

For example: A percentage of room or meal fees, entrance or visitor fees to a site, food concession sales, orFor example: A percentage of room or meal fees, entrance or visitor fees to a site, food concession sales, or

donation box for conservation programs on site.donation box for conservation programs on site.

12. Where does the money go to and what is it used for?12. Where does the money go to and what is it used for?

13. Do you have any partnerships with local conservation groups?13. Do you have any partnerships with local conservation groups?
If so, please tell me about them.If so, please tell me about them.

Section 3: Benefits to the Local Section 3: Benefits to the Local CommunityCommunity

These are my last few questions for you – These are my last few questions for you – 

14. Do you provide environmental educa14. Do you provide environmental education training to your staff?tion training to your staff?

E.g. Training programs that highlight environmental awareness and conservation.E.g. Training programs that highlight environmental awareness and conservation.

If so, can you tell me a bit about it?If so, can you tell me a bit about it?

15. Do you provide any 15. Do you provide any environmental education for tourists?environmental education for tourists?

E.g. Nature guides, Visitor Centres, Nature programs, hikes or talksE.g. Nature guides, Visitor Centres, Nature programs, hikes or talks

16. Do you provide any environmental education for locals or school students?16. Do you provide any environmental education for locals or school students?

E.g. Opportunities for students and community members to participate in programs and activitiesE.g. Opportunities for students and community members to participate in programs and activities

17. Is there anything you would like to ask me?17. Is there anything you would like to ask me?

18. W18. Would you like to seould you like to see a copy of the e a copy of the project when it is complete?project when it is complete?



Many thanks for your help with my Many thanks for your help with my project today!project today!

    

Objective:Objective:
Students will work in small groups Students will work in small groups to make some developmentto make some development

decisions around a ctitious river and watershed area decisions around a ctitious river and watershed area using ausing a

collage.collage.

Materials:Materials:
For each group of For each group of three students: Scissors, tape, glue, paper, a setthree students: Scissors, tape, glue, paper, a set

of land use cut outs, copies of Student Background Sheet, largeof land use cut outs, copies of Student Background Sheet, large

piece of paper on which to fasten the cutouts.piece of paper on which to fasten the cutouts.

Background:Background:
Every human use of Every human use of an area affects ecosystems, positively oran area affects ecosystems, positively or

negativelynegatively. What humans do w. What humans do with land is a ith land is a reection of humanreection of human

priorities and lifestyles. Sometimes, “development” that benetspriorities and lifestyles. Sometimes, “development” that benets

humans has disastrous effects on the plants and humans has disastrous effects on the plants and animals living inanimals living in

the area.the area.

  

At the centre of land use issues is the concept of growth. GrowthAt the centre of land use issues is the concept of growth. Growth
in ecosystems has natural limits, set by in ecosystems has natural limits, set by the availability of energythe availability of energy

and other life-supporting factors. Due to these limits, all and other life-supporting factors. Due to these limits, all compo-compo-

nents of the ecosystem are able to live in harmony and in bal-nents of the ecosystem are able to live in harmony and in bal-

ance. Human activities can often go ance. Human activities can often go beyond the natural limits ofbeyond the natural limits of

a system. Humans build dams to a system. Humans build dams to create power, take water fromcreate power, take water from

rivers to irrigate farms, drain wetland areas to rivers to irrigate farms, drain wetland areas to build homes andbuild homes and

buildings. All of these activities affect the habitats of the plantsbuildings. All of these activities affect the habitats of the plants

and animals living in the ecosystems.and animals living in the ecosystems.

Mangroves, for example, are often seen Mangroves, for example, are often seen as swampy, “wasted”as swampy, “wasted”

land, yet they are land, yet they are important elements of the coastline, and nurser-important elements of the coastline, and nurser-

ies for hundreds of species of ies for hundreds of species of plants and animals. Mangrovesplants and animals. Mangroves

prevent erosion, lter nutrients, and provide protection for theprevent erosion, lter nutrients, and provide protection for the

coast from severe weather. Mangrove trees are unique as theycoast from severe weather. Mangrove trees are unique as they

can survive in salt water can survive in salt water and can tolerate their roots becomingand can tolerate their roots becoming

exposed due to tidal shifts and exposed due to tidal shifts and wave action. Estimates are thatwave action. Estimates are that

90% of commercial sh species use mangrove ecosystems at90% of commercial sh species use mangrove ecosystems at

some point in theirsome point in their life cyclelife cycle. Many birds, snakes, insects, and. Many birds, snakes, insects, and

plants also make their home in plants also make their home in mangroves. However, hundredsmangroves. However, hundreds

of hectares of mangroves are lost each of hectares of mangroves are lost each year to draining, dredging,year to draining, dredging,

lling and pollution.lling and pollution.

A major challenge now facing humans is how A major challenge now facing humans is how to have a moreto have a more

responsible impact on the ecosystems we depend on. responsible impact on the ecosystems we depend on. This activ-This activ-

ity presents these concerns through decisions that you and ity presents these concerns through decisions that you and youryour

group will make around a river and wetland area.group will make around a river and wetland area.

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Look at the cut-out sheets 1) Look at the cut-out sheets - you’ll see boxes labelled wit- you’ll see boxes labelled withh

“grocery”, “gas station”, “restaurant”, “houses”, “fruit tree plan-“grocery”, “gas station”, “restaurant”, “houses”, “fruit tree plan-

tations”, “chicken farm”, “bleach factory”, “park”, “highway”tations”, “chicken farm”, “bleach factory”, “park”, “highway”
and “hotel”. Yand “hotel”. You will ou will be responsible for arranging be responsible for arranging the pattern ofthe pattern of

land use around the river and wetland in such a way that its healthland use around the river and wetland in such a way that its health

and sustainability is preserved.and sustainability is preserved.

2) As a class, brainstorm all the pros and cons for each of the land2) As a class, brainstorm all the pros and cons for each of the land

uses. Write the lists up on the board uses. Write the lists up on the board so everyone can see so everyone can see them.them.

For example, farms produce food, have For example, farms produce food, have economic value, andeconomic value, and

provide jobs, but they also provide jobs, but they also often use pesticides that may dam-often use pesticides that may dam-

age people and the environment, cause spoil erosion, and useage people and the environment, cause spoil erosion, and use

chemical fertilizechemical fertilizers that can pollute the water supply. rs that can pollute the water supply. Hotels andHotels and

businesses provide employment, provide commerce, and businesses provide employment, provide commerce, and createcreate

economic stabilityeconomic stability, but they , but they also produce wastes and sewage, also produce wastes and sewage, useuse

a lot of water, may pollute the a lot of water, may pollute the environment (detergentsenvironment (detergents, chemi-, chemi-

cals, pesticides, fertilizers), and generate wastes and sewage.cals, pesticides, fertilizers), and generate wastes and sewage.

3) Cut out the land use pieces and the outline of the river and3) Cut out the land use pieces and the outline of the river and

mangrove area. Ymangrove area. Your job will be our job will be to place the river and to place the river and mangrovemangrove

onto the large sheet of paper, and then onto the large sheet of paper, and then arrange all the land usearrange all the land use

cutouts around the site. ALL the land use pieces must be cutouts around the site. ALL the land use pieces must be used;used;

however you may reduce their size by cutting them. They canhowever you may reduce their size by cutting them. They can

touch but they touch but they must not overlap. You may also create additionalmust not overlap. You may also create additional

land use choices if you wish.land use choices if you wish.

The objective of your development decisions is to The objective of your development decisions is to come up withcome up with

the best possible land use plan: the best possible land use plan: allow all the land use allow all the land use to occur,to occur,

while preserving the mangrove and river biodiversity, as well aswhile preserving the mangrove and river biodiversity, as well as

preventing any water pollution from occurring. For each preventing any water pollution from occurring. For each of theof the

land uses, make some decisions as to how the people in chargeland uses, make some decisions as to how the people in charge

will minimize the damage to the ecosystem. There are will minimize the damage to the ecosystem. There are difcultdifcult
choices to make here – discuss the consequences of your deci-choices to make here – discuss the consequences of your deci-

sions: for example, shutting down the sions: for example, shutting down the bleach factory would harmbleach factory would harm

the economic viability of the area. Closing the economic viability of the area. Closing down the farm takesdown the farm takes

away local food production and employment. What are away local food production and employment. What are somesome

ways that the farm and ways that the farm and businesses can exist while protecting asbusinesses can exist while protecting as

much wildlife habitat and water quality as possible?much wildlife habitat and water quality as possible?

4) Move the land use cut outs around your “site”, and use small4) Move the land use cut outs around your “site”, and use small

loops of tape to stick them down so you can change your mind.loops of tape to stick them down so you can change your mind.

When you have your nal plan, glue the cut outs to When you have your nal plan, glue the cut outs to the largethe large

sheet of paper.sheet of paper.

5) Present your proposal to the class, explaining how each of the5) Present your proposal to the class, explaining how each of the

land uses will prevent damages to land uses will prevent damages to the system while being able tothe system while being able to

operate successfullyoperate successfully. E.g. . E.g. perhaps you need to perhaps you need to add a “waste treat-add a “waste treat-

ment plant” to treat thement plant” to treat the efuentefuent from the hoes, hotel and bleach from the hoes, hotel and bleach

factory?factory?
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To the Teacher:To the Teacher:

What is an Environmental ActionWhat is an Environmental Action

Education Project?Education Project?
Environmental action projects involve students in tackling anEnvironmental action projects involve students in tackling an

environmental issue or problem, or working to environmental issue or problem, or working to improve animprove an

environmental setting. environmental setting. An action project can be An action project can be as simple or asas simple or as

complex as you want to complex as you want to make it: from making and maintaining amake it: from making and maintaining a

community notice board of environmental events to developingcommunity notice board of environmental events to developing

a plan for buying a plan for buying local produce for the school cafeteria. Actionlocal produce for the school cafeteria. Action

projects are often most successful when focused at projects are often most successful when focused at the local com-the local com-

munity level, where contacts, issues and efforts usually have themunity level, where contacts, issues and efforts usually have the

most relevance.most relevance.

Why Do Action Education?Why Do Action Education?
As educators, we nurture awareness of As educators, we nurture awareness of the environment, andthe environment, and

teach students about teach students about ecological systems, habitats, ecological systems, habitats, biodiversitybiodiversity,,

interdependence and cultural connections. Yinterdependence and cultural connections. Yet what et what of the actionof the action

component – does having knowledge about an issue lead di-component – does having knowledge about an issue lead di-

rectly to taking action? Do we rectly to taking action? Do we really prepare students to activelyreally prepare students to actively
address real-world probladdress real-world problems? ems? Schools are traditionallSchools are traditionally seen asy seen as

places for learning about things, rather than how places for learning about things, rather than how to do things. Ac-to do things. Ac-

tion projects provide avenues for skills development, practice andtion projects provide avenues for skills development, practice and

eld-testing, and support students in actually taking responsibleeld-testing, and support students in actually taking responsible

action on issues and problems that affect them and action on issues and problems that affect them and their commu-their commu-

nity.nity.

Action learning is an important part of Action learning is an important part of education because it:education because it:

Helps students develop control over Helps students develop control over their lives.their lives.

Too often students are left feeling Too often students are left feeling overwhelmed at the enormityoverwhelmed at the enormity

of environmental problems, and disconnected from “the system”of environmental problems, and disconnected from “the system”

and society as a whole. Through taking action on a problem, stu-and society as a whole. Through taking action on a problem, stu-

dents begin to understand that they have the power to bring aboutdents begin to understand that they have the power to bring about

positive and signicant change. Studying biodiversity can be apositive and signicant change. Studying biodiversity can be a

daunting and depressing topic, unless students see some daunting and depressing topic, unless students see some way theyway they

can have an impact on can have an impact on the problems they encounter.the problems they encounter.

Enhances creative and critical thinking skills by makingEnhances creative and critical thinking skills by making

learning relevant, alive and learning relevant, alive and real.real.

Students have opportunities to Students have opportunities to practice skills of enquiry, valuespractice skills of enquiry, values

analysis, clarication and problem-solving in relevant, analysis, clarication and problem-solving in relevant, real lifereal life

situations.situations.

Integrates diverse subject areas.Integrates diverse subject areas.

Science, social studies and language arts are at the core of manyScience, social studies and language arts are at the core of many

environmental issues. Students who work to save environmental issues. Students who work to save a wetland areaa wetland area

may study the plants and may study the plants and animals that live there, apply geographyanimals that live there, apply geography

and mapping skills to chart the and mapping skills to chart the area, research and write articlesarea, research and write articlesabout the human impacts that threaten the area, about the human impacts that threaten the area, and create muralsand create murals

of historical and present use of of historical and present use of wetlands.wetlands.

Connects students to the Connects students to the broader communitybroader community..

When students develop more community perspective andWhen students develop more community perspective and

commitment they become “bonded” to their communities andcommitment they become “bonded” to their communities and

enhance their sense of place, of enhance their sense of place, of belonging to something beyondbelonging to something beyondtheir families and school.their families and school.

The Action Projects Gallery activity is a good place to The Action Projects Gallery activity is a good place to beginbegin

exploring the idea of action projects. It exploring the idea of action projects. It introduces students to ac-introduces students to ac-

tion projects by having them review and tion projects by having them review and categorize different casecategorize different case

studies. Current research shows that students gain a studies. Current research shows that students gain a great deal ofgreat deal of

knowledge and decision-making skills from reviewing real caseknowledge and decision-making skills from reviewing real case

studies, as well as inspiration and a range of ideas for tackling anstudies, as well as inspiration and a range of ideas for tackling an

issue.issue.

The Teacher’s Role in an Action ProjectThe Teacher’s Role in an Action Project
YYour role in an our role in an action project changes from being the mainaction project changes from being the main

conveyer of information to being a conveyer of information to being a facilitator for action skillsfacilitator for action skills

development, a contact for information sources, and a development, a contact for information sources, and a coach incoach in

student decision-making and implementation of proposed solu-student decision-making and implementation of proposed solu-
tions. tions. YYour rst step is to help students select the problem theyour rst step is to help students select the problem they

feel is important to address. This can feel is important to address. This can be challenging, for the ac-be challenging, for the ac-

tion project must come from the learners themselves, in tion project must come from the learners themselves, in order toorder to

have relevance and meaning.have relevance and meaning.
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Teach and Practice Action SkillsTeach and Practice Action Skills
Action education researchers such as Hammond (1993) andAction education researchers such as Hammond (1993) and

McClaren (1995) have identied a basic set McClaren (1995) have identied a basic set of action skills thatof action skills that

can be learned and can be learned and must be taught, practiced and applied. Thesemust be taught, practiced and applied. These

include:include:

identifying, researching and investigating the selected identifying, researching and investigating the selected prob-prob-•• lem or issuelem or issue

communication (letter writing, phone calling, public speak-communication (letter writing, phone calling, public speak-••
ing) and lobbying skillsing) and lobbying skills

presentation skillspresentation skills••
leadership and group leadership and group organization skillsorganization skills••
conict resolution skillsconict resolution skills••
ability to determine support and opposition, and select ability to determine support and opposition, and select appro-appro-••
priate methods, strategies and priate methods, strategies and tactics for implementing actiontactics for implementing action

YYou know your students best. Assess what ou know your students best. Assess what action skills they haveaction skills they have

and what they might need to learn or practice in order to be suc-and what they might need to learn or practice in order to be suc-

cessful in their action project.cessful in their action project.

Identify Realistic StagesIdentify Realistic Stages
One of your most critical roles is to coach students to plan inOne of your most critical roles is to coach students to plan in
a manner that breaks their “end goal vision” into a subset ofa manner that breaks their “end goal vision” into a subset of

realistic steps or milestones. In this way, if time constraints delayrealistic steps or milestones. In this way, if time constraints delay

attaining the ultimate goal (and projects always seem to attaining the ultimate goal (and projects always seem to take lon-take lon-

ger than we think), students will still have a positive sense of ac-ger than we think), students will still have a positive sense of ac-

complishment. complishment. Remind students that an enviRemind students that an environmental problemronmental problem

that took years to form cannot be solved in days or weeks.that took years to form cannot be solved in days or weeks.

Write it all Down!Write it all Down!

The Importance of Case StudiesThe Importance of Case Studies
Case studies are Case studies are important tools that increase students’ exposureimportant tools that increase students’ exposure

to multiple instances of problems and solutions. Research tellsto multiple instances of problems and solutions. Research tells

us that having students (and teachers) read us that having students (and teachers) read about and discussabout and discuss

case studies about what others have case studies about what others have done to solve environmentaldone to solve environmental
problems are important strategies for success in action projects.problems are important strategies for success in action projects.

Keep a Keep a record of your record of your projects’ pprojects’ progress, timelines, successesrogress, timelines, successes

and challenges. The stories also make great media press and challenges. The stories also make great media press releasesreleases

that help to prole the work you and your class are doing. Also,that help to prole the work you and your class are doing. Also,

classes in subsequent years can choose to classes in subsequent years can choose to pick up well-document-pick up well-document-

ed projects and continue them, building on past student work anded projects and continue them, building on past student work and

furthering the end goals. The Guidelines for Action student pagefurthering the end goals. The Guidelines for Action student page

will help students select an action project and will help students select an action project and guide their efforts –guide their efforts –

make copies for all class members when make copies for all class members when you are working towardsyou are working towards

choosing an action project.choosing an action project.



    

Objective:Objective:
There is a wide range of action projects to choose from. Review-There is a wide range of action projects to choose from. Review-

ing and categorizing many types of ing and categorizing many types of action projects helps provideaction projects helps provide

inspiration, options and ideas. This activity will get you inspiration, options and ideas. This activity will get you thinkingthinking

about the range of action project ideas, and may provide someabout the range of action project ideas, and may provide some

inspiration for a project of your own.inspiration for a project of your own.

Materials:Materials:
Sets of the 4 Student Sheets for small group work: “Action Proj-Sets of the 4 Student Sheets for small group work: “Action Proj-

ects Gallery activity page,” ects Gallery activity page,” “Type“Types of Action Projects,” “Actions of Action Projects,” “Action

Project Cards” and Project Cards” and “T“Take Action for Biodiversity” and ake Action for Biodiversity” and somesome

chart paper.chart paper.

Procedure:Procedure:
1) In your group, 1) In your group, check out the sheet called Types of Actioncheck out the sheet called Types of Action

Projects.Projects.

Now read through the Action Project Cards and Now read through the Action Project Cards and sort them by typesort them by type

of action project, using the headings on the sheet (Educate andof action project, using the headings on the sheet (Educate and

Inform, Raise Money, etc.). If you’ve been involved in Inform, Raise Money, etc.). If you’ve been involved in actionaction
projects, know of others, or have an idea for one you’d like toprojects, know of others, or have an idea for one you’d like to

do, make a card and add it to do, make a card and add it to the appropriate pile. Remember thatthe appropriate pile. Remember that

projects are often made up of projects are often made up of smaller projects and may overlapsmaller projects and may overlap

several categories or not t at several categories or not t at all.all.

Discussion questions:Discussion questions:
What category of action projects did you What category of action projects did you like the most?like the most?••
Why?Why?

Which project surprised you the most?Which project surprised you the most?••

Can you think of different ways to tackle some of the envi-Can you think of different ways to tackle some of the envi-••
ronmental problems presented in the case studies?ronmental problems presented in the case studies?

How many of How many of the action projects targeted biodiversitythe action projects targeted biodiversity, and in, and in•• what ways?what ways?

2) Read through 2) Read through the “Take Action for Biodiversity” examples asthe “Take Action for Biodiversity” examples as

a group. Now, come up with a group. Now, come up with a project or action that seems a project or action that seems mostmost

interesting to your group and be ready to share it and describeinteresting to your group and be ready to share it and describe

why you chose it.why you chose it.

3) In your group, discuss an action project that interests you.3) In your group, discuss an action project that interests you.

Write down some ideas as to how you might carry it out. In orderWrite down some ideas as to how you might carry it out. In order

to share with the class, to share with the class, write your groups’ action project idea on awrite your groups’ action project idea on a

piece of ip chart paper or the blackboard.piece of ip chart paper or the blackboard.

4)4) Presentation:Presentation: In your presentation to the class, In your presentation to the class, describe whydescribe why

you chose the action project, what you’d like to accomplish, andyou chose the action project, what you’d like to accomplish, and
a brief overview of a suggested pla brief overview of a suggested plan of action. an of action. Post each group’Post each group’ss

summary to create a class display of summary to create a class display of possible projects.possible projects.
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Types of Action ProjectsTypes of Action Projects

1. Educate and Inform1. Educate and Inform
Projects that teach other people about an Projects that teach other people about an issue. Examples include writing newspaper articles,issue. Examples include writing newspaper articles,

pamphlets, plays, poems and songs, pamphlets, plays, poems and songs, making posters, murals and advertisements, and hosting schoolmaking posters, murals and advertisements, and hosting school

celebrations (e.g. Earth Day, Beach Cleanup Day).celebrations (e.g. Earth Day, Beach Cleanup Day).

2. Consumer Choices2. Consumer Choices
Personal decisions you might decide to make, Personal decisions you might decide to make, like refusing to buy things thatlike refusing to buy things that

have more than one layer of packaging, bringing your own bags and contain-have more than one layer of packaging, bringing your own bags and contain-

ers to the store, ers to the store, buying locally-made and locally-grown products; buyingbuying locally-made and locally-grown products; buying

organic, buying used items, reducing what you organic, buying used items, reducing what you buy, etc.buy, etc.

  

3. Raise Money3. Raise Money
Raising money for a cause, like buying land for conservation, or adopting an animal like a Polar Bear or a par-Raising money for a cause, like buying land for conservation, or adopting an animal like a Polar Bear or a par-

rot through a non-prot group. rot through a non-prot group. Or, fundraise to make your own Or, fundraise to make your own project happen.project happen.

4. Political Action4. Political Action
This sounds pretty serious (!) but This sounds pretty serious (!) but includes things like meeting with school administrators and local government people about issues,includes things like meeting with school administrators and local government people about issues,

speaking at school and public meetings, developing and speaking at school and public meetings, developing and passing around petitions, and writing letters to the passing around petitions, and writing letters to the editors of newspapers.editors of newspapers.

5. “Get Down and Dirty” Projects5. “Get Down and Dirty” Projects
These action projects make direct changes to the These action projects make direct changes to the environment, like greening your schoolyard, tree planting, stream and beach environment, like greening your schoolyard, tree planting, stream and beach clean-clean-

ups, gardening, etc.ups, gardening, etc.

6. Lifestyles Choices6. Lifestyles Choices
These include decisions like walking, biking or These include decisions like walking, biking or taking public transport over taking a car,taking public transport over taking a car,

choosing “low-impact” recreation like hiking and swimming versus riding all-terrain ve-choosing “low-impact” recreation like hiking and swimming versus riding all-terrain ve-

hicles and speedboats.hicles and speedboats.

7. Other ?!7. Other ?!
YYour choice – anything that our choice – anything that doesn’t t into the above categories!doesn’t t into the above categories!
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A/ Synopsis of Canon Laurie Anglican SchoolA/ Synopsis of Canon Laurie Anglican School

Winner of the Bio-School Award for Best Practice in Solid Waste Management Winner of the Bio-School Award for Best Practice in Solid Waste Management 

This school undertakes many activities related to This school undertakes many activities related to Solid WSolid Waste Management. aste Management. They include :They include :

Discussions with the Solid Waste Management Authority to plan the way forward with respect to solidDiscussions with the Solid Waste Management Authority to plan the way forward with respect to solid••
waste management at the schoolwaste management at the school

Clean-up exercisesClean-up exercises••

Presentations by staff of the Solid Waste Authority to the schoolPresentations by staff of the Solid Waste Authority to the school••

School assemblies that focus on litter managementSchool assemblies that focus on litter management••

Provision of waste receptacles in the school yard and classroomsProvision of waste receptacles in the school yard and classrooms••

Showcasing of litter management as “best practice” in exhibition, GLO-EX2Showcasing of litter management as “best practice” in exhibition, GLO-EX2••

hosted by Education District 2hosted by Education District 2

Video documentation of some activities by Dove Marketing Inc.Video documentation of some activities by Dove Marketing Inc.••

Tour of the Deglos Sanitary Landll by the entire staff and student bodyTour of the Deglos Sanitary Landll by the entire staff and student body••

Organisation of anti-litter march through streets of Castries and distributed messages to minibus opera-Organisation of anti-litter march through streets of Castries and distributed messages to minibus opera-••

tors and vendorstors and vendors

Participation, regularly in Antilitter Schools’ March and National Cleanup Campaign organized by theParticipation, regularly in Antilitter Schools’ March and National Cleanup Campaign organized by the••

Solid Waste Management AuthoritySolid Waste Management Authority

Production of jingles, songs, poems, compositions and paintings focusing on litter managementProduction of jingles, songs, poems, compositions and paintings focusing on litter management••

Engagement of students in Waste Management Research ProjectEngagement of students in Waste Management Research Project••

Production of craft items from waste materials and exhibited themProduction of craft items from waste materials and exhibited them••
Development of antilitter pledge for school : “ With strong determination, pride and dedication, I vowDevelopment of antilitter pledge for school : “ With strong determination, pride and dedication, I vow••

not to litter and to encourage the people of my community and country to do the same, for the cleanli-not to litter and to encourage the people of my community and country to do the same, for the cleanli-

ness and health of our nation, St. Lucia”ness and health of our nation, St. Lucia”

Featuring of Littering in article of School Creed – “ Just for today, I will not drop any paper and otherFeaturing of Littering in article of School Creed – “ Just for today, I will not drop any paper and other••

litter in the classroom or on the playground”litter in the classroom or on the playground”

Appointment of “Secret Litter Agent” to help curb the incidence of littering on its premises. ThisAppointment of “Secret Litter Agent” to help curb the incidence of littering on its premises. This••

method of monitoring the school’s “Litter Bugs” has been a resounding successmethod of monitoring the school’s “Litter Bugs” has been a resounding success

Production of a booklet entitled “Inuencing and Developing Environmental Awareness for Life” ,IdealProduction of a booklet entitled “Inuencing and Developing Environmental Awareness for Life” ,Ideal••

Practices, which includes a compilation of press releases, students’ work, the Secret Litter Agent proPractices, which includes a compilation of press releases, students’ work, the Secret Litter Agent pro--

posal, lyrics to jingles, slogans and picturesposal, lyrics to jingles, slogans and pictures

The school is managed by Ms. Andrea BourneThe school is managed by Ms. Andrea Bourne••
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B/ Synopsis of La Guerre B/ Synopsis of La Guerre Combined Primary School Environmental ClubCombined Primary School Environmental Club

Winner of Winner of the Bio-School Athe Bio-School Award for Most Outstanding Primary School Environmental ward for Most Outstanding Primary School Environmental ClubClub

The Environmental Club of this school was established in the year 2001. The school has an enrollment ofThe Environmental Club of this school was established in the year 2001. The school has an enrollment of

214 students and the school is located in the community of Babonneau.214 students and the school is located in the community of Babonneau.

The Environment Club of the school has twenty-ve student members.The Environment Club of the school has twenty-ve student members.

The main objectives of the club are to develop an awareness of the importance of the environment amongThe main objectives of the club are to develop an awareness of the importance of the environment among

students and to cultivate the need to protect valuable natural resources.students and to cultivate the need to protect valuable natural resources.

The members of the club are committed to the various activities organized by the group leader as well asThe members of the club are committed to the various activities organized by the group leader as well as

the St. Lucia National Trust. These activities are geared towards enhancing the environment, thus makingthe St. Lucia National Trust. These activities are geared towards enhancing the environment, thus making

St. Lucia a better and healthier place to live.St. Lucia a better and healthier place to live.

Some of the activities which the club participates in, include the following:Some of the activities which the club participates in, include the following:

Clean-up campaignsClean-up campaigns••
Beautication projects which include planting owers and painting public places like the Bus ShelterBeautication projects which include planting owers and painting public places like the Bus Shelter••

Participation in turtle watchesParticipation in turtle watches••

Observation of Earth Day activities including Soleil LeveObservation of Earth Day activities including Soleil Leve••

Touring of National Heritage sites and places of historical signicanceTouring of National Heritage sites and places of historical signicance••

Guest lectures are organized for speakers to address the students on environmental issues, andGuest lectures are organized for speakers to address the students on environmental issues, and••

Presentations at events organized to focus on the environmentPresentations at events organized to focus on the environment••

The club is supervised by Mrs. Mary Francis, who has served as the leader of the club from its inception.The club is supervised by Mrs. Mary Francis, who has served as the leader of the club from its inception.
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C/ Synopsis of Micoud Primary SchoolC/ Synopsis of Micoud Primary School

Winner of the Bio-School Award for Best Practices in BeauticationWinner of the Bio-School Award for Best Practices in Beautication

This school was established in 1975. The student population is 348. The school is a member of the St. LuciaThis school was established in 1975. The student population is 348. The school is a member of the St. Lucia

National Trust. Students have been exposed to a number of environmentally oriented tours over the years.National Trust. Students have been exposed to a number of environmentally oriented tours over the years.
Sites visited include the Barre de L’Isle Forest Nature Trail, the Fregate Island Nature Reserve and La TilleSites visited include the Barre de L’Isle Forest Nature Trail, the Fregate Island Nature Reserve and La Tille

Falls. Recently, the school observed a presentation and lecture series at which resource persons deliveredFalls. Recently, the school observed a presentation and lecture series at which resource persons delivered

environmental topics to students.environmental topics to students.

There are twenty active students which participate in the school’s beautication project. Activities underThere are twenty active students which participate in the school’s beautication project. Activities under

this project include tree planting, maintaining the plants and related areas and producing labels with thethis project include tree planting, maintaining the plants and related areas and producing labels with the

names of the trees. The latter serves as an education exercise for both students and members of the com-names of the trees. The latter serves as an education exercise for both students and members of the com-

munity. The fruit trees and tree crops which have been planted in the school for many years have been wellmunity. The fruit trees and tree crops which have been planted in the school for many years have been well

taken care of and not destroyed. There is a school garden which also provides produce for sale. The studentstaken care of and not destroyed. There is a school garden which also provides produce for sale. The students

also take part in on-going clean-up exercises. The school is under the leadership of Ms. Laurentia Canaii.also take part in on-going clean-up exercises. The school is under the leadership of Ms. Laurentia Canaii.
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D/ Synopsis of Ciceron SecondaryD/ Synopsis of Ciceron Secondary

Winner of the Bio-School Award for Best Practice in Water Management Winner of the Bio-School Award for Best Practice in Water Management 

A visit to this school will establish that the students take pride in their environment. Through a project in-A visit to this school will establish that the students take pride in their environment. Through a project in-

volving an American non-governmental organization represented by Mary Beth Sutton, over the past twelvevolving an American non-governmental organization represented by Mary Beth Sutton, over the past twelve
months, the students have been engaged in a watershed management project where they have been given amonths, the students have been engaged in a watershed management project where they have been given a

better appreciation of the need to conserve our valuable water resources through the processes that occur inbetter appreciation of the need to conserve our valuable water resources through the processes that occur in

a watershed. A watershed is the drainage basin of a river and in St. Lucia, our water supply mainly comesa watershed. A watershed is the drainage basin of a river and in St. Lucia, our water supply mainly comes

from our rivers. Through its environmental club, the school undertakes activities that impact positively onfrom our rivers. Through its environmental club, the school undertakes activities that impact positively on

the conservation of the watershed of which their school is an integral part.the conservation of the watershed of which their school is an integral part.

The Club began in September 2004 as a pilot project with the Caribbean Students’ Environmental AllianceThe Club began in September 2004 as a pilot project with the Caribbean Students’ Environmental Alliance

(Caribbean SEA). Presently they are 32 members strong, and are being assisted by 3 collaborating teachers.(Caribbean SEA). Presently they are 32 members strong, and are being assisted by 3 collaborating teachers.

They believe that maintaining a healthy and secure natural resource base is the only way that we can ensureThey believe that maintaining a healthy and secure natural resource base is the only way that we can ensure

our environment’s ability to provide for the needs of our growing population.our environment’s ability to provide for the needs of our growing population.

Their major objectives are to:Their major objectives are to:

Focus student education on their home watershed, emphasizing the need to retain environmental qualityFocus student education on their home watershed, emphasizing the need to retain environmental quality••

in a tourism based economy.in a tourism based economy.

Educate students on their personal connectedness to the environment and the balance that is neededEducate students on their personal connectedness to the environment and the balance that is needed••

between them.between them.

Initiate baseline monitoring of the natural environment.Initiate baseline monitoring of the natural environment.••

Undertake research projects involving testing innovative technologies, researching benecial alternaUndertake research projects involving testing innovative technologies, researching benecial alterna--••

tives and monitoring impacts on the environment.tives and monitoring impacts on the environment.

The Environmental Club also did a clean up of the school ravine after some heavy rains which broughtThe Environmental Club also did a clean up of the school ravine after some heavy rains which brought

down lots of garbage against the school fence even causing the fence to break. There was a large volume ofdown lots of garbage against the school fence even causing the fence to break. There was a large volume of
garbage which consisted of mainly plastic bottles and plastic bags. That garbage came from the community.garbage which consisted of mainly plastic bottles and plastic bags. That garbage came from the community.

They prepared a brochure to let members of the community know how their garbage disposal affects theThey prepared a brochure to let members of the community know how their garbage disposal affects the

school, an important of the watershed.school, an important of the watershed.

Composting - They use biodegradeable waste from the school canteen, wood shavings from the buildingComposting - They use biodegradeable waste from the school canteen, wood shavings from the building

technology lab, plant clippings from maintenance of the school grounds as well as waste from the rabbittechnology lab, plant clippings from maintenance of the school grounds as well as waste from the rabbit

hutch to build up a compost heap. Based on this project, the school is now participating in a school greeninghutch to build up a compost heap. Based on this project, the school is now participating in a school greening

programme with the St.Lucia Solid Waste Management Authority.programme with the St.Lucia Solid Waste Management Authority.

The school has an anti-litter patrol. Two members of the anti-litter patrol are responsible for each form level.The school has an anti-litter patrol. Two members of the anti-litter patrol are responsible for each form level.

Classroom inspections are done three times daily by members of the Anti-litter Patrol. We use a set of cri-Classroom inspections are done three times daily by members of the Anti-litter Patrol. We use a set of cri-

teria which includes areas such as cleanliness of oors, corridors, desk and chairs to award points to eachteria which includes areas such as cleanliness of oors, corridors, desk and chairs to award points to eachclassroom.classroom.

...continued on next page...continued on next page
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D/ Synopsis of Ciceron Secondary ...continuedD/ Synopsis of Ciceron Secondary ...continued

At the end of each week, the classroom in each form level with the highest score is awarded a certicate.At the end of each week, the classroom in each form level with the highest score is awarded a certicate.

The students visited the WASCO Treatment Plant and learnt how WASCO treats water before getting it intoThe students visited the WASCO Treatment Plant and learnt how WASCO treats water before getting it into

our taps. They feel safe drinking water from their taps. They also learnt how sewage water is treated beforeour taps. They feel safe drinking water from their taps. They also learnt how sewage water is treated before
being released into the environment.being released into the environment.

The students have also gone on forest walks and learnt about the importance of the forest in water produc-The students have also gone on forest walks and learnt about the importance of the forest in water produc-

tion.tion.

They visited the Soufriere Marine Management Area, SMMA, to get an appreciation for the collaborativeThey visited the Soufriere Marine Management Area, SMMA, to get an appreciation for the collaborative

management of a marine reserve.management of a marine reserve.

As a result of these various activities, the students have obtained a better understanding of the processes thatAs a result of these various activities, the students have obtained a better understanding of the processes that

can impact on the conservation of a watershed and therefore the water supply.can impact on the conservation of a watershed and therefore the water supply.

Students are also becoming aware of water management including the impact of solid waste on the waterStudents are also becoming aware of water management including the impact of solid waste on the water
supply and how they can prevent the water supply from becoming contaminated by garbage.supply and how they can prevent the water supply from becoming contaminated by garbage.

It is the intention of the school that a water quality monitoring program will be instituted during the ap-It is the intention of the school that a water quality monitoring program will be instituted during the ap-

proaching 2005-2006 academic year, to assess the levels of chemicals in the stream passing through theirproaching 2005-2006 academic year, to assess the levels of chemicals in the stream passing through their

school on a regular basis. This information will later be presented to the school and community and exhib-school on a regular basis. This information will later be presented to the school and community and exhib-

ited nationally.ited nationally.
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E/ Synopsis of Castries E/ Synopsis of Castries ComprehensivComprehensive Secondary School Environmental Clube Secondary School Environmental Club

Winner of Winner of the Bio-School Athe Bio-School Award for Most Outstanding Secondary School Environmental ward for Most Outstanding Secondary School Environmental ClubClub

This school takes pride in being an accomplished environmentally educated institution. Over the years, itThis school takes pride in being an accomplished environmentally educated institution. Over the years, it

has seen a number of environmentally conscious initiatives come on stream. These have been manifestedhas seen a number of environmentally conscious initiatives come on stream. These have been manifested
through the establishment of a number of clubs/organizations/groups.through the establishment of a number of clubs/organizations/groups.

Examples include :Examples include :

The Red Cross Group established in 1991 which has organized and taken part in Simulation exercises toThe Red Cross Group established in 1991 which has organized and taken part in Simulation exercises to••

increase consciousness for health and safety.increase consciousness for health and safety.

The Young Leaders Club which has won several awards including regional ones for the innovative ideaThe Young Leaders Club which has won several awards including regional ones for the innovative idea••

of building a green house with plastic soft drink bottles. Members have also engaged in establishingof building a green house with plastic soft drink bottles. Members have also engaged in establishing

murals at strategic locations around the school depicting the need to keep the environment clean.murals at strategic locations around the school depicting the need to keep the environment clean.

The Science Department’s Annual activities such as Environmental Clean-Up and Water AwarenessThe Science Department’s Annual activities such as Environmental Clean-Up and Water Awareness••

campaigns. A solar weed eater developed by Mr. Austin Philip of the Technical Department won secondcampaigns. A solar weed eater developed by Mr. Austin Philip of the Technical Department won second

prize in this year’s Science Fair. Over the years, Mr. Philip has developed several solar projects includprize in this year’s Science Fair. Over the years, Mr. Philip has developed several solar projects includ--

ing a solar fridge, a solar iron, a solar cattle fence and a solar car.ing a solar fridge, a solar iron, a solar cattle fence and a solar car.

The general administration and staff of the school engage in the Rodent Elimination Project with theThe general administration and staff of the school engage in the Rodent Elimination Project with the••

Rodent Coordination Unit (RCU) of the Ministry of Health.Rodent Coordination Unit (RCU) of the Ministry of Health.

Several environment clubs established over the years, of Several environment clubs established over the years, of which one will be which one will be singled out tonight. singled out tonight. TheThe••

main objective of this club is to protect the environment with a special emphasis on biodiversitymain objective of this club is to protect the environment with a special emphasis on biodiversity. . ForFor

the past ten years, members of the club have undertaken many projects aimed at ensuring the continualthe past ten years, members of the club have undertaken many projects aimed at ensuring the continual

existence of our trees and animals.existence of our trees and animals.

Examples include:Examples include:

Caring for the mangrove on the northern boundary of the school and cleaning the river,Caring for the mangrove on the northern boundary of the school and cleaning the river,••

which ows through it into the sea, in the hope of maintaining the life, birds and other wildwhich ows through it into the sea, in the hope of maintaining the life, birds and other wild
life of that region.life of that region.

Planting trees around the school.Planting trees around the school.••

Adopting the stretch of beach from the Wharf Restaurant to the Choc River.Adopting the stretch of beach from the Wharf Restaurant to the Choc River.••

Monitoring the indiscriminate disposal of waste dumped into the Choc River, which ows into the sea.Monitoring the indiscriminate disposal of waste dumped into the Choc River, which ows into the sea.••

Controlling rat infestation.Controlling rat infestation.••

Linking with the Forestry Department to educate and save our pure water supply.Linking with the Forestry Department to educate and save our pure water supply.••

Joining international groups on clean-up campaigns.Joining international groups on clean-up campaigns.••

Participating in the UNESCO Associated Schools’ Sandwatch Project.Participating in the UNESCO Associated Schools’ Sandwatch Project.••

Participating in the Biodiversity debate.Participating in the Biodiversity debate.••

The club tends to involve the entire school in its activities, as well as educate the community especiallyThe club tends to involve the entire school in its activities, as well as educate the community especially

throughthrough the PTA and the Ythe PTA and the Young Leadersoung Leaders..



through through the PTA and the Ythe PTA and the Young Leadersoung Leaders..
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TakTake Action e Action for Biodiversity!for Biodiversity!
Preserving the amazing biodiversity on this planet, and in Preserving the amazing biodiversity on this planet, and in thethe

Caribbean is up to all of us. There are many things that individu-Caribbean is up to all of us. There are many things that individu-

als and schools can do to help. Check out the als and schools can do to help. Check out the following list offollowing list of

Actions for Actions for BiodiversityBiodiversity..

Actions for Biodiversity: What You Can DoActions for Biodiversity: What You Can Do

Don’t Buy Bottled WaterDon’t Buy Bottled Water
Bottled water may be a Bottled water may be a healthy alternative to soft drinks, but thehealthy alternative to soft drinks, but the

plastic bottle has a hidden dark plastic bottle has a hidden dark side: energy consumption, wasteside: energy consumption, waste

disposal, and other disposal, and other environmental concerns. As bottled waterenvironmental concerns. As bottled water

grows in popularity, these problems also grows in popularity, these problems also proliferate. Easy solu-proliferate. Easy solu-

tion: if you want to carry water with you, get a tion: if you want to carry water with you, get a reusable bottlereusable bottle

and rell it at the tap!and rell it at the tap!

Buy Locally Grown FoodBuy Locally Grown Food
Visit farmers’ markets and stock up on food in-season or join aVisit farmers’ markets and stock up on food in-season or join a

community-supportcommunity-supported agriculture group. ed agriculture group. Supporting local agri-Supporting local agri-

culture helps conserve farmland, bolsters culture helps conserve farmland, bolsters the economy, providesthe economy, provides

fresh food to people, and fresh food to people, and reduces the pollution and energy usereduces the pollution and energy userelated to transporting food over great distances.related to transporting food over great distances.

  

Don’t Use Anti-bacterial SoapDon’t Use Anti-bacterial Soap
Antibacterial soaps aren’t any better than ordinary soap at preAntibacterial soaps aren’t any better than ordinary soap at pre--

venting household illnesses. And traces of venting household illnesses. And traces of antibacterial soap inantibacterial soap in

the water could even contribute to the water could even contribute to creating strains of resistantcreating strains of resistant

bacteria. So—why use them?bacteria. So—why use them?

Garden with Native PlantsGarden with Native Plants
Landscaping with native plants Landscaping with native plants requires minimal maintenancerequires minimal maintenance

and enhances wildlife habitat. Contact your local botanicaland enhances wildlife habitat. Contact your local botanical

garden, arboretum, or native plant nursery for garden, arboretum, or native plant nursery for information aboutinformation about

what grows best in what grows best in your area and the your area and the habitat requirements of dif-habitat requirements of dif-

ferent plant species.ferent plant species.

Choose Heritage or Heirloom Vegetables,Choose Heritage or Heirloom Vegetables,

Fruits and LivestockFruits and Livestock
Grow some of the old varieties of food crops and domestic ani-Grow some of the old varieties of food crops and domestic ani-

mals. In the history of human agriculture, over 7,000 food cropsmals. In the history of human agriculture, over 7,000 food crops

have been raised for food. Due to industrial agriculture, only 15have been raised for food. Due to industrial agriculture, only 15

plant and 8 animal species are relied upon for 90% of all humanplant and 8 animal species are relied upon for 90% of all human

food.food.

Conserve WaterConserve Water
Freshwater is a precious, nite resource. Conserving wFreshwater is a precious, nite resource. Conserving water notater not

only helps to preserve this irreplaceable natural resource, but alsoonly helps to preserve this irreplaceable natural resource, but also

to reduce the strain on to reduce the strain on urban wastewater management systems,urban wastewater management systems,

saving money and energy. There are manysaving money and energy. There are many, easy ways , easy ways to conserveto conserve

our water resources into the future.our water resources into the future.

Control your PetsControl your Pets
C lli i d h d i iC lli i d h d i i ii

ing domestic cats are responsible for killing perhaps hundreds ofing domestic cats are responsible for killing perhaps hundreds of

millions of birds each year. Many groups maintain that keepingmillions of birds each year. Many groups maintain that keeping

your cat inside makes for a your cat inside makes for a healthier and happier feline as well.healthier and happier feline as well.

Say No to Plastic Bags!Say No to Plastic Bags!

Plastic bags are everywhere—they get caught in trees Plastic bags are everywhere—they get caught in trees and theyand theyclog our waterways. Paper bags come with a signicant enviclog our waterways. Paper bags come with a signicant envi--

ronmental impact as well, made out of ronmental impact as well, made out of tree pulp and utilizingtree pulp and utilizing

energy to produce. Best is to bring a cloth bag instead of plasticenergy to produce. Best is to bring a cloth bag instead of plastic

or paper... or choose no bag!or paper... or choose no bag!

CompostCompost
Many things we throw away can be turned into compost, whichMany things we throw away can be turned into compost, which

you can use on houseplants or on plants outside.you can use on houseplants or on plants outside.

Reduce the use of Pesticides and Reduce the use of Pesticides and HerbicidesHerbicides
Minimizing such use keeps our waters clean, Minimizing such use keeps our waters clean, which is critical towhich is critical to

life in streams and ponds as well as in estuaries and the ocean.life in streams and ponds as well as in estuaries and the ocean.

Calculate Your Carbon FootprintCalculate Your Carbon Footprint
Energy conservation—at home, at work, at school, Energy conservation—at home, at work, at school, and whileand while

traveling—reduces greenhouse gas emissions. The United traveling—reduces greenhouse gas emissions. The United StatesStates

Environmental Protection Agency’Environmental Protection Agency’s emissions s emissions calculator givescalculator gives

you an estimate of your you an estimate of your personal greenhouse gas emissions (orpersonal greenhouse gas emissions (or

your family’your family’s). Then see if s). Then see if you can shrink your you can shrink your “carbon foot“carbon foot--

print”!print”!

Choose Green EnergyChoose Green Energy
Green power is supplied in whole or in part from renewableGreen power is supplied in whole or in part from renewable

energy sources, such as wind and energy sources, such as wind and solar power, geothermal, andsolar power, geothermal, and

hydropower, all of which come with fewer hydropower, all of which come with fewer negative environmen-negative environmen-

tal impacts.tal impacts.

UNPLUG!UNPLUG!
Chargers for your cell phone, iPod, Chargers for your cell phone, iPod, digital camera, and computerdigital camera, and computer

can all use signicant amounts of power even when they’re notcan all use signicant amounts of power even when they’re not

charging the devices. Also use power strips to switch off televi-charging the devices. Also use power strips to switch off televi-

sions, home theater equipment, and stereos when you’re sions, home theater equipment, and stereos when you’re not usingnot using

them, as these products waste energy even when you think theythem, as these products waste energy even when you think they

are turned “off.”are turned “off.”

Go Vegetarian Once a WeekGo Vegetarian Once a Week
Not only does it Not only does it consume enormous amounts of energy to raiseconsume enormous amounts of energy to raise

cattle and transport meat to your supermarket, much of cattle and transport meat to your supermarket, much of thethe

world’world’s deforestation is a result of s deforestation is a result of clearing and burning to createclearing and burning to create

more grazing land for livestock.more grazing land for livestock.

Don’t Use Bug Zappers and PesticidesDon’t Use Bug Zappers and Pesticides

They are not proven They are not proven effective against pests and end up killingeffective against pests and end up killing
benecial insects. The most important thing you can do benecial insects. The most important thing you can do to preto pre--

vent mosquitoes in your yard is vent mosquitoes in your yard is to nd and to nd and eliminate all sourceseliminate all sources

of standing waterof standing water



Controlling non-native predators such as domestic cats is an Controlling non-native predators such as domestic cats is an im-im-

portant part of maintaining or creating native habitat. Free-roam-portant part of maintaining or creating native habitat. Free-roam-

of standing water.of standing water.
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“The Caribbean Islands, comprising the Bahamas, “The Caribbean Islands, comprising the Bahamas, Greater andGreater and

 Lesser Antilles and some islands located off the northern coast Lesser Antilles and some islands located off the northern coast

of South America, represent the most important insular systemof South America, represent the most important insular system

of the New World. As one of the 34 biodiversity of the New World. As one of the 34 biodiversity hotspots…, thesehotspots…, these

islands repreislands represent a global priority sent a global priority for conservation.”for conservation.” 11

   ~ Maunder et al~ Maunder et al

IntroductionIntroduction
This unit highlights the unique ecosystems of the This unit highlights the unique ecosystems of the CaribbeanCaribbean

region and engages students in detailed case region and engages students in detailed case studies of theirstudies of their

ecologyecology, threats to their survival, , threats to their survival, and decisions that are needed toand decisions that are needed to

protect them. It is organized around ve protect them. It is organized around ve ecosystem types: open-ecosystem types: open-

ocean, coasts, coral reefs, mangrove forests and ocean, coasts, coral reefs, mangrove forests and tropical forests.tropical forests.

Each section consists of background information specic to theEach section consists of background information specic to the

ecosystem type, a case study to ecosystem type, a case study to illustrate key concepts with realillustrate key concepts with real

world examples, and corresponding activities in support of theworld examples, and corresponding activities in support of the

learning outcomes within the learning outcomes within the CXC syllabi for CXC syllabi for biologybiology, integrated, integrated

science, and geography. The concepts within this unit also meshscience, and geography. The concepts within this unit also mesh

with the St. with the St. Georges’ DecGeorges’ Declaration of Principles for laration of Principles for EnvironmenEnvironmen--

tal Sustainabilitytal Sustainability, particularly those pertaining , particularly those pertaining to the protectionto the protection

of plant and animal species, protection of of plant and animal species, protection of natural and culturalnatural and cultural

heritage, wise use of resources, and heritage, wise use of resources, and the prevention of air, water,the prevention of air, water,

and land pollution.and land pollution.

The Case for Case StudiesThe Case for Case Studies
Environmental case studies are written accounts of events thatEnvironmental case studies are written accounts of events that

have actually taken place and that have actually taken place and that demonstrate a process or seriesdemonstrate a process or series

of events that students can analyze to of events that students can analyze to learn more about differentlearn more about different

aspects of environmental problems.aspects of environmental problems.

For example, by having your students read and analyze a caseFor example, by having your students read and analyze a case

study outlining how a community took study outlining how a community took action to solve a localaction to solve a local

environmental issue, students can discuss the processes that wereenvironmental issue, students can discuss the processes that were

used, what worked and used, what worked and what didn’t, alternative strategies, andwhat didn’t, alternative strategies, and

their own ideas for solving problems. Utheir own ideas for solving problems. Using case studies helpssing case studies helps

students evaluate real life situations and helps them decide howstudents evaluate real life situations and helps them decide howthey might act in similar situations. Because they describe thingsthey might act in similar situations. Because they describe things

that actually have happened in specic contexts and that actually have happened in specic contexts and locations,locations,

real life case studies are also more real life case studies are also more relevant than textbook exrelevant than textbook ex--

amples of issues.amples of issues.

The ve sections described below can The ve sections described below can be treated as stand-alonebe treated as stand-alone

resources.resources.

A) Open-Ocean EcosystemsA) Open-Ocean Ecosystems
This section focuses on the pelagic This section focuses on the pelagic zone, or the open zone, or the open ocean. Asocean. As

this part of the ocean is not near the coast, it is not directly af this part of the ocean is not near the coast, it is not directly af --

fected by activities occurring along coastlines or the land fected by activities occurring along coastlines or the land behindbehind

them. The section explores the biodiversity attributes of thisthem. The section explores the biodiversity attributes of this

ecosystemecosystem, examines the threats to it, and presents a case study, examines the threats to it, and presents a case study
concerning the use of a concerning the use of a marine reserve to protect biodiversitymarine reserve to protect biodiversity..

Activities provide students an opportunity to either engage in Activities provide students an opportunity to either engage in aa

marine park negotiation simulation prepare amarine park negotiation simulation prepare a class presentationclass presentation

   Key ConceptsKey Concepts
The islands and oceans of the Caribbean are considered aThe islands and oceans of the Caribbean are considered a••
biodiversity hotspot.biodiversity hotspot.

An ocean ecosystem is body of salt water where currents,An ocean ecosystem is body of salt water where currents,••
waves, and tides intermingle to create a waves, and tides intermingle to create a distinct communitydistinct community

of organisms that interact together in the physical environof organisms that interact together in the physical environ--

ment.ment.

Ocean ecosystems are home to some Ocean ecosystems are home to some of the most diverse lifeof the most diverse life••
on Earth and hold a varied number of plants, animals, andon Earth and hold a varied number of plants, animals, and

micro-organisms.micro-organisms.

Oceans are divided into ve Oceans are divided into ve zones (epipelagic, mesopelagic,zones (epipelagic, mesopelagic,••
bathypelatic, abyssal, and hadal zones) based on bathypelatic, abyssal, and hadal zones) based on water depthwater depth

and light penetration.and light penetration.

Marine ecosystems are different from terrestrial ecosystemsMarine ecosystems are different from terrestrial ecosystems••
because ocean waves and currents allow for species andbecause ocean waves and currents allow for species and

other inuences (such as pollution) to easily other inuences (such as pollution) to easily move into, outmove into, out

of, and across multiple habitats.of, and across multiple habitats.

Ocean currents are created from forces such Ocean currents are created from forces such as planet rotaas planet rota--••
tion, wind, temperature, salinity differences, and the gravitation, wind, temperature, salinity differences, and the gravita--

tion of the moon.tion of the moon.

Species within the ocean are Species within the ocean are interdependent on one another.interdependent on one another.••
All organisms in the ocean, from All organisms in the ocean, from baleen whales to tinybaleen whales to tiny

plankton, are essential members of the marine food plankton, are essential members of the marine food web.web.

Human activities such as Human activities such as resource over-exploitatresource over-exploitation, habitation, habitat••
destruction, pollution and the production of greenhouse gasdestruction, pollution and the production of greenhouse gas

emissions impact the health of ocean ecosystems.emissions impact the health of ocean ecosystems.

Local and national Local and national governments, grassroots organizagovernments, grassroots organiza--••
tions, conservation groups, non-governmental organiza-tions, conservation groups, non-governmental organiza-

tions (NGOs), local inhabitants, and scientists are workingtions (NGOs), local inhabitants, and scientists are working
together to develop strategies to protect and conserve together to develop strategies to protect and conserve oceanocean

ecosystems.ecosystems.

IV/ Part 2:IV/ Part 2: The Caribbean: A Biological Diversity HotspotThe Caribbean: A Biological Diversity Hotspot

C ti S i I tit t (2007) O h g i iti tiC ti S i I tit t (2007) O h g i iti ti



marine park negotiation simulation, prepare a marine park negotiation simulation, prepare a class presentationclass presentation

on the need for protection of an areon the need for protection of an area, or a, or encourage stewardshipencourage stewardship

of the ocean.of the ocean.

   Conservation Science Institute. (2007). Ocean change initiative.Conservation Science Institute. (2007). Ocean change initiative.

Retrieved from: Retrieved from: conservationinstitute.org/oceanchangeiniticonservationinstitute.org/oceanchangeinitiative.htm.Luciaative.htm.Lucia

    

B) Coastal EcosystemsB) Coastal Ecosystems
Coastal ecosystems include coral reefs, Coastal ecosystems include coral reefs, mangroves, seagrassmangroves, seagrass

beds, salt marshes, wetlands, estuaries, bays, beaches, beds, salt marshes, wetlands, estuaries, bays, beaches, dunes,dunes,

and rocky shores. However, this section focuses specically onand rocky shores. However, this section focuses specically on

beaches, rocky shores, and seagrass beds. Coral reefs and manbeaches, rocky shores, and seagrass beds. Coral reefs and man--

groves are detailed in subsequent sections. This section exploresgroves are detailed in subsequent sections. This section explores

the biodiversity attributes of this the biodiversity attributes of this ecosystem, human activities thatecosystem, human activities that

take place within it, and take place within it, and the natural and human inuences threat-the natural and human inuences threat-ening it. A case study explores the interests of stakeholder groupsening it. A case study explores the interests of stakeholder groups

in protecting biodiversity in a in protecting biodiversity in a marine reserve. Two activitiesmarine reserve. Two activities

engage students in developing their knowledge and understandingengage students in developing their knowledge and understanding

of the complexities of coastal ecosystems. The rst activity usesof the complexities of coastal ecosystems. The rst activity uses

the case study as a the case study as a framework to engage students in role-playingframework to engage students in role-playing

a round-table discussion. The second activity focuses on inspir-a round-table discussion. The second activity focuses on inspir-

ing students to create a ing students to create a personal code of environmental ethics andpersonal code of environmental ethics and

behaviour.behaviour.

Key ConceptsKey Concepts
A coastal ecosystem is the area where land and A coastal ecosystem is the area where land and sea joinsea join••
to create a distinct community of organisms that interactto create a distinct community of organisms that interact

together in the physical environment.together in the physical environment.

Coastal ecosystems include coral reefs, mangroves, seagrassCoastal ecosystems include coral reefs, mangroves, seagrass••
beds, salt marshes, wetlands, estuaries, bays, beds, salt marshes, wetlands, estuaries, bays, beaches, andbeaches, and

rocky shores.rocky shores.

Seagrass beds, beaches, and rocky shores provide vital habiSeagrass beds, beaches, and rocky shores provide vital habi--••
tats for many species of tats for many species of plants and animals.plants and animals.

Beach sand is made Beach sand is made up of sedimentary, igneous, and metaup of sedimentary, igneous, and meta--••
phorphic rocks.phorphic rocks.

Rocky shores and beaches can be divided into tidal zonesRocky shores and beaches can be divided into tidal zones••
(subtidal, intertidal and supratidal). Each tidal zone provides(subtidal, intertidal and supratidal). Each tidal zone provides

habitats for a variety of plant habitats for a variety of plant and animal species.and animal species.

Beaches and rocky shores protect the Beaches and rocky shores protect the coastline from thecoastline from the•• erosive forces of wind and waves. They are also vital to theerosive forces of wind and waves. They are also vital to the

economic and social vitality of local human populations ineconomic and social vitality of local human populations in

the Caribbean.the Caribbean.

Seagrass beds are large areas of Seagrass beds are large areas of underwater marine oweringunderwater marine owering••
plants that resemble grasslands. Many species of plant andplants that resemble grasslands. Many species of plant and

animal depend on seagrass beds for animal depend on seagrass beds for survival.survival.

Beaches, rocky shores, and seagrass beds are impacted byBeaches, rocky shores, and seagrass beds are impacted by••
human activities such as recreation and tourism, construchuman activities such as recreation and tourism, construc--

tion, resource extraction, pollution, and climate change.tion, resource extraction, pollution, and climate change.

Coastal ecosystems are highly complex, dynamic, productiveCoastal ecosystems are highly complex, dynamic, productive••
environments that are in a constant state environments that are in a constant state of ux. The healthof ux. The health

of each habitat and of each habitat and species within a coastal ecosystem isspecies within a coastal ecosystem is
dependent on the health of other nearby habitats, species, anddependent on the health of other nearby habitats, species, and

ecosystems, both marine and ecosystems, both marine and terrestrial.terrestrial.

C) Coral Reef EcosystemsC) Coral Reef Ecosystems
This section focuses on the coral This section focuses on the coral reef ecosystems and their bioreef ecosystems and their bio--

logical diversitylogical diversity, considering human , considering human uses of these uses of these ecosystems andecosystems and

threats associated with them. A case study presents threats associated with them. A case study presents the ecologithe ecologi--

cal threats and management concerns that face many coral cal threats and management concerns that face many coral reefreef

ecosystems in the Caribbean and around the ecosystems in the Caribbean and around the globe. Two activitglobe. Two activitiesies

have also been included. The rst have also been included. The rst activity introduces studentsactivity introduces students

to the elements of a to the elements of a marine management plan, while the secondmarine management plan, while the secondactivity advances students understanding of the activity advances students understanding of the ecological threatsecological threats

facing coral reefs through the introduction of environmental pubfacing coral reefs through the introduction of environmental pub--

lic education presentations.lic education presentations.

Key ConceptsKey Concepts
A coral reef ecosystem is a community of different underwaA coral reef ecosystem is a community of different underwa--••
ter plants, sh, and other marine life in a coral reef environ-ter plants, sh, and other marine life in a coral reef environ-

ment.ment.

Coral polyps form coral reefs.Coral polyps form coral reefs.••

Tropical corals require sunlight and salt water to survive.Tropical corals require sunlight and salt water to survive.••
WWarm water corals arm water corals require a specic range require a specic range of temperatures.of temperatures.

There are four different types of coral There are four different types of coral reefs: fringing reefs,reefs: fringing reefs,••
platform reefs, barrier reefs, and atolls.platform reefs, barrier reefs, and atolls.

Coral reefs are one of Coral reefs are one of the most biodiversity rich ecosystemsthe most biodiversity rich ecosystems••
in the world.in the world.

Coral reefs provide vital habitats for many species Coral reefs provide vital habitats for many species of plantsof plants••
and animals.and animals.

Coral reef ecosystems have signicant ecological, cultural,Coral reef ecosystems have signicant ecological, cultural,••
intrinsic, and economic value.intrinsic, and economic value.

Natural forces such as storms as Natural forces such as storms as well as human activitieswell as human activities••
such as resource extraction, tourism, pollution, and climatesuch as resource extraction, tourism, pollution, and climate

change impact the health of coral change impact the health of coral reef ecosystems.reef ecosystems.

Coral reef ecosystems are intricately connected within themCoral reef ecosystems are intricately connected within them--••
selves and to other ecosystems, including coastal, marine andselves and to other ecosystems, including coastal, marine and

forest ecosystems.forest ecosystems.

The protection of coral reefs within The protection of coral reefs within the Caribbean is essenthe Caribbean is essen--••
tial to the well-being of tial to the well-being of coastal ecosystems and to all thosecoastal ecosystems and to all those

that depend on them, that depend on them, including humans.including humans.

D) Mangrove Swamp EcosystemsD) Mangrove Swamp Ecosystems
This section focuses on mangrove swamp ecosystems of This section focuses on mangrove swamp ecosystems of thethe

tropics and subtropics. Students will explore the biodiversity attropics and subtropics. Students will explore the biodiversity at--

tributes of this ecosystem, human activities that take place withintributes of this ecosystem, human activities that take place within

it, as well as it, as well as the ecological threats and conservation activitiesthe ecological threats and conservation activities
taking place to taking place to protect mangrove swamps. A case study examinesprotect mangrove swamps. A case study examines

the environmental characteristithe environmental characteristics of a cs of a specic Caribbean man-specic Caribbean man-

grove swamp and the cooperative management strategies enactedgrove swamp and the cooperative management strategies enacted



grove swamp and the cooperative management strategies enactedgrove swamp and the cooperative management strategies enacted

by stakeholders to conserve by stakeholders to conserve the ecosystem. Activities providethe ecosystem. Activities provide

students with opportunities to further expand their understandingstudents with opportunities to further expand their understanding

    

of the importance of maintaining biodiverse ecosystems whileof the importance of maintaining biodiverse ecosystems while

practicing debating skills and delivering creative practicing debating skills and delivering creative presentations.presentations.

   Key Key ConceptsConcepts
Mangrove swamp ecosystems are coastal wetlands of theMangrove swamp ecosystems are coastal wetlands of the••
tropics that contain trees, shrubs, vegetation, and tropics that contain trees, shrubs, vegetation, and an asan as--

sociated community of organisms, which exist in saltwatersociated community of organisms, which exist in saltwater

intertidal zones.intertidal zones.

Mangrove swamps can be found Mangrove swamps can be found in estuaries, sheltered coastin estuaries, sheltered coast--••
lines, and river deltas.lines, and river deltas.

In mangrove swamps, salt-tolerant species are found closerIn mangrove swamps, salt-tolerant species are found closer••
to the water and to the water and less salt-tolerant species are found awayless salt-tolerant species are found away

from the water.from the water.

Mangrove trees (as well as Mangrove trees (as well as other plant species) have unique-other plant species) have unique-••
ly adapted to exist in an environment with low levels ofly adapted to exist in an environment with low levels of

oxygen, high oxygen, high salinitysalinity, and , and constantly changing tides.constantly changing tides.

Four species of mangrove trees are Four species of mangrove trees are found within the islandsfound within the islands••
of the Eastern Caribbean: red, black, white, and buttonwoodof the Eastern Caribbean: red, black, white, and buttonwood

mangroves.mangroves.

Mangrove swamps provide a rich habitat for Mangrove swamps provide a rich habitat for thousands ofthousands of
•• species of birds, sh, species of birds, sh, shellsh, invertebrates, and plants, asshellsh, invertebrates, and plants, as

well as nurseries for many well as nurseries for many important sh species, includingimportant sh species, including

those harvested for food.those harvested for food.

Mangrove swamps have an important ecological andMangrove swamps have an important ecological and••
economic role. They provide wood and economic role. They provide wood and non-wood forestnon-wood forest

products, coastal protection against the effects of waves andproducts, coastal protection against the effects of waves and

wind, tourism and recreation opportunities, and vital habitatswind, tourism and recreation opportunities, and vital habitats

to maintain biological diversity.to maintain biological diversity.

Many mangrove swamps have been Many mangrove swamps have been destroyed or degradeddestroyed or degraded••
in the past, possibly more so than coral reef and tropicalin the past, possibly more so than coral reef and tropical

rainforest ecosystems.rainforest ecosystems.

Mangroves are intricately linked to other ecosystems throughMangroves are intricately linked to other ecosystems through••
exchanges of water with both exchanges of water with both upstream terrestrial ecosystemupstream terrestrial ecosystemss

and downstream marine communities.and downstream marine communities.

People are beginning to realize the value of mangrove ecoPeople are beginning to realize the value of mangrove eco--••
systems and are initiating activities to conserve and protectsystems and are initiating activities to conserve and protect

them.them.

E) Tropical Forest EcosystemsE) Tropical Forest Ecosystems
This section focuses on tropical forest ecosystems, including forThis section focuses on tropical forest ecosystems, including for--

est structures; key species; deforestation; and est structures; key species; deforestation; and conservation, presconservation, pres--

ervation and restoration activitervation and restoration activities. ies. A number of case studies areA number of case studies are

presented, drawn from various regions of the presented, drawn from various regions of the Caribbean, whichCaribbean, which

highlight challenges encountered in achieving sustainable foresthighlight challenges encountered in achieving sustainable forest

management. Several activities engage students to further expandmanagement. Several activities engage students to further expand

their knowledge and understanding of tropical forest ecosystems.their knowledge and understanding of tropical forest ecosystems.

Key ConceptsKey Concepts
Forests can be dened Forests can be dened using the concept of ecoregions. Anusing the concept of ecoregions. An••
ecoregion is a relatively large unit of land ecoregion is a relatively large unit of land containing distinctcontaining distinct

assemblage of natural communities and species, with boundassemblage of natural communities and species, with bound--

aries that approximate the original extent of natural commuaries that approximate the original extent of natural commu--

nities prior to major land use nities prior to major land use change.change.

Caribbean forests are typically classied Caribbean forests are typically classied as Tropical andas Tropical and••
Subtropical Moist Broadleaf Forests, Tropical and SubSubtropical Moist Broadleaf Forests, Tropical and Sub--

tropical Dry Broadleaf Forests, tropical Dry Broadleaf Forests, or Tropical and Subtropicalor Tropical and Subtropical

Coniferous Forests.Coniferous Forests.

Tropical forests are rich in biodiversity.Tropical forests are rich in biodiversity.••

Forests are made up of Forests are made up of ve distinct layers: overstory (emer-ve distinct layers: overstory (emer-••
gent), canopy, understory, shrub, and forest oor.gent), canopy, understory, shrub, and forest oor.

There are high rates of There are high rates of deforestation (the conversion of forestdeforestation (the conversion of forest••
land into non-forest land) in the land into non-forest land) in the Caribbean region.Caribbean region.

Deforestation is the result of both natural events Deforestation is the result of both natural events (i.e. earth-(i.e. earth-••
quakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions) and human activitiesquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions) and human activities

(i.e. agriculture, forestry).(i.e. agriculture, forestry).

A number of organizations are working to reduce tropicalA number of organizations are working to reduce tropical•• forest destruction and to promote sustainable forest manageforest destruction and to promote sustainable forest manage--

ment.ment.
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CXC Learning Outcomes MatchesCXC Learning Outcomes Matches
The material covered inThe material covered in Biodiversity in the Caribbean Biodiversity in the Caribbean meets the learning outcomes of the CXmeets the learning outcomes of the CXC syllabi as follows:C syllabi as follows:

BIOLOGYBIOLOGY

Section A – Living Organisms in the EnvironmentSection A – Living Organisms in the Environment
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

5. An ability to apply knowledge of 5. An ability to apply knowledge of the interrelationships of organisms and their environment to identify environmental problemsthe interrelationships of organisms and their environment to identify environmental problems

Section E – Environment and Human Section E – Environment and Human ActivitiesActivities
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

1. An understanding of the importance of the physical environment to 1. An understanding of the importance of the physical environment to living organismsliving organisms

2. An ability to undertake a simple ecological study2. An ability to undertake a simple ecological study

3. Understanding of the factors that 3. Understanding of the factors that affect the growth of populationsaffect the growth of populations

4. An appreciation of the nite nature of 4. An appreciation of the nite nature of the world’s resourcesthe world’s resources

5. Understanding of the effects of human 5. Understanding of the effects of human activities on the environmentactivities on the environment

INTEGRATED SCIENCEINTEGRATED SCIENCE

Section A – The OrganismSection A – The Organism
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

1. The interdependence of life processes1. The interdependence of life processes

2. The relationship between an organism and its 2. The relationship between an organism and its environmentenvironment

Section B – The Home/WorkplaceSection B – The Home/Workplace
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

1. The soil and 1. The soil and the sea as two the sea as two most important outdoor working environments in the Caribbean and that most important outdoor working environments in the Caribbean and that they are both natural resourcesthey are both natural resources

as well as ecosystemsas well as ecosystems

2. The relationship between humans and the 2. The relationship between humans and the environment in which they workenvironment in which they work

GEOGRAPHYGEOGRAPHY
General ObjectivesGeneral Objectives

Students should be able to demonstrate:Students should be able to demonstrate:

1. An understanding of geomorphic, atmospheric and biotic processes1. An understanding of geomorphic, atmospheric and biotic processes

6. An appreciation of the relationship between the natural and 6. An appreciation of the relationship between the natural and human systemshuman systems



    

[Part 2][Part 2] Biodiversity in the CaribbeanBiodiversity in the Caribbean

The Caribbean: A Biodiversity “Hotspot”The Caribbean: A Biodiversity “Hotspot”
The Caribbean Islands are a The Caribbean Islands are a very special place on the very special place on the planet. Vplanet. Veryery

few other places in the world can claim to have as manyfew other places in the world can claim to have as many endemicendemic  

species – plants and animals native and species – plants and animals native and completely unique to thatcompletely unique to that

place. The diversity of plants is exceptionally high, wplace. The diversity of plants is exceptionally high, with moreith more

than 13,000 species, of which more than 6,500 are thought to bethan 13,000 species, of which more than 6,500 are thought to be

single-island endemics, or plants found on one single-island endemics, or plants found on one island onlyisland only. Per-. Per-

haps as many as 205 plants are found nowhere else on Earthhaps as many as 205 plants are found nowhere else on Earth22..

More than 600 bird species are found in the Caribbean Islands,More than 600 bird species are found in the Caribbean Islands,

of which an estimated 160 of which an estimated 160 are endemicare endemic33. As many as 90 . As many as 90 mammalmammal

species occur in the region, with more than 40 being endemic.species occur in the region, with more than 40 being endemic.

The islands are particularly rich in reptile species, with The islands are particularly rich in reptile species, with more thanmore than

500 species making 500 species making their home among them. A remarkable 94%their home among them. A remarkable 94%

(470) of these reptile species are endemic. Among the amphib-(470) of these reptile species are endemic. Among the amphib-

ians, roughly 170 species are native to the Caribbean Islands, ofians, roughly 170 species are native to the Caribbean Islands, of

which all but a very few are endemic to single islands.which all but a very few are endemic to single islands.

The exceptional level of endemism of the The exceptional level of endemism of the region includes 65 ofregion includes 65 of

an estimated 160 freshwater sh species, which an estimated 160 freshwater sh species, which are restricted toare restricted to

one or a few islands, and further to just a single lake or springone or a few islands, and further to just a single lake or spring

headhead44..

A high level of unique species is only A high level of unique species is only one factor that makes theone factor that makes the

Caribbean aCaribbean a biodiversity hotspot.biodiversity hotspot. The region also is also charac The region also is also charac--

terized by massiveterized by massive habitathabitat loss and vulnerability to extinctions. loss and vulnerability to extinctions.

Centuries of colonial agriculture and trade have resulted in Centuries of colonial agriculture and trade have resulted in thethe

near complete destruction of lowland ecosystem types, especiallynear complete destruction of lowland ecosystem types, especially

the seasonally dry foreststhe seasonally dry forests55. The Caribbean mahogany (. The Caribbean mahogany (Swiete-Swiete-

nia mahaoninia mahaoni) has been over-exploited throughout the region to) has been over-exploited throughout the region to

the point of beingthe point of being extirpated extirpated in some parts of its former range. in some parts of its former range.

Thirteen bird species have already gone extinct and Thirteen bird species have already gone extinct and forty-eightforty-eight

species endemic to the islands are threatened with species endemic to the islands are threatened with extinction.extinction.

Conservation efforts are currently aimed at Conservation efforts are currently aimed at high priority specieshigh priority species

such as the St. such as the St. VincVincent parrot (ent parrot ( Amazona guildingii Amazona guildingii), the St. Lucia), the St. Lucia

parrot (parrot ( Amazona versicolor Amazona versicolor), and the imperial parrot (), and the imperial parrot ( Amazona Amazona
imperialisimperialis) of Dominica. Nineteen native mammal species have) of Dominica. Nineteen native mammal species have

become extinct and the become extinct and the WWest Indian manatee (est Indian manatee (Trichechus mana-Trichechus mana-

tustus) is increasingly threatened by commercial shing and fatal) is increasingly threatened by commercial shing and fatal

collisions with boats.collisions with boats.

From the foregoing discussion, it is no From the foregoing discussion, it is no stretch to claim that eachstretch to claim that each

Caribbean island is a unique in Caribbean island is a unique in its species and habitats, but sadlyits species and habitats, but sadly

the priceless treasure this represents is the priceless treasure this represents is increasingly threatenedincreasingly threatened

with extinction and degradation. So much so that the region haswith extinction and degradation. So much so that the region has

the dubious distinction of being one of the dubious distinction of being one of the world’s six hottestthe world’s six hottest

biodiversity hotspots. While one of biodiversity hotspots. While one of the region’s ecosystems, thethe region’s ecosystems, the

Tropical and Subtropical Coniferous Forest, has been pretty muchTropical and Subtropical Coniferous Forest, has been pretty much

wiped out (swiped out (see discussion within ee discussion within the Tropical Foresthe Tropical Forests sectionts section),),

there is still time to protect, conserve and there is still time to protect, conserve and restore the open-ocean,restore the open-ocean,

coasts, coral reefs, mangroves, and rainforests. But there coasts, coral reefs, mangroves, and rainforests. But there is notis not

h tih ti
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SSPPEECCIIEESS EENNDDEEMMIICC TT %%

sseeaaggrraasssseess 22 77 1515

ccoorraal  l  ggeenneerraa 99 2255 2233

mmoolllluussccss 00 663333 1155

sshhrriimmppss 00 4455 1133

lloobbsstteerrss 88 2233 1155

sshhaarrkkss 1144 7676 2222

sseeaabbiirrddss 11 2233 88

cceettaacceeaannss 99 3300 3344

ssiirreenniiaannss 99 11 2255

pinnipedspinnipeds -- 00 --

where:where:

endemic = restricted to the regionendemic = restricted to the region••

T = total species richness in the regionT = total species richness in the region•• % = species richness in the region as a per% = species richness in the region as a per--••

centage of the world species richniess in eachcentage of the world species richniess in each

group of organismsgroup of organisms

- = no data available or not applicable- = no data available or not applicable••

UNEPUNEP. (2009). Caribbean . (2009). Caribbean environment program.environment program.

Retrieved from: Retrieved from: cep.unep.org/issues/biodiveriscep.unep.org/issues/biodiveristy.html.ty.html.
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Caribbean Regional Sea: Regional Endemic SpeciesCaribbean Regional Sea: Regional Endemic Species

Scientifc NameScientifc Name CCoommmmoon  n  NNaammee SSttaattuuss

seagrassseagrass  Halophila engelm Halophila engelmanniiannii

 Halophila john Halophila johnsoniisonii

lobsterslobsters  Acanthacaris caeca Acanthacaris caeca

 Eurnephr Eurnephrops manningiops manningi

 Eurnephr Eurnephrops bairops bairdiidii

 Eurnephr Eurnephrops cadenasiops cadenasi

 Metanephr Metanephrops binghamiops binghami

 Nephropi Nephropides caribaeusdes caribaeus

 Nephropi Nephropides neglectades neglecta

ThaumastochelesThaumastocheles

 zaleucus zaleucus

Atlangic deep-seaAtlangic deep-sea

lobsterlobster

Banded lobsterBanded lobster

Red lobsterRed lobster

Sculptured lobsterSculptured lobster

Caribbean lobsterCaribbean lobster

Mitten lobsteretteMitten lobsterette

Ruby lobsteretteRuby lobsterette

Atlantic pincer lobsterAtlantic pincer lobster

sharkssharks  Apristurus rivi Apristurus rivierieri

 Apristurus canu Apristurus canutustus

 Apristurus par Apristurus parvipinnisvipinnis

 Eridacnis barbo Eridacnis barbouriuri

 Etmopeterus schul Etmopeterus schultzitzi

Oxynotus caribbaeusOxynotus caribbaeus

Parmaturus camphechiensisParmaturus camphechiensis

Pristiophorus schroederiiPristiophorus schroederii

SchroederSchroederichthys ichthys maculotusmaculotus

ScyllorhiruScyllorhirus s meadimeadi

ScyllorhiruScyllorhirus s boaboa

Scyllorhirus torreiScyllorhirus torrei

ScyllorhiruScyllorhirus s heperiusheperius

Broadgill catsharkBroadgill catshark

Hoary catsharkHoary catshark

Smalln catsharkSmalln catshark

Cuban ribbontail catCuban ribbontail cat--

sharkshark

  

Fringen lanternsharkFringen lanternshark

Green lanternsharkGreen lanternshark

Caribbean roughsharkCaribbean roughshark

Campeche catsharkCampeche catshark

Bahamas sawsharkBahamas sawshark

Narrowtail catsharkNarrowtail catshark

Boa catsharckBoa catsharck

Dwarf catsharkDwarf catshark

Whitesaddled catsharkWhitesaddled catshark
UNEP. (2009).UNEP. (2009).

Caribbean environment program.Caribbean environment program.
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seabirdsseabirds Pterodroma hasitataPterodroma hasitata Black-capped petrelBlack-capped petrel EndangeredEndangered
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A.1. What is the Ocean?A.1. What is the Ocean?
AnAn ocean ecosystemocean ecosystem is a is a body of salt water body of salt water where currents,where currents,

waves, and tides intermingle to create a waves, and tides intermingle to create a distinctdistinct communitycommunity of of

organisms that interact together in the organisms that interact together in the physical environment.physical environment.

Ocean ecosystems are home to some Ocean ecosystems are home to some of the most diverse life onof the most diverse life on

Earth and hold a Earth and hold a varied number of plants, animals, and varied number of plants, animals, and microor-microor-

ganismsganisms11. . Due to the size aDue to the size and complexity of nd complexity of ocean ecosystems,ocean ecosystems,

many of their species are stmany of their species are still unknown to scientists. ill unknown to scientists. With theirWith their
rich biodiversityrich biodiversity, ocean , ocean ecosystems are essential to ecosystems are essential to the economic,the economic,

social, and cultural life of those countries interspersed amongsocial, and cultural life of those countries interspersed among

them.them.

Ocean or marine Ocean or marine ecosystems are different from terrestrialecosystems are different from terrestrial

ecosystems in the great extent and rate ecosystems in the great extent and rate of dispersal of nutrients,of dispersal of nutrients,

materials,andmaterials,and holoplanktonic,holoplanktonic, organisms that live their entire organisms that live their entire lifelife

in the sea, oating in the water between the bottom and surface.in the sea, oating in the water between the bottom and surface.

Marine ecosystems tend to be more open Marine ecosystems tend to be more open than their terrestrialthan their terrestrial

counterparts, in that they exhibit higher rates of counterparts, in that they exhibit higher rates of movement in andmovement in and

out of areas as a result of the forces of ocean waves and currentsout of areas as a result of the forces of ocean waves and currents22..

Ocean ecosystems differ in size, form, and species Ocean ecosystems differ in size, form, and species diversitydiversity

depending on their locatiodepending on their location around the globe. n around the globe. Oceans, however,Oceans, however,

are important for all humans as they are important for all humans as they are key inuences on climateare key inuences on climate

and weather and produce extensive food and weather and produce extensive food for human consumption.for human consumption.

The Caribbean Sea, an The Caribbean Sea, an arm of the Atlantic Ocean, is a arm of the Atlantic Ocean, is a partiallypartially

enclosed sea in the Western Hemisphere bounded by North,enclosed sea in the Western Hemisphere bounded by North,

South, and Central South, and Central America. America. The Caribbean encompasses an areaThe Caribbean encompasses an area

of 3,274,085 square kilometersof 3,274,085 square kilometers33. . The average depth of The average depth of this sea isthis sea is

2200 metres, with the Cayman Trench at 7535 2200 metres, with the Cayman Trench at 7535 metres being themetres being the

greatest depth measurgreatest depth measured to this date. ed to this date. It is estimated that 40% It is estimated that 40% ofof

the Caribbean’s human population lives within two the Caribbean’s human population lives within two kilometerskilometers

of the coastof the coast44. . The ocean ecosystem is an essentThe ocean ecosystem is an essential factor in theial factor in the

social, cultural, economic, and political lives of all Caribbeansocial, cultural, economic, and political lives of all Caribbean

people.people.

A.2. Ocean ZonesA.2. Ocean Zones
The Caribbean Sea, like all oceans, is divided into ve zonesThe Caribbean Sea, like all oceans, is divided into ve zones

based on water depth and based on water depth and light penetration.light penetration.

TheThe1.1. epipelagicepipelagic, or sunlit zone, is the top layer of the ocean, or sunlit zone, is the top layer of the ocean

where enough sunlight penetrates for plants to where enough sunlight penetrates for plants to carry outcarry out

photosynthesisphotosynthesis..

TheThe2.2. mesopelagicmesopelagic, or twilight zone, is a dimly-lit zone where, or twilight zone, is a dimly-lit zone where

some light penetrates, but not enough some light penetrates, but not enough for plants to grow.for plants to grow.

TheThe3.3. bathypelagicbathypelagic, or midnight zone, is the deep ocean layer, or midnight zone, is the deep ocean layer

where no light penetrates.where no light penetrates.

TheThe4.4. abyssal zoneabyssal zone is the pitch-black bottom layer of the is the pitch-black bottom layer of the

ocean where pressure is immense and ocean where pressure is immense and water temperature iswater temperature is

almost freezing.almost freezing.

TheThe5.5. hadal zonehadal zone is the  is the water found in the ocean’s deepestwater found in the ocean’s deepest

trenches.trenches.

While plants only exist in the While plants only exist in the sunlit zone (approximately vesunlit zone (approximately ve

percent of the ocean) where percent of the ocean) where photosynthesis can occur, animalsphotosynthesis can occur, animals

and microorganisms are found at all depths of and microorganisms are found at all depths of the ocean, thoughthe ocean, though

their numbers are greater near the surface where their numbers are greater near the surface where food is readilyfood is readily

available. Over 90% of all species dwell on the ocean bottom,available. Over 90% of all species dwell on the ocean bottom,

however, and one rock can provide however, and one rock can provide habitat to over ten majorhabitat to over ten major

groups such as corals, molluscs and groups such as corals, molluscs and spongesponge55. . Oceanic Oceanic speciesspecies

can either becan either be pelagic pelagic oror benthicbenthic. . Pelagic speciPelagic species live in es live in the openthe open
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Caribbean Sea Large Marine EcosystemCaribbean Sea Large Marine Ecosystem
NOAA Fisheries: Northeast NOAA Fisheries: Northeast Fisheries Science Center. (2003) Large Marine Ecosystems:Fisheries Science Center. (2003) Large Marine Ecosystems:

Caribbean Sea. Caribbean Sea. Retrieved from: na.nefsc.noaa.gov/Retrieved from: na.nefsc.noaa.gov/lme/text/lme12.htmlme/text/lme12.htm
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sea, away from the sea bottom, whereas benthic species live onsea, away from the sea bottom, whereas benthic species live on

the bottom of the ocean.the bottom of the ocean.
Photo supplied by: Ministry of Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)
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A.3. Influences on the OceanA.3. Influences on the Ocean
The ocean’s movement is controlled by The ocean’s movement is controlled by currents.currents. Ocean cur-Ocean cur-

rentsrents are created from forces such as planet rotation, wind, tem- are created from forces such as planet rotation, wind, tem-

perature and salinity differences, and the gravitation of the moonperature and salinity differences, and the gravitation of the moon

acting upon the acting upon the waterwater..

Winds are created as warm ocean currents from the Winds are created as warm ocean currents from the tropics movetropics move

towards the poles releasing warm air, and cold ocean towards the poles releasing warm air, and cold ocean currentscurrents

move from the North and move from the North and South poles towards the tropics bring-South poles towards the tropics bring-
ing cool airing cool air. . Wind drives thWind drives the currents and waves found in oceans,e currents and waves found in oceans,

which are necessary to circulate food.which are necessary to circulate food.

the sea in the southeast and ow in a norththe sea in the southeast and ow in a northwest direction. west direction. TheseThese

currents are created by the sun warming the ocean water at thecurrents are created by the sun warming the ocean water at the

equator.equator.

Because of these currents and the Because of these currents and the Caribbean’Caribbean’s proximity to thes proximity to the

equator, the water temperature here ranges from 25.5 degreesequator, the water temperature here ranges from 25.5 degrees

Celsius in the winter to 28 degrees Celsius in the summerCelsius in the winter to 28 degrees Celsius in the summer66..

The Caribbean Sea is a central area for many of the hurricanesThe Caribbean Sea is a central area for many of the hurricanes

that occur within that occur within the Wthe Western Hemisphere. Hurricanes and estern Hemisphere. Hurricanes and otherother

tropical storms are caused by warm water tropical storms are caused by warm water and moist, warm air,and moist, warm air,

which are readily found in which are readily found in the tropics.the tropics.

A.4. Oceanic SpeciesA.4. Oceanic Species
The Caribbean region represents the greatest concentration ofThe Caribbean region represents the greatest concentration of

marine biodiversity in the Atlantic Ocean Basinmarine biodiversity in the Atlantic Ocean Basin77. Since the. Since the

Caribbean nations depend on the condition and the beauty ofCaribbean nations depend on the condition and the beauty of

the natural world the natural world to generate income, the conserto generate income, the conservation of thevation of the

region’region’s biological diversity is s biological diversity is not only linked not only linked to social, cultural,to social, cultural,

and political conditions, but also to the and political conditions, but also to the economic realities of theeconomic realities of the

region. region. Although the marine component Although the marine component of biological diversityof biological diversity
is of immense importance to humankind, knowledge about is of immense importance to humankind, knowledge about thethe

status of marine living resources and ecosystems is less completestatus of marine living resources and ecosystems is less complete

than that of than that of terrestrial ecosystems.terrestrial ecosystems.

The ocean is much richer in species than the land. The Carib-The ocean is much richer in species than the land. The Carib-

bean Sea marine ecosystem has the bean Sea marine ecosystem has the highest number of regionallyhighest number of regionally

endemic species in the worldendemic species in the world88. . This is due to This is due to the geographic isothe geographic iso--

lation of the Caribbean Sea frolation of the Caribbean Sea from other oceanic regions. m other oceanic regions. AtlanticAtlantic

deep-sea lobster (deep-sea lobster ( Acanthacaris caeca Acanthacaris caeca), Caribbean lobster (), Caribbean lobster ( Meta- Meta-

nephrops binghaminephrops binghami), Bahamas sawshark (), Bahamas sawshark (Pristiophorus schroed-Pristiophorus schroed-

erieri), and Caribbean roughshark (), and Caribbean roughshark (Oxynotus caribbaeusOxynotus caribbaeus) are sev-) are sev-

eral examples of endemic marine species found in eral examples of endemic marine species found in the Caribbeanthe Caribbean

Sea. Sea. All species of marine turtAll species of marine turtle, except for the atback (le, except for the atback ( Natator Natator

depressusdepressus) breed in the region. ) breed in the region. The critically endangereThe critically endangered Kemp’sd Kemp’s

Ridley sea turtle (Ridley sea turtle ( Lepidochelys kempii Lepidochelys kempii) and the West Indian) and the West Indian
Manatee (Manatee (Trichecus manatusTrichecus manatus) exist only in the region.) exist only in the region.



The main oceanic current in the Caribbean Sea is an extension ofThe main oceanic current in the Caribbean Sea is an extension of

the North Equatorial and South Equatorial currents, which the North Equatorial and South Equatorial currents, which enterenter

Hawksbill Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata)Hawksbill Turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata)
National Environment & Planning Agency. (n.d.). Your environment & you: National Environment & Planning Agency. (n.d.). Your environment & you: biodiversity: protect-biodiversity: protect-
ed animal species of Jamaica. ed animal species of Jamaica. Retrieved from: nepa.gov.jm/yourRetrieved from: nepa.gov.jm/yourenv/biodiversity/species.htmenv/biodiversity/species.htm

    

The Caribbean has a The Caribbean has a large concentration of marine shlarge concentration of marine sh

including parrotsh, barracuda, tarpon, snapper, spottedincluding parrotsh, barracuda, tarpon, snapper, spotted

butterybuttery, porcupine, sturgeon, and damsel, porcupine, sturgeon, and damselsh. sh. SmallerSmaller

sh tend to remain in close proximity to coral reefs, ash tend to remain in close proximity to coral reefs, a

habitat in which habitat in which they nd shelter they nd shelter and food. and food. Larger shLarger sh

(which prey on smaller inshore coral reef (which prey on smaller inshore coral reef sh) tend tosh) tend to

have a larger habitat area and are have a larger habitat area and are foundfound offshoreoffshore from thefrom the

Caribbean islands. Caribbean islands. Other commonly foOther commonly found inhabitantsund inhabitants
within the Caribbean Sea include a variety of conch andwithin the Caribbean Sea include a variety of conch and

other molluscs, Green Sea, and Loggerhead sea turtles, aother molluscs, Green Sea, and Loggerhead sea turtles, a

variety of lobsters and eels, black variety of lobsters and eels, black tip, hammerhead andtip, hammerhead and

leopard sharks, various species of jelly sh leopard sharks, various species of jelly sh and sting rays,and sting rays,

and many different species of whales, both and many different species of whales, both baleen andbaleen and

toothed.toothed.

Species within the ocean are interdependent on Species within the ocean are interdependent on one an-one an-

otherother. . All organisms in the oceaAll organisms in the ocean, from baleen whales ton, from baleen whales to

tiny plankton, are essential members of the marinetiny plankton, are essential members of the marine foodfood

webweb. . The marine food The marine food web explains how all web explains how all the speciesthe species

in the ocean depein the ocean depend upon each other fnd upon each other for food. or food. The webThe web

is organized byis organized by trophic levelstrophic levels (feeding levels) where the(feeding levels) where the

smallest primary producers, single-celled plants or phyto-smallest primary producers, single-celled plants or phyto-

plankton, exist at the bottom and the tunas, sharks, andplankton, exist at the bottom and the tunas, sharks, and

billshes such as marlins exist at the billshes such as marlins exist at the top.top.
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West Indian Manatee (Trichechus manatus)West Indian Manatee (Trichechus manatus)
National Environment & Planning Agency. (n.d.). Your environment & you: National Environment & Planning Agency. (n.d.). Your environment & you: biodiversity: protected animalbiodiversity: protected animal

species of Jamaica. species of Jamaica. Retrieved from: nepa.gov.jm/yourenRetrieved from: nepa.gov.jm/yourenv/biodiversity/species.htmv/biodiversity/species.htm

Tropical Food WebTropical Food Web
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA). (2006). ECOPATH modelling.National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA). (2006). ECOPATH modelling.

Retrieved from: celebrating200years. noaa.gov/breakthroughs/ecopath/welcome.htmlRetrieved from: celebrating200years. noaa.gov/breakthroughs/ecopath/welcome.html
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The shing industry within the Caribbean occurs The shing industry within the Caribbean occurs within thewithin the

Caribbean Sea Large Marine Ecosystem.Caribbean Sea Large Marine Ecosystem. Large Marine Eco-Large Marine Eco-

systemssystems or LMEs  or LMEs are the jurisdictional regions of the world’sare the jurisdictional regions of the world’s

oceans, encompassing coastal areas from river basins and estuar-oceans, encompassing coastal areas from river basins and estuar-

ies to the seaward boundaries of ies to the seaward boundaries of continental shelves and the outercontinental shelves and the outer

margins of the majmargins of the major ocean current systems. or ocean current systems. The Caribbean SeaThe Caribbean Sea

LME produces an estimated catch of LME produces an estimated catch of 0.5 million metric tons0.5 million metric tons99..

The principal modes of shing within The principal modes of shing within the nearshore ecosystemthe nearshore ecosystem

are traps and handlines, along with some netting and spear share traps and handlines, along with some netting and spear sh--

ing. ing. Within ofWithin offshore waters, the principal mfshore waters, the principal modes of shing areodes of shing are

bottom trawls, purse seines, and traps.bottom trawls, purse seines, and traps.

Over 170 species are caught Over 170 species are caught for commercial purposes, but mostfor commercial purposes, but most

of the catch is comprised of less than 50 speciesof the catch is comprised of less than 50 species1010. The principal. The principal

species harvested in thespecies harvested in the nearshorenearshore ecosystem are Caribbean ecosystem are Caribbean

spiny lobster (Panulirus argus), coralline reef shes, and conch.spiny lobster (Panulirus argus), coralline reef shes, and conch.

The most important species harvested in the offshore CaribbeanThe most important species harvested in the offshore Caribbean

Sea are migratory pelagic species such as Sea are migratory pelagic species such as yellown tuna, skipjackyellown tuna, skipjack

tuna, Atlantic blue marlin, swordsh, kingsh, and dolphinsh.tuna, Atlantic blue marlin, swordsh, kingsh, and dolphinsh.

Since the year 2000 , the most valuable sh harvested (in ecoSince the year 2000 , the most valuable sh harvested (in eco--

nomic terms) were round sardinella species (herrings, shads, andnomic terms) were round sardinella species (herrings, shads, and

sardines), marine pelagic species (tuna, marlin, and kingsh), andsardines), marine pelagic species (tuna, marlin, and kingsh), and

Caribbean spiny lobster and ark clams (Arcidae)Caribbean spiny lobster and ark clams (Arcidae)1111..

A.5. Emerging Trends/Major ThreatsA.5. Emerging Trends/Major Threats
   A.5.a. A.5.a. OverexploitationOverexploitation
SpeciesSpecies populations populations are not being  are not being harvested sustainablyharvested sustainably, which, which

means more species are being taken than means more species are being taken than can naturally replacecan naturally replace

themselves through reproduction. The countries of the Caribbeanthemselves through reproduction. The countries of the Caribbean

depend on shing activities for economic, social, and depend on shing activities for economic, social, and cultural reacultural rea--

sons. Increasing shing pressure has resulted in widespread over-sons. Increasing shing pressure has resulted in widespread over-
exploitation and declining catchesexploitation and declining catches1212. . Fisheries Fisheries within the within the areaarea

primarily catch small and large pelagic nsh, reef shes, primarily catch small and large pelagic nsh, reef shes, coastalcoastal

nsh, crustaceans, and molluscs. As the inshore reef sherynsh, crustaceans, and molluscs. As the inshore reef shery

resources become over-exploited, attention is directed to resources become over-exploited, attention is directed to offshoreoffshore

resources, which tend resources, which tend to be highly to be highly migratorymigratory, trans-boundary, and, trans-boundary, and

FISH CATCH BY COUNTRYFISH CATCH BY COUNTRY

Venezuela 53.5%Venezuela 53.5%

Cuba 16%Cuba 16%

Guyana 8%Guyana 8%

Dominican Dominican Republic Republic 3%3%

Remaining Remaining 34 34 countries countries >2%>2%

(NOAA Fisheries: Northeast Fisheries Sci-(NOAA Fisheries: Northeast Fisheries Sci-

ence Center, 2003).ence Center, 2003).
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difcult to monitordifcult to monitor. . Since many marine species are migratorySince many marine species are migratory,,

international cooperation is necessary to conserve international cooperation is necessary to conserve populationspopulations

from from over-exploitatover-exploitation.ion.

Species which mature slowly and produce few young, such as seaSpecies which mature slowly and produce few young, such as sea

turtles, sharks, whales, manatees, and sea turtles, sharks, whales, manatees, and sea birds, are particularlybirds, are particularly

vulnerable to over-exploitativulnerable to over-exploitation because these species do on because these species do not pro-not pro-

duce enough young quickly enough duce enough young quickly enough to sustain their populations.to sustain their populations.

According to calculations done by the According to calculations done by the Sea Around Us ProjectSea Around Us Project

(2008), the average maximum length of sh (2008), the average maximum length of sh caught within thecaught within the

Caribbean Sea in 1950 was 88.02 centimetresCaribbean Sea in 1950 was 88.02 centimetres1414. The average. The average

maximum length of sh caught in maximum length of sh caught in 2004 was 51.87 2004 was 51.87 centimetres.centimetres.

EssentiallyEssentially, as shers , as shers harvest large sh, the only sh harvest large sh, the only sh left in theleft in the

sea are smaller and smaller sh.sea are smaller and smaller sh.

By-catches and discards remBy-catches and discards remains another problem. ains another problem. In the effortIn the effort

to harvest certain target species, other populations that often growto harvest certain target species, other populations that often grow

more slowly are over harvestmore slowly are over harvested. ed. In some cases, this non-tarIn some cases, this non-targetedgeted

species orspecies or by-catchby-catch constitutes the majorconstitutes the majority of the catch. ity of the catch. Accord-Accord-

ing to a 1994 ing to a 1994 estimation by the Food and Agriculture Organiza-estimation by the Food and Agriculture Organiza-

tion (FAO), by-catches and discards accounted for 25% of thetion (FAO), by-catches and discards accounted for 25% of the

annual estimated totannual estimated total catch. al catch. Shrimp shing, an important sShrimp shing, an important sheryhery

in the Caribbean, produces the in the Caribbean, produces the largest amount of discards at anlargest amount of discards at an

estimated 9 million tonnes annuallyestimated 9 million tonnes annually. . The FAO also estimatThe FAO also estimated thated that
Caribbean Region has the highest percentage of discard of any ofCaribbean Region has the highest percentage of discard of any of

the major shing areas, with nearly half of the catch believed tothe major shing areas, with nearly half of the catch believed to

be discardedbe discarded1515. Within the Caribbean this by-catch includes ma-. Within the Caribbean this by-catch includes ma-

rine mammals, sea turtles, seabirds, nshes, and rine mammals, sea turtles, seabirds, nshes, and invertebrates.invertebrates.

A.5.b. Habitat DestructionA.5.b. Habitat Destruction
One of the most One of the most important threats to the ocean ecosystem in theimportant threats to the ocean ecosystem in the

Caribbean is the loss or destrCaribbean is the loss or destruction of marine habitatuction of marine habitat. . TrawlingTrawling
for shrimp and lobster can disturb the for shrimp and lobster can disturb the seabed and the habitat ofseabed and the habitat of

benthic species, re-suspend sediments, and cause turbidity cur-benthic species, re-suspend sediments, and cause turbidity cur-

rentsrents1616. . In marine areas used extensiIn marine areas used extensively by recreational visively by recreational visitorstors

and tourists (such as divers, snorkelers, and and tourists (such as divers, snorkelers, and boat users), impactsboat users), impacts

such as habitat destruction and community disturbance can besuch as habitat destruction and community disturbance can be

substantial. substantial. Since organisms are aSince organisms are adapted to certain environmedapted to certain environmentsnts

and conditions, changes to these will result in changes to a spe-and conditions, changes to these will result in changes to a spe-

cies population.cies population.

Ecosystems have no clear boundaries and the Ecosystems have no clear boundaries and the effects of change toeffects of change to

one ecosystem will be realized in other one ecosystem will be realized in other ecosystems that are someecosystems that are some
distance awaydistance away. . For example, clearing mangFor example, clearing mangrove forests makesrove forests makes

the coast more vulnerable to erosion and the coast more vulnerable to erosion and destroys the habitat ofdestroys the habitat of

many sh species. many sh species. For many commerciallFor many commercially important sheriesy important sheries

species, such as lobster, the nursery grounds of species, such as lobster, the nursery grounds of the young willthe young will

also be destroyed. Without habitat, these species may not developalso be destroyed. Without habitat, these species may not develop

to become adults. to become adults. This has serious repercussiThis has serious repercussions on the entireons on the entire

food chain. food chain. AdditionallyAdditionally, mangroves buffer the nearshore marine, mangroves buffer the nearshore marine

environments from certain land-based impacts, including pollu-environments from certain land-based impacts, including pollu-

tion and sediments. tion and sediments. The loss of these functions may reThe loss of these functions may result in asult in a

deteriorating quality of ocean ecosystems, but also a deterioratingdeteriorating quality of ocean ecosystems, but also a deteriorating

quality of coral reef and coastal ecosystems.quality of coral reef and coastal ecosystems.

Construction activities on land in the Caribbean can Construction activities on land in the Caribbean can alter the pat-alter the pat-

terns of sediment trterns of sediment transport and can cause erosion. ansport and can cause erosion. Erosion causesErosion causes

sedimentation, which has a negative impact on sedimentation, which has a negative impact on coral reefs and thecoral reefs and the

ocean ecosystems. ocean ecosystems. Suspended sediments decreSuspended sediments decrease water clarityase water clarity

and as a result affect and as a result affect photosynthesis of plants. photosynthesis of plants. This can stressThis can stress

[Part 2/Section A][Part 2/Section A] Open Ocean EcosystemsOpen Ocean Ecosystems

Bottom TrawlingBottom Trawling
Lophelia.Org. (2005). Bottom trawling.Lophelia.Org. (2005). Bottom trawling.

Retrieved from lophelia.org/images/ jpeg/bottomtrawling.jpgRetrieved from lophelia.org/images/ jpeg/bottomtrawling.jpg

As over-exploitation continues, a phenomenonAs over-exploitation continues, a phenomenon

called “called “ shing dow shing down the food cn the food chainhain” occurs.” occurs.

According to PaulyAccording to Pauly1313, shing down the food, shing down the food

chain has occurred in chain has occurred in the Caribbean where therethe Caribbean where there

is a decline of the is a decline of the mean trophic level of reportedmean trophic level of reported

catches and a reduction in the abundance ofcatches and a reduction in the abundance of

species at higher trophic levels.species at higher trophic levels.
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suspension-feeders such as coral by making them expend suspension-feeders such as coral by making them expend energyenergy

in ridding themselves of sin ridding themselves of sediment. ediment. Biodiversity of corals, otheBiodiversity of corals, otherr

invertebrates, sh, and algae is reduced as invertebrates, sh, and algae is reduced as a result.a result.
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   A.5.c. PollutionA.5.c. Pollution
Within the Caribbean, the main sources of marine pollution areWithin the Caribbean, the main sources of marine pollution are

sewage, oil hydrocarbons, sediments, nutrients, pesticides, solidsewage, oil hydrocarbons, sediments, nutrients, pesticides, solid

waste, marine debris, and toxic substances. The waste, marine debris, and toxic substances. The ocean also actsocean also acts

as a repository of sorts for as a repository of sorts for all the land-produced debris.all the land-produced debris.

Pollution is a signicant contributor to marine ecosystem degraPollution is a signicant contributor to marine ecosystem degra--

dation in the Caribbean. dation in the Caribbean. One particular problem witOne particular problem within the areashin the areas

of limited water circulation is a phenomenon called eutrophica-of limited water circulation is a phenomenon called eutrophica-

tion.tion. EutrophicationEutrophication is the over-enrichment of a water bodyis the over-enrichment of a water body

with nutrients, resulting in excessive growth of algae with nutrients, resulting in excessive growth of algae (often(often agalagal

bloomsblooms) and depletion o) and depletion of oxygen concentratif oxygen concentration. on. This causesThis causes

changes in the aquatic community structure, including decreasedchanges in the aquatic community structure, including decreased

biological diversitybiological diversity, and , and increased sh mortality. Eutrophicationincreased sh mortality. Eutrophication

can occur naturally, but is occurring in the Caribbean as can occur naturally, but is occurring in the Caribbean as a resulta result

of the excess runoff of nitrogen and of the excess runoff of nitrogen and phosphorus compoundsphosphorus compounds

from agriculture fertilizers and sewage owing into the ocean.from agriculture fertilizers and sewage owing into the ocean.

InterestinglyInterestingly, only 10% , only 10% of all sewage entering the of all sewage entering the Caribbean SeaCaribbean Sea

is treated. Because of the is treated. Because of the bay-like geography of the Caribbeanbay-like geography of the Caribbean

Sea, large quantities of water do not ow into or out of it. WhenSea, large quantities of water do not ow into or out of it. When

eutrophication occurs, the ecological and aesthetic quality ofeutrophication occurs, the ecological and aesthetic quality of

the environment is changed, the environment is changed, potentially impacting the ecologicalpotentially impacting the ecological
health of the ecosystem as well health of the ecosystem as well as people’s ability to use the areaas people’s ability to use the area

for cultural, economic, and recreational purposes.for cultural, economic, and recreational purposes.

   A.5.d. A.5.d. Climate Climate ChangeChange
What may be the What may be the most signicant threat facing the ocean ofmost signicant threat facing the ocean of

the Caribbean is the expected ithe Caribbean is the expected impacts of climate change. mpacts of climate change. OneOne

consequence of climate change to the Caribbean consequence of climate change to the Caribbean Sea isSea is sea levelsea level

riserise. . With With a risina risingg sea levelsea level, habitats of marine species may be, habitats of marine species may be

altered. altered. Other expected impacts of cOther expected impacts of climate change are changes inlimate change are changes in

rainfall and soil moisture, and a rainfall and soil moisture, and a possible increase in the numberpossible increase in the number

and severity of hurricanes and ocean and severity of hurricanes and ocean tropical stormstropical storms1717. Increased. Increased

coastal erosion is also expected with climate change, coastal erosion is also expected with climate change, which willwhich will

increase the turbidity and quality of the increase the turbidity and quality of the ocean ecosystem.ocean ecosystem.

Just as land temperatures are increasing, water temperaturesJust as land temperatures are increasing, water temperatures

are too. are too. WWarming temperatures are also considerarming temperatures are also considered one of theed one of the

primary factors causing the massiveprimary factors causing the massive coral bleachingcoral bleaching events events

experienced within the experienced within the Caribbean’Caribbean’s waterss waters1818. . The ocean is The ocean is a largea large

buffer for temperature change and buffer for temperature change and when temperatures increase,when temperatures increase,

the effects are not felt immediately because of the size the effects are not felt immediately because of the size of theof the

ocean. ocean. However, increaseHowever, increases in temperature pose a signis in temperature pose a signicant riskcant risk

to the plants and animals which have a specicto the plants and animals which have a specic range of toler-range of toler-

anceance (optimal range of abiotic factors which an (optimal range of abiotic factors which an organism needsorganism needs

to survive). to survive). Once water temperatures moOnce water temperatures move outside of a species’ve outside of a species’

range and remain there for extended periods range and remain there for extended periods of time, then extinc-of time, then extinc-

tion becomes likelytion becomes likely. . Complementing the problem Complementing the problem is that scien-is that scien-

tists’ tists’ knowledge about the range of knowledge about the range of tolerance of many marinetolerance of many marine

species is incomplete.species is incomplete.

Photo supplied by: Ministry of Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)



Bleached elkhorn coralBleached elkhorn coral
National Oceanic and Atmospheric National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA). (2008).Agency (NOAA). (2008).

NOAA coral bleaching monitoring network now global.NOAA coral bleaching monitoring network now global.
Retrieved Retrieved from:noaanews.noaa.gov/stories200from:noaanews.noaa.gov/stories2008/20081009_coralbleaching.htm8/20081009_coralbleaching.htmll

Healthy elkhorn coralHealthy elkhorn coral
National Oceanic and Atmospheric National Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA). (2008).Agency (NOAA). (2008).

NOAA proposes critical habitat for threatened Elkhorn and Staghorn corals.NOAA proposes critical habitat for threatened Elkhorn and Staghorn corals.
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Oceans also serve an important role as Oceans also serve an important role as storehouses of atmo-storehouses of atmo-

spheric carbon dioxide (COspheric carbon dioxide (CO
22
). ). Oceans serve Oceans serve as biological as biological pumpspumps

transporting the atmospheric carbon dioxide to the depths of transporting the atmospheric carbon dioxide to the depths of thethe

oceans where tiny oceanic plants,oceans where tiny oceanic plants, phytoplanktonphytoplankton, take up dis-, take up dis-

solved carbon from the water dursolved carbon from the water during photosynthesis. ing photosynthesis. The carbonThe carbon

dioxide, which is incorporated into the tissues of dioxide, which is incorporated into the tissues of the phytoplank-the phytoplank-

ton as carbon, will be taken to deeper waters or to the ocean oorton as carbon, will be taken to deeper waters or to the ocean oor

as the organisms die or are as the organisms die or are eaten.eaten.

With the uptake of excess carbon, the planet’s oceans are becom-With the uptake of excess carbon, the planet’s oceans are becom-

ing increasingly acidic. According to Orr et. al “Surface watering increasingly acidic. According to Orr et. al “Surface water

pH values have already dropped by about 0.1 pH units frompH values have already dropped by about 0.1 pH units from

preindustrtial levels and are expected to drop by preindustrtial levels and are expected to drop by an additionalan additional

0.14 – 0.35 pH units by 0.14 – 0.35 pH units by the end of the 21st century.”the end of the 21st century.”1919 While the While the

amounts do not sound like amounts do not sound like much, they are signicant increasesmuch, they are signicant increases

for sensitive processes such as shell-formation critical to manyfor sensitive processes such as shell-formation critical to many

forms of marine plants and animals, including corals, plankton,forms of marine plants and animals, including corals, plankton,

snails, clams, oysters, lobsters, and crabs.snails, clams, oysters, lobsters, and crabs.

When carbon dioxide reacts with seawater, carbonic acid isWhen carbon dioxide reacts with seawater, carbonic acid is

formed which, in turn, releases hydrogen ions, reducing pH. Theformed which, in turn, releases hydrogen ions, reducing pH. The

additional hydrogen ions bind to carbonate (COadditional hydrogen ions bind to carbonate (CO
33

), decreasing the), decreasing the

amount of carbonate in the water. Less carbonate makes the amount of carbonate in the water. Less carbonate makes the propro--

cess of forming calcium carbonate (CaCOcess of forming calcium carbonate (CaCO
33
) – the essential min-) – the essential min-

eral building block – very difcult for these life forms. If the pHeral building block – very difcult for these life forms. If the pH

falls too low, the already formed CaCOfalls too low, the already formed CaCO
33
 will begin to  will begin to dissolve!dissolve!

AdditionallyAdditionally, evidence , evidence is emerging that larval and is emerging that larval and juvenile shjuvenile sh

are also susceptible to changes in pHare also susceptible to changes in pH. Clearly, the potential ef-. Clearly, the potential ef-

fects of global climate change on the oceans of the world arefects of global climate change on the oceans of the world are

far-reachinfar-reaching and g and very signicant, underscoring the very signicant, underscoring the importanceimportance

of achieving dramatic reductions in greenhouse gases emissionsof achieving dramatic reductions in greenhouse gases emissions

over the next few years.over the next few years.

A.6. Conserving Ocean EcosystemsA.6. Conserving Ocean Ecosystems
To ensure sustainability of the Caribbean’s ocean ecosystems, anTo ensure sustainability of the Caribbean’s ocean ecosystems, an

integrated management approachintegrated management approach with local stakeholders andwith local stakeholders and

government as well as with government as well as with other nations is needed.other nations is needed.

The ocean ecosystem is an The ocean ecosystem is an ecosystem shared with and inuencedecosystem shared with and inuenced

by many other nations and by many other nations and so international support is essential forso international support is essential for

gaining broad conservatigaining broad conservation of resources. on of resources. IntergovernmIntergovernmental andental and

trans-boundary agreements need to negotiated in order to fullytrans-boundary agreements need to negotiated in order to fully

ensure the sustainability of ocean ecosystems in the Caribbean.ensure the sustainability of ocean ecosystems in the Caribbean.

While there are signicant stresses to the ocean While there are signicant stresses to the ocean ecosystem of theecosystem of the

Caribbean, there is a growing Caribbean, there is a growing awareness about the necessity toawareness about the necessity to

protect the marine ecosprotect the marine ecosystems and biodiversity wiystems and biodiversity within them. thin them. LoLo--cal and national cal and national governments, grassroots organizations, conserva-governments, grassroots organizations, conserva-

tion groups,tion groups, non-governmental organizationsnon-governmental organizations (NGOs), local(NGOs), local

inhabitants, and scientists are all contributing to the protection ofinhabitants, and scientists are all contributing to the protection of

this ecosystem and its this ecosystem and its inhabitants.inhabitants.
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Google Earth Map:Google Earth Map:
maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=

Folkestone+Marine+Park+and+Museum,+Barbados&sll=Folkestone+Marine+Park+and+Museum,+Barbados&sll=
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=UTF8&t=h&z=16=UTF8&t=h&z=16

Case StudyCase Study::

canari.org/folkstone.pdf canari.org/folkstone.pdf 

BackgroundBackground
Located on the west coast of the island of Barbados, the FolkeLocated on the west coast of the island of Barbados, the Folke--

stone Park and Marine Reserve (FPMR) stone Park and Marine Reserve (FPMR) stretches 2.2 kilometres,stretches 2.2 kilometres,

extending at its widest point to 950 metres off shore, and 660extending at its widest point to 950 metres off shore, and 660

metres at it narrowest pometres at it narrowest point. int. FPMR consists of a recreationalFPMR consists of a recreational

facilityfacility, visitor centre and a , visitor centre and a marine reserve. It also contains a playmarine reserve. It also contains a play

park, a picnic area, park, a picnic area, and souvenir and water-sport shops.and souvenir and water-sport shops.

The Marine Reserve is divided into The Marine Reserve is divided into four zones:four zones:a)a) Scientic Zone:Scientic Zone: Designated for marine research. No  Designated for marine research. No motormotor

power craft access is allowed unless permitted for power craft access is allowed unless permitted for research orresearch or

enforcement, and then speeds are limited to ve enforcement, and then speeds are limited to ve knots.knots.

b/c)b/c) Northern/Southern Water Sports ZoneNorthern/Southern Water Sports Zone: Designated for: Designated for

fast speed watercraft use such as fast speed watercraft use such as water skiing, jet skiing, para-water skiing, jet skiing, para-

sailing etc.sailing etc.

d)d) Recreational Zone:Recreational Zone: Designated for recreation, including Designated for recreation, including

swimming, snorkelling and shing. There are no swimming, snorkelling and shing. There are no restrictions onrestrictions on

watercraft entry; however, speed is watercraft entry; however, speed is reduced.reduced.

To ensure the stability of the To ensure the stability of the marine reserve, several activitiesmarine reserve, several activities

have been prohibited including dynamiting of the reefs, have been prohibited including dynamiting of the reefs, emis-emis-

sion of waste into the marine environment, and the shing andsion of waste into the marine environment, and the shing and
harvesting of coral.harvesting of coral.

The park was established in 1981 by the Designation of Restrict-The park was established in 1981 by the Designation of Restrict-

ed Areas Order, and the ed Areas Order, and the Marine Areas (Preservation and Enhance-Marine Areas (Preservation and Enhance-

ment) (Barbados Marine Reserve) Regulation (Coastal Zonement) (Barbados Marine Reserve) Regulation (Coastal Zone

Management Unit of Barbados, 2008).Management Unit of Barbados, 2008).

Environmental CharacteristicsEnvironmental Characteristics
Within the Reserve, there are four well-developed fringing reefs,Within the Reserve, there are four well-developed fringing reefs,

several patch reefs and an offshore bank several patch reefs and an offshore bank reef. The sh abundancereef. The sh abundance

is low due to is low due to historical over-shinhistorical over-shing, poor habitat quality, and ag, poor habitat quality, and a

severe disease that targeted reef sh in 1994. severe disease that targeted reef sh in 1994. Sand areas sepaSand areas sepa--

rate the three reef types within and beyond the boundaries of therate the three reef types within and beyond the boundaries of the
Reserve. Benthic fauna in these areas include worms (Reserve. Benthic fauna in these areas include worms ( Bispira Bispira

variegatavariegata) and occasional urchins () and occasional urchins (Tripneustes ventricosusTripneustes ventricosus).).

of the FPMR is situated in a low-lying at coastal area that hasof the FPMR is situated in a low-lying at coastal area that has

been modied extensively from its natural state and is been modied extensively from its natural state and is subjectedsubjected

to extensive human use. to extensive human use. In fact, In fact, the Wthe West Coast is est Coast is Barbados’Barbados’ss

premier tourism zone, noted for its up-market hotel facilitiespremier tourism zone, noted for its up-market hotel facilities

and the attendant and the attendant commercial activities. There is also substantialcommercial activities. There is also substantial

residential development on or near the shoreline.residential development on or near the shoreline.

Within the Reserve there is an extensive area of Within the Reserve there is an extensive area of intertidal sandyintertidal sandy

beach habitat with beach habitat with the associated interstitial fauna (animals thatthe associated interstitial fauna (animals that

live between grains of sand live between grains of sand i.e. oligochaetes, harpacticoids,i.e. oligochaetes, harpacticoids,

archianellids and nematodes). Some terrestrial wildlife alsoarchianellids and nematodes). Some terrestrial wildlife also

frequent the area. These include the hawksbill turtle, the frequent the area. These include the hawksbill turtle, the greengreen

vervet, monkeyvervet, monkey, the mongoose, the , the mongoose, the green lizard, and bats. Severalgreen lizard, and bats. Severalbird species, local and migratory, have been observed in the area.bird species, local and migratory, have been observed in the area.

Of particular importance is the roost of cattle egrets Of particular importance is the roost of cattle egrets in a smallin a small

remnant stand of white mangroveremnant stand of white mangrove

A.7. Case Study:A.7. Case Study:
Folkestone Park and Marine Reserve (FPMR), BarbadosFolkestone Park and Marine Reserve (FPMR), Barbados2020

Map of Folkstone Park and Marine ReserveMap of Folkstone Park and Marine Reserve
Cumberbatch, J. (2001). Case study of the Cumberbatch, J. (2001). Case study of the Folkestone Park and Marine Reserve, Folkestone Park and Marine Reserve, Barbados.Barbados.
Technical Report Number 281. Trinidad: Caribbean Technical Report Number 281. Trinidad: Caribbean Natural Resources Institute (CANARI).Natural Resources Institute (CANARI).
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The foreshore area along the length of the Reserve does not fallThe foreshore area along the length of the Reserve does not fall

under the management authority of the FPMR. The under the management authority of the FPMR. The foreshore areaforeshore area

remnant stand of white mangrove.remnant stand of white mangrove.

There is little natural vegetation along the foreshore. Most ofThere is little natural vegetation along the foreshore. Most of

the vegetation communities that do exist comprise mainly non-the vegetation communities that do exist comprise mainly non-

    

native species that were introduced to the native species that were introduced to the island. The remainingisland. The remaining

mangrove lagoon has been highly modied and mangrove lagoon has been highly modied and disturbed. Whatdisturbed. What

exists is merely a remnant of exists is merely a remnant of a habitat type that once a habitat type that once dominateddominated

the area, and one of the few remaining mangrove lagoons in Bar-the area, and one of the few remaining mangrove lagoons in Bar-

bados. White mangrove (bados. White mangrove ( Laguncularia racemosa Laguncularia racemosa), Mahoe (), Mahoe (Thes-Thes-

 pesia populnea pesia populnea), Casuarinas (), Casuarinas (Casuarina equisetifoliaCasuarina equisetifolia), Clammy), Clammy

cherry (cherry (Cordia obliquaCordia obliqua), Castor oil (), Castor oil ( Ricinus communis Ricinus communis), Mimosa), Mimosa

(( Mimosa pudica Mimosa pudica) and at least ) and at least 45 other plant species are relatively45 other plant species are relatively
common. The faunal composition is diverse, and includes severalcommon. The faunal composition is diverse, and includes several

species of crabs, insects, spiders, snails, birds species of crabs, insects, spiders, snails, birds (at least fteen spe(at least fteen spe--

cies), sh, reptiles and mammals.cies), sh, reptiles and mammals.

The actual land component of the FPMR extends only a few hun-The actual land component of the FPMR extends only a few hun-

dred metres north-south along the western coastline, and in dred metres north-south along the western coastline, and in thethe

west-east direction the park contains the area lying between west-east direction the park contains the area lying between thethe

high water mark and the high water mark and the highwayhighway. The terrestrial site at the park. The terrestrial site at the park

covers 1.9 hectares in a roughly wedge-shaped land parcel ownedcovers 1.9 hectares in a roughly wedge-shaped land parcel owned

by the government. The park provides by the government. The park provides a variety of recreationala variety of recreational

opportunities for local residents and visitors and is a opportunities for local residents and visitors and is a major publicmajor public

access to the beaches along access to the beaches along that portion of the coastline.that portion of the coastline.

Ecosystem User GroupsEcosystem User Groups

A wide range of stakeholder groups inuence activities that takeA wide range of stakeholder groups inuence activities that take

place in the FPMR.place in the FPMR.

ResidentsResidents••
Businesses (including hotels located on the foreshore)Businesses (including hotels located on the foreshore)••
Water sports operatorsWater sports operators••
FishersFishers••
Government agencies with responsibility for the areaGovernment agencies with responsibility for the area••
Beach users (locals and tourists)Beach users (locals and tourists)••

Management IssuesManagement Issues
When the FPMR was When the FPMR was established in 1981, major stakeholdersestablished in 1981, major stakeholders

were not consulted. were not consulted. Fishers, in particularFishers, in particular, had no input and their, had no input and their

issues were not taken into issues were not taken into consideration. This neglect generated aconsideration. This neglect generated a

lack of compliance in the way lack of compliance in the way locals used the marine reserve. Aslocals used the marine reserve. As
a result the FPMR a result the FPMR was not functioning as an was not functioning as an effective protectedeffective protected

area. The reefs were in area. The reefs were in a state of deterioration, sh abundancea state of deterioration, sh abundance

was low, and there were a was low, and there were a number of user-related conicts.number of user-related conicts.

In 1997 the Government of In 1997 the Government of Barbados sponsored a study to Barbados sponsored a study to deter-deter-

mine the feasibility of upgrading and enhancing the mine the feasibility of upgrading and enhancing the facilities atfacilities at

FPMR that revealed the following issues:FPMR that revealed the following issues:

The size of the reserveThe size of the reserve
The Marine Reserve covers approximately 11 percent of theThe Marine Reserve covers approximately 11 percent of the

length of the West Coast of the island and has length of the West Coast of the island and has a total area of 2.a total area of 2.11

square kilometers. The percentage of coastline within the reservesquare kilometers. The percentage of coastline within the reserve

was lower than that typically suggested as was lower than that typically suggested as necessary to be effec-necessary to be effec-

tive as a marine reserve.tive as a marine reserve.

The external impacts on the reserveThe external impacts on the reserve
While shing was strictly restricted in the reserve, and While shing was strictly restricted in the reserve, and there werethere were

li i i d ili i i d i h i i hh i i h

feeding into the FPMR was feeding into the FPMR was contaminated with domestic wastecontaminated with domestic waste

from local suck wells and wfrom local suck wells and with chemicals from fertilizers andith chemicals from fertilizers and

pesticides used in the agriculture and golf course pesticides used in the agriculture and golf course activities withinactivities within

the watershed.the watershed.

The management focusThe management focus
There had been a There had been a considerable emphasis on the recreationalconsiderable emphasis on the recreational

aspects of the FPMR over the years, as opposed to the conserva-aspects of the FPMR over the years, as opposed to the conserva-
tion objectives. Vition objectives. Visitors were given no information as sitors were given no information as to whatto what

was considered acceptable was considered acceptable environmentally sustainable activitiesenvironmentally sustainable activities

within the FPMR. As a result, users within the FPMR. As a result, users were often seen engaging inwere often seen engaging in

damaging acts such as standing, sitting, or walking on the crest ofdamaging acts such as standing, sitting, or walking on the crest of

the fringing reefs.the fringing reefs.

Management capacityManagement capacity
The FPMR had The FPMR had suffered from limitations in funding and mainte-suffered from limitations in funding and mainte-

nance over the years. The nance over the years. The demarcation buoys, the markers of thedemarcation buoys, the markers of the

snorkelling trail, and most of the other snorkelling trail, and most of the other infrastructure commoninfrastructure common

in marine parks were destroyed as in marine parks were destroyed as a result of storms, corrosion,a result of storms, corrosion,

theft, and vandalism. Park naturalists and rangers lacked formaltheft, and vandalism. Park naturalists and rangers lacked formal

training in marine park training in marine park management.management.

EnforcementEnforcement
Enforcement of regulations in the FPMR was Enforcement of regulations in the FPMR was ineffective andineffective and

inconsistent. The Barbados Coast Guard, the Barbados inconsistent. The Barbados Coast Guard, the Barbados PolicePolice

Force, and the NCC Force, and the NCC park rangers all shared responsibility forpark rangers all shared responsibility for

enforcement in the FPMR. The rangers were enforcement in the FPMR. The rangers were not trained in thenot trained in the

relevant areas such as regulations, legislation or enforcementrelevant areas such as regulations, legislation or enforcement

techniques.techniques.

Inclusion of the stakeholders in the planningInclusion of the stakeholders in the planning
and management processesand management processes
When the FPMR was When the FPMR was established, many of the major stakeholdersestablished, many of the major stakeholders

were not consulted, and there was no public awareness or educa-were not consulted, and there was no public awareness or educa-

tion program. It appeared that the tion program. It appeared that the rst attempt at public consultarst attempt at public consulta--

tion occurred six months aftion occurred six months after the FPMR was established. ter the FPMR was established. TheThe
shers, in particular, were excluded, not only from the shers, in particular, were excluded, not only from the consultaconsulta--

tion, but also from shing in the area. This led to deep-seatedtion, but also from shing in the area. This led to deep-seated

feelings of resentment and mistrust towards the FPMR manage-feelings of resentment and mistrust towards the FPMR manage-

ment and the enforcement ofcers.ment and the enforcement ofcers.

Conflict among user groupsConflict among user groups
The major source of conict emanated from the use of Jet Skis.The major source of conict emanated from the use of Jet Skis.

Complaints from other users included violation of speed restric-Complaints from other users included violation of speed restric-

tions, near misses/accidents with other watercraft, and unskilledtions, near misses/accidents with other watercraft, and unskilled

riders. Triders. To ensure the safety of o ensure the safety of their guests from the watercraft, atheir guests from the watercraft, a

number of hotels in the number of hotels in the area received permission from the Har-area received permission from the Har-

bour Master to place buoys in bour Master to place buoys in the water to create safe the water to create safe swimmingswimming

areas. This resulted in limited access for water sports operatorsareas. This resulted in limited access for water sports operators

and created the false impression that the boundaries of and created the false impression that the boundaries of the parkthe park

and reserve had been extended. Due to confusion over the loca-and reserve had been extended. Due to confusion over the loca-

tion of boundaries in the tion of boundaries in the water, enforcement agents had appre-water, enforcement agents had appre-

hended and charged shers for being in the reserve when in facthended and charged shers for being in the reserve when in fact
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limitations on water sports and users in limitations on water sports and users in the scientic zone, therethe scientic zone, there

were a number of were a number of other land-based impacts that have not beenother land-based impacts that have not been

adequately controlled over the years. For example, groundwateradequately controlled over the years. For example, groundwater

hended and charged shers for being in the reserve when in facthended and charged shers for being in the reserve when in fact

they were not.they were not.
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Divers were accused of spear Divers were accused of spear shing and of destroying reefsshing and of destroying reefs

to collect coral for to collect coral for souvenirs. Hoteliers, commercial enterprisesouvenirs. Hoteliers, commercial enterprise

agents, and water sports operators complained that beach vendorsagents, and water sports operators complained that beach vendors

walking along the foreshore were harassing visitors. They werewalking along the foreshore were harassing visitors. They were

also concerned about the lack of also concerned about the lack of control over the items being soldcontrol over the items being sold

and the prices at which they were being sold.and the prices at which they were being sold.

VisiVisitor crowding was tor crowding was also a also a serious problem especially duringserious problem especially during
peak times of the day (10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.) and peak times of the day (10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.) and on cruise shipon cruise ship

days.days.

Questions for ConsiderationQuestions for Consideration
What types of habitats exist within the What types of habitats exist within the Folkestone Park andFolkestone Park and1.1.
Marine Reserve coastal ecosystem? What are some of theMarine Reserve coastal ecosystem? What are some of the

key species that exist in key species that exist in this ecosystem?this ecosystem?

What types of human activities take place What types of human activities take place within the FPMR?within the FPMR?2.2.
What impacts might these activities have on the What impacts might these activities have on the organismsorganisms

that inhabit the coastal ecosystems of the FPMR?that inhabit the coastal ecosystems of the FPMR?

Why is the FPMR Why is the FPMR an important coastal ecosystem?an important coastal ecosystem?3.3.

Of the issues that need to be addressed in the management ofOf the issues that need to be addressed in the management of4.4.
the FPMR, which ones pose the greatest risk to biodiversitythe FPMR, which ones pose the greatest risk to biodiversity

in the region?in the region?

What possible impact could the destruction of the What possible impact could the destruction of the FPMRFPMR5.5.
ecosystem have on the tourism industry in ecosystem have on the tourism industry in Barbados?Barbados?

Imagine that you are responsible for improving the Imagine that you are responsible for improving the function-function-6.6.
ing of the FPMR as a protected area:ing of the FPMR as a protected area:

   - - What What are are the the key key issues issues that that need need to to be be addressed?addressed?

   - - Who Who are are the the key key stakeholders stakeholders that that need need to to be be involved?involved?

   - - How How would would you you go go about about getting getting stakeholdestakeholders rs involvedinvolved

in the improvement of the FPMR as a protected area?in the improvement of the FPMR as a protected area?

   - - What What conservation conservation measures measures would would you you suggest suggest toto
improve the FPMR as a protected area?improve the FPMR as a protected area?

Identify a coastal ecosystem in your country Identify a coastal ecosystem in your country that is beingthat is being7.7.
threatened by human activity. Give a brief description ofthreatened by human activity. Give a brief description of

the area, the threats and the area, the threats and the stakeholders involved. What dothe stakeholders involved. What do

you believe needs to you believe needs to happen to improve the situation? Whathappen to improve the situation? What

conservation measures would you suggest?conservation measures would you suggest?
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Objective:Objective:
Students will develop an appreciation for keeping water Students will develop an appreciation for keeping water clean.clean.

Methods:Methods:

Students participate in eld trip, use observation, documentaStudents participate in eld trip, use observation, documenta--
tion skills and problem solving skills to assess tion skills and problem solving skills to assess health of nearbyhealth of nearby

marine ecosystems.marine ecosystems.

Materials:Materials:
TransportatiTransportation to on to nearby beachesnearby beaches••
Pen and paper per studentPen and paper per student••
Access to resources for researchAccess to resources for research••

Time:Time:
4-6 class periods4-6 class periods

Background:Background:
Ocean ecosystems can be damaged beyond repair by human ac-Ocean ecosystems can be damaged beyond repair by human ac-

tivities. tivities. Healthy ocean ecosystems arHealthy ocean ecosystems are critical to the sustaie critical to the sustainablenable
survival of all survival of all Caribbean islands, communities and biodiversity.Caribbean islands, communities and biodiversity.

With more than 6% of the Caribbean labour With more than 6% of the Caribbean labour force depending onforce depending on

the marine environment for their economic survival, it is para-the marine environment for their economic survival, it is para-

mount that our marine ecosystem be protected.mount that our marine ecosystem be protected.

Procedure:Procedure:
In this activity, students (in groups) will visit four differ-In this activity, students (in groups) will visit four differ-

ent beaches on their territory. (One beach could be in ent beaches on their territory. (One beach could be in an areaan area

developed for tourism, another close to the developed for tourism, another close to the citycity, one close to , one close to anan

industrial area, and one at the estuary of a river).industrial area, and one at the estuary of a river).

The students will walk along the selected beaches and make aThe students will walk along the selected beaches and make a

note of the various human note of the various human activities taking place at and aroundactivities taking place at and around

each beach. While visiting the beaches, students will use each beach. While visiting the beaches, students will use garbagegarbage

bags and gloves to pick up any garbage they come across – abags and gloves to pick up any garbage they come across – a

great opportunity to learn good conservation practice and leavegreat opportunity to learn good conservation practice and leave

the beaches in better shape than the beaches in better shape than before the visits.before the visits.

(a) For each activity, students will do the following:(a) For each activity, students will do the following:

1. Describe two (2) ways in which the marine ecosystem can be1. Describe two (2) ways in which the marine ecosystem can be

affected by each activity they have found.affected by each activity they have found.

2. Develop at least 2. Develop at least ve (5) strategies which can be ve (5) strategies which can be implementedimplemented

to combat the problems which can to combat the problems which can arise.arise.

(b) Students will draw a map of their country or of the area(b) Students will draw a map of their country or of the area

in which the beaches are located. The maps in which the beaches are located. The maps must show themust show the

following information:following information:

The beaches visitedThe beaches visited••
The activities taking place along the beachesThe activities taking place along the beaches••
Next to each beach, Next to each beach, the students will list the possible effectsthe students will list the possible effects••
that the activities can have on that the activities can have on the marine ecosystemthe marine ecosystem

Upon completion of their maps, each Upon completion of their maps, each group will list their ndgroup will list their nd--

ings on the board, following which, the class with the aid of theings on the board, following which, the class with the aid of the

teacher, will develop a conservation plan for the beaches theyteacher, will develop a conservation plan for the beaches they

visited.visited.

A.8. Activity 1: Coastal ActivitiesA.8. Activity 1: Coastal Activities



Coastal CommunityCoastal Community
Photo supplied by: Ministry of Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)
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Objectives:Objectives:
Students will be able to:Students will be able to:

Recognize and identify the major species of Recognize and identify the major species of sh that live insh that live in••
the Caribbean oceanthe Caribbean ocean

Describe various values of sh species in the oceanDescribe various values of sh species in the ocean•• ecosystemecosystem

Locate specic habitats/places where sh species occurLocate specic habitats/places where sh species occur••

Methods:Methods:
Students develop an inventory of sh Students develop an inventory of sh species, research informaspecies, research informa--

tion about the species and their habitat, and locate sh species ontion about the species and their habitat, and locate sh species on

a map.a map.

Materials:Materials:
Student worksheetsStudent worksheets••
Pen and paper per studentPen and paper per student••
Access to resource materials for researchAccess to resource materials for research••
Map of Caribbean Sea and nearby islandsMap of Caribbean Sea and nearby islands••
Tape, string, and pins (one for each sh Tape, string, and pins (one for each sh biography completedbiography completed••
by students)by students)

Time:Time:
2-3 class periods2-3 class periods

Background:Background:
Fish have an important role in the Caribbean Sea. There are manyFish have an important role in the Caribbean Sea. There are many

sh species in the Caribbean Sea and each has a unique inuencesh species in the Caribbean Sea and each has a unique inuence

on the ocean ecosystem. Some sh are predators, some feed onon the ocean ecosystem. Some sh are predators, some feed on

plant material, some scavenge and feed on plant material, some scavenge and feed on detritus, some depositdetritus, some deposit

eggs in special nests, and some have live young.eggs in special nests, and some have live young.

The purpose of this activity is The purpose of this activity is to expand students’ knowledge ofto expand students’ knowledge of

the different species of sh that occur in the different species of sh that occur in the Caribbean Sea.the Caribbean Sea.

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Ask the students what sh they 1) Ask the students what sh they believe inhabit the Caribbeanbelieve inhabit the Caribbean

Sea. What sh species have they seen, caught, heard about, orSea. What sh species have they seen, caught, heard about, or

read about? Make a list of the different types of sh and post inread about? Make a list of the different types of sh and post in

the classroom. Aim to have a list of the classroom. Aim to have a list of approximately ten sh speapproximately ten sh spe--

cies.cies.

2) Obtain or have students make a large map of the Caribbean2) Obtain or have students make a large map of the Caribbean

Sea and its associated islands.Sea and its associated islands.

3) Divide the students into teams. 3) Divide the students into teams. Have each team identify pos-Have each team identify pos-

sible sources of information about sh and sible sources of information about sh and sh habitats in thesh habitats in the

Caribbean Sea. Have teams develop a Caribbean Sea. Have teams develop a plan for researching in-plan for researching in-

formation about sh and sh formation about sh and sh habitats. Some suggested resourceshabitats. Some suggested resources
include information from family and include information from family and friends, government orga-friends, government orga-

nizations, shers, non-prot organizations, scientic or nizations, shers, non-prot organizations, scientic or researchresearch

4) Student teams should then use 4) Student teams should then use available resources to developavailable resources to develop

sh biographies for the identied sh species. Teachers can prosh biographies for the identied sh species. Teachers can pro--

vide students with worksheets to guide the vide students with worksheets to guide the specic biographicalspecic biographical

information that will be collected for each sh information that will be collected for each sh species. Multiplespecies. Multiple

copies of student worksheets , up to 10 for each group, would copies of student worksheets , up to 10 for each group, would bebe

useful.useful.

5) Once biographies have been 5) Once biographies have been completed students groups shouldcompleted students groups should

meet up and compare the meet up and compare the information they have collected. Ininformation they have collected. In

some cases, information collected may some cases, information collected may differdiffer. Students . Students shouldshould

discuss why difference might exist. The purpose of comparingdiscuss why difference might exist. The purpose of comparing

research is for students to learn about research is for students to learn about collecting and comparingcollecting and comparing

data from different sources, as well as how data from different sources, as well as how to improve accuracyto improve accuracy

and completeness of research.and completeness of research.

6) Students should then tape strings to 6) Students should then tape strings to the biographies and tie athe biographies and tie a

pin to the free end of the string. Students should then pin biog-pin to the free end of the string. Students should then pin biog-

raphies to the identied geographical area on the raphies to the identied geographical area on the Caribbean SeaCaribbean Sea

map. Place tape on the back of the biographies as well, and stickmap. Place tape on the back of the biographies as well, and stick

to map or board backing map. Objective is to create a visual net-to map or board backing map. Objective is to create a visual net-
work of geographical location of habitats for various work of geographical location of habitats for various sh species.sh species.

If possible, exhibit the map and sh creations for the school andIf possible, exhibit the map and sh creations for the school and

community to view.community to view.

A.9. Activity 2: Caribbean Fish Who’s Who?A.9. Activity 2: Caribbean Fish Who’s Who?2121
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groups, the Internet, groups, the Internet, and the library.and the library.
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Fish Species Common Name:Fish Species Common Name:

Fish Species Scientic Name:Fish Species Scientic Name:

Description of characteristics andDescription of characteristics and

adaptations of sh species:adaptations of sh species:

Draw a sketch of sh species noting anyDraw a sketch of sh species noting any

signicant features:signicant features:

Description of area of Caribbean Sea thatDescription of area of Caribbean Sea that

Fish species is commonly found:Fish species is commonly found:

Description of sh habitat:Description of sh habitat:

Description of what sh eats:Description of what sh eats:

Are other plant or animal speciesAre other plant or animal species

dependent or interdependent on thisdependent or interdependent on this

 sh species?: sh species?:

Do humans have an interest in this shDo humans have an interest in this sh

species?:species?:

Why is sh Why is sh valuable or important (mayvaluable or important (may

include ecological, include ecological, scientic, recreational,scientic, recreational,

economic, political, cultural, aesthetic, oreconomic, political, cultural, aesthetic, or

intrinsic reasons)?:intrinsic reasons)?:

A.9. Activity 2: Caribbean Fish Who’s Who?A.9. Activity 2: Caribbean Fish Who’s Who?
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B.1. What is a Coastal Ecosystem?B.1. What is a Coastal Ecosystem?
AA coastal ecosystemcoastal ecosystem is the area where land and sea join to create is the area where land and sea join to create

a distinct community of organisms that interact together in thea distinct community of organisms that interact together in the

physical environment. Coastal ecosystems may include physical environment. Coastal ecosystems may include coralcoral

reefs, mangroves, seagrass beds, salt marshes, wetlands, estuar-reefs, mangroves, seagrass beds, salt marshes, wetlands, estuar-

ies, bays, beaches, and rocky shores. They also include benthicies, bays, beaches, and rocky shores. They also include benthic

communities (from the bottom of the sea) and communities (from the bottom of the sea) and pelagics (inhabit-pelagics (inhabit-

ants of the open ocean). Coastal ecosystems are home to a diverseants of the open ocean). Coastal ecosystems are home to a diverse
range of species (plants, animals and microorganisms) that arerange of species (plants, animals and microorganisms) that are

interdependent on one another and which interdependent on one another and which often migrate betweenoften migrate between

habitats.habitats.

Coastal ecosystems contain many resources that are vital for theCoastal ecosystems contain many resources that are vital for the

social and economic life of nearby human social and economic life of nearby human populations. It is esti-populations. It is esti-

mated that 40% of the mated that 40% of the human population in the Caribbean regionhuman population in the Caribbean region

resides within two kilometers of the coastresides within two kilometers of the coast11. The area of coastal. The area of coastal

water 12 nautical miles from the shoreline (water 12 nautical miles from the shoreline (territorial watersterritorial waters) is) is

directly managed by the Fisheries Departments of the OECdirectly managed by the Fisheries Departments of the OECS.S.

Coastal ecosystems vary greatly in shape, size, Coastal ecosystems vary greatly in shape, size, and type of habi-and type of habi-

tats and species diversity, depending on their location around thetats and species diversity, depending on their location around the

globe. For the purpose of globe. For the purpose of this unit we will this unit we will specically examinespecically examinethe biodiversity and interconnectivity that exists in the coastalthe biodiversity and interconnectivity that exists in the coastal

ecosystems of the Caribbean including habitats such as beaches,ecosystems of the Caribbean including habitats such as beaches,

seagrass beds and rocky shores.seagrass beds and rocky shores.

B.2. Habitats within Coastal EcosystemsB.2. Habitats within Coastal Ecosystems
   B.2.a. B.2.a. BeachesBeaches
The Caribbean is known The Caribbean is known throughout the world for the beautifulthroughout the world for the beautiful

colourful beaches that distinctly outline the coastline. Beachescolourful beaches that distinctly outline the coastline. Beaches

are found at the foot of cliffs and in the small bays betweenare found at the foot of cliffs and in the small bays between

headlands, and are usually temporary deposits of rock headlands, and are usually temporary deposits of rock particles orparticles or

the remains of shells. Beaches are formed when waves and oceanthe remains of shells. Beaches are formed when waves and ocean

currents move loose shells, rock particles or sediment along thecurrents move loose shells, rock particles or sediment along the

shoreline. The amount of sand or rock on a beach changes withshoreline. The amount of sand or rock on a beach changes with

the season and with the type of wave and tidal patterns associatedthe season and with the type of wave and tidal patterns associated

with them.with them.

Beaches look different in their appearance depending on the Beaches look different in their appearance depending on the ac-ac-

tivity of waves along the tivity of waves along the shoreline and the type of shoreline and the type of rock particlesrock particles

or sediment that is left behind. or sediment that is left behind. Beaches may appear sandy, peb-Beaches may appear sandy, peb-

blybly, muddy or , muddy or a combination of these.a combination of these.

Sandy beachesSandy beaches•• are formed in coastal areas where the wavesare formed in coastal areas where the waves

and currents are able to deposit sand faster than it can beand currents are able to deposit sand faster than it can be

carried away.carried away.

Pebble beachesPebble beaches•• are formed from rocks that have are formed from rocks that have been con-been con-
stantly pounded, rolled and polished by the active of waves.stantly pounded, rolled and polished by the active of waves.

Muddy beachesMuddy beaches•• are made up of ne particles of organic andare made up of ne particles of organic and

inorganic matterinorganic matter, often , often carried downstream by rivers.carried downstream by rivers.
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Pebble and sandy beaches are lled with three types of rock parPebble and sandy beaches are lled with three types of rock par--

ticles: sedimentaryticles: sedimentary, igneous , igneous and metamorphic.and metamorphic.

Formation of Pebble and Sandy BeachesFormation of Pebble and Sandy Beaches
Over thousands of years wind Over thousands of years wind and water currents erode piecesand water currents erode pieces

of the earth. These pieces of earth are then washed away andof the earth. These pieces of earth are then washed away and

settle layer upon layer at the bottom of rivers, lakes and oceans.settle layer upon layer at the bottom of rivers, lakes and oceans.

Sedimentary rockSedimentary rock is formed when  is formed when small pieces of matter andsmall pieces of matter and

sediment are carried by wind and rain and are then deposited,sediment are carried by wind and rain and are then deposited,

compacted and cemented together. Sandstone, limestone (shells,compacted and cemented together. Sandstone, limestone (shells,

coral, marine skeletons), shale, conglomerate and gypsum are excoral, marine skeletons), shale, conglomerate and gypsum are ex--

amples of sedimentary rocks found around the amples of sedimentary rocks found around the planet. Coral sandplanet. Coral sand

beaches are formed when limestone is eroded. beaches are formed when limestone is eroded. In the CaribbeanIn the Caribbean

the white sand beaches of the Bahamas and the pink sand beachesthe white sand beaches of the Bahamas and the pink sand beaches

of Bermuda are examples of beaches of Bermuda are examples of beaches formed from sedimentaryformed from sedimentary

rock.rock.

Ninety-ve percent of the Earths crust is made up of molten rock,Ninety-ve percent of the Earths crust is made up of molten rock,

which is the result of which is the result of the cooling of magma (lava) from volcanicthe cooling of magma (lava) from volcanic

eruptions.eruptions. Igneous rockIgneous rock is the term used to describe the type is the term used to describe the type

of rock that is created when molten rocks cool. Granite, scoria,of rock that is created when molten rocks cool. Granite, scoria,

pumice and obsidian are examples of igneous rocks. In the Caribpumice and obsidian are examples of igneous rocks. In the Carib--

bean the black sand beaches of Saint Lucia, Grenada, Dominica,bean the black sand beaches of Saint Lucia, Grenada, Dominica,

Nevis, St. Kitts, and Nevis, St. Kitts, and Montserrat are examples of beaches formedMontserrat are examples of beaches formed

from igneous rock.from igneous rock.

Metamorphic rocksMetamorphic rocks are rocks that have morphed or “changed” are rocks that have morphed or “changed”

into another type of rock into another type of rock as a result of as a result of chemical and structuralchemical and structural

changes. Metamorphic rocks are sedimentary or igneous rockschanges. Metamorphic rocks are sedimentary or igneous rocks

that have been changed by intense heat and pressure. Some exthat have been changed by intense heat and pressure. Some ex--

amples of metamorphic rocks are gneiss, slate, marble, schist amples of metamorphic rocks are gneiss, slate, marble, schist andand

quartzite.quartzite.

Life of the Coastal EcosystemLife of the Coastal Ecosystem
At rst glance it may not appear that many species of plantsAt rst glance it may not appear that many species of plants

and animals depend on beach and animals depend on beach habitats; however, upon closerhabitats; however, upon closer

inspection the beach is brimming with life that inspection the beach is brimming with life that is dependent onis dependent on

a healthy coastal ecosystem. Seabirds such as a healthy coastal ecosystem. Seabirds such as the masked boobythe masked booby

((Sula dactylatraSula dactylatra) and brown pelican () and brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalisPelecanus occidentalis) can) can

be seen resting be seen resting and nesting on shorand nesting on shorelines. elines. Seagrape (Seagrape (CoccolobaCoccoloba

uviferauvifera), coconut (), coconut (Cocos nuciferaCocos nucifera), manchineel (), manchineel ( Hippomane Hippomane
mancinella)mancinella) trees line beach communities stabilizing the beach trees line beach communities stabilizing the beach

sand from excessive erosion and providing food sand from excessive erosion and providing food and shelter forand shelter for

animals such as ghost crabs, beach mice, and sand eas, as wellanimals such as ghost crabs, beach mice, and sand eas, as well

birds. Seeds from these trees fall to the beach and are carried bybirds. Seeds from these trees fall to the beach and are carried by

ocean currents to other beaches, where ocean currents to other beaches, where they are left to germinatethey are left to germinate

and grow.and grow.

During storms, plankton, seaweed and other During storms, plankton, seaweed and other organic debris areorganic debris are

tossed onto beaches, proving food for tossed onto beaches, proving food for scavengers such as crusta-scavengers such as crusta-

ceans and beach eas. If you dig into the sand you ceans and beach eas. If you dig into the sand you will nd clamswill nd clams

and bivalves buried deep. Beaches and bivalves buried deep. Beaches provide vital breeding andprovide vital breeding and

nesting grounds for sea turtles and nesting grounds for sea turtles and iguanas that carefully lay andiguanas that carefully lay and

bury their eggs in sandy beaches.bury their eggs in sandy beaches.

B.2.b. Rocky ShoresB.2.b. Rocky Shores
Like beaches, rocky shores mark the Like beaches, rocky shores mark the boundary between landboundary between land

and sea. Rocky and sea. Rocky shores make up approximately one-third of theshores make up approximately one-third of the

planet’s coastlinesplanet’s coastlines2.2.   In the islands of In the islands of the OECS, rocky shores arthe OECS, rocky shores aree

mainly found on the windward mainly found on the windward or Atlantic coast, especially of theor Atlantic coast, especially of the

volcanic islands. The high waves of volcanic islands. The high waves of the Atlantic Ocean hit thethe Atlantic Ocean hit the

rocks, washing over them repeatedly. Over long periods of timerocks, washing over them repeatedly. Over long periods of time

this shapes the characteristic features of the rocky coastlines.this shapes the characteristic features of the rocky coastlines.

WWashed by the ebb ashed by the ebb and ow of and ow of tides, rocky shores are a tides, rocky shores are a uniqueunique

Black Volcanic Sand BeachBlack Volcanic Sand Beach
Brodhead, J. (2008). Doing something great today?: sailing through the Carib-Brodhead, J. (2008). Doing something great today?: sailing through the Carib-

bean bean Grenadines. Retrieved Grenadines. Retrieved from: from: dosomethingdosomethinggreat.net/travels/great.net/travels/sailing_grena-sailing_grena-
dines_08/02_st_vincent.htmdines_08/02_st_vincent.htm



Cattle egret (Bubulcus ibis)Cattle egret (Bubulcus ibis)
TouToussaint, A. (n.d.). Birding in ssaint, A. (n.d.). Birding in St. Lucia.St. Lucia.

Retrieved from: Retrieved from: birdinginstlucia.obirdinginstlucia.org/index.htmrg/index.htm

    

world of constant change. The upper or high parts of the shore areworld of constant change. The upper or high parts of the shore are

covered by sea for only a brief time at high tide. The lower partcovered by sea for only a brief time at high tide. The lower part

of the shore is of the shore is almost always under water.almost always under water.

B.2.c. Tidal ZonesB.2.c. Tidal Zones
The beaches and rocky The beaches and rocky shores of coastal ecosystems can beshores of coastal ecosystems can be

divided into regions that are marked by divided into regions that are marked by the level of tidal activitythe level of tidal activity

that takes place. These regions are dened that takes place. These regions are dened asas tidal zones. tidal zones.  

The area of the shoreline that lies below the low-tide mark isThe area of the shoreline that lies below the low-tide mark is

called thecalled the subtidal zonesubtidal zone. Subtidal zones are the lowest level of. Subtidal zones are the lowest level of

tidal zones and are almost atidal zones and are almost always under waterlways under water. . The plants andThe plants and

animals found here need to be animals found here need to be almost permanently surroundedalmost permanently surrounded

by water in order to survive (i.e. seagrass – see below for moreby water in order to survive (i.e. seagrass – see below for more

information). information). Echinoderms such Echinoderms such as Brittle staras Brittle stars (s (OphiomastixOphiomastix

variabilisvariabilis), Caribbean starsh (), Caribbean starsh (Oreaster reticulatesOreaster reticulates) and Carib-) and Carib-

bean sea urchins (bean sea urchins ( Diadema antillarum Diadema antillarum) live off algae, plankton,) live off algae, plankton,

bacteria and other organisms in the subtidal zone.bacteria and other organisms in the subtidal zone.

Above the subtidal zone, between the high tide and low tideAbove the subtidal zone, between the high tide and low tide

marks, is themarks, is the intertidal zone intertidal zone. . As the tide rises As the tide rises and falls, this and falls, this areaarea

is exposed to the is exposed to the sun or covered by sun or covered by water several times each day.water several times each day.Organisms that exist in the intertidal zone must be Organisms that exist in the intertidal zone must be able to adaptable to adapt

to harsh, extreme changes in their to harsh, extreme changes in their environment such as varyingenvironment such as varying

degrees of sunlight exposure, heat exposure, changes degrees of sunlight exposure, heat exposure, changes in waterin water

salinitysalinity, exposure to , exposure to oxygen and tidal oxygen and tidal inundations. Most intertidalinundations. Most intertidal

zones can be separated into three zones can be separated into three subzones; high tide zone, mid-subzones; high tide zone, mid-

dle tide zone and low tide zone. Each of these subzones is homedle tide zone and low tide zone. Each of these subzones is home

to unique species of plants and to unique species of plants and animals. Seaweeds, barnacles,animals. Seaweeds, barnacles,

limpets, periwinkles, shore crabs, mussels, sea stars, rock limpets, periwinkles, shore crabs, mussels, sea stars, rock crabs,crabs,

turban snails, chitons and worms are only a few organisms to ndturban snails, chitons and worms are only a few organisms to nd

shelter and food within the intertidal zone.shelter and food within the intertidal zone.

TheThe supratidal zonesupratidal zone or splash zone  or splash zone lies above the intertidallies above the intertidal

zone just beyond the reach of the water at high tide. This area iszone just beyond the reach of the water at high tide. This area is

often splashed by ocean water, but is often splashed by ocean water, but is not submerged. It is almostnot submerged. It is almost

always exposed to the sun. always exposed to the sun. The organisms in this zone mustThe organisms in this zone must

be able to cope be able to cope with exposure to air, rainwater, cold, heat andwith exposure to air, rainwater, cold, heat and
predation by land animals and seabirds. The dark predation by land animals and seabirds. The dark damp securitydamp security

of caves often provides a save haven and shelter from the sun forof caves often provides a save haven and shelter from the sun for

sea anemones.sea anemones.

B.2.d. Importance of Beaches and B.2.d. Importance of Beaches and Rocky ShoresRocky Shores
Besides providing vital habitats, beaches and rocky shores protectBesides providing vital habitats, beaches and rocky shores protect

the coastline from the erosive forces of wind and waves. For exthe coastline from the erosive forces of wind and waves. For ex--

ample, the progressive slope of a beach slows down the corrosiveample, the progressive slope of a beach slows down the corrosive

impact of waves.impact of waves.

Beaches and rocky shores are also vital to the economic andBeaches and rocky shores are also vital to the economic and

social vitality of local human populations in the Csocial vitality of local human populations in the Caribbean. Thesearibbean. These

areas are often the focal point areas are often the focal point of tourism and industry. Beachesof tourism and industry. Beaches

and rocky shores provide areas for and rocky shores provide areas for residents and visitors to recre-residents and visitors to recre-ate, moor boats, sell goods and are the source of many buildingate, moor boats, sell goods and are the source of many building

materials such as stone and sand.materials such as stone and sand.

Like most vibrant natural ecosystems, beaches and rocky shoresLike most vibrant natural ecosystems, beaches and rocky shores

are subject to the destructive forces of are subject to the destructive forces of natural processes, as wellnatural processes, as well

as the impacts of human as the impacts of human activityactivity. Natural process such as . Natural process such as hurri-hurri-

canes and storms can dramatically disrupt and erode beaches canes and storms can dramatically disrupt and erode beaches andand

rocky shores. Human activities such as hotel rocky shores. Human activities such as hotel or marina construc-or marina construc-

tion, aquaculture and recreational overcrowding can result in eco-tion, aquaculture and recreational overcrowding can result in eco-
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system degradation. Offshore dredging, sand system degradation. Offshore dredging, sand mining, vegetationmining, vegetation

removal and rising sea levels, due to climate change, all have theremoval and rising sea levels, due to climate change, all have the

potential to signicantly disrupt the ecological balance of beachespotential to signicantly disrupt the ecological balance of beaches

and rocky shores.and rocky shores.

B.2.e. Seagrass BedsB.2.e. Seagrass Beds
Seagrass bedsSeagrass beds are large areas of  are large areas of underwater marine oweringunderwater marine owering

plants (with long, narrow green plants (with long, narrow green leaves) that resemble grasslands.leaves) that resemble grasslands.
Seagrass typically grow in shallow waters (subtidal zones), orSeagrass typically grow in shallow waters (subtidal zones), or

continental shelves landward of coral reefs. Seagrass anchorscontinental shelves landward of coral reefs. Seagrass anchors

itself in sand or mud. itself in sand or mud. In the Caribbean the main In the Caribbean the main seagrass speciesseagrass species

are; Turtle grass (are; Turtle grass (Thalassia testudinumThalassia testudinum), Manatee grass (), Manatee grass (Syringo-Syringo-

dium liformedium liforme), and Shoal grass (), and Shoal grass ( Halodule wrightii) Halodule wrightii). Depending. Depending

on the species type blades of seagrass can grow over 30 centime-on the species type blades of seagrass can grow over 30 centime-

ters in length.ters in length.

Seagrass beds provide important habitats for many species. GreenSeagrass beds provide important habitats for many species. Green

turtles (turtles (Chelonia mydasChelonia mydas), shes, crabs, sea urchins, conch and), shes, crabs, sea urchins, conch and

migratory fowl depend on seagrass for food. migratory fowl depend on seagrass for food. Seagrass beds pro-Seagrass beds pro-

vide important protection for nursery species such as the vide important protection for nursery species such as the Blues-Blues-

triped grunt (triped grunt ( Haemulo sciurus Haemulo sciurus), Redtail parrotsh (), Redtail parrotsh (SparisomaSparisoma

chrysopterumchrysopterum) and Great barracuda () and Great barracuda (Sphyraena barracudaSphyraena barracuda))33..

Invertebrates and epiphytes, like algae, use seagrass blades toInvertebrates and epiphytes, like algae, use seagrass blades to

attach themselves to. Burrowing animals, such as attach themselves to. Burrowing animals, such as worms, clams,worms, clams,

cockles, pen shells and shrimp live cockles, pen shells and shrimp live in the mud under in the mud under seagrassseagrass

beds.beds.

Seagrass beds also help to keep sand and mud sediment settled onSeagrass beds also help to keep sand and mud sediment settled on

the ocean oor, while their root system stabilizes sediment fromthe ocean oor, while their root system stabilizes sediment from

becoming re-suspended. This helps keep the ocean water becoming re-suspended. This helps keep the ocean water clearclear

which is vital to the health of nearby coral reefs. Seagrass bedswhich is vital to the health of nearby coral reefs. Seagrass beds

together with coral reefs, and mangrove swamps together with coral reefs, and mangrove swamps help to protecthelp to protect

the shore from the full force the shore from the full force of waves. Together these habitats actof waves. Together these habitats act

as a buffer zone reducing natural coastal erosion.as a buffer zone reducing natural coastal erosion.

The interdependence of green turtles and seagrass beds The interdependence of green turtles and seagrass beds is a goodis a good

example of the importance of ecological balance in example of the importance of ecological balance in a coastala coastal
ecosystem. When green turtle populations are in balance withecosystem. When green turtle populations are in balance with

the amount of available seagrass for grazing, seagrass beds the amount of available seagrass for grazing, seagrass beds areare

healthy and abundant. However, when turtle populations are toohealthy and abundant. However, when turtle populations are too

low or too high, seagrass beds may die off due to increases inlow or too high, seagrass beds may die off due to increases in

infections of slime mold, infections of slime mold, over-shading and disturbed sediment.over-shading and disturbed sediment.

Likewise, the health of green Likewise, the health of green turtle populations (and many otherturtle populations (and many other

species) is dependent on healthy seagrass bedsspecies) is dependent on healthy seagrass beds44..

Seagrass beds also are subject to Seagrass beds also are subject to a number of human a number of human distur-distur-

bances. The construction of bances. The construction of commercial and residential facilitiescommercial and residential facilities

(e.g. hotels and marinas) along beaches, (e.g. hotels and marinas) along beaches, often results in dredgingoften results in dredging

and lling (clearing of the ocean and lling (clearing of the ocean oor and replacement with mudoor and replacement with mud

or sand) which destroys seagrass beds. or sand) which destroys seagrass beds. Oil spills and pollutantsOil spills and pollutants

from agricultural run-off or industrial discharge degrade seagrassfrom agricultural run-off or industrial discharge degrade seagrass

tootoo55. Human activities such as . Human activities such as shing, hunting and recreationalshing, hunting and recreational

boater use, also threatens the survival of boater use, also threatens the survival of seagrass beds and theseagrass beds and the

organisms that depend on them. The noise from organisms that depend on them. The noise from boat motors mayboat motors may

frighten away some species and propellers can cause frighten away some species and propellers can cause damage bydamage by

ripping up leaves and unsettling seagrass root systems and ripping up leaves and unsettling seagrass root systems and sedi-sedi-

ment.ment.



Sea Turtle feeding on seagrassSea Turtle feeding on seagrass
 Retrieved from: Retrieved from:
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B.3. Importance of Coastal B.3. Importance of Coastal EcosystemsEcosystems
Coastal ecosystems do not exist in isolation. They Coastal ecosystems do not exist in isolation. They are highlyare highly

complex, dynamic, productive environments that are in a complex, dynamic, productive environments that are in a concon--

stant state of ux. The stant state of ux. The health of each habitat and health of each habitat and species withinspecies within

a coastal ecosystem is dependent on the a coastal ecosystem is dependent on the health of other nearbyhealth of other nearby

habitats, species and ecosystems, both marine and terrestrial. Un-habitats, species and ecosystems, both marine and terrestrial. Un-

wary agricultural and forestry practices may result in rivers car-wary agricultural and forestry practices may result in rivers car-

rying pollutants or sediment downstream, impacting the health ofrying pollutants or sediment downstream, impacting the health of

coral reefs and beaches. Excessive shing in one bay can impactcoral reefs and beaches. Excessive shing in one bay can impact

the health of sh the health of sh communities in anothercommunities in another. Ocean currents may. Ocean currents may

move industrial waste, or oil from a move industrial waste, or oil from a tanker spill from the coast oftanker spill from the coast of

one country to pollute the one country to pollute the coastal region of another.coastal region of another.

Due to the rich Due to the rich biodiversity of coastal ecosystems, multiplebiodiversity of coastal ecosystems, multiple

human user groups or stakeholders depend on human user groups or stakeholders depend on these areas for re-these areas for re-

source extraction and recreation. However, human source extraction and recreation. However, human activities suchactivities such

as aquaculture, marine transportation, shing, tourism and recreas aquaculture, marine transportation, shing, tourism and recre--

ation have potentially signicant impacts on ation have potentially signicant impacts on coastal ecosystems.coastal ecosystems.
To ensure the sustainability of coastal ecosystems in To ensure the sustainability of coastal ecosystems in the Carib-the Carib-

bean an integrated approach to managing thesebean an integrated approach to managing these areas is requiredareas is required

shers etc.) need to work shers etc.) need to work together with government ofcials totogether with government ofcials to

come up with management plans for come up with management plans for local coastal ecosystemslocal coastal ecosystems66..

Protecting Coastal EcosystemsProtecting Coastal Ecosystems
IncreasinglyIncreasingly, the one , the one strategy being used to protect ocean strategy being used to protect ocean ecosys-ecosys-

tems is the establishment and development oftems is the establishment and development of Marine ProtectedMarine Protected

AreasAreas (MPAs). MPAs are coastal or open ocean areas in which (MPAs). MPAs are coastal or open ocean areas in which

certain uses are regulated to protect natural resources, biodiver-certain uses are regulated to protect natural resources, biodiver-

sitysity, or , or human livelihoodshuman livelihoods77. Marine research and training and. Marine research and training and

public outreach and environmental education in the coastal com-public outreach and environmental education in the coastal com-

munities is another important avenue in gaining a munities is another important avenue in gaining a more sustain-more sustain-

able approach to marine ecosystem management.able approach to marine ecosystem management.

As a result MPA’s typically dene limitations on allowable huAs a result MPA’s typically dene limitations on allowable hu--

man activities in those regions. Most MPA’s in the Caribbeanman activities in those regions. Most MPA’s in the Caribbean

currently include coastal or near shore ecosystemscurrently include coastal or near shore ecosystems88..

  

It is important that we understand and It is important that we understand and protect the integrity ofprotect the integrity of
coastal ecosystems. This bountiful area where land meets oceancoastal ecosystems. This bountiful area where land meets ocean

is a vital for both human livelihoods and recreation as well as foris a vital for both human livelihoods and recreation as well as for

[Part 2/Section B][Part 2/Section B] Coastal EcosystemsCoastal Ecosystems

Example of Coastal DevelopmentExample of Coastal Development
Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Fisheries (St. Lucia)



bean, an integrated approach to managing these bean, an integrated approach to managing these areas is required.areas is required.

Social, governmental, economic and cultural factors need to beSocial, governmental, economic and cultural factors need to be

taken into consideration. Local taken into consideration. Local stakeholders (residents, business,stakeholders (residents, business,

is a vital for both human livelihoods and recreation, as well as foris a vital for both human livelihoods and recreation, as well as for

the existence of biodiversity.the existence of biodiversity.
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Protected Area Management CategoriesProtected Area Management Categories

IUCN has dened a series of six protected area management categories, based on primary managementIUCN has dened a series of six protected area management categories, based on primary management

objective. In summary, these are:objective. In summary, these are:

CATEGORY IaCATEGORY Ia   Strict Nature Reserve: protected area managed mainly for scienceStrict Nature Reserve: protected area managed mainly for science

DefnitionDefnition   Area Area of of land land and/or and/or sea sea possessing possessing some some outstanding outstanding or or representative representative ecosystems,ecosystems,

geological or physiological features and/or species, available primarily for scienticgeological or physiological features and/or species, available primarily for scientic
research and/or environmental monitoring.research and/or environmental monitoring.

CATEGORY IbCATEGORY Ib   Wilderness Wilderness Area: Area: protected protected area area managed managed mainly mainly for for wilderness wilderness protectionprotection

DefnitionDefnition   Large Large area area of of unmodied unmodied or or slightly slightly modied modied land, land, and/or and/or sea, sea, retaining retaining its its naturalnatural

character and inuence, without permanent or signicant habitation, which is protectedcharacter and inuence, without permanent or signicant habitation, which is protected

and managed so as to preserve its natural condition.and managed so as to preserve its natural condition.

CATEGORY IICATEGORY II   National Park: protected area managed mainly for ecosystem protection and recreationNational Park: protected area managed mainly for ecosystem protection and recreation

DefnitionDefnition   Natural Natural area area of of land land and/or and/or sea, sea, designated designated to to (a) (a) protect protect the the ecological ecological integrity integrity of of one one oror

more ecosystems for present and future generations, (b) exclude exploitation ormore ecosystems for present and future generations, (b) exclude exploitation or

occupation inimical to the purposes of designation of the area and (c) provide aoccupation inimical to the purposes of designation of the area and (c) provide a

   foundation foundation for for spiritual, spiritual, scientic, scientic, educational, educational, recreational recreational and and visitor visitor opportunities,opportunities,
all of which must be environmentally and culturally compatible.all of which must be environmentally and culturally compatible.

CATEGORY IIICATEGORY III   Natural Natural Monument: Monument: protected protected area area managed managed mainly mainly for for conservation conservation of of specicspecic

natural featuresnatural features

DefnitionDefnition   Area Area containing containing one, one, or or more, more, specic specic natural natural or or natural/cultural natural/cultural feature feature which which is is ofof

outstanding or unique value because of its inherent rarity, representative or aestheticoutstanding or unique value because of its inherent rarity, representative or aesthetic

qualities or cultural signicance.qualities or cultural signicance.

CATEGORY IVCATEGORY IV   Habitat/Species Habitat/Species Management Management Area: Area: protected protected area area managed managed mainly mainly for for conservationconservation

through management interventionthrough management intervention

DefnitionDefnition   Area Area of of land land and/or and/or sea sea subject subject to to active active intervention intervention for for management management purposes purposes so so as as toto

ensure the maintenance of habitats and/or to meet the requirements of specic species.ensure the maintenance of habitats and/or to meet the requirements of specic species.

CATEGORY VCATEGORY V   Protected Protected Landscape/Seascape: Landscape/Seascape: protected protected area area managed managed mainly mainly for for landscape/seascaplandscape/seascapee

conservation and recreationconservation and recreation

DefnitionDefnition   Area Area of of land, land, with with coast coast and and sea sea as as appropriate, appropriate, where where the the interaction interaction of of people people andand

nature over time has produced an area of distinct character with signicant aesthetic,nature over time has produced an area of distinct character with signicant aesthetic,

ecological and/or cultural value, and often with high biological diversity. Safeguardingecological and/or cultural value, and often with high biological diversity. Safeguarding

   the the integrity integrity of of this this traditional traditional interaction interaction is is vital vital to to the the protection, protection, maintenance maintenance andand

evolution of such an area.evolution of such an area.

CATEGORY VICATEGORY VI   Managed Resource Protected Area: protected area managed mainly for the sustainableManaged Resource Protected Area: protected area managed mainly for the sustainable

use of natural ecosystemuse of natural ecosystemss

DefnitionDefnition
   Area Area containing containing predominantly predominantly unmodied unmodied natural natural systems, systems, managed managed to to ensure ensure long long termtermprotection and maintenance of biological diversity, while providing at the same time aprotection and maintenance of biological diversity, while providing at the same time a

sustainable ow of natural products and services to meet community needssustainable ow of natural products and services to meet community needs



sustainable ow of natural products and services to meet community needs.sustainable ow of natural products and services to meet community needs.

IUCN (1994). Guidelines for IUCN (1994). Guidelines for Protected Areas Management Categories. IUCN, Protected Areas Management Categories. IUCN, Cambridge, UK Cambridge, UK and Gland, and Gland, Switzerland. 261. Retrieved Switzerland. 261. Retrieved from: www.unep-wcmc.orfrom: www.unep-wcmc.org/protected_areg/protected_areas/categories/as/categories/index.htmlindex.html
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Google Earth Map:Google Earth Map:
maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=,maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=,

+St.+Lucia&sll=13.909444,-60.978893&sspn=0.31126,0.53833&ie=+St.+Lucia&sll=13.909444,-60.978893&sspn=0.31126,0.53833&ie=

UUTF8&ll=13.831413,-60.986137&spn=0.155682,0.269165&t=h&z=12TF8&ll=13.831413,-60.986137&spn=0.155682,0.269165&t=h&z=12

Case StudyCase Study::

canari.org/285smma.pdf canari.org/285smma.pdf 

BackgroundBackground::

The town of Soufrière is located on the southwest coast of SaintThe town of Soufrière is located on the southwest coast of Saint

Lucia. Lucia. The coast and marine environThe coast and marine environment play a key role in thement play a key role in the

life and economy of Soufrièrlife and economy of Soufrière. e. The main settlements aThe main settlements and infra-nd infra-

structure are located near the ocean shore and the beaches and thestructure are located near the ocean shore and the beaches and the

coral reefs and water are used coral reefs and water are used extensively for recreation.extensively for recreation.

HistoricallyHistorically, shing , shing was the area’s most important economic secwas the area’s most important economic sec--

tor, but currentlytor, but currently, tourism has grown , tourism has grown to rival it as to rival it as the town’s mostthe town’s most
important sources of inimportant sources of income. come. Most of Soufrière’Most of Soufrière’s local shery iss local shery is

divided between the inshore coastal shery (such as divided between the inshore coastal shery (such as jacks, balao,jacks, balao,

sardines, and ying sh, sardines, and ying sh, and other reef species) and an and other reef species) and an offshoreoffshore

shery for migratory pelagic species (such as tuna, shery for migratory pelagic species (such as tuna, kingsh,kingsh,

marlin, and dolphinsh). marlin, and dolphinsh). However, because of SoufriHowever, because of Soufrière’ère’s diss dis--

tance from the migratory routes of the tance from the migratory routes of the valuable pelagics (and thevaluable pelagics (and the

additional time and fuel costs that shers must additional time and fuel costs that shers must incur as a result),incur as a result),

much of the shery has been located closer to the shoremuch of the shery has been located closer to the shore1010. Tour-. Tour-

ism is concentrated around snorkelling, diving, and yachting.ism is concentrated around snorkelling, diving, and yachting.

Beginning in the 1980s, conict Beginning in the 1980s, conict between shers and tourist usersbetween shers and tourist users

over the limited inshore marine resources and concern over over the limited inshore marine resources and concern over thethe

declining reef sh catches and reef health declining reef sh catches and reef health began to develop.began to develop.

Within the Soufrière area, there are Within the Soufrière area, there are approximately 154 registeredapproximately 154 registered

shers who use the shers who use the ocean ecosystem to gain their livelihood, withocean ecosystem to gain their livelihood, with
most of those shers shing on a full time basis, using pots, traps,most of those shers shing on a full time basis, using pots, traps,

seines, lines, trolling, and gill netsseines, lines, trolling, and gill nets1111. . The area The area also houses also houses twotwo

large resorts, four smaller hotels, and several guesthouses andlarge resorts, four smaller hotels, and several guesthouses and

restaurants, many of them focusing on the restaurants, many of them focusing on the diving and the yacht-diving and the yacht-

ing sectors. ing sectors. Marine transportatiMarine transportation, such as day charter boats andon, such as day charter boats and

water taxis, is also an water taxis, is also an important economic driverimportant economic driver, as it , as it brings abrings a

large number of tourists from large number of tourists from the northern, better-developed partthe northern, better-developed part

of the island to Soufrièreof the island to Soufrière. . As tourism gained populariAs tourism gained popularity in thety in the

1980s, conicts began to escalate over 1980s, conicts began to escalate over the sharing of coastal andthe sharing of coastal and

marine resources.marine resources.

Compounding the problem was the growing Compounding the problem was the growing concern over certainconcern over certain

environmental impaenvironmental impacts seen in the region. cts seen in the region. Those included:Those included:

1. Degradation of 1. Degradation of coastal water quality, with direct implicationscoastal water quality, with direct implications

for human health and for for human health and for the protection of the reef ecosystem;the protection of the reef ecosystem;

3. Degradation of 3. Degradation of landscapes and general environment quality,landscapes and general environment quality,

notably on or near beaches;notably on or near beaches;

4. Pollution generated by solid waste 4. Pollution generated by solid waste disposal in ravines or di-disposal in ravines or di-
rectly in the sea;rectly in the sea;

5. Yacht anchor damage to reefs;5. Yacht anchor damage to reefs;

6. Sedimentation of the reefs caused by 6. Sedimentation of the reefs caused by runoffs from rivers andrunoffs from rivers and

storm damage.storm damage.

Establishment of the Marine Management AreaEstablishment of the Marine Management Area
To manage the growing conict, in 1986, the To manage the growing conict, in 1986, the Government ofGovernment of

Saint Lucia declared many of the Saint Lucia declared many of the island’island’s major reefs as marines major reefs as marine

reserves (including Soufrière’reserves (including Soufrière’s) and controlled shing s) and controlled shing and otherand other

sources of impact. sources of impact. However, the areas were neHowever, the areas were never demarcatedver demarcated

and no funds were and no funds were made available for enforcement so the legisla-made available for enforcement so the legisla-

tion provided the marine ecosystem with no tion provided the marine ecosystem with no real protectionreal protection
1212

..

The following year, the Government put forward a The following year, the Government put forward a proposalproposal

for the development of a National Park in the Soufrière area, tofor the development of a National Park in the Soufrière area, to

include both marine and terrestrial habitats; however it was notinclude both marine and terrestrial habitats; however it was not

until 1992 that the various parties interested in until 1992 that the various parties interested in management ofmanagement of

Soufrière’Soufrière’s marine resources renewed s marine resources renewed their efforts to establish atheir efforts to establish a

marine and coastal resomarine and coastal resource management area. urce management area. These individu-These individu-

als, from both the tourism and als, from both the tourism and shing sectors formed a commitshing sectors formed a commit--

tee with representatives of the Soufrière Regional Developmenttee with representatives of the Soufrière Regional Development

Foundation, Department of Fisheries and Caribbean NaturalFoundation, Department of Fisheries and Caribbean Natural

Resources InstituResources Institute (CANARI). te (CANARI). The existing resThe existing reserves were puterves were put

under review and the current uses (yachting and diving, shing,under review and the current uses (yachting and diving, shing,

local recreational use), the resource use conicts and condition oflocal recreational use), the resource use conicts and condition of

coastal resources aroucoastal resources around Soufrière were identied. nd Soufrière were identied. The SoufrièreThe Soufrière

Marine Management Area (SSMA) was proposed and was legis-Marine Management Area (SSMA) was proposed and was legis-
lated by the Government in 1995.lated by the Government in 1995.

The SMMA extends over 12 kilometres of the coast The SMMA extends over 12 kilometres of the coast betweenbetween

Anse l’Ivrogne in the south Anse l’Ivrogne in the south and Anse Mamin in the north, andand Anse Mamin in the north, and

extends 100 metres from shore, or extends 100 metres from shore, or to 70 metres depth, wto 70 metres depth, whicheverhichever

is greateris greater. . It has representation of coIt has representation of coral reefs, seagrass beds,ral reefs, seagrass beds,

and shallow ocean areas. and shallow ocean areas. It also has a characteristIt also has a characteristic sample ofic sample of

Caribbean shallow ocean species including spiny lobster (PCaribbean shallow ocean species including spiny lobster (Panu-anu-

lirus arguslirus argus), queen conch (), queen conch (Strombus gigasStrombus gigas), penaeid shrimps), penaeid shrimps

((PenaeidaePenaeidae), snappers (), snappers ( Lutjanus Lutjanus), groupers (), groupers ( Epinephelus Epinephelus), reef), reef

sh, and continental shelf demersal sh. sh, and continental shelf demersal sh. AdditionallyAdditionally, the marine, the marine

management area contains some deep slope and bank sh such asmanagement area contains some deep slope and bank sh such as

snappers and groupers.snappers and groupers.

B.4. Case Study:B.4. Case Study:
Soufrière Marine Management Area (SMMA), St. LuciaSoufrière Marine Management Area (SMMA), St. Lucia99

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=,+St.+Lucia&sll=13.909444,-60.978893&sspn=0.31126,0.53833&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=13.831413,-60.986137&spn=0.160016,0.269165&z=12
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=,+St.+Lucia&sll=13.909444,-60.978893&sspn=0.31126,0.53833&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=13.831413,-60.986137&spn=0.160016,0.269165&z=12
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=,+St.+Lucia&sll=13.909444,-60.978893&sspn=0.31126,0.53833&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=13.831413,-60.986137&spn=0.160016,0.269165&z=12
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=,+St.+Lucia&sll=13.909444,-60.978893&sspn=0.31126,0.53833&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=13.831413,-60.986137&spn=0.160016,0.269165&z=12
http://canari.org/285smma.pdf
http://canari.org/285smma.pdf
http://canari.org/285smma.pdf


p y ;p y ;

2. Loss of 2. Loss of the economic, scientic and recreational potential ofthe economic, scientic and recreational potential of

coral reefs, particularly in the context of diving coral reefs, particularly in the context of diving tourism;tourism;
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Soufrière Marine Management Area (SMMA). (n.d.) Soufrière Marine Management Area (SMMA). (n.d.) SMMA zoning map.SMMA zoning map.
Retrieved from: Retrieved from: smma.org.lc/index.htsmma.org.lc/index.htmlml
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The SMMA area is divided into 5 The SMMA area is divided into 5 types of zones:types of zones:

1.1. Marine Reserves:Marine Reserves: These areas are set  These areas are set aside for protecting theaside for protecting the

natural resources they conatural resources they contain. ntain. All extractive activiAll extractive activities are forties are for--

bidden, but diving and snorkelling are bidden, but diving and snorkelling are permitted for a fee.permitted for a fee.

2.2. Fishing Priority Areas:Fishing Priority Areas: These areas are set  These areas are set aside for maintain-aside for maintain-

ing shing activities. ing shing activities. Diving and other uses are permiDiving and other uses are permitted heretted here
but shing but shing takes priority.takes priority.

3.3. Yacht mooring areas:Yacht mooring areas: These are areas containing mooring These are areas containing mooring

buoys provided for yachts to avoid damage to coral reefs andbuoys provided for yachts to avoid damage to coral reefs and

seagrass beds.seagrass beds.

4.4. Multiple use areas: Multiple use areas: These areas are set aside for all uses These areas are set aside for all uses

(shing, diving, and snorkelling), with the (shing, diving, and snorkelling), with the exception of activitiesexception of activities

forbidden throughout the SMMA such as jet-skiing, and coralforbidden throughout the SMMA such as jet-skiing, and coral

extraction.extraction.

5.5. Recreational Areas:Recreational Areas: These are terrestrial (beaches) and marine These are terrestrial (beaches) and marine

(swimming and snorkelling) areas, which are reserved for public(swimming and snorkelling) areas, which are reserved for public

recreation.recreation.

Management IssuesManagement Issues
The reef shers found the The reef shers found the rst couple of years of rst couple of years of managementmanagement

difcult. difcult. Fishers were unable to use some of theiFishers were unable to use some of their best shingr best shing

places and had to places and had to travel further offshore to reach shing sites.travel further offshore to reach shing sites.

This was signicant as many This was signicant as many shers lacked outboard motors andshers lacked outboard motors and

in order to benet from in order to benet from the larger offshore sh, they had to the larger offshore sh, they had to incurincur

personal expenses personal expenses to buy modernized to buy modernized equipment. equipment. Some shers,Some shers,

who had come to rely on the now-closed areas, were angered thatwho had come to rely on the now-closed areas, were angered that

tourists gained access to the areas they would no longer be able totourists gained access to the areas they would no longer be able to

use. use. Illegal shing ensued until eIllegal shing ensued until enforcement was increased andnforcement was increased and

compensation was paid to shers who compensation was paid to shers who had previously relied onhad previously relied on

the marine reserve areas.the marine reserve areas.

Fishers had to adapt to the changes in resource use which tookFishers had to adapt to the changes in resource use which took
time. time. Many shers integrated tourMany shers integrated tourism services into theiism services into their tradir tradi--

tional shing activities, by using their vessels to tional shing activities, by using their vessels to tour visitorstour visitors

around the marine environmaround the marine environment. ent. Perceptions of the managemPerceptions of the managementent

area began to change when the costs of running it were born outarea began to change when the costs of running it were born out

of diving and snorkelling licenses and sherof diving and snorkelling licenses and sher’s catches in other’s catches in other

areas began to improve.areas began to improve.

Achievements of the SMMAAchievements of the SMMA
The SMMA is overseen by the Soufrière Marine ManagementThe SMMA is overseen by the Soufrière Marine Management

Association, which is a legal Association, which is a legal entity that was established underentity that was established under

the sheries legislatthe sheries legislation. ion. This AssociThis Association comprises a Board ofation comprises a Board of

Directors and a broad stakeholDirectors and a broad stakeholder committee. der committee. All key stakehold-All key stakehold-

ers, including shers, hoteliers and management authorities sit oners, including shers, hoteliers and management authorities sit on

this Board and collaborate to manage this this Board and collaborate to manage this biodiverse area.biodiverse area.

InitiallyInitially, the goal , the goal in establishing the SMMA was to manage thein establishing the SMMA was to manage the

Annual monitoring of reef shAnnual monitoring of reef sh biomass biomass (stocks) since the estab-(stocks) since the estab-

lishment of the management area has indicated a lishment of the management area has indicated a four fold in-four fold in-

crease in commercial sh biomass inside the marine reserves andcrease in commercial sh biomass inside the marine reserves and

a three fold increase in shing a three fold increase in shing grounds.grounds.   Species whose numbersSpecies whose numbers

increased as a result of the increased as a result of the management area include surgeonshmanagement area include surgeonsh

(( Acanthuridae Acanthuridae), snappers (), snappers ( Lutjanidae Lutjanidae), grunts (), grunts ( Haemulidae Haemulidae),),

groupers (groupers (SerranidaeSerranidae), squirrelsh (), squirrelsh ( Holocentridae Holocentridae) and parrotsh) and parrotsh
((ScaridaeScaridae). ). This is signicant, because iniThis is signicant, because initiallytially, with the estab, with the estab--

lishment of a protected area, it was the shers who had the mostlishment of a protected area, it was the shers who had the most

to lose from the loss of shing area.to lose from the loss of shing area.

The management area also achieved its goal The management area also achieved its goal of promoting conser-of promoting conser-

vation of coral reefs and sustainable development of tourism invation of coral reefs and sustainable development of tourism in

the area.the area.

Other achievements of the Other achievements of the SMMA include:SMMA include:

Reduction or resolution of Reduction or resolution of conicts among area’s users.conicts among area’s users.••

Improvement in communication between various user groupsImprovement in communication between various user groups••
and among user groups, and among user groups, researchers, and managementresearchers, and management

agencies.agencies.

Improvement in the status of coral reefs.Improvement in the status of coral reefs.••

Increase in sh stocks in Increase in sh stocks in marine reserves and shing prioritymarine reserves and shing priority••
areas.areas.  

Collaborative management of the area, through the forma-Collaborative management of the area, through the forma-••
tion of a tion of a multidisciplinarmultidisciplinary Board, y Board, comprising governmentcomprising government

organisations, non-governmental organisations, communityorganisations, non-governmental organisations, community

members, and resource users.members, and resource users.

Increased awareness about environmental issues.Increased awareness about environmental issues.••

AvaiAvailability of valuable area lability of valuable area for scientic study for for scientic study for researchresearch--••
ers, and more knowledge ers, and more knowledge about marine ecosystems as aabout marine ecosystems as a

result.result.

Provision of facilities (such as yacht moorings), which Provision of facilities (such as yacht moorings), which re-re-••
duce physical damage to marine habitats.duce physical damage to marine habitats.

Generation of user fees from diving Generation of user fees from diving and snorkelling (leadingand snorkelling (leading••
to self-sufcient nancing of the SMMA).to self-sufcient nancing of the SMMA).

Increased recognition (for example, the SMMA has beenIncreased recognition (for example, the SMMA has been••
internationally recognised for its conservation efforts, includ-internationally recognised for its conservation efforts, includ-

ing the 1997 ing the 1997 British Airways TBritish Airways Tourism for Tomorrow IUCNourism for Tomorrow IUCN

Special ASpecial Award for National ward for National Parks and Protected Areas; andParks and Protected Areas; and

a position in the top ve along with Algeria, USA, Spaina position in the top ve along with Algeria, USA, Spain

and Canada for the and Canada for the 1997 Wo1997 World Underwater Confedera-rld Underwater Confedera-

tion (CMAS) tion (CMAS) International Marine Environmental AwarInternational Marine Environmental Awardd
(GPIEM.)(GPIEM.)



local shery and prevent further decline and local shery and prevent further decline and overexploitation ofoverexploitation of

the inshore coral reef sherthe inshore coral reef sheries. ies. The establishment of the SMThe establishment of the SMMAMA

has been a great has been a great success for sustaining and enhancing the localsuccess for sustaining and enhancing the local

reef shery and increasing the catches of reef shery and increasing the catches of local shers.local shers.
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Recognition as a model for multiple use Recognition as a model for multiple use marine protectedmarine protected••
areas.areas.

Improved community cohesion.Improved community cohesion.••

ChallengesChallenges
UnfortunatelyUnfortunately, certain problems remain , certain problems remain which pose risks which pose risks to theto the
marine and coastal environment of the SMMA, marine and coastal environment of the SMMA, which requirewhich require

resolution from broaderesolution from broader organizations and goverr organizations and governments. nments. CertainCertain

issues cannot be address by the SMMissues cannot be address by the SMMA alone. A alone. These problemsThese problems

include:include:

High sedimentation rates into the High sedimentation rates into the nearshore environment,nearshore environment,••
resulting from run-resulting from run-off from the land and via rioff from the land and via rivers. vers. ThisThis

sedimentation continues to degrade coral reefs and marinesedimentation continues to degrade coral reefs and marine

habitat within the SMMA, especially during storms andhabitat within the SMMA, especially during storms and

heavy rains, and can cause algal blooms and coral bleach-heavy rains, and can cause algal blooms and coral bleach-

inging1313..

Pollution brought into the waters of the Pollution brought into the waters of the SMMA fromSMMA from••
external sources.external sources.

Enhanced algal growth in some marine areas, due to en-Enhanced algal growth in some marine areas, due to en-••
richment of the water, likely because of improper sewagerichment of the water, likely because of improper sewage

disposal. disposal. This poses direct risks to humThis poses direct risks to human health and to thean health and to the

integrity of marine ecosystems.integrity of marine ecosystems.

Solid waste builds up from terrestrial sources, which Solid waste builds up from terrestrial sources, which contrib-contrib-••
utes to coastal and marine ecosystem degradation.utes to coastal and marine ecosystem degradation.

The degradation of coastal and ocean The degradation of coastal and ocean ecosystems as a resultecosystems as a result••
of the mass ‘dumping’ of tourists in the nearshore for snor-of the mass ‘dumping’ of tourists in the nearshore for snor-

kelling and other activities and on beaches kelling and other activities and on beaches adjacent to hotels.adjacent to hotels.

Overuse of certain dive sites, which Overuse of certain dive sites, which may negatively affectmay negatively affect••

marine species and habitats.marine species and habitats.

Non-compliance with rules and regulations of the SMMA,Non-compliance with rules and regulations of the SMMA,••
especially by shers from communities adjacent to Soufrière.especially by shers from communities adjacent to Soufrière.

The case of Soufrière Marine MThe case of Soufrière Marine Management anagement Area is positive. Area is positive. It isIt is

encouraging that there is more awareness and encouraging that there is more awareness and knowledge of theknowledge of the

importance of the ocean ecosystems and marine environment inimportance of the ocean ecosystems and marine environment in

Soufrière. Soufrière. The SMMA also stThe SMMA also stands as an exemplary public andands as an exemplary public and

private sector arrangement for natural private sector arrangement for natural resource management.resource management.

Questions for ConsiderationQuestions for Consideration
1. 1. What are some of the environmWhat are some of the environmental impacts which promental impacts which promptedpted

the creation of the SMMA?the creation of the SMMA?

2. 2. How has the establishment of the SMHow has the establishment of the SMMA been succesMA been successful?sful?

How has it not been successful?How has it not been successful?

3. 3. What are the positive and negaWhat are the positive and negative ecological impacttive ecological impacts ofs of

establishing a marine management area establishing a marine management area in Soufrière?in Soufrière?

4. 4. Imagine that you are responsImagine that you are responsible for improving the functible for improving the function-ion-

ing of the SMMA as a ing of the SMMA as a protected area:protected area:

What are the key issues that need to be addressed?What are the key issues that need to be addressed?••
Who are the key stakeholders that need to be involved?Who are the key stakeholders that need to be involved?••
How would you go about getting stakeholders involved inHow would you go about getting stakeholders involved in••
the improvement of the SMMA as a protected area?the improvement of the SMMA as a protected area?

5. 5. What impacts would the furWhat impacts would the further degradation of the marither degradation of the marine andne and

coastal ecosystems of SMMA have on the economy of coastal ecosystems of SMMA have on the economy of Soufrière?Soufrière?

6. 6. What habitats and specieWhat habitats and species exist within the SMMA s exist within the SMMA oceanocean

ecosystem?ecosystem?

7. 7. What types of human activiWhat types of human activities take place within the SMMties take place within the SMMA?A?

What impacts might these activities have on the What impacts might these activities have on the organisms thatorganisms that

inhabit the ocean ecosystems of the SMMA?inhabit the ocean ecosystems of the SMMA?

8. 8. Can you identify marine areas iCan you identify marine areas in your county that are beingn your county that are being

threatened by human activity? Give a brief threatened by human activity? Give a brief description of the areadescription of the area

and the threat? and the threat? What might the social and enviWhat might the social and environmental conse-ronmental conse-
quences of the threat?quences of the threat?

9) 9) Can you identify other protectCan you identify other protected areas in the Caribbean re-ed areas in the Caribbean re-

gion? How do they work compared to the SMMA?gion? How do they work compared to the SMMA?



Caribbean Conservation Association. (2003). Caribbean coastal Caribbean Conservation Association. (2003). Caribbean coastal co-managemenco-management guidelines project. West t guidelines project. West Indies:Indies:
University of West University of West Indies Centre for Resource Management and Indies Centre for Resource Management and Environmental Studies (CERMES) and Marine Resources Assessment Group, Ltd. Environmental Studies (CERMES) and Marine Resources Assessment Group, Ltd. (MRAG).(MRAG).
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Objectives:Objectives:
Students will be able to Students will be able to identify a variety of stakeholder groups,identify a variety of stakeholder groups,

their interests, their impacts and their concerns about coastaltheir interests, their impacts and their concerns about coastal

ecosystems.ecosystems.

Methods:Methods:
Students practice their debating and negotiating skills roll playingStudents practice their debating and negotiating skills roll playing

in a roundtable discussion.in a roundtable discussion.

Materials:Materials:
Copy of SMMA Case study (or other Case Study)Copy of SMMA Case study (or other Case Study)••
Chalkboard/whiteboard or ip chart and markerChalkboard/whiteboard or ip chart and marker••
Pen and paper per student for note takingPen and paper per student for note taking••

Time:Time:
1-2 periods (approximately 1.5 hours)1-2 periods (approximately 1.5 hours)

Background:Background:
See the SMMA Case Study (activity will also work See the SMMA Case Study (activity will also work with anotherwith another
case study).case study).

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Carefully review the case study 1) Carefully review the case study with students.with students.

2) Have students brainstorm and determine which SMMA man-2) Have students brainstorm and determine which SMMA man-

agement issues they think are most important in agement issues they think are most important in the case study.the case study.

Make a list of Make a list of the relevant management issues, post them forthe relevant management issues, post them for

students to see and briey students to see and briey reviewreview..

3) Using the list of 3) Using the list of relevant management issues outlined in step 2,relevant management issues outlined in step 2,

have students determine as a group have students determine as a group who the relevant stakeholderswho the relevant stakeholders

are in those issues. Make are in those issues. Make a list of relevant stakeholder groups,a list of relevant stakeholder groups,

post them for students to see post them for students to see and briey review.and briey review.

4) Break students into groups that 4) Break students into groups that equal the total number ofequal the total number of

stakeholder groups identied. Groups of 2-3 students typicallystakeholder groups identied. Groups of 2-3 students typically

work best.work best.

5) Assign student groups stakeholder characters as per the list5) Assign student groups stakeholder characters as per the list

identied in step 3 (i.e. identied in step 3 (i.e. shers, hoteliers, vendors, tourists etc).shers, hoteliers, vendors, tourists etc).

6) Inform students that they will be 6) Inform students that they will be taking on the character oftaking on the character of

their stakeholder group and participating in a roundtable discus-their stakeholder group and participating in a roundtable discus-

sion to come up with some solutions to the identied issues.sion to come up with some solutions to the identied issues.

7) Have students discuss in 7) Have students discuss in their small stakeholder groups whattheir small stakeholder groups what

their interests are; what their impacts are; and what their interests are; what their impacts are; and what their concernstheir concerns

are in the SMMA are in the SMMA case studycase study. . Students will need to write downStudents will need to write down
what they perceive their interests, impacts and concerns to what they perceive their interests, impacts and concerns to be,be,

d d i t t k b h lf f thd d i t t k b h lf f th

together in their groups and form a together in their groups and form a large circle. Have each grouplarge circle. Have each group

identify themselves and present their interests, impacts and con-identify themselves and present their interests, impacts and con-

cerns to the other stakeholder groups. If cerns to the other stakeholder groups. If there is time, encouragethere is time, encourage

students to bring costume items, tools, hats or students to bring costume items, tools, hats or other identifyingother identifying

items to add to the drama of the debate.items to add to the drama of the debate.

9) Once all groups 9) Once all groups have presented their thoughts, encourage dis-have presented their thoughts, encourage dis-

cussion that attempts to resolve the previously determined issues.cussion that attempts to resolve the previously determined issues.

Ensure each group has the Ensure each group has the opportunity to provide some inputopportunity to provide some input

and feedback in the discussion. Some questions you may wish toand feedback in the discussion. Some questions you may wish to

bring up to successfully lead the bring up to successfully lead the discussion include:discussion include:

Are there trends in the identied areas of concern among theAre there trends in the identied areas of concern among the••
stakeholder groups?stakeholder groups?

As a stakeholder group in As a stakeholder group in the SMMA which of your activi-the SMMA which of your activi-••
ties are you not willing to give up or compromise on?ties are you not willing to give up or compromise on?

What activities are your What activities are your stakeholder group willing to stakeholder group willing to modifymodify,,••

give up or compromise on?give up or compromise on?

What does your group recommend as a solution to the is-What does your group recommend as a solution to the is-••
sues?sues?

As with real life roundtable discussions, it can be a challenge toAs with real life roundtable discussions, it can be a challenge to

get all those present to come get all those present to come to a negotiated agreement. The pur-to a negotiated agreement. The pur-

pose of this exercise is to pose of this exercise is to provide students with the opportunityprovide students with the opportunity

to experience the challenges of working with to experience the challenges of working with others of differentothers of different

opinions and perspectives to come to an opinions and perspectives to come to an agreement. Encourageagreement. Encourage

discussion as long as the discussion as long as the dialogue is productive, and for a dialogue is productive, and for a feasiblefeasible

amount of time.amount of time.

10) Before ending the activity, debrief with the students.10) Before ending the activity, debrief with the students.

Did they come to an agreed upon solution to the identiedDid they come to an agreed upon solution to the identied••
issues?issues?

What were some of the challenges of coming to a coopera-What were some of the challenges of coming to a coopera-••
tive resolution?tive resolution?

What were some of the benets and challenges of using aWhat were some of the benets and challenges of using a••
roundtable discussion to resolve such an issue?roundtable discussion to resolve such an issue?

B.5. Activity 1: Cooperative Coastal ManagementB.5. Activity 1: Cooperative Coastal Management



and designate someone to speak on behalf of the group.and designate someone to speak on behalf of the group.

8) Students should all make name 8) Students should all make name tags with their new “identity”tags with their new “identity”

and the name of and the name of their stakeholder group. Have students cometheir stakeholder group. Have students come
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Objectives:Objectives:
Students will be able to Students will be able to distinguish between actions that aredistinguish between actions that are

harmful and benecial to coastal ecosystems and evaluate steps toharmful and benecial to coastal ecosystems and evaluate steps to

change their own personal behaviours.change their own personal behaviours.

Methods:Methods:
Students develop and implement a personal code of Students develop and implement a personal code of environmen-environmen-

tal ethics and behaviors.tal ethics and behaviors.

Materials:Materials:
Pen and paper per student.Pen and paper per student.

Time:Time:
1 period (estimate 45 minutes); Activity can be extended into1 period (estimate 45 minutes); Activity can be extended into

larger project if desired.larger project if desired.

Background:Background:
Everything we do as human has some type of impact on theEverything we do as human has some type of impact on the

natural environment. Some of the activities we participate in havenatural environment. Some of the activities we participate in have
a direct impact on the a direct impact on the natural environment. For example, litternatural environment. For example, litter--

ing not only makes the environment messy looking, but it caning not only makes the environment messy looking, but it can

disturb, poison or destroy habitats and the disturb, poison or destroy habitats and the species that dwell inspecies that dwell in

them. Other activities we participate in have indirect impacts onthem. Other activities we participate in have indirect impacts on

the natural environment. For example, when you the natural environment. For example, when you purchase foodpurchase food

that has been grown that has been grown using pesticides, the pesticides at the farmusing pesticides, the pesticides at the farm

can runoff the soil and travel down nearby rivers to the ocean.can runoff the soil and travel down nearby rivers to the ocean.

The chemical pollution from the pesticides on a The chemical pollution from the pesticides on a farm can damagefarm can damage

or kill ecosystems miles away (i.e. coral or kill ecosystems miles away (i.e. coral reefs).reefs).

The main purpose of this The main purpose of this activity is to provide students with theactivity is to provide students with the

encouragement and opportunity to look at their own encouragement and opportunity to look at their own lifestyleslifestyles

and evaluate their personal impact on natural resources and and evaluate their personal impact on natural resources and thethe

environment.environment.

Procedures:Procedures:
1) Engage students in a 1) Engage students in a discussion about what activities theydiscussion about what activities they

participate in on a regular basis that participate in on a regular basis that both directly and indirectlyboth directly and indirectly

impact coastal ecosystems. Consider the possible impacts ofimpact coastal ecosystems. Consider the possible impacts of

everything from food, to clothes, to everything from food, to clothes, to transportation, to productstransportation, to products

purchased, to types of recreation and purchased, to types of recreation and entertainment.entertainment.

2) Have students write a 2) Have students write a list of activities that they participate inlist of activities that they participate in

that directly and indirectly impact that directly and indirectly impact coastal ecosystems.coastal ecosystems.

3) Discuss with students what they believe a “Personal Code of3) Discuss with students what they believe a “Personal Code of

Ethics” to be. The main point to emphasis is that a personal codeEthics” to be. The main point to emphasis is that a personal code

of ethics is a set of values that are dened by specic actions andof ethics is a set of values that are dened by specic actions and

behaviours.behaviours.

4) H d i h i li (4) H d i h i li ( id i d i 2) A kid i d i 2) A k

down what they believe they could do to reduce their personaldown what they believe they could do to reduce their personal

impact. Emphasize the importance of the code being impact. Emphasize the importance of the code being for the per-for the per-

son who creates it.son who creates it.

4) Ask for volunteers to share their “Personal Code of 4) Ask for volunteers to share their “Personal Code of Ethics.”Ethics.”They might what the entire code or a segment of it. Encour-They might what the entire code or a segment of it. Encour-

age students to ask each other questions about the codes, in theage students to ask each other questions about the codes, in the

spirit of learning more about each person’s priorities, but not in aspirit of learning more about each person’s priorities, but not in a

 judgemental approach. Refer t judgemental approach. Refer to the Actio the Activity 19: Tvity 19: Take Actiake Action foron for

Biodiversity ( Part 1) for a Biodiversity ( Part 1) for a list of conservation actions.list of conservation actions.

5) Encourage students to try implementing their code of 5) Encourage students to try implementing their code of ethicsethics

and track their progress. Yand track their progress. You may wish to ou may wish to encourage students toencourage students to

try making one change at a time, and have them evaluate (quan-try making one change at a time, and have them evaluate (quan-

tify and qualify) the total impact of tify and qualify) the total impact of their changed behavior overtheir changed behavior over

time (i.e. estimate the change in time (i.e. estimate the change in their ecological footprint). Havetheir ecological footprint). Have

students report back on their successes.students report back on their successes.

Extensions:Extensions:
Have students evaluate their list of activities and personalHave students evaluate their list of activities and personal••
code of ethics to code of ethics to determine what impact these actions maydetermine what impact these actions may

have on other ecosystems such as have on other ecosystems such as rainforests or open oceans.rainforests or open oceans.

Have students keep a journal on their successes and chal-Have students keep a journal on their successes and chal-••
lenges in implementing their personal code of ethics.lenges in implementing their personal code of ethics.

Have students present a project about Have students present a project about their successes andtheir successes and••
challenges implementing their code of challenges implementing their code of ethics.ethics.

This activity can be modied to This activity can be modied to have the students imagine theyhave the students imagine they

are property owners (private/commercial) along the coast or aare property owners (private/commercial) along the coast or a

riverriver. The same objectives and activities can . The same objectives and activities can be used to completebe used to complete

the activity.the activity.

TaTaking the students king the students outdoors to observe outdoors to observe human activities alonghuman activities along

or close to the or close to the coastal areas will be more effective in developingcoastal areas will be more effective in developing

their appreciation of and also the need their appreciation of and also the need for protecting and main-for protecting and main-

taining biodiversity in coastal ecosystems.taining biodiversity in coastal ecosystems.

B.6. Activity 2: Ethics in ActionB.6. Activity 2: Ethics in Action1414



4) Have students review their list (as 4) Have students review their list (as identied in step 2). Askidentied in step 2). Ask

them to develop/write a personal code of them to develop/write a personal code of ethics that denesethics that denes

which actions and behaviors they believe have which actions and behaviors they believe have the greatest en-the greatest en-

vironmental impact on coastal ecosystems. Have students writevironmental impact on coastal ecosystems. Have students write
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Google Earth Map:Google Earth Map:
maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&ie=UTF8&ll=10.725381,-maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&ie=UTF8&ll=10.725381,-

61.397095&spn=2.520274,4.306641&z=861.397095&spn=2.520274,4.306641&z=8

Case StudyCase Study::
unep.org/bpsp/Tourism/Case%20Studies%20(pdf)/unep.org/bpsp/Tourism/Case%20Studies%20(pdf)/

Trinidad%20&%20Tobago%20(Tourism).pdf Trinidad%20&%20Tobago%20(Tourism).pdf 

LocationLocation
The location of the proposed The location of the proposed port was at Toco Bay on the edgeport was at Toco Bay on the edge

of which sits the village of of which sits the village of ToToco, the main town co, the main town of the Northeastof the Northeast

hinterland. In terms of biodiversityhinterland. In terms of biodiversity, the bay , the bay hosted coral reefhosted coral reef

communities and Tcommunities and Toco was the oco was the gateway to the proposed Maturagateway to the proposed Matura

National Park, home of the National Park, home of the most pristine rainforests of the coun-most pristine rainforests of the coun-

trytry. The area had . The area had been designated as an ecotourism node been designated as an ecotourism node in thein the

Tourism Master Plan (TMP).Tourism Master Plan (TMP).

Project EvolutionProject Evolution
The question of an The question of an improved ferry service between Trinidad andimproved ferry service between Trinidad and

TobTobago was ago was an old an old one with important historical milestones:one with important historical milestones:

In 1974, the In 1974, the National Planning Commission undertook aNational Planning Commission undertook a••
survey of transportation between the two islands over survey of transportation between the two islands over thethe

period 1965-71. This survey focused on period 1965-71. This survey focused on the existing servicethe existing service

between Port of Spain between Port of Spain in Trinidad and Scarborough in To-in Trinidad and Scarborough in To-

bago and its improvement.bago and its improvement.

In 1978/79, two route studies were undertaken by the MitsuiIn 1978/79, two route studies were undertaken by the Mitsui••
Group and the OAS at the height of Group and the OAS at the height of the petroleum boom.the petroleum boom.

The Mitsui study analysed two The Mitsui study analysed two additional ferry routes fromadditional ferry routes from

Trinidad to Tobago – Balandra on Trinidad to Tobago – Balandra on the East coast the East coast of Trinidadof Trinidad

and Chaguaramas, the northwest peninsula of Trinidad. Theand Chaguaramas, the northwest peninsula of Trinidad. The

OAS study only considered Balandra.OAS study only considered Balandra.

In 1988, two studies were undertaken by the Institute ofIn 1988, two studies were undertaken by the Institute of••
Marine AffairMarine Affairs (IMA) and s (IMA) and a private sector a private sector consortium ofconsortium of

consultants, which included the consulting engineering rmconsultants, which included the consulting engineering rm

of Lee Young and Partners. The IMA study of Lee Young and Partners. The IMA study introduced aintroduced a

systematic treatment of the comparative aspect of site selec-systematic treatment of the comparative aspect of site selec-

tion, thereby throwing into relief the criterion of tion, thereby throwing into relief the criterion of least cost.least cost.

The Newel Lewis study expanded the perspective to encomThe Newel Lewis study expanded the perspective to encom--

pass both ferry link and route considerations as well as thepass both ferry link and route considerations as well as the

matter of port development and site selection. Both matter of port development and site selection. Both pieces ofpieces of

work located the ferry terminal in the work located the ferry terminal in the context of a multipurcontext of a multipur--

pose port capable of servicing the pose port capable of servicing the requirements of shing inrequirements of shing in

particular; and both studies took as their particular; and both studies took as their point of departurepoint of departurethe notion that the introduction into the the notion that the introduction into the Northeast region ofNortheast region of

a port facility could bea port facility could be a catalyst for wider development ofa catalyst for wider development of

In 1990, under In 1990, under contract to the Industrial Development Con-contract to the Industrial Development Con-••
sortium, an expanded consortium of private sector consulsortium, an expanded consortium of private sector consul--

tants, called the Sea Bridge Team, and still including the rmtants, called the Sea Bridge Team, and still including the rm

of Lee Yof Lee Young and Partners, produced a oung and Partners, produced a Feasibility Study forFeasibility Study for

the establishment of a multi-purpose port in the the establishment of a multi-purpose port in the NortheastNortheast

region of Trinidad and a ferry link from region of Trinidad and a ferry link from the Northeast regionthe Northeast region

to Tobago. This study identied Tto Tobago. This study identied Toco Bay as oco Bay as the best site forthe best site for

the port to accommodate a ferry terminal, a shing depot, athe port to accommodate a ferry terminal, a shing depot, a

marina, a Coast Guard marina, a Coast Guard facility and associated amenities.facility and associated amenities.

Revived ProjectRevived Project
In 1999, a new government enjoying its rst term revived theIn 1999, a new government enjoying its rst term revived the

project for a Toco Port and Ferry Service to Scarborough. Theproject for a Toco Port and Ferry Service to Scarborough. The

Government used a state enterprise, the National Insurance Prop-Government used a state enterprise, the National Insurance Prop-

erty Development Company Limited (NIPDEC) to invite propos-erty Development Company Limited (NIPDEC) to invite propos-

als on the project. NIPDEC issued a Request for Proposals toals on the project. NIPDEC issued a Request for Proposals to

develop the port on a develop the port on a BOOT (Build, Own, BOOT (Build, Own, Operate and Transfer)Operate and Transfer)

basis. In keeping with the basis. In keeping with the principle of community participation inprinciple of community participation in
development, a community representative was appointed to thedevelopment, a community representative was appointed to the

proposal evaluation team. This representative, however, was proposal evaluation team. This representative, however, was se-se-

lected by the Ministry and not lected by the Ministry and not by the Community. He, therefore,by the Community. He, therefore,

did not have a did not have a mandate from the local community to representmandate from the local community to represent

them. Nor did he them. Nor did he attempt to bring the community into the processattempt to bring the community into the process

as each time he held update meetings with them, he was unable toas each time he held update meetings with them, he was unable to

reveal detailed information on the reveal detailed information on the grounds of condentiality.grounds of condentiality.

While proposals were being evaluated, the Minister held meet-While proposals were being evaluated, the Minister held meet-

ings with persons in the Toco area as a ings with persons in the Toco area as a form of consultation.form of consultation.

These meetings were organised by the leader of These meetings were organised by the leader of the Tothe Toco Foun-co Foun-

dation, a supposedly developmental NGO, which turned out todation, a supposedly developmental NGO, which turned out to

be a highly Government-backed NGO. be a highly Government-backed NGO. (The leader of the Toco(The leader of the Toco

Foundation was the ruling party candidate for Foundation was the ruling party candidate for the Tocthe Toco area ino area inthe General Elections of December 2000). The the General Elections of December 2000). The consultationsconsultations

organised by this person gave the Minister the organised by this person gave the Minister the impression that theimpression that the

project, details of which the Minister did project, details of which the Minister did not fully disclose, wasnot fully disclose, was

welcomed by the welcomed by the people of Toco.people of Toco.

The engineering rm of Lee Young and Partners, was judged toThe engineering rm of Lee Young and Partners, was judged to

have submitted the most acceptable proposal and became thehave submitted the most acceptable proposal and became the

preferred developers of the port and ferry preferred developers of the port and ferry project. Their proposalproject. Their proposal

identied the need to optimise the development along the identied the need to optimise the development along the followfollow--

ing lines:ing lines:

Fishing and sh exporting industries including by-products.Fishing and sh exporting industries including by-products.••
International shipping re-fuelling.International shipping re-fuelling.••
TourTourism and internal ism and internal trafc linkage between Trinidad andtrafc linkage between Trinidad and••

Tobago.Tobago.
Ecotourism and cruise ship trafc.Ecotourism and cruise ship trafc.••
TT i i k fi i k f f il df il d ii

B.7. Case Study:B.7. Case Study:
“NO to Toco Port and Ferry Project,” Trinidad & Tobago“NO to Toco Port and Ferry Project,” Trinidad & Tobago1515

http://maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&ie=UTF8&ll=10.725381,-61.397095&spn=2.590444,4.306641&t=h&z=8
http://maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&ie=UTF8&ll=10.725381,-61.397095&spn=2.590444,4.306641&t=h&z=8
http://maps.google.com/maps?hl=en&ie=UTF8&ll=10.725381,-61.397095&spn=2.590444,4.306641&t=h&z=8
http://unep.org/bpsp/Tourism/Case%20Studies%20(pdf)/Trinidad%20&%20Tobago%20(Tourism).pdf
http://unep.org/bpsp/Tourism/Case%20Studies%20(pdf)/Trinidad%20&%20Tobago%20(Tourism).pdf
http://unep.org/bpsp/Tourism/Case%20Studies%20(pdf)/Trinidad%20&%20Tobago%20(Tourism).pdf
http://unep.org/bpsp/Tourism/Case%20Studies%20(pdf)/Trinidad%20&%20Tobago%20(Tourism).pdf


a port facility could be a port facility could be a catalyst for wider development ofa catalyst for wider development of

economic life embracing such sectors as tourism, agricultureeconomic life embracing such sectors as tourism, agriculture

and again, shing.and again, shing.

TourTourist attraction package for ist attraction package for forest trail and forest trail and ecotourism.ecotourism.••
Service centre for the offshore operation of gas Service centre for the offshore operation of gas and oil.and oil.••
Marina facilities.Marina facilities.••
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The shipping re-fuelling and the cruise ship The shipping re-fuelling and the cruise ship elements were newelements were new

elements, which the preferred developer maintained were essen-elements, which the preferred developer maintained were essen-

tial for the nancial viability of the tial for the nancial viability of the project. These additions to theproject. These additions to the

original concept made the Toco port a original concept made the Toco port a massive undertaking thatmassive undertaking that

would entail the compulsory acquisition of private land.would entail the compulsory acquisition of private land.

The rm was required to The rm was required to prepare an Environmental Impact Stateprepare an Environmental Impact State--

ment, given the concerns expressed about the ment, given the concerns expressed about the threat to the coralthreat to the coral

reefs of Toco Bay by major reclamation works. There was alsoreefs of Toco Bay by major reclamation works. There was also

concern about the environmental impact of mass cruise ship concern about the environmental impact of mass cruise ship tour-tour-

ism on the biological resources of the ism on the biological resources of the area and social impact witharea and social impact with

respect to the compulsory acquisition of land.respect to the compulsory acquisition of land.

Local Community ResponseLocal Community Response
On 17 June On 17 June 2000, a group 2000, a group of about 30 concerned Toco commu-of about 30 concerned Toco commu-

nity members met at nity members met at the Anglican Church in Toco. They camethe Anglican Church in Toco. They came

together to discuss two documents which had together to discuss two documents which had come into theircome into their

possession:possession:

A Land AcquisitiA Land Acquisition Notice published in a on Notice published in a daily newspaperdaily newspaper••
on 6 June, announcing the compulsory acquisition by theon 6 June, announcing the compulsory acquisition by the

state of 17 hectares of state of 17 hectares of land in the centre of Toco village.land in the centre of Toco village.

A scale drawing showing the layout of A scale drawing showing the layout of the proposed port andthe proposed port and••
a list of the facilities to be constructed under Phase 1 of thea list of the facilities to be constructed under Phase 1 of the

development.development.

The group reviewed the available information with great alarm.The group reviewed the available information with great alarm.

They felt that the community had They felt that the community had been deliberately kept in thebeen deliberately kept in the

dark about the enormous scale of dark about the enormous scale of the project, and the the project, and the dire effectsdire effects

it would have on the natural and social environment. It wasit would have on the natural and social environment. It was

agreed that certain actions should be taken agreed that certain actions should be taken on an urgent basis.on an urgent basis.

The wider community was to be made aware of the issues raisedThe wider community was to be made aware of the issues raised

by the documents, and steps were to be taken to halt the develop-by the documents, and steps were to be taken to halt the develop-

ment process until further information was made available.ment process until further information was made available.

A wide range of community members and other stakeholdersA wide range of community members and other stakeholders

were encouraged to attend a were encouraged to attend a public meeting with the developerspublic meeting with the developers

on June 24th to review the port proposal. The community wason June 24th to review the port proposal. The community was

far from satised with the outcome of far from satised with the outcome of these discussions, andthese discussions, and

called a press conference at the Anglican School in Toco on Julycalled a press conference at the Anglican School in Toco on July

8 to air its concerns. This was attended by over 100 community8 to air its concerns. This was attended by over 100 community

members, the vast majority of whom expressed strong members, the vast majority of whom expressed strong opposiopposi--

tion to the port proposal.tion to the port proposal.

A decision was taken to set up A decision was taken to set up a committee immediately to rep-a committee immediately to rep-

resent the interests of resent the interests of the affected communities. This committeethe affected communities. This committee

became known as Stakeholders Against Destruction (S.A.D) forbecame known as Stakeholders Against Destruction (S.A.D) for

Toco.Toco.

Management and Co-ordinationManagement and Co-ordination
At the July 8 At the July 8 meeting, individuals were nominated from the oormeeting, individuals were nominated from the oor
for the formation of the Committee which comprised represen-for the formation of the Committee which comprised represen-

and Matelot. The Committee included some of the and Matelot. The Committee included some of the most educatedmost educated

and articulate members of the local community.and articulate members of the local community.

The Committee established connections, including by The Committee established connections, including by e-mail,e-mail,

with sympathetic national professionals and NGOs. These latterwith sympathetic national professionals and NGOs. These latter

included Fishermen and Friends of the Sea, included Fishermen and Friends of the Sea, The Caribbean ForestThe Caribbean Forest

Conservation AssociatiConservation Association, The on, The Tropical Re-Leaf Foundation andTropical Re-Leaf Foundation and

Nature Seekers Incorporated.Nature Seekers Incorporated.

Main ObjectivesMain Objectives
The Committee was mandated to halt the The Committee was mandated to halt the forcible acquisition offorcible acquisition of

land, to oppose the granting of a nal contract to the preferredland, to oppose the granting of a nal contract to the preferred

developers, to seek proper consultation and transparency, and todevelopers, to seek proper consultation and transparency, and to

put forward a more appropriate plan for put forward a more appropriate plan for the Tothe Toco area. S.A.D’sco area. S.A.D’s

long-term objective was for the Toco region to become knownlong-term objective was for the Toco region to become known

locally and internationally as a leader in the locally and internationally as a leader in the preservation andpreservation and

promotion of a healthy environment and as promotion of a healthy environment and as the green and cleanthe green and clean

corner of Trinidad.corner of Trinidad.

In order to achieve their immediate objective, it was In order to achieve their immediate objective, it was necessarynecessary

for S.A.D. to for S.A.D. to expose the Minister to the true expose the Minister to the true feelings of the Tocofeelings of the Toco

community through genuine local community participation incommunity through genuine local community participation in
the decision-making process. Accordinglythe decision-making process. Accordingly, they , they embarked on anembarked on an

intensive mobilisation exercise to make sure intensive mobilisation exercise to make sure that the entire Tocothat the entire Toco

community came out to any future public community came out to any future public meetings. In the mean-meetings. In the mean-

time, they engaged a professional environmentalist to conduct atime, they engaged a professional environmentalist to conduct a

review of review of the developers’ Environmental Impact Statement.the developers’ Environmental Impact Statement.

AchievementsAchievements
The preferred developers called a meeting for July 28, 2000 toThe preferred developers called a meeting for July 28, 2000 to

which the Minister was invited. This meeting took which the Minister was invited. This meeting took place at theplace at the

ToToco Composite School to a co Composite School to a packed house. The print and packed house. The print and elec-elec-

tronic media, including a tronic media, including a representative of the Associated Press,representative of the Associated Press,

were in full attendance. The meeting was were in full attendance. The meeting was chaired by a former em-chaired by a former em-

Understanding Biodiversity Issues in Trinidad & TobagoUnderstanding Biodiversity Issues in Trinidad & Tobago

The following are useful web links on The following are useful web links on informationinformation

pertaining to biodiversity conservation inpertaining to biodiversity conservation in

TTrinidad rinidad & Tobago:& Tobago:

WWater Resources and Aquatic ater Resources and Aquatic Biodiversity Conservation:Biodiversity Conservation:

 A Role for Ecological Assessment of Rivers in A Role for Ecological Assessment of Rivers in

Trinidad and TobagoTrinidad and Tobago

bvsde.paho.org/bvsacd/cef-2/MAKbiodiv.pdf bvsde.paho.org/bvsacd/cef-2/MAKbiodiv.pdf 

 Integrating Biodiversity Conservation into the Integrating Biodiversity Conservation into the

Tourism Sector in Trinidad and Tobago:Tourism Sector in Trinidad and Tobago:

 A Case of Effective Local Community Participation A Case of Effective Local Community Participation

unep.org/bpsp/Tunep.org/bpsp/Tourism/Case%20Stourism/Case%20Studies%20(pdf)/ udies%20(pdf)/ 
Trinidad%20&%20Tobago%20(Tourism).pdf Trinidad%20&%20Tobago%20(Tourism).pdf 

http://localhost/conversion/tmp/activity_task_scratch/bvsde.paho.org/bvsacd/cef-2/MAKbiodiv.pdf
http://localhost/conversion/tmp/activity_task_scratch/bvsde.paho.org/bvsacd/cef-2/MAKbiodiv.pdf
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http://unep.org/bpsp/Tourism/Case%20Studies%20(pdf)/Trinidad%20&%20Tobago%20(Tourism).pdf
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tatives of the various economic interests (agriculture, shing,tatives of the various economic interests (agriculture, shing,

ecotourism), the churches, long-term residents, new ecotourism), the churches, long-term residents, new residents,residents,

residents whose property was due to residents whose property was due to be forcibly acquired, land-be forcibly acquired, land-

owners, and representatives of other villages between Maturaowners, and representatives of other villages between Matura

ProgrProgress of Trinidad and Tobago towards fulllment of tess of Trinidad and Tobago towards fulllment of theirheir

Convention on Biological DiversityConvention on Biological Diversity

cbd.int/countries/?country=ttcbd.int/countries/?country=tt
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ployee of TIDCO who had been engaged by the developers as aployee of TIDCO who had been engaged by the developers as a

community relations consultant. This person faced community relations consultant. This person faced constant abuseconstant abuse

from the audience for she was from the audience for she was regarded as a traitor, she havingregarded as a traitor, she having

worked with the worked with the TocToco community before in o community before in TIDCO’s sustainableTIDCO’s sustainable

community tourism programme.community tourism programme.

The developers made a presentation, accompanied by state-of-The developers made a presentation, accompanied by state-of-
the-art computer-generathe-art computer-generated graphics, to ted graphics, to convince the communityconvince the community

about the benets of the about the benets of the project. They were assisted by TIDCO’sproject. They were assisted by TIDCO’s

Vice-Vice-President of Government Policy President of Government Policy and Special Projects, and Special Projects, whowho

delivered an address supportive of the project. Handpicked delivered an address supportive of the project. Handpicked mem-mem-

bers of the community supportive of the bers of the community supportive of the project made presenta-project made presenta-

tions amidst a barrage of heckling.tions amidst a barrage of heckling.

When it was S.A.D’s turn to speak, they rst presented to theWhen it was S.A.D’s turn to speak, they rst presented to the

gathering their environmental consultant who made a devastat-gathering their environmental consultant who made a devastat-

ing presentation on the deciencies of the ing presentation on the deciencies of the EIS. Three membersEIS. Three members

of S.A.D then of S.A.D then delivered articulate and impressive statements ofdelivered articulate and impressive statements of

condemnation of the project. S.A.D. was prepared to support a vi-condemnation of the project. S.A.D. was prepared to support a vi-

able ferry service that would be able ferry service that would be benecial to the physical, socialbenecial to the physical, social

and cultural environment. However, they took strong objection toand cultural environment. However, they took strong objection to

the ferry service being used as the ferry service being used as a “Trojan horse” to introduce intoa “Trojan horse” to introduce into
TocToco heavy o heavy industrial projects designed to benet industrial projects designed to benet outsiders butoutsiders but

which were strongly opposed by the local people.which were strongly opposed by the local people.

The Minister was visibly shaken by The Minister was visibly shaken by the very vocal oppositionthe very vocal opposition

to the project from a to the project from a wide cross section of the wide cross section of the communitycommunity. He. He

had to admit that what had to admit that what passed for public consultation before waspassed for public consultation before was

counterfeit and he declared that meeting to be counterfeit and he declared that meeting to be the rst genuinethe rst genuine

consultation with the local community on the port consultation with the local community on the port project. Heproject. He

invited S.A.D. to invited S.A.D. to present their own Alternative Development Planpresent their own Alternative Development Plan

for the Toco area.for the Toco area.

S.A.D’S.A.D’s Alters Alternative Development Plannative Development Plan
At a public meeting on September 30, 2000, S.A.D. At a public meeting on September 30, 2000, S.A.D. presented itspresented its

written Alternative Development Plan to written Alternative Development Plan to the Minister of the Minister of WWorksorks
and Transport. In this plan it was and Transport. In this plan it was acknowledged that the people ofacknowledged that the people of

TocToco appreciated the o appreciated the importance of the nation’s major industrialimportance of the nation’s major industrial

and commercial centres. They did not, however, wish Toco toand commercial centres. They did not, however, wish Toco to

become an industrial port. The strong preference was for become an industrial port. The strong preference was for commu-commu-

nity participation in sustainable development that nity participation in sustainable development that would maintainwould maintain

and enhance the natural, social and and enhance the natural, social and cultural environment, whilecultural environment, while

offering opportunities to all the people of the community foroffering opportunities to all the people of the community for

growth and prosperity.growth and prosperity.

S.A.D’s AlterS.A.D’s Alternative Development Plan contained the native Development Plan contained the followingfollowing

elements:elements:

Traditional local tourism Traditional local tourism and recreational and recreational activityactivity..••
Community-based ecotourism, including nature tourism andCommunity-based ecotourism, including nature tourism and••
adventure tourism.adventure tourism.

Revitalisation and modernisation of agriculture and Revitalisation and modernisation of agriculture and agricul-agricul-••
tural processing, including exploitation of developing nichetural processing, including exploitation of developing niche

Consolidation and expansion of Toco as a centre of sportingConsolidation and expansion of Toco as a centre of sporting••
excellence.excellence.

Cultural and social Cultural and social activities.activities.••

The Plan re-afrmed S.A.D’s commitment to promoting the richThe Plan re-afrmed S.A.D’s commitment to promoting the rich

biodiversity of the Toco area through a biodiversity of the Toco area through a holistic, environmentallyholistic, environmentally

sensitive approach to all development activity in the area so sensitive approach to all development activity in the area so thatthat
ToToco would co would remain the “green and remain the “green and clean” corner of Trinidad.clean” corner of Trinidad.

AftermathAftermath
The port project was ofcially cancelled by The port project was ofcially cancelled by Cabinet decisionCabinet decision

in October 200 and in October 200 and the Land Acquisition Orders rescinded inthe Land Acquisition Orders rescinded in

November 2000. In its annual national awards, the Daily ExpressNovember 2000. In its annual national awards, the Daily Express

of Trinidad and Tof Trinidad and Tobago named S.A.D obago named S.A.D as the community groupas the community group

or organisation which made the most signicant contribution toor organisation which made the most signicant contribution to

community development, for its work in mobilising the people community development, for its work in mobilising the people ofof

ToToco against development deemed not to co against development deemed not to be in their interest.be in their interest.

The lesson of the caseThe lesson of the case
The case of the Toco Port and Ferry The case of the Toco Port and Ferry Service is a classic case ofService is a classic case of

the conict between environment and development. It is the conict between environment and development. It is also aalso acase of the conict between case of the conict between outside investment interests versusoutside investment interests versus

local interests. Under normal circumstances, the power of devel-local interests. Under normal circumstances, the power of devel-

opment and outside capital usually prevails over local interests,opment and outside capital usually prevails over local interests,

be they environmental or otherwise. In this case be they environmental or otherwise. In this case the local intereststhe local interests

prevailed because they were genuine, well organised, well prevailed because they were genuine, well organised, well con-con-

nected, well informed and articulate. It was a case of peoplenected, well informed and articulate. It was a case of people

power at its most potent.power at its most potent.

The case also points a way for the successful conservation ofThe case also points a way for the successful conservation of

biological resources in the face of tourism and biological resources in the face of tourism and other threats. Theother threats. The

most important biological resources are invariably located in themost important biological resources are invariably located in the

rural hinterland where the most proximate human beings are rural hinterland where the most proximate human beings are inin

the adjacent rural settlements.the adjacent rural settlements.

This case shows that the This case shows that the conservation of these resources could beconservation of these resources could be
achieved if the local communities are appropriately empowered.achieved if the local communities are appropriately empowered.

There exists a great deal of scope for national NGOs to workThere exists a great deal of scope for national NGOs to work

with local communities everywhere to catalyse them into a with local communities everywhere to catalyse them into a statestate

of readiness for the application of the of readiness for the application of the best practice principle ofbest practice principle of

meaningful local consultation in policy meaningful local consultation in policy formulation and develop-formulation and develop-

mental planning.mental planning.

Other examples of best practices linkingOther examples of best practices linking
tourism development and BCPtourism development and BCP
As indicated earlier, it is difcult to nd examples in TrinidadAs indicated earlier, it is difcult to nd examples in Trinidad

and Tobagand Tobago where anyone has o where anyone has deliberately sought, as a matter ofdeliberately sought, as a matter of

policypolicy, to apply , to apply a best practice element to biodiversity conserva-a best practice element to biodiversity conserva-

tion in the tourism sector. The case described above occurred be-tion in the tourism sector. The case described above occurred be-

cause people rather than policy makers drove the cause people rather than policy makers drove the process. Thereprocess. There
are, however two other are, however two other cases where government ofcials took thecases where government ofcials took the

l d i l i b tl d i l i b t ti t tti t t th t t ith t t i b thb th
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markets for speciality products, both locally andmarkets for speciality products, both locally and

internationally.internationally.

Revitalisation and modernisation of the shing industryRevitalisation and modernisation of the shing industry••

lead in applying a best lead in applying a best practice strategypractice strategy, the same strategy in , the same strategy in bothboth

cases. This strategy does not explicitly appear in the cases. This strategy does not explicitly appear in the NBSAPNBSAP..
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Simply stated it is to: Apply the principle of sustainable liveli-Simply stated it is to: Apply the principle of sustainable liveli-

hoods to the users of hoods to the users of biological resources.biological resources.

One case in Trinidad revolves around the protection of turtles andOne case in Trinidad revolves around the protection of turtles and

the other in Tobago around the protection of a coral reef.the other in Tobago around the protection of a coral reef.

The turtles of Matura BeachThe turtles of Matura Beach
The annual slaughter of the The annual slaughter of the leatherback turtles at Matura Beachleatherback turtles at Matura Beach

by subsistence hunters during the nesting season became tooby subsistence hunters during the nesting season became too

much for the understaffed Wmuch for the understaffed Wildlife Section of the ildlife Section of the Forestry Divi-Forestry Divi-

sion to handle. They decided, sion to handle. They decided, therefore, to enlist the support oftherefore, to enlist the support of

members of the local community who would members of the local community who would be willing to patrolbe willing to patrol

the beach and protect the the beach and protect the turtles. They could not afford to payturtles. They could not afford to pay

them salaries so they had to devise a means of rewarding thethem salaries so they had to devise a means of rewarding the

patrollers nanciallypatrollers nancially. By drawing . By drawing on the strategy cited above,on the strategy cited above,

the Wildlithe Wildlife authorities had to link the fe authorities had to link the turtle protection with aturtle protection with a

sustainable livelihood. It occurred to them that if they sustainable livelihood. It occurred to them that if they organisedorganised

the local community and provided them with the local community and provided them with appropriate train-appropriate train-

ing, they could combine their patrolling with dollar-earning touring, they could combine their patrolling with dollar-earning tour
guiding.guiding.

They therefore catalysed the formation of the group They therefore catalysed the formation of the group called Naturecalled Nature

Seekers Incorporated which has Seekers Incorporated which has received international recogni-received international recogni-

tion for its work. This group has a vested interest in making thetion for its work. This group has a vested interest in making the

beach safe for turtle nesting since their livelihood depends on beach safe for turtle nesting since their livelihood depends on it.it.

TodToday, the turtles of Matura ay, the turtles of Matura Beach nest without Beach nest without disturbance anddisturbance and

the group is going from the group is going from strength to strength.strength to strength.

Buccoo ReefBuccoo Reef
TouTours of Buccoo Rrs of Buccoo Reef have been taking place eef have been taking place since its discov-since its discov-

ery in the ery in the 1930s. More than 1930s. More than 40% of Tobago’40% of Tobago’s hoteliers offers hoteliers offer

organised tours of the reef and an organised tours of the reef and an estimated 60% of all visitorsestimated 60% of all visitors

participate in a reef tour at participate in a reef tour at Buccoo reef at least once Buccoo reef at least once during theirduring theirstaystay. The main type of . The main type of visitor usage of the reef is visitor usage of the reef is via glass-bottomvia glass-bottom

boat tours for snorkelling reef viewing andboat tours for snorkelling reef viewing and walking This usagewalking This usage

updated in 1994. The study, which included detailed biologicalupdated in 1994. The study, which included detailed biological

investigation, water quality investigation, water quality baseline survey, a legislative review,baseline survey, a legislative review,

a socio-economic survey and public education and awarenessa socio-economic survey and public education and awareness

surveys, was used as a basis for the preparation of a managementsurveys, was used as a basis for the preparation of a management

plan.plan.

One of the key elements of this plan is to persuade the glass-One of the key elements of this plan is to persuade the glass-

bottom boat operators to be more bottom boat operators to be more vigilant about tourist damage tovigilant about tourist damage to

the reef formations. It has now been brought home to them that ifthe reef formations. It has now been brought home to them that if

the reef became degraded beyond a the reef became degraded beyond a certain point, visitor interestcertain point, visitor interest

would wane and their would wane and their business would sufferbusiness would suffer. They nally grasped. They nally grasped

the sustainable livelihood point. Todaythe sustainable livelihood point. Today, there is , there is much more re-much more re-

sponsibility displayed by the boatmen and the reef sponsibility displayed by the boatmen and the reef is on the roadis on the road

to recovery.to recovery.

Questions for ConsiderationQuestions for Consideration
1) What types of 1) What types of habitats existed within Toco Bay, Buccoo Reefhabitats existed within Toco Bay, Buccoo Reef

and neighbouring Matura National Park? What are some of and neighbouring Matura National Park? What are some of thethe

key species that exist in this key species that exist in this ecosystem?ecosystem?

2) What were the pros and cons of developing a new ferry route2) What were the pros and cons of developing a new ferry route

between Trinidad and Tbetween Trinidad and Tobago? obago? With a With a partner, draw a time linepartner, draw a time line

that highlights al the main decisions and events that highlights al the main decisions and events that led up to that led up to thisthis

project.project.

3) Of the issues that need to be addressed in the management of3) Of the issues that need to be addressed in the management of

the area, which ones the area, which ones pose the greatest risk to biodiversity in thepose the greatest risk to biodiversity in the

region?region?

4) What possible impact could the destruction of the Toco Bay4) What possible impact could the destruction of the Toco Bay

ecosystems have on the tourism industry in Barbados?ecosystems have on the tourism industry in Barbados?

5) Identify a coastal ecosystem in your 5) Identify a coastal ecosystem in your country that is beingcountry that is being

threatened by development. Give a brief description of threatened by development. Give a brief description of the area,the area,

the threats and the stakeholders involved. What dothe threats and the stakeholders involved. What do you believeyou believe

Colorful coral reefs are popular Colorful coral reefs are popular tourist destinatiotourist destinationsns
Photos supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Photos supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Lucia)



boat tours for snorkelling, reef viewing and boat tours for snorkelling, reef viewing and walking. This usagewalking. This usage

over the years has resulted in over the years has resulted in severe degradation of the reef.severe degradation of the reef.

A comprehensive study of the reef was commissioned by theA comprehensive study of the reef was commissioned by the

THA in 1989 and conducted by THA in 1989 and conducted by the IMA between 1989-1992 andthe IMA between 1989-1992 and

the threats and the stakeholders involved. What do the threats and the stakeholders involved. What do you believeyou believe

needs to happen to needs to happen to improve the situation? What conservationimprove the situation? What conservation

measures would you suggest?measures would you suggest?
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Objective:Objective:
In this activity students will analyze an In this activity students will analyze an outdoor recreational ac-outdoor recreational ac-

tivity or sport, investigate any problems that their activity mighttivity or sport, investigate any problems that their activity might
cause for wildlife and develop a cause for wildlife and develop a code of ethics for the code of ethics for the activityactivity

that considers biodiversity conservation.that considers biodiversity conservation.

Procedure:Procedure:
1. Review the case studies in this section and choose one of the1. Review the case studies in this section and choose one of the

recreational activitierecreational activities described – OR s described – OR chose a recreational activ-chose a recreational activ-

ity that you like to do, know something about or would like to tryity that you like to do, know something about or would like to try

one day. For example, boating, bird-watching, bicycling, hiking,one day. For example, boating, bird-watching, bicycling, hiking,

wildlife photographywildlife photography, sport , sport hunting, sport shing, hunting, sport shing, shell collectshell collect--

ing, SCUBA diving and snorkelling. Can you ing, SCUBA diving and snorkelling. Can you think of others?think of others?

2. Investigate the problems that the recreational activity causes2. Investigate the problems that the recreational activity causes

for threatened and endangered species. For example, determinefor threatened and endangered species. For example, determine

what problems boat trafc causes for endangered marine orwhat problems boat trafc causes for endangered marine or

freshwater species such as whales, manatees, otters, and freshwater species such as whales, manatees, otters, and corals.corals.

Mountain biking when carried out off established trails harmsMountain biking when carried out off established trails harms
many species of plants and animals, disturbs wildlife, and many species of plants and animals, disturbs wildlife, and cancan

destroy soil, hillsides and terrain.destroy soil, hillsides and terrain.

3. Develop a 3. Develop a code of ethics for your code of ethics for your chosen recreational activitychosen recreational activity

that prevents injury or harassment of wildlife and/or plants. En-that prevents injury or harassment of wildlife and/or plants. En-

sure that the Code includes specic sure that the Code includes specic behaviours that participantsbehaviours that participants

could follow to model best conservation practices.could follow to model best conservation practices.

4. Send your proposed Code of Ethics to an organization involved4. Send your proposed Code of Ethics to an organization involved

with the activity, such as a SCUBA diving or naturalist club, andwith the activity, such as a SCUBA diving or naturalist club, and

ask for the ask for the group’s comments.group’s comments.

B.8. Activity 3: B.8. Activity 3: Biodiversity and YBiodiversity and You:ou:
Recreation and Biodiversity CAN Go Together!Recreation and Biodiversity CAN Go Together!



Cruise ship docked in coastal areaCruise ship docked in coastal area
Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Fisheries (St. Lucia)
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C.1. What is a Coral Reef Ecosystem?C.1. What is a Coral Reef Ecosystem?
Coral reefs exist in the wCoral reefs exist in the warm, clear, shallow waters of tropicalarm, clear, shallow waters of tropical

oceans worldwide but also in the cold waters of the deep seas.oceans worldwide but also in the cold waters of the deep seas.

For the purpose of this section, the marine, warm water coralFor the purpose of this section, the marine, warm water coral

reefs will be discussed.reefs will be discussed.

Types of CoralsTypes of CoralsThere are two main types of corals:There are two main types of corals: hard coralshard corals composed ofcomposed of

stony calcium carbonate, andstony calcium carbonate, and soft coralssoft corals composed of a protein composed of a protein

and calcium carand calcium carbonate material. bonate material. Solid corals, orSolid corals, or ScleractiniansScleractinians,,

including brain, star, staghorn, elkhorn, and pillar corals haveincluding brain, star, staghorn, elkhorn, and pillar corals have

rigid exoskeletons that prigid exoskeletons that protect their soft interrotect their soft interiors. iors. Soft corals, orSoft corals, or

GorgoniansGorgonians, including sea fans, sea whips, and sea rods, , including sea fans, sea whips, and sea rods, swaysway

with the ocean currents and lack a stony exoskeleton.with the ocean currents and lack a stony exoskeleton.

Tropical coral reefs occupy less than one percent of Tropical coral reefs occupy less than one percent of the Earth’sthe Earth’s

marine environment, but are home to more marine environment, but are home to more than a quarter of allthan a quarter of all

known marine sh species and tens of thousands of other speciesknown marine sh species and tens of thousands of other species

found nowhere else on earthfound nowhere else on earth11. . The total area of The total area of the world’the world’s tropi-s tropi-

cal coral reefs is around 284,300km².cal coral reefs is around 284,300km². 22 Of the total amount of Of the total amount of

coral reefs in the world, 7.64% of it is located within the Carib-coral reefs in the world, 7.64% of it is located within the Carib-

bean Sea Large Marine Ecosystembean Sea Large Marine Ecosystem33..

Factors Necessary for the Formation ofFactors Necessary for the Formation of
Coral ReefsCoral Reefs
GeographicallyGeographically, tropical coral , tropical coral reefs lie between reefs lie between the latitudes ofthe latitudes of

30 degrees north and south 30 degrees north and south where sea temperatures are warmest.where sea temperatures are warmest.

Tropical coral reefs require water temperatures between 18°C andTropical coral reefs require water temperatures between 18°C and

30°C. 30°C. Tropical coraTropical corals are found within three main rels are found within three main regions of thegions of the

world: the Indo-Pacic, the world: the Indo-Pacic, the WWestern North Atlantic, and the estern North Atlantic, and the RedRed

Sea. Sea. The WThe Western North Atlantestern North Atlantic region contains the second mostic region contains the second most

coral reefs (after the Indo-Pacic) and includes the coral coral reefs (after the Indo-Pacic) and includes the coral reefsreefs

within the Caribbean.within the Caribbean.

C.2. Formation of Coral ReefsC.2. Formation of Coral Reefs
Coral reefs are formed by the work of tiny organisms known asCoral reefs are formed by the work of tiny organisms known as

coral polyps.coral polyps.   A coral polA coral polyp consists of a eshy sack with a ringyp consists of a eshy sack with a ring

of tentacles that sits in a of tentacles that sits in a limestone skeletal case, secreted by thelimestone skeletal case, secreted by the

polyp. polyp. Thousands of coral polyps develThousands of coral polyps develop together and create aop together and create a

structure of limestone (calcium carbonate or CaCOstructure of limestone (calcium carbonate or CaCO
33
). The prime). The prime

reef builders are the stony or reef builders are the stony or hard corals (Anthozoa species).hard corals (Anthozoa species).

The bulk of any reef colony is composeThe bulk of any reef colony is composed of nonliving matterd of nonliving matter. . ItIt

is only the upper layer that is living corais only the upper layer that is living cora44l. l. While corWhile corals are als are thethe

chief architects of reef structure, they are not chief architects of reef structure, they are not the only builders.the only builders.

Coralline algae cement various corals together with compoundsCoralline algae cement various corals together with compounds

of calcium, and other organisms such as of calcium, and other organisms such as tube worms and mol-tube worms and mol-

luscs donate their hard skeletonsluscs donate their hard skeletons55. Tropical coral reefs can grow. Tropical coral reefs can grow

upwards at rates of 1centimetre to 100 upwards at rates of 1centimetre to 100 centimetres per yearcentimetres per year..

This is in contrast to deep sea corals which grow a mere 5 to This is in contrast to deep sea corals which grow a mere 5 to 2525
millimetres eamillimetres each year. ch year. For both coral types, over time theFor both coral types, over time they formy form

extensive reefs.extensive reefs.

Reef-building corals have evolved an Reef-building corals have evolved an essential symbioticessential symbiotic

relationship with a type of brown relationship with a type of brown algae calledalgae called zooxanthellaezooxanthellae

((Symbiodinium microadriaticumSymbiodinium microadriaticum). A). A symbiotic relationshipsymbiotic relationship ex- ex-

ists where two or ists where two or more organisms co-exist together in a mutuallymore organisms co-exist together in a mutually

advantageous relation-advantageous relation-

ship, with both deriv-ship, with both deriv-

ing benets from eaching benets from each

otherother. . Millions of Millions of thesethese

single-celled algae aresingle-celled algae are

living as symbiontsliving as symbionts

within their tissues ofwithin their tissues of

corals. Zooxanthellaecorals. Zooxanthellae
produce sugars andproduce sugars and

oxygen through photo-oxygen through photo-

synthesis which helpssynthesis which helps

the coral in the processthe coral in the process

of producing limestoneof producing limestone

or calcium carbonate.or calcium carbonate.

With this assistance byWith this assistance by

zooxanthellae, coralszooxanthellae, corals

grow up to three timesgrow up to three times

fasterfaster. . It is alIt is also theso the

zooxanthellae, whichzooxanthellae, which

give the corals theirgive the corals their

characteristic greenishcharacteristic greenish

colorcolor. . In the caIn the case of ase of achange in environmen-change in environmen-

l di i hl di i h
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tal conditions, such astal conditions, such as

increased temperaturesincreased temperatures

or changes in or changes in salinitysalinity,,

the coral polyps maythe coral polyps may

expel the expel the algae. algae. WithoutWithout

World Resources Institute. (2004). Reefs at risk in World Resources Institute. (2004). Reefs at risk in the Caribbean.the Caribbean.
Retrieved Retrieved from: from: arthtrends.wri.org/features/arthtrends.wri.org/features/view_feature.php?fid=55&themview_feature.php?fid=55&theme=1e=1

    

algae, the coral becomes completely white in colour algae, the coral becomes completely white in colour and is con-and is con-

sidered bleached. sidered bleached. If the coral retains some aIf the coral retains some algae it may survive,lgae it may survive,

but if bleaching occurs the coral but if bleaching occurs the coral is considered dead.is considered dead.

Tropical corals require access to sunlight to survive. The algaeTropical corals require access to sunlight to survive. The algae

living in their cells require light for photosynthesis. Because ofliving in their cells require light for photosynthesis. Because of

this, the water where they this, the water where they grow needs to be grow needs to be shallow and clear.shallow and clear.

High levels of sediment in the High levels of sediment in the water can smother the coral pol-water can smother the coral pol-

yps. Corals also require salt water, and the yps. Corals also require salt water, and the lowering of salinity inlowering of salinity in

their marine habitat can kill them. their marine habitat can kill them. EssentiallyEssentially, coral development, coral development

occurs away from river mouths and occurs away from river mouths and other sources of fresh water.other sources of fresh water.

C.3. Types of Coral ReefsC.3. Types of Coral Reefs
There are four different types of coral reefs:There are four different types of coral reefs: fringing reefs,fringing reefs,

platform reefs, barrier reefsplatform reefs, barrier reefs, and, and atollsatolls. . Reefs tReefs that grow hat grow inin

shallow waters are classishallow waters are classied as fringing reefs. ed as fringing reefs. These reefs borderThese reefs border

the coast of tropical islands or continents closely or the coast of tropical islands or continents closely or are separatedare separated

from the coast by a narrow stretfrom the coast by a narrow stretch of waterch of water. . Fringing reefs areFringing reefs are

generally narrow platforms a short distance from shore and generally narrow platforms a short distance from shore and don’tdon’t

contain a substantial lcontain a substantial lagoon. agoon. Fringing coral reef commFringing coral reef communities areunities are

found in places on the shores of most of the islands in the Easternfound in places on the shores of most of the islands in the Eastern

Caribbean. Caribbean. Platform reefs develPlatform reefs develop in sheltered seas, but quite farop in sheltered seas, but quite far

offshore. offshore. They are at-topped with small They are at-topped with small and shallow lagoons.and shallow lagoons.
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Coral reefs rank among the largest and oldestCoral reefs rank among the largest and oldest

living communities of plants and animals onliving communities of plants and animals on

Earth, with the most established coral Earth, with the most established coral reefs be-reefs be-

ginning to grow 5000-10,000 years agoginning to grow 5000-10,000 years ago66..

Zubi, T. (2Zubi, T. (2008). 008). Coral reef ecology. Retrieved from: starfish.ch/reef/reef.htmlCoral reef ecology. Retrieved from: starfish.ch/reef/reef.html



Barrier reefs are reefs that are grow Barrier reefs are reefs that are grow parallel to the coast but areparallel to the coast but are

separated from land by a lagooseparated from land by a lagoon. n. As the reef continues to growAs the reef continues to grow

and moves further offshore, it eventually reaches the edge and moves further offshore, it eventually reaches the edge of theof the

continental shelfcontinental shelf (the region of relatively shallow water sur-(the region of relatively shallow water sur-

rounding every continent)rounding every continent). . Barrier reefs can originatBarrier reefs can originate offshore ife offshore ifPhoto supplied by: Andrew Photo supplied by: Andrew Ross (Seascape Caribbean)Ross (Seascape Caribbean)

    

the depth of the seabed is shallow enough to give corals sufcientthe depth of the seabed is shallow enough to give corals sufcient

light to develop. light to develop. The two largest barrier rThe two largest barrier reefs are the Great Barri-eefs are the Great Barri-

er Reef in Australia, which stretches over 2300 kilometres off theer Reef in Australia, which stretches over 2300 kilometres off the

coast of Queensland in northeast Australia, and the Mesoamericoast of Queensland in northeast Australia, and the Mesoameri--

can reef in the can reef in the Caribbean, which stretches nearly 250 kilometresCaribbean, which stretches nearly 250 kilometres

from the northern tip of Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula to the Bayfrom the northern tip of Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula to the Bay

Islands in northern Honduras.Islands in northern Honduras.

Atolls are rings of reef, often encircling an island of sand andAtolls are rings of reef, often encircling an island of sand and

coral rubble. coral rubble. They typically have a shallowThey typically have a shallow, sandy, sheltered la-, sandy, sheltered la-

goon in the centre and access to the open sea is through a goon in the centre and access to the open sea is through a numbernumber

of channels. of channels. These channels provide fresh, coldeThese channels provide fresh, colder water to ther water to the

inside lagoons. inside lagoons. Coral atolls begin as frinCoral atolls begin as fringing reefs around activeging reefs around active

oceanic volcanoes. oceanic volcanoes. After volcanic eruptions cAfter volcanic eruptions cease, an islandease, an island

remains. remains. Over long geologic periods, fringiOver long geologic periods, fringing coral continues tong coral continues to

grow and develop into a circular coral reef, which is known as angrow and develop into a circular coral reef, which is known as an

atoll.atoll.
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Coral Reefs in BelizeCoral Reefs in Belize

Belize boasts the second largest continuous reef system in theBelize boasts the second largest continuous reef system in the

Western Hemisphere, second only to Australia’s Great BarWestern Hemisphere, second only to Australia’s Great Bar--

rier Reef. The reef of Belize stretches 250 kms along the entirerier Reef. The reef of Belize stretches 250 kms along the entire

length of the country and it encloses an approximately 6000 sq.length of the country and it encloses an approximately 6000 sq.

km lagoon.km lagoon.

Barrier ReefBarrier Reef

AtollAtoll

Fringing ReefFringing Reef

Platform ReefPlatform Reef



Platform ReefPlatform Reef

Zubi, T. (2Zubi, T. (2008). 008). Coral reef ecology.Coral reef ecology.
Retrieved from: starfish.ch/reef/reef.htmlRetrieved from: starfish.ch/reef/reef.html
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C.4. Species BiodiversityC.4. Species Biodiversity
Coral reefs are one of Coral reefs are one of the most biodiversity-rich ecosystems inthe most biodiversity-rich ecosystems in

the world. the world. The Caribbean boasts the highest coThe Caribbean boasts the highest coral reef diversityral reef diversity

in the Atlantic Ocean due to its geographic isolation from otherin the Atlantic Ocean due to its geographic isolation from other

oceanic regionsoceanic regions77. . Staghorn Staghorn coral coral (( Acropora cervicor Acropora cervicornisnis) and) and

elkhorn coral (elkhorn coral ( Acropora palmata Acropora palmata) are among the dominant spe) are among the dominant spe--

cies living on modern Caribbcies living on modern Caribbean reefs. ean reefs. They are particularly fasThey are particularly fasttgrowing and able to cope both with damage caused by hurricanesgrowing and able to cope both with damage caused by hurricanes

and by rapid changes in sea level.and by rapid changes in sea level.

Caribbean reefs also house lettuce coral (Caribbean reefs also house lettuce coral ( Agaricia lamarki Agaricia lamarki), star), star

coral (coral ( Montastrea faveolata Montastrea faveolata), brain coral (), brain coral (Colpophyllia natansColpophyllia natans),),

scleractinian coral (scleractinian coral ( Montastrea annularis Montastrea annularis), greater star coral), greater star coral

(( Montastrea cavernosa Montastrea cavernosa) and shet coral () and shet coral ( Agaricia lamarcki Agaricia lamarcki).).

Coral reefs are patchy habitats but they Coral reefs are patchy habitats but they provide excellent breed-provide excellent breed-

ing grounds for a vast number of speing grounds for a vast number of species. cies. Longspine sea urchinsLongspine sea urchins

(( Diadema antillarum Diadema antillarum), sea fans (), sea fans (GorgoniaGorgonia), moray eels (), moray eels (Gym-Gym-

nothorax moringanothorax moringa), crustaceans, and conch and ), crustaceans, and conch and other molluscsother molluscs

are found among the corals. are found among the corals. Reef shes are generally sedentReef shes are generally sedentaryary

due to the high due to the high concentration of phytoplankton and other foodconcentration of phytoplankton and other food

sources within the reefsources within the reef 88. . Some of the commSome of the common reef sh specion reef sh specieses
found within the Caribbean include rainbow parrotsh (found within the Caribbean include rainbow parrotsh (ScarusScarus

guacamaiaguacamaia), angelsh (), angelsh (PomacanthidaePomacanthidae), yellowtail damself ), yellowtail damself --

ish (ish (Chrysiptera parasemaChrysiptera parasema), lizardsh (), lizardsh (Synodus intermediusSynodus intermedius),),

needlesh (needlesh ( Belonidae Belonidae), clown sh (), clown sh ( Amphiprion clarkia Amphiprion clarkia), trum), trum--

petsh (petsh ( Aulostomus maculatus Aulostomus maculatus), buttery sh (), buttery sh (ChaetodontidaeChaetodontidae),),

triggersh (triggersh ( Balistidae Balistidae), wrasses (), wrasses ( Labridae Labridae), parrotshes (), parrotshes (Scari-Scari-

daedae), basses/groupers (), basses/groupers (SerranidaeSerranidae), and groupers (), and groupers ( Epinephelus Epinephelus).).

Smaller sh species tend to stay Smaller sh species tend to stay within close proximity to thewithin close proximity to the

reefs where food and shelter are reefs where food and shelter are readily available, whereas largerreadily available, whereas larger

sh tend to travel further ofsh tend to travel further offshore. fshore. Larger sh such as jacksLarger sh such as jacks

((CarangidaeCarangidae) and snappers () and snappers ( Lutjanidae Lutjanidae), as well as the Caribbean), as well as the Caribbean

reef shark (reef shark (Carcharhinus pereziiCarcharhinus perezii), come into coral reefs to prey), come into coral reefs to prey

on smaller sh species.on smaller sh species.

C.5. Importance of Coral ReefsC.5. Importance of Coral Reefs

Coral reefs are often referred to as Coral reefs are often referred to as the “rainforests of the oceans.”the “rainforests of the oceans.”This name is attached to this ecosystem as a result of its role inThis name is attached to this ecosystem as a result of its role in

providing habitat and food for an providing habitat and food for an extensive number of species.extensive number of species.

Coral reefs host an extraordinary variety of marine plants Coral reefs host an extraordinary variety of marine plants andand

animals (perhaps up to 2 animals (perhaps up to 2 million) including one quarter of allmillion) including one quarter of all

marine sh species. marine sh species. Up to 4,000 individual species can co-eUp to 4,000 individual species can co-existxist

on a single reef at a density 100 times greater than the average foron a single reef at a density 100 times greater than the average for

the open oceanthe open ocean99. . These species inclThese species include the coral specude the coral species them-ies them-

selves as well as algae, sh, dugongs, marine turtles, sea snakes,selves as well as algae, sh, dugongs, marine turtles, sea snakes,

worms, crustaceans, mworms, crustaceans, molluscs, and starsolluscs, and starsh. h. Coral reef ecosysCoral reef ecosys--

tems have important ecological and economic functions for alltems have important ecological and economic functions for all

coastal regions.coastal regions.

C.5.a. Food Source and HabitatC.5.a. Food Source and Habitat
The soft polyps of coral The soft polyps of coral provide an important food source forprovide an important food source for

many other sea creatures, while reef caves many other sea creatures, while reef caves and crevices are essen-and crevices are essen-
tial as cover for the tial as cover for the protection and shelter for many different spe-protection and shelter for many different spe-

cies of sh. cies of sh. Reefs also serve as importanReefs also serve as important spawning and nurseryt spawning and nursery

grounds for lobsters, shrimp, and various sh grounds for lobsters, shrimp, and various sh species.species.

C.5.b. Water FiltrationC.5.b. Water Filtration
Coral reefs also clean and ltCoral reefs also clean and lter surrounding waters. er surrounding waters. Filter-feedFilter-feed--

ing sponges, bivalve molluscs, crustaceans, worms, and ing sponges, bivalve molluscs, crustaceans, worms, and echino-echino-

derms all contribute to cleaning the waters surrounding the derms all contribute to cleaning the waters surrounding the reef.reef.

This ecological role is essential to maintaining water conditionsThis ecological role is essential to maintaining water conditions

necessary for the survival of the necessary for the survival of the reef’s and ocean’s species.reef’s and ocean’s species.



Parrot FishParrot Fish
Science Daily. (2007). Parrotfish Critical To Coral Reefs: Permanent Damage LikelyScience Daily. (2007). Parrotfish Critical To Coral Reefs: Permanent Damage Likely

Unless Urgent Action Taken, Scientists WUnless Urgent Action Taken, Scientists Warn. Retreived from: arn. Retreived from: sciencedaily.comsciencedaily.com/releas-/releas-
es/2007/10/071031112907.htmes/2007/10/071031112907.htm

Brain coral (Colpophyllia natans)Brain coral (Colpophyllia natans)
Conservation Science Institute. (2007). Ocean change initiative.Conservation Science Institute. (2007). Ocean change initiative.

Retrieved from: conserRetrieved from: conservationinstitute.org/coral.htmvationinstitute.org/coral.htm

    

   C.5.c. FisheriesC.5.c. Fisheries
Coral reefs are vital to the Coral reefs are vital to the Caribbean’Caribbean’s and the world’s shery ins and the world’s shery in--

dustrydustry. . Coral reefs act as nurseriCoral reefs act as nurseries for approximately one quares for approximately one quarterter

of the ocean’of the ocean’s sh. s sh. As a result of this extensive amAs a result of this extensive amount of sh,ount of sh,

shing is an essential industry to the shing is an essential industry to the people within the Caribbean.people within the Caribbean.

The Caribbean’s sheries are an essential source of food and The Caribbean’s sheries are an essential source of food and aa

source of revenue for local communities as well source of revenue for local communities as well as national andas national andinternational shing eeinternational shing eets. ts. Reefs also provide the main soReefs also provide the main source ofurce of

protein, in the form of sh, shellsh, and molluscs, for more thanprotein, in the form of sh, shellsh, and molluscs, for more than

1 billion people in the 1 billion people in the tropicstropics1010..

  

C.5.d. TourismC.5.d. Tourism
Coral reefs are an important focus of Coral reefs are an important focus of tourism in tropical areas.tourism in tropical areas.

Scuba diving and snorkelling are two Scuba diving and snorkelling are two activities for tourists whoactivities for tourists who

visit and explore coral revisit and explore coral reefs. efs. Within areWithin areas where coral reefsas where coral reefs

are protected, these two activities provide extensive income toare protected, these two activities provide extensive income to

local companies operating dive and snorkel shops. Cesar, Burkelocal companies operating dive and snorkel shops. Cesar, Burke

and Pet-Soedeit estimated that coral reefs provide nearly US$and Pet-Soedeit estimated that coral reefs provide nearly US$

9.6 billion in annual net 9.6 billion in annual net benets from tourism globallybenets from tourism globally1111. Well-. Well-

managed coral reef–based tourism can also provide signicantmanaged coral reef–based tourism can also provide signicant

alternative or additional sources of income to poorer coastalalternative or additional sources of income to poorer coastal

communities in develcommunities in developing countries. oping countries. Within tWithin the Caribbean,he Caribbean,
the skeletons of corals and algae the skeletons of corals and algae containing calcium carbonatecontaining calcium carbonate

provide sediments that provide sediments that create beach sand. create beach sand. The clear, white sanThe clear, white sandd

is one of the is one of the essential draws for tourists to the Caribbean.essential draws for tourists to the Caribbean.

C.5.e. Coastal ProtectionC.5.e. Coastal Protection
Coral reefs form a natural and Coral reefs form a natural and self-repairing barrier that protectsself-repairing barrier that protects

the coasts by absorbing violent wave the coasts by absorbing violent wave impacts of ocean stormsimpacts of ocean storms

and hurricanes. and hurricanes. In helping to prIn helping to prevent coastal eroevent coastal erosion, ooding,sion, ooding,

and damage of shore property, the reefs save the and damage of shore property, the reefs save the countries withincountries within

the Caribbean a signicant amthe Caribbean a signicant amount of money each yearount of money each year. . HavingHaving

reefs protecting the shores reduces insurance and reconstructionreefs protecting the shores reduces insurance and reconstruction

costs, reduces the need for costly coastal defences to be built, andcosts, reduces the need for costly coastal defences to be built, and

reduces the costs of human displacement and reduces the costs of human displacement and death.death.

C.5.f. Source of Scientific AdvancesC.5.f. Source of Scientific Advances
Because coral reefs harbour thousands of species, much Because coral reefs harbour thousands of species, much cancan

be learned about the living world be learned about the living world by studying these species.by studying these species.

Research on reef organisms has provided insight into humanResearch on reef organisms has provided insight into human

reproductive cycles and potential cures for cancer as well reproductive cycles and potential cures for cancer as well as theas the

large-scale cycling of carbon, which may control climate change.large-scale cycling of carbon, which may control climate change.

Coral reefs, like tropical forests, can also Coral reefs, like tropical forests, can also contribute to futurecontribute to future

medical advances. medical advances. Scientic discoveries of Scientic discoveries of the species withinthe species within

tropic reefs have contributed to advances in medicine and, tropic reefs have contributed to advances in medicine and, if reefsif reefs

are kept healthy and fully-functioning, more advances may beare kept healthy and fully-functioning, more advances may be

made in the future.made in the future.

C.5.g. Intrinsic ValueC.5.g. Intrinsic Value

Reefs are among the most Reefs are among the most spectacular displays of nature’spectacular displays of nature’s cres cre--ativityativity. . For many coastal communiFor many coastal communities around the world, coralties around the world, coral

coral reef and witnessed rst-hand the beauty coral reef and witnessed rst-hand the beauty and complexity ofand complexity of

coral reefs, a world without coral reefs, a world without this beautiful ecosystem would be athis beautiful ecosystem would be a

much poorer place.much poorer place.

C.6. Types of Human & Natural ImpactsC.6. Types of Human & Natural Impacts
   C.6.a. C.6.a. PollutionPollution
Nutrient pollution is the primary suspect in most damage Nutrient pollution is the primary suspect in most damage to Cato Ca--

ribbean reefsribbean reefs1212. . Urban and iUrban and industrial waste, ndustrial waste, sewage, agrochemisewage, agrochemi--

cals, and oil pollution are poicals, and oil pollution are poisoning reefs. soning reefs. In particularIn particular, nutrients, nutrients

from municipal wastes and agricultural runoff reduce oxygen infrom municipal wastes and agricultural runoff reduce oxygen in

shallow coastal waters in a process shallow coastal waters in a process called eutrophication, whichcalled eutrophication, which

i l th l t i lifi l th l t i lif
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Divers off reef Antonio, JamaicaDivers off reef Antonio, Jamaica
Photo supplied by: Andrew Ross Photo supplied by: Andrew Ross (Seascape Caribbean)(Seascape Caribbean)



reefs are essential fereefs are essential features of cultural tradiatures of cultural traditions. tions. Reefs provideReefs provide

an endless source of personal ian endless source of personal inspiration and wondernspiration and wonder. . For thoseFor those

who have experienced coral reefs through books who have experienced coral reefs through books and pictures orand pictures or

those who have adorned a snorkel and mask and oated above athose who have adorned a snorkel and mask and oated above a

is lethal to marine life.is lethal to marine life.

Low oxygen levels support the growth of benthic algae, whichLow oxygen levels support the growth of benthic algae, which

cover the corals and reduce thecover the corals and reduce their growth. ir growth. In time, the algae dieIn time, the algae die
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and decay, consuming more oxygen in the process of and decay, consuming more oxygen in the process of decomposi-decomposi-

tion, and the corals themselves die, tion, and the corals themselves die, leaving the entire ecosystemleaving the entire ecosystem

devoid of life.devoid of life.

Of particular concern in the Eastern Caribbean is Of particular concern in the Eastern Caribbean is the ushing ofthe ushing of

untreated sewage and municiuntreated sewage and municipal wastes into coastal waterpal wastes into coastal waters. s. AcAc--

cording to a 1997 cording to a 1997 report by the Organization of Eastern Caribreport by the Organization of Eastern Carib--

bean States (OECS), inadequate provision for the bean States (OECS), inadequate provision for the managementmanagement

and safe disposal of sewage and safe disposal of sewage has contributed to the pollution ofhas contributed to the pollution of

ground and surface waters and of the coground and surface waters and of the coastal zone. astal zone. WWastewaterastewater

discharges from urban populations and discharges from urban populations and tourist developments aretourist developments are

in many cases reaching the sea in many cases reaching the sea without treatment, or at best hav-without treatment, or at best hav-
ing been subject to preliminary treatment aloneing been subject to preliminary treatment alone1313..

C.6.b. Over-fishingC.6.b. Over-fishing
Over-exploitatOver-exploitation and declining ion and declining catches are occurring within catches are occurring within thethe

Caribbean as a result of Caribbean as a result of increasing demands for reef sh resourcincreasing demands for reef sh resourc--

eses1414. . Reef shes are one of the main inshore shReef shes are one of the main inshore sheries within theeries within the

Caribbean. Caribbean. As reef sh are overharvested, therAs reef sh are overharvested, there is a direct cone is a direct con--

sequence to the balance of sequence to the balance of the food chain within the the food chain within the ecosystem.ecosystem.

The direct effects of over-shing include declines in abundance,The direct effects of over-shing include declines in abundance,size, and reproductsize, and reproductive output of specive output of species. ies. Changes in sex raChanges in sex ratio,tio,

behaviourbehaviour, and distribution also occur. , and distribution also occur. Over-shing also resultsOver-shing also results

in effects in effects to the ecosystemto the ecosystem. . Changes inChanges in predator-prey dynamicspredator-prey dynamics

(where predators no longer have their prey of choice and have to(where predators no longer have their prey of choice and have to

diversify their diet with other species), trophic structure, habitat,diversify their diet with other species), trophic structure, habitat,

and algal blooms all occur as and algal blooms all occur as a result of over-shing.a result of over-shing.

   C.6.c. C.6.c. TTourismourism
Careless boating, diving, snorkelling, and shing can Careless boating, diving, snorkelling, and shing can have severehave severe

impacts on an ecosystem as simpacts on an ecosystem as sensitive as coral reefs. ensitive as coral reefs. PeoplePeople

touching reefs, stirring up sediment, collecting coral, and drop-touching reefs, stirring up sediment, collecting coral, and drop-

ping anchors on reefs all ping anchors on reefs all pose threats the health of the pose threats the health of the Caribbe-Caribbe-

an’s coral reean’s coral reefs. fs. Some tourist resorts and infrastructSome tourist resorts and infrastructure have beenure have been

built directly on reefs, and some built directly on reefs, and some tourist resorts empty their sew-tourist resorts empty their sew-

age or other wastes directly into age or other wastes directly into water surrounding coral reefs.water surrounding coral reefs.
ToTourism is the greatest industry in the urism is the greatest industry in the Caribbean and increasingCaribbean and increasing

numbers of visitors have contributed to rapid and numbers of visitors have contributed to rapid and poorly plannedpoorly planned

coastal development, with associated problems of coastal development, with associated problems of sedimentationsedimentation

and pollution that always follow such and pollution that always follow such development.development.

   C.6.d. C.6.d. SedimentationSedimentation
The removal of sand from beaches and coastal areas for use inThe removal of sand from beaches and coastal areas for use in

the construction industry is widespread in the Caribbean. Thisthe construction industry is widespread in the Caribbean. This

produces severe and irreparable beach erosion in many produces severe and irreparable beach erosion in many placesplaces

and increases the amounts of particulate material in the waterand increases the amounts of particulate material in the water 1515..

As well, there is As well, there is considerable soil erosion from upland areas asconsiderable soil erosion from upland areas as

a result ofa result of deforestationdeforestation. Increased amounts of sedimentation. Increased amounts of sedimentation

results in high turbidity in coastal waters and, results in high turbidity in coastal waters and, in turn, adverselyin turn, adversely

affects sensitive and productive benthic communities such affects sensitive and productive benthic communities such asas
coral reefscoral reefs1616. . This sedimentation This sedimentation ends up in the ocends up in the ocean, where itean, where it

can smother corals by depriving them of can smother corals by depriving them of the sunlight they needthe sunlight they need

to survive. to survive. The destruction of mangrove forThe destruction of mangrove forests, which normallyests, which normally

trap large amounts of sediment, is exacerbating the problem intrap large amounts of sediment, is exacerbating the problem in

the Caribbean.the Caribbean.

   C.6.e. C.6.e. Mining Mining Reef Reef ResourcesResources
Live coral is sometimes removed from reefs for use Live coral is sometimes removed from reefs for use in bricks,in bricks,

road-ll, or cement for new infroad-ll, or cement for new infrastructure. rastructure. Corals are also sold asCorals are also sold as

souvenirs to tourists ansouvenirs to tourists and to exporters for sale abroad. d to exporters for sale abroad. In addition,In addition,

coral reef sh populations and their coral coral reef sh populations and their coral habitat are targets for ahabitat are targets for a

world-wide trade in exotic shworld-wide trade in exotic sh. . UnfortunatelyUnfortunately, the true ecologi, the true ecologi--

cal cost of humans having cal cost of humans having pretty sh tanks in their living pretty sh tanks in their living roomsrooms

is borne by the coral reef ecosystems of the world.is borne by the coral reef ecosystems of the world.
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Coastline of Brazil showing protection of coral reefsCoastline of Brazil showing protection of coral reefs

(highlighted in red and orange)(highlighted in red and orange)
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands. (2009). Ramsar Convention on Wetlands.Ramsar Convention on Wetlands. (2009). Ramsar Convention on Wetlands.

Retrieved Retrieved fromramsarfromramsar.org/pictures/ brazil-coral-map.jpg.org/pictures/ brazil-coral-map.jpg
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C.6.f. Climate ChangeC.6.f. Climate Change

Perhaps one of the Perhaps one of the greatest threats to coral reefs is the threat ofgreatest threats to coral reefs is the threat of

global climate change.global climate change. Global warmingGlobal warming is resulting in rising sea is resulting in rising sea

levels, which will alter coralevels, which will alter coral reef habitat. l reef habitat. Coral reefs haveCoral reefs have

    

a specic range of tolerance, wa specic range of tolerance, which includes a certain access tohich includes a certain access to

sunlight. sunlight. Rising water leveRising water levels may alter tls may alter this.his.

According to Lewsey et al., According to Lewsey et al., changes in rainfall, increased coastalchanges in rainfall, increased coastal

erosion, and a possible increase in erosion, and a possible increase in the number and severity ofthe number and severity of

hurricanes and ocean tropical storms are anticipated impacts ofhurricanes and ocean tropical storms are anticipated impacts of

climate changeclimate change1717. . Across the CaribbeanAcross the Caribbean, coral cover is r, coral cover is reducededuced

by 17%, on average, in the year following a hurricane impactby 17%, on average, in the year following a hurricane impact1818..

As a result, an As a result, an increased number and severity of hurricanes willincreased number and severity of hurricanes will

be detrimental to Caribbe detrimental to Caribbean coral reefs. bean coral reefs. Increased erosion, whichIncreased erosion, which

is predicted, will impact the clarity and is predicted, will impact the clarity and water quality on whichwater quality on which

reefs depend.reefs depend.

Corals require an optimal water temperature to survive and, Corals require an optimal water temperature to survive and, ifif

exceeded, coral specexceeded, coral species will become ies will become extinct. extinct. One consequence ofOne consequence of

climate change is the incclimate change is the increase in global water temperrease in global water temperature. ature. Glob-Glob-

al warming has already led to al warming has already led to increased levels of coral bleaching,increased levels of coral bleaching,

and this is predicted to increase in and this is predicted to increase in frequency and severity in thefrequency and severity in the

coming decadescoming decades1919..

Coral bleaching, the whitening of corals due Coral bleaching, the whitening of corals due to loss of symbioticto loss of symbiotic

algae, is a response that can be triggered by a variety of stressorsalgae, is a response that can be triggered by a variety of stressors
including solar radiation, salinity shock, including solar radiation, salinity shock, sedimentation, disease,sedimentation, disease,

and temperature increasesand temperature increases2020. . In the CariIn the Caribbean, rising tbbean, rising tempera-empera-

tures is the main contritures is the main contributor to coral bleaching. butor to coral bleaching. According toAccording to

McWillMcWilliams et al., a iams et al., a rise in regional sea surface temperature ofrise in regional sea surface temperature of

0.1˚C results in a 35% increase in the geographic extent and a0.1˚C results in a 35% increase in the geographic extent and a

42% increase in the intensity of coral 42% increase in the intensity of coral bleachingbleaching2121. Maximum. Maximum

bleaching extent and intensity are predicted to occur at bleaching extent and intensity are predicted to occur at sea levelsea level

temperature rises of less than +1˚C, which temperature rises of less than +1˚C, which coincides with thecoincides with the

most conservative projections for warming in the Caribbean bymost conservative projections for warming in the Caribbean by

the end of the 21st centurythe end of the 21st century2222. . This translates tThis translates to serious threato serious threats tos to

the continued existence and survival of coral reefs.the continued existence and survival of coral reefs.
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In late 2005, the Caribbean region experienced one ofIn late 2005, the Caribbean region experienced one of

the most devastating coral bleaching events on record.the most devastating coral bleaching events on record.

Warnings of the onset of the bleaching event were rstWarnings of the onset of the bleaching event were rst

reported by the National Oceanic and Atmosphericreported by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Agency (NOAA) in late August in the Florida Keys.Agency (NOAA) in late August in the Florida Keys.

By September and October, the bleaching had spreadBy September and October, the bleaching had spread

through much of eastern Caribbean. Surveys revealedthrough much of eastern Caribbean. Surveys revealed

that 85 – 95 percent of coral colonies were bleached inthat 85 – 95 percent of coral colonies were bleached in

some areas. Corals can some areas. Corals can recover from short-term bleach-recover from short-term bleach-

ing, but prolonged bleaching (over a week) can causeing, but prolonged bleaching (over a week) can cause
irreversible damage and subsequent death.irreversible damage and subsequent death.



Reef covered in algaeReef covered in algae
National Aeronautics and Space Administration: Goddard Earth National Aeronautics and Space Administration: Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Information Services Sciences Data and Information Services Center. (n.d.). Ocean color: bad bloom rising.Center. (n.d.). Ocean color: bad bloom rising.

Retrieved Retrieved from: from: disc.gsfc.nasa.gov/oceancdisc.gsfc.nasa.gov/oceancolor/scifocus/oceanColor/bad_bloom.solor/scifocus/oceanColor/bad_bloom.shtmlhtml
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C.7. Protecting Coral ReefsC.7. Protecting Coral Reefs
Coral reefs are closely linked to Coral reefs are closely linked to both mangroves and seagrasses,both mangroves and seagrasses,

and many reef animals move between and many reef animals move between these ecosystems duringthese ecosystems during

their lives. Coral reef–dependant species are linked to a their lives. Coral reef–dependant species are linked to a specicspecic

type of coral and to its supporttype of coral and to its supporting plants and animals. ing plants and animals. RemoveRemove

or change one essential component and or change one essential component and the disruption may resultthe disruption may result

in a chain reacin a chain reaction. tion. For example, if reFor example, if reef parrotsh (ef parrotsh (ScaridaeScaridae) and) andsea urchins (sea urchins ( Echinoidea Echinoidea) are over-harvested, algal growth soon) are over-harvested, algal growth soon

covers the reefs, killing tcovers the reefs, killing the coral polyps. he coral polyps. Parrotsh and urchinsParrotsh and urchins

feed on excess algae and coral and, without them, the algaefeed on excess algae and coral and, without them, the algae

would multiply out of control, causing ecological unbalance andwould multiply out of control, causing ecological unbalance and

perhaps ecosystem collapse. Stakeholders of this ecosystem mustperhaps ecosystem collapse. Stakeholders of this ecosystem must

take this interconnectivity into account when planning manage-take this interconnectivity into account when planning manage-

ment and protective measures.ment and protective measures.

Local and national Local and national governments, non-governmental organizatigovernments, non-governmental organizationsons

(NGOs), local inhabitants, and scientists are increasing awareness(NGOs), local inhabitants, and scientists are increasing awareness

about coral reef ecosystems through education and outreach. about coral reef ecosystems through education and outreach. AA

strong outreach and education effort is essential to coral reef pro-strong outreach and education effort is essential to coral reef pro-

tection, and effective outreach requires dependable access to andtection, and effective outreach requires dependable access to and

efcient sharing of information with all stakeholdersefcient sharing of information with all stakeholders2323. Improved. Improved

communication between scientists, resource managers, and communication between scientists, resource managers, and thethe
public and well as greater education and public and well as greater education and integrated resourceintegrated resource

management are beginning to occur within the management are beginning to occur within the Caribbean. PeopleCaribbean. People

in the Caribbean are starting to in the Caribbean are starting to appreciate that it is importantappreciate that it is important

to reduce human-caused stresses, and to use to reduce human-caused stresses, and to use and manage reefand manage reef

resources more resources more sustainablysustainably..

Conservation groups such as Conservation groups such as CANARI and World WildlCANARI and World Wildlife Fundife Fund

are making efforts to prevent or minimize impacts of human useare making efforts to prevent or minimize impacts of human use

of coastal areas. of coastal areas. In some cases, active restoraIn some cases, active restoration is occurring intion is occurring in

order to repair damaged arorder to repair damaged areas. eas. Efforts are being mEfforts are being made to reduceade to reduce

impacts of pollution animpacts of pollution and coal disease. d coal disease. Efforts are also beiEfforts are also beingng

made to improve management of coral reef sheries, made to improve management of coral reef sheries, which iswhich is

an important component in the protection and restoration coralan important component in the protection and restoration coral

reef ecosystems. reef ecosystems. Steps taken include increaSteps taken include increased enforcement ofsed enforcement of

exitsing regulations, and research to improve the understand-exitsing regulations, and research to improve the understand-

ing of sheries’ ing of sheries’ impacts on coral reef ecosystems. impacts on coral reef ecosystems. Scientists areScientists are

working to increase local working to increase local managers’ abmanagers’ ability to respond ility to respond to coralto coral

bleaching events in order to minimize their impact and bleaching events in order to minimize their impact and reduce thereduce the

loss of healthy coral reefs in loss of healthy coral reefs in the face of climate change.the face of climate change.

Protected areas in coral reef ecosystems can provide importantProtected areas in coral reef ecosystems can provide important

shelter from some of the threats that reefs shelter from some of the threats that reefs face and can provideface and can provide

researchers with key sites for coral reef ecosystem research andresearchers with key sites for coral reef ecosystem research and

monitoring. monitoring. The Eastern Caribbean contains a numThe Eastern Caribbean contains a number of wellber of well

protected areas as well, notably those off Saba, protected areas as well, notably those off Saba, Bonaire, andBonaire, and

Saint Lucia, which have been Saint Lucia, which have been especially well managed, leadingespecially well managed, leading

to the recovery of healthy reef to the recovery of healthy reef ecosystems in localized areas.ecosystems in localized areas.

These provide a model for These provide a model for coral reef management throughout thecoral reef management throughout the

region.region.

While there are signicant pressures on the coral While there are signicant pressures on the coral reef ecosystemsreef ecosystems

of the Caribbean, there is a growing awareness about the neces-of the Caribbean, there is a growing awareness about the neces-

sity to protect them. sity to protect them. Protection of coral reefs iProtection of coral reefs is essential, givens essential, given

that tourism and sheries, important contributors to the econothat tourism and sheries, important contributors to the econo--

mies of the Caribbean islands, depend mies of the Caribbean islands, depend on coral reef ecosystems.on coral reef ecosystems.

Saint Lucia’s experience:Saint Lucia’s experience:

In 2005, unusually warm waters in the region caused a highIn 2005, unusually warm waters in the region caused a high

amount of amount of coral bleachicoral bleaching in Saint ng in Saint Lucia. Lucia. The unusuallyThe unusually

warm waters also resulted in low numbers of white sea ur-warm waters also resulted in low numbers of white sea ur-

chins and low catches of chins and low catches of pelagic sh (such as dolphinsh andpelagic sh (such as dolphinsh and

wahoo) at a time of the year when these creatures were exwahoo) at a time of the year when these creatures were ex--

pected to be abundant.pected to be abundant.

Today, a lot of the corals that became bleached in 2005 haveToday, a lot of the corals that became bleached in 2005 have

died. died. This does not augur well for SaiThis does not augur well for Saint Lucia’nt Lucia’s water-baseds water-based

tourism activittourism activities, such as diving anies, such as diving and snorkelling. d snorkelling. The lossThe loss

of corals also results in of corals also results in less reef sh, which affects the liveliless reef sh, which affects the liveli--

hoods of shermenhoods of shermen..



World Resources Institute. (2004). Reefs at risk in World Resources Institute. (2004). Reefs at risk in the Caribbean.the Caribbean.
Retrieved from: earRetrieved from: earthtrends.wri.org/features/view_feature.php?fid=55thtrends.wri.org/features/view_feature.php?fid=55&theme=1&theme=1
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FIFTY FACTS FIFTY FACTS ABOUT WABOUT WIDERIDER CARIBBEAN CCARIBBEAN CORAL REEFSORAL REEFS

DID YOU KNOW?DID YOU KNOW?

The Caribbean region has an estimated 26,000 kmThe Caribbean region has an estimated 26,000 km22  of coral reef surface, possessing an  of coral reef surface, possessing an
estimated 7% of the world’s shallow coral reefs.estimated 7% of the world’s shallow coral reefs.
In the Greater Antilles, coral reefs cover over 8,600 kmIn the Greater Antilles, coral reefs cover over 8,600 km22..
The Eastern Caribbean has a coral reef area of 2,600 kmThe Eastern Caribbean has a coral reef area of 2,600 km22..
The Wider Caribbean region has over 285 Marine Protected Areas (MPAs), containing 20% ofThe Wider Caribbean region has over 285 Marine Protected Areas (MPAs), containing 20% of
the region’s coral reefs.the region’s coral reefs.
Time series data show declines in live coral cover from 1993 to 2001 in almost 2/3 of the sitesTime series data show declines in live coral cover from 1993 to 2001 in almost 2/3 of the sites
investigated.investigated.

Human activities threaten 2/3 of the Caribbean’s coral Human activities threaten 2/3 of the Caribbean’s coral reefs, placing 1/3 at high risk.reefs, placing 1/3 at high risk.
About 9,000 km About 9,000 km of coral reef of coral reef is threatened by increasing is threatened by increasing sedimentation and pollution rsedimentation and pollution related toelated to
land use activities.land use activities.

22

Coastal development including construction, urban run-off, tourist development and sewageCoastal development including construction, urban run-off, tourist development and sewage
discharge threatens 1/3 of the reefs of the discharge threatens 1/3 of the reefs of the Caribbean.Caribbean.
A sewage pollution problem exists A sewage pollution problem exists in almostin almost 1/4 of the coral reefs 1/4 of the coral reefs surveyed since 1998.surveyed since 1998.
Treated sewage accounts for less than 20% of total sewage generated in the Caribbean.Treated sewage accounts for less than 20% of total sewage generated in the Caribbean.
Only 1Only 1/4 /4 of hotof hotel and el and resorresort wast wastewatetewater trear treatment tment plants plants are iare inn goodgood operatoperatinging conditcondition.ion.

luentluentIn 1996, 3/4 oIn 1996, 3/4 of treatmf treatment plantent plants operats operated by hoteled by hotels and resos and resorts dirts did not compld not complyy withwith eff eff 
discharge criteria.discharge criteria.

ailyaily waterwater consumconsumption per tption per tourist ourist is an estis an estimatimated 300 lited 300 liters/ders/day, which iay, which issIInn tthehe CCaarriibbbebeaann,, dd
about 3 times the per capita demand for domestic consumers.about 3 times the per capita demand for domestic consumers.

intintensensiveive tourtourismism, alon, along withg withCoastCoastal develal development ropment resultesulting froing from populam population grotion growthwth andand
overfishing threatens over 80% of Caribbean reefs.overfishing threatens over 80% of Caribbean reefs.

inin 22 km okm of if inhabnhabiteited lad land.nd.Thirty six percent of coral reefs in the region lie withThirty six percent of coral reefs in the region lie with
million duringmillion duringThe popThe populatioulation livn living wing within ithin 10 km 10 km of thof the Carie Caribbean bbean coast coast grew grew fromfrom 3636 toto 4141

1990-2000.1990-2000.
coacoastastall zonzonee popupopulatlationion densdensityity lealeaveve reereef resf resourources sces suscuscepteptiblible to exe to exploploitaitatiotion ton toInIncrcreaseaseses inin

 provide livelihoods and sustenance to coastal inhabitants. provide livelihoods and sustenance to coastal inhabitants.
efefss anandd ththrreaeattenenss 6060%% ofof ththemem..OverfOverfishinishing is g is the mthe most post pervaservasive diive direct rect humanhuman threatthreat toto rere

astalastalOvOvererffisishihing ng poposses es grgreaeatetesst t tthrhreaeat t to to ththee EEasastterernn CaCarribibbebeanan rereefefss ffolollolowewedd byby coco
development, sedimentation and pollution.development, sedimentation and pollution.

 by by overfishing overfishing due due to to increased increased algal algal growth growth andandTThhee eecocollogogiicacall bbaallaancncee ofof rreeeeffss iiss aalltteerreedd
decreased coral cover.decreased coral cover.
CaribbCaribbeanean coralcoral reefsreefs havehave evolvedevolved from from a coa coral ral domindominated ated to to an aan algal lgal dominadominated ted state state over over thethe

 past decades. past decades.MarinMarinee basedbased sourcsourceses of poof pollutillution sucon such ash as wastwastewaterewater dischdischarge farge from crom cruiseruise shipsships and otand otherher



MarinMarinee basedbased sourcsourceses of poof pollutillution sucon such as h as wastwastewater ewater dischdischarge farge from crom cruise ruise ships ships and otand otherher
vessels, and leaks and spills from oil infrastructure threaten 15% of the region’s reefs.vessels, and leaks and spills from oil infrastructure threaten 15% of the region’s reefs.
In the last 20 years, cruise ship tourism has quadrupled worldwide, with 58% of the world’sIn the last 20 years, cruise ship tourism has quadrupled worldwide, with 58% of the world’s
cruise ship passengers occupying the Caribbean cruise ship passengers occupying the Caribbean cruise industry.cruise industry.
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Generally, cruise ships and cargo ships contribute 77% and 20% of all ship type wasteGenerally, cruise ships and cargo ships contribute 77% and 20% of all ship type waste
respectively.respectively.

age respectively.age respectively.
Typical cruise ships generate daily averages of 2,228 gallons and 278.5 gallons of oily bilgeTypical cruise ships generate daily averages of 2,228 gallons and 278.5 gallons of oily bilge
water and garbwater and garb

A cruise liner’s anchor can ruin up to 200 kmA cruise liner’s anchor can ruin up to 200 km22 of ocean floor by direct physical damage. of ocean floor by direct physical damage.
degradation will occur in many threatened areas.degradation will occur in many threatened areas.In the next 5-10 yrs. further coralIn the next 5-10 yrs. further coral

coralscoralsThe Earth’s average temperature has risen by .6-.8The Earth’s average temperature has risen by .6-.8oo Celcius in the last 100 yrs., leaving Celcius in the last 100 yrs., leaving
more susceptible to bleaching.more susceptible to bleaching.
Over 500 significant coral bleaching incidents have been reported in the Wider CaribbeanOver 500 significant coral bleaching incidents have been reported in the Wider Caribbean
Region since 1980.Region since 1980.
It is predicted that by 2020, bleaching of reefs will be an annual event.It is predicted that by 2020, bleaching of reefs will be an annual event.
Atmospheric temperature in the Caribbean would have risen by 2-4Atmospheric temperature in the Caribbean would have risen by 2-4

oo
 Celsius by 2070. Celsius by 2070.

olds for coral survival,olds for coral survival,Sea surface temperature levels are currently close to the upper threshSea surface temperature levels are currently close to the upper thresh
 placing stress on long-term coral survival. placing stress on long-term coral survival.
Currently, threats from predicted sea level rise of 3-10 cm/decade are unknown for damagedCurrently, threats from predicted sea level rise of 3-10 cm/decade are unknown for damaged
reefs and those under anthropogenic stress.reefs and those under anthropogenic stress.
Coral diseases have caused widespread changes in the Caribbean’s coral reefs over the past 30Coral diseases have caused widespread changes in the Caribbean’s coral reefs over the past 30
years.years.

 a serious threat to the Caribbean’s reefs. a serious threat to the Caribbean’s reefs.Coral diseases coupled with bleaching, poseCoral diseases coupled with bleaching, pose

efs, which is estimated between US$100,000 to $600,000.efs, which is estimated between US$100,000 to $600,000.
Tourism and recreation contribute the largest shares of the total economic value of CaribbeanTourism and recreation contribute the largest shares of the total economic value of Caribbean
coral recoral re

..Annually, tourism contributes an estimated US$105 billion to the Caribbean Annually, tourism contributes an estimated US$105 billion to the Caribbean economyeconomy
In at least 8 Caribbean countries, tourism accounts for over 30% of the GDP.In at least 8 Caribbean countries, tourism accounts for over 30% of the GDP.

lion in 2000.lion in 2000.International tourist revenues in the Caribbean totaled US$25.5 bInternational tourist revenues in the Caribbean totaled US$25.5 bilil
timatedtimatedIn 2000, approximately 1.2 million divers visited the Caribbean, accounting for an esIn 2000, approximately 1.2 million divers visited the Caribbean, accounting for an es

US$4.1 billion in gross expenditures.US$4.1 billion in gross expenditures.
 billion. billion.In 2000, net annual benefits of Caribbean dive tourism were an estimated US$2.1In 2000, net annual benefits of Caribbean dive tourism were an estimated US$2.1

Close to half of all diving tourism in the Caribbean occurs in MPAs.Close to half of all diving tourism in the Caribbean occurs in MPAs.
e protection, as reefs dissipate wave and storm energy.e protection, as reefs dissipate wave and storm energy.Coral reef ecosystems provide shorelinCoral reef ecosystems provide shorelin

An estimated 21% of the CaribbeaAn estimated 21% of the Caribbean’s coastlines are protected by coral reefs.n’s coastlines are protected by coral reefs.
mated US$740 million tomated US$740 million toAnnual benefits of shoreline protection by healthy reefs are an estiAnnual benefits of shoreline protection by healthy reefs are an esti

$2.2 billion per year.$2.2 billion per year.
In the Eastern Caribbean, 70% of monitored beaches were eroded from 1985-1995.In the Eastern Caribbean, 70% of monitored beaches were eroded from 1985-1995.
By 2050, 10-20% of current protection services could be lost on over 15,000 km of shoreline.By 2050, 10-20% of current protection services could be lost on over 15,000 km of shoreline.
The net value of lost benefits from reef shoreline protection could range from US$140-$420The net value of lost benefits from reef shoreline protection could range from US$140-$420
million/yr. over the next 50 years.million/yr. over the next 50 years.
Continued reef degradation could reduce net annual revenues derived from coral reef fisheriesContinued reef degradation could reduce net annual revenues derived from coral reef fisheries
 by US$95million-$140 million/yr. by 2015. by US$95million-$140 million/yr. by 2015.

ain Reain Re

urkeurke
http://wwhttp://ww

 Net  Net benefits benefits derived derived from from tourism, tourism, fisheries fisheries and and shoreline shoreline protection protection could could be be reduced reduced due due toto
coral degradation by an estimated US$350-$870 million/yr.coral degradation by an estimated US$350-$870 million/yr.

ferences:ferences:MM

(i(i) B) B , L, L. a. and nd MMaiaidedensns, J, J. (. (20200404)).. Reefs at Ri Reefs at Risk.sk. Washington, D.C. (USA): World Resources Institute. Washington, D.C. (USA): World Resources Institute.
w wri org/biodiv/pubs description cfm?pid=3944w wri org/biodiv/pubs description cfm?pid=3944
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Google Earth Map:Google Earth Map:
maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=

Tobago+Cays+Marine+Park+&sll=50.176898,-91.582031&sspn=Tobago+Cays+Marine+Park+&sll=50.176898,-91.582031&sspn=
50.412279,137.8125&ie=UTF8&ll=13.076803,-50.412279,137.8125&ie=UTF8&ll=13.076803,-

61.586609&spn=1.187838,2.15332&t=h&z=9&iwloc=A61.586609&spn=1.187838,2.15332&t=h&z=9&iwloc=A

Case StudyCase Study::

oecs.org/ESDU/documents/opaal/oecs.org/ESDU/documents/opaal/

TobaTobago_Cays_Marine_Park_ go_Cays_Marine_Park_ St%20VSt%20Vincent.pdf incent.pdf 

BackgroundBackground
The Tobago Cays Marine Park (TCMP) is a complex The Tobago Cays Marine Park (TCMP) is a complex of well-deof well-de--

veloped coral reefs and seagrass beds located between veloped coral reefs and seagrass beds located between St. VincentSt. Vincent

and Grenada, in the and Grenada, in the Southern Grenadines (12 °28’ N, 61° 22’ W).Southern Grenadines (12 °28’ N, 61° 22’ W).

The TCMP is a biologically rich ecosystem that attracts visitorsThe TCMP is a biologically rich ecosystem that attracts visitors

from around the world. It has been described as the jfrom around the world. It has been described as the jewel of theewel of the

CaribbeanCaribbean..

TCMP surrounds six main islands, including the ve uninhabitedTCMP surrounds six main islands, including the ve uninhabited

islands of the Tobago Cays (Petit islands of the Tobago Cays (Petit Bateau, Petit Rameau, Bateau, Petit Rameau, JamesbyJamesby,,

Baradal, and Petit Tabac) and the populated island of Mayreau.Baradal, and Petit Tabac) and the populated island of Mayreau.

The TCMP is managed under the legal authority of The TCMP is managed under the legal authority of the 1997the 1997

Marine Parks Act of St. Vincent and the Grenadines.Marine Parks Act of St. Vincent and the Grenadines.

Formal and informal reports and studies have suggested that Formal and informal reports and studies have suggested that therethere

has been a slow has been a slow degradation and deterioration of the coral reefdegradation and deterioration of the coral reef

and marine environment in and marine environment in the Tobago Cays. A number of naturalthe Tobago Cays. A number of natural

and human-caused factors contributed to this degradation. Theand human-caused factors contributed to this degradation. The

TCMP has been converted to an TCMP has been converted to an ofcial marine protected areaofcial marine protected area

with strong management guidelines and plans, as well with strong management guidelines and plans, as well as sufas suf--

cient monitoring and enforecment.cient monitoring and enforecment.

Environmental CharacteristicsEnvironmental Characteristics
Surrounding the Tobago Cays are several shallow Surrounding the Tobago Cays are several shallow fringing reefsfringing reefs

and a major horseshoe barrier reef. The and a major horseshoe barrier reef. The main coral reef ecosysmain coral reef ecosys--

tems of the TCMP are called Horseshoe Fore Rtems of the TCMP are called Horseshoe Fore Reef, Petit Bateau,eef, Petit Bateau,

Petit TabPetit Tabac, Baradal, ac, Baradal, and Mayreau Gardens.and Mayreau Gardens.

Horseshoe ReefHorseshoe Reef
Horseshoe Reef is the largest reef in Horseshoe Reef is the largest reef in St. Vincent and the GrenaSt. Vincent and the Grena--

dines. In 1975 a study of the reef identied 30 species of corals.dines. In 1975 a study of the reef identied 30 species of corals.

The reef is so The reef is so large that it is divided into geographical sectionslarge that it is divided into geographical sections

with dominant coral species in each section. The with dominant coral species in each section. The sections aresections are

known as the back reef, the reef crest, and the fore reef. Surgeon-known as the back reef, the reef crest, and the fore reef. Surgeon-

sh (sh ( Acanthurids Acanthurids), parrotsh (), parrotsh (ScaridsScarids), and clownsh (), and clownsh (Poma-Poma-

centridscentrids) are found here. Other major families of reef sh include) are found here. Other major families of reef sh include

snapper (snapper ( Lutjanudae Lutjanudae), grouper (), grouper (SerranidaeSerranidae), puffersh (), puffersh (Tetradon-Tetradon-

tidaetidae and and Diodontidae Diodontidae) and grunt () and grunt (PomadasyidaePomadasyidae).).

Petit BateauPetit Bateau
Petit Bateau is surrounded by patches of Petit Bateau is surrounded by patches of shallow fringing reefs.shallow fringing reefs.

The reefs show a mixture of alive andThe reefs show a mixture of alive and

dead coral, with new dead coral, with new colonies establishingcolonies establishing

themselves atop dead branches. Fish faunathemselves atop dead branches. Fish fauna

consist primarily of juveniles of consist primarily of juveniles of parrotshparrotsh

((ScaridaeScaridae), damselsh (), damselsh (PomacentridaePomacentridae),),

grunt (grunt (PomadasyidaePomadasyidae), and surgeonsh), and surgeonsh
(( Acanthuridae Acanthuridae).).

Petit TabacPetit Tabac
Petit TPetit Tabac is located to the abac is located to the west of Horse-west of Horse-

shoe Reef and does shoe Reef and does not receive protectionnot receive protection

from sea surge. Hurricanes and storms con-from sea surge. Hurricanes and storms con-

stantly hit this reef, resulting in substantialstantly hit this reef, resulting in substantial

coral rubble. The reef is very coral rubble. The reef is very shallowshallow, with, with

very small isolated colonies of soft coralsvery small isolated colonies of soft corals

and sponges. Sea fans (and sponges. Sea fans (Gorgonia abellumGorgonia abellum))

and sea plumes (and sea plumes (PseudopterogorPseudopterogorgia gia sp.sp.))

can be found on this reef. Several speciescan be found on this reef. Several species

of small and juvenile sh fauna have takenof small and juvenile sh fauna have taken

advantage of the protection offered withinadvantage of the protection offered within

the coral rubble. Barracudas (the coral rubble. Barracudas (SphyraenaSphyraena

C.9. Case Study:C.9. Case Study:
TTobago Cays Marine Park obago Cays Marine Park (TCMP), Southern (TCMP), Southern GrenadinesGrenadines2424

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Tobago+Cays+Marine+Park+&sll=50.176898,-91.582031&sspn=50.412279,137.8125&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=13.159725,-61.586609&spn=1.222197,2.15332&z=9&iwloc=A
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Tobago+Cays+Marine+Park+&sll=50.176898,-91.582031&sspn=50.412279,137.8125&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=13.159725,-61.586609&spn=1.222197,2.15332&z=9&iwloc=A
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Tobago+Cays+Marine+Park+&sll=50.176898,-91.582031&sspn=50.412279,137.8125&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=13.159725,-61.586609&spn=1.222197,2.15332&z=9&iwloc=A
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Tobago+Cays+Marine+Park+&sll=50.176898,-91.582031&sspn=50.412279,137.8125&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=13.159725,-61.586609&spn=1.222197,2.15332&z=9&iwloc=A
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Tobago+Cays+Marine+Park+&sll=50.176898,-91.582031&sspn=50.412279,137.8125&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=13.159725,-61.586609&spn=1.222197,2.15332&z=9&iwloc=A
http://oecs.org/esdu/documents/opaal/Tobago_Cays_Marine_Park_St%20Vincent.pdf
http://oecs.org/esdu/documents/opaal/Tobago_Cays_Marine_Park_St%20Vincent.pdf
http://oecs.org/esdu/documents/opaal/Tobago_Cays_Marine_Park_St%20Vincent.pdf
http://oecs.org/esdu/documents/opaal/Tobago_Cays_Marine_Park_St%20Vincent.pdf
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barracudabarracuda), lesh (), lesh (Cantherhines macro-Cantherhines macro-

ceruscerus), and eels (), and eels (Gymnothorax funebrisGymnothorax funebris) can) can

be found here.be found here.
Coral reefs surrounding Coral reefs surrounding TTobago Cays Marine Parkobago Cays Marine Park

Alvarez, A. (2008). Alycia Alvarez photography: travelling to Tobago. Alvarez, A. (2008). Alycia Alvarez photography: travelling to Tobago. Retrieved from: alyciasavage.com/2008/07Retrieved from: alyciasavage.com/2008/07//

    

BaradalBaradal
Baradal contains a mix of seagrasses (Baradal contains a mix of seagrasses (ThalassiaThalassia) and scattered) and scattered

corals (Porites) at varying densities depending upon the depth corals (Porites) at varying densities depending upon the depth ofof

the ocean. Hawksbill turtles (the ocean. Hawksbill turtles ( Eretmochelys imbricate Eretmochelys imbricate), leather), leather--

back turtles (back turtles ( Dermochelys coriacea Dermochelys coriacea), and green turtles (), and green turtles (CheloniaChelonia

mydasmydas) graze on the seagrass.) graze on the seagrass.

MayreauMayreau  GardensGardens
Mayreau Gardens is a series of Mayreau Gardens is a series of seven dive sites ranging fromseven dive sites ranging from

a steep sloping wall, reaching depths of up to 70 feet in deepa steep sloping wall, reaching depths of up to 70 feet in deep

areas to 25 feet in shallow areas. Shallow areas are made up ofareas to 25 feet in shallow areas. Shallow areas are made up of

white sand with seagrass and white sand with seagrass and patches of coral. A wide variety ofpatches of coral. A wide variety of

habitats and biodiversity are supported within the area due habitats and biodiversity are supported within the area due to theto the

presence of an presence of an environmental gradient, from well-illuminatedenvironmental gradient, from well-illuminated

turbulent waters in shallow areas to darker turbulent waters in shallow areas to darker calmer conditions atcalmer conditions at

the base of the reef.the base of the reef.

Ecosystem User GroupsEcosystem User Groups
FishersFishers

Fishing has been Fishing has been restricted in the TCMP. However, illegal spearrestricted in the TCMP. However, illegal spear
shing was still reported to be shing was still reported to be taking place.taking place.

YachtersYachters
Both local and foreign companies provide yacht Both local and foreign companies provide yacht charteringchartering

services for use in the Grenadines. In 2002, 85 vessels providedservices for use in the Grenadines. In 2002, 85 vessels provided

charter opportunities to passengers in this region.charter opportunities to passengers in this region.

DiversDivers
Scuba diving in the Tobago Cays was provided by Scuba diving in the Tobago Cays was provided by four local divefour local dive

shops that average approximately 1,000 dives each year.shops that average approximately 1,000 dives each year.

Cruise Ships OperatorsCruise Ships Operators
Cruise ships regularly visited the Cruise ships regularly visited the TCMPTCMP. In . In the 2006/2007 cruisethe 2006/2007 cruise

season an estimated 15,890 cruise ship passengers visited theseason an estimated 15,890 cruise ship passengers visited the
Tobago Cays.Tobago Cays.

Charter Boat OperatorsCharter Boat Operators
A number of boat operators provided day-trip excursions such asA number of boat operators provided day-trip excursions such as

picnics and swims to visitors. Some picnics and swims to visitors. Some single-boat charter operatorssingle-boat charter operators

may have taken up to 400 people a day out may have taken up to 400 people a day out on excursions.on excursions.

Water Taxi OperatorsWater Taxi Operators
It was estimated that somewhere between 45 It was estimated that somewhere between 45 and 60 water taxisand 60 water taxis

operated in the TCMP, transporting residents and tourists aroundoperated in the TCMP, transporting residents and tourists around

the cays.the cays.

VendorsVendors

Vendors operated in the TCMP selling T-shirts, handicrafts, ice,Vendors operated in the TCMP selling T-shirts, handicrafts, ice,
bread fresh shbread fresh sh fruits and vegetables Vendors were restricted tofruits and vegetables Vendors were restricted to

TouristsTourists
ToToursits participated in activies such ursits participated in activies such as diving, snorkelling,as diving, snorkelling,

swimming, sailing, hiking, shing, and wind surng. They acswimming, sailing, hiking, shing, and wind surng. They ac--

cessed the reef by snorkelling, private boat, cessed the reef by snorkelling, private boat, or catamaran.or catamaran.

ResidentsResidents

The total number of residents on Union Island, Palm Island, andThe total number of residents on Union Island, Palm Island, and
Mayreau was 2,189; however, local residents generally did notMayreau was 2,189; however, local residents generally did not

tend to visit tend to visit or participate in any or participate in any activities within the TCMPactivities within the TCMP..

Mangagement Issues/Environmental ThreatsMangagement Issues/Environmental Threats
There were a number of There were a number of interrelated human-caused and naturalinterrelated human-caused and natural

factors that contributed to the degradation of the factors that contributed to the degradation of the coral reefs in thecoral reefs in the

TCMP.TCMP.

Coral Bleaching and DiseaseCoral Bleaching and Disease
There had been a substantial loss in the health and vibrancy ofThere had been a substantial loss in the health and vibrancy of

the coral reefs on the TCMP. Lack of toilet and proper sewagethe coral reefs on the TCMP. Lack of toilet and proper sewage

facilities (for boats and cruiseships) had resulted in sewage andfacilities (for boats and cruiseships) had resulted in sewage and

waste being dumped into the ocean. This, along with an numberwaste being dumped into the ocean. This, along with an number
of other factors (such as climate change), of other factors (such as climate change), had resulted in subltehad resulted in sublte

changes in the chemistry of the changes in the chemistry of the ocean which resulted in eutro-ocean which resulted in eutro-

phication and an overgrowth in algae, thus phication and an overgrowth in algae, thus impacting the reefs.impacting the reefs.

Diseases such as black band and white band disease were alsoDiseases such as black band and white band disease were also

affecting multiple areas of Mayreau Gardens and the Horseshoeaffecting multiple areas of Mayreau Gardens and the Horseshoe

back reef.back reef.

Reef BreakageReef Breakage
As the TCMP became increasing popular as a As the TCMP became increasing popular as a tourist destination,tourist destination,

the impact of increased human and the impact of increased human and boat trafc was signicantlyboat trafc was signicantly

impacting the ecosystem. Reefs and seagrass beds were impacting the ecosystem. Reefs and seagrass beds were beingbeing

broken and damaged from swimmers and snorklers walking onbroken and damaged from swimmers and snorklers walking on

them and boaters dropping anchors on them and boaters dropping anchors on them. Feeding and nestingthem. Feeding and nesting

turtle populations were often disturbed by snorklers and diversturtle populations were often disturbed by snorklers and divers

chasing after or feeding them. Turtles were also becoming morechasing after or feeding them. Turtles were also becoming more

and more comfortable with humans which leaves them and more comfortable with humans which leaves them moremore

vulnerable to predation.vulnerable to predation.

An increase in hurricanes and storms, due An increase in hurricanes and storms, due to climate change andto climate change and

global warming, had also resulted in global warming, had also resulted in coral reefs being damagedcoral reefs being damaged

and disturbed.and disturbed.

Decrease in Fish and Other SpeciesDecrease in Fish and Other Species
Despite shing being prohibited in the TCMP, a rapid decrese inDespite shing being prohibited in the TCMP, a rapid decrese in

sh species was still occuring. Fishers did sh species was still occuring. Fishers did not even consider thenot even consider the

TCMP a viable shing location, due to the decrease in sh popuTCMP a viable shing location, due to the decrease in sh popu--

lations. Populations of parrotsh, groupers, snappers and, turtleslations. Populations of parrotsh, groupers, snappers and, turtles

continued to decline. The scarcity of adult sh continued to decline. The scarcity of adult sh and dominanceand dominance

of juvenille sh in the TCMP suggested that overshing nearof juvenille sh in the TCMP suggested that overshing near
the TCMP may have beed athe TCMP may have beed a factorfactor Illegal harvesting of conchsIllegal harvesting of conchs
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bread, fresh sh, bread, fresh sh, fruits, and vegetables. Vendors were restricted tofruits, and vegetables. Vendors were restricted to

the north beach of Petit the north beach of Petit Bateau. Some speed boats traveled fromBateau. Some speed boats traveled from

yacht to yacht yacht to yacht selling bread and selling bread and fruits,Tfruits,T-shirts, conch shells, and-shirts, conch shells, and

lobster.lobster.

the TCMP may have beed a the TCMP may have beed a factorfactor. Illegal harvesting of conchs,. Illegal harvesting of conchs,

lobsters, turtles, and turtle eggs also continued to lobsters, turtles, and turtle eggs also continued to be a problem.be a problem.

    

Questions for ConsiderationQuestions for Consideration
1) Why is the Tobago Cays Marine Park (TCMP) an 1) Why is the Tobago Cays Marine Park (TCMP) an importantimportant

ecosystem?ecosystem?

2) Who are the primary beneciaries (i.e. the 2) Who are the primary beneciaries (i.e. the main user groups)main user groups)

of the economic activitof the economic activities ies which occur in and around the TCMP?which occur in and around the TCMP?

3) What types of degradation are occuring in 3) What types of degradation are occuring in the TCMP?the TCMP?

4) What impact would the continued degradation of 4) What impact would the continued degradation of the TCMPthe TCMP

have on the organisms which inhabit the have on the organisms which inhabit the coral reefs?coral reefs?

5) What impact would the continued degradation of 5) What impact would the continued degradation of the TCMPthe TCMP

have on the various groups of individuals who depend on the areahave on the various groups of individuals who depend on the area

for a livelihood?for a livelihood?

6) Write an open letter 6) Write an open letter to the Gto the Government Ministry/Departmovernment Ministry/Departmententwith responsibility for the TCMP expressing your concerns aboutwith responsibility for the TCMP expressing your concerns about

7) Imagine that you were 7) Imagine that you were given the responsibility to spearhead agiven the responsibility to spearhead a

programme of education aimed at programme of education aimed at sensitizing individuals aboutsensitizing individuals about
issues relating to the TCMP:issues relating to the TCMP:

Which group of individuals would you target and why?Which group of individuals would you target and why?••

Identify and explain the issues that you Identify and explain the issues that you would highlight.would highlight.••

What strategies would you use in What strategies would you use in the education/sensitizatithe education/sensitizationon••
process?process?
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with responsibility for the TCMP expressing your concerns aboutwith responsibility for the TCMP expressing your concerns about

the degradation of the the degradation of the TCMPTCMP, and , and suggesting measures whichsuggesting measures which

should be implemented in order to ensure should be implemented in order to ensure the sustainability of thethe sustainability of the

TCMP.TCMP.
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Objectives:Objectives:
Students will be able to:Students will be able to:

Explain the interdependence of plants, animals and humansExplain the interdependence of plants, animals and humans••
in the coral reef ecosystemin the coral reef ecosystem

Identify the social, economic and, cultural interests of stake-Identify the social, economic and, cultural interests of stake-••
holder groupsholder groups

Use concepts of conservation to develop Use concepts of conservation to develop criteria for managcriteria for manag--••
ing a coral reef ecosysteming a coral reef ecosystem

Methods:Methods:
Students identify specic criteria they believe should be includedStudents identify specic criteria they believe should be included

in a mock management plan for in a mock management plan for a protected area.a protected area.

Materials:Materials:
TobTobago Cays Marine Park ago Cays Marine Park – Southern Grenadines Case Study– Southern Grenadines Case Study

Time:Time:
1 period (approx. 1 hour)1 period (approx. 1 hour)

Background:Background:
See TobSee Tobago Cays Marine ago Cays Marine Park – Southern Grenadines CasePark – Southern Grenadines Case

Study.Study.

The purpose of this activity is The purpose of this activity is to encourage students to considerto encourage students to consider

the environmental and human factors that are inuencing thethe environmental and human factors that are inuencing the

health of the health of the ecosystems in the TCMP, to explore typical conser-ecosystems in the TCMP, to explore typical conser-

vation management goals and to suggest criteria, rules, activities,vation management goals and to suggest criteria, rules, activities,

or components of or components of a management plan of a management plan of the TCMPthe TCMP..

So what is a So what is a management plan? A mmanagement plan? A management plan is essenanagement plan is essen--

tially a document that outlines the goals, tially a document that outlines the goals, policies and operationalpolicies and operational

activities that are to take place in activities that are to take place in a specic circumstance. Ina specic circumstance. In

the case of a marine park or protected area, a management planthe case of a marine park or protected area, a management plan
might outline activities that can take place within the might outline activities that can take place within the park, rulespark, rules

or regulations for the park, specic zones or area uses in the parkor regulations for the park, specic zones or area uses in the park

(i.e. swimming zone, protection zone etc.), how resources are to(i.e. swimming zone, protection zone etc.), how resources are to

be used in the be used in the park, enforcement activities, monitoring plans, andpark, enforcement activities, monitoring plans, and

public education strategies.public education strategies.

The park management plan for TCMP identies the followingThe park management plan for TCMP identies the following

guiding principles and objectives that are designed to inuenceguiding principles and objectives that are designed to inuence

all management decisions:all management decisions:

Guiding PrinciplesGuiding Principles
Any development in the TCMP must be Any development in the TCMP must be sustainable and adsustainable and ad--••
dress the needs of dress the needs of both present and future generationsboth present and future generations

The concept of conservation must be The concept of conservation must be incorporated into theincorporated into the••

User groups/stakeholders should be actively involved in theUser groups/stakeholders should be actively involved in the••
management of the TCMPmanagement of the TCMP

Elements of the management plan (i.e. Elements of the management plan (i.e. solutions and prac-solutions and prac-••

tices) should be exible and tices) should be exible and adaptableadaptable

Natural resources should be managed using an Natural resources should be managed using an integratedintegrated••
approachapproach

TCMP ObjectivesTCMP Objectives
The objective of the TCMP management plan is to:The objective of the TCMP management plan is to:

Enhance conservation and the management of biologicalEnhance conservation and the management of biological••
diversity.diversity.

Sustain economic benets from the use of Sustain economic benets from the use of existing naturalexisting natural••
resources.resources.

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Review TCMP Case Study with 1) Review TCMP Case Study with students.students.

2) Review the components of 2) Review the components of a management plan with students.a management plan with students.

Review the guiding principles and objectives of the TCMPReview the guiding principles and objectives of the TCMP

management plan (management plan (see Background see Background ). Teachers may wish to post). Teachers may wish to post

guiding principles and objectives for students to reference duringguiding principles and objectives for students to reference during

the activity.the activity.

3) Have students brainstorm which polices, practices, rules and3) Have students brainstorm which polices, practices, rules and

regulations and activities they think should be included in regulations and activities they think should be included in thethe

TCMP management plan. Engage students in discussion aboutTCMP management plan. Engage students in discussion about

why they think their suggestions are why they think their suggestions are important or relevant to theimportant or relevant to the

conservation of the park.conservation of the park.

Students should consider the user groups/stakeholders of theStudents should consider the user groups/stakeholders of the

TCMPTCMP, the , the environmental characteristenvironmental characteristics of the ics of the coral reefs of coral reefs of thethe

TCMPTCMP, and , and the environmental degradation and impacts that the environmental degradation and impacts that areare
affecting the area. Encourage students to identify:affecting the area. Encourage students to identify:

A list of activities that should and should not A list of activities that should and should not take place intake place in••
the TCMP (some examples may the TCMP (some examples may include: swimming; diving;include: swimming; diving;

snorkeling; boating; not touching the coral; not dumpingsnorkeling; boating; not touching the coral; not dumping

sewage waste; scientic research, etc.)sewage waste; scientic research, etc.)

Some rules and regulations in regards to park use (some ex-Some rules and regulations in regards to park use (some ex-••
amples might include entry fees; times of use; amples might include entry fees; times of use; total numbertotal number

of visitors; specic anchorage areas, etc.)of visitors; specic anchorage areas, etc.)

Some practices that should take place to Some practices that should take place to conserve or protectconserve or protect••
biodiversity in the ecosystem (some examples might includebiodiversity in the ecosystem (some examples might include

increasing scientic research; re-introducing declining speincreasing scientic research; re-introducing declining spe--

cies; designating no-use areas, etc.)cies; designating no-use areas, etc.)
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planplan

User groups/stakeholders should be treated equally and benUser groups/stakeholders should be treated equally and ben--••
et equally from the management planet equally from the management plan

Specic elements they think should be Specic elements they think should be monitored (somemonitored (some••
examples might include testing water for sewage; monitoringexamples might include testing water for sewage; monitoring

algae blooms; spread of disease, etc.)algae blooms; spread of disease, etc.)

    

Specic enforcement strategies (some examples might Specic enforcement strategies (some examples might inin--••
clude patrolling coral reefs; ning people who clude patrolling coral reefs; ning people who breakbreak

rules, etc.)rules, etc.)

Specic environmental education strategies (some examplesSpecic environmental education strategies (some examples••
might include posting signs; giving presentations to cruisemight include posting signs; giving presentations to cruise

ship tourists; training boat operators etc.)ship tourists; training boat operators etc.)

As students make suggestions, have them reference their suggesAs students make suggestions, have them reference their sugges--

tions against the TCMP guiding tions against the TCMP guiding principles and objectives. Wouldprinciples and objectives. Would

their ideas t within these goals?their ideas t within these goals?

4) After brainstorming potential elements of the management4) After brainstorming potential elements of the management

plan, engage students in a plan, engage students in a brief discussion about the challenges ofbrief discussion about the challenges of

creating a management plan. Some suggested questions include:creating a management plan. Some suggested questions include:

Why are management plans important?Why are management plans important?••
What factors need to be taken into consideration when develWhat factors need to be taken into consideration when devel--••
oping a plan?oping a plan?

What are some of the challenges that might be faced in creatWhat are some of the challenges that might be faced in creat--••

ing a management plan?ing a management plan?

Extensions:Extensions:
1) Have students work individually or in a group to develop and1) Have students work individually or in a group to develop and

write out a sample management plan for TCMP.write out a sample management plan for TCMP.

2) Have students take the 2) Have students take the role of specic stakeholder/user groupsrole of specic stakeholder/user groups

and reect on how they might feel about various elements of theand reect on how they might feel about various elements of the

management plan.management plan.

3) Have students focus on a specic species of plant or animal in3) Have students focus on a specic species of plant or animal in

the TCMP and have them develop a the TCMP and have them develop a management plan for bestmanagement plan for best

protecting or conserving that specic species.protecting or conserving that specic species.

4) Engage the students in a role play by dividing them into4) Engage the students in a role play by dividing them into

groups to represent the various stakeholders. Each group groups to represent the various stakeholders. Each group of stu-of stu-

dents would research the interests and concerns of dents would research the interests and concerns of their assignedtheir assigned

stakeholder group. Then have a round-table discussion to developstakeholder group. Then have a round-table discussion to develop

the management plan.the management plan.
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Looking up through a coral reef cavernLooking up through a coral reef cavern
Photo supplied by: Andrew Ross Photo supplied by: Andrew Ross (Seascape Caribbean)(Seascape Caribbean)

Diver studies coralDiver studies coral
Photo supplied by: Andrew Ross Photo supplied by: Andrew Ross (Seascape Caribbean)(Seascape Caribbean)
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Objectives:Objectives:
Through peer-to-peer knowledge transfer, students will be Through peer-to-peer knowledge transfer, students will be ableable

teach others about the value and teach others about the value and importance of coral reef ecosys-importance of coral reef ecosys-

tems as it pertains to the tems as it pertains to the value and vulnerability of the region’svalue and vulnerability of the region’s

coral reefs. This activity should introduce students to the ele-coral reefs. This activity should introduce students to the ele-
ments and tools of public environmental education.ments and tools of public environmental education.

MethodsMethods::
Students practice Students practice researching, researching, presentating, and dpresentating, and developingeveloping keykey

messagesmessages in environmental public education campaigns.in environmental public education campaigns.

MaterialsMaterials::
Student WorksheetsStudent Worksheets••
Research resources such as library and/or InternetResearch resources such as library and/or Internet••
Pen and paper per studentPen and paper per student••
Poster paper and drawing materials per studentPoster paper and drawing materials per student••

TimeTime::
Discussion – 1 class periodDiscussion – 1 class period
Research – 1 class periodResearch – 1 class period

Poster Design – 1 class periodPoster Design – 1 class period

Presentation and discussion – 1 class periodPresentation and discussion – 1 class period

Background:Background:
Importance of coral reefsImportance of coral reefs
The plants, animals and habitats within coral reef The plants, animals and habitats within coral reef ecosystemsecosystems

are extremely interdependent on one are extremely interdependent on one anotheranother. The . The degradation ofdegradation of

areas within a coral reef or areas within a coral reef or extinction of a single species posesextinction of a single species poses

signicant threats to other plants, animals and habitats connectedsignicant threats to other plants, animals and habitats connected

with coral reef. It is with coral reef. It is important that we understand the intercon-important that we understand the intercon-

nectedness of the various elements of coral reef nectedness of the various elements of coral reef ecosystems soecosystems so

that we can better protect and that we can better protect and conserve them.conserve them.

Importance of environmental educationImportance of environmental education
StewardshipStewardship of the environment is  of the environment is dependent on the public beingdependent on the public being

well-educated about the importance of ecosystem health to ourwell-educated about the importance of ecosystem health to our

social, economic, and cultural existence, both now social, economic, and cultural existence, both now and for futureand for future

generations. generations. The more we understand the interconThe more we understand the interconnectedness ofnectedness of

the natural environment and our impacts on the natural environment and our impacts on it, the better we wit, the better we willill

be able to protect it.be able to protect it.

Educating the general public about biodiversity and environ-Educating the general public about biodiversity and environ-

mental conservation can be a challenging task. Emental conservation can be a challenging task. Environmentalnvironmental

conservation concepts can be abstract and difcult to conservation concepts can be abstract and difcult to explain andexplain and

understand. Successful public environmental education cam-understand. Successful public environmental education cam-

paigns tend to focus on one to three specic key messages aboutpaigns tend to focus on one to three specic key messages about

a particular environmental topic. A ka particular environmental topic. A key message is a ey message is a single imsingle im--

portant thought or idea that is most relevant to the topic at hand.portant thought or idea that is most relevant to the topic at hand.
It is a simple concrete idea that people need to hear in order to efIt is a simple concrete idea that people need to hear in order to ef

The purpose of this activity is The purpose of this activity is provide students with two opportu-provide students with two opportu-

nities:nities:

An opportunity to further research and An opportunity to further research and understand the interunderstand the inter--••
connectedness of specic species living in or connectedness of specic species living in or near coral reefsnear coral reefs

An opportunity to try communicating to others a An opportunity to try communicating to others a specicspecic••
environmental message about why the element of the environmental message about why the element of the coralcoral

reef ecosystem that they researched is important and why reef ecosystem that they researched is important and why itit

needs preservingneeds preserving

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Review materials pertaining to the existence and 1) Review materials pertaining to the existence and value of coralvalue of coral

reef ecosystems with students.reef ecosystems with students.

2) Have an open 2) Have an open discussion with students about what elementsdiscussion with students about what elements

make up an effective public education campaign.make up an effective public education campaign.

3) Split students into groups and have them pick a species or3) Split students into groups and have them pick a species or

aspect of a coral reef aspect of a coral reef ecosystem found within the Caribbean Seaecosystem found within the Caribbean Sea

and encourage them to study how and encourage them to study how it is interdependent or inter-it is interdependent or inter-

connected to other species, habitats, or elements of connected to other species, habitats, or elements of a coral reefa coral reef

ecosystem.ecosystem.

4) Provide students with time and 4) Provide students with time and access to resources to performaccess to resources to perform

the necessary research. Have students ll out the necessary research. Have students ll out the attached studentthe attached student

worksheet to help guide their research. Review worksheet to help guide their research. Review the studentthe student

worksheet as a class and worksheet as a class and develop a list of develop a list of assessment criteria thatassessment criteria that

students agree on that describe an students agree on that describe an excellent posterexcellent poster. Post the . Post the as-as-

sessment list in the classroom so students can sessment list in the classroom so students can refer to it.refer to it.

5) Next, have students determine what 5) Next, have students determine what key messages they thinkkey messages they think

the general public needs to know about to best understand thethe general public needs to know about to best understand the

interrelationshinterrelationships they have studied. Hips they have studied. Have students decide upon aave students decide upon a

single action they want the public to do to help conserve the coralsingle action they want the public to do to help conserve the coral

reef ecosystem or the aspect they have reef ecosystem or the aspect they have studied.studied.

6) Students should then design a poster (as if it was part of a6) Students should then design a poster (as if it was part of a

public environmental education campaign) and using a mix ofpublic environmental education campaign) and using a mix of

words, images, colors and designs attempt to convey one or twowords, images, colors and designs attempt to convey one or two

key messages that they have identied and key messages that they have identied and an action that theyan action that they

wish the public to take.wish the public to take.

7) Once students have completed their posters, 7) Once students have completed their posters, have them hanghave them hang

posters up for other students to posters up for other students to observe. Allow students time toobserve. Allow students time to

look at each poster carefully.look at each poster carefully.

8) Discuss with students the importance and 8) Discuss with students the importance and challenges of develchallenges of devel--

oping environmental education campaigns. Suggested discussionoping environmental education campaigns. Suggested discussion

questions include:questions include:

What did you enjoy What did you enjoy most/least about the activity?most/least about the activity?••
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It is a simple concrete idea that people need to hear in order to ef-It is a simple concrete idea that people need to hear in order to ef-

fectively understand the issue. Key messages can be fectively understand the issue. Key messages can be delivered todelivered to

the public using a variety of the public using a variety of methods and mediums such as verbalmethods and mediums such as verbal

interviews, written explanations, images, video, and pod-casts.interviews, written explanations, images, video, and pod-casts.

y j yy j y yy
What was the greatest challenge in What was the greatest challenge in completing this activity?completing this activity?••
Review student posters. What key messages stand out? Why?Review student posters. What key messages stand out? Why?••
What design techniques worked best? Why?What design techniques worked best? Why?••
Do you feel Do you feel public environmental education campaigns arepublic environmental education campaigns are••
important/efimportant/effective/needed? Why or why fective/needed? Why or why not?not?

    

Student Student Name: Name: Date:Date:

What aspect/element of the coral reef ecosystem have you chosen?What aspect/element of the coral reef ecosystem have you chosen?

Describe the characteristics of the aspect/element of the Describe the characteristics of the aspect/element of the coral reef (i.e. species type, coral reef (i.e. species type, food, habitats, type of food, habitats, type of activityactivity,,
type of pollution).type of pollution).

Describe how the aspect/element is interconnected or interdependent on other aspects/elements of Describe how the aspect/element is interconnected or interdependent on other aspects/elements of the coral reefthe coral reef
ecosystem?ecosystem?

Why is this Why is this aspect/element and/or relationship important to coral reefs?aspect/element and/or relationship important to coral reefs?

List 3 key messages the public need to know about this aspect/element?List 3 key messages the public need to know about this aspect/element?
1.1.
2.2.
3.3.

List 1 activity the public can do to protect this aspect/element and/or the coral reef ecosystem itself?List 1 activity the public can do to protect this aspect/element and/or the coral reef ecosystem itself?

List 3-5 images that best List 3-5 images that best depict the aspect/element of the coral depict the aspect/element of the coral reef ecosystem that you have researched.reef ecosystem that you have researched.
1.1.
2.2.
3.3.
4.4.
5.5.

Brainstorm 5-10 words or phrases that best describe the aspect/element of the coral reef ecosystem that you haveBrainstorm 5-10 words or phrases that best describe the aspect/element of the coral reef ecosystem that you have
researchedresearched
1. 6.1. 6.
2. 7.2. 7.
3. 8.3. 8.
4. 9.4. 9.
5. 10.5. 10.
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**Use the information you have **Use the information you have recorded on this sheet to recorded on this sheet to inspire your public environmental education poster on the topic.inspire your public environmental education poster on the topic.
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Google Earth Map:Google Earth Map:
maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=

Bay+Islands,+Honduras&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=Bay+Islands,+Honduras&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=
32.527387,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=16.343861,-32.527387,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=16.343861,-

86.531067&spn=1.230792,2.15332&t=h&z=9&iwloc=addr86.531067&spn=1.230792,2.15332&t=h&z=9&iwloc=addr

Case StudyCase Study::

srdis.ciesin.org/cases/honduras-006.htmlsrdis.ciesin.org/cases/honduras-006.html

BackgroundBackground
This case study is located in the Bay Islands, Honduras. The BayThis case study is located in the Bay Islands, Honduras. The Bay

Islands are located about 56 kilometres off of the Islands are located about 56 kilometres off of the north coastnorth coast

of Honduras. The Bay of Honduras. The Bay Islands constitute the northern most andIslands constitute the northern most and

sole insular department of the country of sole insular department of the country of Honduras. Of the eightHonduras. Of the eight

islands and over 60 cays islands and over 60 cays comprising the archipelago, Roatan iscomprising the archipelago, Roatan is

by far the largest and most by far the largest and most populated. Among the three principalpopulated. Among the three principal

islands, Roatan comprised 57% of the total land area (12,740 ha.islands, Roatan comprised 57% of the total land area (12,740 ha.

of 22,516 ha.), and two thirds of the human population (16,000 ofof 22,516 ha.), and two thirds of the human population (16,000 of

24,000). Guanaja’s populat24,000). Guanaja’s population was 6,000 on a land area ion was 6,000 on a land area of 5,616of 5,616

hectares. Utila supported a population of 2,000 on 4,160 ha ofhectares. Utila supported a population of 2,000 on 4,160 ha of

land.land.

The principal renewableThe principal renewable

resource in question is theresource in question is the

coral reef ecosystem surround-coral reef ecosystem surround-

ing the islands. However,ing the islands. However,

human activities both on thehuman activities both on the

islands (e.g. deforestation,islands (e.g. deforestation,
infrastructural development,infrastructural development,

and waste disposal) and in theand waste disposal) and in the

water (dredging, construction,water (dredging, construction,

lobsterlobster, shrimp and conch , shrimp and conch shsh--

ing, SCUBA diving) createding, SCUBA diving) created

impacts on reef health.impacts on reef health.

A variety of cultural, political,A variety of cultural, political,

environmental, and economicenvironmental, and economic

features were relevant to thisfeatures were relevant to this

case. The Bay Islands have acase. The Bay Islands have a

colourful history evidencedcolourful history evidenced

by the highly diverse humanby the highly diverse human

population. Although currentlypopulation. Although currently

a part of Honduras, a part of Honduras, signicantsignicant

live in the Islands. Many live in the Islands. Many islanders speak Caribbean English andislanders speak Caribbean English and
Spanish equally well.Spanish equally well.

Race relations were not always amicable, and Race relations were not always amicable, and ethnically homogethnically homog--

enous enclaves were enous enclaves were common. Relatively wealthy Americans andcommon. Relatively wealthy Americans and

Europeans and Spanish-speaking Hondurans were the most recentEuropeans and Spanish-speaking Hondurans were the most recent

arrivals to the islands. English-speaking Bay Islanders were com-arrivals to the islands. English-speaking Bay Islanders were com-

monly thought to be separatists by the monly thought to be separatists by the national government.national government.

Honduras is a poor Honduras is a poor country — only Haiti is country — only Haiti is poorer in the Westpoorer in the West--

ern Hemisphere — with a ern Hemisphere — with a corrupt and ineffectual government.corrupt and ineffectual government.

Environmental issues were not Environmental issues were not high on the high on the national government’national government’ss

agenda. A systagenda. A system of national parks was em of national parks was a relatively new additiona relatively new addition

to the Honduran landscape.to the Honduran landscape.

All economic activity in the islands depended upon All economic activity in the islands depended upon the reef andthe reef and

the sea for its survival. Fish was a principal source of protein forthe sea for its survival. Fish was a principal source of protein for

Bay Islanders, and lobstering and shrimping were Bay Islanders, and lobstering and shrimping were the traditionalthe traditional

and dominant form of and dominant form of employment for islander men. Tourism,employment for islander men. Tourism,

based upon SCUBA diving, was the based upon SCUBA diving, was the most recent boom.most recent boom.

A case study of the institutional innovation to this situation, theA case study of the institutional innovation to this situation, the

Bay Islands Conservation Association (BICA), was conducted. ItBay Islands Conservation Association (BICA), was conducted. It

attempted to reveal the features of the Battempted to reveal the features of the BICA and the institutionalICA and the institutional

C.12. Case Study:C.12. Case Study:
Community-Based Natural Resource ManagementCommunity-Based Natural Resource Management
in the Bay Islands, Hondurasin the Bay Islands, Honduras2525  

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Bay+Islands,+Honduras&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=32.527387,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=16.343861,-86.531067&spn=1.230792,2.15332&t=h&z=9&iwloc=addr
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Bay+Islands,+Honduras&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=32.527387,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=16.343861,-86.531067&spn=1.230792,2.15332&t=h&z=9&iwloc=addr
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Bay+Islands,+Honduras&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=32.527387,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=16.343861,-86.531067&spn=1.230792,2.15332&t=h&z=9&iwloc=addr
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Bay+Islands,+Honduras&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=32.527387,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=16.343861,-86.531067&spn=1.230792,2.15332&t=h&z=9&iwloc=addr
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Bay+Islands,+Honduras&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=32.527387,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=16.343861,-86.531067&spn=1.230792,2.15332&t=h&z=9&iwloc=addr
http://srdis.ciesin.org/cases/honduras-006.html
http://srdis.ciesin.org/cases/honduras-006.html
http://srdis.ciesin.org/cases/honduras-006.html
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populations of Afro-Antilleans,populations of Afro-Antilleans,

Afro-Carib (“Garifuna”),Afro-Carib (“Garifuna”),

Mosquito Indians, Anglo-AnMosquito Indians, Anglo-An--

tilleans, and Anglo-Europeanstilleans, and Anglo-Europeans

Sand MiningSand Mining
Photo supplied by: Ministry of Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)
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and natural resource environment of the Bay and natural resource environment of the Bay Islands that contrib-Islands that contrib-

uted to its ability to manage uted to its ability to manage the islands’ natuthe islands’ natural resources fromral resources from

the perspective of its the perspective of its membership.membership.

The initial situationThe initial situation
Prior to the formation of BICA, Prior to the formation of BICA, the aquatic and terrestrial naturalthe aquatic and terrestrial natural

resources of the Bay Islands were resources of the Bay Islands were either unmanaged as open-either unmanaged as open-

access resources or exploited access resources or exploited as private property. External effectsas private property. External effects

of individual behavior, the common property of individual behavior, the common property management ofmanagement of

shared resources, the public nature of an shared resources, the public nature of an individual behaviorindividual behavior, the, the

common property management of shared resources, the publiccommon property management of shared resources, the public

nature of a cultural heritage and nature of a cultural heritage and economy closely linked to theeconomy closely linked to the

natural resource base — none of these were addressed by anynatural resource base — none of these were addressed by any

governmental or nongovernmental institution.governmental or nongovernmental institution.

Management of the coral reefs, surrounding waters, and Management of the coral reefs, surrounding waters, and steep for-steep for-

ested lands of the Bay ested lands of the Bay Islands as open access resources becameIslands as open access resources became

a visible problem in about the a visible problem in about the late 1980s. At that time, touristslate 1980s. At that time, tourists

began to know the islands as a new “in place” for SCUbegan to know the islands as a new “in place” for SCUBA divBA div--

ing, , expatriate North Americans and Europeans began to ing, , expatriate North Americans and Europeans began to seesee

the islands as “the next the islands as “the next Belize,” and imported plastic products orBelize,” and imported plastic products orproducts packaged in products packaged in plastic became popular. Tourism develop-plastic became popular. Tourism develop-

ment enticed mainland Hondurans to migrate to the ment enticed mainland Hondurans to migrate to the islands inislands in

search of work. Expatriates and a search of work. Expatriates and a few wealthier islanders pur-few wealthier islanders pur-

chased and developed lands for tourism businesses. Mangroveschased and developed lands for tourism businesses. Mangroves

were cut, harbours were dredged were cut, harbours were dredged from pristine beaches, coral wasfrom pristine beaches, coral was

used construction materials, and hillsides were stripped of theirused construction materials, and hillsides were stripped of their

foliage. No infrastructure for foliage. No infrastructure for sewers, electricitysewers, electricity, or , or the provisionthe provision

of fresh water existed for much of fresh water existed for much of the islands. Sedimentation,of the islands. Sedimentation,

eutrophication and diminishing sh stocks, shellsh stocks, tereutrophication and diminishing sh stocks, shellsh stocks, ter--

restrial species, and fresh water supply resulted.restrial species, and fresh water supply resulted.

The marine and terrestrial ecosystems of the Bay The marine and terrestrial ecosystems of the Bay Islands showedIslands showed

high levels of degradation. The principal reasons for difcultieshigh levels of degradation. The principal reasons for difculties

in maintaining marine biodiversity were the destruction of habi-in maintaining marine biodiversity were the destruction of habi-

tat, the extraction of dead coral tat, the extraction of dead coral and sand for construction, andand sand for construction, and
over-shing or over-hunting of commercial species. The over-shing or over-hunting of commercial species. The primaryprimary

causes of terrestrial environmental degradation were establishingcauses of terrestrial environmental degradation were establishing

pastures on unsuitable land and developing housing estates. Thepastures on unsuitable land and developing housing estates. The

decrease in sh species, deforestation, control of garbage anddecrease in sh species, deforestation, control of garbage and

human waste, water issues, tourism development, and increasinghuman waste, water issues, tourism development, and increasing

strain on the fragile resource bases were strain on the fragile resource bases were the principal areas ofthe principal areas of

concern for the long-term development of the Bay concern for the long-term development of the Bay Islands.Islands.

The spoils of The spoils of this development largely fell to this development largely fell to the Islands’ elitethe Islands’ elite

and the expatriate communityand the expatriate community. In sum, . In sum, mainland Hondurans hadmainland Hondurans had

probably beneted from their immigration relative to the difcultprobably beneted from their immigration relative to the difcult

life of peasants on the life of peasants on the mainland, but their living conditions weremainland, but their living conditions were

still not good by developed still not good by developed country standards. It could be easilycountry standards. It could be easily

argued that the majority of islanders had not argued that the majority of islanders had not beneted in sumbeneted in sum

from the formalization of thefrom the formalization of the islands’ ecislands’ economy through tourismonomy through tourism

resources. The islanders’ relatiresources. The islanders’ relative poverty and ve poverty and lack of educationlack of education

was unavoidably evident to them through interaction with touristswas unavoidably evident to them through interaction with touristsand satellite TV.and satellite TV.

After several years of unbridled development, it became apparAfter several years of unbridled development, it became appar--

ent that the tourism would not ent that the tourism would not continue to generate wealth ifcontinue to generate wealth if

the natural environment upon which the boom was based wasthe natural environment upon which the boom was based was

destroyed due to a lack destroyed due to a lack of management. Everyone, except thoseof management. Everyone, except those

with the nancial wherewithall to permanently leave the Islandswith the nancial wherewithall to permanently leave the Islands

and, perhaps, those who would be able, in time, to and, perhaps, those who would be able, in time, to return to areturn to a

simple life of living off of the land and sea, would continue tosimple life of living off of the land and sea, would continue to

suffer had the situation continued.suffer had the situation continued.

The change processThe change process
In 1990 the In 1990 the Bay Islands Conservation Association/AsociacionBay Islands Conservation Association/Asociacion

Para La Conservacion Ecologica de Las Islas de La Bahia wasPara La Conservacion Ecologica de Las Islas de La Bahia was

founded over concerns about founded over concerns about the islands’ fragile natural re-the islands’ fragile natural re-
sources. The association’s long-term mission was to create sources. The association’s long-term mission was to create anan

environment which would provide economic opportunities forenvironment which would provide economic opportunities for

Bay Islanders and at the Bay Islanders and at the same time maintain the unique orasame time maintain the unique ora

and fauna of the and fauna of the Bay Islands. BICA implemented a variety ofBay Islands. BICA implemented a variety of

programs and engaged in a programs and engaged in a number of activities in order to makenumber of activities in order to make

progress toward its long-term mission.progress toward its long-term mission.

A core group of expatriates and elites involved in the A core group of expatriates and elites involved in the tourismtourism

industry formed the organization. Among the strongest personaliindustry formed the organization. Among the strongest personali--

ties involved in the formation of BICA was the ties involved in the formation of BICA was the representative torepresentative to

the national senate from the islands. He the national senate from the islands. He was principally responsi-was principally responsi-

ble for facilitating the granting of legal NGO ble for facilitating the granting of legal NGO status to BICA andstatus to BICA and

in securing ofcial management responsibility of in securing ofcial management responsibility of the organizationthe organization

for the islands’ reef ecosystemsfor the islands’ reef ecosystems. He . He also owned the oldest, mostalso owned the oldest, mostfamous and among the most expensive resorts on Roatan Hisfamous and among the most expensive resorts on Roatan His

Solid waste from tourism pollutes ocean and riversSolid waste from tourism pollutes ocean and rivers
Photo supplied by: Ministry of Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)



from the formalization of the from the formalization of the islands  ecislands  economy through tourism.onomy through tourism.

It was no longer easy simply to live off of the land and the sea.It was no longer easy simply to live off of the land and the sea.

Purchased goods were expensive. The land was all owned byPurchased goods were expensive. The land was all owned by

outsiders and land tenure relationships had changed to outsiders and land tenure relationships had changed to reectreect

the preferences of the new the preferences of the new stewards of the Bay Islands stewards of the Bay Islands naturalnatural

yy ,,famous, and among the most expensive resorts on Roatan. Hisfamous, and among the most expensive resorts on Roatan. His

wife served as the president of wife served as the president of BICA from its formation untilBICA from its formation until

1996. The leadership and most active members of 1996. The leadership and most active members of BICA wereBICA were

largely acting in their economic largely acting in their economic self-interest through their partici-self-interest through their partici-

pation in the pation in the organization.organization.
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The outcomeThe outcome
In 1990, there were In 1990, there were approximately 68 BICA members located inapproximately 68 BICA members located in

the islands, the mainland, and abroad. By late 1995, the mailingthe islands, the mainland, and abroad. By late 1995, the mailing

list maintained in Roatan had grown list maintained in Roatan had grown to more than 350 to more than 350 individualsindividuals

and organizations. Members received an and organizations. Members received an annual newsletter detailannual newsletter detail--

ing BICA activities and requesting another ing BICA activities and requesting another year’s membership.year’s membership.

BICA’s main ofce was located in the center of the main settleBICA’s main ofce was located in the center of the main settle--

ment of Coxen Hole, Roatan. BICA-Roatan was run by ment of Coxen Hole, Roatan. BICA-Roatan was run by a seven-a seven-

member board of directors. The Roatan ofce employed member board of directors. The Roatan ofce employed twotwo

paid (through local donations) secretarial staff and a Peace Corpspaid (through local donations) secretarial staff and a Peace Corps

VVolunteer (PCV), who was olunteer (PCV), who was paid by the US paid by the US government. Neithergovernment. Neither

the director nor the sub-director were nancially compensated.the director nor the sub-director were nancially compensated.

BICABICA’s other two branches were ’s other two branches were located on the located on the islands of Guanaislands of Guana--

 ja and Utila. BICA-Guanaja was formed of th ja and Utila. BICA-Guanaja was formed of the Guanaja Ladiese Guanaja Ladies

Club (GLC). Historically, the GLC was a Club (GLC). Historically, the GLC was a social club of Bonaccasocial club of Bonacca

Town’Town’s more prominent ws more prominent women. BICA-Guanaja consisted ofomen. BICA-Guanaja consisted of

expatriates involved in the expatriates involved in the tourism industrytourism industry, GLC , GLC members, andmembers, and

several other prominent citizens. Guanajans had been in several other prominent citizens. Guanajans had been in active inactive in

BICA. They decided to BICA. They decided to establish an ofce and distinct presenceestablish an ofce and distinct presence
on Guanaja. BICA-Utila maintained an ofce in theon Guanaja. BICA-Utila maintained an ofce in the

chapter president’chapter president’s living room. It had s living room. It had recently elected a newrecently elected a new

board of directors, and reopened its board of directors, and reopened its renovated and expanded visi-renovated and expanded visi-

tor center. The Utila branch had a paid tor center. The Utila branch had a paid director/presiddirector/president ($150/ent ($150/

month) and no month) and no secretarial staff.secretarial staff.

Among the important activities of all NGOs Among the important activities of all NGOs were fundraisingwere fundraising

and determining the appropriate use of collected funds. BICAand determining the appropriate use of collected funds. BICA

sought nancial support from local people and sought nancial support from local people and businesses,businesses,

nonlocal people, the national government, and internationalnonlocal people, the national government, and international

organizations including NGOs organizations including NGOs and nancial and nancial institutions. BICAinstitutions. BICA’s’s

internal sources of funding included memberships, donations tointernal sources of funding included memberships, donations to

specic projects, and sales. BICA’s external sources of fundspecic projects, and sales. BICA’s external sources of fund--

ing or expertise included the USAID, ing or expertise included the USAID, Fundacion Vida (nationaFundacion Vida (nationall

level Honduran NGO), level Honduran NGO), the United Nations, TACA Airthe United Nations, TACA Airlines, thelines, the
Caribbean Conservation Corporation (international NGO), theCaribbean Conservation Corporation (international NGO), the

National (US) Marine Sanctuary Program, the Canadian AgencyNational (US) Marine Sanctuary Program, the Canadian Agency

for International Development (CAID), the for International Development (CAID), the International UnionInternational Union

for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), the Quebec Union forfor the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), the Quebec Union for

the Conservation of Nature (UQCN), the Conservation of Nature (UQCN), the government of Switzerthe government of Switzer--

land, and the Honduran Tourism Institute (IHT). BICA’s operatland, and the Honduran Tourism Institute (IHT). BICA’s operat--

ing budget, exclusive of in-kind transfers, was $21,869 in 1991,ing budget, exclusive of in-kind transfers, was $21,869 in 1991,

$53,695 in 1992, $48,381 in 1993 and $53,695 in 1992, $48,381 in 1993 and $67,742 in 1994. (Figures$67,742 in 1994. (Figures

are expressed in 1995 US are expressed in 1995 US dollars.) These funds were allocateddollars.) These funds were allocated

among the organization’s solid waste program, marine reserveamong the organization’s solid waste program, marine reserve

management, environmental education program, buoy project,management, environmental education program, buoy project,

turtle project, green iguana turtle project, green iguana project, and administration.project, and administration.

Questions for ConsiderationQuestions for Consideration
Hold a class discussion around the Hold a class discussion around the following questions:following questions:

What are some of the limiting factors of the region for supWhat are some of the limiting factors of the region for sup--1.1.
porting life? (water, soil, fertility, forest cover, biodiversity,porting life? (water, soil, fertility, forest cover, biodiversity,

human populations?)human populations?)

What were the specic human What were the specic human factors that contributed to thefactors that contributed to the2.2.
problems discussed in the case study? How could these haveproblems discussed in the case study? How could these have

been avoided?been avoided?

HistoricallyHistorically, who , who beneted the most from beneted the most from the Bay the Bay Islands’Islands’3.3.
tourism industry and why? What had to tourism industry and why? What had to change in order thatchange in order that

more residents beneted?more residents beneted?

Has the carrying capacity of the area been exceeded?Has the carrying capacity of the area been exceeded?4.4.
Explain.Explain.
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Objective:Objective:
Students will draw a graphic depicting the Students will draw a graphic depicting the interrelated sequenceinterrelated sequence

of events and key of events and key players that led to the players that led to the environmental issues andenvironmental issues and

results described in the Bay Islands case results described in the Bay Islands case studystudy..

Materials:Materials:
Flip chart paperFlip chart paper••
Markers and/or coloured pencilsMarkers and/or coloured pencils••
Copies of CCopies of Community-Based Natural Resource Managementommunity-Based Natural Resource Management••
in Bay Islands, Hondurasin Bay Islands, Honduras

Time:Time:
1-2 class periods.1-2 class periods.

Procedure:Procedure:
1. Distribute the case study to the class, and review any vocabu1. Distribute the case study to the class, and review any vocabu--

lary words that may be new to the students. Locate the area oflary words that may be new to the students. Locate the area of

the case study on a regional map, and ask students if any of themthe case study on a regional map, and ask students if any of them

have been to the area described.have been to the area described.

2. When students have had 2. When students have had the opportunity to read the case the opportunity to read the case studystudy,,

have students list the many groups have students list the many groups and stakeholders involved inand stakeholders involved in

the case study on the board – there are a lot of the case study on the board – there are a lot of participants! Thenparticipants! Then

divide the class into discussion groups of divide the class into discussion groups of about 3-4 students each.about 3-4 students each.

3. Give each group a large sheet of paper and some markers, and3. Give each group a large sheet of paper and some markers, and

ask them to develop a ask them to develop a diagram depicting the ecosystem discusseddiagram depicting the ecosystem discussed

(the Bay Islands and some (the Bay Islands and some of its plant and animal of its plant and animal inhabitants),inhabitants),

and the key players (local resident groups, and the key players (local resident groups, the BICA and itsthe BICA and its

branches, government and other stakeholders, tourists, otherbranches, government and other stakeholders, tourists, other

NGO’s, and outside funders). Next, students should work NGO’s, and outside funders). Next, students should work to drawto draw

a timeline at the bottom or a timeline at the bottom or side of their diagram that highlightsside of their diagram that highlights

the dates and events that led to the Bay Islands management plan.the dates and events that led to the Bay Islands management plan.

4. Ask each group to present their 4. Ask each group to present their diagram to the class, and diagram to the class, and disdis--

cuss how social, economic, and cuss how social, economic, and biological events are interrelatedbiological events are interrelated

as the causes of as the causes of the environmental issues depicted. What werethe environmental issues depicted. What were

some reasons for success? What would you some reasons for success? What would you do differently if youdo differently if you

were in a management position in were in a management position in the Bay Islands?the Bay Islands?

5. Back in 5. Back in their discussion groups, have students generate sometheir discussion groups, have students generate some

strategies for solving the problems of biodiversity loss. Properstrategies for solving the problems of biodiversity loss. Proper

and sustainable land use is a key to solving the problems. Haveand sustainable land use is a key to solving the problems. Have

students write their strategies up on sheets of students write their strategies up on sheets of paper and displaypaper and display

them in the school or them in the school or community beside their diagrams of thecommunity beside their diagrams of the

case study issues.case study issues.

C.13. Activity 3: Diagram the Case!C.13. Activity 3: Diagram the Case!
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D.1. What is a D.1. What is a Mangrove Swamp Ecosystem?Mangrove Swamp Ecosystem?
Mangroves swamps or wetlands are coastal wetland ecosystemsMangroves swamps or wetlands are coastal wetland ecosystems

found in tropical and subtropfound in tropical and subtropical regions of the world. ical regions of the world. They areThey are

characterized bycharacterized by halophytichalophytic (salt-tolerant) trees, shrubs, and(salt-tolerant) trees, shrubs, and

other vegetation growing in saline waters from the other vegetation growing in saline waters from the intertidal zoneintertidal zone

up to the high-tide mark. up to the high-tide mark. These wetlands often grow in estuarThese wetlands often grow in estuaries,ies,

sheltered coastlines, and river deltas, where fresh water meetssheltered coastlines, and river deltas, where fresh water meets
salt watersalt water. . Mangrove swamps are subject to tMangrove swamps are subject to the twice-daily ebbhe twice-daily ebb

and ow of tides, fortnightly spring and neap tides, and seasonaland ow of tides, fortnightly spring and neap tides, and seasonal

weather uctuations. weather uctuations. Until recentlyUntil recently, this ecosystem has been, this ecosystem has been

neglected because of its appearance as a neglected because of its appearance as a mass of impenetrablemass of impenetrable

woody vegetation, At least 35 percent of the woody vegetation, At least 35 percent of the world’world’s mangroves mangrove

forests have been lost in the pasforests have been lost in the past twenty years. t twenty years. Losses in man-Losses in man-

grove forests exceed those for both grove forests exceed those for both tropical rainforests and coraltropical rainforests and coral

reefs, two other well-known threatened ecosystemsreefs, two other well-known threatened ecosystems11..

TheThe mangrove swamp ecosystemmangrove swamp ecosystem ( (mangalmangal ecosystem or ecosystem or man-man-

galsgals) gains its name from the ) gains its name from the large number of mangrove treeslarge number of mangrove trees

that dominate this ecosthat dominate this ecosystem. ystem. There are about 39.3 million acreThere are about 39.3 million acress

of mangrove forests in the warm of mangrove forests in the warm coastlines of tropical oceans allcoastlines of tropical oceans all

over the world. over the world. The largest percentage oThe largest percentage of this ecosystem is foundf this ecosystem is found

in Southeast Asia and the smallest percentage is found within thein Southeast Asia and the smallest percentage is found within the
CaribbeanCaribbean22..

D.2. Characteristics of a Mangrove SwampD.2. Characteristics of a Mangrove Swamp
Individual plants in mangrove wetlands have different degrees ofIndividual plants in mangrove wetlands have different degrees of

tolerance for exposure and submergence of their roots to tolerance for exposure and submergence of their roots to seawa-seawa-

terter. Mangrove . Mangrove tree species show tree species show distinctdistinct zonationzonation, where more, where more

salt-tolerant species are found closer to the water and salt-tolerant species are found closer to the water and less salt-less salt-

tolerant species are found away fromtolerant species are found away from

the water.the water.

All plants in mangrove swamps haveAll plants in mangrove swamps have

specialized adaptations to overcomespecialized adaptations to overcome

the problems of anoxia (decreasedthe problems of anoxia (decreased
levels of oxygen), levels of oxygen), high salinity, andhigh salinity, and

frequent tfrequent tidal inundatidal inundation. ion. MangroveMangrove

trees have shallow roots that spreadtrees have shallow roots that spread

widelywidely, and support roots , and support roots that growthat grow

directly into the mud to anchor directly into the mud to anchor thethe

tree. tree. The shallow rThe shallow roots may seoots may send upnd up

root projections, calledroot projections, called pneumato-pneumato-

phoresphores, to the surface, which help to, to the surface, which help to

supply the supply the plant with plant with oxygen. oxygen. TheseThese

breathing roots allow mangrovesbreathing roots allow mangroves

to survive in anaerobic sediments,to survive in anaerobic sediments,

whereas buttresses and above-groundwhereas buttresses and above-ground

roots enable them to grow in un-roots enable them to grow in un-

stable mstable mud ats. ud ats. Once establiOnce established,shed,

these support roots provide a habitatthese support roots provide a habitat

The mangrove support roots also help The mangrove support roots also help to impede water ow,to impede water ow,

thereby enhancing sediment deposit within the roots and slowingthereby enhancing sediment deposit within the roots and slowing

down the ow down the ow of rivers and stream water.of rivers and stream water.

Some mangroves have prop roots protruding from the Some mangroves have prop roots protruding from the trunk andtrunk and

branches, which hold the tree’s trunk and leaves above branches, which hold the tree’s trunk and leaves above the waterthe water

line and lter out the salt iline and lter out the salt in the brackish watern the brackish water. . Salt crystals thatSalt crystals that

are taken up by are taken up by the mangrove’s roots are then stored in the tree’sthe mangrove’s roots are then stored in the tree’s

foliage. foliage. Upon reaching saturation, the mUpon reaching saturation, the mangrove rids itself of theangrove rids itself of the

salt by shedding its leavessalt by shedding its leaves. . Mangrove foliage also housMangrove foliage also houses wateres water

storage tissue to allow the plants to storage tissue to allow the plants to conserve water, which allowsconserve water, which allows

the trees to cope with periods of hithe trees to cope with periods of high salinitygh salinity. . Mangrove seedsMangrove seeds

are salt resistant and buoyant, which are salt resistant and buoyant, which allows them to disperse andallows them to disperse and

establish themselves in new areas far from their parent establish themselves in new areas far from their parent tree.tree.

The earliest species of mangroves originated from SoutheastThe earliest species of mangroves originated from Southeast

Asia, where there are more Asia, where there are more mangrove species than anywhere elsemangrove species than anywhere else

in the world. in the world. It is believed that mangroIt is believed that mangrove seeds were broughtve seeds were brought

westward to India, East Africa, and nally to westward to India, East Africa, and nally to Central and SouthCentral and South

America by ocean currents 23 to 66 mAmerica by ocean currents 23 to 66 million years ago. illion years ago. As aAs a

result, there are far fewer species of result, there are far fewer species of mangroves in the Americasmangroves in the Americas

than anywhere else in the world.than anywhere else in the world.

D.3. Types of MangrovesD.3. Types of Mangroves
Although a signicant number of plant species can be found inAlthough a signicant number of plant species can be found in

mangrove habitat worldwide, of the recognized 110 species, onlymangrove habitat worldwide, of the recognized 110 species, only

approximately 54 species constitute true mangroves, or spe-approximately 54 species constitute true mangroves, or spe-

cies that occur almost entirely in mangrove habitats and cies that occur almost entirely in mangrove habitats and rarelyrarely

anywhere elseanywhere else33. There are four species of . There are four species of mangrove trees foundmangrove trees found
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these support roots provide a habitatthese support roots provide a habitat
for many species, including oys-for many species, including oys-

ters, algae, barnacles, sponges, andters, algae, barnacles, sponges, and

bryozoans.bryozoans.

A mangrove SwampA mangrove Swamp
Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Fisheries (St. Lucia)
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within the islands of the Eastern Caribbean: red, black, white, andwithin the islands of the Eastern Caribbean: red, black, white, and

buttonwood mangroves.buttonwood mangroves.

Red mangroveRed mangrove ( ( Rhizophera mangle Rhizophera mangle), the most common of the), the most common of the

species and the rst to grow in muddy areas, is easily recognizedspecies and the rst to grow in muddy areas, is easily recognized

by its distinctive arching roots, which resemble a by its distinctive arching roots, which resemble a dense tangle.dense tangle.

Red mangroves prefer the least elevated areas of Red mangroves prefer the least elevated areas of swamps andswamps and

require brackish to saline water for at require brackish to saline water for at least some part of the least some part of the yearyear

in order to survivein order to survive44. . Although this specieAlthough this species’ s’ bark is grey, bark is grey, it is theit is the

colour of the tree’s interior which gives the species its name.colour of the tree’s interior which gives the species its name.

Black mangroveBlack mangrove ( ( Avicennia germinans Avicennia germinans) shows marked prefer-) shows marked prefer-

ence for higher, drier habitats and is not ence for higher, drier habitats and is not usually found withinusually found within

habitat that is completely inundated with waterhabitat that is completely inundated with water55. . Black Black man-man-

groves are characterized by prop roots that groves are characterized by prop roots that extend from the lateralextend from the lateral

branches but do not produce the tangle of roots seen in the redbranches but do not produce the tangle of roots seen in the red

mangroves. mangroves. Black mangroves are the source of mBlack mangroves are the source of mangrove honeyangrove honey..

The bark of this The bark of this species is dark and scaly.species is dark and scaly.

White mangroveWhite mangrove ( ( Laguncularia racemosa Laguncularia racemosa) has no outstanding) has no outstanding

root structures and tends to have root structures and tends to have less stringent habitat require-less stringent habitat require-

ments than either red or blments than either red or black mangroves. ack mangroves. The bark of this spe-The bark of this spe-

cies is white.cies is white.

Buttonwood mangroveButtonwood mangrove ( (Conocarpus erectusConocarpus erectus) can appear in bush) can appear in bush

or tree forms and prefers less or tree forms and prefers less saline environments. As a result,saline environments. As a result,

this species is found the furthis species is found the furthest distance from the coathest distance from the coast. st. Its barkIts bark

is grey. Of the four species of mangrove wis grey. Of the four species of mangrove within the Caribbean, itithin the Caribbean, it

is generally the smallest in heightis generally the smallest in height66..

A distinct zonation of these species is evident in mangroveA distinct zonation of these species is evident in mangrove

swamps. swamps. Red mangrove Red mangrove is grows is grows nearest watnearest water. er. Behind them,Behind them,

white mangrove and black mangrove predominate, along withwhite mangrove and black mangrove predominate, along with

a few other plant a few other plant species such as the swamp species such as the swamp fern (Acrostichumfern (Acrostichum

aureum). aureum). Further back, under less salinFurther back, under less saline and drier conditions, thee and drier conditions, the

button mangrove and coastal scrubland forests are found.button mangrove and coastal scrubland forests are found.

Red Mangrove (Rhizophora mangle)Red Mangrove (Rhizophora mangle)

 Black mangrove (Avicennia germinans) Black mangrove (Avicennia germinans)

The red mangrove is the least salt-tolerant, so it growsThe red mangrove is the least salt-tolerant, so it grows

closest to or in fresh or closest to or in fresh or brackish water where there isbrackish water where there is

more dilutiomore dilution. n. The black mangrThe black mangrove is the most ove is the most saltsalt

tolerant, as it grows in hypersaline conditions to thetolerant, as it grows in hypersaline conditions to the

back of the mangrove zone. (After water has evapo-back of the mangrove zone. (After water has evapo-

rated from the back of the mangrove zone, it causesrated from the back of the mangrove zone, it causes

hypersaline conditions in the soil – salt content ishypersaline conditions in the soil – salt content is

much higher there than in the much higher there than in the coastal waters.)coastal waters.)

TheThe hypersalinehypersaline  conditions are actually quite helpful,  conditions are actually quite helpful,

since when freshwater reaches mangroves the salt insince when freshwater reaches mangroves the salt in



White mangrove (Laguncularia racemosa)White mangrove (Laguncularia racemosa)

Photo source: Carrington, S. (2002). Swamp communities: Caribbean island terrestrial habitats.Photo source: Carrington, S. (2002). Swamp communities: Caribbean island terrestrial habitats.
Retrieved from:Retrieved from: cavehill.uwi.ecavehill.uwi.edu/FPAS/du/FPAS/bcs/courses/Ecolobcs/courses/Ecology/ECOL2453/gy/ECOL2453/ecol2453_sc/ecol2453_sc/Swamp_commSwamp_communities.htmlunities.html

Drawing source: Florida Museum of Drawing source: Florida Museum of Natural History. (n.d.). Mangrove species profile.Natural History. (n.d.). Mangrove species profile.
Retrieved Retrieved from: from: flmnh.ufl.eduflmnh.ufl.edu/Fish/south/Fish/southflorida/mangrovflorida/mangrove/Profiles.htme/Profiles.htmll

since when freshwater reaches mangroves, the salt insince when freshwater reaches mangroves, the salt in
the wetland is dissolved in this freshwater which thenthe wetland is dissolved in this freshwater which then

goes on to ow to goes on to ow to the sea. the sea. Mangroves therMangroves therefore proteefore protectct

coral reefs from an inux of freshwater from the land bycoral reefs from an inux of freshwater from the land by

regulating salt content in the water that passes throughregulating salt content in the water that passes through

them.them.

    

D.4. Biodiversity in the Mangrove SwampD.4. Biodiversity in the Mangrove Swamp
One of the most One of the most biologically diverse ecosystems, mangrovebiologically diverse ecosystems, mangrove

swamps is known as the “rainforeswamps is known as the “rainforest by the sea”. st by the sea”. The mangroveThe mangrove

wetlands within the Caribbean are particularly diverse as theywetlands within the Caribbean are particularly diverse as they
host the host the world’world’s richest s richest mangrove-associatmangrove-associated invertebrate faunaed invertebrate fauna

and provide habitat for a and provide habitat for a number of globally-endangered animalnumber of globally-endangered animal

speciesspecies77..

  

Since these swamps are constantly being replenished with nutri-Since these swamps are constantly being replenished with nutri-

ents transported by fresh water runoff from the land ents transported by fresh water runoff from the land and ushedand ushed

by the tidal movement, they host by the tidal movement, they host extremely large populations ofextremely large populations of

bacteria and other decomposers and lter feedersbacteria and other decomposers and lter feeders88. . This This ecosys-ecosys-

tem sustains billions of worms, protozoa, barnacles (tem sustains billions of worms, protozoa, barnacles ( Balanus Balanus),),

oysters (oysters (CrassostreaCrassostrea), sponges, and ), sponges, and other invertebrates, someother invertebrates, some

of which live attached to the maof which live attached to the mangrove roots. ngrove roots. These organisms,These organisms,

along with those livingalong with those living

in the soft sediment thatin the soft sediment that

accumulates around theaccumulates around the

base of the mangroves, inbase of the mangroves, in
turn feed sh and shrimp,turn feed sh and shrimp,

which support wadingwhich support wading

birds and other largerbirds and other larger

predators.predators.

The swamps provide aThe swamps provide a

rich habitat for over 2,000rich habitat for over 2,000

species of sh, shellsh,species of sh, shellsh,

invertebrates, and plants,invertebrates, and plants,

and are the breedingand are the breeding

grounds for sh, shrimp,grounds for sh, shrimp,

prawns, crabs, shellsh,prawns, crabs, shellsh,

and snails.and snails.

Li i b hLi i b h

isopod (isopod ( Ligia Ligia), and the mangrove crab (), and the mangrove crab ( Aratus pisonii Aratus pisonii). Inver-). Inver-

tebrates such as the mangrove oyster (tebrates such as the mangrove oyster (Crassostrea rhizophoraeCrassostrea rhizophorae),),

the at tree oyster (the at tree oyster ( Isognomon alatus) Isognomon alatus), barnacles (, barnacles (ChthamalusChthamalus

and Balanusand Balanus), and mussels (), and mussels ( Brachidontes Brachidontes) live on the roots below) live on the roots below

the waterline. the waterline. Lower in the root region a number of encLower in the root region a number of encrust-rust-

ing attached organisms can be found, including several speciesing attached organisms can be found, including several species

of sponges, bryozoans, hydrozoans, and the fan worm (of sponges, bryozoans, hydrozoans, and the fan worm (Sabel-Sabel-

lastartelastarte).).

Swimming crabs (Swimming crabs (PortunidaePortunidae) and various bivalves live on the) and various bivalves live on the

soft mud bottom below the mangroves, and ddler crabs (soft mud bottom below the mangroves, and ddler crabs (UcaUca),),

mangrove tree crabs (mangrove tree crabs (Goniopsus cruentataGoniopsus cruentata), mangrove crabs), mangrove crabs

(Ucides cordatus), and mud skippers ((Ucides cordatus), and mud skippers (OxudercinaeOxudercinae), are found in), are found in

the mud ats among mangrove rootsthe mud ats among mangrove roots99..

Many sh species that inhabit coral reefs Many sh species that inhabit coral reefs as adults live as juveas adults live as juve--

niles in mangrniles in mangrove swamps. ove swamps. Mangroves are in Mangroves are in essence nurseryessence nursery

habitats for these species, and their presence increases shhabitats for these species, and their presence increases sh

populations on the nearby reefpopulations on the nearby reefs. s. Mangrove forests are also neMangrove forests are also nest-st-

ing sites for many shore birds and home to shing cats, lizards,ing sites for many shore birds and home to shing cats, lizards,

sea turtles, and many more anisea turtles, and many more animals. mals. For many species of fruitFor many species of fruit

bats, such as the dawn bat, mangrove blossoms and fruit form abats, such as the dawn bat, mangrove blossoms and fruit form a
signicant portion of their diet.signicant portion of their diet.

The mangrove forest canopy is prime habitat for The mangrove forest canopy is prime habitat for a number ofa number of

species of birds including Yellow warbler (species of birds including Yellow warbler ( Dendroica petechia Dendroica petechia),),

Scarlet ibis (Scarlet ibis ( Eudocimus ruber Eudocimus ruber), Cattle egret (), Cattle egret ( Bubulcus ibis Bubulcus ibis),),

Green heron (Green heron ( Butorides virescens Butorides virescens), Bananaquit (), Bananaquit (Coereba aveoCoereba aveo--

lala), Adelaides warbler (), Adelaides warbler ( Dendroica adelaidae Dendroica adelaidae), Caribbean elaenia), Caribbean elaenia

(( Elaenia martinica Elaenia martinica), Green throated carib (), Green throated carib ( Eulampis holoseri- Eulampis holoseri-

ceusceus), Saint Lucia oriole (), Saint Lucia oriole ( Icterus laudabilis Icterus laudabilis), Lesser Antillean), Lesser Antillean

bullnch (bullnch ( Loxigilla noctis Loxigilla noctis), Antillean crested hummingbird (), Antillean crested hummingbird (Or-Or-

thorhyncus cristatusthorhyncus cristatus), Carib grackle (), Carib grackle (Quiscalus lugubrisQuiscalus lugubris), Lesser), Lesser
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Typical Mangrove ZonationTypical Mangrove Zonation

WhiteWhite

ButtonButton

St. Lucia Warbler (Dendroica delicate). Endemic to St. LuciaSt. Lucia Warbler (Dendroica delicate). Endemic to St. Lucia
ToToussaint, A. (n.d.). Birding in ussaint, A. (n.d.). Birding in St. Lucia. St. Lucia. Retrieved from: birdinginstlucia.oRetrieved from: birdinginstlucia.org/index.htmrg/index.htm



Living above the water-Living above the water-

line on the prop rootsline on the prop roots

of the red mangroveof the red mangrove

are animals such as theare animals such as the

mangrove periwinklemangrove periwinkle

(( Littorina angulifera Littorina angulifera), the), the RedRed

BlackBlack

WhiteWhite
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Antillean saltator (Antillean saltator (Saltator albicolorisSaltator albicoloris), Common egret (C), Common egret (Cas-as-

merodius albusmerodius albus), and Brown pelican (), and Brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalisPelecanus occidentalis).).

D.5. Importance of Mangrove SwampsD.5. Importance of Mangrove Swamps
Mangrove swamps fulll certain important economic and enviMangrove swamps fulll certain important economic and envi--

ronmental functions fronmental functions for countries across the world. or countries across the world. These func-These func-
tions include provision of wood and tions include provision of wood and non-wood forest products;non-wood forest products;

coastal protection against the effects of waves, wind, and coastal protection against the effects of waves, wind, and waterwater

currents; conservation of biological diversity, including a numbercurrents; conservation of biological diversity, including a number

of endangered mammals, reptiles, amphibians and birds; protec-of endangered mammals, reptiles, amphibians and birds; protec-

tion of coral reefs and tion of coral reefs and sea-grass beds against siltation; and provi-sea-grass beds against siltation; and provi-

sion of habitat, spawning grounds, and sion of habitat, spawning grounds, and nutrients for a multitudenutrients for a multitude

of sh and shellshof sh and shellsh1010..

   D.5.a. D.5.a. Timber Timber and and Non-Timber Non-Timber ProductsProducts
Mangrove wood is resistant to rot Mangrove wood is resistant to rot and insects, which makesand insects, which makes

it extremely valuablit extremely valuable as a commoditye as a commodity. . Numerous coastal andNumerous coastal and

indigenous communities worldwide rely on this wood for indigenous communities worldwide rely on this wood for con-con-

struction materistruction materials and fuel. als and fuel. Fishermen, farmers, and other ruFishermen, farmers, and other ruralral

populations depend on mangrove forests as a populations depend on mangrove forests as a wood source forwood source for

timbertimber, posts, fuel, , posts, fuel, and charcoal, and as and charcoal, and as a source for non-wooda source for non-wood

forest products such as food, thatch, forest products such as food, thatch, fodder, alcohol, sugar, medi-fodder, alcohol, sugar, medi-

cine, and honeycine, and honey. . By the 1980s in the Eastern Caribbean, harBy the 1980s in the Eastern Caribbean, har--

vesting mangroves as a source for vesting mangroves as a source for charcoal had become a majorcharcoal had become a major

source of subsistence income and an source of subsistence income and an important cottage industryimportant cottage industry1111..

HistoricallyHistorically, mangroves were also exploited as , mangroves were also exploited as a source of tannina source of tannin

which was used to cure and dye leather and fabricate shing nets,which was used to cure and dye leather and fabricate shing nets,

though the increasing use of nylon shing nets and chrome asthough the increasing use of nylon shing nets and chrome as

the agent for curing leather has the agent for curing leather has reduced this needreduced this need1212. Within the. Within the

Caribbean and South America, the nectar of mangrove owers,Caribbean and South America, the nectar of mangrove owers,

particularly the Aparticularly the Avicennia species, is exploited vicennia species, is exploited in the apiculturein the apiculture

industryindustry, and , and beehives are transported to beehives are transported to mangrove areas duringmangrove areas during

owering to produce honey and wax.owering to produce honey and wax.

D.5.b. Coastal ProtectionD.5.b. Coastal Protection
Mangroves help protect the coastal and coral reef Mangroves help protect the coastal and coral reef ecosystemsecosystems

from surge storms (particularly during hurricanes), waves, from surge storms (particularly during hurricanes), waves, andand

tsunamis. tsunamis. Their massive root systTheir massive root system is efcient at dissipatem is efcient at dissipatinging

wave energywave energy, so the , so the natural force and energy of these naturalnatural force and energy of these natural

disasters are dispersed before ever reaching the shoredisasters are dispersed before ever reaching the shore1313. . In In areasareas

where mangrove trees have been cleared, where mangrove trees have been cleared, coastal damage fromcoastal damage from
hurricanes is much more severe.hurricanes is much more severe.

D.5.c. Natural FiltrationD.5.c. Natural Filtration
The dense root systems of The dense root systems of mangrove forests also act as a mangrove forests also act as a naturalnatural

water lter by slowing down water lter by slowing down tidal water enough for the watertidal water enough for the water’s’s

runoff sediment to be deposited on swamp vegetation as runoff sediment to be deposited on swamp vegetation as the tidethe tide

enters the mangrove swampenters the mangrove swamp. . This results in much less sediThis results in much less sedimentment

owing out into coral reefs, seagrass beds, and the open ocean,owing out into coral reefs, seagrass beds, and the open ocean,

and thus improves water clarity and turbidity for and thus improves water clarity and turbidity for coastal and ma-coastal and ma-

rine species. rine species. Mangrove swamps’ Mangrove swamps’ role in entrapping upland runoffrole in entrapping upland runoff

sediments is essential in the prevention and reduction of sediments is essential in the prevention and reduction of coastalcoastal

erosion and the stabilization of the coastline.erosion and the stabilization of the coastline.

D.5.d. Basis of Marine Food ChainD.5.d. Basis of Marine Food ChainMangrove trees play an essential role in Mangrove trees play an essential role in both the marineboth the marine foodfood

chainchain and the detrital food cycle by and the detrital food cycle by transferring organic mattertransferring organic matter

and energy from the land to marine ecosystems. and energy from the land to marine ecosystems. A food chain isA food chain is

the complex feeding relationships that exist in nature. Thethe complex feeding relationships that exist in nature. The detri-detri-

tal food cycletal food cycle is a food chain that begins withis a food chain that begins with detritusdetritus, which is, which is

organic debris formed by the decomposition of plants and organic debris formed by the decomposition of plants and ani-ani-

mals and followed by decomposers, including bacteria and mals and followed by decomposers, including bacteria and fungi.fungi.

As mangrove leaves drop into tidal As mangrove leaves drop into tidal waters, they are colonizedwaters, they are colonized

within a few hours within a few hours by marine bacteria that convert difcult to diby marine bacteria that convert difcult to di--

gest carbon compounds into nigest carbon compounds into nitrogen-rich detritus mtrogen-rich detritus material. aterial. TheThe

resulting microorganism-resulting microorganism-covered leaves covered leaves become essential foodbecome essential food

for the smallest animals within the mangrove ecosystem, suchfor the smallest animals within the mangrove ecosystem, such

as worms, snails, shrimp, molluscs, mussels, barnacles, clams,as worms, snails, shrimp, molluscs, mussels, barnacles, clams,

oysters, and the oysters, and the larger commercially-larger commercially-important striped mullet.important striped mullet.

These detritus eaters are then prey for These detritus eaters are then prey for carnivores like crabs andcarnivores like crabs and
sh, which are subsequent prey for birds and game sh.sh, which are subsequent prey for birds and game sh.

D.5.e. FisheriesD.5.e. Fisheries
The role of mangroves in the marThe role of mangroves in the marine food chain is essential. ine food chain is essential. Ac-Ac-

cording to Kapetsky (1985), the average yield of sh and shellcording to Kapetsky (1985), the average yield of sh and shell--

sh in mangrove areas is sh in mangrove areas is about 90 kilograms per hectare, withabout 90 kilograms per hectare, with

maximum yield of up to maximum yield of up to 225 kilograms per hectare225 kilograms per hectare1414. Declines in. Declines in

local sh catches often occur when local sh catches often occur when mangrove forests are wipedmangrove forests are wiped

out. out. Assessments of the links betAssessments of the links between mangrove forests and theween mangrove forests and the

shery sector suggested that for each hectare of shery sector suggested that for each hectare of forest cleared,forest cleared,

nearby coastal sheries lose 480 kilograms of sh nearby coastal sheries lose 480 kilograms of sh per yearper year1515..

From 1980 to 1990, there has been a ten percent decline inFrom 1980 to 1990, there has been a ten percent decline in

mangrove area within the Carimangrove area within the Caribbean. bbean. Paralleling this decliParalleling this decline, thene, the
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total marine sh catch also declined ten total marine sh catch also declined ten percent in the Caribpercent in the Carib--

bean during the same periodbean during the same period1616. Between 1982 and 1991, penaeid. Between 1982 and 1991, penaeid

shrimp catches in the insular Caribbean declined by shrimp catches in the insular Caribbean declined by 51 percent,51 percent,

and the collection of mangrove oysters (and the collection of mangrove oysters (Crassostrea rhizophoraeCrassostrea rhizophorae))

declined by 20 percentdeclined by 20 percent1717. . Without Without mangrove habitatmangrove habitat, species such, species such

as these cannot survive. as these cannot survive. The dense root systems of mangrThe dense root systems of mangrovesoves

Harvesting a mangrove swamp for Harvesting a mangrove swamp for woodwood
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). (1959). An international review of forestry andFood and Agriculture Organization (FAO). (1959). An international review of forestry and

forest products. Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.forest products. Rome: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.

Retrieved Retrieved from: from: fao.org/docrfao.org/docrep/x5393e/xep/x5393e/x5393e04.htm#m5393e04.htm#mangrove%20silvangrove%20silvicultureiculture

    

form habitat for sh, crabs, shriform habitat for sh, crabs, shrimps, and molluscs. mps, and molluscs. They alsoThey also

serve as nurseries for juvenile sh and serve as nurseries for juvenile sh and lobsters.lobsters.

D.5.f. D.5.f. TTourismourism
Given the diversity of life inhabiting mangrove systems, and Given the diversity of life inhabiting mangrove systems, and theirtheir

proximity in many cases to other tourist attractions such as proximity in many cases to other tourist attractions such as coralcoral

reefs and sandy beaches, many reefs and sandy beaches, many countries have started to tap intocountries have started to tap into

the tourism potentiathe tourism potential of their mangrove forestl of their mangrove forests. s. This is especiallyThis is especially

true in the Caribbean, where tourism is one of the mainstays oftrue in the Caribbean, where tourism is one of the mainstays of

the islands’ economies. Bonaire National Marine Park in the islands’ economies. Bonaire National Marine Park in thethe

Netherlands AntillNetherlands Antilles has es has marketed snorkelling expeditions inmarketed snorkelling expeditions in

and around mangroves to witness a and around mangroves to witness a marvellous variety of youngmarvellous variety of young

sh, jellysh, and urchins against a sh, jellysh, and urchins against a background of interwovenbackground of interwoven

angr r tsangr r ts1818 Whil c ral r fs ar a r c n draWhil c ral r fs ar a r c n dra

D.6. Emerging Trends/Major ThreatsD.6. Emerging Trends/Major Threats
   D.6.a. D.6.a. Lack Lack of of Public Public ConcernConcern
UnfortunatelyUnfortunately, some of , some of the general public within regions whichthe general public within regions which

have signicant mangrove ecosystems generally regard have signicant mangrove ecosystems generally regard mangrovemangrove

swamps as a health threat which sswamps as a health threat which should be eradicated. hould be eradicated. TheseThese

swamps are seen as barren swamps are seen as barren wastelands full of bacteria and breed-wastelands full of bacteria and breed-

ing grounds for mosquitoesing grounds for mosquitoes. . These sites are then tarThese sites are then targeted forgeted for

landlls, solid waste disposlandlls, solid waste disposal, and deforestation. al, and deforestation. Only in the lastOnly in the last

two decades has any two decades has any attention been paid to this ecosystem. Thoseattention been paid to this ecosystem. Those

working towards the protection of mangroves are still facing working towards the protection of mangroves are still facing aa

lack of public awareness and concernlack of public awareness and concern1919. . Increasingly Increasingly though,though,

recognition of the economic value of mangal for recognition of the economic value of mangal for sheries, coastalsheries, coastal

stabilization, and ecotourism is causing the conservation of man-stabilization, and ecotourism is causing the conservation of man-
2020
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mangrove rootsmangrove roots1818. While coral reefs are a more common draw. While coral reefs are a more common draw

for tourists, mangrove forests offer great potential for revenuefor tourists, mangrove forests offer great potential for revenue

generation.generation.

grove swamp ecosystems to be given grove swamp ecosystems to be given more concernmore concern2020..

   D.6.b. D.6.b. ReclamationReclamation
Within the world, the major causes of clearings and Within the world, the major causes of clearings and losses oflosses of

mangrove swaps are competition for land for urban mangrove swaps are competition for land for urban development,development,

tourism, and agriculturtourism, and agriculture or shrimp-pond constructe or shrimp-pond construction. ion. Develop-Develop-
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ment of land for urban ment of land for urban and tourism development has beenand tourism development has been

the main regional cause of loss the main regional cause of loss of mangrove swamps withinof mangrove swamps within

the Caribbean over the last 25 yearsthe Caribbean over the last 25 years2121..  ReclamationReclamation of man- of man-

grove swamps continues to make room grove swamps continues to make room for tourist-relatedfor tourist-related

infrastructure, such as marinas, hotels, and harbours, golfinfrastructure, such as marinas, hotels, and harbours, golf

courses, road construction, and solid waste disposal.courses, road construction, and solid waste disposal.

D.6.c. PollutionD.6.c. Pollution
Mangroves are susceptible to Mangroves are susceptible to pollution, particularly oilpollution, particularly oil

and other petroleand other petroleum compounds. um compounds. Oil pollution — Oil pollution — resultresult--

ing from offshore oil exploration and production, pipelines,ing from offshore oil exploration and production, pipelines,

tanker accidents, and intentional clearing tanker accidents, and intentional clearing of ship’s ballastof ship’s ballast

tanks in the Caribbean region — tanks in the Caribbean region — causes mortalities of mancauses mortalities of man--

grove trees, roots, and associated faunagrove trees, roots, and associated fauna2222..   Continued depen-Continued depen-

dency on imported oil for energy needs dency on imported oil for energy needs of most Caribbeanof most Caribbean

states and the use of the Caribbean as a travel route suggeststates and the use of the Caribbean as a travel route suggest

that petroleum will continue to be a that petroleum will continue to be a signicant pollutantsignicant pollutant

impacting Caribbean mangalimpacting Caribbean mangal2323..

D.6.d. Sewage, Urban Runoff,D.6.d. Sewage, Urban Runoff,

Pesticides and Solid Waste Pesticides and Solid Waste DumpingDumpingMangroves act as sinks, which Mangroves act as sinks, which concentrate pollutants suchconcentrate pollutants such

as sewage, toxic minerals, urban runoff, pesticides, andas sewage, toxic minerals, urban runoff, pesticides, and

herbicides. herbicides. These pollutants have persiThese pollutants have persistent effects onstent effects on

mangrove growth and mangrove growth and production. production. If concentratioIf concentrations reachns reach

threshold levels, they will cause entire mangrove areas tothreshold levels, they will cause entire mangrove areas to

be killed. be killed. In recent years, the biggest regiIn recent years, the biggest regional threats toonal threats to

mangroves in the Caribbean are the mangroves in the Caribbean are the ever-increasiever-increasing devel-ng devel-

opment of the opment of the tourism industrytourism industry, pollution from , pollution from runoff ofrunoff of

fertilizers and pesticides, and improper disposal of wastes.fertilizers and pesticides, and improper disposal of wastes.

Within the islands of the Eastern Caribbean solid wasteWithin the islands of the Eastern Caribbean solid waste

dumping still occurs where sewage is pumped dumping still occurs where sewage is pumped untreateduntreated

into the water ecosystemsinto the water ecosystems. . A higher sewage lA higher sewage load is associ-oad is associ-

ated with increased concentration of ated with increased concentration of VibriVibrio species, whicho species, which

causes seafood poisoning in shellsh found in causes seafood poisoning in shellsh found in mangrovemangrove

swampsswamps2424..

D.6.e. Climate ChangeD.6.e. Climate Change
Climate change leads to Climate change leads to higher atmospheric temperatures,higher atmospheric temperatures,

soil warming, altered weather patterns, and rising sea soil warming, altered weather patterns, and rising sea lev-lev-

elsels2525.. All these effects could profoundly inuence mangroveAll these effects could profoundly inuence mangrove

growth and survivalgrowth and survival. . Mangrove forests Mangrove forests require stable require stable seasea

levels for long-term slevels for long-term survival. urvival. They are therefore extremThey are therefore extremelyely

sensitive to current rising sea levels caused by sensitive to current rising sea levels caused by global warm-global warm-

ing and climate change. ing and climate change. Accelerated rising sea-lAccelerated rising sea-levels alsoevels also

threaten mangrove habitats with inundation, erosion, andthreaten mangrove habitats with inundation, erosion, and

saltwater intrussaltwater intrusion. ion. Changes in precipiChanges in precipitation, increasedtation, increased

coastal erosion, and a possible increase in coastal erosion, and a possible increase in the number andthe number and

severity of hurricanes and ocean tropical storms are alsoseverity of hurricanes and ocean tropical storms are also

anticipated impacts of climate changeanticipated impacts of climate change2626. Rising sea levels,. Rising sea levels,

The Ramsar Convention, or The Ramsar Convention, or more properlymore properly, the Convention , the Convention onon

Wetlands, signed in Ramsar, Iran, in 1971, is one example ofWetlands, signed in Ramsar, Iran, in 1971, is one example of

conservation work being done at the international level. Theconservation work being done at the international level. The

mission of the convention is the conservation and wise use ofmission of the convention is the conservation and wise use of

all wetlands through local, regional and national actions andall wetlands through local, regional and national actions and

international cooperation, as a contribution towards achiev-international cooperation, as a contribution towards achiev-

ing sustainable development throughout the world. At present,ing sustainable development throughout the world. At present,

more than 158 countries have signed more than 158 countries have signed the Convention, includingthe Convention, including

many in the Caribbean region.many in the Caribbean region. (See table (See table below.)below.)

Caribbean RamCaribbean Ramsar sitesar sites include: s include: Codrington Codrington Lagoon (BarLagoon (Bar--

buda); Inagua National Park (Bahamas); Graeme Hall Swampbuda); Inagua National Park (Bahamas); Graeme Hall Swamp

(Barbados); Sarstoon Temash National Park (Belize); Turb-(Barbados); Sarstoon Temash National Park (Belize); Turb-

eras de Taamanca (Costa Rica); Lago Enriquillo (Dominicaneras de Taamanca (Costa Rica); Lago Enriquillo (Dominican

Republic); Parque Nacional Jeanette Kawas (Honduras); Port-Republic); Parque Nacional Jeanette Kawas (Honduras); Port-
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The Ramsar ConventionThe Ramsar Convention

CCoouunnttrryy #  #  ooff

RamsarRamsar

SitesSites

SurfaceSurface

Area (hec)Area (hec)

Antigua andAntigua and

BarbudaBarbuda

11 33,,660000

BBaahhaammaas  s  11 3322,,660000

BBaarrbbaaddoos  s  11 3333

BBeelliizze  e  22 2233,,559922

CCoosstta  a  RRiicca  a  66 551100,,005500

CCuubba  a  66 11,,118888,,441111

DominicanDominican

RepublicRepublic

11 2200,,000000

GGuuaatteemmaalla  a  77 662288,,559922

HHoonndduurraas  s  66 223333,,332200

JJaammaaiicca  a  33 3377,,776655

NNiiccaarraagguua  a  88 440055,,669911
PPaannaamma  a  44 115599,,990033

SSaaiinnt  t  LLuucciia  a  22 8855

Trinidad andTrinidad and

TobagoTobago

33 1155,,991199

VVeenneezzuueella  a  55 55 226633,,663366



as a result of as a result of climate change, is associated with the meltingclimate change, is associated with the melting

of glaciers and the polar ice caof glaciers and the polar ice caps. ps. This inux of fresh waterThis inux of fresh water

into the oceans causes alterations in the into the oceans causes alterations in the ocean’ocean’s salin-s salin-

ityity, which , which could negatively impact mangrove swampscould negatively impact mangrove swamps2727..

Increased erosion, which is predicted, may exceed Increased erosion, which is predicted, may exceed man-man-

groves ability to lter out sediments and groves ability to lter out sediments and maintain clear andmaintain clear and

land Bight Wetlands and Cayes (Jamaica); Mankoté Mangroveland Bight Wetlands and Cayes (Jamaica); Mankoté Mangrove
(Saint Lucia) and Caroni Swamp (Saint Lucia) and Caroni Swamp (Trinidad)(Trinidad)

More details on the Ramsar Convention and sites can be More details on the Ramsar Convention and sites can be foundfound

aatt ramsar.org.ramsar.org.

    

sediment-free estuary water, thus having impacts on sediment-free estuary water, thus having impacts on the habitatsthe habitats

of mangrove and coral reef dwelling of mangrove and coral reef dwelling species.species.

D.6.f. Over-harvestingD.6.f. Over-harvesting
TodToday, mangrove wetlands are one ay, mangrove wetlands are one of the most of the most threatened ecosys-threatened ecosys-

tems in the worldtems in the world28.28.  Mangroves are often exploited as a Mangroves are often exploited as a source forsource for

wood for local popuwood for local populations in the worlations in the world. ld. Mangrove wood makesMangrove wood makes
a superior form of charcoal and many trees are being cut downa superior form of charcoal and many trees are being cut down

to sustain local charcoato sustain local charcoal industries. l industries. Mangrove trees are used forMangrove trees are used for

rewood, construction wood, wood chip and pulp production,rewood, construction wood, wood chip and pulp production,

charcoal production, and animcharcoal production, and animal fodderal fodder. . While harvesting hasWhile harvesting has

taken place for centuries, in some parts of the world it is no lon-taken place for centuries, in some parts of the world it is no lon-

ger sustainable, threatger sustainable, threatening the future of the forestening the future of the forests. s. In the Carib-In the Carib-

bean, harvesting is not one bean, harvesting is not one of the largest stresses, but extractionof the largest stresses, but extraction

does continue to occurdoes continue to occur2929..

D.6.g. River ChangesD.6.g. River Changes
Dams and irrigation decrease the amount of wDams and irrigation decrease the amount of water reachingater reaching

mangrove swamps, thus changing the salinity level of mangrove swamps, thus changing the salinity level of water inwater in

the swamps. the swamps. If salinity becomes toIf salinity becomes too high or drops too lowo high or drops too low, the, the

mangroves cannot survivemangroves cannot survive. . In addition, increased erosIn addition, increased erosion due toion due to

land deforestation can increase the amount of sediment in land deforestation can increase the amount of sediment in rivers,rivers,
which can overcome which can overcome the mangrove forest’s ltering abilitythe mangrove forest’s ltering ability3030..

EventuallyEventually, this will lead , this will lead to the mangrove forests being smoth-to the mangrove forests being smoth-

ered.ered.

D.7. Protecting Mangrove SwampsD.7. Protecting Mangrove Swamps
Mangrove forests, which once covered more than Mangrove forests, which once covered more than 200,000 square200,000 square

kilometres of coastline in the world, have kilometres of coastline in the world, have been diminished bybeen diminished by
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35-86 percent, and are critically endangered or approaching ex-35-86 percent, and are critically endangered or approaching ex-

tinction in 26 out of the 120 countries in which they are foundtinction in 26 out of the 120 countries in which they are found3131..

Further, mangrove forests are disappearing at a rate of ont Further, mangrove forests are disappearing at a rate of ont to twoto two

percent per year, a pace that surpasses the percent per year, a pace that surpasses the destruction of adjacentdestruction of adjacent

coral reef and tropical rcoral reef and tropical rainforest ecosystemsainforest ecosystems. . These losses, com-These losses, com-

bined with increasingbined with increasing fragmentationfragmentation of mangroves, reduces theirof mangroves, reduces their

viability and the quality of the viability and the quality of the services they provide.services they provide.

Mangrove ecosystems are linked through exchanges of waterMangrove ecosystems are linked through exchanges of water

to both upstream to both upstream terrestrial ecosystems and downstream marineterrestrial ecosystems and downstream marine

communitiescommunities3232..  Disturbance and productivity within upland com-Disturbance and productivity within upland com-

munities strongly affects the dynamics of munities strongly affects the dynamics of downstream mangal,downstream mangal,

seagrass beds, and coral reefs, while seagrass beds, and coral reefs, while coral reefs and seagrass bedscoral reefs and seagrass beds

protect mangrove forests from wave impactsprotect mangrove forests from wave impacts3333. Coral reef, tropi-. Coral reef, tropi-

cal rainforest, coastal, and ocean ecosystems ultimately both havecal rainforest, coastal, and ocean ecosystems ultimately both have

an impact on and an impact on and are impacted by mangrove swamps, becauseare impacted by mangrove swamps, because

they are all connected. they are all connected. In managing and conserving thIn managing and conserving this ecosys-is ecosys-

tem, this interrelationship must be taken into account.tem, this interrelationship must be taken into account.

Mangroves are increasingly appreciated for the many rolesMangroves are increasingly appreciated for the many roles

they playthey play. . Caribbean governments are begiCaribbean governments are beginning to realize thenning to realize the

benets of healthy mangroves, both for benets of healthy mangroves, both for their ecological value andtheir ecological value and
for the economic advantages provided by sustainable tourism andfor the economic advantages provided by sustainable tourism and

national sheries. national sheries. Some governments have iniSome governments have initiated activitiestiated activities

to conserve and protect them; however, in some countries in to conserve and protect them; however, in some countries in thethe

region, the public still does not region, the public still does not consider mangroves a resource toconsider mangroves a resource to

be actively protectedbe actively protected3434..

Adequate legislation for the conservation and protection ofAdequate legislation for the conservation and protection of

mangrove swamps is not very common in the Caribbean, andmangrove swamps is not very common in the Caribbean, and

only very few countries have specic laws for the conservaonly very few countries have specic laws for the conserva--

tion of these ecosystems (Costa Rica and tion of these ecosystems (Costa Rica and the United States arethe United States are

examples)examples)3535..

A positive step forward in the protection of these ecosystems isA positive step forward in the protection of these ecosystems is

the growth in integrated management agreements (between stake-the growth in integrated management agreements (between stake-

holders such as farmers, tourism operators, charcoal producers,holders such as farmers, tourism operators, charcoal producers,

and protected area managers) within areas that house and protected area managers) within areas that house mangrovemangrove

swamps. swamps. In some areas of the CaribbeaIn some areas of the Caribbean, active restoration ofn, active restoration of

mangrove forests is even occurringmangrove forests is even occurring3636..  

Most countries have now banned the Most countries have now banned the clearing of mangrove areasclearing of mangrove areas

for aquaculture, and for aquaculture, and require environmental impact assessmentsrequire environmental impact assessments

prior to large-scale conversion of these areas to other uses. An-prior to large-scale conversion of these areas to other uses. An-

guilla, Aruba, Montserrat, Saint Lucia, and the Turks and Caicosguilla, Aruba, Montserrat, Saint Lucia, and the Turks and Caicos

Islands have maintained their mangrove Islands have maintained their mangrove areas relatively constantareas relatively constant

over the past 25 years. over the past 25 years. As a result of increased awarenAs a result of increased awareness in theess in the

region, the annual rate of region, the annual rate of mangrove area loss has decreased inmangrove area loss has decreased in

the last ve years in 24 countries within the Caribbeanthe last ve years in 24 countries within the Caribbean3737. Gov-. Gov-

ernment-issued permits are also beginning to be required to cuternment-issued permits are also beginning to be required to cut
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moved to protect a number of mangroves around the island, de-moved to protect a number of mangroves around the island, de-

claring them marine rclaring them marine reserves. eserves. Having protected-area desiHaving protected-area designationgnation

may help communities encourage and develop a thriving sustain-may help communities encourage and develop a thriving sustain-

able ecotourism industry based on mangrove swamps.able ecotourism industry based on mangrove swamps.

While there are growing pressures on mangrove swamp While there are growing pressures on mangrove swamp ecosys-ecosys-

tems within the Caribbean, there is also a growing awareness andtems within the Caribbean, there is also a growing awareness andrecognition that these ecosystems are a natural area that deserverecognition that these ecosystems are a natural area that deserve

and require protection anand require protection and conservation. d conservation. Many organizatiMany organizations areons are

working within the region to preserve working within the region to preserve mangrove swamps.mangrove swamps.



mangrove trees within the Eastern Caribbean, although enforce-mangrove trees within the Eastern Caribbean, although enforce-
ment is virtually non-existentment is virtually non-existent3838..

Education and outreach are necessary in gaining Education and outreach are necessary in gaining protectionprotection

because it is through these means because it is through these means that support is garnered fromthat support is garnered from

all stakeholders of the ecall stakeholders of the ecosystem. osystem. Designated conservation areDesignated conservation areasas

may also save some of the foresmay also save some of the forests. ts. Since 1986, Saint Lucia hasSince 1986, Saint Lucia has
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Google Earth Map:Google Earth Map:
maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=

Vieux+Fort+Saint+Lucia&sll=13.871913,-60.900993&sspn=Vieux+Fort+Saint+Lucia&sll=13.871913,-60.900993&sspn=
0.077828,0.134583&ie=UTF8&ll=13.731214,-60.947342&spn=0.077828,0.134583&ie=UTF8&ll=13.731214,-60.947342&spn=

0.077875,0.134583&t=h&z=13&msa=0&msid=0.077875,0.134583&t=h&z=13&msa=0&msid=

112231967872874630261.000001135276b56805c25112231967872874630261.000001135276b56805c25

Case StudyCase Study::

cbd.int/doc/case-studies/inc/cs-inc-lc-01-en.pdf cbd.int/doc/case-studies/inc/cs-inc-lc-01-en.pdf 

BackgroundBackground
The Government of Saint Lucia The Government of Saint Lucia recognized the need to conserverecognized the need to conserve

mangrove ecosystems. In 1986, most of mangrove ecosystems. In 1986, most of the island’s mangrovesthe island’s mangroves

were declared marine reserves under the Fisheries Act of 1984.were declared marine reserves under the Fisheries Act of 1984.

Mankoté (on the southeast side of the island) is a basin man-Mankoté (on the southeast side of the island) is a basin man-

grove, which covers 40 grove, which covers 40 hectares within the Mankoté Marinehectares within the Mankoté Marine

Reserve. It is the Reserve. It is the largest of the island’s mangroves and representslargest of the island’s mangroves and represents
20% of the total area 20% of the total area of the islands’ mangrove forests. Mankoté isof the islands’ mangrove forests. Mankoté is

an important biodiversity-rich ecosystem that plays a an important biodiversity-rich ecosystem that plays a critical rolecritical role

in providing wildlife habitat and in controlling coastal erosion.in providing wildlife habitat and in controlling coastal erosion.

The Mankoté mangrove was also an The Mankoté mangrove was also an important source of fuel-important source of fuel-

wood for Saint Lucia. wood for Saint Lucia. It provided approximately 30% of the char-It provided approximately 30% of the char-

coal sold in the adjacent town coal sold in the adjacent town of Vieux Fort, an urban commer-of Vieux Fort, an urban commer-

cial district which hosts the major international airport, a numbercial district which hosts the major international airport, a number

of hotels, major docking facilities, and an of hotels, major docking facilities, and an industrial complex.industrial complex.

Prior to 1986, the Mankoté mangrove was in decline due toPrior to 1986, the Mankoté mangrove was in decline due to

excessive cutting for fuelwood (for charcoal and cooking fuel),excessive cutting for fuelwood (for charcoal and cooking fuel),

shing, spraying of pesticides, and waste shing, spraying of pesticides, and waste dumping. Tdumping. To conserveo conserve

the mangrove and protect the ecosystem from further degrada-the mangrove and protect the ecosystem from further degrada-

tion, the government, researchers, a local non-prot organizationtion, the government, researchers, a local non-prot organization
and mangrove timber harvesters came together to establish aand mangrove timber harvesters came together to establish a

management agreement for the use of the management agreement for the use of the mangrove. This agree-mangrove. This agree-

ment set out specic guidelines for how ment set out specic guidelines for how the mangrove trees couldthe mangrove trees could

be harvested, who could harvest them, how tree-cutting would bebe harvested, who could harvest them, how tree-cutting would be

monitored, and what other activities could take place monitored, and what other activities could take place in the area.in the area.

This experimental approach to managing the marine reserve hasThis experimental approach to managing the marine reserve has

reversed the degradation of the Mankoté mangrove.reversed the degradation of the Mankoté mangrove.

Environmental CharacteristicsEnvironmental Characteristics
The Mankoté mangrove is 40 The Mankoté mangrove is 40 hectares in size and is hectares in size and is the largestthe largest

mangrove in Saint Lucia. The mangrove species identied inmangrove in Saint Lucia. The mangrove species identied in

Mankoté include the red (Rhizophora mangle ), Mankoté include the red (Rhizophora mangle ), black (Avicblack (Avicen-en-

nia germinans and Avicennia schaueriana), white nia germinans and Avicennia schaueriana), white (Laguncularia(Laguncularia

) d b d (C ) (C i &) d b d (C ) (C i &

Many species of plant and animal depend on the MankotéMany species of plant and animal depend on the Mankoté

mangrove ecosystem. Local species of birds such as mangrove ecosystem. Local species of birds such as the Cattlethe Cattle

egret (Bubulcus ibis), Green Heron (Butorides virescens), andegret (Bubulcus ibis), Green Heron (Butorides virescens), andCaribbean elaenia (Elaenia martinica) depend on the mangrove.Caribbean elaenia (Elaenia martinica) depend on the mangrove.

Migratory birds such as the Belted kingsher Migratory birds such as the Belted kingsher (Ceryle alcyon),(Ceryle alcyon),

Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus,) and Osprey (Pandion haliPeregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus,) and Osprey (Pandion hali--

aetus) also visit Mankoté. Marine species such as aetus) also visit Mankoté. Marine species such as Crevalle JackCrevalle Jack

(Caranx hippos, and (Caranx hippos, and Euryhaline oyster (Crassostrea rhizphorae)Euryhaline oyster (Crassostrea rhizphorae)

rely on the mangrove for rely on the mangrove for food and shelter.food and shelter.

Ecosystem User GroupsEcosystem User Groups
Department of Fisheries (DOF): Due to the fact that Mankoté is aDepartment of Fisheries (DOF): Due to the fact that Mankoté is a

declared marine reserve under the Fisheries Act, it falls under thedeclared marine reserve under the Fisheries Act, it falls under the

 jurisdiction of the DOF for act jurisdiction of the DOF for active management. ive management. AdditionallyAdditionally, it is, it is

a Ramsar site, and is considered a forest, so it is managed by thea Ramsar site, and is considered a forest, so it is managed by the

Department of Forestry as well.Department of Forestry as well.

Aupicon Charcoal and AgriculturalAupicon Charcoal and Agricultural
Producers Group (ACAPG):Producers Group (ACAPG): This is an informal coop-This is an informal coop-

erative of about 15 individuals who erative of about 15 individuals who harvested mangrove woodharvested mangrove wood

to produce charcoal. This cooperative did not exist to produce charcoal. This cooperative did not exist prior theprior the

establishment of a maestablishment of a management agreement for Management agreement for Mankoté. nkoté. As partAs part

of the management agreement, individuals who wished to of the management agreement, individuals who wished to harvestharvest

wood from the mangrove had wood from the mangrove had to become members of the ACAPGto become members of the ACAPG

and agree to the and agree to the rules of tree cutting and monitoring.rules of tree cutting and monitoring.

Caribbean Natural Resources InstituteCaribbean Natural Resources Institute
(CANARI):(CANARI):   A non-goveA non-governmental organizrnmental organization which has beenation which has been

involved in the management and monitoring of activities regard-involved in the management and monitoring of activities regard-

ing Mankoté since 1981. CANAing Mankoté since 1981. CANARI was largely responsible forRI was largely responsible for

organizing the charcoal harvesters into an organizing the charcoal harvesters into an informal cooperative.informal cooperative.

Hunters and Fishers:Hunters and Fishers: Mankoté is a prime location for sea- Mankoté is a prime location for sea-

sonal activities such as shing, bird hunting, sonal activities such as shing, bird hunting, and crab hunting.and crab hunting.

Recreation and Tourism:Recreation and Tourism: Local residents and tourists vis- Local residents and tourists vis-

it Mankoté for therapeutic bathing, birdwatching, and ecotours.it Mankoté for therapeutic bathing, birdwatching, and ecotours.

Business Operators:Business Operators: Entrepreneurs are continuously Entrepreneurs are continuously

targeting the private property surrounding Mankoté for targeting the private property surrounding Mankoté for develop-develop-

ment. In the past, ment. In the past, proposals have been submitted for the develop-proposals have been submitted for the develop-

ment of large-scale resorts and golf courses in and ment of large-scale resorts and golf courses in and adjacent to theadjacent to the

mangrove forest.mangrove forest.

M k é iM k é i il iblil ibl

D.8. Case Study:D.8. Case Study:
Managing the Mankoté Mangrove, Saint LuciaManaging the Mankoté Mangrove, Saint Lucia3939

http://maps.google.ca/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Vieux+Fort,+Saint+Lucia&sll=49.891235,-97.15369&sspn=27.26845,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=13.734383,-60.947342&spn=0.080041,0.134583&t=h&z=13&iwloc=addr
http://maps.google.ca/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Vieux+Fort,+Saint+Lucia&sll=49.891235,-97.15369&sspn=27.26845,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=13.734383,-60.947342&spn=0.080041,0.134583&t=h&z=13&iwloc=addr
http://maps.google.ca/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Vieux+Fort,+Saint+Lucia&sll=49.891235,-97.15369&sspn=27.26845,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=13.734383,-60.947342&spn=0.080041,0.134583&t=h&z=13&iwloc=addr
http://maps.google.ca/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Vieux+Fort,+Saint+Lucia&sll=49.891235,-97.15369&sspn=27.26845,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=13.734383,-60.947342&spn=0.080041,0.134583&t=h&z=13&iwloc=addr
http://maps.google.ca/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Vieux+Fort,+Saint+Lucia&sll=49.891235,-97.15369&sspn=27.26845,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=13.734383,-60.947342&spn=0.080041,0.134583&t=h&z=13&iwloc=addr
http://maps.google.ca/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Vieux+Fort,+Saint+Lucia&sll=49.891235,-97.15369&sspn=27.26845,68.90625&ie=UTF8&ll=13.734383,-60.947342&spn=0.080041,0.134583&t=h&z=13&iwloc=addr
http://www.cbd.int/doc/case-studies/inc/cs-inc-lc-01-en.pdf
http://www.cbd.int/doc/case-studies/inc/cs-inc-lc-01-en.pdf
http://www.cbd.int/doc/case-studies/inc/cs-inc-lc-01-en.pdf


racemosa), and buttonwood (Conocarpus erecta) (Conservation &racemosa), and buttonwood (Conocarpus erecta) (Conservation &
Sustainable livelihoods).Sustainable livelihoods).

The Mankoté mangrove is vital to The Mankoté mangrove is vital to maintaining coastal ecosystemmaintaining coastal ecosystem

stabilitystability. This is an . This is an important area for sh breeding, avifaunaimportant area for sh breeding, avifauna

habitat, silt trapping, water-quality maintenance, and nutrienthabitat, silt trapping, water-quality maintenance, and nutrient

exporting.exporting.

Scientists and students:Scientists and students: Mankoté is an  Mankoté is an easily accessibleeasily accessiblemangrove forest that contains a vast amount of mangrove forest that contains a vast amount of information forinformation for

scientists and students to scientists and students to studystudy..
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Management IssuesManagement Issues
Resource ExtractionResource Extraction
Mangrove timber harvesters were dependent on the continuedMangrove timber harvesters were dependent on the continued

sustainability of the Mankoté mangrove as a resource. Althoughsustainability of the Mankoté mangrove as a resource. Although

timber harvesters put pressure on Mankoté, they practiced atimber harvesters put pressure on Mankoté, they practiced a

number of sound management measures. For example, eachnumber of sound management measures. For example, each

timber harvester used one cutting area per season timber harvester used one cutting area per season and rotated cut-and rotated cut-
ting areas, returning to cut over the area after at least two years.ting areas, returning to cut over the area after at least two years.

They cut mangrove trees selectively in strips of They cut mangrove trees selectively in strips of 10-20 meters,10-20 meters,

zigzagging their cuts to access clusters of suitable stems. Allzigzagging their cuts to access clusters of suitable stems. All

harvesters were aware of each otherharvesters were aware of each other’s cutting area in any given’s cutting area in any given

season. Harvesters allowed time for the trees to season. Harvesters allowed time for the trees to regenerate beforeregenerate before

re-cutting and left uncut species of mangroves as re-cutting and left uncut species of mangroves as cover to impedecover to impede

the evaporation of the swamp. the evaporation of the swamp. Harvesters also worked together asHarvesters also worked together as

part of the cooperative to record, part of the cooperative to record, monitormonitor, and report how , and report how muchmuch

wood was being cut and how well the wood was being cut and how well the mangrove was regenerat-mangrove was regenerat-

ing.ing.

Potential DevelopmentPotential Development
Entrepreneurs continued to view the private property aroundEntrepreneurs continued to view the private property around

Mankoté mangrove as a prime location for Mankoté mangrove as a prime location for development. Pres-development. Pres-sures from industry, construction and increased tourism in sures from industry, construction and increased tourism in thethe

area had the potential to signicantly impact the area had the potential to signicantly impact the health of thehealth of the

mangrove ecosystem.mangrove ecosystem.

Cultural PressuresCultural Pressures
There are many threats to this There are many threats to this ecosystem in Saint Lucia today.ecosystem in Saint Lucia today.

The general public generally regarded mangroves as a The general public generally regarded mangroves as a healthhealth

threat, which should be eradicated. Mangroves are threat, which should be eradicated. Mangroves are often per-often per-

ceived as breeding grounds for mosquitoes. Because of ceived as breeding grounds for mosquitoes. Because of a lacka lack

of understanding about the environmental and economic sig-of understanding about the environmental and economic sig-

nicance of mangroves sites such as nicance of mangroves sites such as Mankoté, they were oftenMankoté, they were often

targeted for landlls, solid waste disposal, and deforestation.targeted for landlls, solid waste disposal, and deforestation.

While declaring Mankoté a marine reserve has helped to While declaring Mankoté a marine reserve has helped to protectprotect

the ecosystem, not all members of the the ecosystem, not all members of the general public understandgeneral public understand

why this is important.why this is important.

SummarySummary
Mankoté is an example of Mankoté is an example of the joint effort of key user groupsthe joint effort of key user groups

working together to protect an important ecosystem from degra-working together to protect an important ecosystem from degra-

dation while continuing to allow resource extraction.dation while continuing to allow resource extraction.

While efforts have been made to protect the While efforts have been made to protect the mangrove frommangrove from

further degradation, Mankoté’s future is still uncertain, as further degradation, Mankoté’s future is still uncertain, as de-de-

velopment interests in the area remain a threat. velopment interests in the area remain a threat. Researchers areResearchers are

continuing to study and monitor the effects and continuing to study and monitor the effects and impacts of theimpacts of the

selective mangrove harvesting that is taking place. Other poselective mangrove harvesting that is taking place. Other po--

tential environmental threats — such as rising sea levels due tential environmental threats — such as rising sea levels due toto

climate change, and solid waste disposal from nearby climate change, and solid waste disposal from nearby residentsresidentsand industries — also need to be examined to ensure the futureand industries — also need to be examined to ensure the future

sustainability of this ecosystem.sustainability of this ecosystem.

Questions for ConsiderationQuestions for Consideration
1) Why is the Mankoté mangrove an 1) Why is the Mankoté mangrove an important ecosystem?important ecosystem?

2) What types of human activities were impacting the 2) What types of human activities were impacting the sustainabil-sustainabil-

ity of the Mankoté mangrove prior to 1986?ity of the Mankoté mangrove prior to 1986?

3) What are some of the 3) What are some of the current threats that might impact thecurrent threats that might impact the

sustainability of this ecosystem?sustainability of this ecosystem?

4) What possible impact would the destruction of the 4) What possible impact would the destruction of the MankotéMankoté

mangrove have on the community of Vieux Fort on Saint mangrove have on the community of Vieux Fort on Saint Lucia?Lucia?

5) What conservation measures do you suggest should be 5) What conservation measures do you suggest should be imple-imple-

mented to increase the sustainability of the Mankoté mangrove?mented to increase the sustainability of the Mankoté mangrove?

6) Can you identify a mangrove swamp in your county that is6) Can you identify a mangrove swamp in your county that is

being threatened by human activity? Give a being threatened by human activity? Give a brief description ofbrief description of

the area and the threat, and list some possible ways to protect thethe area and the threat, and list some possible ways to protect the

mangroves.mangroves.

7) Is Mankoté mangrove a 7) Is Mankoté mangrove a Ramsar site? What are the other Ram-Ramsar site? What are the other Ram-

sar sites in the region? Is there one close to you?sar sites in the region? Is there one close to you?

8) After reviewing this case 8) After reviewing this case studystudy, teachers are , teachers are encouraged toencouraged to

take their students on a eld trip to a mangrove in their countrytake their students on a eld trip to a mangrove in their country

and have the and have the students assess the mangrove’s current conditionstudents assess the mangrove’s current conditionand challenges using the questions above. For and challenges using the questions above. For example, theexample, the

students could look for signs of students could look for signs of human activity within or near thehuman activity within or near the

mangrove and to identify possible or actual threats to mangrove and to identify possible or actual threats to the man-the man-

grove.grove.



Photo supplied by; Rick Photo supplied by; Rick Searle (EKOS Communications, Inc.)Searle (EKOS Communications, Inc.)
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Objective:Objective:
Students will be able to Students will be able to identify a variety of stakeholder groups,identify a variety of stakeholder groups,

their interest, their impacts, and their concerns about the their interest, their impacts, and their concerns about the conser-conser-

vation of mangrove swamps.vation of mangrove swamps.

Methods:Methods:
Students practice their debating skills.Students practice their debating skills.

Materials:Materials:
Managing the Mankoté Mangrove; Saint Lucia Case Managing the Mankoté Mangrove; Saint Lucia Case StudyStudy

Time:Time:
1-2 periods (approx 1.5 hours)1-2 periods (approx 1.5 hours)

Background:Background:
 Managing the Mankote Mangrove; Saint Lucia Case Study Managing the Mankote Mangrove; Saint Lucia Case Study

Debate StructureDebate StructureA debate is essentially a A debate is essentially a calm, logical, structured argumentcalm, logical, structured argument

between two parties. A between two parties. A variety of topics can be debated. variety of topics can be debated. TTop-op-

ics in a debate ics in a debate are usually presented as a statement. As with anare usually presented as a statement. As with an

argument, there are two sides or view argument, there are two sides or view points to the statementpoints to the statement

topic. The party that agrees with topic. The party that agrees with the topic is called the afrmativethe topic is called the afrmative

and the party that disagrees with and the party that disagrees with the topic is called the the topic is called the negative.negative.

When teams or groups of students are debating each other it isWhen teams or groups of students are debating each other it is

important that every member work together to present their teamsimportant that every member work together to present their teams

case for why they case for why they believe the topic statement to be true believe the topic statement to be true or false. Aor false. A

useful technique to ensure team members stay on useful technique to ensure team members stay on track is for eachtrack is for each

debate to start their case with debate to start their case with “The statement_____ is true/false“The statement_____ is true/false

because…”because…”

For the purpose of For the purpose of this activitythis activity, the structure of the , the structure of the debatedebate

should be kept simple. Debating teams should should be kept simple. Debating teams should be kept smallbe kept small
(2-3 students). The afrmative team presents their case rst. The(2-3 students). The afrmative team presents their case rst. The

rst speaker should state the team’s position and present onerst speaker should state the team’s position and present one

reason for this position. The rst person reason for this position. The rst person on the negative teamon the negative team

will present their team’s position, give an explanation for whywill present their team’s position, give an explanation for why

they disagree with the other team’s statement, and present onethey disagree with the other team’s statement, and present one

reason for their position. The second person from reason for their position. The second person from the afrmathe afrma--

tive team should give one reason for why they disagree with thetive team should give one reason for why they disagree with the

other team’other team’s most recent statement, and present a s most recent statement, and present a second reasonsecond reason
for their team’s position. The second person from the negativefor their team’s position. The second person from the negative

team should give one reason for why they disagree with theteam should give one reason for why they disagree with the

other team’other team’s most recent statement, and present a s most recent statement, and present a second reasonsecond reason

for their team’s position. The third person for their team’s position. The third person from the afrmativefrom the afrmative

team should give one reason for why they disagree with the otherteam should give one reason for why they disagree with the other

team’team’s most recent s most recent statement, and summarize the reasons statement, and summarize the reasons theirtheir

team has presented. The third person from the team has presented. The third person from the negative teamnegative team

should give one reason for why they disagree with the othershould give one reason for why they disagree with the other

teams most recent statement, and summarize the reasons theirteams most recent statement, and summarize the reasons their

team has presented.team has presented.

Procedures:Procedures:

1) Review1) Review Managing the Mankoté Mangrove; Saint Lucia Case Managing the Mankoté Mangrove; Saint Lucia Case
Study.Study.

2) Explain debating structure to students.2) Explain debating structure to students.

3) Divide students into small groups of 3) Divide students into small groups of 2-3 students. Explain to2-3 students. Explain to

students that they will be debating topics students that they will be debating topics from the perspectivefrom the perspective

of stakeholder/user groups as they pertain to the of stakeholder/user groups as they pertain to the Case Study.Case Study.

Students will need to come up with their positions on the topicStudents will need to come up with their positions on the topic

as if they were a member of a specic user group of the Mankotéas if they were a member of a specic user group of the Mankoté

Mangrove.Mangrove.

4) Assign two groups (one will be 4) Assign two groups (one will be the afrmative, the other willthe afrmative, the other will

be the negative) to the be the negative) to the following statements and stakeholderfollowing statements and stakeholder

groups:groups:

“The private property around Mankoté Mangrove should be “The private property around Mankoté Mangrove should be con-con-

verted into a private golf course.verted into a private golf course.””

(Afrmative = Business operator / Negative = Scientist)(Afrmative = Business operator / Negative = Scientist)

“Charcoal harvesting should be banned from the Mankoté Man-“Charcoal harvesting should be banned from the Mankoté Man-

grove.”grove.”  

(Afrmative = Departm(Afrmative = Department of Fisheries ent of Fisheries / Negative = / Negative = AupiconAupicon

Charcoal and Agricultural Producers Group)Charcoal and Agricultural Producers Group)

“Mangroves should be eradicated.”“Mangroves should be eradicated.”  

(Afrmative = Local Residents / Negative = (Afrmative = Local Residents / Negative = Students)Students)

“Conservation of Mankoté Mangrove is only important “Conservation of Mankoté Mangrove is only important to char-to char-

coal harvesters.”coal harvesters.”

D.9. Activity 1: Stakeholder DebatesD.9. Activity 1: Stakeholder Debates



(Afrmative= Aupicon Charcoal and Agricultural Producers(Afrmative= Aupicon Charcoal and Agricultural Producers

Group / Negative = CANARI)Group / Negative = CANARI)

“Fish are the most important species in “Fish are the most important species in the mangrove.”the mangrove.”

(Afrmative = Fishers / Negative = Hunters)(Afrmative = Fishers / Negative = Hunters)Mangrove in Costa RicaMangrove in Costa Rica
Eco Preservation Society Blog. (2008). Costa Rica’s mysterious mangroves: a treasured andEco Preservation Society Blog. (2008). Costa Rica’s mysterious mangroves: a treasured and

exotic exotic habitat. habitat. Retrieved from: Retrieved from: ecopreseecopreservationsociety.rvationsociety.wordpress.com/wordpress.com/2008/02/13/co2008/02/13/costa-rica-sta-rica-
mysterious-mangroves-a-treasured-and-exotice-habitat/mysterious-mangroves-a-treasured-and-exotice-habitat/
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(*Note: T(*Note: Teachers and/or students may eachers and/or students may wish to come wish to come up withup with

other potential debate topic other potential debate topic statements.)statements.)

5) Give students 10 minutes to come up with their position on the5) Give students 10 minutes to come up with their position on the

topic. Students will need to come up with 2-3 reasons (one fortopic. Students will need to come up with 2-3 reasons (one for

each member of the team) for why they agree or disagree with theeach member of the team) for why they agree or disagree with the

statement. Reasons don’t need to be lengthy, but can be statement. Reasons don’t need to be lengthy, but can be simplesimpleone sentence statements.one sentence statements.

6) Have students stand-up and 6) Have students stand-up and debate the topics, taking turns pre-debate the topics, taking turns pre-

senting their topic statements, positions and reasons. Each studentsenting their topic statements, positions and reasons. Each student

should be given a maximum of 1-2 minutes to present his or hershould be given a maximum of 1-2 minutes to present his or her

position and rebuttal.position and rebuttal.

7) Once all topic statements have 7) Once all topic statements have been debated, debrief withbeen debated, debrief with

students about challenges of the exercise and wstudents about challenges of the exercise and what they learnedhat they learned

about the stakeholder/user groups of the Mankoté Mangrove.about the stakeholder/user groups of the Mankoté Mangrove.

Some suggested discussion questions include:Some suggested discussion questions include:

What did you enjoy What did you enjoy about this activity?about this activity?••

What were some of What were some of the challenges of this activity?the challenges of this activity?••

What did you learn about the stakeholder groups of theWhat did you learn about the stakeholder groups of the••
Mankoté Mangrove from this activity?Mankoté Mangrove from this activity?
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Objective:Objective:
Students will be able to Students will be able to generate a list of activities that impactgenerate a list of activities that impact

mangrove swamp ecosystems, as well as mangrove swamp ecosystems, as well as explore possible ac-explore possible ac-

tions they could take in tions they could take in regards to the conservation of mangroveregards to the conservation of mangrove

swamps.swamps.

Methods:Methods:
Students identify and evaluate activities that directly and indi-Students identify and evaluate activities that directly and indi-

rectly impact mangrove swamps and consider possible solutionsrectly impact mangrove swamps and consider possible solutions

to reducing these impacts. Then using creative methods such to reducing these impacts. Then using creative methods such asas

skits, songs, commercials, etc., students present this informationskits, songs, commercials, etc., students present this information

to fellow classmates.to fellow classmates.

Materials:Materials:
Recipe Cards (or rectangular cut out Recipe Cards (or rectangular cut out pieces of paper)pieces of paper)••
Pen per group of studentsPen per group of students••

Time:Time:
1-2 periods (approx. 1.5 hours)1-2 periods (approx. 1.5 hours)

Background:Background:
The purpose of this activity is to get students to:The purpose of this activity is to get students to:

a) Think about natural and human a) Think about natural and human activities that directly and indi-activities that directly and indi-

rectly impact biodiversity in the mangrove swamp ecosystem;rectly impact biodiversity in the mangrove swamp ecosystem;

b) Consider ways these impacts can b) Consider ways these impacts can be prevented or mitigated;be prevented or mitigated;

and toand to

c) Consider conservation activities that could take place to protectc) Consider conservation activities that could take place to protect

mangrove swamps for degradation.mangrove swamps for degradation.

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Review mangrove 1) Review mangrove swamp ecosystem biodiversity curriculum.swamp ecosystem biodiversity curriculum.

2) Ask students to brainstorm a list of human 2) Ask students to brainstorm a list of human activities thatactivities that

impact the health of mangrove swamp ecosystems. As studentsimpact the health of mangrove swamp ecosystems. As students

suggest activities, post their responses for them to review. Dividesuggest activities, post their responses for them to review. Divide

the list into two categories, direct impacts and the list into two categories, direct impacts and indirect impacts.indirect impacts.

Direct impacts include those activities that take place within theDirect impacts include those activities that take place within the

ecosystem that inuence it. An example of this would be ecosystem that inuence it. An example of this would be charcoalcharcoal

producers cutting mangroves for fuel wood. An indirect impactproducers cutting mangroves for fuel wood. An indirect impact

would be an activity that would be an activity that takes place outside the ecosystem thattakes place outside the ecosystem that

has the potential to inuence it. has the potential to inuence it. For example, driving cars burnFor example, driving cars burn

fossil fuels that emit greenhouse gases into the fossil fuels that emit greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.atmosphere.

Greenhouse gases contributed to climate change, resulting inGreenhouse gases contributed to climate change, resulting in

changes sea levels, which impacts the changes sea levels, which impacts the health of the mangrove.health of the mangrove.

Activities that directly impact the ecosystem may be easier forActivities that directly impact the ecosystem may be easier for

4) Next, on the top of individual recipe cards write out each of4) Next, on the top of individual recipe cards write out each of

the identied activities, one activity for each card.the identied activities, one activity for each card.

5) Divide students into small groups (2-4 5) Divide students into small groups (2-4 people per group).people per group).

6) Hand out one recipe card, with the identied activity listed on6) Hand out one recipe card, with the identied activity listed on

it, to each group.it, to each group.

7) Have students spend a 7) Have students spend a few moments discussing the activity onfew moments discussing the activity on

their recipe card. Have students answer the their recipe card. Have students answer the following questionsfollowing questions

and write down their answers on their recipe card.and write down their answers on their recipe card.

How does this activity impact the How does this activity impact the mangrove swampmangrove swamp••
ecosystem?ecosystem?

Who is involved in Who is involved in this activity?this activity?••
Can this impact be prevented or Can this impact be prevented or mitigated (lessened)? How?mitigated (lessened)? How?••
What conservation activities might need to take place toWhat conservation activities might need to take place to••
reduce the impact of this activity on reduce the impact of this activity on the mangrove swampthe mangrove swamp

ecosystem?ecosystem?

8) Once students have nished 8) Once students have nished discussing their activity and itsdiscussing their activity and its

impacts and have written down their answers on the recipe card,impacts and have written down their answers on the recipe card,

have students work together as a group to come up with somehave students work together as a group to come up with some

dramatic or artistic way of presenting this information to otherdramatic or artistic way of presenting this information to other

students. Students may wish to create a drawing, develop a briefstudents. Students may wish to create a drawing, develop a brief

skit, sing a short song, write a poem or commercial etc. Theskit, sing a short song, write a poem or commercial etc. The

objective of the presentation is for students to objective of the presentation is for students to identify the activ-identify the activ-

ityity, its impacts, and , its impacts, and things that can be done things that can be done to protect or conserveto protect or conserve

the environment. Students should aim to keep the environment. Students should aim to keep their presentationstheir presentations

brief 3-5 minutes max.brief 3-5 minutes max.

9) Have student groups present their 9) Have student groups present their creative presentations to thecreative presentations to the

class.class.

D.10. Activity 2: Making Mangroves MatterD.10. Activity 2: Making Mangroves Matter4040
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students to identify. Ystudents to identify. You may wou may wish to provide ish to provide helpful hints tohelpful hints to

encourage students to identify activities that encourage students to identify activities that indirectly impact theindirectly impact the

environment as well.environment as well.

3) Once a list of activities has been developed discuss with stu3) Once a list of activities has been developed discuss with stu--

dents the differences between the two categories of activities.dents the differences between the two categories of activities.
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E.1. IntroductionE.1. Introduction
Life is difcult in the Life is difcult in the Caribbean, if you are a Caribbean, if you are a tree. A numbetree. A number ofr of

conditions transpire to make it so. The conditions transpire to make it so. The islands are small and mostislands are small and most

are heavily populated. To meet the are heavily populated. To meet the needs of the needs of the region’region’s growings growing

population, forests are cleared to make way population, forests are cleared to make way for settlements andfor settlements and

agriculture, but loss of forest ecosystems produces unintendedagriculture, but loss of forest ecosystems produces unintended

consequences that often come at a cost to human welfare as wellconsequences that often come at a cost to human welfare as well
as to biodiversity. On top of disturbances caused by humans,as to biodiversity. On top of disturbances caused by humans,

forests must also cope with hurricanes, heavy forests must also cope with hurricanes, heavy rains, landslides,rains, landslides,

and the like.and the like.

The forests need to be protected and conserved; where they areThe forests need to be protected and conserved; where they are

not, deforestation typically leads to such impacts as soil not, deforestation typically leads to such impacts as soil erosion,erosion,

loss of habitat for wildlife, or loss of habitat for wildlife, or alterations in thealterations in the water balancewater balance

(ow of water in and out of a (ow of water in and out of a watershed). These can combine towatershed). These can combine to

make human habitation of an area make human habitation of an area very difcult, and sometimesvery difcult, and sometimes

impossible.impossible.

Among the Caribbean islands, the remaining forests cling to Among the Caribbean islands, the remaining forests cling to aa

perilous and tenuous existence because of past mismanagementperilous and tenuous existence because of past mismanagement

and increasingly high demands for benets derived from theseand increasingly high demands for benets derived from these

forests. The situation leaves very little room for error in forests. The situation leaves very little room for error in decisionsdecisions
affecting forest preservation and use.affecting forest preservation and use.

E.2. The Forests of the CaribbeanE.2. The Forests of the Caribbean
At present, the At present, the region’region’s forests cover s forests cover approximately six millionapproximately six million

hectares or 26% of its landhectares or 26% of its land11  and vary widely in and vary widely in composition.composition.

According to the terrestrial ecoregions of the world, According to the terrestrial ecoregions of the world, they canthey can

be generally classed as tropical and subtropical moist broadleafbe generally classed as tropical and subtropical moist broadleaf

forests, tropical and subtropical dry broadleaf forests, or tropicalforests, tropical and subtropical dry broadleaf forests, or tropical

and subtropical coniferous forests.and subtropical coniferous forests.

Tropical and subtropical moist forestsTropical and subtropical moist forests occur throughout the occur throughout the

Caribbean. They are classied according to the altitude they Caribbean. They are classied according to the altitude they areare

found (lowland to montane) and the found (lowland to montane) and the amount of precipitation theyamount of precipitation they
receive (wet to rainforest). Originally this forest type covered apreceive (wet to rainforest). Originally this forest type covered ap--

proximately 85% of Jamproximately 85% of Jamaica, 60% of aica, 60% of Hispaniola Island (DomiHispaniola Island (Dominini--

can Republic and Haiti), 85% of the Leeward Islands, 70 – 95%can Republic and Haiti), 85% of the Leeward Islands, 70 – 95%

of the Windward Islands, and of the Windward Islands, and 90% of Trinidad and Tobago90% of Trinidad and Tobago22..

Throughout the range of this forest Throughout the range of this forest type, the average annualtype, the average annual

rainfall varies between 750 milimetres to an astonishing 10,000rainfall varies between 750 milimetres to an astonishing 10,000

milimetres! This mind-boggmilimetres! This mind-boggling amount of rain has ling amount of rain has been recordbeen record--

ed in the interior highlands of ed in the interior highlands of Dominica, one of the WindwardDominica, one of the Windward

Islands. These islands feature some of the most Islands. These islands feature some of the most biologically richbiologically rich

and diverse moist forests within the Caribbean because their and diverse moist forests within the Caribbean because their rugrug--

ged terrain not ged terrain not only intercepts moisture-laden Atlantionly intercepts moisture-laden Atlantic air c air masses,masses,

it inhibits human development.it inhibits human development.

Tropical and subtropical dry forestsTropical and subtropical dry forests also exist throughout also exist throughout

Tropical and subtropical coniferous forestsTropical and subtropical coniferous forests are the most are the most

restricted of forest types within the region, occurring primarilyrestricted of forest types within the region, occurring primarily

in Cuba and Hispaniola Island. On the latter island, this type ofin Cuba and Hispaniola Island. On the latter island, this type of

forest occupies about 15% of the land, either on the lower slopesforest occupies about 15% of the land, either on the lower slopes

of mountains (850 – 2200 of mountains (850 – 2200 metres elevation) or on relatively atmetres elevation) or on relatively at

areas higher up (2100 – areas higher up (2100 – 3175 metres elevation). As such, they3175 metres elevation). As such, they

constitute the only forest type to exist constitute the only forest type to exist above 2500 metres.above 2500 metres.

Not surprisinglyNot surprisingly, each , each forest type requires specic forest type requires specic managementmanagement

strategies, and these must be crafted with strategies, and these must be crafted with care. Because of thecare. Because of the

small size and steep slopes of small size and steep slopes of the Caribbean islands, many forestthe Caribbean islands, many forest
types may only be found in a small area, which presents an addedtypes may only be found in a small area, which presents an added

challenge for forest management.challenge for forest management.

E.2.a Dry Limestone ForestsE.2.a Dry Limestone Forests
Dry limestone forestsDry limestone forests form a large part of  form a large part of many of the Caribbeanmany of the Caribbean

island ecosystems. These dry forests are found in island ecosystems. These dry forests are found in the rain shadowthe rain shadow

of mountains and along coastlines where soils are of mountains and along coastlines where soils are often poor,often poor,

and typically receive less and typically receive less than 1000 milimetres of than 1000 milimetres of rain annuallyrain annually..

The tree canopy is usually low (8 – 12 metres or 20 The tree canopy is usually low (8 – 12 metres or 20 - 35 feet),- 35 feet),

and the trees themselves are spindly and and the trees themselves are spindly and slow-growing due to theslow-growing due to the

lack of rainfall. During the dry lack of rainfall. During the dry season, which normally lasts fromseason, which normally lasts from

December to July, some trees will drop their leaves to December to July, some trees will drop their leaves to better surbetter sur--

vive long periods without rain. Other vive long periods without rain. Other plants have water storageplants have water storage
structures, such as thick trunks and structures, such as thick trunks and waxy coatings on their leaves,waxy coatings on their leaves,

trunks, and branches, which help trunks, and branches, which help keep moisture in. The forestkeep moisture in. The forest

canopy is largely evergreen, dominated by Gymnanthes lucidacanopy is largely evergreen, dominated by Gymnanthes lucida

(( Euphorbiaceae Euphorbiaceae) in areas of ) in areas of limestone soil, while the emergentlimestone soil, while the emergent

layer is more deciduous. Thick growths of layer is more deciduous. Thick growths of climbers, vines, andclimbers, vines, and

strangler gs are sometimes found where more soil strangler gs are sometimes found where more soil is present.is present.

These forests and scrublands are important habitats for manyThese forests and scrublands are important habitats for many

unique bird and unique bird and plant species. Wander through these forests andplant species. Wander through these forests and

you’ll come across a variety of you’ll come across a variety of species adapted to the dry species adapted to the dry terrain,terrain,

including iguanas, butteries, and including iguanas, butteries, and hummingbirds. Thorny treehummingbirds. Thorny tree

species such as acacias and logwood species such as acacias and logwood are common., Tallare common., Tall, upright, upright

cactus and thatch palms — cactus and thatch palms — as well as agaves, which are attracas well as agaves, which are attrac--

tive to orioles and hummingbirds — grow tive to orioles and hummingbirds — grow in clear, unshelteredin clear, unsheltered
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AnAn ecoregionecoregion is a “relatively large unit of land containing is a “relatively large unit of land containing

distinct assemblage of natural communities and species,distinct assemblage of natural communities and species,

with boundaries that approximate the original extent ofwith boundaries that approximate the original extent of

natural communities prior to major land use change.”natural communities prior to major land use change.” 44 NotNot

only do ecoregions provide a useful tool for classifying com-only do ecoregions provide a useful tool for classifying com-

munities of species and their environment, but they also munities of species and their environment, but they also cancan

be applied to the preservation and conservation of biodi-be applied to the preservation and conservation of biodi-

versity.versity.
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the entire Caribbean but not nearly the entire Caribbean but not nearly to the same extent. Theyto the same extent. They

once covered 15% of Jamaica, 20% of Hispaniola Island, 5% ofonce covered 15% of Jamaica, 20% of Hispaniola Island, 5% of

Trinidad and TTrinidad and Tobago, and very small portions of obago, and very small portions of the Leeward andthe Leeward and

Windward IslandsWindward Islands33. These forests are typically found between. These forests are typically found between

the coasts and the mountains, where the coasts and the mountains, where the average annual rainfallthe average annual rainfall

rarely exceeds 1250 rarely exceeds 1250 milimetres.milimetres.

g gg g

areas. White-crowned pigeons, Caribbean doves, parakeets, humareas. White-crowned pigeons, Caribbean doves, parakeets, hum--
mingbirds, vireos, and warblers are found year-round. In mingbirds, vireos, and warblers are found year-round. In Jamaica,Jamaica,

the endangered Jamaican iguana is restricted to dry forests in the endangered Jamaican iguana is restricted to dry forests in thethe

Hellshire Hills outside Kingston. An endemic tree frog and theHellshire Hills outside Kingston. An endemic tree frog and the

Jamaican boa (Jamaican boa ( Epicrates subavus Epicrates subavus) are also restricted to these ) are also restricted to these drydry

forests.forests.

    

The machineel tree (The machineel tree ( Hippomane manicella Hippomane manicella) is widespread) is widespread

throughout the Caribbean. It thrives in dry throughout the Caribbean. It thrives in dry regions close to theregions close to the

shore. The sap of this tree is highly irritating to the skin, and soshore. The sap of this tree is highly irritating to the skin, and so

toxic that native populations used it to coat the tips of their poitoxic that native populations used it to coat the tips of their poi--

son arrows. Iguanas happily eat its son arrows. Iguanas happily eat its fruits but they are poisonousfruits but they are poisonous

to people. Even rainwater that passes to people. Even rainwater that passes over the tree’s leaves canover the tree’s leaves can

irritate the skin.irritate the skin.

E.3. Tropical RainforestsE.3. Tropical Rainforests
The term rainforest is a very The term rainforest is a very imprecise. Most attempts to deneimprecise. Most attempts to dene

it have relied upon the it have relied upon the amount of rainfall. Unfortunatelyamount of rainfall. Unfortunately, there is, there is

no consensus as to what that amount should be. The lowest limitno consensus as to what that amount should be. The lowest limit

for the average annual rainfall is 1000 for the average annual rainfall is 1000 milimetres; the highest ismilimetres; the highest is

4000 milimetres. What is not in dispute is 4000 milimetres. What is not in dispute is where rainforests arewhere rainforests are

found: between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn.found: between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn.

In other words, near In other words, near the Equator. the Equator. Also not in question is Also not in question is that rainthat rain--

forests clearly belong to the tropical moist broadleaf forest typeforests clearly belong to the tropical moist broadleaf forest type

within the Caribbean region.within the Caribbean region.

A tropical rainforest has more kinds of trees than any A tropical rainforest has more kinds of trees than any other forestother forest

type in the world. In fact, 70% of the plants in rainforests aretype in the world. In fact, 70% of the plants in rainforests are

trees.trees.

E.3.a. Cloud ForestsE.3.a. Cloud Forests
Tropical montane cloud (or mist) forestsTropical montane cloud (or mist) forests are a rare type of are a rare type of

mountain forest found in tropical areas where local climatic conmountain forest found in tropical areas where local climatic con--

ditions cause cloud and mist to ditions cause cloud and mist to be regularly in contact with thebe regularly in contact with the

forest vegetation. They are a subtype of forest vegetation. They are a subtype of the tropical and subtropithe tropical and subtropi--
cal moist forests.cal moist forests.

E.4. Structure of a ForestE.4. Structure of a Forest
GenerallyGenerally, forests can be , forests can be thought of as having ve thought of as having ve distinct layers:distinct layers:

overstory (emergent), canopy, understory, shrub layer, overstory (emergent), canopy, understory, shrub layer,  and and

forest oorforest oor. Each layer has its own unique assemblage of plant. Each layer has its own unique assemblage of plant

and animal species. The overstory refers to the and animal species. The overstory refers to the crowns of thecrowns of the

emergent trees which tower above the canopy of emergent trees which tower above the canopy of the other trees.the other trees.
These trees can attain heights of 30 metres or more. The roof ofThese trees can attain heights of 30 metres or more. The roof of

the forest or canopy is formed by the branches and foliage of thethe forest or canopy is formed by the branches and foliage of the

closely-packed trees. The understory consists of more widely-closely-packed trees. The understory consists of more widely-

spaced and smaller tree species as well spaced and smaller tree species as well as regenerating canopyas regenerating canopy

and overstory species. It is shielded from and overstory species. It is shielded from harsh, intense sunlight,harsh, intense sunlight,

drying winds, and heavy rainfall. drying winds, and heavy rainfall. Still youngerStill younger, juvenile trees, juvenile trees

and shrubs make up the next layer while the forest oor is covand shrubs make up the next layer while the forest oor is cov--

ered with litter from the canopy above, along with owers, ferns,ered with litter from the canopy above, along with owers, ferns,

fungi, and mosses.fungi, and mosses.

Among the Leeward and Windward IsAmong the Leeward and Windward Is--

lands, where the rainforest is relativelylands, where the rainforest is relatively

undisturbed, the overstory or undisturbed, the overstory or emergentemergent

layer consists largely of the gommierlayer consists largely of the gommier

(( Dacryodes excelsa Dacryodes excelsa). On the latter). On the latter

islands, the gommier tree is frequentlyislands, the gommier tree is frequently

found in association with bois rougefound in association with bois rouge

(( Amanoa caribaea Amanoa caribaea) and bois côte () and bois côte (TTa-a-

 pura antillana pura antillana) which form the ) which form the canopycanopy..

Understory species may include boisUnderstory species may include bois

de ferre (de ferre ( Licania termatensis Licania termatensis) and the) and the

swizzle stick tree (swizzle stick tree (Quararibea tur-Quararibea tur-

binatebinate).).

Flying over the seemingly closedFlying over the seemingly closed

canopy of the rainforest or standingcanopy of the rainforest or standing

below it, it seems that the limbs of thebelow it, it seems that the limbs of the

individual trees interlock and touch,individual trees interlock and touch,
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Examples of Caribbean Cloud ForestsExamples of Caribbean Cloud Forests

Nevis Peak (St. Kitts)Nevis Peak (St. Kitts)••

Blue & John Crow Mountains National ParkBlue & John Crow Mountains National Park••

(Jamaica)(Jamaica)

Santa Elena & Monteverde Cloud ForestsSanta Elena & Monteverde Cloud Forests•• (Costa Rica)(Costa Rica)

For videos links about Cloud Forests visit:For videos links about Cloud Forests visit:

video.google.com/videosearch?client=safari&rlsvideo.google.com/videosearch?client=safari&rls

=en-us&q=Cloud+Forests+Costa+Rica&ie=UT=en-us&q=Cloud+Forests+Costa+Rica&ie=UT

F-8&oe=UTF-8&um=1&sa=X&oi=video_result_F-8&oe=UTF-8&um=1&sa=X&oi=video_result_

group&resnum=4&ct=title#group&resnum=4&ct=title#

http://video.google.com/videosearch?client=safari&rls=en-us&q=Cloud+Forests+Costa+Rica&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&um=1&sa=X&oi=video_result_group&resnum=4&ct=title#
http://video.google.com/videosearch?client=safari&rls=en-us&q=Cloud+Forests+Costa+Rica&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&um=1&sa=X&oi=video_result_group&resnum=4&ct=title#
http://video.google.com/videosearch?client=safari&rls=en-us&q=Cloud+Forests+Costa+Rica&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&um=1&sa=X&oi=video_result_group&resnum=4&ct=title#
http://video.google.com/videosearch?client=safari&rls=en-us&q=Cloud+Forests+Costa+Rica&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&um=1&sa=X&oi=video_result_group&resnum=4&ct=title#
http://video.google.com/videosearch?client=safari&rls=en-us&q=Cloud+Forests+Costa+Rica&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&um=1&sa=X&oi=video_result_group&resnum=4&ct=title#


but that is not the case. Instead, thebut that is not the case. Instead, the
limbs remain separated from each otherlimbs remain separated from each other

by a metre or so. Scientists think thatby a metre or so. Scientists think that

perhaps this is an adaptation to perhaps this is an adaptation to stop orstop or

slow the spread of slow the spread of infestations frominfestations from

caterpillars or diseases.caterpillars or diseases.
Tree ferns in the cloud forest of Tree ferns in the cloud forest of the Blue and John Crow Mountains National Park of Jamaicathe Blue and John Crow Mountains National Park of Jamaica

Photo supplied by: Rick Searle Photo supplied by: Rick Searle (EKOS Communications, Inc.)(EKOS Communications, Inc.)

    

While this phenomenon is intriguing, the canopy presents otherWhile this phenomenon is intriguing, the canopy presents other

equally impressive wonders. Consider the billions of leavesequally impressive wonders. Consider the billions of leaves

overhead. Each acts somewhat like a overhead. Each acts somewhat like a micro-solar panel, gatheringmicro-solar panel, gathering

in the sun’s energy to power the photosynthesis process, in in the sun’s energy to power the photosynthesis process, in whichwhich

carbon dioxide and water are carbon dioxide and water are converted into oxygen and simpleconverted into oxygen and simple

sugars. The former is given off into the sugars. The former is given off into the atmosphere while theatmosphere while the

latter are used for the tree’s growth. Because there are latter are used for the tree’s growth. Because there are so manyso many
leaves, the rate of photosynthesis is very leaves, the rate of photosynthesis is very high, resulting in anhigh, resulting in an

abundance of fruits, seeds, and owers which, in turn, attract andabundance of fruits, seeds, and owers which, in turn, attract and

support a large diversity of animals.support a large diversity of animals.

E.5. DeforestationE.5. Deforestation
The Caribbean is one The Caribbean is one of the world’s “biodiversity hotspots”,of the world’s “biodiversity hotspots”,

retaining just over 10% of its retaining just over 10% of its original forest coveroriginal forest cover55. . High rHigh rates ates ofof

deforestationdeforestation within the region has  within the region has raised alarm among conserraised alarm among conser--
vationists around the world.vationists around the world.

OriginallyOriginally, the , the tropical and subtropical moist broadleaf foreststropical and subtropical moist broadleaf forests

covered 85% of Jamaica. By 1983, this had been reduced to justcovered 85% of Jamaica. By 1983, this had been reduced to just

over 6%over 6%

66

. . In the Dominican In the Dominican Republic and Haiti, tRepublic and Haiti, this forest typehis forest typehas shrunk from around 60% has shrunk from around 60% to less than 15% at to less than 15% at present. Amongpresent. Among

the Leeward and Windward Islands as well as the Leeward and Windward Islands as well as in Trinidad andin Trinidad and

TobTobago, tropical ago, tropical forests are shrinking.forests are shrinking.

Tropical and subtropical dry broadleaf forests have been hit evenTropical and subtropical dry broadleaf forests have been hit even

worse. In Jamaica, they are worse. In Jamaica, they are practically non-existent, despite havpractically non-existent, despite hav--

ing once covered 15% of the island. On Hisponiola Island, thising once covered 15% of the island. On Hisponiola Island, this

forest type has been reduced from over 20% to less than 8% offorest type has been reduced from over 20% to less than 8% of

the land. Among the Leeward and Windward Islands as well as the land. Among the Leeward and Windward Islands as well as inin

Trinidad and TobTrinidad and Tobago, the ago, the dry forests have dry forests have been practically wipedbeen practically wiped

out. Only tiny fragments remain.out. Only tiny fragments remain.

Meanwhile, the tropical and subtropical coniferous forests of theMeanwhile, the tropical and subtropical coniferous forests of the

Dominican Republic and Haiti Dominican Republic and Haiti also continue to also continue to rapidly disappearrapidly disappear..
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Tropical Rainforests of the WorldTropical Rainforests of the World
Rainforest cover by biogeographical realmRainforest cover by biogeographical realm

RReeaallmm %  %  sshhaarree

of worldof world

rainforestrainforest

covercover

MillionsMillions

squaresquare

milesmiles

MillionMillion

hectareshectares

Ethiopian/Ethiopian/
AfrotropicalAfrotropical

3300 ..7722 118877..55

AustralasianAustralasian 99 ..2222 5566..33

Oriental orOriental or
IndomalayanIndomalayan

1166 ..3399 110000..00

NNeeoottrrooppiiccaall 4455 11..0088 228811..22

TToottaall 22..4411 662255..00

ButlerButler, R. A. , R. A. (2009). Tropical rainforests: world (2009). Tropical rainforests: world rainforests.rainforests.
 Retrieved  Retrieved from: rainforests.mongabay.com/from: rainforests.mongabay.com/0101.htm0101.htm
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The deforestation noted above results from natural and humanThe deforestation noted above results from natural and human

causes. Earthquakes, volcanic activity, tsunamis, and hurricanescauses. Earthquakes, volcanic activity, tsunamis, and hurricanes

have all had an have all had an impact on the region’s forests at one time orimpact on the region’s forests at one time or

another; however, hurricanes are widely believed to have theanother; however, hurricanes are widely believed to have the

greatest impact. Since 1886, the Caribbean islands have greatest impact. Since 1886, the Caribbean islands have borneborne

the brunt of approximately 1060 tropical storms, many of the brunt of approximately 1060 tropical storms, many of whichwhich

attained hurricane strength, with wind speeds in excess attained hurricane strength, with wind speeds in excess of 118of 118kilometres per hourkilometres per hour77..   When a hurricane passes over an island,When a hurricane passes over an island,

there is generally severe damage to terrestrial ecosystems as wellthere is generally severe damage to terrestrial ecosystems as well

as to human settlements. When Hurricane David struck Domias to human settlements. When Hurricane David struck Domi--
nica in 1979 with wind speeds up to 92 nica in 1979 with wind speeds up to 92 kilometres per hourkilometres per hour,,

approximately three million trees were killedapproximately three million trees were killed88. These effects. These effects

are produced principally by erce winds that are produced principally by erce winds that come successivelycome successively

from opposite directions, by ying debris, or from opposite directions, by ying debris, or by storm surges ofby storm surges of

ood waters in coastal areas. The ood waters in coastal areas. The accompanying intense rainfallaccompanying intense rainfall

saturates the ground, softening it, causing the saturates the ground, softening it, causing the roots to have lessroots to have lessof a rm hold, of a rm hold, while simultaneously making the canopy heavierwhile simultaneously making the canopy heavier

and the trees top-heavyand the trees top-heavy99..  Combined wind and rain strip trees Combined wind and rain strip trees ofof

foliage or blow them down.foliage or blow them down.

As destructive as they are, As destructive as they are, natural processes typically inictnatural processes typically inict

relatively short-term damage on species and relatively short-term damage on species and ecosystems. Witecosystems. Withinhin

14 months after the passing of 14 months after the passing of Hurricane Gilbert over JamaicaHurricane Gilbert over Jamaica

in 1988, many tree species had produced new leafy crowns thatin 1988, many tree species had produced new leafy crowns that

hid their broken branches. Only seven weeks after a lashing byhid their broken branches. Only seven weeks after a lashing by

Hurricane Hugo in 1989, the trees of Puerto Rico had prettyHurricane Hugo in 1989, the trees of Puerto Rico had pretty

much replaced all of their stripped branches with much replaced all of their stripped branches with new leavesnew leaves1010..

Hurricanes can even stimulate new growth within ecosystems,Hurricanes can even stimulate new growth within ecosystems,

such as mangroves, coastal estuaries, lagoons, and such as mangroves, coastal estuaries, lagoons, and even forests.even forests.

Natural forces, no matter how destructive, rarely convert forestNatural forces, no matter how destructive, rarely convert forest

land to non-forest land over the land to non-forest land over the long-term; hence, their deforestalong-term; hence, their deforesta--
tion effects are very short-lived. This is not the tion effects are very short-lived. This is not the case with humancase with human

impacts.impacts.

Large-scale disruption of Caribbean forests began with the arrivalLarge-scale disruption of Caribbean forests began with the arrival

of Europeans in the late 1400s and has rapidly escalated in recentof Europeans in the late 1400s and has rapidly escalated in recent

times. Initiallytimes. Initially, the , the forests were harvested selectively for forests were harvested selectively for nene

woods for export, as well as for rewood. But the woods for export, as well as for rewood. But the population waspopulation was

small, and the demand for small, and the demand for wood was quite low. Inland forests,wood was quite low. Inland forests,

because they were not near because they were not near the growing coastal communities,the growing coastal communities,

remained largely untouched. The plantation period brought remained largely untouched. The plantation period brought slaveslave

labour, allowing forest lands to be extensively cleared, whichlabour, allowing forest lands to be extensively cleared, which

resulted in soil erosion and changes in resulted in soil erosion and changes in water quality and quantity.water quality and quantity.

As early as 1721, As early as 1721, deforestation was enough of a concern deforestation was enough of a concern in Antiin Anti--

gua that forest conservation legislation was draftedgua that forest conservation legislation was drafted1111. Fortunately. Fortunately

for the forest ecosystems and the species that depend on them, anfor the forest ecosystems and the species that depend on them, an

economic collapseconomic collapse followed e followed and the plantationand the plantations were abandoned.s were abandoned.

With the passage of time, the forests began to With the passage of time, the forests began to reclaim many ofreclaim many of

the cleared areas, except where the land had been too severelythe cleared areas, except where the land had been too severely

degraded. Even today, scrubs are all that have managed to degraded. Even today, scrubs are all that have managed to replacereplace

the forests that once stood on some tracts of land.the forests that once stood on some tracts of land.

It is worth noting that, in general, forests in humid life zonesIt is worth noting that, in general, forests in humid life zones

recover much more quickly than those in very dry or wet liferecover much more quickly than those in very dry or wet life

zoneszones1212. . At these two extremes, vegetatAt these two extremes, vegetation such as trees are moreion such as trees are more

challenged to become established and to survive. This explainschallenged to become established and to survive. This explains

why islands with dry climates, such why islands with dry climates, such as Antigua, Barbuda, andas Antigua, Barbuda, and

Barbados, have a lower Barbados, have a lower potential for forest regeneration ofpotential for forest regeneration of

cutover areas than humid climate islands such as cutover areas than humid climate islands such as Dominica, St.Dominica, St.
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Lignum vitae: The Tree of LifeLignum vitae: The Tree of Life

A well-known tree that is characteristic of this dry forestA well-known tree that is characteristic of this dry forest

ecosystem is the lignum vitae (ecosystem is the lignum vitae (Guiacum ofcinaleGuiacum ofcinale), or tree), or tree

of life. This slow-growing tree, with its lovely blue owersof life. This slow-growing tree, with its lovely blue owers

and incredibly hard wood, was rst noted by Christopherand incredibly hard wood, was rst noted by Christopher

Columbus in Jamaica. It is thought that the name was adColumbus in Jamaica. It is thought that the name was ad--
opted because of its medicinal qualities – the opted because of its medicinal qualities – the sap was used tosap was used to

treat syphilis and other diseases. Other common names aretreat syphilis and other diseases. Other common names are

palo santo, holy wood, greenheart, and ironwood. The ligpalo santo, holy wood, greenheart, and ironwood. The lig--

num vitae is the national ower of Jamaica and the nationalnum vitae is the national ower of Jamaica and the national

tree of the Bahamas. The wood of tree of the Bahamas. The wood of lignum vitae sinks in walignum vitae sinks in wa--

ter, and is the most dense of any known wood. (On the Jankater, and is the most dense of any known wood. (On the Janka

Scale of Hardness, which measures the relative density ofScale of Hardness, which measures the relative density of

various types of wood, lignum vitae ranks highest, with avarious types of wood, lignum vitae ranks highest, with a

Janka hardness of 4500. (Compare this with hickory at 1820,Janka hardness of 4500. (Compare this with hickory at 1820,

red oak at 1290, and yellow pine at 690.) The wood is self-red oak at 1290, and yellow pine at 690.) The wood is self-

lubricating and harder than brass, making it very popular forlubricating and harder than brass, making it very popular for

use in ball bearings and use in ball bearings and propellers. For centuries, lignum vipropellers. For centuries, lignum vi--

tae was used for propeller-shaft bearings in nearly all shipstae was used for propeller-shaft bearings in nearly all ships

worldwide and in some submarines These bearings rarelyworldwide and in some submarines These bearings rarely

D’Asign Source Botanicals. (2006). Plant list: tropical.D’Asign Source Botanicals. (2006). Plant list: tropical.
Retrieved from: Retrieved from: dasignsourcebotanicals.comdasignsourcebotanicals.com/plant_list.cfm?id=tropical/plant_list.cfm?id=tropical



Kitts or Saint Lucia.Kitts or Saint Lucia.

Following the economic collapse of the colonial plantations andFollowing the economic collapse of the colonial plantations and

the abolishment of slavery, people began to live inland among thethe abolishment of slavery, people began to live inland among the

mountains. Tmountains. To support themselves, many o support themselves, many turned to agriculture,turned to agriculture,

which required the clearing of patches within the which required the clearing of patches within the forest. By theforest. By the

early 1900s, the growing human early 1900s, the growing human population both in the mountainspopulation both in the mountains

worldwide, and in some submarines. These bearings rarelyworldwide, and in some submarines. These bearings rarely

required replacement, despite the severity of typical marinerequired replacement, despite the severity of typical marine

weather conditions. Due to this demand, the tree was heavilyweather conditions. Due to this demand, the tree was heavily

over-harvested from Jamaica and other Caribbean islands. Itover-harvested from Jamaica and other Caribbean islands. It

is still listed as a potentially endangered species by CITESis still listed as a potentially endangered species by CITES

(the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Spe(the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Spe--

cies of Wild Fauna and Flora).cies of Wild Fauna and Flora).

    

and on the coasts made far greater demands on the forests forand on the coasts made far greater demands on the forests for

rewood and for export. The rewood and for export. The forests were rapidly depleted andforests were rapidly depleted and

many islands became net importers of wood, when once theymany islands became net importers of wood, when once they

had been net exporters. For had been net exporters. For example, in the 1930s, Saint example, in the 1930s, Saint Lucia’Lucia’ss

wood exports were worth 2.5 times more than its wood imports,wood exports were worth 2.5 times more than its wood imports,

but by the late 1970s, the ow had reversed. In but by the late 1970s, the ow had reversed. In fact, its importsfact, its imports

were more than 259 times the value of its exportswere more than 259 times the value of its exports1313..

Commencing in the late 1940s, deforestation rapidly accelerCommencing in the late 1940s, deforestation rapidly acceler--
ated as an ever-growing human population now ated as an ever-growing human population now began to applybegan to apply

modern machines to land-clearing for modern machines to land-clearing for settlements, agriculture,settlements, agriculture,

mining, timber harvesting, and mining, timber harvesting, and other developments. Throughoutother developments. Throughout

the Caribbean, the rate of deforestation is very high. By the mid-the Caribbean, the rate of deforestation is very high. By the mid-

1990s, Jamaica claimed the dubious honour of 1990s, Jamaica claimed the dubious honour of having the highesthaving the highest

rates of deforestationrates of deforestation1414. . In 1997, the Food and In 1997, the Food and Agriculture OrgaAgriculture Orga--

nization of the United Nations estimated deforestation rates fornization of the United Nations estimated deforestation rates for

the region to be anywhere between 0.8 per cent to 7.2 the region to be anywhere between 0.8 per cent to 7.2 per cent.per cent.

Deforestation comes at a Deforestation comes at a terrible cost to the terrible cost to the region’region’s biodiversitys biodiversity

and to human well-being. The destruction of and to human well-being. The destruction of forests destroysforests destroys

critical habitat for countless species of plants and animals. Ascritical habitat for countless species of plants and animals. As

explained in Unit 1, explained in Unit 1, the myriad of species and ecosystems thatthe myriad of species and ecosystems that

share the planet with us have value in and of themselves, quiteshare the planet with us have value in and of themselves, quite

apart from any use we may or may not derive from them. Theapart from any use we may or may not derive from them. The

WWorld Commission on orld Commission on the Environment and Dthe Environment and Development alsoevelopment also
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Some of the ecological services provided by tropical forests:Some of the ecological services provided by tropical forests:
Climate regulation:Climate regulation:•• forests take up and hold some of the excess carbon dioxide (COforests take up and hold some of the excess carbon dioxide (CO

22
) that human activity puts into the air. A) that human activity puts into the air. A

whopping 400 tonnes of thiswhopping 400 tonnes of this greenhouse gasgreenhouse gas can be absorbed by one hectare of mature rainforest each year! can be absorbed by one hectare of mature rainforest each year!

Water regulation and purifcation:Water regulation and purifcation:•• Forests act like large sponges, holding water that Forests act like large sponges, holding water that would otherwise run rapidly downwould otherwise run rapidly down

slopes and into rivers and cause slopes and into rivers and cause erosion, landslides or oods. Water slowly cycled through a forest is naturally-cleansed.erosion, landslides or oods. Water slowly cycled through a forest is naturally-cleansed.

Soil formation:Soil formation:•• Through the action of living vegetation on Through the action of living vegetation on bedrock, soil is formed. Organic materials such as leaves,bedrock, soil is formed. Organic materials such as leaves,

branches, and bark from trees and shrubs enrich the soil branches, and bark from trees and shrubs enrich the soil as they decompose. The root systems anchor the soil and prevent itas they decompose. The root systems anchor the soil and prevent it

from being washed away by heavy rains.from being washed away by heavy rains.

 Biological pest control: Biological pest control:•• Forests are home to countless natural predators such as birds, wasps, and spiders, which prey on pestForests are home to countless natural predators such as birds, wasps, and spiders, which prey on pest

species that plague crops and plantations.species that plague crops and plantations.

 Provision of timber products: Provision of timber products:•• Trees may be harvested so their wood Trees may be harvested so their wood can be used for can be used for construction of homes and other buildconstruction of homes and other build--

ings or used in ings or used in manufacturing items such as ne furniture.manufacturing items such as ne furniture.

 Provision of medicinal compounds: Provision of medicinal compounds:•• Tropical forests are vast storehouses of raw materials for modern medicines. The totalTropical forests are vast storehouses of raw materials for modern medicines. The total

number of plant-derived products in modern medicines amounts to several thousand, with number of plant-derived products in modern medicines amounts to several thousand, with many more yet to be many more yet to be discovered.discovered.

 Recreational/tourism purposes: Recreational/tourism purposes:•• Nature-based tourism is one of the Nature-based tourism is one of the fastest growing sectors in the region, with fastest growing sectors in the region, with the opportuthe opportu--
nity to experience tropical forests a prime attraction.nity to experience tropical forests a prime attraction.



noted that there were powerful ethical, aesthetic, scientic, andnoted that there were powerful ethical, aesthetic, scientic, and
economic reasons to protect economic reasons to protect and conserve biodiversity. “Conserand conserve biodiversity. “Conser--

vation of living natural resources – plants, vation of living natural resources – plants, animals, and micro-animals, and micro-

organisms, and the non-living elements of the environment onorganisms, and the non-living elements of the environment on

which they depend – which they depend – is crucial for development,” it declared.is crucial for development,” it declared.

“The challenge facing nations today is no “The challenge facing nations today is no longer deciding whethlonger deciding wheth--

er conservation is a good idea, but rather how it can be impleer conservation is a good idea, but rather how it can be imple--
Wild Ginger Lily found in tropical forestWild Ginger Lily found in tropical forest

Photo supplied by: Ministry of Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)

    

mented in the national interest and within the mented in the national interest and within the means available inmeans available in

each country.”each country.”1515   In particularIn particular, the commissioners drew at, the commissioners drew attentiontention

to the countless ecological services performed by natural ecosysto the countless ecological services performed by natural ecosys--

tems such as stabilization of climate, protection of watershedstems such as stabilization of climate, protection of watersheds

and soil, and the provision of nursing and breeding grounds forand soil, and the provision of nursing and breeding grounds for
sh and other food sources.sh and other food sources.

E.6. Conservation, Protection andE.6. Conservation, Protection and
Restoration of Tropical ForestsRestoration of Tropical Forests
Although the Caribbean tropical rainforests continue to decline,Although the Caribbean tropical rainforests continue to decline,

there are some hopeful signs of there are some hopeful signs of positive change. The governmentpositive change. The government

of Trinidad and Tobago structured its rst forest policy of Trinidad and Tobago structured its rst forest policy in 1942,in 1942,

and since then has revised and since then has revised it several times, most recently in 2003,it several times, most recently in 2003,

to meet important environmental and social goals. In 2004, to meet important environmental and social goals. In 2004, thethe

government of the Dominican Republic embarked upon a government of the Dominican Republic embarked upon a plan toplan to

achieve sustainable forest management, which included actions toachieve sustainable forest management, which included actions to

foster restoration of critical areas for conservation and productivefoster restoration of critical areas for conservation and productive

and conservation of biodiversity as fundamental to sustainableand conservation of biodiversity as fundamental to sustainable

development and to the quality of life for people of the region.development and to the quality of life for people of the region.

Demonstrating some leadership within the region, the OrgaDemonstrating some leadership within the region, the Orga--
nization of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) developed thenization of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) developed the

St. George’s Declaration of St. George’s Declaration of Principles for EnvironmentalPrinciples for Environmental

SustainabilitySustainability in 1999. The declaration was updated in 2006. in 1999. The declaration was updated in 2006.
In its preamble, the declaration states that the In its preamble, the declaration states that the OECS is “rmlyOECS is “rmly

convinced that the well-being of humanity depends upon convinced that the well-being of humanity depends upon preservpreserv--

ing a healthy environment with all its ing a healthy environment with all its ecological systems, a richecological systems, a rich

variety of plants and animals, fertile soils, pure variety of plants and animals, fertile soils, pure water and cleanwater and clean

air, and that the peoples of the air, and that the peoples of the Member States are entitled to aMember States are entitled to a

healthy and productive life in harmony with healthy and productive life in harmony with naturenature 1717.”.”

The most concrete way of The most concrete way of protecting and conserving tropicalprotecting and conserving tropical

forests and their native biodiversity is through the establishmentforests and their native biodiversity is through the establishment

and management of protected areas. In 2004, Cuba proposed toand management of protected areas. In 2004, Cuba proposed to

add nine new protected areas to add nine new protected areas to its system, which are regulated,its system, which are regulated,

controlled and monitored under the National System of Protectedcontrolled and monitored under the National System of Protected

Areas.Areas.

Recognizing the critical role of protected areas in meeting theRecognizing the critical role of protected areas in meeting the

St. George’s Declaration of Principles for Environmental SusSt. George’s Declaration of Principles for Environmental Sus--

tainabilitytainability, the OECS , the OECS commissioned work to draft policy andcommissioned work to draft policy and

legislation to guide the development of a legislation to guide the development of a more effective protectedmore effective protected

area system across its Member States. The nal area system across its Member States. The nal report of thisreport of this

work carried out under the work carried out under the auspices of the OECS auspices of the OECS Protected AreasProtected Areas

and Associated Livelihood Project was completed in and Associated Livelihood Project was completed in SeptemberSeptember

of 2008. The proposed act will seek to achieve the followingof 2008. The proposed act will seek to achieve the following

purposes:purposes:

Support the long-term growth and sustainable developmentSupport the long-term growth and sustainable development••
of each country in of each country in business, tourism, recreation, education,business, tourism, recreation, education,

and scientic researchand scientic research

Provide for the Provide for the sustainability of biodiversitysustainability of biodiversity, culture, , culture, liveliliveli--••
hoods, heritage, watershed protection, and other ecosystemhoods, heritage, watershed protection, and other ecosystem

servicesservices

Protect wilderness areasProtect wilderness areas••

Facilitate the implementation of the requirements, goals, andFacilitate the implementation of the requirements, goals, and••
aims of applicable international agreementsaims of applicable international agreements

Assist in the mitigation of natural and Assist in the mitigation of natural and anthropogenic disasanthropogenic disas--••
ters, and prepare for and ters, and prepare for and respond to the impacts of climaterespond to the impacts of climate

changechange

To ensure that these purposes are met the act alsoTo ensure that these purposes are met the act also calls for thecalls for the
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Tropical forests provide vital resources for Caribbean communitiesTropical forests provide vital resources for Caribbean communities
Photo supplied by: Rick Searle Photo supplied by: Rick Searle (EKOS Communications, Inc.)(EKOS Communications, Inc.)



purposes. Additionallpurposes. Additionally, they sought to y, they sought to strengthen protection ofstrengthen protection of
remaining natural forests.remaining natural forests.

Between 2002 and 2004, Between 2002 and 2004, the Central America Commission onthe Central America Commission on

Environment and Development launched the Environment and Development launched the Central AmericaCentral America

Forestry Strategy as well as a Forestry Strategy as well as a Regional Biodiversity StrategyRegional Biodiversity Strategy1616..

The rst principle of this later strategy establishes the protectionThe rst principle of this later strategy establishes the protection

To ensure that these purposes are met, the act also To ensure that these purposes are met, the act also calls for thecalls for the

creation of a Protected Areas Coordinating Body which willcreation of a Protected Areas Coordinating Body which will

consist of representatives from public, consist of representatives from public, private, and not-for-protprivate, and not-for-prot

sectors.sectors.

The progress with the establishment of protected areas appearsThe progress with the establishment of protected areas appears

exceptionally good. Between 1950 and 2003, exceptionally good. Between 1950 and 2003, protected areasprotected areas

increased from 17.5 to a increased from 17.5 to a whopping 397 million hectares withinwhopping 397 million hectares within

    

the Latin American and Caribbean region, reaching 19 per centthe Latin American and Caribbean region, reaching 19 per cent

of its total area and of its total area and 23 per cent of 23 per cent of the world’s protected areathe world’s protected area1818..

Of these, more than 640 protected areas are found within theOf these, more than 640 protected areas are found within the

Caribbean, with more than 100 being focused on the marine enCaribbean, with more than 100 being focused on the marine en--

vironment. Unfortunatelyvironment. Unfortunately, many , many of these protected areas of these protected areas are notare not

actively managed and remain paper parks.actively managed and remain paper parks.

There are a total of There are a total of twenty-three (23) reserves on St. Vincent andtwenty-three (23) reserves on St. Vincent and

the Grenadines, which are described as the Grenadines, which are described as existing on paper simexisting on paper sim--

ply due to the ply due to the inability of local authorities to follow through oninability of local authorities to follow through on

enactment of legislation. However, this inertia on the path of enactment of legislation. However, this inertia on the path of thethe

authorities makes the protection of authorities makes the protection of the rainforest on St the rainforest on St VincentVincent

even more crucial. There are eight areas on even more crucial. There are eight areas on St. Vincent andSt. Vincent and

sixteen areas in the Grenadines designated as forest sixteen areas in the Grenadines designated as forest and wildlifeand wildlife

reserves. On St. Vincent there are the Kingstown Reserve, reserves. On St. Vincent there are the Kingstown Reserve, CampCamp--
den Park Reserve, Colonarie, Soufriere, Mt. den Park Reserve, Colonarie, Soufriere, Mt. Pleasant, DalawayPleasant, Dalaway

and Richmond Reserves and a and Richmond Reserves and a new National Forest Boundary, allnew National Forest Boundary, all

of which are waiting gazetting and of which are waiting gazetting and enactment by law.enactment by law.

However, as the OECS has However, as the OECS has recently acknowledged, the protectedrecently acknowledged, the protected

area network is area network is uneven. Additionallyuneven. Additionally, there are , there are many criticalmany critical

ecosystems still needing ecosystems still needing protection.protection.

To be successful at preserving and To be successful at preserving and conserving biodiversityconserving biodiversity, it , it isis

clear that the protected areas of the clear that the protected areas of the Caribbean must contribute toCaribbean must contribute to

development, and they do so in a number of important ways, suchdevelopment, and they do so in a number of important ways, such

as protecting water catchment areas, guaranteeing fresh wateras protecting water catchment areas, guaranteeing fresh water

supplies, maintaining sh habitat, and providing for tourism.supplies, maintaining sh habitat, and providing for tourism.

However, protected areas within the region suffer from chronicHowever, protected areas within the region suffer from chronic

funding shortages that limit the ability of governments to adfunding shortages that limit the ability of governments to ad--
equately maintain them. Hence, there is a equately maintain them. Hence, there is a vital role for citizens tovital role for citizens to

take up the stewardship responsibility and care for these take up the stewardship responsibility and care for these protectedprotected

areas.areas.

VisiVisit the forest reserves and protected areas t the forest reserves and protected areas on your island, andon your island, and

learn more about their ecosystems, the threats they face, learn more about their ecosystems, the threats they face, and whatand what

you can do to bring about change.you can do to bring about change.
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Eco-tourism provides educational opportunities to help protect tropical forestsEco-tourism provides educational opportunities to help protect tropical forests
Photo supplied by: Ministry of Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)

    

  Questions:  Questions:
1. What are some relationships between the economy 1. What are some relationships between the economy of the Caof the Ca--

ribbean and the state of ribbean and the state of the region’s forest ecosystemthe region’s forest ecosystems?s?

2. What human activities impact the current state of 2. What human activities impact the current state of most Caribmost Carib--
bean forests? With a partnerbean forests? With a partner, list some ideas , list some ideas for ensuring that thefor ensuring that the

use of forest resources proceeds at a use of forest resources proceeds at a sustainable rate.sustainable rate.

3. List the ways that ecosystem goods and services provided by3. List the ways that ecosystem goods and services provided by

forests impact you and forests impact you and your family’s livelihood.your family’s livelihood.

4. Create a list of ways you use the 4. Create a list of ways you use the forest ( e.g. products, recreforest ( e.g. products, recre--
ation, food, rewood, paper products, etc). Survey family andation, food, rewood, paper products, etc). Survey family and

school members to add to your list. Can you nd ways to school members to add to your list. Can you nd ways to reducereduce

your consumption of forest products?your consumption of forest products?
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Explore Jamaica’s ForestsExplore Jamaica’s Forests
VisiVisit the following t the following links for useful links for useful information aboutinformation about

tropical forests in Jamaica:tropical forests in Jamaica:

Jamaican dry forestsJamaican dry forests

worldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/terrestrial/nt/nt0218_full.htmlworldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/terrestrial/nt/nt0218_full.html

Jamaican moist forestsJamaican moist forests
worldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/terrestrial/nt/nt0131_full.htmlworldwildlife.org/wildworld/proles/terrestrial/nt/nt0131_full.html

Forest cover and deforestation in Forest cover and deforestation in Jamaica:Jamaica:

 An analysis of forest cover estimates over time An analysis of forest cover estimates over time

forestry.gov.jm/PDF_les/JA%20Forest%20Cover%20Change.pdf forestry.gov.jm/PDF_les/JA%20Forest%20Cover%20Change.pdf 

Protecting Jamaica’s Tropical Forests:Protecting Jamaica’s Tropical Forests:

 Innovative T Innovative Tools for Conservationools for Conservation

nature.org/nature.org/wherewework/wherewework/caribbean/jamaiccaribbean/jamaica/les/jm_troa/les/jm_tropicalforests.ppicalforests.pdf df 

Jamaican Biological DiversityJamaican Biological Diversity

 jamaicachm.or jamaicachm.org.jm/Biodiversity/ig.jm/Biodiversity/intro.aspntro.asp

http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0218_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0218_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0131_full.html
http://worldwildlife.org/wildworld/profiles/terrestrial/nt/nt0131_full.html
http://www.forestry.gov.jm/PDF_files/JA%20Forest%20Cover%20Change.pdf
http://www.forestry.gov.jm/PDF_files/JA%20Forest%20Cover%20Change.pdf
http://www.forestry.gov.jm/PDF_files/JA%20Forest%20Cover%20Change.pdf
http://www.nature.org/wherewework/caribbean/jamaica/files/jm_tropicalforests.pdf
http://www.nature.org/wherewework/caribbean/jamaica/files/jm_tropicalforests.pdf
http://www.nature.org/wherewework/caribbean/jamaica/files/jm_tropicalforests.pdf
http://www.jamaicachm.org.jm/Biodiversity/intro.asp
http://www.jamaicachm.org.jm/Biodiversity/intro.asp


The Pitons of Saint LuciaThe Pitons of Saint Lucia
Photo supplied by: Rick Searle Photo supplied by: Rick Searle (EKOS Communications, Inc.)(EKOS Communications, Inc.)
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Google Earth Map:Google Earth Map:

maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Mount+Liamuiga+St.+Kitts&sllen&geocode=&q=Mount+Liamuiga+St.+Kitts&sll

=34.957995,-95=34.957995,-95.800781&sspn=31.7.800781&sspn=31.764875,68.90664875,68.90625&ie=25&ie=

UTF8&ll=17.344412,-62.741203&spn=UTF8&ll=17.344412,-62.741203&spn=

0.145504,0.269165&t=h&z=120.145504,0.269165&t=h&z=12

Case StudyCase Study::

oecs.org/esdu/opaal-docs.htmloecs.org/esdu/opaal-docs.html

BackgroundBackground
The central ridge of the island of St. Christopher (St. Kitts) conThe central ridge of the island of St. Christopher (St. Kitts) con--

sists of three volcanic centres in a sists of three volcanic centres in a chain of hills, extending fromchain of hills, extending from

Mount Liamuiga (3,792 ft/1,156 m) in Mount Liamuiga (3,792 ft/1,156 m) in the northwest, throughthe northwest, through

Verchild’s Mountain in the middle range (2,444 ft/745 m), toVerchild’s Mountain in the middle range (2,444 ft/745 m), to

Olivees Mountain in the southeast (2,953 ft/900 Olivees Mountain in the southeast (2,953 ft/900 m). The area ism). The area is5,382.71 hectares (13,300.91 acres) – almost one quarter of the5,382.71 hectares (13,300.91 acres) – almost one quarter of the

entire landmass of St. Kitts – and is the last area of extensive forentire landmass of St. Kitts – and is the last area of extensive for--

est cover in the island. Almost all the domestic water est cover in the island. Almost all the domestic water supply onsupply on

the island emerges from this area. In order the island emerges from this area. In order to protect the island’sto protect the island’s

watershed and to conserve this biologically rich ecosystem, thewatershed and to conserve this biologically rich ecosystem, the

local government has proposed the development of the local government has proposed the development of the CentralCentral

Forest Range National Park (CFRNP). The proposed park wouldForest Range National Park (CFRNP). The proposed park would

include all mountain forest areas 1,000 feet or include all mountain forest areas 1,000 feet or 304.8 meters304.8 meters

above sea level.above sea level.

Environmental CharacteristicsEnvironmental Characteristics
The proposed region of the CFRNP iThe proposed region of the CFRNP is rich in biodiversitys rich in biodiversity. . TheThe

last detailed study of the area identied 926 plant species, 45 oflast detailed study of the area identied 926 plant species, 45 of

which are endemic to St. which are endemic to St. Kitts or the Lesser Antilles. This area ofKitts or the Lesser Antilles. This area of

rainforest is home to wild orchids, candlewoods, rainforest is home to wild orchids, candlewoods, amboyant tree,amboyant tree,
tree ferns, and tropical vines. A variety of key tree species also intree ferns, and tropical vines. A variety of key tree species also in--
habit this region, including the royal palm, habit this region, including the royal palm, mahoe, spiny-trunkedmahoe, spiny-trunked

sandbox ceiba, turpentine, papaya, mango, and sandbox ceiba, turpentine, papaya, mango, and breadfruit trees.breadfruit trees.

The green vervet monkey and the mongoose are examples of twoThe green vervet monkey and the mongoose are examples of two

introduced species that inhabit this forest range. The introducintroduced species that inhabit this forest range. The introduc--

tion of these species has resulted in tion of these species has resulted in a signicant decline in thea signicant decline in the

indigenous species of lizards, iguanas, and tortoises, as indigenous species of lizards, iguanas, and tortoises, as well aswell as

birds that nest on the birds that nest on the ground. There are also many ground. There are also many native speciesnative species

such as frogs, bats, such as frogs, bats, and butteries. This region has the earliestand butteries. This region has the earliest

documented evidence of honeybees in the Caribbean.documented evidence of honeybees in the Caribbean.

The average annual temperature in this region is The average annual temperature in this region is 27 degrees Cel27 degrees Cel--

was home to multiple sugar-cane plantations and timber logging.was home to multiple sugar-cane plantations and timber logging.

The sugar industry has now The sugar industry has now collapsed in this area. However, ancollapsed in this area. However, an

extensive network of overgrown trails have been cut extensive network of overgrown trails have been cut into the forinto the for--
est by loggers and military that provide est by loggers and military that provide limited access for touristslimited access for tourists

and hunters seeking plants and animals.and hunters seeking plants and animals.

Ecosystem User GroupsEcosystem User Groups
Due to the steep Due to the steep terrain of the CFRNP, human activity is curterrain of the CFRNP, human activity is cur--

rently quite limited in the region. Human rently quite limited in the region. Human activities that typicallyactivities that typically

take place in rainforests, such as take place in rainforests, such as woodcutting, charcoal burning,woodcutting, charcoal burning,

hunting, marijuana cultivation, planting of food crops, pasturinghunting, marijuana cultivation, planting of food crops, pasturing

of animals, housing, and the of animals, housing, and the harvesting of materials for craft, doharvesting of materials for craft, do

not currently take place in this not currently take place in this region. The forest region belowregion. The forest region below

1,000 ft/304.8 m sea 1,000 ft/304.8 m sea level provides sufcient resources for theselevel provides sufcient resources for these

activities to take place.activities to take place.

Human activities that are currently taking place in the Human activities that are currently taking place in the CFRNPCFRNP

are limited to water harvesting, root harvesting, recreation, andare limited to water harvesting, root harvesting, recreation, and

tourism.tourism.

Water HarvestingWater Harvesting
The St. The St. Kitts WKitts Water Services Department harvests water ater Services Department harvests water capturedcaptured

by the forest. There are six by the forest. There are six intakes and one reservoir in the intakes and one reservoir in the forestforest

itself and a number below it. The water supply for all St. Kittsitself and a number below it. The water supply for all St. Kitts

comes from this area.comes from this area.

Root HarvestingRoot Harvesting
The Kokanga Root, wThe Kokanga Root, which gives a mellow taste to hich gives a mellow taste to rum, mauby,rum, mauby,

and sarsaparilla, is harvested from and sarsaparilla, is harvested from CFRNPCFRNP. Harvesters use . Harvesters use thethe

trail system in their search for the root. Other roots may be hartrail system in their search for the root. Other roots may be har--

vested for medicinal purposes, but no studies have been done invested for medicinal purposes, but no studies have been done in

this regard.this regard.

TourismTourism
The proposed CFRNP is physically beautiful, possessing naturalThe proposed CFRNP is physically beautiful, possessing natural

features to support nature tourism. Some residents currently hikefeatures to support nature tourism. Some residents currently hike

into the forest and a into the forest and a few tour companies take tourists into thefew tour companies take tourists into the

mountains.mountains.

Management IssuesManagement Issues
Potential EncroachmentPotential Encroachment
While very few people are While very few people are currently accessing the CFRNPcurrently accessing the CFRNP, there, there

is some concern that nearby farmers may is some concern that nearby farmers may begin to move theirbegin to move their

farms and pasture their farms and pasture their animals within the CFRNP, especially ifanimals within the CFRNP, especially if

the land below 1 000 ft/304 8 m sea level becomes overused orthe land below 1 000 ft/304 8 m sea level becomes overused or

E.7. Case Study:E.7. Case Study:
Central Forest Range National Park (CFRNP), St. KittsCentral Forest Range National Park (CFRNP), St. Kitts1919

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Mount+Liamuiga+St.+Kitts&sll=34.957995,-95.800781&sspn=31.764875,68.90625&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=17.344412,-62.741203&spn=0.157302,0.269165&z=12
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Mount+Liamuiga+St.+Kitts&sll=34.957995,-95.800781&sspn=31.764875,68.90625&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=17.344412,-62.741203&spn=0.157302,0.269165&z=12
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Mount+Liamuiga+St.+Kitts&sll=34.957995,-95.800781&sspn=31.764875,68.90625&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=17.344412,-62.741203&spn=0.157302,0.269165&z=12
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Mount+Liamuiga+St.+Kitts&sll=34.957995,-95.800781&sspn=31.764875,68.90625&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=17.344412,-62.741203&spn=0.157302,0.269165&z=12
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Mount+Liamuiga+St.+Kitts&sll=34.957995,-95.800781&sspn=31.764875,68.90625&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=17.344412,-62.741203&spn=0.157302,0.269165&z=12
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Mount+Liamuiga+St.+Kitts&sll=34.957995,-95.800781&sspn=31.764875,68.90625&ie=UTF8&t=h&ll=17.344412,-62.741203&spn=0.157302,0.269165&z=12
http://www.oecs.org/esdu/opaal-docs.html
http://www.oecs.org/esdu/opaal-docs.html
http://www.oecs.org/esdu/opaal-docs.html


cius (80°F). Near sea level cius (80°F). Near sea level the annual rainfall is approximatelythe annual rainfall is approximately1,250 to 2,000 1,250 to 2,000 milimetres (50 to 80 in) a milimetres (50 to 80 in) a yearyear. Rainfall increases. Rainfall increases

with altitude and on the windward slopes of the mountains.with altitude and on the windward slopes of the mountains.

While human populations do not permanently reside above theWhile human populations do not permanently reside above the

1,000 ft/304.8 m range of the mountains of St. Kitts, humans1,000 ft/304.8 m range of the mountains of St. Kitts, humans

have had a signicant inuence in the region. In the past this areahave had a signicant inuence in the region. In the past this area

the land below 1,000 ft/304.8 m sea level becomes overused orthe land below 1,000 ft/304.8 m sea level becomes overused or

strained from current farming practices.strained from current farming practices.

Trail ManagementTrail Management
The most popular hiking route in the CFRNP is the Mount LiaThe most popular hiking route in the CFRNP is the Mount Lia--

muiga Crater Trail in the northwest range. This trail is heavilymuiga Crater Trail in the northwest range. This trail is heavily

used and is showing used and is showing signs of overuse. There is an signs of overuse. There is an uncomfortableuncomfortable

amount of litter along the trail, and amount of litter along the trail, and there has been some erosionthere has been some erosion

    

due to overuse. The second due to overuse. The second most popular hiking route, the trailmost popular hiking route, the trail

to Dos D’ane Pond to Dos D’ane Pond at 975.36 m. at 975.36 m. on Von Verchild’erchild’s Mountain, is alsos Mountain, is also

showing signicant signs of erosion.showing signicant signs of erosion.

The old Military Trail from Wingeld to Phillips between The old Military Trail from Wingeld to Phillips between thethe

middle and southeast Ranges, which was quite popular with Kitmiddle and southeast Ranges, which was quite popular with Kit--

titians (especially schoolchildrtitians (especially schoolchildren) in former days but en) in former days but has not beenhas not been
much used in recent years, is blocked and is in need of maintemuch used in recent years, is blocked and is in need of mainte--
nance.nance.

The Sofa Stone Trail to the top of Monkey Hill (353.26 m) needsThe Sofa Stone Trail to the top of Monkey Hill (353.26 m) needs

to be reopened. Although this trail is not in to be reopened. Although this trail is not in the CFRNPthe CFRNP, if it , if it isis

reopened it will take some of reopened it will take some of the pressure off the trails in thisthe pressure off the trails in this

region. An estimate of how much foot trafc each region. An estimate of how much foot trafc each trail can handletrail can handle

must be determined and an effort made not must be determined and an effort made not to exceed it. Someto exceed it. Some

particular authority must manage the CFRNP to supervise mainparticular authority must manage the CFRNP to supervise main--

tenance and to keep track of usage.tenance and to keep track of usage.

Forest ManagementForest Management
Since the 1970s, the Since the 1970s, the Department of AgricultDepartment of Agriculture has been managure has been manag--
ing the watershed and surroundiing the watershed and surrounding forests of the CFRNPng forests of the CFRNP. . ForestForest

rangers used to monitor activities in this area; however, due torangers used to monitor activities in this area; however, due to

cutbacks, the posts for forest rangers have cutbacks, the posts for forest rangers have not been lled fornot been lled for

some years. There is currently no management plan some years. There is currently no management plan for this refor this re--

gion, although efforts are underway to develop such gion, although efforts are underway to develop such a plan.a plan.

Management RecommendationsManagement Recommendations
When the Central Forest Range becomes a national park, theWhen the Central Forest Range becomes a national park, the

management arrangements must be clear. Park authorities shouldmanagement arrangements must be clear. Park authorities should

consider including watershed management in consider including watershed management in their responsibilitheir responsibili--
ties. Day-to-day management of the region should be ties. Day-to-day management of the region should be placed inplaced in

the hands of the hands of a non-governmental entity. A ga non-governmental entity. A governing board ofoverning board of

management should be established with management should be established with representatives fromrepresentatives from

various government agencies (such as for water, forests andvarious government agencies (such as for water, forests and

tourism), the private sector (such as the tourism), the private sector (such as the tour operators), and non-tour operators), and non-

government agencies (such as the National Trust and the Heritagegovernment agencies (such as the National Trust and the Heritage
Society).Society).

It is recommended that a user-fee be collected from users It is recommended that a user-fee be collected from users of theof the

resources, including hiking tourists, to contribute to the cost resources, including hiking tourists, to contribute to the cost ofof

park management. A service charge should be collected frompark management. A service charge should be collected from

the national water company, representing a resource rent for thethe national water company, representing a resource rent for the

water captured by the forest.water captured by the forest.

Although the very remoteness of the Although the very remoteness of the Central Forest Range aboveCentral Forest Range above

1,000 ft/304.8 m has led to the disappearance of almost all human1,000 ft/304.8 m has led to the disappearance of almost all human

impacts there, legal protection is necessary to prevent any impacts there, legal protection is necessary to prevent any futurefuture

new impacts.new impacts.

Questions for ConsiderationQuestions for Consideration
1) What types of habitats exist within the 1) What types of habitats exist within the Central Forest RangeCentral Forest Range

National Park (CFRNP) ecosystem? What are some of National Park (CFRNP) ecosystem? What are some of the keythe key

species that exist in this ecosystem?species that exist in this ecosystem?

2) What types of human activities take place 2) What types of human activities take place in and around thein and around the

CFRNP? What impacts might these activities have on the CFRNP? What impacts might these activities have on the organorgan--
isms that inhabit the rainforest ecosystems of the CFRNP?isms that inhabit the rainforest ecosystems of the CFRNP?

3) Why is the proposed 3) Why is the proposed CFRNP a signicant ecosystem?CFRNP a signicant ecosystem?

4) What is the signicance of 4) What is the signicance of the CFRNP to the water supplythe CFRNP to the water supply

system of St. Kitts?system of St. Kitts?

5) What are the potential benets of 5) What are the potential benets of designating the CFRNP adesignating the CFRNP a

protected area?protected area?

6) What rules should govern the everyday 6) What rules should govern the everyday operations of theoperations of the

CFRNP?CFRNP?

7) Who (which stakeholders / user groups) should 7) Who (which stakeholders / user groups) should be involvedbe involved

in deciding the rules about which in deciding the rules about which activities can and cannot takeactivities can and cannot take

place in the CFRNP?place in the CFRNP?

[Part 2/Section E][Part 2/Section E] Tropical Forest EcosystemsTropical Forest Ecosystems CASE STUDYCASE STUDY



    

[Part 2/Section E][Part 2/Section E] Tropical Forest EcosystemsTropical Forest Ecosystems

Objectives:Objectives:
Students will be able to Students will be able to describe the biological, cultural, anddescribe the biological, cultural, and

economic value of tropical rainforests and consider strategies foreconomic value of tropical rainforests and consider strategies for

effective management of such areas.effective management of such areas.

Methods:Methods:
Students practice reviewing research, formulating an Students practice reviewing research, formulating an opinion,opinion,

participating in strategic planning, and enhancing their writingparticipating in strategic planning, and enhancing their writing

skills.skills.

  

Materials:Materials:
Central Forest Range National Park Case StudyCentral Forest Range National Park Case Study••
Pen and paper per studentPen and paper per student••

Time:Time:
1-2 periods (approximately 1.5 hours)1-2 periods (approximately 1.5 hours)

Background:Background:Letters to the editor are typically short, concisely written opinionLetters to the editor are typically short, concisely written opinion

pieces submitted to newspaper or magazine editors by pieces submitted to newspaper or magazine editors by its readits read--
ers. Editors cut content from the bottom up, so the main point toers. Editors cut content from the bottom up, so the main point to

the topic should be outlined at the topic should be outlined at the top of the the top of the letterletter, followed by, followed by

 justication for the m justication for the main opinion. Letters usually incain opinion. Letters usually include shortlude short

sentences and should be no more than a couple of paragraphssentences and should be no more than a couple of paragraphs

long.long.

The purpose of this activity is for students to review a case studyThe purpose of this activity is for students to review a case study

pertaining to tropical forest ecosystems, determine what thepertaining to tropical forest ecosystems, determine what the

relevant management issues and solutions are for the ecosystem,relevant management issues and solutions are for the ecosystem,

concisely formulate their thoughts, and write a letter to concisely formulate their thoughts, and write a letter to the editorthe editor

outlining their suggested ideas for better managing the ecosysoutlining their suggested ideas for better managing the ecosys--

tem.tem.

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Review1) Review Central Forest Range National Park (CFRNP) CaseCentral Forest Range National Park (CFRNP) Case

StudyStudy with students. (This activity will work with with students. (This activity will work with any case study)any case study)

2) Review how to 2) Review how to write a letter to the write a letter to the editor with students. Teacheditor with students. Teach--

ers may wish to ers may wish to review sample letters to the editor taken fromreview sample letters to the editor taken from

local newspapers or magazines. Develop some criteria for whatlocal newspapers or magazines. Develop some criteria for what

the letter format should contain and how the letter format should contain and how it should be presented,it should be presented,

and post them for students to and post them for students to refer to during the activity.refer to during the activity.

3) Challenge students to write a 3) Challenge students to write a short letter to the editor (maxishort letter to the editor (maxi--
mum 250 words) explaining why mum 250 words) explaining why the CFRNP is an importantthe CFRNP is an important

ecosystem, what management issues are important and list someecosystem, what management issues are important and list some

Extensions:Extensions:
Have students present or read Have students present or read their letters to the editor totheir letters to the editor to••
the rest of the the rest of the class. Ask students to pick 3-5 student lettersclass. Ask students to pick 3-5 student letters

that they would publish if that they would publish if they were an editor. What are thethey were an editor. What are the

reasons students chose these letters to publish?reasons students chose these letters to publish?

Have students take on the role of a specic stakeholder groupHave students take on the role of a specic stakeholder group••
and write a letter to the editor from the perspective of a speand write a letter to the editor from the perspective of a spe--
cic stakeholder.cic stakeholder.

Have students write a letter to Have students write a letter to the editor from the perspectivethe editor from the perspective••
of a species of plant or animal that depends on the tropicalof a species of plant or animal that depends on the tropical

forest ecosystem.forest ecosystem.

E.8. Activity 1: Letter to the EditorE.8. Activity 1: Letter to the Editor



recommended solutions for better managing the recommended solutions for better managing the ecosystem.ecosystem. Fine furniture made from Blue Mahoe Fine furniture made from Blue Mahoe a native tree of Jamaicaa native tree of JamaicaPhoto supplied by: Rick Searle Photo supplied by: Rick Searle (EKOS Communications, Inc.)(EKOS Communications, Inc.)
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Objectives:Objectives:
Students will be able to Students will be able to identifyidentify, describe, and , describe, and explain the interexplain the inter--

dependence of a variety of dependence of a variety of plant and animal species that exist inplant and animal species that exist in

a specic tropical forest. Students will also be a specic tropical forest. Students will also be able to identifyable to identifyhuman economic and cultural uses of that human economic and cultural uses of that forest. Students willforest. Students will

be able to compare the be able to compare the biodiversity and uses of tropical forestsbiodiversity and uses of tropical forests

around the world.around the world.

Methods:Methods:
Students practice their research, writing, Students practice their research, writing, and presentation skillsand presentation skills

using a variety of available resources and using a variety of available resources and media. This activity canmedia. This activity can

be completed in groups or on an individual basis.be completed in groups or on an individual basis.

Materials:Materials:
Student WorksheetsStudent Worksheets••
Pen and paper per studentPen and paper per student••
Access to library and/or Internet resources with informationAccess to library and/or Internet resources with information••
about tropical rainforestsabout tropical rainforests

Presentation resources (craft supplies, projectors, etc)Presentation resources (craft supplies, projectors, etc)••

Time:Time:
Research – 1-2 periods (approx 1.5 hours)Research – 1-2 periods (approx 1.5 hours)••
Presentation development – 1-2 periods (approx 1.5 Presentation development – 1-2 periods (approx 1.5 hours)hours)••
Presentation to class – 1-2 periods (approx 1.5 hours)Presentation to class – 1-2 periods (approx 1.5 hours)••
Discussion period – one class Discussion period – one class period (approx 30 minutes)period (approx 30 minutes)••

 Note: Note: Students may need to work outside class on this activity Students may need to work outside class on this activity

to bring it to completion, or more time can be given during classto bring it to completion, or more time can be given during class

periods to accommodate student needs.periods to accommodate student needs.

Background:Background:
Tropical forests can be found Tropical forests can be found near the equator near the equator in Asia, Australia,in Asia, Australia,

Africa, South America, Central America, and on Africa, South America, Central America, and on many Pacicmany Pacic
Islands. Depending on their location on Islands. Depending on their location on the globe, each tropicalthe globe, each tropical

forest is home to unique forest is home to unique ecosystems and a variety of differentecosystems and a variety of different

plants and animals.plants and animals.

Tropical rainforests generally share similar climatic Tropical rainforests generally share similar climatic conditions,conditions,

experiencing on average minimal annual rainfalls between 1,750experiencing on average minimal annual rainfalls between 1,750

millimetres and 2,000 millimetres and 2,000 millimetres. Amillimetres. Average monthly verage monthly temperaturestemperatures

typically exceed 18 °C. All typically exceed 18 °C. All tropical rainforests play importanttropical rainforests play important

cultural and economic roles for human populations. For cultural and economic roles for human populations. For example,example,

over ¼ of modern medicines are over ¼ of modern medicines are derived from plants found inderived from plants found in

tropical rainforests around the planet.tropical rainforests around the planet.

The purpose of this activity is to provide students with the opThe purpose of this activity is to provide students with the op--

ll

mine a forest from are that mine a forest from are that they wish to research. Teachers maythey wish to research. Teachers may

wish to equally divide up wish to equally divide up geographical areas and assign themgeographical areas and assign them

to students. Be sure to have at least one group study a specicto students. Be sure to have at least one group study a specic

Caribbean forest.Caribbean forest.

2) Provide students with instruction on how 2) Provide students with instruction on how to use available reto use available re--
source materials, such as the library and source materials, such as the library and Internet, to compile theirInternet, to compile their

research on their assigned tropical forest.research on their assigned tropical forest.

3) Have students use and 3) Have students use and ll out the attached Student Worksheetsll out the attached Student Worksheets,,

to assist in directing their research. Students may wish to assist in directing their research. Students may wish to dito di--

vide up the worksheets into vide up the worksheets into sections within their group to speedsections within their group to speed

completion of the activity.completion of the activity.

4) Once research has been completed, instruct students on how to4) Once research has been completed, instruct students on how to

work together in their groups to work together in their groups to develop a 5-10 minute presentadevelop a 5-10 minute presenta--

tion on their tropical forest. Each student tion on their tropical forest. Each student should be prepared toshould be prepared to

speak for 1-2 minutes on a specic element of his or her tropispeak for 1-2 minutes on a specic element of his or her tropi--

cal forest. Students should determine what the key cal forest. Students should determine what the key elements andelements andpoints of interest are about their tropical forest that they points of interest are about their tropical forest that they wish towish to

present. present. Presentations can be oral onlPresentations can be oral only, or if rey, or if resources and timesources and time

exist, can be elaborated on exist, can be elaborated on to include display or multi-mediato include display or multi-media

materials.materials.

5) Next, have each 5) Next, have each group of students present the informationgroup of students present the information

they have collected on their tropical forest to they have collected on their tropical forest to the rest of the the rest of the class.class.

Allow each group a Allow each group a maximum of 10 minutes to present theirmaximum of 10 minutes to present their

material.material.

6) Once each group 6) Once each group has presented their tropical rainforest to thehas presented their tropical rainforest to the

class, engage the students in a class, engage the students in a discussion about the similaritiesdiscussion about the similarities

and differences between the tropical forests of the world.and differences between the tropical forests of the world.

Suggested discussion questions:Suggested discussion questions:
How easy or difcult was it to nd information about a tropiHow easy or difcult was it to nd information about a tropi--••
cal forest in your geographic area? Why do you think it wascal forest in your geographic area? Why do you think it was

easy or difcult to nd easy or difcult to nd information?information?

What were some of What were some of the main similarities or common elethe main similarities or common ele--••
ments about the tropical forests that were presented?ments about the tropical forests that were presented?

What were some of What were some of the main differences about the tropicalthe main differences about the tropical••
forests that were presented?forests that were presented?

Which human activities seem to have the Which human activities seem to have the greatest inuencegreatest inuence••
or impact on the or impact on the health of ecosystems within tropical forests?health of ecosystems within tropical forests?

What types of things can students do to help protect andWhat types of things can students do to help protect and••
conserve tropical forests?conserve tropical forests?

Extensions:Extensions:

E.9. Activity 2: E.9. Activity 2: Exploring Tropical ForestsExploring Tropical Forests



portunity to explore, research, compare and contrast, and portunity to explore, research, compare and contrast, and shareshare

information about the tropical forests of the world.information about the tropical forests of the world.

Procedure:Procedure:
1) Divide students into a 1) Divide students into a minimum of 6 groups. Students shouldminimum of 6 groups. Students should

select a continent or select a continent or geographic region (Asia, Australia, Africa,geographic region (Asia, Australia, Africa,

South America, Central America or Pacic Islands) and South America, Central America or Pacic Islands) and deterdeter--

Better yet, take the students on a eld trip where they would beBetter yet, take the students on a eld trip where they would be
encouraged to explore a forest for encouraged to explore a forest for themselves. Let them see howthemselves. Let them see how

many species of animals they could nd. many species of animals they could nd. They should also lookThey should also look

for animals in the different levels of the food for animals in the different levels of the food web. Students canweb. Students can

identify threats to the forest and examine how identify threats to the forest and examine how the biodiversitythe biodiversity

can be impacted by the can be impacted by the threats.threats.

    

[Part 2/Section E][Part 2/Section E] Tropical Forest EcosystemsTropical Forest Ecosystems STUDENT WORKSHEETSTUDENT WORKSHEET

Names Names of of Group Group Members: Members: Date:Date:

Tropical forest Name:Tropical forest Name:

Tropical forest Geographic Location:Tropical forest Geographic Location:
ContinentContinent

CountryCountry

Closest major Closest major state/county/cistate/county/cityty

Environmental Characteristics:Environmental Characteristics:
ElevationElevation

ClimateClimate

TemperatureTemperature

Description of terrainDescription of terrain

Brief description of key Brief description of key forest characteristicsforest characteristics

Main Tree and Plant Species:Main Tree and Plant Species:  List 3-6 tree or List 3-6 tree or plant species that exist in this tropical forest.plant species that exist in this tropical forest.

For 3 of the above species describe how other plant or animal species are dependent or interdependent the tree or plant species (i.e. forFor 3 of the above species describe how other plant or animal species are dependent or interdependent the tree or plant species (i.e. for

food or shelter).food or shelter).

Main Animal Species:Main Animal Species:  List 3-6 animal species that exist in List 3-6 animal species that exist in this tropical forest.this tropical forest.

For 3 of For 3 of the above species describe how other the above species describe how other plant or animal species are dependent or plant or animal species are dependent or interdependent on the animal species.interdependent on the animal species.

Main Human Activities:Main Human Activities:  Identify 2-4 human economic or cultural activities that take place in Identify 2-4 human economic or cultural activities that take place in the tropical forest.the tropical forest.

Identify how these human activities are impacting the biodiversity of the Identify how these human activities are impacting the biodiversity of the tropical forest (positively or negatively).tropical forest (positively or negatively).

Natural Impacts:Natural Impacts:  Identify 1-2 natural occurrences that are impacting the tropical forest.Identify 1-2 natural occurrences that are impacting the tropical forest.

Rainforest ManagementRainforest Management:: Identify any individuals, groups, or organizations that are responsible for monitoring or managing theIdentify any individuals, groups, or organizations that are responsible for monitoring or managing the

tropical forest.tropical forest.

Conservation or Degradation:Conservation or Degradation:  Summarize the overall sustainability of ecosystem health in the tropical forest. What factors are inSummarize the overall sustainability of ecosystem health in the tropical forest. What factors are in--

E.9. ActiviE.9. Activity 2: ty 2: Exploring Exploring Tropical Tropical ForestsForests



y y py y p

uencing the degradation of the forest? What factors are contributing to uencing the degradation of the forest? What factors are contributing to the conservation of the tropical forest.the conservation of the tropical forest. (Try identifying specic(Try identifying specic
stakeholders or user groups and people or organizations involved in degrading and conserving the forest).stakeholders or user groups and people or organizations involved in degrading and conserving the forest).

Why is ConserWhy is Conserving Biodiversity in this Tropical Forest Important?ving Biodiversity in this Tropical Forest Important?
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Google Earth Map:Google Earth Map:

maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=enmaps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en
&geocode=&q=Jamaica&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=&geocode=&q=Jamaica&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=

32.527387,68.90625&ie=UTF8&t=h&z=832.527387,68.90625&ie=UTF8&t=h&z=8

Case StudyCase Study::

forestryforestry.gov.jm/.gov.jm/PDF_les/JA%20Forest%20PDF_les/JA%20Forest%20

Cover%20Change.pdf Cover%20Change.pdf 

andand
fao.org/DOCREP/ARTICLE/WFC/XII/0530-C3.HTMfao.org/DOCREP/ARTICLE/WFC/XII/0530-C3.HTM

BackgroundBackground
The name Jamaica is believed to The name Jamaica is believed to be derived from the Taino word,be derived from the Taino word,

Xaymaca, which means ‘land of wood and water’. The Xaymaca, which means ‘land of wood and water’. The island isisland is

231 kilometres long with a 231 kilometres long with a maximum width of 79 kilometres.maximum width of 79 kilometres.

When Christopher Columbus landed on the island in 1494, mostWhen Christopher Columbus landed on the island in 1494, most

of it was of it was densely covered with forests, except for scattered cleardensely covered with forests, except for scattered clear--

ings occupied by the Tainos. This dense vegetative growth wouldings occupied by the Tainos. This dense vegetative growth would

have protected the soil and have protected the soil and supported the continuous surface owsupported the continuous surface ow

of the island’s many rivers and streams.of the island’s many rivers and streams.

There are four main types There are four main types of forests in Jamaica, whose distribuof forests in Jamaica, whose distribu--

tion is determined by the tion is determined by the rainfall pattern: dry limestone forest onrainfall pattern: dry limestone forest on

southern lowlands and hills; intermediate limestone forest in thesouthern lowlands and hills; intermediate limestone forest in the

central uplands; wet and very central uplands; wet and very wet limestone forest in the Cockpitwet limestone forest in the Cockpit

Country and John Crow MoCountry and John Crow Mountains; and rainfuntains; and rainforest orest on the lowon the low--

lands and mountain areas.lands and mountain areas.

After centuries of improper land use, the island has lost much ofAfter centuries of improper land use, the island has lost much of

its natural vegetation and, as a its natural vegetation and, as a consequence, is suffering majorconsequence, is suffering major
environmental problems such as ooding, soil erosion, destrucenvironmental problems such as ooding, soil erosion, destruc--

tion of wildlife and wildlife habitat, and tion of wildlife and wildlife habitat, and decreased surface owsdecreased surface ows

in streams and rivers.in streams and rivers.

At present, Jamaica’s lowlands have been mostly cleared forAt present, Jamaica’s lowlands have been mostly cleared for

agriculture, and overall more than 75% of agriculture, and overall more than 75% of the original forest hasthe original forest has

been lost. Hurricane Gilbert played havoc in Jamaica in 1988,been lost. Hurricane Gilbert played havoc in Jamaica in 1988,

with torrential rains and winds. Subsequent extreme oodingwith torrential rains and winds. Subsequent extreme ooding

and numerous landslides left a toll of and numerous landslides left a toll of death, homelessness, anddeath, homelessness, and

destruction of much of destruction of much of the country’s infrastructurthe country’s infrastructure. But e. But blameblame

was not on was not on nature alone. Increasing deforestation in Jamaica’nature alone. Increasing deforestation in Jamaica’ss

mountains and the resulting soil erosion worsened the mountains and the resulting soil erosion worsened the impact ofimpact of

the hurricane. Remaining forest is largely secondary in nature andthe hurricane. Remaining forest is largely secondary in nature and

only the mountain forests in theonly the mountain forests in the most remote inaccessible andmost remote inaccessible and

and forests with newly built and forests with newly built hotels and roads, and inappropriatehotels and roads, and inappropriate

agricultural practices have resulted in agricultural practices have resulted in accelerated soil erosion thataccelerated soil erosion that

cause downstream sedimentation and ooding.cause downstream sedimentation and ooding.

In recent years, deforestation has led to In recent years, deforestation has led to the deterioration of morethe deterioration of more

than a third of than a third of Jamaica’Jamaica’s watersheds, drying up streams and s watersheds, drying up streams and riversrivers

and causing cities and towns and causing cities and towns to suffer from lack of water. The dito suffer from lack of water. The di--

versity of plant and animal life is versity of plant and animal life is also threatened by the destrucalso threatened by the destruc--

tion of forests, leading to the loss of traditional ways of life, thetion of forests, leading to the loss of traditional ways of life, the

knowledge about local plants and their knowledge about local plants and their medical and other uses.medical and other uses.

The impacts of this deforestation have been The impacts of this deforestation have been widespread, but havewidespread, but have

had major implications in Jamaica’s watershed areas. The lack ofhad major implications in Jamaica’s watershed areas. The lack of

forest cover has forest cover has damaged water quantity and damaged water quantity and qualityquality, increased, increased

soil erosion, and increased the siltation of soil erosion, and increased the siltation of rivers with impacts asrivers with impacts as

far-reaching as the coast. Like a far-reaching as the coast. Like a chain reaction, this has causedchain reaction, this has caused

the degradation of the coral reefs the degradation of the coral reefs and beaches that surround theand beaches that surround theisland, through soil erosion and the island, through soil erosion and the resulting siltation and smothresulting siltation and smoth--

ering of coral. These impacts, particularly the damage to ering of coral. These impacts, particularly the damage to coastalcoastal

beaches, coral reefs, and water beaches, coral reefs, and water qualityquality, have serious implica, have serious implica--

tions for tions for Jamaica’Jamaica’s tourisms tourism iindustryndustry, a , a major income earner formajor income earner for

the island. Of course, the island. Of course, the livelihoods of many rural Jamaicans,the livelihoods of many rural Jamaicans,

including shermen and farmers, have also been including shermen and farmers, have also been effected.effected.

Bauxite mining, the Bauxite mining, the island’island’s second largest foreign s second largest foreign exchangeexchange

earner after tourism, is another major cause of earner after tourism, is another major cause of deforestation indeforestation in

Jamaica. This activity destroys large areas of forest because bauxJamaica. This activity destroys large areas of forest because baux--

ite is extracted by open-cast mining, which ite is extracted by open-cast mining, which requires the completerequires the complete

removal of vegetation and topsoil. Bauxite mining is removal of vegetation and topsoil. Bauxite mining is also an inalso an in--

direct cause of deforestation through the opening of direct cause of deforestation through the opening of access roadsaccess roads

into forests. Once access roads are cut, loggers, coal burners, andinto forests. Once access roads are cut, loggers, coal burners, and

yam-stick traders move in, removing the trees in yam-stick traders move in, removing the trees in and around theand around the
designated mining areas. Mining is thus responsible for extensivedesignated mining areas. Mining is thus responsible for extensive

deforestation far beyond the mining areas themselves.deforestation far beyond the mining areas themselves.

Jamaican Forestry Management issuesJamaican Forestry Management issues
Agencies responsible for the management of the Jamaican ForestAgencies responsible for the management of the Jamaican Forest

must resolve the demands for forest use must resolve the demands for forest use and the need for and the need for forestforest

conservation through implementation of conservation through implementation of appropriate sustainableappropriate sustainable

policies and plans. A signicant achievement in Jamaica policies and plans. A signicant achievement in Jamaica has beenhas been

the development of the National Forest Management and the development of the National Forest Management and ConCon--

servation (NFMC) Plan by the servation (NFMC) Plan by the Forestry Department. There nowForestry Department. There now

exists a clearly dened plan that exists a clearly dened plan that all national stakeholders can useall national stakeholders can use

as a guide. The NFMC Plan (Forestry Department, March 2001)as a guide. The NFMC Plan (Forestry Department, March 2001)

outlines the primary constraints to outlines the primary constraints to effective management whicheffective management which

E.10. Case Study:E.10. Case Study:
Land of WLand of Wood and Wood and Waterater, Deforestation in , Deforestation in JamaicaJamaica2020  

http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Jamaica&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=32.527387,68.90625&ie=UTF8&t=h&z=8
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=Jamaica&sll=37.0625,-95.677068&sspn=32.527387,68.90625&ie=UTF8&t=h&z=8
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only the mountain forests in the only the mountain forests in the most remote, inaccessible, andmost remote, inaccessible, and

steep parts of the island steep parts of the island have survived undisturbed.have survived undisturbed.

Many Causes of DeforestationMany Causes of Deforestation
The country has a sad record of deforestation, much of it dueThe country has a sad record of deforestation, much of it due

to the fast-growing tourism industry and agriculture expanto the fast-growing tourism industry and agriculture expan--

sion — mainly coffee plantations, which are developed sion — mainly coffee plantations, which are developed high uphigh up

on mountain slopes. The tourism industry has replaced beacheson mountain slopes. The tourism industry has replaced beaches

p yp y gg

include public awareness, co-operation and compliance, commitinclude public awareness, co-operation and compliance, commit--ment to enforcement, human resources, and enforcement capabilment to enforcement, human resources, and enforcement capabil--

ity.ity.

The Spinal Forest ProjectThe Spinal Forest Project
The Environmental Foundation of The Environmental Foundation of Jamaica (EFJ) (efj.org.jm)Jamaica (EFJ) (efj.org.jm)

conceived the Spinal Forest Project in 2003, named for the goalconceived the Spinal Forest Project in 2003, named for the goal

    

of developing a continuous spinal forest along the of developing a continuous spinal forest along the main mountainmain mountain

ridges that extend along the center of ridges that extend along the center of the island. The ridge risesthe island. The ridge rises

up from the Great Morass in Negril,up from the Great Morass in Negril,  spanning east from Dolphinspanning east from Dolphin

Head in Hanover to the John Crow Mountains in Portland andHead in Hanover to the John Crow Mountains in Portland and

including important areas such as the Cockpit Country, Bull Headincluding important areas such as the Cockpit Country, Bull Head

Mountain, the Dry Harbour Mountains, and the Blue MounMountain, the Dry Harbour Mountains, and the Blue Moun--

tains. Many of the areas tains. Many of the areas within the spinal forest are ecologicallywithin the spinal forest are ecologically

signicant, particularly those rich in biodiversity (both plant andsignicant, particularly those rich in biodiversity (both plant and

animal species), areas with signicant water resource protectionanimal species), areas with signicant water resource protection

functions, and areas with ecotourism potential.functions, and areas with ecotourism potential.

The restoration of forest on the The restoration of forest on the island’island’s spine is expected to s spine is expected to havehave

signicant benets at both local and signicant benets at both local and international levels. The EFJinternational levels. The EFJ

is working with is working with local non-governmental Organisations (NGO’local non-governmental Organisations (NGO’s),s),

private sector partners, and various government agencies suchprivate sector partners, and various government agencies such

as the Forestry Department and the as the Forestry Department and the National Environment andNational Environment and

Planning Agency (NEPA). This multi-stakeholder approach isPlanning Agency (NEPA). This multi-stakeholder approach is

essential to ensure all stakeholders are involved.essential to ensure all stakeholders are involved.

Main stakeholdersMain stakeholders
Government: national, regional (parish) and Government: national, regional (parish) and local communitylocal community••
levelslevels

National parksNational parks••

Fisheries: local, regional, national, and Fisheries: local, regional, national, and international shersinternational shers••
and companiesand companies

TourTourism industry: resorts; ism industry: resorts; attractions such as attractions such as Dunn’s RiverDunn’s River••
Falls; ecotourism operators who do tours in Falls; ecotourism operators who do tours in the river valleysthe river valleys

and forested regions; diving and snorkeling companies; boatand forested regions; diving and snorkeling companies; boat--

ing companies; car and bike ing companies; car and bike rental agencies; etc.rental agencies; etc.

Private landownersPrivate landowners••
Schools: primary and secondarySchools: primary and secondary••
Community collegesCommunity colleges••

The Spinal Forest Project has ve The Spinal Forest Project has ve major project components.major project components.

They are:They are:

1. Forest Conservation1. Forest Conservation

2. Reforestation2. Reforestation

3. Expansion of the Forestry Database3. Expansion of the Forestry Database

4. Public 4. Public and Political Aand Political Awareness Campaignswareness Campaigns

5. Training and Research5. Training and Research

Forest ConservationForest Conservation
Critically important areas and an established forest reserve wereCritically important areas and an established forest reserve were

identied, and management and identied, and management and conservation strategies designedconservation strategies designed

to maintain these areas. Several steps were to maintain these areas. Several steps were employed:employed:

identifying and mapping landownersidentifying and mapping landowners••

[Part 2/Section E][Part 2/Section E] Tropical Forest EcosystemsTropical Forest Ecosystems CASE STUDYCASE STUDY

Proposed Spinal Forest BoundaryProposed Spinal Forest Boundary
Gage, I., and Edwards, E. (2003). Creating a Gage, I., and Edwards, E. (2003). Creating a Jamaican spinal forest. Jamaica: FAO 2003 report.Jamaican spinal forest. Jamaica: FAO 2003 report.
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National parksNational parks••

Non-governmental organizations, including environmentalNon-governmental organizations, including environmental••
groups and local community groupsgroups and local community groups

Industry: bauxite companies, sheries, logging, local factoIndustry: bauxite companies, sheries, logging, local facto--••
ries, retail stores, etc.ries, retail stores, etc.

Charcoal producersCharcoal producers••
Farmers: local agricultural cooperatives and range Farmers: local agricultural cooperatives and range animalanimal••
associations, and yam-stick harvestersassociations, and yam-stick harvesters

identifying and mapping landownersidentifying and mapping landowners

social intervention with land owners and surrounding comsocial intervention with land owners and surrounding com--•• munitiesmunities

land surveyingland surveying••
conducting biophysical surveys to determine the speciesconducting biophysical surveys to determine the species••
richness (biodiversity) in the areasrichness (biodiversity) in the areas

marking of areas to be conservedmarking of areas to be conserved••
deployment of wardensdeployment of wardens••
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engagement of the community in supporting forest conservaengagement of the community in supporting forest conserva--••
tion and sustaining their own tion and sustaining their own livelihoodslivelihoods

Development of forest enterprises is a key Development of forest enterprises is a key element of the projectelement of the project

that impacts upon maintaining sustainable livelihoods, as it setsthat impacts upon maintaining sustainable livelihoods, as it sets

out to identify and develop ventures that out to identify and develop ventures that will ensure the conwill ensure the con--

servation of the forest by users. A major public and politicalservation of the forest by users. A major public and political
awareness component accompanied these efforts to awareness component accompanied these efforts to ensure publicensure public

support.support.

ReforestationReforestation
Areas to be reforested were identied andAreas to be reforested were identied and reforestationreforestation plans plans

developed. Areas included bauxite-mined lands, private lands,developed. Areas included bauxite-mined lands, private lands,

agricultural lands through agricultural lands through agro-forestry interventions, scrublands,agro-forestry interventions, scrublands,

and plots in key and plots in key areas that served as demonstration plots.areas that served as demonstration plots.

Ensuring a consistent seedling supply is an Ensuring a consistent seedling supply is an important precursor toimportant precursor to

reforestation activireforestation activities. ties. A nursery was developed with the capaA nursery was developed with the capa--

bilities to produce 1 million seedlings required for planting 2000bilities to produce 1 million seedlings required for planting 2000

hectares per year. A `Buy-A-Tree’ programme was implementedhectares per year. A `Buy-A-Tree’ programme was implemented

to obtain local and international funding support. Funds to obtain local and international funding support. Funds are to beare to be

used for continued used for continued reforestation activities.reforestation activities.

Expansion of the Forestry DatabaseExpansion of the Forestry Database
The Spinal Forest project involved research on The Spinal Forest project involved research on biological, physibiological, physi--

cal and socio-ecological parameters. All data collected during cal and socio-ecological parameters. All data collected during thethe

project was incorporated in a comprehensive forestry database.project was incorporated in a comprehensive forestry database.

Public and Political Awareness CampaignPublic and Political Awareness Campaign
The success of forest conservation and reforestation depends onThe success of forest conservation and reforestation depends on

a high level of a high level of public and political support. Land issues are public and political support. Land issues are oftenoften

contentious and the solution to the competition for the contentious and the solution to the competition for the forestryforestry

lands is multidimensional. A specic campaign to develop awarelands is multidimensional. A specic campaign to develop aware--

ness and then active support was ness and then active support was developed and implemented indeveloped and implemented in

conjunction with the reforestation and conjunction with the reforestation and conservation activities.conservation activities.

Participation of all stakeholders is very important to ensure allParticipation of all stakeholders is very important to ensure all

voices are heard voices are heard and plans are and plans are developed collaborativelydeveloped collaboratively..

Training and ResearchTraining and Research
Training was an essential component of the Spinal Forest Project.Training was an essential component of the Spinal Forest Project.

The research is aimed at ensuring that there will be a corps ofThe research is aimed at ensuring that there will be a corps of

trained forestry managers, scientists, and wardens who form atrained forestry managers, scientists, and wardens who form a

strong human resource for continued forest development. Thestrong human resource for continued forest development. The

research also produced a body of research also produced a body of information to guide futureinformation to guide future

reforestation and conservation efforts, including the propagationreforestation and conservation efforts, including the propagation

of native and endemic tree species.of native and endemic tree species.

Project Impacts ExpectedProject Impacts Expected
Increased biodiversity (habitat for important ora and fauna)Increased biodiversity (habitat for important ora and fauna)••
Improved watershed conditionsImproved watershed conditions••

Increase in forest products including lumber and plantsIncrease in forest products including lumber and plants••
New forest ventures including nature trails, eco-tours, mounNew forest ventures including nature trails, eco-tours, moun--••
tain lodges and parkstain lodges and parks

Increased tourism earnings through targeting of Increased tourism earnings through targeting of the domesticthe domestic••
and international nature tourism marketand international nature tourism market

Income through carbon sequestration grantsIncome through carbon sequestration grants••

The Dunn’s River Watershed ManagementThe Dunn’s River Watershed Management
Project: A Pilot TrialProject: A Pilot Trial
The EFJ began the Spinal Forest project with a 2-year pilot projThe EFJ began the Spinal Forest project with a 2-year pilot proj--

ect on the ect on the popular tourist area of popular tourist area of Dunn’s RiverDunn’s River. The D. The Dunn’s Riverunn’s River

Watershed Management Project (DRWM) goals were to:Watershed Management Project (DRWM) goals were to:

Assist with the reforestation of the watershed by Assist with the reforestation of the watershed by replantingreplanting1.1.
an area of 230 an area of 230 hectares on the Dunn’s River watershed.hectares on the Dunn’s River watershed.

Remove solid waste that was deposited on the watershed.Remove solid waste that was deposited on the watershed.2.2.

Educate the surrounding communities in proper environEducate the surrounding communities in proper environ--3.3.

mental management.mental management.

The primary objective of the programme is the The primary objective of the programme is the reforestation ofreforestation of

the 230 hectares. Much of the 230 hectares. Much of the reforestation occurred during twothe reforestation occurred during two

predominant planting seasons (April - May and September - predominant planting seasons (April - May and September - NoNo--

vember). Vvember). Various factors arious factors including administrative issues, including administrative issues, seedlingseedling

mortalitymortality, and , and cattle consumption of seedlings provided cattle consumption of seedlings provided obstaclesobstacles

in the projects’ rst year. Within a year or two, these factors werein the projects’ rst year. Within a year or two, these factors were

taken into account in the taken into account in the project. The education programme hasproject. The education programme has

targeted mainly schools and the wider community who dependtargeted mainly schools and the wider community who depend

on and live in on and live in the watershed. The project discovered that illegalthe watershed. The project discovered that illegal

dumping of garbage by contractors was dumping of garbage by contractors was the primary source of thethe primary source of the

solid waste cleared. A community aware of solid waste cleared. A community aware of the negative impactsthe negative impacts

of dumping on the of dumping on the watershed was instrumental in minimizingwatershed was instrumental in minimizing

continued dumping. This project has therefore provided some excontinued dumping. This project has therefore provided some ex--

posure to the myriad of posure to the myriad of issues that the larger Spinal Forest Projectissues that the larger Spinal Forest Project
may face.may face.

ResultsResults
Demonstration forestry plots in visible areas as an informaDemonstration forestry plots in visible areas as an informa--••
tion tooltion tool

200 hectares of direct reforestation200 hectares of direct reforestation••
Production of 2 million seedlings as part Production of 2 million seedlings as part of the private plantof the private plant--••
ing ventureing venture

Increased private forestryIncreased private forestry••
Improved nursery operations for supply of over Improved nursery operations for supply of over 500,000500,000••
seedlings annuallyseedlings annually

Liaison with bauxite companies for the reforestation ofLiaison with bauxite companies for the reforestation of••
mined-out landsmined-out lands



Improved watershed conditionsImproved watershed conditions••

Increased water availabilityIncreased water availability••
Improved water qualityImproved water quality••
Improved land productivityImproved land productivity••
Reduction in siltation of rivers and reservoirsReduction in siltation of rivers and reservoirs••
Reduced marine and coastal pollutionReduced marine and coastal pollution••
Reduced ooding (Reduced loss of Reduced ooding (Reduced loss of life, propertylife, property, roads,, roads,••
crops, etc.)crops, etc.)

National and international awareness of the Spinal ForestNational and international awareness of the Spinal Forest•• ProjectProject

Developed ̀ Buy-A-Tree’ ProgramDeveloped ̀ Buy-A-Tree’ Programme as me as a fundraisinga fundraising••
mechanismmechanism

Incentives plan for forest Incentives plan for forest enterprisesenterprises••

    

Community members benet not only from the natural resourceCommunity members benet not only from the natural resource

of a restored or conserved of a restored or conserved forest. They also obtain income asforest. They also obtain income as

stakeholders hired for assisting in stakeholders hired for assisting in implementation and manageimplementation and manage--

ment. Developing stands of forest for obtaining funds ment. Developing stands of forest for obtaining funds fromfrom

carbon sequestration grants to combat climate change speaks tocarbon sequestration grants to combat climate change speaks to

the larger international cooperation integral to the the larger international cooperation integral to the developmentdevelopment

process. New areas for conservation, improved forests, currentprocess. New areas for conservation, improved forests, current

scientic data, new scientic data, new research results to improve research results to improve forestryforestry, political, political

and public awareness, and public buy-in and public awareness, and public buy-in will be benecial notwill be benecial not

only to Jamaica but to the region as a whole.only to Jamaica but to the region as a whole.

QuestionsQuestions
What are the main causes What are the main causes of deforestation in Jamaica?of deforestation in Jamaica?1.1.

Do the ve Do the ve major project components adequately address allmajor project components adequately address all4.4.
the stakeholders involved? Why / why not?the stakeholders involved? Why / why not?

Do the project components support the Do the project components support the list of projected imlist of projected im--5.5.
pacts? Why / why not?pacts? Why / why not?

The Dunn’s River project is a smaller pilot project that The Dunn’s River project is a smaller pilot project that isis6.6.
part of the Spinal Forest part of the Spinal Forest Project. Discuss its results and levelProject. Discuss its results and level

of success. What would you of success. What would you do differently to increase thedo differently to increase the

anticipated impacts of the project as part of anticipated impacts of the project as part of the larger Spinalthe larger Spinal

Forest Project?Forest Project?

How would you go about getting stakeholders involved in aHow would you go about getting stakeholders involved in a7.7.
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Soil Erosion - StSoil Erosion - St. Andrew, Cinchona. Andrew, Cinchona
Effects of Flood Damage fromEffects of Flood Damage from

Tropical Storm Lily (Sep 30 - Oct 1 2002)Tropical Storm Lily (Sep 30 - Oct 1 2002)

Giant SwallowtailGiant Swallowtail Jamaican IguanaJamaican Iguana

The Giant SwallowtailThe Giant Swallowtail

buttery that is onlybuttery that is onlyfound in Jamaica is onefound in Jamaica is one

species that is highlyspecies that is highly

dependent on the presdependent on the pres--
ence of the forest inence of the forest in

high altitude areas for itshigh altitude areas for its

survival. Removal of itssurvival. Removal of its

habitat impacts its distrihabitat impacts its distri--

bution and abundance.bution and abundance.

The Jamaican iguana isThe Jamaican iguana is

endemic to Jamaica and isendemic to Jamaica and is
reported as only inhabitreported as only inhabit--

ing the Hellshire Hills area.ing the Hellshire Hills area.

Increased forest removal forIncreased forest removal for

coal, farming, etc has impactedcoal, farming, etc has impacted

the iguana population. Dogsthe iguana population. Dogs

and mongoose that now haveand mongoose that now have

increased access to iguanaincreased access to iguana

populations prey upon thempopulations prey upon them

and therefore and therefore signicantlsignicantlyy

reduce their reduce their populationpopulation..

Gage, I., and Gage, I., and Edwards, E. (2003). Creating a Edwards, E. (2003). Creating a Jamaican spinal forest. Jamaica: Jamaican spinal forest. Jamaica: FAO 2003 report. FAO 2003 report. Retrieved from: fao.org/DOCREP/ARTICLE/WFRetrieved from: fao.org/DOCREP/ARTICLE/WFC/XII/0530-C3.HC/XII/0530-C3.HTMTM



What are the impacts of What are the impacts of deforestation? Why is it such a critideforestation? Why is it such a criti--2.2.
cal issue for the country?cal issue for the country?

The Spinal Forest Project is The Spinal Forest Project is a long term project to a long term project to reforestreforest3.3.
and conserve major and conserve major portions of Jamaica’s forested lands.portions of Jamaica’s forested lands.

Who are the main Who are the main stakeholders in the study?stakeholders in the study?

How would you go about getting stakeholders involved in aHow would you go about getting stakeholders involved in a7.7.

reforestation project?reforestation project?

What conservation measures would you suggest to What conservation measures would you suggest to protectprotect8.8.
biodiversity?biodiversity?

Can you suggest some Can you suggest some projects that help locals make theirprojects that help locals make their9.9.

living while supporting forest living while supporting forest sustainability?sustainability?
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Objective:Objective:
In this activity, students will investigate both In this activity, students will investigate both local and importedlocal and imported

products that come from tropical forests, and take products that come from tropical forests, and take action by writaction by writ--

ing letters to ing letters to manufacturers requesting conservation information.manufacturers requesting conservation information.

Materials:Materials:
Books and reference sites on forest Books and reference sites on forest productsproducts

Time:Time:
2 class periods and research time2 class periods and research time

Procedure:Procedure:
1. Many of the products we use originated in tropical forests.1. Many of the products we use originated in tropical forests.

Food, fruit, palm oils, wood and paper products, and buildingFood, fruit, palm oils, wood and paper products, and building

materials are some examples. Working in small groups, have materials are some examples. Working in small groups, have stustu--
dents investigate the products that come from Caribbean forestsdents investigate the products that come from Caribbean forests

and other tropical forests world wide.and other tropical forests world wide.

2. Each group could be given a type of 2. Each group could be given a type of product to research: i.e.product to research: i.e.

food, fruits and nutsfood, fruits and nuts••
oils and chemicalsoils and chemicals••
woodwood••

paperpaper••
animal productsanimal products••
building materials, etcbuilding materials, etc••

(see(see A.8. Activity 4:  A.8. Activity 4: A WA Wealth from Tealth from Trees,rees, in Section 1 for more in Section 1 for more

examples)examples)

3. Give students some time 3. Give students some time to research their forest productsto research their forest products

group, and develop a list of items. Share the lists with the class.group, and develop a list of items. Share the lists with the class.

4. Have each group make a list of things they have eaten or4. Have each group make a list of things they have eaten or

products they have used in the last month that have come fromproducts they have used in the last month that have come from

tropical forests.tropical forests.

5. Now have each student choose a product, and w5. Now have each student choose a product, and write a letter torite a letter to

the manufacturer or distributor of the manufacturer or distributor of the product. Websitthe product. Website searchese searches

should help identify manufacturers addresses and contact inforshould help identify manufacturers addresses and contact infor--

mation. Student letters should present their research and ask mation. Student letters should present their research and ask thethe

manufacturers about their commitment to conservation of manufacturers about their commitment to conservation of tropicaltropical
forests. Have students ask manufacturers to describe specicforests. Have students ask manufacturers to describe specic

programs or procedures they use to programs or procedures they use to help conserve rainforests andhelp conserve rainforests and

harvest their harvest their products sustainably.products sustainably.

E.11. Activity 3: Take Action to Conserve Tropical ForestsE.11. Activity 3: Take Action to Conserve Tropical Forests



Large areas of tropical forest are often cleared for agricultureLarge areas of tropical forest are often cleared for agriculture
Photo supplied by: Ministry of Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)
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Google Earth Map:Google Earth Map:

maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=maps.google.com/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=
en&geocode=&q=Dominican+republic&sll=en&geocode=&q=Dominican+republic&sll=

37.0625,-95.637.0625,-95.677068&sspn=32.577068&sspn=32.527387,68.906227387,68.90625&ie=5&ie=

UTF8&t=h&z=7UTF8&t=h&z=7

Case StudyCase Study::

srdis.ciesin.org/cases/dominicanrepublic-003.htmlsrdis.ciesin.org/cases/dominicanrepublic-003.html

Campesinos in Charge of the Management &Campesinos in Charge of the Management &
Regeneration of the Dominican Dry Forest:Regeneration of the Dominican Dry Forest:
A Project of Dominican-German Co-operationA Project of Dominican-German Co-operation

BackgroundBackground

Experience has shown that sustainable management of natural reExperience has shown that sustainable management of natural re--
sources can succeed only with the support of the local population,sources can succeed only with the support of the local population,

who must be convinced of its methods, as well as receive directwho must be convinced of its methods, as well as receive direct

and measurable benets from it. Despite this, and measurable benets from it. Despite this, national governnational govern--
ments, in co-operation with international technical and nancialments, in co-operation with international technical and nancial

aid organizations, often attempt to execute programs such as conaid organizations, often attempt to execute programs such as con--

servation and management of soils, water, and vegetation throughservation and management of soils, water, and vegetation through

institutions which are neither prepared nor equipped to institutions which are neither prepared nor equipped to promotepromote

intensive participation of the target population. The result is thatintensive participation of the target population. The result is that

those who are expected to those who are expected to change management procedures neverchange management procedures never

become fully involved in the activities designed to do this, nor dobecome fully involved in the activities designed to do this, nor do

they always see the benet such changes bring about. The key tothey always see the benet such changes bring about. The key to

success is early involvement and active participation of the targetsuccess is early involvement and active participation of the target

population at all levels.population at all levels.

History of the Dry Forest ProjectHistory of the Dry Forest Project
For the rst six years of its existence, the Dry Forest Project operFor the rst six years of its existence, the Dry Forest Project oper--

ated along similar lines — that is, ated along similar lines — that is, with limited participation of thewith limited participation of the

target population. Created in 1987 and located target population. Created in 1987 and located in the southwestin the southwest

of the Dominican Republic, the of the Dominican Republic, the project was largely executed byproject was largely executed by

a regional planning institute, INDESUR, in a regional planning institute, INDESUR, in cooperation with thecooperation with the

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Deutsche Gesellschaft für TeTechnische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ).chnische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ).

During its initial phase, a During its initial phase, a forestry inventory was elaborated,forestry inventory was elaborated,

groups of campesinos (local forest dwellers) became organized,groups of campesinos (local forest dwellers) became organized,

and direct-marketing by these groups was promoted. All planningand direct-marketing by these groups was promoted. All planning

and decision-making processes, however, were made by a and decision-making processes, however, were made by a groupgroup

of technicians comprised of members of INDESUR and the GTZ,of technicians comprised of members of INDESUR and the GTZ,

usually including only a token representative of the usually including only a token representative of the campesinocampesino

groups Operating within a culture saturated bygroups Operating within a culture saturated by paternalism andpaternalism and

DESUR nor the local NGOs previously involved with the projectDESUR nor the local NGOs previously involved with the project

were prepared or willing to were prepared or willing to change tactics. Therefore, the GTZchange tactics. Therefore, the GTZ

project-team took the initiative and began to involve the project-team took the initiative and began to involve the campesicampesi--
no groups more intensively in a no groups more intensively in a process of participative planningprocess of participative planning

and decision-making, transferring the execution of the majority ofand decision-making, transferring the execution of the majority of

activities into their hands. Clear objectives, which were activities into their hands. Clear objectives, which were economieconomi--

cally meaningful to and understood by cally meaningful to and understood by the campesinos, werethe campesinos, were

established, and strategies for obtaining those objectives wereestablished, and strategies for obtaining those objectives were

discussed and mapped out slowly, step by step, discussed and mapped out slowly, step by step, over a period ofover a period of

time. The project team quickly changed its role time. The project team quickly changed its role from developfrom develop--
ing planning procedures and executing and ing planning procedures and executing and evaluating activitiesevaluating activities

to coaching, the campesinos as to coaching, the campesinos as they gradually took over thesethey gradually took over these

activities.activities.

Living Conditions in the Dry ForestLiving Conditions in the Dry Forest
The communities promoted by the project were The communities promoted by the project were situated in ansituated in an

environment which, for the last four environment which, for the last four decades, had been exploiteddecades, had been exploited
by people from other regions, by people from other regions, leaving the local campesinos withleaving the local campesinos with

very limited alternatives. Historicallyvery limited alternatives. Historically, they , they could either concould either con--

tribute labor for the timber industry or produce tribute labor for the timber industry or produce charcoal. As acharcoal. As a

result, 500,000 hectares of forest was result, 500,000 hectares of forest was gradually degraded into thegradually degraded into the

secondary vegetation known as the dry secondary vegetation known as the dry forest. It consisted mainlyforest. It consisted mainly

of small thorny trees and shrubs, of small thorny trees and shrubs, which were of little commercialwhich were of little commercial

value, as well as cactus. The entire region was in danger of deservalue, as well as cactus. The entire region was in danger of deser--

tication. The timber industry no longer exists. Agriculture in thetication. The timber industry no longer exists. Agriculture in the

dry forest was no longer viable without irrigation, and water haddry forest was no longer viable without irrigation, and water had

become increasingly scarce. As a result, the campesinos survivedbecome increasingly scarce. As a result, the campesinos survived

on charcoal-burning, goat-keeping, and on charcoal-burning, goat-keeping, and day-laboring at the larger,day-laboring at the larger,

irrigated farms in the valleys. Charcoal-burning was quite strenuirrigated farms in the valleys. Charcoal-burning was quite strenu--

ous and unappealing labor which ous and unappealing labor which created very little personalcreated very little personal

income. It was considered a way of making a living only if thereincome. It was considered a way of making a living only if there

were no better alternatives.were no better alternatives.

The campesinos who lived in the dry forest were amongst theThe campesinos who lived in the dry forest were amongst the

poorest members of poorest members of Dominican society, almost marginalized,Dominican society, almost marginalized,

their living conditions unknown to the their living conditions unknown to the majority of the public.majority of the public.

Ignorant of the proper procedures for Ignorant of the proper procedures for the marketing of their prodthe marketing of their prod--

ucts, they became completely dependent on traditional middleucts, they became completely dependent on traditional middle--

men who organized groups of campesinos for men who organized groups of campesinos for charcoal burning.charcoal burning.

The campesinos received food in advance The campesinos received food in advance for their labor, but thefor their labor, but the

majority of the prot from the majority of the prot from the sale of charcoal remained in thesale of charcoal remained in the

hands of the middlemen.hands of the middlemen.

New Objectives for the Project & CampesinosNew Objectives for the Project & Campesinos
To implemeTo implement the rst stepnt the rst step of sustainable management the dryof sustainable management the dry

E.12. Case Study:E.12. Case Study:
Regenerating the Dominican Dry ForestRegenerating the Dominican Dry Forest2121  
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groups. Operating within a culture saturated by groups. Operating within a culture saturated by paternalism andpaternalism and

machismo and a commercial climate dominated by middlemenmachismo and a commercial climate dominated by middlemen
(those buying, transporting and (those buying, transporting and reselling forest products), largereselling forest products), large

landowners, and the national forest authority (administrated bylandowners, and the national forest authority (administrated by

the military), the results obtained in favor of the military), the results obtained in favor of the campesino werethe campesino were

rather meager.rather meager.

The need for new direction as well as swifter and more concreteThe need for new direction as well as swifter and more concrete

action from the ground-level up was obvious, but neither INaction from the ground-level up was obvious, but neither IN--

To implemeTo implement the rst step nt the rst step of sustainable management, the dryof sustainable management, the dry

forest required the initial extraction of the dry wforest required the initial extraction of the dry wood, conservood, conserv--
ing for some years all ing for some years all the living trees in the the living trees in the area. This procedurearea. This procedure

entailed more labor input for every sack entailed more labor input for every sack of charcoal produced.of charcoal produced.

Somehow more income for the Somehow more income for the campesino families needed to becampesino families needed to be

generated as a compensation for the extra labor and as an incengenerated as a compensation for the extra labor and as an incen--

tive to apply a new and unproven procedure. It was vital that thetive to apply a new and unproven procedure. It was vital that the

communities be involved in any discussions and decisions takencommunities be involved in any discussions and decisions taken

to achieve the overall establishment of the methods of to achieve the overall establishment of the methods of sustainablesustainable
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management. The following four objectives were a result of management. The following four objectives were a result of thosethose

initial discussions:initial discussions:

The campesinos of the nine The campesinos of the nine communities collaborating withcommunities collaborating with1.1.
the project established a federation in order to the project established a federation in order to defend theirdefend their

interests more effectivelyinterests more effectively. Their . Their associations at village associations at village levellevel

and this Federation of Producers in the Dry Forest (FEPROand this Federation of Producers in the Dry Forest (FEPRO--
BOSUR) were to BOSUR) were to be organized as economically independentbe organized as economically independent

self-help groups.self-help groups.

Since the campesinos, due to lack of demand, could notSince the campesinos, due to lack of demand, could not2.2.
produce more charcoal nor raise the produce more charcoal nor raise the price for their productprice for their product

on a highly competitive market, the only possible way toon a highly competitive market, the only possible way to

increase income was to sell directly to increase income was to sell directly to the distributors on thethe distributors on the

main market in Santo Domingo, main market in Santo Domingo, bypassing the middlemen.bypassing the middlemen.

The federation had to be The federation had to be in charge of the entire marketingin charge of the entire marketing

process.process.

The campesinos came to understand that sustainable manThe campesinos came to understand that sustainable man--3.3.
agement was necessary in order to agement was necessary in order to halt encroaching deserhalt encroaching deser--

tication and thereby to ensure a tication and thereby to ensure a living for themselves andliving for themselves and

a future for their children in a future for their children in the dry forest. A very simplethe dry forest. A very simple
agreement on management practices comprised of only eightagreement on management practices comprised of only eight

basic rules was established.basic rules was established.

Living and working primarily on common- or Living and working primarily on common- or state-ownedstate-owned4.4.
land, the campesinos had no formal rights to use or to protectland, the campesinos had no formal rights to use or to protect

trees from cutting by people from trees from cutting by people from other areas. To assure themother areas. To assure them

the economic benets of their efforts to practice sustainablethe economic benets of their efforts to practice sustainable

management, title deeds had to be management, title deeds had to be obtained for the villageobtained for the village

associations.associations.

The New Procedures of ParticipationThe New Procedures of Participation
During the process of change, it was made clear that the initiaDuring the process of change, it was made clear that the initia--
tive of the campesinos was paramount; the tive of the campesinos was paramount; the project team wouldproject team would

only assist. The team explained that it would not work for theonly assist. The team explained that it would not work for the
campesinos, but with them in a campesinos, but with them in a collaborative relationshipcollaborative relationship. There. There

would be no would be no gifts. Rather, the team would share time, expertisegifts. Rather, the team would share time, expertise

and guidance, as well as assistance in the formation of connecand guidance, as well as assistance in the formation of connec--

tions to ofcial institutions, the mass media and tions to ofcial institutions, the mass media and NGOs. FinancialNGOs. Financial

inputs would be available only to inputs would be available only to support specic activities forsupport specic activities for

the benet of the the benet of the self-help groups.self-help groups.

Unlike earlier attempts of other institutions to improve the situUnlike earlier attempts of other institutions to improve the situ--

ation of the campesinos in the ation of the campesinos in the dry forest, available potentials indry forest, available potentials in

and around the villages were focused upon rather than the manyand around the villages were focused upon rather than the many

problems and deciencies present.problems and deciencies present.

Planning was carried out in Planning was carried out in close and constant cooperation withclose and constant cooperation with

Priorities were established according to the needs identied byPriorities were established according to the needs identied by

those living in the villages. Economic improvement was, those living in the villages. Economic improvement was, byby

far, the highest priority. Therefore, the rst activity planned far, the highest priority. Therefore, the rst activity planned andand

executed by the federation was the executed by the federation was the organization of the transportorganization of the transport

of charcoal to the capital. Immediately a conict of charcoal to the capital. Immediately a conict arose with thearose with the

middlemen who were, for the middlemen who were, for the rst time, forced to negotiate withrst time, forced to negotiate with
campesinos, whom they had never considered as campesinos, whom they had never considered as partners, letpartners, let

alone as competitors. The campesinos now obtained a alone as competitors. The campesinos now obtained a far betterfar better

share of the total prot, share of the total prot, converting the middlemen into the ownconverting the middlemen into the own--

ers of lorries under contract. After this rst important success,ers of lorries under contract. After this rst important success,

which seemed almost unbelievable to the campesinos, theirwhich seemed almost unbelievable to the campesinos, their

enthusiasm began to grow along with enthusiasm began to grow along with their young organization.their young organization.

ResultsResults
After ve years of cooperation between After ve years of cooperation between the project team andthe project team and

FEPROBOSUR, the rst objectives were close to being fullyFEPROBOSUR, the rst objectives were close to being fully

realized.realized.

Government institutions and NGOs recognized FEPROBOGovernment institutions and NGOs recognized FEPROBO--1.1.
SUR as an SUR as an important representative of the campesinos of theimportant representative of the campesinos of the

Dominican southwest. The federation maintained its ecoDominican southwest. The federation maintained its eco--

nomic independence by charging a fee for nomic independence by charging a fee for every product ofevery product of

the dry forest which was transported to the capital. It had itsthe dry forest which was transported to the capital. It had its

own ofce and own ofce and staff, plus communication and transportationstaff, plus communication and transportation

facilities, which, although obtained through various donors,facilities, which, although obtained through various donors,

were maintained by the federation. The federation was were maintained by the federation. The federation was comcom--

prised of more than 80 prised of more than 80 associations from 40 villages. Oneassociations from 40 villages. One

third of its approximately 2,700 members were wthird of its approximately 2,700 members were women, oromen, or--

ganized into their own groups ganized into their own groups as well as participating withinas well as participating within

the mixed groups.the mixed groups.

In 1997, FEPROBOSUR sold almost U.S.$1 In 1997, FEPROBOSUR sold almost U.S.$1 million worthmillion worth2.2.
of products of the of products of the dry forest. Charcoal remained an importantdry forest. Charcoal remained an important

product for the campesinos, but others product for the campesinos, but others —such as railway—such as railway

sleepers for the national sugar industry, fence posts, andsleepers for the national sugar industry, fence posts, and
wood for use wood for use in construction and agriculture — accountedin construction and agriculture — accounted

for higher income on new markets. Marketing was the mostfor higher income on new markets. Marketing was the most

important activity of the federation and the main reason important activity of the federation and the main reason forfor

its existence. The middlemen, although reduced to the its existence. The middlemen, although reduced to the lessless

lucrative role of carriers, had accepted their position andlucrative role of carriers, had accepted their position and

worked well with the campesinos. Meanwhile, FEPROBOworked well with the campesinos. Meanwhile, FEPROBO--

SUR had gained a regional monopoly on the wood tradeSUR had gained a regional monopoly on the wood trade

as well as the as well as the respect of the national forest authority, withrespect of the national forest authority, with

whom it had developed whom it had developed are relationship of close co-operaare relationship of close co-opera--

tion.tion.

The dry forest has The dry forest has responded well to the simple managementresponded well to the simple management3.3.
rules established and executed by the rules established and executed by the campesinos. Betweencampesinos. Between



the campesinos at villthe campesinos at village level. age level. Campesino representatCampesino representatives beganives began

to meet together in the newly to meet together in the newly acquired ofces of the federation.acquired ofces of the federation.
Planning procedures were simple and the pace was set by thePlanning procedures were simple and the pace was set by the

campesinos themselves. Many campesinos do not read or campesinos themselves. Many campesinos do not read or write,write,

so most agreements were made orally with so most agreements were made orally with very little being docuvery little being docu--

mented on paper. It was agreed that there mented on paper. It was agreed that there would be a continuouswould be a continuous

process of planning, executing, and evaluation of process of planning, executing, and evaluation of all the stepsall the steps

necessary to obtain the established objectives.necessary to obtain the established objectives.

1992 and 1996, the availability of wood in the dry forest1992 and 1996, the availability of wood in the dry forest

doubled. The increase in height, density, and shading woulddoubled. The increase in height, density, and shading would
be obvious to the casual observer, but it had also been meabe obvious to the casual observer, but it had also been mea--

sured by periodic checks of sured by periodic checks of marked observation plots andmarked observation plots and

validated by comparing satellite photos. The project teamvalidated by comparing satellite photos. The project team

and the federation worked on and the federation worked on detailed management plans fordetailed management plans for

every community.every community.
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In co-operation with the Dominican Land In co-operation with the Dominican Land Reform InstituteReform Institute4.4.
(IAD), provisional title deeds were presented to (IAD), provisional title deeds were presented to most villagemost village

self-help groups. They amounted to 130,000 hectares, self-help groups. They amounted to 130,000 hectares, whilewhile

titles for another 50, 000 ha. were being prepared. The IADtitles for another 50, 000 ha. were being prepared. The IAD

was willing not only to was willing not only to change these into permanent titles butchange these into permanent titles but

also to provide the villages with also to provide the villages with infrastructureinfrastructure, such as , such as waterwater

and roads, which settlements under Dominican land and roads, which settlements under Dominican land reformreform
usually receive.usually receive.

ConclusionConclusion
It has to be pointed out that none of these results were obtainedIt has to be pointed out that none of these results were obtained

easilyeasily. Campesinos did not . Campesinos did not all decide to co-operate at once, all decide to co-operate at once, nornor

did the opponents of the did the opponents of the project, such as middlemen and largeproject, such as middlemen and large

landowners, give in simply for the landowners, give in simply for the sake of public welfare. Also,sake of public welfare. Also,

while most government institutions acknowledged the success ofwhile most government institutions acknowledged the success of

the project and its particular way of the project and its particular way of working with campesinos,working with campesinos,

they did not actively support FEPROBOSUR nor did they takethey did not actively support FEPROBOSUR nor did they take

advantage of the experience gained by advantage of the experience gained by applying these methods inapplying these methods in

other regions of the country. Nevertheless, due to the struggle thatother regions of the country. Nevertheless, due to the struggle that

was necessary to obtain these results, the was necessary to obtain these results, the members of FEPROmembers of FEPRO--

BOSUR, and especially of its managing board, gained experiBOSUR, and especially of its managing board, gained experi--

ence, self-esteem, and pride in their accomplishments, while theence, self-esteem, and pride in their accomplishments, while the

lives of campesinos living lives of campesinos living in the dry in the dry forest improved measurablyforest improved measurably..

Their success was the best Their success was the best guarantee for the sustainability of theguarantee for the sustainability of the

project.project.

QuestionsQuestions
1) Why is the dry 1) Why is the dry forest an important ecosystem?forest an important ecosystem?

2) Who are the primary beneciaries (i.e. the 2) Who are the primary beneciaries (i.e. the main user groups)main user groups)

of the economic activitof the economic activities ies which occur in and around the Drywhich occur in and around the Dry

Forest, and what activities do they depend on?Forest, and what activities do they depend on?

3) This case study focuses on the campesinos who live in the Dry3) This case study focuses on the campesinos who live in the Dry

Forest and the challenges they face Forest and the challenges they face in surviving increasing tourin surviving increasing tour--

ism and development while preserving their culture, values andism and development while preserving their culture, values and

lifestyles.lifestyles.

Before the planning process was begun, Before the planning process was begun, what activities did thewhat activities did the

campesinos carry out for their survival and to campesinos carry out for their survival and to generate income?generate income?

What exploitive activities went on What exploitive activities went on that damaged the that damaged the areas’ biodiareas’ biodi--
versity as well as the campesinos’ livelihood?versity as well as the campesinos’ livelihood?

4) Charcoal production is a common 4) Charcoal production is a common yet inefcient method ofyet inefcient method of

producing fuel.producing fuel.

List some reasons why charcoal production is seen as an ecologiList some reasons why charcoal production is seen as an ecologi--

cally destructive practice, and how cally destructive practice, and how it might impact the it might impact the areas’areas’

biodiversity.biodiversity.

5) State the changes that 5) State the changes that the projects’ plthe projects’ planning process brought toanning process brought to

the area – both to the local communities and to the region. Whythe area – both to the local communities and to the region. Why

do you think it was successful?do you think it was successful?

6) What impact would the continued degradation of 6) What impact would the continued degradation of the Dry Forthe Dry For--

est have on the est have on the organisms which inhabit the forests?organisms which inhabit the forests?

7) What impact would the continued degradation of 7) What impact would the continued degradation of the regionthe region

have on the various groups of individuals who depend on the areahave on the various groups of individuals who depend on the area

for a livelihood, for a livelihood, particularly the campesinos?particularly the campesinos?

8) Imagine that you were 8) Imagine that you were given the responsibility to spearhead agiven the responsibility to spearhead a

programme of education aimed at programme of education aimed at sensitizing individuals aboutsensitizing individuals about

issues relating to the Dry Forest issues relating to the Dry Forest region.region.

Which group of individuals would you target and why?Which group of individuals would you target and why?••
Identify and explain the issues that you Identify and explain the issues that you would highlight?would highlight?••
What strategies would you use in What strategies would you use in the education/sensitizatithe education/sensitizationon••
process?process?



Photo supplied by: Ministry of Photo supplied by: Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)Agriculture, Lands, Forestry and Fisheries (St. Lucia)
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Google Earth Map:Google Earth Map:
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Case StudyCase Study::

yorku.ca/lasnubes/howard%5B1%5D.pdf yorku.ca/lasnubes/howard%5B1%5D.pdf 

Biodiversity conservation and ruralBiodiversity conservation and rural
sustainability: a case study of thesustainability: a case study of the
Alexander Skutch Biological CorridorAlexander Skutch Biological Corridor
in Southern Costa Ricain Southern Costa Rica

BackgroundBackground
National parks and other protected areas are National parks and other protected areas are inadequate mechainadequate mecha--

nisms to ensure the conservation of the world’s biodiversity,nisms to ensure the conservation of the world’s biodiversity,

particularly in tropical environments where most of the biologicalparticularly in tropical environments where most of the biological

wealth of the planet is concentrwealth of the planet is concentrated. ated. Deforestation has not onlyDeforestation has not only

taken a heavy toll taken a heavy toll on tropical forests and their respective biotas;on tropical forests and their respective biotas;

forest fragmentation into terrestrial islands has also been a powerforest fragmentation into terrestrial islands has also been a power--

ful force for ful force for the depletion of the depletion of biological diversitybiological diversity. Creative alter. Creative alter--
natives are needed to ensure natives are needed to ensure the long-term survival of biodiverthe long-term survival of biodiver--

sity and to enhance sity and to enhance the achievement of sustainable developmentthe achievement of sustainable development

at the local community level. Three such at the local community level. Three such alternatives are thealternatives are the

creation of biological corridors, green consumerism, and nancialcreation of biological corridors, green consumerism, and nancial

support for environmental services.support for environmental services.

The Los Cusingos-Las Nubes The Los Cusingos-Las Nubes Biological Corridor in southernBiological Corridor in southern

Costa Rica illustrates each of these three Costa Rica illustrates each of these three approaches to biodiverapproaches to biodiver--

sity protection and rural sity protection and rural sustainabilitysustainability. This corridor . This corridor is the focusis the focus

of a joint research and of a joint research and development project of the Tropical Scidevelopment project of the Tropical Sci--

ence Center (TSC) of Costa Rica and the Faculty of Environmenence Center (TSC) of Costa Rica and the Faculty of Environmen--

tal Studies tal Studies (FES) of York University in Toronto. This partnership(FES) of York University in Toronto. This partnership

also involves the also involves the regional farmers’ cooperegional farmers’ cooperative (COOPEAGRI,rative (COOPEAGRI,

R.L.) of R.L.) of southern Costa Rica southern Costa Rica and Timothy’and Timothy’s World Coffee, a spes World Coffee, a spe--

cialty coffee corporation headquartered cialty coffee corporation headquartered in Toronto.in Toronto.

Environmental description of the corridor regionEnvironmental description of the corridor region
Las Nubes, designated as a private biological reserve, is a monLas Nubes, designated as a private biological reserve, is a mon--

tane rainforest at approximately 1200 to 1500 metres above tane rainforest at approximately 1200 to 1500 metres above seasea

level on the Rio Peas Blancas on the Pacic slope of thelevel on the Rio Peas Blancas on the Pacic slope of theTalTalamanca mountain range in amanca mountain range in southern Costa Rica. To the northsouthern Costa Rica. To the north--

east is Chirripo National Park, which east is Chirripo National Park, which continues into La Amistad,continues into La Amistad,

an international biosphere reserve that Costa Rica shares withan international biosphere reserve that Costa Rica shares with

Panama. Las Nubes thus forms part of one of the largest contiguPanama. Las Nubes thus forms part of one of the largest contigu--

ous rainforest ecosystems in ous rainforest ecosystems in Central America.Central America.

The Rio Peas Blancas is the main river owing through LasThe Rio Peas Blancas is the main river owing through Las

Nubes, with its crystal-clear water cascading over rapids Nubes, with its crystal-clear water cascading over rapids and waand wa--

terfalls. Several deep gorges dissect Las Nubes, each terfalls. Several deep gorges dissect Las Nubes, each presumablypresumably

characterized by endemic species. Downstream is Los Cusingos,characterized by endemic species. Downstream is Los Cusingos,

a lowland wet forest at a lowland wet forest at approximately 700 metres in the middleapproximately 700 metres in the middle

portion of the river basin. This portion of the river basin. This is the formeris the former

homestead of the world-renowned ornitholhomestead of the world-renowned ornithol--

ogist Dr. Alexander Skutch. The ogist Dr. Alexander Skutch. The TropicalTropical

Science Center now owns and protects LosScience Center now owns and protects Los
Cusingos as a Cusingos as a neotropical bird sanctuary.neotropical bird sanctuary.

The Central American Commission onThe Central American Commission on

Environment and Development ofciallyEnvironment and Development ofcially

recognized this watershed as a portion recognized this watershed as a portion ofof

the Mesoamerican Biological Corridor thatthe Mesoamerican Biological Corridor that

extends from Panama through Mexico.extends from Panama through Mexico.

The Los Cusingos-Las Nubes Corridor isThe Los Cusingos-Las Nubes Corridor is

particularly signicant in ecological termsparticularly signicant in ecological terms

because it connectsbecause it connects

forest fragments from the forest fragments from the highest elevationshighest elevations

to those nearer the Pacic coast, whereasto those nearer the Pacic coast, whereas

most of the Mesoamerican Corridor conmost of the Mesoamerican Corridor con--

E.13. Case Study:E.13. Case Study:
Alexander Skutch Biological Alexander Skutch Biological CorCorridorridor, Costa , Costa RicaRica2222
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nects fragments primarily at higher elevanects fragments primarily at higher eleva--

tions. The signicance of the highland-lowtions. The signicance of the highland-low--

land connection is that the land connection is that the dryer lowlandsdryer lowlands

forests are the most threatened ecosystemsforests are the most threatened ecosystems

in Central America.in Central America.

The forests of Costa Rica are rich in biological diversityThe forests of Costa Rica are rich in biological diversity
SoGoNow.com. (2007). Finding the real gold SoGoNow.com. (2007). Finding the real gold in Costa Rica. Retrieved in Costa Rica. Retrieved from: sogonow.com/archivfrom: sogonow.com/archives/2007/09/costa_rica.phpes/2007/09/costa_rica.php
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Development of the biological corridorDevelopment of the biological corridor
The corridor consists of forest patches of The corridor consists of forest patches of various sizes, ages, andvarious sizes, ages, and

species composition; agricultural elds (primarily coffee andspecies composition; agricultural elds (primarily coffee and

sugarcane); pastures; and degraded lands. There are several critisugarcane); pastures; and degraded lands. There are several criti--

cal elements of the plan for cal elements of the plan for the development of the corridor, thethe development of the corridor, the

protection of its biological resources, and the sustainable develprotection of its biological resources, and the sustainable devel--

opment of its opment of its rural communities:rural communities:

(1) Transitioning from sun-grown coffee to more (1) Transitioning from sun-grown coffee to more ecologicallyecologically

sound production as a means sound production as a means of stabilizing hydrological reof stabilizing hydrological re--
sources, enriching the soil, reducing soil erosion, and sources, enriching the soil, reducing soil erosion, and increasincreas--

ing biodiversitying biodiversity. The incentive . The incentive for farmers to adopt for farmers to adopt a transitiona transition

strategy is provided through a local co-operative of strategy is provided through a local co-operative of growers whogrowers who

sell certied sustainable coffee to Timothy’s World Coffee, whichsell certied sustainable coffee to Timothy’s World Coffee, which

is then marketed throughout Canada.is then marketed throughout Canada.

(2) Creation of a model (2) Creation of a model shade and organic coffee farm, “El Granoshade and organic coffee farm, “El Grano

Tico,” for demonstration of certiably sustainable productionTico,” for demonstration of certiably sustainable production

practices. This is jointly nanced by COOPEAGRI and the Fisherpractices. This is jointly nanced by COOPEAGRI and the Fisher

Fund for Fund for Neotropical Research and Neotropical Research and Conservation. VConservation. Volunteerolunteer

students from Yostudents from York University, working in rk University, working in collaboration with locollaboration with lo--

cal coffee farmers, built the rst nursery for trees cal coffee farmers, built the rst nursery for trees identied as theidentied as the

most appropriate species for shade most appropriate species for shade coffee, economic productivitycoffee, economic productivity,,

and and ecological sustainabilityecological sustainability..

(3) Restoration of riverine forest to act as (3) Restoration of riverine forest to act as a hydrological corridora hydrological corridor

as well as a biological corridor.as well as a biological corridor.

(4) Transitioning from degraded pasture lands to (4) Transitioning from degraded pasture lands to reforested landreforested land

and agroforestry systems. The tree nurseries will ultimately proand agroforestry systems. The tree nurseries will ultimately pro--

vide the plants for reforestation of degraded pastures. However,vide the plants for reforestation of degraded pastures. However,

considerable outreach and extension must be done to considerable outreach and extension must be done to involveinvolve

local cattle ranchers to local cattle ranchers to participate in restoration efforts.participate in restoration efforts.

(5) Transiti(5) Transitioning to improved pastures, including the use oning to improved pastures, including the use of imof im--

proved pasture grasses and proved pasture grasses and partial tree cover.partial tree cover.

(6) Reforestation of degraded (6) Reforestation of degraded (non-pasture) lands, largely for(non-pasture) lands, largely for

regeneration of water resources and for erosion control. Theseregeneration of water resources and for erosion control. These

lands consist of abandoned subsistence farms, sugar cane lands consist of abandoned subsistence farms, sugar cane plantaplanta--
tions, and tions, and coffee-eucalycoffee-eucalyptus plantations.ptus plantations.

(7) Future land acquisition through direct purchase of forest(7) Future land acquisition through direct purchase of forest

lands and other critical ecosystems within the corridor. This is anlands and other critical ecosystems within the corridor. This is an

attractive component of the attractive component of the strategic development plan jointlystrategic development plan jointly

being implemented by TSC and FES. York University owns thebeing implemented by TSC and FES. York University owns the

Las Nubes Rainforest in the upper reaches of the watershed, andLas Nubes Rainforest in the upper reaches of the watershed, and

Tropical Science Center owns the Los Cusingos Sanctuary inTropical Science Center owns the Los Cusingos Sanctuary in

the lower portion. A program to purchase additional land wouldthe lower portion. A program to purchase additional land would

(9) Participation of local community groups in small business(9) Participation of local community groups in small business

activities. A womeactivities. A women’s co-operative at Reserva San n’s co-operative at Reserva San Luis in theLuis in the

Monteverde Biological CorridorMonteverde Biological Corridor, for example, is , for example, is making bammaking bam--

boo furniture and boo furniture and paper products from bamboo paper products from bamboo wastes. A similarwastes. A similar

co-operative could be established in the Los co-operative could be established in the Los Cusingos-Las NubesCusingos-Las Nubes

Corridor for the manufacture of paper products from the Corridor for the manufacture of paper products from the wasteswastes

of coffee, banana, bamboo and sugar of coffee, banana, bamboo and sugar cane production. Organiccane production. Organic
fertilizers for coffee elds and home gardens could also be fertilizers for coffee elds and home gardens could also be mademade

from these waste products.from these waste products.

(10) The construction of a community environmental center (with(10) The construction of a community environmental center (with

librarylibrary, laboratory and , laboratory and computer facilities) will serve as computer facilities) will serve as the focalthe focal

point for joint research projects and for outreach point for joint research projects and for outreach and trainingand training

activities.activities.

Green consumerismGreen consumerism
There have been numerous attempts to market ecologically certiThere have been numerous attempts to market ecologically certi--

ed products from the tropics, such ed products from the tropics, such as timber, coffee, cacao, teaas timber, coffee, cacao, tea

and othersand others2323. The consensus, however, is that the . The consensus, however, is that the pressures ofpressures of

commercial logging and deforestation for agriculture andcommercial logging and deforestation for agriculture and pasturespastures

The Quetzal depends on healthy forest ecosystems in Costa RicaThe Quetzal depends on healthy forest ecosystems in Costa Rica
Burns Business Strategies. (2007). San Jose, Costa Rica.Burns Business Strategies. (2007). San Jose, Costa Rica.

Retrieved from: Retrieved from: burnsbridges.com/?cat=11burnsbridges.com/?cat=11



strengthen the long-range sustainability of the strengthen the long-range sustainability of the biologicalbiological

borridor by removing certain lands from potential threat.borridor by removing certain lands from potential threat.

(8) Municipal provision of public lands to (8) Municipal provision of public lands to NGOs for forest proNGOs for forest pro--

tection and regeneration. One such example is tection and regeneration. One such example is the Parque Naturalthe Parque Natural

on the lower Rio Peas Blancas that is leased to TSC and manon the lower Rio Peas Blancas that is leased to TSC and man--

aged by a local community group, COCOFORES, for restorationaged by a local community group, COCOFORES, for restoration

and environmental education and environmental education activities.activities.

commercial logging and deforestation for agriculture and commercial logging and deforestation for agriculture and pasturespastures

are of such a are of such a scale that marketing sustainable timber and agriculscale that marketing sustainable timber and agricul--
tural products cannot prevent the loss of tural products cannot prevent the loss of biodiversity on a largebiodiversity on a large

scale.scale.

Nevertheless, the opportunity remains to capitalize on greenNevertheless, the opportunity remains to capitalize on green

products to protect local products to protect local and regional biodiversity. In fact,and regional biodiversity. In fact,

regional landscape conservation — based on a regional landscape conservation — based on a mix of protectedmix of protected
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areas, buffer zones, sustainable forestry and agriculture, and inareas, buffer zones, sustainable forestry and agriculture, and in--

ternational marketing — may offer the best hope for ternational marketing — may offer the best hope for protection ofprotection of

biodiversity in some tropical areas, including southern Costabiodiversity in some tropical areas, including southern Costa

Rica. Furthermore, the quality of the Rica. Furthermore, the quality of the agro-ecological matrix inagro-ecological matrix in

a tropical montane landscape is an important determinant of thea tropical montane landscape is an important determinant of the

maintenance of biodiversitymaintenance of biodiversity, quite apart , quite apart from the capacity of from the capacity of thethe

landscape to produce certiably green products.landscape to produce certiably green products.

Much of the coffee produced within the Much of the coffee produced within the Los Cusingos-LasLos Cusingos-Las

Nubes Corridor is technied sun-grown coffee that is Nubes Corridor is technied sun-grown coffee that is producedproduced

with little to no shade with little to no shade cover, a high density of coffee plants, andcover, a high density of coffee plants, and

signicant inputs of agricultural chemicals (fertilizers, pesticides,signicant inputs of agricultural chemicals (fertilizers, pesticides,

herbicides and fungicides) Other coffee farms have varyingherbicides and fungicides) Other coffee farms have varying

sion control, particularly on slope land susceptible to acceleratedsion control, particularly on slope land susceptible to accelerated

erosion; greater soil moisture retention; enriched soil erosion; greater soil moisture retention; enriched soil fertility andfertility and

improved soil structure through organic farming practices; andimproved soil structure through organic farming practices; and

increased biodiversityincreased biodiversity, particularly of resident , particularly of resident forest birds andforest birds and

neotropical migrantsneotropical migrants2424. . An increase in tAn increase in the diversity and he diversity and abunabun--
dance of surface-dwelling beetles in more traditional forms ofdance of surface-dwelling beetles in more traditional forms of

production has also been observedproduction has also been observed2525. . The species The species of ground-foof ground-forr--
aging ants was signicantly higher in a aging ants was signicantly higher in a landscape matrix of landscape matrix of 

forest fragments and shade grown coffee than in forest fragments and shade grown coffee than in one with forestone with forest

fragments and technied coffee farmsfragments and technied coffee farms2626..

In spite of the natural values In spite of the natural values of shade-grown, organic coffee,of shade-grown, organic coffee,

there has been athere has been a trend among many Latin American producers totrend among many Latin American producers to--

Viewing monkeys in their natural habitat is a popular Viewing monkeys in their natural habitat is a popular eco-tourism attraction in Costa Ricaeco-tourism attraction in Costa Rica
TravelguidecrTravelguidecr.com (2008). Costa .com (2008). Costa Rica photos Rica photos and videos. and videos. Retrieved from: Retrieved from: travelguidecr.ctravelguidecr.com/2008/02/costa-ricom/2008/02/costa-rica-monkeys.htma-monkeys.htm



herbicides, and fungicides). Other coffee farms have varyingherbicides, and fungicides). Other coffee farms have varying

amounts of shade cover provided by a small number of tree speamounts of shade cover provided by a small number of tree spe--cies, and a few cies, and a few follow traditional shade-grown coffee productionfollow traditional shade-grown coffee production

techniques.techniques.

A major objective of the A major objective of the research and development activitiesresearch and development activities

within the Los Cusingos-Las Nubes Corridor is to convert sun-within the Los Cusingos-Las Nubes Corridor is to convert sun-

grown coffee to more traditional forms of shade-grown organicgrown coffee to more traditional forms of shade-grown organic

production. The benets from traditional production include eroproduction. The benets from traditional production include ero--

there has been a there has been a trend among many Latin American producers totrend among many Latin American producers to

ward the technication of coffee production based on sun-tolerantward the technication of coffee production based on sun-tolerantvarieties, largely because of higher varieties, largely because of higher yieldsyields2727. However, the world. However, the world

coffee market is saturated to the extent that many coffee market is saturated to the extent that many small producerssmall producers

are abandoning their coffee farms for other means of are abandoning their coffee farms for other means of gaining againing a

livelihood. Even larger producers are now leaving coffee unharlivelihood. Even larger producers are now leaving coffee unhar--

vested because the cost of vested because the cost of production and marketing exceeds theproduction and marketing exceeds the

potential prot.potential prot.
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Small producers are better positioned to survive the saturatedSmall producers are better positioned to survive the saturated

market by producing high market by producing high qualityquality, shade-grown organic coffee, shade-grown organic coffee

for the boutique or specialty coffee market in Europe for the boutique or specialty coffee market in Europe and Northand North

America. The small farmers in the corridor region of America. The small farmers in the corridor region of southernsouthern

Costa Rica began to Costa Rica began to invest in the conservation practices associinvest in the conservation practices associ--

ated with shade grown organic coffee, once ated with shade grown organic coffee, once they were guaranteedthey were guaranteed

a xed price for a xed price for their product that will cover their investment andtheir product that will cover their investment and
provide a wider prot margin.provide a wider prot margin.

The YThe York University-Tropical Science Center project in the ork University-Tropical Science Center project in the corcor--
ridor therefore has two thrusts: one is ridor therefore has two thrusts: one is to aid the local to aid the local farmer tofarmer to

convert to ecologically sound coffee production that can be convert to ecologically sound coffee production that can be certicerti--

ed as sustainable; and the second is to secure a portion of theed as sustainable; and the second is to secure a portion of the

international market for the product.international market for the product.

A partnership between York University and Timothy’s WorldA partnership between York University and Timothy’s World

Coffee provides the nancial guarantee. The project supports theCoffee provides the nancial guarantee. The project supports the

conversion from technied coffee to shade-grown organic, andconversion from technied coffee to shade-grown organic, and

farmers are guaranteed a price above current fair farmers are guaranteed a price above current fair trade price fortrade price for

the sale of Las the sale of Las Nubes Sustainable Coffee throughout Canada. TheNubes Sustainable Coffee throughout Canada. The

remaining benets are funneled into remaining benets are funneled into local community sustainabillocal community sustainabil--

ity and nancing additional research and program activities.ity and nancing additional research and program activities.

Such a program is not likely to solve the problems of the loss ofSuch a program is not likely to solve the problems of the loss of

tropical biodiversity except at the local level. However, ecologitropical biodiversity except at the local level. However, ecologi--

cal production and green consumerism, together with other formscal production and green consumerism, together with other forms

of alternative conservation practice and nancing, will contributeof alternative conservation practice and nancing, will contribute

toward saving tropical biota at the regional level. toward saving tropical biota at the regional level. Furthermore,Furthermore,

the successful marketing of green products yields other societalthe successful marketing of green products yields other societal

benets such as forest protection, hydrological stabilization, andbenets such as forest protection, hydrological stabilization, and

pollution reduction.pollution reduction.

Financial incentives for conservationFinancial incentives for conservation
Government payments to private landowners for the naturalGovernment payments to private landowners for the natural

environmental services provided by forested ecosystems are aenvironmental services provided by forested ecosystems are a

signicant incentive for conservation. These services include signicant incentive for conservation. These services include carcar--
bon storage, erosion bon storage, erosion control, soil fertilitycontrol, soil fertility, maintenance of , maintenance of waterwater

quality and quality and quantityquantity, and , and protection of biodiversity.protection of biodiversity.

Costa Rica has been Costa Rica has been a leader in developing such a leader in developing such conservationconservation

grants. Administered by the grants. Administered by the environment ministry’environment ministry’s Nationals National

Fund for Forestry Financing (FONOFIFO), this is becoming anFund for Forestry Financing (FONOFIFO), this is becoming an

increasingly important mechanism for protecting forest land increasingly important mechanism for protecting forest land inin

Costa Rica. Costa Rica. The TropicaThe Tropical Science Centerl Science Center, through its agreement, through its agreement

to protect York University’to protect York University’s Las s Las Nubes Rainforest, receives Nubes Rainforest, receives anan

annual government payment from this program.annual government payment from this program.

Another objective of the project is to Another objective of the project is to enlist a larger number ofenlist a larger number of

landowners within the corridor to participate. Considerably lesslandowners within the corridor to participate. Considerably less

the green market from its present dependence of the green market from its present dependence of products to theproducts to the

broader notion of green services-the opportunity to purchasebroader notion of green services-the opportunity to purchase

biodiversity preservation directlybiodiversity preservation directly2828..

Rather than leasing forested land in the Rather than leasing forested land in the tropics to logging andtropics to logging and

mining companies, governments and landowners lease landmining companies, governments and landowners lease land

to conservationists at competitive prices. Contrary to popularto conservationists at competitive prices. Contrary to popular
opinion, conservation organizations can compete effectively withopinion, conservation organizations can compete effectively with

corporate users because of the relatively low costs. Thiscorporate users because of the relatively low costs. This

system of conservation concessions contributes to system of conservation concessions contributes to biodiversitybiodiversity

protection and sustainable development in protection and sustainable development in several ways. Asseveral ways. As

conceived by Hardner and Riceconceived by Hardner and Rice2929   the New Green the New Green Market has Market has thethe

following following characteristicscharacteristics::

It enables tropical countries to capitalize on their biologicalIt enables tropical countries to capitalize on their biological••
wealth and reduces their dependency on wealth and reduces their dependency on more volatile marmore volatile mar--

kets for timber and cash crops.kets for timber and cash crops.

It provides hard currency that pay It provides hard currency that pay government taxes and feesgovernment taxes and fees••
and that can be invested in part in local communities andand that can be invested in part in local communities and

social programs.social programs.

It provides for the immediate protection of biodiversity ofIt provides for the immediate protection of biodiversity of••
the leased forested land. It offers an the leased forested land. It offers an investment opportunityinvestment opportunity
for corporations wishing to promote a “greener” image.for corporations wishing to promote a “greener” image.

It is a It is a potential conservation mechanism in areas where thepotential conservation mechanism in areas where the••
establishment of national parks and other protected areas isestablishment of national parks and other protected areas is

problematical and/or more costly. It reduces risk by problematical and/or more costly. It reduces risk by estabestab--

lishing ongoing economic incentives for lishing ongoing economic incentives for continuing.continuing.

Co-operation not susceptible to Co-operation not susceptible to volatility and unpredictabilvolatility and unpredictabil--••
ity.ity.

The value of the biological corridor as a modelThe value of the biological corridor as a model
The Alexander Skutch Biological Corridor offers a The Alexander Skutch Biological Corridor offers a possiblepossible

model for the protection of tropical biodiversity within a framemodel for the protection of tropical biodiversity within a frame--

work of regional landscape conservation and rural sustainablework of regional landscape conservation and rural sustainable

development. It also represents a unique way development. It also represents a unique way to nance researchto nance research

and conservation efforts through land donation, private philanand conservation efforts through land donation, private philan--
thropythropy, institutional collaboration, direct Costa , institutional collaboration, direct Costa Rican GovernRican Govern--

ment support through its payment for environmental servicesment support through its payment for environmental services

program, and indirect Canadian government support (in the formprogram, and indirect Canadian government support (in the form

of research grants).of research grants).

In summaryIn summary, the objectives of this , the objectives of this model are being achievedmodel are being achieved

through the following activities:through the following activities:

establish collaborative research and institutional capacityestablish collaborative research and institutional capacity••
building private building private sector/universisector/university/cooperative partnershipty/cooperative partnership••
marketing of specialty Las Nubes Sustainable Coffee by amarketing of specialty Las Nubes Sustainable Coffee by a••
Canadian corporationCanadian corporation

reinvestment of prots from green products into research,reinvestment of prots from green products into research,••



p p yp p y

success is anticipated from this effort since the maintenance ofsuccess is anticipated from this effort since the maintenance of

land under forest cover is now land under forest cover is now more protable than conversion tomore protable than conversion to
coffee and other agricultural crops or pastures.coffee and other agricultural crops or pastures.

A bold new approach A bold new approach initiated by Conservation International (CI),initiated by Conservation International (CI),

investment in conservation concessions, is similar to the mechainvestment in conservation concessions, is similar to the mecha--
nism for the nism for the payment for environmental services. According topayment for environmental services. According to

CI, conservation concessions provide a powerful way CI, conservation concessions provide a powerful way to expandto expand

p g pp g p

improved farm efciency, conservation practices, and inimproved farm efciency, conservation practices, and in

social services in local farm communitiessocial services in local farm communities
participation of local communities in participation of local communities in landscape decision-landscape decision-••
making and small businessmaking and small business

promotion of a high quality agro-ecological matrix of maturepromotion of a high quality agro-ecological matrix of mature••
forest fragments and productive sustainable farming forest fragments and productive sustainable farming systemssystems

which mimic natural systemswhich mimic natural systems
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The Faculty of Environmental Studies established The FisherThe Faculty of Environmental Studies established The Fisher

Fund for Neotropical Conservation to support joint research andFund for Neotropical Conservation to support joint research and

conservation activities with the Tropical Science Center withinconservation activities with the Tropical Science Center within

the biological corridor encompassing the Las Nubes Biologicalthe biological corridor encompassing the Las Nubes Biological

Reserve and Los Reserve and Los Cusingos Neotropical Bird Sanctuary.Cusingos Neotropical Bird Sanctuary.

Both FES and TSC Both FES and TSC are committed to ecological protection andare committed to ecological protection and

sustainable development through resource and information sharsustainable development through resource and information shar--
ing; student and faculty research; and environmental education,ing; student and faculty research; and environmental education,

local community involvement, and institutional capacity building.local community involvement, and institutional capacity building.

The success of the The success of the overall research and development programoverall research and development program

demonstrates the value of partnership in achieving conservademonstrates the value of partnership in achieving conserva--

tion goals. It also illustrates a different approach to philanthropytion goals. It also illustrates a different approach to philanthropy

and conservation in tropical environments that are so threatenedand conservation in tropical environments that are so threatened

by unwise economic development projects. It goes beyond by unwise economic development projects. It goes beyond thethe

conventional way of thinking of conservation as conventional way of thinking of conservation as consisting solelyconsisting solely

of national parks and protected areas; explores new of national parks and protected areas; explores new ways ofways of

problem-solving and international cooperation; encourages corproblem-solving and international cooperation; encourages cor--

porate social responsibility; and porate social responsibility; and transforms traditional universitytransforms traditional university

thinking about social and thinking about social and environmental responsibilitienvironmental responsibilities.es.

Questions for ConsiderationQuestions for Consideration

1. What are some of 1. What are some of the environmental impacts which promptedthe environmental impacts which prompted

the creation of the biological corridor?the creation of the biological corridor?

2. Technie2. Technied and shade-grown coffee are described in d and shade-grown coffee are described in the casethe case

studystudy. Explain the differences between the two, . Explain the differences between the two, and the disadvanand the disadvan--

tages and tages and advantages for advantages for biodiversitybiodiversity..

3. What are the positive and 3. What are the positive and negative ecological impacts of estabnegative ecological impacts of estab--

lishing the corridor?lishing the corridor?

4. Three 4. Three management alternamanagement alternatives are discussed in the casetives are discussed in the case

study: the creation of biological corridors, green consumerism,study: the creation of biological corridors, green consumerism,
and nancial support for environmental services. How has and nancial support for environmental services. How has the usethe use

of these alternatives bof these alternatives been successful? een successful? How have they not beenHow have they not been

successful?successful?

5. There were several important and unique 5. There were several important and unique partnerships that ledpartnerships that led

to the creation of the to the creation of the corridor and the changes in corridor and the changes in coffee produccoffee produc--

tion. State the partnerships and explain why they were so importion. State the partnerships and explain why they were so impor--

tant to the success of the project.tant to the success of the project.

6. Imagine that you are 6. Imagine that you are responsible for improving the functioningresponsible for improving the functioning

of the biological corridor as a of the biological corridor as a coffee producing region that supcoffee producing region that sup--

ports biodiversity:ports biodiversity:

What are the key issues that need to be addressed?What are the key issues that need to be addressed?••



yy

Who are the key stakeholders that need to be involved andWho are the key stakeholders that need to be involved and••
how would you go about getting them involved?how would you go about getting them involved?

What would some economic incentives be that What would some economic incentives be that could supportcould support••
the project (e.g. the project (e.g. coffee, touriscoffee, tourism, bird watching, othem, bird watching, others?)rs?)
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Objective:Objective:
Students will write a children’s story, that describes an animal’sStudents will write a children’s story, that describes an animal’s

life and experiences as they imagine them to life and experiences as they imagine them to be inuenced bybe inuenced by

specic events that are described in a specic events that are described in a case study.case study.

Procedure:Procedure:
Have students review one of Have students review one of the case studies from this section. Athe case studies from this section. A

good choice is the Cgood choice is the Costa Rica Biological Corridor case study, butosta Rica Biological Corridor case study, but

any of the others will work as well.any of the others will work as well.

SSttuuddeennt  t  WWoorrkksshheeeett SSttuuddeennt  t  NNaammee
Read through the case study and choose an animal that is localRead through the case study and choose an animal that is local

to the region described, and to the region described, and has been affected by the activitieshas been affected by the activities

and events in the and events in the case study.case study.

The objective of this activity is to The objective of this activity is to write a story for childrenwrite a story for children

about this animal species. Go to about this animal species. Go to the children’the children’s section of thes section of the

library and look at picture books library and look at picture books to get ideas. Try and get to get ideas. Try and get insideinside

the head of the animal you have chosen, and describe its home,the head of the animal you have chosen, and describe its home,

familyfamily, and daily routine – , and daily routine – what it eats and what it eats and does each day.does each day.

Using the events of the Using the events of the case study, describe what happenedcase study, describe what happened

from the animal’s perspectifrom the animal’s perspective – what ve – what it noticed about its homeit noticed about its home

and the events that occurred. and the events that occurred. Did life get easier? More difcult?Did life get easier? More difcult?

What happened?What happened?

Keep audience and purpose in mind as you write: at what ageKeep audience and purpose in mind as you write: at what age

group is your story aimed? What is group is your story aimed? What is the main point or feelingthe main point or feeling

you want to convey about this animal?you want to convey about this animal?

From what point of view is the story written?From what point of view is the story written?

(i.e., who is the narrator?)(i.e., who is the narrator?)

How will you use setting?How will you use setting?

E.14. Activity 4: Biodiversity Story TimeE.14. Activity 4: Biodiversity Story Time



How will you develop the theme, the plot, and the characters?How will you develop the theme, the plot, and the characters?

How will you use external and internal conict?How will you use external and internal conict?

How will you How will you show rising action? What is the story’s climax?show rising action? What is the story’s climax?
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Method:Method:
Students will work in pairs to review and compare two case studStudents will work in pairs to review and compare two case stud--

ies and assess the strategies used to ies and assess the strategies used to solve the issues described.solve the issues described.

Case Studies:Case Studies:
 Alexander Skutch Biological Corridor Alexander Skutch Biological Corridor, Costa Rica, Costa Rica and and Regener- Regener-

ating the Dominican Dry ating the Dominican Dry Forest.Forest.

Procedure:Procedure:
WWork with a ork with a partner to review and compare the partner to review and compare the two case studiestwo case studies

 – both of which deal with involving loca – both of which deal with involving local people in the managel people in the manage--

ment of natural areas.ment of natural areas.

1. Make sure you have a copy of 1. Make sure you have a copy of each of the case studies to refereach of the case studies to refer

to. Read both case to. Read both case studies through carefullystudies through carefully, and review , and review the simithe simi--

larities between the two cases.larities between the two cases.

Divide a large piece of ipchart paper Divide a large piece of ipchart paper into two sections, and labelinto two sections, and label

each section with the name of each section with the name of the case study. Design the layoutthe case study. Design the layout

of your chart however you wish, but include the following veof your chart however you wish, but include the following ve

categories:categories:

Key Issues:Key Issues:  What are the main problems described in What are the main problems described in each caseeach case

study?study?

Economy:Economy: How do the local people make their living in both How do the local people make their living in both

situations? What has changed for them since the projects started?situations? What has changed for them since the projects started?

Biodiversity:Biodiversity: List the threats to  List the threats to each regions’ biodieach regions’ biodiversity (theversity (the

Biological Corridor and the Dry Forest).Biological Corridor and the Dry Forest).

Solutions:Solutions: What were some of the What were some of the strategies tried in solving thestrategies tried in solving the

problems of each case study?problems of each case study?

Future Steps:Future Steps: What are some ideas  What are some ideas for future activities or plansfor future activities or plans

to improve the case study situations for to improve the case study situations for both the environment andboth the environment and

the local people?the local people?

Answer the above questions in note form by lling in the approAnswer the above questions in note form by lling in the appro--

priate sections on the priate sections on the chart paper.chart paper.

2. As stated in the introduction to the 2. As stated in the introduction to the dry forest case study,dry forest case study,

“Experience has shown that sustainable management of natural“Experience has shown that sustainable management of natural

resourresources can succeed only with the ces can succeed only with the support of the local support of the local popula-popula-

tion.tion.””

4. Which case study focused more 4. Which case study focused more on preserving biodiversity andon preserving biodiversity and

why? What would you do why? What would you do differently to support biodiversity indifferently to support biodiversity in

each of the 2 regions?each of the 2 regions?

E.15. Activity 5: Case ComparisonsE.15. Activity 5: Case Comparisons



Describe how the planning strategies used in Describe how the planning strategies used in each project tried toeach project tried to
work with this theory. Which project do you believe succeededwork with this theory. Which project do you believe succeeded

better in doing this? Why?better in doing this? Why?

3. With your partner, discuss and list ways that the results of 3. With your partner, discuss and list ways that the results of eacheach

of the case study results could of the case study results could have been improved.have been improved.
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This section of the guide This section of the guide contains some background informationcontains some background information

about the benets and challenges of about the benets and challenges of taking students outdoors.taking students outdoors.

TeTeacher tip sheets cover planning logistics and acher tip sheets cover planning logistics and help teachers dehelp teachers de--

velop a conservation ethic with their students. Several velop a conservation ethic with their students. Several hands-on,hands-on,

sensory awareness activities help increase our ability to observesensory awareness activities help increase our ability to observe

and be present in and be present in nature, emphasize getting to know local speciesnature, emphasize getting to know local species

and their habitats, and inspire local action and and their habitats, and inspire local action and stewardship.stewardship.

Discover Backyard Discover Backyard Biodiversity:Biodiversity:

Educational Benefits of the Educational Benefits of the Outdoor ClassroomOutdoor Classroom
Stepping outdoors opens up a huge array of teaching and learningStepping outdoors opens up a huge array of teaching and learning

opportunities, and generates excitement and enthusiasm in stuopportunities, and generates excitement and enthusiasm in stu--

dents of all ages. dents of all ages. Direct experiences with the biodiversity in ourDirect experiences with the biodiversity in our

own backyards help learners to make own backyards help learners to make meaning for themselves,meaning for themselves,

and develop a felt connection to and develop a felt connection to the natural world. Providingthe natural world. Providing

direct opportunities to observe local plants and animals helpsdirect opportunities to observe local plants and animals helps

students develop an understanding of relationships and prostudents develop an understanding of relationships and pro--

cesses in nature, and the cesses in nature, and the importance of biodiversityimportance of biodiversity. Hands-on,. Hands-on,

experience-based learning engages the body and brain in experience-based learning engages the body and brain in kineskines--

thetic, discovery-based activities, through awakening our thetic, discovery-based activities, through awakening our sensessenses
to smells, textures, sounds and colours. Also, learning outdoorsto smells, textures, sounds and colours. Also, learning outdoors

is fun! For many, eld trips and outdoor is fun! For many, eld trips and outdoor learning experiences arelearning experiences are

the most memorable part of a the most memorable part of a school year. Howeverschool year. However, the barriers, the barriers

to taking students outside the classroom walls are to taking students outside the classroom walls are considerable.considerable.

WWe asked e asked experienced educators for their ideas experienced educators for their ideas and strategies,and strategies,

and share some of them below.and share some of them below.

Beating the Barriers to Beating the Barriers to Going Outside:Going Outside:

Challenges and Solutions from Teacher ExpertsChallenges and Solutions from Teacher Experts
Over-full teaching schedules, more and Over-full teaching schedules, more and more prescribed learningmore prescribed learning

outcomes to meet, bigger class sizes and outcomes to meet, bigger class sizes and reduced funding for eldreduced funding for eld

trips are some of the trips are some of the challenges that teachers face when takingchallenges that teachers face when taking

students outdoors. Many teachers students outdoors. Many teachers contributed some excellentcontributed some excellent
ideas and tips for overcoming the ideas and tips for overcoming the challenges of getting studentschallenges of getting students

outside while providing memorable and valuable learning experioutside while providing memorable and valuable learning experi--

ences.ences.

Stay Close to Home / Stay Close to Home / SchoolSchool
Many worthwhile activities can be done right Many worthwhile activities can be done right outside the school.outside the school.

Start small Start small - head outside and do one or two sensory awarene- head outside and do one or two sensory awarenessss

activities in the schoolyard. This will get both activities in the schoolyard. This will get both you and your stuyou and your stu--

dents used to being outdoors and learning how to learn togetherdents used to being outdoors and learning how to learn together

outside. Do some sensory wakeup outside. Do some sensory wakeup activities, then include outdooractivities, then include outdoor

silent reading, journaling, observation, and art activities.silent reading, journaling, observation, and art activities.

Beating the Dreaded Recess Beating the Dreaded Recess SyndromeSyndrome

Loss of control is an issue for most teachers when ponderLoss of control is an issue for most teachers when ponder--ing outdoor activities. Students are not accustomed to be ing outdoor activities. Students are not accustomed to be takentaken

outside for any reason other toutside for any reason other than to “play” at recess han to “play” at recess - hence the- hence the

term “recess syndrome” for the boundless energy and enthusiasmterm “recess syndrome” for the boundless energy and enthusiasm

they often display. This energy can be overwhelming to a teacherthey often display. This energy can be overwhelming to a teacher

and not productive for learning, leading to and not productive for learning, leading to a less than successfula less than successful

outing that teachers are loathe to repeat. Most of us have expeouting that teachers are loathe to repeat. Most of us have expe--

rienced formalized learning as essentially an rienced formalized learning as essentially an indoor experience,indoor experience,

sitting at a desk and using books, pencils and paper. See the folsitting at a desk and using books, pencils and paper. See the fol--

lowing tips for group management.lowing tips for group management.

“Expertise” Not Necessary“Expertise” Not Necessary
Many teachers feel insecure about their natural history knowlMany teachers feel insecure about their natural history knowl--

edge of the plants and edge of the plants and animals around us. However, you don’tanimals around us. However, you don’t

need to be an need to be an “expert”! Don’t let a lack of “expert”! Don’t let a lack of knowledge intimidateknowledge intimidate

you – it is you – it is the exploration and discovery that is important inthe exploration and discovery that is important in
outdoor activities. Many educators encourage students to makeoutdoor activities. Many educators encourage students to make

up their own names for up their own names for organisms they discoverorganisms they discover, based on , based on theirtheir

characteristicscharacteristics: after all, : after all, that’that’s what s what the scientists do!the scientists do!

V/ Appendix I: Teachers Tips & StrategiesV/ Appendix I: Teachers Tips & Strategies



    

Teacher Tip SheetsTeacher Tip Sheets
Sheet 1: Outdoor Group Management TipsSheet 1: Outdoor Group Management Tips

Sheet 2: Outdoor Field Trip Planner SheetSheet 2: Outdoor Field Trip Planner Sheet

Sheet 3: A Note on Conservation: Model a Reverence for NatureSheet 3: A Note on Conservation: Model a Reverence for Nature

Teacher Tip Sheet 1.Teacher Tip Sheet 1.

Outdoor Group Management TipsOutdoor Group Management Tips

1. Before You Go:1. Before You Go:

Planning, Preparation and PracticePlanning, Preparation and Practice
Since most of us have not had opportunities to experience outSince most of us have not had opportunities to experience out--

door education, it’s important to teach and practice skills and bedoor education, it’s important to teach and practice skills and be--

haviours with students. Practice behaviours indoors so everyonehaviours with students. Practice behaviours indoors so everyone

knows what to expect. Ask students for knows what to expect. Ask students for suggestions for groundsuggestions for ground

rules and agree on them as a group. Use a rules and agree on them as a group. Use a whistle, horn or otherwhistle, horn or other

audible signal to gather the group audible signal to gather the group togethertogether, and let , and let them knowthem know

it’it’s time to look s time to look and listen when they hear and listen when they hear it. While doing tasksit. While doing tasks

indoors, practice the group behaviours such as indoors, practice the group behaviours such as responding to theresponding to the

whistle, ensuring everyone can see you, and forming a circle towhistle, ensuring everyone can see you, and forming a circle to
discuss activities.discuss activities.

2. Set the stage2. Set the stage
The day before, explain where you’ll be going and what you’llThe day before, explain where you’ll be going and what you’ll

be doing. Talk together about what to wear: good be doing. Talk together about what to wear: good footwear (nofootwear (no

sandals or high heels) and a wind / waterproof jacket and/ or sunsandals or high heels) and a wind / waterproof jacket and/ or sun

protection are very important.protection are very important.

Once outside, set clear physical boundaries that students underOnce outside, set clear physical boundaries that students under--

stand and can’t wander beyond, e.g. “ Don’t go past the big gstand and can’t wander beyond, e.g. “ Don’t go past the big g

tree and the edge of the eld”, or “If I can’t see you, tree and the edge of the eld”, or “If I can’t see you, you’ve goneyou’ve gone

too far.”too far.”

Try out the whistle or other audible signal Try out the whistle or other audible signal to gather the group toto gather the group to--

gether, and agree on a meeting place gether, and agree on a meeting place where the group will gatherwhere the group will gather

when called.when called.

Make sure all students can be seen and stress that they must beMake sure all students can be seen and stress that they must be

able to see you at all times.able to see you at all times.

3. Heading Out: Small Steps Close By3. Heading Out: Small Steps Close By
Start in the school grounds. Start in the school grounds. Local explorations are perhaps theLocal explorations are perhaps the

most important, as there is more opportunity to most important, as there is more opportunity to do return visits todo return visits to

build on experiences and develop a build on experiences and develop a sense of place. Also, studentssense of place. Also, students

can return to them on can return to them on their own time. Always begin by gatheringtheir own time. Always begin by gathering

the group in a the group in a circle and outlining the planned activities. Keepcircle and outlining the planned activities. Keep

students’students’ backs to the sunbacks to the sun so they can seeso they can see you. Then start withyou. Then start with

4. Use well - defined activities rather4. Use well - defined activities rather

than loose explorationsthan loose explorations
Gather the group together before each activity, explain andGather the group together before each activity, explain and

demonstrate the task, and set boundaries for demonstrate the task, and set boundaries for exploration (“Stayexploration (“Stay

between the fence and that row of trees”). Simple tools such asbetween the fence and that row of trees”). Simple tools such as

paint chips or paint chips or magnifying glasses help focus magnifying glasses help focus student’student’s attention.s attention.
End the activity back in a circle with a sharing and quick discusEnd the activity back in a circle with a sharing and quick discus--

sion.sion.

5. Visit the site beforehand and plan your5. Visit the site beforehand and plan your

 program well program well
For eld trips offsite, it is important to For eld trips offsite, it is important to visit the location beforevisit the location before

taking your group there, even if it is just to the local park downtaking your group there, even if it is just to the local park down

the street. Check out the the street. Check out the site beforehand and use the site beforehand and use the Field TripField Trip

Planning Sheet in this section to Planning Sheet in this section to help you remember details. Findhelp you remember details. Find

the easiest access points to a beach or eld, and note any uniquethe easiest access points to a beach or eld, and note any unique

features such as big trees to features such as big trees to serve as boundaries and gatheringserve as boundaries and gathering

places. Note clear directions to the site places. Note clear directions to the site for all adult drivers, corfor all adult drivers, cor--

rect bus routes if applicable, and see if there is a map available torect bus routes if applicable, and see if there is a map available to

copy.copy.

6. Bad Weather Backup Plans6. Bad Weather Backup Plans
Have some backup plans in case of poor weather, such as a shelHave some backup plans in case of poor weather, such as a shel--

ter or big tree to ter or big tree to retreat to, or a retreat to, or a tarp strung between trees. Ytarp strung between trees. You canou can

still get out and do activities in the rain or cold as long as peoplestill get out and do activities in the rain or cold as long as people

are dressed for it. Remember that paper are dressed for it. Remember that paper “melts” in the rain –“melts” in the rain –

bring big zip lock plastic bags to put any paper or books in. Bringbring big zip lock plastic bags to put any paper or books in. Bring

along some “emergency ponchos” – big garbage bags along some “emergency ponchos” – big garbage bags with holeswith holes

cut out for head cut out for head and arms, some plastic grocery bags to and arms, some plastic grocery bags to stuff intostuff into

leaky boots or shoes, and a few hats. If the leaky boots or shoes, and a few hats. If the weather is terrible,weather is terrible,

postpone the trip: no sense in postpone the trip: no sense in making the experience a misery formaking the experience a misery for

all involved.all involved.

7. Safety Rules7. Safety RulesReview some basic safety rules with the group before you headReview some basic safety rules with the group before you head

out on bigger adventures:out on bigger adventures:

1) Choose a buddy 1) Choose a buddy and keep them in and keep them in sight all day.sight all day.

2) If you get separated from the group, Stay Put! Hug a Tree –2) If you get separated from the group, Stay Put! Hug a Tree –

stay in one place and stay in one place and the group will nd the group will nd you quicker.you quicker.

3) Ensure students are dressed properly, have adequate water and3) Ensure students are dressed properly, have adequate water and

food with them, and food with them, and know who has know who has First Aid kits (the teacherFirst Aid kits (the teacher

and/or at least one parent/helper).and/or at least one parent/helper).
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students  students  backs to the sun backs to the sun so they can see so they can see you. Then start withyou. Then start with

a short activity such as a short activity such as the Sensory Wthe Sensory Warm-up Circle or Rainarm-up Circle or Rain--

bow Chips, that lasts just bow Chips, that lasts just ten minutes. Later, increase your timeten minutes. Later, increase your time
outdoors to twenty minutes, then thirty minutes, and outdoors to twenty minutes, then thirty minutes, and so on. Thisso on. This

helps both you and helps both you and the students feel comfortable and in control ofthe students feel comfortable and in control of

each stage. A big bonus is that students tend to each stage. A big bonus is that students tend to monitor their bemonitor their be--

haviour outdoors themselves – they really enjoy the haviour outdoors themselves – they really enjoy the opportunityopportunity

to go outside to learn, and tend to behave appropriately in orderto go outside to learn, and tend to behave appropriately in order

to keep that to keep that opportunityopportunity..

    

Teacher Tip Sheet 2.Teacher Tip Sheet 2.

Outdoor Field Trip Planner SheetOutdoor Field Trip Planner Sheet
To the teacher:To the teacher: Bring this along with you when you check out  Bring this along with you when you check out a eld trip site, use it to review site specics with someone who’s beena eld trip site, use it to review site specics with someone who’s been

there before, and make a nal copy for all parents / helpers coming with you.there before, and make a nal copy for all parents / helpers coming with you.

Destination:Destination:

Date of Field Trip:Date of Field Trip:

Description of Area:Description of Area:

Driving Directions:Driving Directions:  (if available, attach a MapQuest map or local map that shows the route)(if available, attach a MapQuest map or local map that shows the route)

Meeting Spot Meeting Spot (location/specifics(location/specifics):):

Benefits of Using This AreaBenefits of Using This Area

Space For Large Group Activity:Space For Large Group Activity: Y/N Y/N

Special Features:Special Features:

Description of Trails:Description of Trails:

Washrooms/Water:Washrooms/Water: Y/NY/N

Rest and Lunch Spots:Rest and Lunch Spots: Y/NY/N

Potential Potential Hazards/PrecautioHazards/Precautions:ns: Y/NY/N

Special Considerations: (site and group)Special Considerations: (site and group)

Contingency Plans:Contingency Plans:

Site Specific Emergency Contact NumbersSite Specific Emergency Contact Numbers

Is the site within Cell Is the site within Cell phone range?phone range? Y/NY/N

Cell phone contact Cell phone contact number(s):number(s):
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Nearest Land Phone location:Nearest Land Phone location:

Nearest Medical Facility:Nearest Medical Facility:

Nearest Hospital:Nearest Hospital:

School phone number:School phone number:

    

Teacher Tip Sheet 3.Teacher Tip Sheet 3.

A Note on Conservation:A Note on Conservation:

Model A Reverence for NatureModel A Reverence for Nature
The living things that inhabit this planet wThe living things that inhabit this planet with us are all uniquelyith us are all uniquely

adapted to live adapted to live in particular habitats. Effective environmentalin particular habitats. Effective environmental

learning involves direct experience with the natural world, butlearning involves direct experience with the natural world, but
care must be taken not to jeopardize the very life forms andcare must be taken not to jeopardize the very life forms and

environments we are learning from. These basic guidelines formenvironments we are learning from. These basic guidelines form

part of a conservation ethic that should part of a conservation ethic that should be an essential part of be an essential part of allall

outdoor experiences. Woutdoor experiences. We have e have found that instead found that instead of “preaching”of “preaching”

these guidelines to your class or these guidelines to your class or group, it is much group, it is much more effecmore effec--

tive to have them generate their own tive to have them generate their own list through a brainstorminglist through a brainstorming

activity.activity.

Stay on the Trail / Stay on the Trail / FootpathFootpath
This minimizes your impact on plant life and This minimizes your impact on plant life and allows animals toallows animals to

adapt to human use of an area.adapt to human use of an area.

Patting Prevents PickingPatting Prevents Picking

Explore, feel, smell, and sense Explore, feel, smell, and sense natural objects such as leaves,natural objects such as leaves,
shells, tree branches and feathers, but do not pick any live plantshells, tree branches and feathers, but do not pick any live plant

material or remove things from their location: this is their home.material or remove things from their location: this is their home.

Turn the Rocks or Logs Back OverTurn the Rocks or Logs Back Over
When exploring under a rock When exploring under a rock or log, do or log, do so gently. Tso gently. Try not tory not to

crush plants and animals that may be living on, beside or under it,crush plants and animals that may be living on, beside or under it,

and put the rock or log back the way and put the rock or log back the way it was when you’ve nishedit was when you’ve nished

investigating.investigating.

Fill in Any HolesFill in Any Holes
Whether digging on a beach Whether digging on a beach for burrowing animals or exploringfor burrowing animals or exploring

the soil layers of a forest oor, ll in any holes you create. Plants,the soil layers of a forest oor, ll in any holes you create. Plants,

insects and animals living in the area insects and animals living in the area will be disturbed by piles will be disturbed by piles ofof

dirt covering their burrows and trails.dirt covering their burrows and trails.

Wildlife Viewing EtiquetteWildlife Viewing Etiquette
Observe wildlife as quietly as possible – Observe wildlife as quietly as possible – stress is harmful tostress is harmful to

animals, so respect their space and habitat. animals, so respect their space and habitat. Never chase animals,Never chase animals,

touch or feed them. Remember that touch or feed them. Remember that birds and animals need restbirds and animals need rest--

ing periods during the day - use binoculars and keep a respectableing periods during the day - use binoculars and keep a respectable

distance away.distance away.

Leave all Specimens, Alive or Dead,Leave all Specimens, Alive or Dead,

in Their Natural Habitatin Their Natural Habitat
Do all of your Do all of your discovering on-site – observe living things in theirdiscovering on-site – observe living things in their

home place. Do not move plants or animals from one location tohome place. Do not move plants or animals from one location to

Leave No TraceLeave No Trace
In every way, try to leave the In every way, try to leave the environment and its inhabitantsenvironment and its inhabitants

unchanged by your visit. Pack out all garbage, even though youunchanged by your visit. Pack out all garbage, even though you

may not have brought it in. Bring along some garbage bags,may not have brought it in. Bring along some garbage bags,

and protect garbage collectors’ hands with small plastic and protect garbage collectors’ hands with small plastic bags orbags or

gloves.gloves.

Easy Activities to Help Tune into theEasy Activities to Help Tune into the

Natural WorldNatural World

Sensory Awareness: An IntroductionSensory Awareness: An Introduction
WWe have a e have a whole network of senses that whole network of senses that connect us to the connect us to the worldworld

around us. The ve around us. The ve senses of sight, hearing, smelling, touchingsenses of sight, hearing, smelling, touching

and tasting are most commonly referred to, but and tasting are most commonly referred to, but we have manywe have many

more, including our ability more, including our ability to sense temperature, weight, to sense temperature, weight, gravitygravity,,

balance, sense of time, and pressure. Most of us spend much ofbalance, sense of time, and pressure. Most of us spend much of

our time indoors, separated from the natural world our time indoors, separated from the natural world by buildings,by buildings,

cars and clothing, and many of our senses get “shut down” bycars and clothing, and many of our senses get “shut down” by

lack of use. Much of our formal education takes place indoors aslack of use. Much of our formal education takes place indoors aswell. When we go outside, it is useful to “wake up” our senses,well. When we go outside, it is useful to “wake up” our senses,

to better connect with the world around us, and tune into ourto better connect with the world around us, and tune into our

environment in new and different ways.environment in new and different ways.

1. Sensory Wakeup Circle1. Sensory Wakeup Circle
Time required:Time required: 5  5 - 10 - 10 minutesminutes

Materials:Materials: NoneNone

Audience:Audience: All ages All ages

This is a nice This is a nice introductory and “awakening” activity to do eachintroductory and “awakening” activity to do each

time you take a group outdoors. Gather the group in a circle andtime you take a group outdoors. Gather the group in a circle and

tell participants that you’ll be waking up tell participants that you’ll be waking up their senses to be bettertheir senses to be better

able to explore and observe able to explore and observe the environment. Ask for a listingthe environment. Ask for a listing

of our main senses, and remind the group of ones they may notof our main senses, and remind the group of ones they may not

think of beyond the 5 think of beyond the 5 general ones (sensing temperature, hunger,general ones (sensing temperature, hunger,
air currents, etc).air currents, etc).

WWake the senses ake the senses up individually:up individually:

Touch:Touch: have everyone rub  have everyone rub their hands together vigorously untiltheir hands together vigorously until

they feel heat energy being generated between their palms they feel heat energy being generated between their palms whenwhen

they pull them apart slightly. Do this until everyone has madethey pull them apart slightly. Do this until everyone has made

some energy and “woken up” some energy and “woken up” their ngers.their ngers.

Hearing:Hearing:  Have everyone put on “deer ears” – cup hands aroundHave everyone put on “deer ears” – cup hands around

their ears so the area their ears so the area for capturing sound is enlarged. To demfor capturing sound is enlarged. To dem--

onstrate how effective larger ears are, have everyone take theironstrate how effective larger ears are, have everyone take their

“deer ears” off as you keep speaking, and then put them on again,“deer ears” off as you keep speaking, and then put them on again,
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another, and do not take any another, and do not take any organisms awayorganisms away. Dead leaves, . Dead leaves, fungi,fungi,

shells of animals, stones, and seeds all have a role to play in theirshells of animals, stones, and seeds all have a role to play in theirecosystem. Don’t allow activities that stress ecosystem. Don’t allow activities that stress collecting, presscollecting, press--

ing and drying of ing and drying of specimens: their teaching potential is limited,specimens: their teaching potential is limited,

and students can demonstrate the same skills of and students can demonstrate the same skills of identication,identication,

observation, and categorizing with live specimens in their naturalobservation, and categorizing with live specimens in their natural

habitat.habitat.

noting how much louder your voice or other sounds become.noting how much louder your voice or other sounds become.

Try having the group put the “ears” on backwards to hear soundsTry having the group put the “ears” on backwards to hear sounds

behind them. Now have everyone close their eyes (to block outbehind them. Now have everyone close their eyes (to block out

the dominant sense of sight) and the dominant sense of sight) and count the number of differcount the number of differ--

ent sounds they hear in ent sounds they hear in a 20 – a 20 – 30 second time frame. Y30 second time frame. Youngerounger

students might want to hold up students might want to hold up their ngers for each sound. Asktheir ngers for each sound. Ask

people how many sounds they heard, and to describe some ofpeople how many sounds they heard, and to describe some of

them.them.

    

Smell:Smell: Have everyone close their eyes and focus on their sense Have everyone close their eyes and focus on their sense

of smell by taking a breath through their mouths and then twoof smell by taking a breath through their mouths and then two

big breaths through their nose. Have big breaths through their nose. Have different people in the circledifferent people in the circle

describe what they smell. Now have the group turn to face out ofdescribe what they smell. Now have the group turn to face out of

the circle and repeat the smell sampling, asking the circle and repeat the smell sampling, asking for any differentfor any different

scents.scents.

Taste:Taste: If it is raining, have everyone taste a raindrop, or some If it is raining, have everyone taste a raindrop, or some

seawater if you are on the beach, but otherwise save the tastingseawater if you are on the beach, but otherwise save the tasting

for lunchtime!for lunchtime!

Sight:Sight: Send the group out from the circle to do the RainbowSend the group out from the circle to do the Rainbow

Chips activity (see below).Chips activity (see below).

Discussion Questions:Discussion Questions:  

Which sense could you give up?Which sense could you give up?

Which sense could you not live without?Which sense could you not live without?

Adaptations for Older StudentsAdaptations for Older Students

Small Group SessionsSmall Group Sessions

Secondary school students may feel uncomfortable doing the senSecondary school students may feel uncomfortable doing the sen--sory awareness activities in a large group, but sory awareness activities in a large group, but thoroughly enjoythoroughly enjoy

them in smaller gatherings. Put older students in them in smaller gatherings. Put older students in groups of twogroups of two

or three, and give each group a piece of string about three metresor three, and give each group a piece of string about three metres

long. Have them move to an area away from other groups andlong. Have them move to an area away from other groups and

lay down the string so it forms a circle. Ask each group to do onelay down the string so it forms a circle. Ask each group to do one

or two of the sensory activities – e.g. Sound Mapping, Rainbowor two of the sensory activities – e.g. Sound Mapping, Rainbow

Chips, and/or recording the smells, colours and Chips, and/or recording the smells, colours and textures foundtextures found

inside their circle.inside their circle.

2. Rainbow Chips2. Rainbow Chips
Time required:Time required: 15 minutes 15 minutes

Materials:Materials: Bag of 30 –  Bag of 30 – 40 paint colour chips from a paint store40 paint colour chips from a paint store

Audience:Audience: All ages All ages

This is a fun This is a fun and easy activity that gets participants looking closeand easy activity that gets participants looking close--

ly at things around them, ly at things around them, and hones their observation skills. Itand hones their observation skills. It

is an excellent way to is an excellent way to being a discussion on biodiversity, for thebeing a discussion on biodiversity, for the

range of colours in only a small natural area is a good examplerange of colours in only a small natural area is a good example

of the variety of living things. of the variety of living things. Collect a selection of paint chipsCollect a selection of paint chips

from your local paint store, ensuring that you get a good rangefrom your local paint store, ensuring that you get a good range

of colours and shades. Cut up the chips if they are in of colours and shades. Cut up the chips if they are in strips, andstrips, and

place them in a bag. Hand each participant a “rainbow chip”,place them in a bag. Hand each participant a “rainbow chip”,

telling them that every colour of the telling them that every colour of the rainbow exists in naturerainbow exists in nature

all around us, and send them off to match their chip colour asall around us, and send them off to match their chip colour as

closely as possible with closely as possible with something natural (human-made itemssomething natural (human-made items

like garbage or clothing don’t count!). Ask them not to like garbage or clothing don’t count!). Ask them not to pick theirpick their

Extension: Paint Chip PoetryExtension: Paint Chip Poetry

Based on the name and colour of their paint chip, have studentsBased on the name and colour of their paint chip, have students

write a haiku, cinquain or other type of poem.write a haiku, cinquain or other type of poem.

Discussion Questions:Discussion Questions:  

What surprised you the most about What surprised you the most about this activity?this activity?

What colours were hardest to nd?What colours were hardest to nd?

3. Sound Mapping3. Sound Mapping
Time required:Time required: 15 minutes 15 minutes

Materials:Materials: Pencils and index  Pencils and index cards or journals, “sit-upons” (cardcards or journals, “sit-upons” (card--

board square inside a plastic bag)board square inside a plastic bag)

Audience:Audience: All ages All ages

This is another a good This is another a good warm-up activity for focusing students’warm-up activity for focusing students’

attention outdoors and illustrating the diversity of sounds in ourattention outdoors and illustrating the diversity of sounds in our

environment. Gather your group in a environment. Gather your group in a circle and have them listencircle and have them listen

and count the number of and count the number of different sounds they hear around them.different sounds they hear around them.

Now that their sense of hearing is tuned up, give each studentNow that their sense of hearing is tuned up, give each student

an index card, or an index card, or have them use a have them use a page in their journals. Tellpage in their journals. Tell
students they’ll be drawing a sound map of this area, as well asstudents they’ll be drawing a sound map of this area, as well as

a key to the sounds they hear. Have them make an “X” in thea key to the sounds they hear. Have them make an “X” in the

middle of the page to middle of the page to represent themselves. As each sound isrepresent themselves. As each sound is

heard, a symbol for the sound is recorded on the map where itheard, a symbol for the sound is recorded on the map where it

was heard relative to the “X”. Students can choose anything theywas heard relative to the “X”. Students can choose anything they

want for the sound symbols key: e.g. pictures, musical notes,want for the sound symbols key: e.g. pictures, musical notes,

squiggly lines. To begin, have students move apart and sit on squiggly lines. To begin, have students move apart and sit on thethe

ground or on a ground or on a “sit-upon” (see Materials list) several metres away“sit-upon” (see Materials list) several metres away

from one another. Aftfrom one another. After a few er a few minutes of recording, have studentsminutes of recording, have students

pair up, share their maps pair up, share their maps and symbols, and discuss their favouriteand symbols, and discuss their favourite

sounds.sounds.

Discussion Questions:Discussion Questions:

What’s the quietest place near or in your home? Your school?What’s the quietest place near or in your home? Your school?

How far would you have to go How far would you have to go to nd no human-made noises?to nd no human-made noises?

Absolute silence?Absolute silence?
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matched item if it is alive, matched item if it is alive, but to show it but to show it to someone close by. Of to someone close by. Of --

fer some hints: turn leaves and fer some hints: turn leaves and stems over to see colours beneath,stems over to see colours beneath,look closely at rocks and pebbles, lichen, tree bark and sap. Oncelook closely at rocks and pebbles, lichen, tree bark and sap. Once

they have found a they have found a match, give them another colour chip match, give them another colour chip to try.to try.

OR give students a whole strip of paint chips of similar shades toOR give students a whole strip of paint chips of similar shades to

match.match.
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Useful Websites on BiodiversityUseful Websites on Biodiversity
natureserve.org/infonaturanatureserve.org/infonatura

A conservation and educational resource on A conservation and educational resource on the animals, and the animals, and ecosystems of Latin America and the ecosystems of Latin America and the Caribbean. YCaribbean. You can ou can use InfoNaturause InfoNatura

to learn about more than to learn about more than 8,500 common, rare and endangered species 8,500 common, rare and endangered species and 788 ecosystems.and 788 ecosystems.

biodiversity911.orgbiodiversity911.org

World Wildlife Fund’s website for educators and students.World Wildlife Fund’s website for educators and students.

bagheera.combagheera.com

A website for A website for Earth’Earth’s Endangered Animals: some s Endangered Animals: some classroom resources.classroom resources.

iucn.orgiucn.org  

The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) website – a global environmental network set website – a global environmental network set up to tackle environmentalup to tackle environmental

problems and conserve biodiversityproblems and conserve biodiversity. The IUCN . The IUCN works in 160 countries, and works in 160 countries, and publishes yearly status reports of threatened, endangeredpublishes yearly status reports of threatened, endangered

and critically endangered species worldwide.and critically endangered species worldwide.

redlist.orgredlist.org

The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species.The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species.

cites.orgcites.orgConvention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna.Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna.

biodiversityhotspots.orgbiodiversityhotspots.org

Conservation International’Conservation International’s website that s website that profles the most profles the most diverse and threatened places diverse and threatened places on Earth.on Earth.

investigate.conservation.orginvestigate.conservation.org

Educational website of Conservation International for Educational website of Conservation International for students to investigate biodiversity.students to investigate biodiversity.

TaTake the ke the Ecological Impact quiz to Ecological Impact quiz to measure your personal impact and measure your personal impact and investigate ways to conserve investigate ways to conserve biodiversitybiodiversity..

cbd.int/doc/bioday/2007/ibd-2007-booklet-01-en.pdf cbd.int/doc/bioday/2007/ibd-2007-booklet-01-en.pdf 

Convention on Biological Diversity: Downloadable booklet on Biodiversity and Climate Change Convention on Biological Diversity: Downloadable booklet on Biodiversity and Climate Change (2007).(2007).

conserveonline.orgconserveonline.org

ConserveOnline is a “one-stop” online, public library, created and maintained by The Nature Conservancy in ConserveOnline is a “one-stop” online, public library, created and maintained by The Nature Conservancy in partnership with otherpartnership with other

conservation organizations. Information on biodiversityconservation organizations. Information on biodiversity, conservation, ecotourism and , conservation, ecotourism and research is available.research is available.
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Useful Websites on Conservation in Useful Websites on Conservation in the Caribbeanthe Caribbean
ccdc.org.jm/caricomp_main.htmlccdc.org.jm/caricomp_main.html

Caribbean Coastal Marine Productivity Program (CARICOMP)Caribbean Coastal Marine Productivity Program (CARICOMP)

The Caribbean Coastal Marine Productivity (CARICOMP) Programme is a The Caribbean Coastal Marine Productivity (CARICOMP) Programme is a regional scientic effort to study land-sea interaction pro-regional scientic effort to study land-sea interaction pro-

cess, to monitor for change, and to provide appropriate scientic informcess, to monitor for change, and to provide appropriate scientic information for management within the Caribbean. ation for management within the Caribbean. The ProgrammeThe Programme

focuses on understanding the focuses on understanding the productivityproductivity, structure and , structure and functions of three important coastal functions of three important coastal ecosystems: mangroves, seagrasses andecosystems: mangroves, seagrasses and

reefs, throughout the region.reefs, throughout the region.

canari.orgcanari.org

Caribbean Natural Resources Institute (CANARI)Caribbean Natural Resources Institute (CANARI)

The Caribbean Natural Resources Institute promoteThe Caribbean Natural Resources Institute promotes participatory natural resource managems participatory natural resource management in the Caribbean. ent in the Caribbean. Based out of Trini-Based out of Trini-

dad and Tobago and St. Lucia, it is emphasizing projects involving coastal areas, coral reefs, mangrove forests, rainforests, and marinedad and Tobago and St. Lucia, it is emphasizing projects involving coastal areas, coral reefs, mangrove forests, rainforests, and marine

environments within the Caribbean.environments within the Caribbean.

edf.orgedf.org

 Environmental Defense Fund Environmental Defense Fund

The Environmental Defense Fund is based The Environmental Defense Fund is based out of the United out of the United States and specializes in helping businesses, governments and communi-States and specializes in helping businesses, governments and communi-

ties to nd practical environmental solutioties to nd practical environmental solutions. ns. They provide funding and guidance to many of the countries within the Eastern Carib-They provide funding and guidance to many of the countries within the Eastern Carib-

bean.bean.

oecs.org/esdu/about.htmloecs.org/esdu/about.html

OECS Environment & Sustainable Development Unit OECS Environment & Sustainable Development Unit 

The Environment & Sustainable Development Unit of the The Environment & Sustainable Development Unit of the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS-ESDU) is the Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS-ESDU) is the entity withinentity within

the OECS Secretariat that is responsible for the OECS Secretariat that is responsible for the provision of natural resource and environmental management services to the memberthe provision of natural resource and environmental management services to the member

states of the OECS.states of the OECS.

panoscaribbean.orgpanoscaribbean.org

 Panos Institute of the Caribbean Panos Institute of the Caribbean

Panos Caribbean is a non-prot NGO based in WashinPanos Caribbean is a non-prot NGO based in Washington, DC; Jacmel, Haiti; Kingston, Jamaica; and Port-au-Prigton, DC; Jacmel, Haiti; Kingston, Jamaica; and Port-au-Prince, Haiti. nce, Haiti. It isIt is

a regional organization that works to strengthen civil society by a regional organization that works to strengthen civil society by helping journalists to cover sustainable development issues that arehelping journalists to cover sustainable development issues that are

overlooked and misunderstood, in particular those overlooked and misunderstood, in particular those whose impact transcends national boundaries.whose impact transcends national boundaries.

nature.org/wherewework/caribbeannature.org/wherewework/caribbean

The Nature Conservancy in the CaribbeanThe Nature Conservancy in the Caribbean  
The Nature Conservancy is working The Nature Conservancy is working in the Bahamas, Dominican Republic, Eastern Caribbean, and Jamaica and in the Bahamas, Dominican Republic, Eastern Caribbean, and Jamaica and working on conserva-working on conserva-

tion projects involving coral reefs, tion projects involving coral reefs, forests, islands, rainforests, and tropical forests.forests, islands, rainforests, and tropical forests.

cep.unep.orgcep.unep.org

United Nations Environment Program - Caribbean Environment Programme (UNEP - United Nations Environment Program - Caribbean Environment Programme (UNEP - CEP)CEP)

This organization is promoting regional cooperation for the protection and development of the marine environment of This organization is promoting regional cooperation for the protection and development of the marine environment of the Wider Ca-the Wider Ca-

ribbean Region.ribbean Region.

usaid.gov/locations/latin_america_caribbeanusaid.gov/locations/latin_america_caribbean

United States Aid - Latin America & the CaribbeanUnited States Aid - Latin America & the Caribbean

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) is a U.S. The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) is a U.S. Government agency implementing important foreign assistanceGovernment agency implementing important foreign assistance

programs throughout the Caribbean region. programs throughout the Caribbean region. Many programs include provisions for economic growth and sustainaMany programs include provisions for economic growth and sustainable resource man-ble resource man-

agement.agement.
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World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF)

This organization is active in the Caribbean, working on This organization is active in the Caribbean, working on projects involving climate change, forests, freshwaterprojects involving climate change, forests, freshwater, marine, and species, marine, and species
conservation.conservation.

worldwildlife.orgworldwildlife.org

World Wildlife Fund World Wildlife Fund 

This organization has been doing conservation work to protect the coral reefs within the Caribbean. This organization has been doing conservation work to protect the coral reefs within the Caribbean. Particular projects include workParticular projects include work

on the Mesoamerican reef.on the Mesoamerican reef.

    

GLOSSARY OF TERMS FGLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR PART 1:OR PART 1:

Biodiversity Basics: The Spice of Biodiversity Basics: The Spice of LifeLife

abiotic:abiotic:   a non-living a non-living factor in factor in an environment; an environment; e.g. light, e.g. light, water,water,

temperature, climate.temperature, climate.

adaptation:adaptation:   the process of mthe process of making adjustments aking adjustments to the envi-to the envi-

ronment. ronment. For example, forests deFor example, forests develop only where soil types,velop only where soil types,

moisture, and sunlighmoisture, and sunlight are balanced to the proper degreet are balanced to the proper degree. . ArcticArctic

plants have made adjustments so as to be able to live under harshplants have made adjustments so as to be able to live under harsh

conditions.conditions.

amphibian:amphibian:   an animal that typicallan animal that typically lives partially in an aquaty lives partially in an aquaticic

habitat breathing by gills as young, and habitat breathing by gills as young, and primarily in a terrestrialprimarily in a terrestrial

habitat breathing by lungs and through moist habitat breathing by lungs and through moist glandular skin as anglandular skin as an

adult e.g. frog.adult e.g. frog.

biodegradable:biodegradable:   the property of a substance ththe property of a substance that permits it to beat permits it to be

broken down by microorganisms into simple, stable compoundsbroken down by microorganisms into simple, stable compounds

such as carbon dioxide and such as carbon dioxide and water.water.

biodiversity:biodiversity: the term used to describe the variety of life on the term used to describe the variety of life on

Earth including plants, animals, fungi Earth including plants, animals, fungi and micro-organisms.and micro-organisms.

biosphere:biosphere:   the part of the earth’the part of the earth’s crust, water and atmospheres crust, water and atmosphere

where living organisms can subsist.where living organisms can subsist.

community:community:   an association of organian association of organisms - plant and animal -sms - plant and animal -

each occupying a certain position or ecological niche, inhabitingeach occupying a certain position or ecological niche, inhabiting

a common environment, and interacting with each other; all thea common environment, and interacting with each other; all the

plants and animals in a plants and animals in a particular habitat that are bound togetherparticular habitat that are bound together

by food chains and by food chains and other interrelations.other interrelations.

condensation:condensation:   the process of the process of substance changing frsubstance changing from a gas to aom a gas to a

liquid, usually as a result of liquid, usually as a result of cooling.cooling.

conservation:conservation:   the use of naturathe use of natural resources in a l resources in a way that assuresway that assures

their continuing availability to future generations; the wise andtheir continuing availability to future generations; the wise and

intelligent use or protection of natural resources.intelligent use or protection of natural resources.

consumer:consumer:   the rst part of the rst part of an ecosystem ian ecosystem is the non-living ss the non-living subub--

stance; the second part consists of those stance; the second part consists of those organisms that are calledorganisms that are called

“producers”, or food makers; part three of this “producers”, or food makers; part three of this system is calledsystem is called

the “consumer” because it utilizes the producer for its the “consumer” because it utilizes the producer for its food; itfood; it

may in turn be used as food by a may in turn be used as food by a secondary consumersecondary consumer. . A rabbit isA rabbit is

a primary consumer. a primary consumer. A A fox would be a fox would be a secondasecondary consumer.ry consumer.

decomposer:decomposer:   those organisthose organisms (bacteria, ms (bacteria, fungi) which convertfungi) which convert

e.g. predator, decomposer and with how it performs that function.e.g. predator, decomposer and with how it performs that function.

ecological services:ecological services: services which humans derive from  services which humans derive from ecologi-ecologi-

cal functions including photosynthesis, oxygen production, andcal functions including photosynthesis, oxygen production, and

water purication.water purication.

ecologist:ecologist:   a scientist who studies the inta scientist who studies the interrelations of livingerrelations of living

things to one another and things to one another and their environment.their environment.

ecology:ecology:   the study of the relation of orthe study of the relation of organisms or groups of organisms or groups of or--

ganisms to their environment; or the science of ganisms to their environment; or the science of the interrelationsthe interrelations

between living organisms and their between living organisms and their environment.environment.

ecosystem:ecosystem:   a natural unit that includea natural unit that includes living and nonliving partss living and nonliving parts

interacting to produce a stable system in which interacting to produce a stable system in which the exchange ofthe exchange of

materials between the living and nonliving parts follows betweenmaterials between the living and nonliving parts follows between

closed paths; all living things and their environment in closed paths; all living things and their environment in an are ofan are of

any size, with all linked together by any size, with all linked together by energy and nutrient ow.energy and nutrient ow.

efuent:efuent:   any matter that enterany matter that enters the environment from a specis the environment from a specicc

source; the term generally refers to waste water source; the term generally refers to waste water from a sewagefrom a sewage
treatment or industrial plant.treatment or industrial plant.

endangered:endangered:   any indigenous speciany indigenous species of fauna or ores of fauna or ora whosea whose

existence is threatened with immediate extinction through all orexistence is threatened with immediate extinction through all or

signicant portion of its range, owing to signicant portion of its range, owing to the action of humans.the action of humans.

energy:energy: a thermodynamic quantity equal to a  a thermodynamic quantity equal to a physical system’physical system’ss

capability to do work; measured in capability to do work; measured in joules or ergs.joules or ergs.

environment:environment:   the total of all the total of all of the surroundings - air, of the surroundings - air, water,water,

vegetation, human element, wildlife - that has inuence on vegetation, human element, wildlife - that has inuence on youyou

and your existence, including physical, biological, and all otherand your existence, including physical, biological, and all other

factors; the surroundings of a plant or factors; the surroundings of a plant or animal including otheranimal including other

plants and animals, climate, and plants and animals, climate, and location.location.

erosion:erosion:   the removal or wearing away of soil or the removal or wearing away of soil or rock by water,rock by water,

wind, or other forces or wind, or other forces or processes.processes.

eutrophication:eutrophication:   enrichment of soienrichment of soils and water due tls and water due to fertiliza-o fertiliza-

tion, sewage, efuent, or other waters that carry tion, sewage, efuent, or other waters that carry a high plant-a high plant-

nutrient component.nutrient component.

evaporation:evaporation:   the process of the process of a substance changing a substance changing from a liquidfrom a liquid

to a gas by exposure to the air and/or heat.to a gas by exposure to the air and/or heat.

extinction:extinction: the condition of having been the condition of having been removed from exis-removed from exis-

tence. tence. An animal or plant facing extincAn animal or plant facing extinction is one in danger oftion is one in danger of
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dead organic materials into inorganic materials; a dead organic materials into inorganic materials; a plant or animalplant or animal

that feeds on dead materials and that feeds on dead materials and causes its mechanical or chemi-causes its mechanical or chemi-cal breakdown.cal breakdown.

ecological niche:ecological niche:   the role played by the role played by an organism an organism in a biologicalin a biological

community; its food preferences, requirements for shelter, specialcommunity; its food preferences, requirements for shelter, special

behaviours, and the timing of its activities (e.g. nocturnal or behaviours, and the timing of its activities (e.g. nocturnal or di-di-

urnal). urnal). The ecological niche of an orThe ecological niche of an organism has little to do witganism has little to do withh

where it is found but much more to do with its function or role,where it is found but much more to do with its function or role,

p gp g gg

vanishing from our world.vanishing from our world.

food chain:food chain:   the transfer of food enerthe transfer of food energy from the source in plantsgy from the source in plants

through a series of animals.through a series of animals.

food web:food web:   an interconnected an interconnected pattern or “web” pattern or “web” of food chains.of food chains.

fresh water:fresh water:   clean, unpolluted clean, unpolluted water without salwater without salinityinity..

    

groundwater:groundwater:   water found under twater found under the ground, in the he ground, in the zones of soilzones of soil

and bedrock.and bedrock.

habitat:habitat: the arrangement of food, the arrangement of food, water, shelterwater, shelter, and , and space suit-space suit-

able to an organism’s needs.able to an organism’s needs.

herbicide:herbicide: weed-killing chemical. weed-killing chemical.

herbivore:herbivore: a plant eater. a plant eater.

life cycle:life cycle:   the continuous sequethe continuous sequence of changes undernce of changes undergone by angone by an

organism from one primary form to the development of the organism from one primary form to the development of the samesame

form again.form again.

micro-consumers:micro-consumers: basic consumers at the basis of the food basic consumers at the basis of the food

chain; includes agellates, ciliates, and nematodes.chain; includes agellates, ciliates, and nematodes.

micro-organism:micro-organism:   an organism man organism microscopic in siicroscopic in size, observableze, observable

only through a microscope.only through a microscope.

omnivore:omnivore:   an animal which eats both plant an animal which eats both plant and animal materialsand animal materials..

organism:organism:   a living thing; a form of lifa living thing; a form of life composed of mutuallye composed of mutually

dependent parts that maintain various dependent parts that maintain various vital processes.vital processes.

pesticide:pesticide:   any chemical prepaany chemical preparation used to conration used to control populationstrol populations

of organism, including plants and animals, perceived to be injuri-of organism, including plants and animals, perceived to be injuri-

ous.ous.

plant communities:plant communities:   an association oan association of plants, each of plants, each occupy-ccupy-

ing a certain position or ecological niche, inhabiting a ing a certain position or ecological niche, inhabiting a commoncommon

environment, and interenvironment, and interacting with each otheracting with each other. . Dominant plantsDominant plants

usually dene the community, e.g., a mangrove community.usually dene the community, e.g., a mangrove community.

photosynthesis: photosynthesis: the basic photosynthetic prthe basic photosynthetic process; an oxidation-ocess; an oxidation-

reduction reaction as follows: Carbon dioxide + water reduction reaction as follows: Carbon dioxide + water + light+ light

energy = carbohydrate + water + energy = carbohydrate + water + oxygen.oxygen.

photosynthesis:photosynthesis: the basic photosynthetic process; an oxidation-the basic photosynthetic process; an oxidation-

reduction reaction as follows: Carbon dioxide + water reduction reaction as follows: Carbon dioxide + water + light+ light

energy = carbohydrate + water + energy = carbohydrate + water + oxygen.oxygen.

pollution:pollution:   harmful substancharmful substances deposited in tes deposited in the air or water he air or water oror

land, leading to land, leading to a state of a state of dirtiness, impuritydirtiness, impurity, unhealthiness, or, unhealthiness, or

hazard.hazard.

population:population:   the number of a the number of a particular speciparticular species in a dened arees in a dened area.a.

predation:predation: the act of preying upon.the act of preying upon.

resilience:resilience: the ability of an ecosystem to the ability of an ecosystem to return to initial statereturn to initial state

after a disturbance.after a disturbance.

resource:resource:   a portion of an a portion of an environment upon whienvironment upon which people havech people have

placed or assigned value, placed or assigned value, or see as being available for use.or see as being available for use.

riparian: riparian: located or living along or near a stlocated or living along or near a stream, riverream, river, or body, or body

of water.of water.

season:season:   a period of tia period of time, usually when sme, usually when something specic ocomething specic oc--

curs; for example, any of four curs; for example, any of four times of the year characterized bytimes of the year characterized by

differences or chadifferences or changes, as in plant growth and tempernges, as in plant growth and temperature. ature. InIn

wildlife management or conservation terms, that time when hunt-wildlife management or conservation terms, that time when hunt-

ing, shing, or trapping is permitted for a ing, shing, or trapping is permitted for a particular species.particular species.

shelter:shelter: cover; cover from elements, for cover; cover from elements, for natal activitynatal activity, to , to traveltravel

in, for breeding, for bedding, etc.; varies depending upon in, for breeding, for bedding, etc.; varies depending upon species.species.

slough: slough: an inlet from a river; baan inlet from a river; backwater; tide at; a creek in ackwater; tide at; a creek in a

marsh.marsh.

species:species: a population of individuals that are more a population of individuals that are more or less alike,or less alike,

and that are able to and that are able to breed and produce fertile offspring underbreed and produce fertile offspring under

natural conditions; a category of natural conditions; a category of biological classication immedibiological classication immedi--

ately below the genus or subgenus.ately below the genus or subgenus.

stewardship:stewardship:   relate the envirelate the environment, the concronment, the concept of responsibleept of responsible

caretaking; based on the premise that we caretaking; based on the premise that we do not own do not own resources,resources,

but are managers of resources and but are managers of resources and are responsible to future gen-are responsible to future gen-

erations for their condition.erations for their condition.

symbiosis:symbiosis: a close  a close living relationship between organisms.living relationship between organisms.

terrestrial:terrestrial: ground dweller.ground dweller.

vegetation:vegetation:   the mass of the mass of plants that plants that covers a gicovers a given area. ven area. Flora, aFlora, a

term often wrongly used interchangeably with vegetation, is a term often wrongly used interchangeably with vegetation, is a listlist

of the species of plants of the species of plants that compose the vegetation.that compose the vegetation.

water cycle:water cycle: the continuous circulation of water in systemsthe continuous circulation of water in systems

throughout the planet, involving condensation, precipitation,throughout the planet, involving condensation, precipitation,

runoff, evaporation, and transpiration.runoff, evaporation, and transpiration.

wetlands:wetlands:   any land area that tends to be regulany land area that tends to be regularly wet or ooded.arly wet or ooded.

wild:wild:   not tamed or domesticatenot tamed or domesticated, living in a basically fred, living in a basically free condi-e condi-

tion. tion. A wild animal provides for its own food, shelterA wild animal provides for its own food, shelter, and other, and other

needs in an environment that serves as needs in an environment that serves as a suitable habitat.a suitable habitat.

wildlife:wildlife: animals that are not tamed or animals that are not tamed or domesticated; may bedomesticated; may be

small organisms only visible to humans if seen through asmall organisms only visible to humans if seen through a micromicro
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predator:predator:   an animal that an animal that kills and eats kills and eats other animals.other animals.

producer:producer: organisms which are capable of producing  organisms which are capable of producing their owntheir own

food from inorganic compounds and a source of food from inorganic compounds and a source of energyenergy..

rain shadow:rain shadow:   an area on the lan area on the leeward side of a meeward side of a mountain barrierountain barrier

that receives little rainfall.that receives little rainfall.

small organisms only visible to humans if seen through a small organisms only visible to humans if seen through a micro-micro-

scope, or as large as a whale. scope, or as large as a whale. WildlifWildlife includes, but is not limitede includes, but is not limited

to, insects, spiders, birds, reptiles, sh, amphibians, and mamto, insects, spiders, birds, reptiles, sh, amphibians, and mam--
mals, if non-domesticated.mals, if non-domesticated.

zooplankton:zooplankton:   plankton that is plankton that is composed of tiny composed of tiny animals andanimals and

animal matter.animal matter.

    

PARPART 1: ADT 1: ADDITIONAL/RELATED TERMSDITIONAL/RELATED TERMS

The following is a list of The following is a list of additional and related terms thatadditional and related terms that

may be of use during your study of the concepts of biodiver-may be of use during your study of the concepts of biodiver-

sitysity. T. Teachers and students eachers and students are encouraged to are encouraged to continue tocontinue to

build on this list, inserting new build on this list, inserting new terms and denitions, expandterms and denitions, expand--

ing the Glossary to meet ing the Glossary to meet your educational needs.your educational needs.

aerate:aerate:   to supply with ato supply with air or oxygen; to ir or oxygen; to supply the blood witsupply the blood withh

oxygen as in the function of lungs: to supply running water withoxygen as in the function of lungs: to supply running water with

additional oxygen as when a additional oxygen as when a stream runs over falls or rapids, orstream runs over falls or rapids, or

when wind creates waves on a lake.when wind creates waves on a lake.

aquaculture:aquaculture:   deliberate growindeliberate growing of plants and ag of plants and animals innimals in

aquatic environments.aquatic environments.

aquatic:aquatic:   growing, living growing, living in, or frequentiin, or frequenting waterng water..

biotic community:biotic community:   commonly the lcommonly the living organismiving organisms in a givens in a given

communitycommunity. . It includes all plant and animal life within the com-It includes all plant and animal life within the com-

munitymunity. . The non-living parts are considered the abiotic parts ofThe non-living parts are considered the abiotic parts of

the community.the community.

bog:bog:   a wetland formed a wetland formed where low oxygen levelwhere low oxygen levels and soil tems and soil tem--

perature cause incomplete decomposition and limited drainage, perature cause incomplete decomposition and limited drainage, inin

an accumulation of brous peat.an accumulation of brous peat.

detritus:detritus:   dead plant, animal, and other dead plant, animal, and other organic matter.organic matter.

domesticated:domesticated:   referring to areferring to animals, those whinimals, those which humans havech humans have

tamed, kept in captivitytamed, kept in captivity, and bred form special purposes. , and bred form special purposes. AllAll

domesticated animdomesticated animals have their origins in wild ancals have their origins in wild ancestors. estors. CattleCattle

used for food and other products; sheep for wool and other prod-used for food and other products; sheep for wool and other prod-

ucts; as well as dogs, cats, birds, and sh commonly kept as petsucts; as well as dogs, cats, birds, and sh commonly kept as pets

are all examples of are all examples of domesticated animals.domesticated animals.

estuary:estuary:   a site where fresa site where fresh water and salt h water and salt water meet.water meet.evapo-transpiratievapo-transpiration: on: the process of transferrthe process of transferring moisture froming moisture from

the earth to the atmosphere by the earth to the atmosphere by evaporation of water and transpira-evaporation of water and transpira-

tion from plants.tion from plants.

extinction:extinction:   the condition of the condition of having been removed having been removed from exis-from exis-

tence. tence. An animal or plant facing extAn animal or plant facing extinction is one in danger ofinction is one in danger of

vanishing from our world.vanishing from our world.

feral:feral:   used in wildlife as referriused in wildlife as referring to domesticated animalng to domesticated animals gones gone

wild; e.g. pigeons, goats, cats, dogs.wild; e.g. pigeons, goats, cats, dogs.

sh ladder:sh ladder:   a series of asa series of ascending pools of conscending pools of constructed bytructed by

humans as mechanisms to enable salmon orhumans as mechanisms to enable salmon or other sh to swimother sh to swim

fry:fry: the young of sh. the young of sh.

gill net:gill net:   curtain-like shing netcurtain-like shing net, suspended vertically in he wate, suspended vertically in he water,r,

with meshes of such a size as to catch a sh with meshes of such a size as to catch a sh by the gills that hasby the gills that has

thrust its head through the mesh thrust its head through the mesh netting.netting.

hydrology:hydrology: the area of science dealing with the study of thethe area of science dealing with the study of the
waters of the earth and waters of the earth and its atmosphere.its atmosphere.

limnology:limnology:   the area of scithe area of science dealing with ence dealing with the study of frethe study of freshwa-shwa-

ter aquatic ecology.ter aquatic ecology.

matter:matter: the basic structural component of the  the basic structural component of the universe; occupiesuniverse; occupies

space and possesses mass.space and possesses mass.

microhabitat:microhabitat:   a small habitat within a lara small habitat within a larger one in which envi-ger one in which envi-

ronmental conditions difronmental conditions differ from those in the surrounding area. fer from those in the surrounding area. AA

hole in a tree hole in a tree trunk or an animal carcass is trunk or an animal carcass is a microhabitat withina microhabitat within

the forest.the forest.

migration:migration:   the periodic movethe periodic movement of animals ment of animals from one area from one area toto

another and back again as a natural part of their life.another and back again as a natural part of their life.

nocturnal:nocturnal:   active by night; active by night; the opposite of dthe opposite of diurnal.iurnal.

non-renewable resource:non-renewable resource:   nonliving resourcnonliving resources such as es such as rocksrocks

and minerals; resources which do not regenerate themselves;and minerals; resources which do not regenerate themselves;

substances such as petroleum, coal, copper, and gold which, oncesubstances such as petroleum, coal, copper, and gold which, once

used cannot be replaced - at least not in this geological age.used cannot be replaced - at least not in this geological age.

plankton:plankton:   those organisthose organism suspended in an m suspended in an aquatic habitat whiaquatic habitat whichch

control their own control their own movements; usually microscopic, includingmovements; usually microscopic, including

bacteria, algae, protozoans, rotifers, larvae, and small bacteria, algae, protozoans, rotifers, larvae, and small crusta-crusta-

ceans. ceans. Phytoplankton are the plant plPhytoplankton are the plant plankton; zooplankton are theankton; zooplankton are the

animal species.animal species.

predation:predation:   the act the act of preying of preying upon.upon.

preservation:preservation:   protection whicprotection which emphasizes h emphasizes non-consumptivenon-consumptive

values and uses, including no direct use values and uses, including no direct use by humans, contrastedby humans, contrasted

with conservation which emphasizes both consumptive and non-with conservation which emphasizes both consumptive and non-

consumptive values and uses.consumptive values and uses.

riparian:riparian:   located or living along or near a stlocated or living along or near a stream, riverream, river, or body, or body

of water.of water.

runoff:runoff:   water that drains or ows ofwater that drains or ows off the surface of the land.f the surface of the land.

salt marsh:salt marsh: a marshy landa marshy land that is wet withthat is wet with salt water or oodesalt water or oodedd
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humans as mechanisms to enable salmon or humans as mechanisms to enable salmon or other sh to swimother sh to swim

upstream around or over a dam.upstream around or over a dam.

forage:forage:   refers to vegetation tarefers to vegetation taken naturally by herbivorous aniken naturally by herbivorous ani--

mals, both wild an domesticated.mals, both wild an domesticated.

freshwater marsh:freshwater marsh:   a wetland where staa wetland where standing fresh water ending fresh water existsxists

year round in most conditions.year round in most conditions.

salt marsh:salt marsh:   a marshy land a marshy land that is wet with that is wet with salt water or oodesalt water or oodedd

by the sea.by the sea.

seine net:seine net:   a shing net that hangs verticala shing net that hangs vertically in the water, wily in the water, withth

oats at the upper edge oats at the upper edge and sinkers at the lower.and sinkers at the lower.

slough:slough:   an inlet from a river; bacan inlet from a river; backwater; tide at; a creek in akwater; tide at; a creek in a

marsh.marsh.

    

smolt:smolt:   a young, silvery a young, silvery salmon migratinsalmon migrating to the sea.g to the sea.

spawning:spawning:   the act of producithe act of producing or depositing ng or depositing eggs; usuallyeggs; usually

refers to sh.refers to sh.

succession:succession:   the orderlythe orderly, gradual, and continuous repl, gradual, and continuous replacement ofacement of

one plant or animal by one plant or animal by anotheranother..

waterfowl:waterfowl:   water birds, usualwater birds, usually ducks, but incly ducks, but including shore andluding shore and

wading birds, geese, etc.wading birds, geese, etc.

waterway:waterway:   a river, canaa river, canal, or other body of water used as a routel, or other body of water used as a route

or way of travel or transport.or way of travel or transport.

wildlife management:wildlife management:   the applicatithe application of scienton of scientic knowledgeic knowledge

and technical skills to and technical skills to protect, preserve, conserve, limit, enhance,protect, preserve, conserve, limit, enhance,

or extend the value of or extend the value of wildlife and its habitat.wildlife and its habitat.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS FGLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR PART 2:OR PART 2:

The Caribbean: A Biological Diversity HotspotThe Caribbean: A Biological Diversity Hotspot

abysmal zone:abysmal zone: the pitch-black bottom layer of the ocean where the pitch-black bottom layer of the ocean where

pressure is immense and water temperature is almost freezing.pressure is immense and water temperature is almost freezing.

algal blooms:algal blooms: excessive growth of algae within water bodies. excessive growth of algae within water bodies.

atoll reef:atoll reef: rings of coral reef, often encircling an island of sand rings of coral reef, often encircling an island of sand

and coral rubble.and coral rubble.

barrier reef:barrier reef: reefs that are grow parallel to the coast but are reefs that are grow parallel to the coast but are

separated from land by a separated from land by a lagoon.lagoon.

bathypelagic zone:bathypelagic zone: (or midnight zone) is the deep ocean layer (or midnight zone) is the deep ocean layer

where no light penetrates.where no light penetrates.

benthic species:benthic species: species which live on the bottom of the ocean. species which live on the bottom of the ocean.

biodiversity:biodiversity: the variety of life on the planet, reected in the the variety of life on the planet, reected in the

diversity of ecosystems and species, and the genetic variationdiversity of ecosystems and species, and the genetic variation

within and among species and within and among species and the ecosystems.the ecosystems.

biodiversity hotspot:biodiversity hotspot: region of the world that is both a sig- region of the world that is both a sig-

nicant reservoir of biological diversity and is threatened withnicant reservoir of biological diversity and is threatened with

human-caused destruction.human-caused destruction.

biomass:biomass: total mass of all living things within a specic area or total mass of all living things within a specic area or

habitat.habitat.

biosphere reserve:biosphere reserve: is an  is an international conservation designatiinternational conservation designationon

given by UNESCO under its Programme on Man and the Bio-given by UNESCO under its Programme on Man and the Bio-

sphere (MAB). sphere (MAB). It is designed as a core reservIt is designed as a core reserve that is surroundede that is surrounded

by buffer zones with human use by buffer zones with human use increasing away from the core.increasing away from the core.

black mangrove:black mangrove: species of mangrove which show marked pref- species of mangrove which show marked pref-erence for higher, drier habitats and are not usually found erence for higher, drier habitats and are not usually found withinwithin

habitat that is completely inundated habitat that is completely inundated with water.with water.

buttonwood mangrove:buttonwood mangrove: species of mangrove which  species of mangrove which prefers lessprefers less

saline environments and has grey bark.saline environments and has grey bark.

by-catch:by-catch: catch that was not targeted by those doing the shing catch that was not targeted by those doing the shing

(non-targeted species).(non-targeted species).

canopy:canopy: one of  one of the uppermost levels of a forest, below the uppermost levels of a forest, below the emer-the emer-

gent layer, formed by the tree crowns.gent layer, formed by the tree crowns.
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community:community: consists of the  consists of the populations of several species ofpopulations of several species of

plants and animals living and interacting in a plants and animals living and interacting in a given localitygiven locality..

continental shelf:continental shelf: the region of  the region of relatively shallow water sur-relatively shallow water sur-

rounding every continent.rounding every continent.

coral bleaching:coral bleaching: the loss of color of corals, due to stress-induced the loss of color of corals, due to stress-induced
expulsion of symbiotic unicellular algae.expulsion of symbiotic unicellular algae.

coral polyps:coral polyps: small individual coral animal with a  small individual coral animal with a tube-shapedtube-shaped

body and a body and a mouth surrounded by tentacles; many together formmouth surrounded by tentacles; many together form

coral reefs.coral reefs.

coral reef ecosystem:coral reef ecosystem: a community of  a community of different underwaterdifferent underwater

plants, sh and other marine life in plants, sh and other marine life in a coral reef environment.a coral reef environment.

deforestation:deforestation: the conversion of  the conversion of forest land into non-forest land.forest land into non-forest land.

detrital food cycle:detrital food cycle: a food chain that begins with detritus and is a food chain that begins with detritus and is

followed by decomposers (including bacteria and fungi).followed by decomposers (including bacteria and fungi).

detritus:detritus: organic debris formed by the  organic debris formed by the decomposition of plantsdecomposition of plants

and animals.and animals.

dry limestone forests:dry limestone forests: forests found in the rain shadow of moun- forests found in the rain shadow of moun-

tains and along coastlines where soils are tains and along coastlines where soils are often poor.often poor.

ecoregion:ecoregion: a relatively large unit of land  a relatively large unit of land containing distinct as-containing distinct as-

semblage of natural communities and species, with boundariessemblage of natural communities and species, with boundaries

that approximate the original extent of natural communities priorthat approximate the original extent of natural communities prior

to major land use change.to major land use change.

ecosystem:ecosystem: a community of  a community of living things that interacts with eachliving things that interacts with each

other and with their non-living environment (soil, rocks, etc).other and with their non-living environment (soil, rocks, etc).

endemic:endemic: native to or conned to a certain region. native to or conned to a certain region.

epipelagic zone:epipelagic zone: (or sunlit zone) is the top layer of the ocean (or sunlit zone) is the top layer of the ocean

where enough sunlight penetrates for plants to carry where enough sunlight penetrates for plants to carry out photo-out photo-

synthesis.synthesis.

estuary:estuary: coastal water body where ocean tides and river water coastal water body where ocean tides and river water

meet.meet.

eutrophication:eutrophication: over-enrichment of a water body with  over-enrichment of a water body with nutrients,nutrients,

resulting in excessive growth of organisms (often algal blooms)resulting in excessive growth of organisms (often algal blooms)

and depletion of oxygen concentration.and depletion of oxygen concentration.
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climate change:climate change: a change  a change in long-term weather patterns (i.e.in long-term weather patterns (i.e.

a change in climate) caused by a change in climate) caused by activities being carried out byactivities being carried out by

humans such as fossil fuel burning, greenhouse gas humans such as fossil fuel burning, greenhouse gas emissions andemissions and
deforestation.deforestation.

coastal ecosystem:coastal ecosystem: area where land and sea join to create a area where land and sea join to create a

distinct community of organisms that interact together in distinct community of organisms that interact together in thethe

physical environment.physical environment.

extirpated:extirpated: refers to a species that no longer exists in a country refers to a species that no longer exists in a country

or region but does exist or region but does exist elsewhere.elsewhere.

shing down the food chain:shing down the food chain: decline of the mean trophic level decline of the mean trophic level

of reported catches and a reduction in the abundance of species atof reported catches and a reduction in the abundance of species at

higher trophic levels.higher trophic levels.

food chain/ food web:food chain/ food web: the complex feeding relationships that the complex feeding relationships that

exist in nature.exist in nature.

    

forest oor:forest oor: rst level of a forest; the ground layer made up of rst level of a forest; the ground layer made up of

tree roots, soil and decaying matter.tree roots, soil and decaying matter.

fragmentation:fragmentation: process by which  process by which isolated patches of habitat areisolated patches of habitat are

created through land clearing created through land clearing and deforestation.and deforestation.

fringing reefs:fringing reefs: one type of coral reef that grows in shallow wa- one type of coral reef that grows in shallow wa-
ters alongside the shore line.ters alongside the shore line.

global warming:global warming: a gradual warming of  a gradual warming of the Earth’s atmospherethe Earth’s atmosphere

caused by the burning of caused by the burning of fossil fuels and industrial pollutants.fossil fuels and industrial pollutants.

greenhouse gas: a gas that greenhouse gas: a gas that traps heat from the sun traps heat from the sun in the Earth’sin the Earth’s

atmosphere and produces greenhouse effects; includes carbonatmosphere and produces greenhouse effects; includes carbon

dioxide and methane.dioxide and methane.

habitat:habitat: the place where  the place where a micro-organism, plant or animal lives.a micro-organism, plant or animal lives.

hadal zone:hadal zone: the waters found  the waters found in the ocean’s deepest trenches.in the ocean’s deepest trenches.

halophytic:halophytic: salt tolerant species. salt tolerant species.

hard corals:hard corals: one type of  one type of coral composed of stony calcium car-coral composed of stony calcium car-

bonate.bonate.

holoplanktonic:holoplanktonic: organisms living their entire life in the  organisms living their entire life in the sea,sea,

oating in the water between oating in the water between the bottom and surface.the bottom and surface.

hypersaline:hypersaline: water with a  water with a high concentration of salt; salt concen-high concentration of salt; salt concen-

tration greater than sea tration greater than sea water.water.

igneous rock:igneous rock: the type of rock that is created when molten rocks the type of rock that is created when molten rocks

cool.cool.

intertidal zone:intertidal zone: the area above the subtidal zone and between the the area above the subtidal zone and between the

high tide and low tide marks on the shore.high tide and low tide marks on the shore.

key messages:key messages: several short, concise and memorable sentences several short, concise and memorable sentences

used to convey used to convey important communication.important communication.

Large Marine Ecosystems Large Marine Ecosystems (LMEs):(LMEs): the jurisdictional regions of the jurisdictional regions of

the world’s oceans, encompassing coastal areas from the world’s oceans, encompassing coastal areas from river basinsriver basins

and estuaries to the seaward boundaries of and estuaries to the seaward boundaries of continental shelvescontinental shelves

and the outer margins of the and the outer margins of the major ocean current systems.major ocean current systems.

mangal ecosystem or mangal:mangal ecosystem or mangal: mangrove swamp ecosystem. mangrove swamp ecosystem.

mangrove swamp ecosystem:mangrove swamp ecosystem: coastal wetlands of the  coastal wetlands of the tropicstropics

that contain trees, shrubs, vegetation and an associated commu-that contain trees, shrubs, vegetation and an associated commu-
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metamorphic rock:metamorphic rock: rocks that have morphed or “changed” rocks that have morphed or “changed”

into another type of rock into another type of rock as a result of as a result of chemical and structuralchemical and structural

changes.changes.

muddy beaches:muddy beaches: are made up of ne particles of organic and are made up of ne particles of organic and

inorganic matterinorganic matter, often carried , often carried downstream by rivers.downstream by rivers.

nearshore:nearshore: areas of the ocean close to land. areas of the ocean close to land.

non-governmental organizations (NGOs):non-governmental organizations (NGOs): organizations cre- organizations cre-

ated by private organizations or people with no ated by private organizations or people with no participation orparticipation or

representation of any government.representation of any government.

ocean currents:ocean currents: movement of ocean  movement of ocean water created from forces,water created from forces,

such as planet such as planet rotation, wind, temperature and salinity differ-rotation, wind, temperature and salinity differ-

ences, and the gravitation of the ences, and the gravitation of the moon.moon.

ocean ecosystem:ocean ecosystem: body of salt water where currents, waves, and body of salt water where currents, waves, and

tides intermingle to create a distinct community of organisms thattides intermingle to create a distinct community of organisms that

interact together in the interact together in the physical environment.physical environment.

offshore:offshore: areas of the ocean not near land. areas of the ocean not near land.

overstory (emergent):overstory (emergent): level of forest canopy  level of forest canopy that includes thethat includes the

crowns of dominant, co-dominant, and crowns of dominant, co-dominant, and intermediate trees.intermediate trees.

pebble beaches:pebble beaches: are formed from rocks  are formed from rocks that have been constantlythat have been constantly

pounded, rolled and polished by the active of waves.pounded, rolled and polished by the active of waves.

  

pelagic species:pelagic species: species which live in the open sea, away fromspecies which live in the open sea, away from

the sea bottom.the sea bottom.

photosynthesis:photosynthesis: process by which  process by which plants generate carbohydratesplants generate carbohydrates

and oxygen from and oxygen from carbon dioxide, water, and light energy.carbon dioxide, water, and light energy.

phytoplankton:phytoplankton: tiny oceanic plants in the depths of the ocean. tiny oceanic plants in the depths of the ocean.

platform reef:platform reef: coral reefs which  coral reefs which develop in sheltered seas, butdevelop in sheltered seas, but

quite far offshore and are at-topped with small and quite far offshore and are at-topped with small and shallowshallow

lagoons.lagoons.

pneumatophores:pneumatophores: root projections sent up to the water surface root projections sent up to the water surface

by mangrove, which help to supply the plant with oxygen.by mangrove, which help to supply the plant with oxygen.

population:population: a group  a group of individual organisms (such as palm treesof individual organisms (such as palm trees

or frogs) of the same or frogs) of the same kind (species).kind (species).

predator-prey dynamics:predator-prey dynamics: the relationship between predators and the relationship between predators and
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nity of organisms, which exist in salt water nity of organisms, which exist in salt water intertidal zones.intertidal zones.

Marine Protected Areas (MPAs):Marine Protected Areas (MPAs): coastal or open ocean areas coastal or open ocean areas
in which certain uses are in which certain uses are regulated to protect natural resources,regulated to protect natural resources,

biodiversity, or human livelihoods.biodiversity, or human livelihoods.

mesopelagic zone:mesopelagic zone: (or twilight zone) is  (or twilight zone) is a dimly-lit zone wherea dimly-lit zone where

some light penetrates, but not enough for some light penetrates, but not enough for plants to grow.plants to grow.

prey that exist in nature.prey that exist in nature.

protected areas:protected areas: locations which receive protection because of locations which receive protection because of
their environmental, cultural or other similar value.their environmental, cultural or other similar value.

red mangrove:red mangrove: most common of the mangrove species and the most common of the mangrove species and the

rst to grow in muddy areas.rst to grow in muddy areas.

    

reforestation:reforestation:  the restoration (replanting) of a forest that  the restoration (replanting) of a forest that hadhad

been reduced by re or cutting.been reduced by re or cutting.

range of tolerance:range of tolerance: optimal range of abitoic factors which  optimal range of abitoic factors which anan

organism needs to survive.organism needs to survive.

reclamation:reclamation: the process of regaining an area from loss or from a the process of regaining an area from loss or from a
less useful condition.less useful condition.

sandy beaches:sandy beaches: are formed in coastal areas where the waves are formed in coastal areas where the waves

and currents are able to deposit sand faster than it can be carriedand currents are able to deposit sand faster than it can be carried

away.away.

seagrass beds:seagrass beds: large areas of underwater marine owering plants large areas of underwater marine owering plants

that resemble grasslands.that resemble grasslands.

sea level:sea level: the average height (mean height) of all the oceans. the average height (mean height) of all the oceans.

sea level rise:sea level rise: an increase in sea level; is a result from global an increase in sea level; is a result from global

warming due to expansion of seawater as the oceans warm, andwarming due to expansion of seawater as the oceans warm, and

melting of ice in cold melting of ice in cold regions.regions.

sedimentary rock:sedimentary rock: rock made from the  rock made from the consolidation of solidconsolidation of solid

fragments, such as other rocks or organic remains, or by fragments, such as other rocks or organic remains, or by precipi-precipi-

tation of minerals from tation of minerals from solution.solution.

soft corals:soft corals: one type of coral that is composed of a protein and one type of coral that is composed of a protein and

calcium carbonate material.calcium carbonate material.

stewardship:stewardship: the careful and  the careful and responsible management ofresponsible management of

something; concept of responsible caretaking, usually of something; concept of responsible caretaking, usually of naturalnatural

resources.resources.

St. Georges’ Declaration of Principles St. Georges’ Declaration of Principles for Environmentalfor Environmental

Sustainability:Sustainability: principles to  principles to ensure environmental sustainabilityensure environmental sustainability

within the Eastern Caribbean developed by the within the Eastern Caribbean developed by the Organization ofOrganization of
Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) in 1999 and updated in 2006.Eastern Caribbean States (OECS) in 1999 and updated in 2006.

shrub layer:shrub layer: layer of the forest where woody shrubs grow; is a layer of the forest where woody shrubs grow; is a

dark layer, with limited sunlight.dark layer, with limited sunlight.

subtidal zone:subtidal zone: the area of the shoreline that lies below the low- the area of the shoreline that lies below the low-

tide mark and is the lowest level of tidal zone.tide mark and is the lowest level of tidal zone.

supratidal zone:supratidal zone: (or splash zone) is the tidal zone which lies (or splash zone) is the tidal zone which lies

above the intertidal zone just beyond the reach of the water atabove the intertidal zone just beyond the reach of the water at

high tide.high tide.
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tidal zones:tidal zones: area along the  area along the beach shoreline that is affected bybeach shoreline that is affected by

the rise and fall of the tide; is a complex ecological zone at thethe rise and fall of the tide; is a complex ecological zone at the

water’s edge.water’s edge.

trophic levels:trophic levels: feeding levels or energy levels in a food chain or feeding levels or energy levels in a food chain or

food web (such food web (such as primary producer, primary consumer, second-as primary producer, primary consumer, second-

ary consumer, tertiary consumer).ary consumer, tertiary consumer).

tropical (and subtropical) coniferous forests:tropical (and subtropical) coniferous forests: forest type lo- forest type lo-

cated in regions of semi-humid climate at tropical and subtropicalcated in regions of semi-humid climate at tropical and subtropical

latitudes.latitudes.

tropical and subtropical dry forests:tropical and subtropical dry forests: forest type located at forest type located at

tropical and subtropical latitudes which endures long dry seasons.tropical and subtropical latitudes which endures long dry seasons.

tropical and subtropical moist forests:tropical and subtropical moist forests: forest type located near forest type located near

the equator which receives high overall rainfall.the equator which receives high overall rainfall.

tropical montane cloud (or mist) tropical montane cloud (or mist) forests:forests: rare mountain forest rare mountain forest

found in tropical areas where local climatic conditions causefound in tropical areas where local climatic conditions cause

cloud and mist to be cloud and mist to be regularly in contact with the forest vegeta-regularly in contact with the forest vegeta-

tion.tion.

understory:understory: the second layer of a rainforest; the layer of forest the second layer of a rainforest; the layer of forest

beneath the canopy and includes small trees beneath the canopy and includes small trees and young canopyand young canopy

trees.trees.

water balance:water balance: ow of water in and out  ow of water in and out of a watershed.of a watershed.

white mangrove:white mangrove: species of mangrove which has white bark. species of mangrove which has white bark.

zonation:zonation: presence of organisms within a  presence of organisms within a particular range as aparticular range as a

result of result of predetermined characteristicspredetermined characteristics..

zooxanthellae:zooxanthellae: single-celled algae which live as  single-celled algae which live as symbiontssymbionts

within the tissues of corals; they help within the tissues of corals; they help coral produce limestone orcoral produce limestone or
calcium carbonate and give the corals their characteristic greenishcalcium carbonate and give the corals their characteristic greenish

color.color.
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symbiotic relationship:symbiotic relationship: a relationship between two or more a relationship between two or more

organisms they co-exist together in organisms they co-exist together in a mutually advantageousa mutually advantageous

relationship, each derives benets from relationship, each derives benets from the relationship.the relationship.

territorial waters:territorial waters: the area of coastal water 12 nautical miles the area of coastal water 12 nautical miles

from the shoreline.from the shoreline.

    

PARPART 2: ADT 2: ADDITIONAL/RELATED TERMSDITIONAL/RELATED TERMS

The following is a list of The following is a list of additional and related terms thatadditional and related terms that

may be of use during your study of the concepts of biodiver-may be of use during your study of the concepts of biodiver-

sitysity. T. Teachers and students eachers and students are encouraged to are encouraged to continue tocontinue to

build on this list, inserting new build on this list, inserting new terms and denitions, expandterms and denitions, expand--

ing the Glossary to meet ing the Glossary to meet your educational needs.your educational needs.

biological corridor:biological corridor: a strip of  a strip of habitat connecting wildlife popula-habitat connecting wildlife popula-

tions and separated by human activities (such as tions and separated by human activities (such as roads, develop-roads, develop-

ment, or logging).ment, or logging).

biosphere:biosphere: the part of  the part of Earth’Earth’s atmosphere, land and oceans thats atmosphere, land and oceans that

supports any living plant, animal or other organism; the placesupports any living plant, animal or other organism; the place

where plants and animals, including humans, live.where plants and animals, including humans, live.

environmental impact assessments:environmental impact assessments: an assessment of the pos- an assessment of the pos-

sible impacts (positive or negative) that a proposed project maysible impacts (positive or negative) that a proposed project may

have on the natural environment.have on the natural environment.

genetic erosion:genetic erosion: the loss of  the loss of genetic diversity within a species;genetic diversity within a species;

can be represented by the can be represented by the loss of entire populations geneticallyloss of entire populations genetically

differentiadifferentiated from others, the loss or ted from others, the loss or change in frequency of spe-change in frequency of spe-

cic alleles (different forms of genes) within populations, or overcic alleles (different forms of genes) within populations, or over

the species as a the species as a whole, or the loss of whole, or the loss of allele combinations.allele combinations.

indicator species:indicator species: a species of plant or animal used to predict the a species of plant or animal used to predict the

quality and characteristics of a site.quality and characteristics of a site.

integrated management approach:integrated management approach: planning process in which planning process in which

interested parties and stakeholders reach general agreement oninterested parties and stakeholders reach general agreement on

the best mix of conservation, sustainable resource use and the best mix of conservation, sustainable resource use and eco-eco-

nomic development for coastal and marine areas (so that nomic development for coastal and marine areas (so that the longthe long

term sustainable benets are optimized and conicts among usersterm sustainable benets are optimized and conicts among users

are minimized).are minimized).

nitrogen xation:nitrogen xation: process in which nitrogen gas (N process in which nitrogen gas (N22) is con-) is con-
verted into compounds that contain nitrate (NOverted into compounds that contain nitrate (NO

33
) or ammonium) or ammonium

(NH(NH
44
). Both of these compounds are useable by plants.). Both of these compounds are useable by plants.

saline:saline: a  a solution comprised primarily of salt solution comprised primarily of salt waterwater..

sustainable harvest:sustainable harvest: the amount of catch of species does not the amount of catch of species does not

exceed the amount that can naturally replacement themselvesexceed the amount that can naturally replacement themselves

through reproduction.through reproduction.
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